CURRENTE CALAMO

TA TA! Archery Field.
We will see you later.

The fighting editor received the following query by registered letter:
"What drink is best for bicyclers?"
Being a conscientious man, he devoted one day to experimenting at the firm's expense, and when he was brought back to the office on a bar of cast-steel soap, he faintly enunciated before passing into a trance:

"There are thirty-seven answers to that query."
We hope to have him pumped out before 30 May.

Mr. Sylvester Baxter and Mr. W. L. Metcalf, both well-known members of the Boston Bicycle Club, have gone to Mexico; the former to write and the latter to illustrate an article on our neighbor across the Rio Grande, to be published by Harper Brothers.

At the Queen's birthday celebration at Brantford, Canada, 24 May, there are to be several bicycle races for medals given by the Caledonian Society and La Crosse Club.

The publishers of the Bicycling World are represented upon the entertainment committee for the reception of League guests in the capacities of chairman and secretary. They will do all in their power to insure a cordial welcome in Boston for League men; and, to encourage an interest in uniform and drill, they will present a handsome baglet to the best appearing club in line.

Mr. Charles E. Pratt has removed his office to the salesrooms of the Pope Manufacturing Company, and will attend to the legal business of that corporation. He will not, however, relinquish his general law practice, but will give attention as heretofore to patent and general law business.

The Boston Sunday Herald, 8 May, contains an able review of the purposes of the League, the growth of bicycling in Boston, and an outline of what may be expected at the Meet, 30 May. The article, which is of interest to bicyclers generally, thus refers to the use of the wheel in Boston:

"Although Boston may be said to be the central point of the interest in bicycling, as it is the birthplace of the sport in this country, and contains more riders than any other city, it has by no means a monopoly; and before many years it will doubtless find itself at the periphery instead of on the hub of the wheel, so rapidly does the bicycle push to the front in the Western cities. Already a club in Milwaukee claims the largest club representation in the League, and Chicago, Detroit, and other more
easterly cities are strong competitors in the friendly rivalry. Just now, however, Boston retains the foremost position, and the wheelmen throughout the country have heartily ratified the action of the League authorities in coming here for the first annual Meet. Besides affording streets which are unsurpassed in fitness for riding, the city has, from the first, adopted a liberal policy in its consideration of wheelmen’s rights, or, more properly stated, has adopted the “let-alone” policy, practically showing the common-sense view that wheel riders have the same rights in the streets, and the same responsibilities, that other riders possess. The narrow-mindedness which has obtained in some other cities and towns regarding the use of the bicycle has never been officially shown here, and the old law, “So use your own that you injure not another’s,” is found to have been safely left to the discretion of the bicycle riders.

NEW ORLEANS has a club. It is a small one, to be sure, but if it survives the rigors of summer, its membership will probably increase, especially in December, when the riding season begins.

President Bates is certainly coming to the League Meet, and he hopes to bring with him some of the heroes of the “New-Year’s calls.” The Detroit clubs and mishaps have so long enlisted the sympathy of our readers, that they will rejoice in this opportunity to pour it out. We understand that a feature of the entertainment after the League dinner will be a tableau, in which President Bates will pose for Mr. Notman in the exact attitude he assumed for the Detroit photographer. There will be no extra charge for seats on this account.

WANTED,
A BICYCLIST,
HAVING ABOUT $8,000, WHO WOULD LIKE to engage in the MANUFACTURE of Bicycles and Tricycles in a western city.
A good opportunity is now offered. General business ability required, but mechanical skill not needed.
Address, MANUFACTURER, Care of "Bicycling World."

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of the Wheelmen at Newport. Fine, clear, large; they show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.
Every club should have one.
Prices, sent postpaid to any address, according to size and style, $2.50, $5.00, $1.00.
Address E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 Water Street, Boston.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
(Established 1875.)
TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

HARRINGTON’S PATENT CRADLE SPRING
AND NASH’S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES

HENRY W. WILLIAMS,
Solicitor of American and European PATENTS
258 Washington Street, Boston.
No person or firm has greater facilities for securing valid patents upon reasonable terms. Personal attention given to each case.

Rubber Bicycle Handles.
RELIEVE ALL JAR.
Do not wear the hands. Send size of thread with order.
Wholesale and Retail prices sent.
ELASTIC TIP COMPANY,
197 Washington St., cor. Cornhill, Boston, Mass.
For Sale, Cheap.
48-Inch Standard Columbia Bicycle.
Never Broken.
Has Not Run Forty Miles.
Address, Lock Box G — — Meriden, Ct.

ARCHERS’ TALC.
A capital aid in obtaining an effective loose; clean, reliable and inexpensive. One 3-ounce bottle will last a season with careful use.
Recommended by the late Champion, Herance A. Ford, as the best article of the kind.
(Please “Archery, its Theory and Practice,” Page 156, Note 1.)
Price, 1 oz., 15 cents; 2 oz., 25 cents.
By Mail (postage prepaid), 15 cts. extra.
Address HENRY E. ARCHER, 48 Kilby Street — BOSTON, MASS.

HARVARD ROADSTER.
Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.
SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.
Among the most important of the modern applications for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM
Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.
IT IS EFFECTIVE; OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY BROKEN; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.
The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.
EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.
No. 1, Columbus of 1879. No. 2, Standard Columbus of 1880. No. 3, Harnardis (Trip lever brake). No. 4, Harnardis (Thumb brake). No. 5, Special Columbus. No. 6, Ordinary Columbus.
These alarms are finished nickel-plated all over.
Send by mail upon receipt of $3.00.
Send for circular.

ENGLISH BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.
LANCE BROTHERS, Liverpool, Eng.
BICYCLE DEALERS,
Are prepared to fill orders for United States and Canada for the principal makes of English Bicycles and Tricycles. Write for full particulars, enclosing stamp, to A. T. LANE, P. O. Box 119, Montreal.

“BICYCLER’S RIDING SUSPENSION.”
Best thing ever offered to Wheelmen. AFFORDS COMFORT! INSURES PROTECTION!
Simple in construction, and for quality of material, and superiority of finish, cannot be surpassed. Sent by mail on receipt of $3.00. We also make the "CYCLER’S KIDS’ BAG," of best silk Elastic, Price $1.00. Send for Circular to ELASTIC HONE CO., HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

English Bicycles and Tricycles are the Rage. Send for Price List.
PERFECTION BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
Cheapest and Best in the market. All crates free. Lists for 1881 now ready.
C. GORTON,
TALBOT WORKS . . . WOLVERHAMPTON, ENG.
As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of cyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 13 May, 1881.

Great Meets.—At Hampton Court, near London, 22 May, 1880, nearly 1,800 cyclists met, and under the sharp, critical eyes of thousands of spectators formed in line and held a parade. There were 137 bicycle clubs represented, while the unattached sent a strong delegation and the tric/yclers made a fair showing. The spectacle of so many wheelmen in line was an impressive one, and one long to be remembered. The mishaps were few, and such as occurred resulted mainly from the inability of a few "fresh" men to ride slowly. There will be not a few spills from the same cause in the L. A. W. procession, unless club members incorporate in their drill the feature of slow riding. The Temple Club, with 47 men, led as to numbers, but the clubs which commanded most attention were those whose drill had been thorough enough to keep the men in fine order through every difficulty. A few of the American clubs have, under the vigilant guidance of capable captains, acquired a training which will insure them respect on the occasion of the League parade; but by far the greater number, trusting in their general road-riding capabilities, are paying no attention whatever to drill, and will when exposed to public criticism at the Meet present a discreditably bad form. It should be the duty of every club captain to drill his club at least twice a week until 30 May, and oftener if possible. At the time when the attention of policemen is absorbed in keeping spectators in order, the attention of marshals employed in arranging club positions and keeping the line well together, the captains should devote their whole care to right conduct of men under their command. It is necessary not only for them to keep their own line undisturbed, but to preserve also that of the whole procession. The next largest meet in England was that of the North of England and Bicycle Touring Club, at which 550 men were on parade. The Boston Club was here represented, and took the second place in the line.

The importance of these large gatherings of bicyclists cannot be over-estimated. They promote not only the greatest enthusiasm and good feeling among wheelmen, but also impress non-riders with the power, extent, and rapid growth of the bicycling interest. In England they have proven a positive success, and upon 30 May next we will have an opportunity of showing our English cousins that if we do fall short in numbers, we make up in enthusiasm and good appearance. It is to be hoped that every club will appear in full uniform, and that as many unattached men as possible will wear the League gray.

A Bicycle Exhibition.—At the risk of stealing the thunder of those correspondents who have already written wisely and well on this subject, the editor feels constrained to make a few remarks. The Stanley show in England was the outgrowth of a progressive and enterprising spirit in the Stanley Club, and was put into shape at a time when the members desired individually to compare the merits of various well-known bicycles. They proceeded cautiously and made very modest outings upon their first exhibition. Through good management, and the fortunate circumstance that there were within easy access a very large number of bicycle manufacturers, the exhibition was a success. The institution has grown with bicycling, and the recent annual show was such a brilliant and attractive affair that it has aroused great enthusiasm on the subject among bicyclers on this side of the Atlantic. There were a large variety of standard machines, elegant racers and light roadsters, in nickel, gold, and beautiful enamels; an attractive collection of tricycles, with power applied in almost every conceivable way; and a curious and interesting lot of wheeling novelties in the collection.

There are a great many difficulties in the way of holding a bicycle show on this side of the Atlantic, which English wheelmen have not had to encounter. The variety of machines imported is very small, and the variety manufactured is not as great as is turned out from one of the two hundred bicycle factories in England. There a great number of dealers are directly interested in making the show an attractive one; here, the success of an exhibition would depend largely upon private individuals, who might not care to loan their machines. There, the wheels are fresh from the shop, glittering with the best of nickel or resplendent with high-colored enamels; while here, those machines contributed by private individuals, coming directly from a sphere of usefulness, would be liable to possess so little beauty that their utility would be lost sight of. Bicycling, like every other national interest, is here scattered over so vast an extent of territory that at any other time than the League Meet an exhibition would be impracticable. Even at an annual gathering of League members the exhibition would assume very modest proportions; and it is, without doubt, the knowledge of this that has restrained both League, club, and private individuals from entering upon the undertaking.

The New Hand-Book of the Tricycle.

It is popularly reported that some 6,000 tricycles have already been sold in England. Although we cannot vouch for the correctness of this statement, it is certain that this machine is coming rapidly into use.

We are in receipt of the "Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual and Hand-Book," by Henry Sturmy, the well-known and much-esteemed author and editor of the Cyclist. We find it difficult to give a review of this work within the narrow limits we can spare for such a purpose. The temptation is strong to make an abstract of the whole book. There is no superfluous matter in its pages, and all of it is interesting to the rider and man of mechanical education or tastes.

The book before us resembles closely, in its general appearance, the "Indispensable Bicyclists' Hand-book." It treats upon the relative position occupied in the cycling world by the tricycle; upon the various forms of tricycles now made, giv-
ing an analysis of the various parts, and a description of the usual accessories to the three wheels, and the machine itself is so well provided with springs that the shocks are lessenend and reduced in a surprising degree." The tricycle, however, has two, and very frequently three tracks to look out for, and cannot be steered clear of every obstacle so easily as the bicycle,—between the two machines, however, on a journey, the advantage seems to lie with the tricycle, as much freer from ordinary jar and vibration.

The tricycle is the better machine in crowded streets, as evidently the rider can run slowly or remain stationary, as he pleases. This is also a point of advantage frequently upon the road.

Another point of great advantage is the great luggage-carrying capacity of the tricycle. On a journey this is most desirable, and the convenience is out of proportion to the loss in the way of increased resistance to overcome from the extra weight.

Mr. Sturmey touches, too, upon the greater sociability of the tricycle, the double-seated machines being so arranged that "the partners of our lives—or anybody who enjoy, not only the walks, but the rides of life in company with ourselves."*

We are glad to see one point so ably handled in this work. Most persons are disposed to think that a tricycle is uncomfortable because they can, on the first trial, propel and even steer it. This is a serious error. The bicycle rider is naturally more at home on a tricycle, especially if a rotary, than a new hand; but different muscles are required to act when on the tricycle, and these must be trained, and developed too, before a man can ride with ease. "Constant, attentive, thoughtful practice is also requisite to give the tricyclist perfect command over his steed." His judgment can only be perfected by thorough practice. His mind and hand must be so trained that he can steer without mental effort, and turn just enough wheel to keep his whole tricycle, right or to the left. Decidedly good training is required to make speed on the level and down-hill, or to turn corners with safety at reasonable speed, and hill climbing itself is a fine art which practice will develop in a man. The trained rider goes with ease where a beginner will be working laboriously. This is just as true of the tricycle as of the bicycle.

The tricycle is more complicated, and has a greater number of parts than the two-wheeler; but the loss of a nut or derangement of a single part, as a general thing, is not apt to be of such vital importance to the former as to the latter. The bicycle is a machine, and if its work is more concentrated, hence there are more intense strains to look out for.

*Props of the sociability of the tricycle, we clip the following from the Times: "We think that little bit! I was loudly expreseed but not feer remark of a "rough" fellow, who was "a lady and gentleman, a "sensible,"" with legs strapped behind, and evidently bent on an Easter week's tour, cycled down the Goldhawk Road,... the whole turnout being very grateful."

The author calls our attention to the fact that out of the large number of tricycles in the market, few are original in design. A large number are copies or modifications of previous and successful patterns. Many of the modifications are of questionable value. "No one machine can combine in itself all the desirable points a tricycle should possess." There are many excellent machines in the market, and the rider should choose from these according to his peculiar requirements.

A most valuable page in this book is that where the reader is advised about the selection of a machine.

First comes the question of price. This must govern many riders, but it is not necessary to dwell upon the point.

Then stable-room and the width of tricycles under consideration claim attention.

"The kind of roads, and purposes for which required," are of the utmost importance. Some machines will do well on smooth ground, which would be useless for rough or hilly ground. For light work almost any machine of good character will answer, "but for touring purposes, use in all weathers, and over hills and bad roads, very especial types of machines will be required."

We are told that for all heavy work a double-seater is advisable, and that between front and rear steering the former is, in the opinion of the author, to be preferred in a hilly country.

We look upon this carefully expressed advice as sound, and of great value to the intending purchaser.

The strength and age of the rider are to be considered. A heavy man is hardly safe on a very light, slightly built machine, and a lady or invalid would be out of place on a very heavy road machine.

Brake power is of first importance to travellers, and the purchaser must look to the capacity of his machine for carrying him. Simplicity is the keynote, and it should be thought of as well as grace of form.

"The three main objects sought in a good tricycle are safety, comfort and speed," and except for racing, safety and comfort should govern one's choice more than speed.

The Bath chair pattern of tricycle is the most common type. It has two driving wheels, side by side, and a steering wheel in front. It is sometimes modified by placing the steering-wheel behind.

Out of one hundred patterns, now made in England, seventy-six are of the Bath-chair model, forty-eight having rear steering wheels, and twenty-eight with front steering.

The two have each advantages. The rider is better placed on a front-steering machine, being more comfortable usually, can be placed more upon his pedals, and has greater command over the guidance of the machine, both because the wheel is in front where the eye can govern the hand to best advantage, and because greater weight is placed upon...
MISTRESS O'RAFFERTY ON THE WHEEL.

As shure, thin, it's a quare masheen that master's been after buyin, Mary Ann Murphy. I was a sthand in the dury, a month ago, a restin of me eyes that were entirely filled wid smoke from brinnin a bit of mate fur Pat Mullaley,— the lazy good-fur-nothin,— when I see a man comin down the strade wid a big weel fur-nisht him, and a handle to it. Thinks I to mesel, It's that shuffless Jim Kelly has been dissipatin into some one wid his own milk cart, as I've been a-tellin of him this many day, and now he's clane ruined, and his wife and childler will be cryin fur bread.

Well as I were a-wipin of me eyes, to be sure, the man behind the wheel says, "Is Misther Jones in, Ma'am?"

"To be surely he is," says I, makin him a curchey, fur he was a hansom boy, and I a widdy fur three years or more.

Will it place ye to come in?" says I.

Much obleeged to ye, ma'am," says he, "but I can't sthop a minit. I've brought this hishkell fur Misther Jones, accordin to orders," and all the time was I starin me eyes out of me head at the big wheel wid a handle.

"A hishkell, is it, and what may it be fur?" says I, making him another curchey.

"Far Misthur Jones to take the hair on," and wid that he puts the big weel in the hall, and walks off widout iver another word. I were that rassackd wid curiosity, Mary Ann Murphy, to find out what the spidery thing were fur, that Pat Mullaley had brought in his journal. I were a rassackd wid curiosity, Mary Ann Murphy, to find out what the spidery thing were fur, that Pat Mullaley had brought in his journal.

Me sich a start that since I were a widdy I never knew the loikes of.

"An what are ye a-doin of there, Bid'dy O'Rafferty?" says he.

"Be gone wid ye!" says I, "a scarin a wake woman wid your schreechin. I'm puttin away the master's hishkell that's just come."

"A hishkell?" screamed the lou, pier-cinger than iver, and what may that be?"

"It's a masheen to get the hair on," says I, and then he hooted and hollered till I was nigh deaf; the lastest sjapleen that ever caahooted, is Pat Mullaley, and that aggerwaht.

Then he comes up, and says he, "It's lots of thin same masheens I see iver day in the park wid the men settin on em."

"Away wid your stories of men ridin cels!" says I.

"Let me show ye just onct, Bid'dy O'Rafferty," says he, in a sinniwan voice, and wid that he took the masheen wid both hands, and gives a spring, the hinges of the two the kangaroo river,— and me a sthand inor-nist him wid me back to the open celler dure, quite inor-cint loike. And Mary Ann, he left up, and fore I could scram out "Howly mither!" we all lay of a hape at the fot of the stairs, broken in paces intirely, and me fut doubled up under me wid pain. On the back of me head, drivin me comb into the bare scalp, set Pat Mullaley wid the big weel around his neck. 

Niv'r an inch could I move till master, hearin the crash, came rinnin down the stairs wid the missis behind him. It were many a day fore I set the sole of me fut to the ground, and niver can I shtain the sight of that Pat Mullaley again, wid his base insinwat ways, an me a respectable widdy these three ye rs or more, Mary Ann Murphy.

Augusta.

REPORT OF THE ENTERTAINMENT COMMITTEE.

At three recent meetings, the reports of the sub-committees on finance, transportation, hotels, dinner, and care of machines were received and accepted. Considerable opposition was met with from the railroad officers on the question of transporting machines, but it was in every case overcome, and the free transportation of bicycles upon the occasion of the League Meet, agreed upon by railroad authorities interviewed thus far:—

R-tes from New York City to Boston, via any rail route, were obtained as follow: For a party of 150 to 200 men, $8.75 for round trip tickets; from 100 to 150 men, $6.00 round trip. At these rates, a special train can be had, devoting a car exclusively to the transportation of bicycles and insuring them care and protection.

A large number of prominent hotels are already doing business to their utmost capacity, or expect to be on the 30 May, b. t. the following desirable rates and accommodations have been procured thus far:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hotel</th>
<th>Accommodations</th>
<th>Rate per day</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Vendome</td>
<td></td>
<td>$2.50 to $3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. James</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adams</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commonwealth</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tremont</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evans</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan</td>
<td>75*</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*TWO men to a room.

These nine hotels furnish accommodations for 875 men, and there are besides these, two hotels on the European plan, the International and the Crawford, where special rates will be made to visiting wheeleman.

For the care of machines, the Technology gymnasium has been engaged, and will be fitted up with all necessary appliances. It will be open from Friday, 27 May, until Thursday, 31 May, for free storage of machines.

The reception committee has not been organized, but it will probably undertake the reception of guests at depots, and directing them to hotels, etc.

The following additions have been made to sub-committees:—

**RAILROADS.** C. K. Munroe, Franklin, New York.


**LOUIS HARRISON, Sec'y.**

PROGRAMME, L.A.W. MEET

28 MAY.

**RAILWAY MEET OF THE BEACON PARK DRIVING AND ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, AT BEACON PARK.**

2:30 P.M.

Quarter-mile amateur dash.

Half-mile amateur heat race, 2 in 3.

One-mile amateur dash.

Two-mile professional heat.

Race, 2 in 3. $40 to 1st; $20 to 2nd.

Entries to be made to E. C. Hodges, 25 State street, before 12 M., 26 May.

Suitable prizes will be given in all the amateur events.

**PARADE AND MEETING.**

30 MAY.

10 A.M. — Meet form in Commonwealth avenue.

12:30. — Dishand at Trinity square, where a photograph will be taken.

2:30 P.M. — Meeting at Bunstead Hall, adjacent to Music Hall.

5:30 P.M. — Diner, Music Hall, after which there will be an exhibition of trick and drill riding, and probably a band concert.
WORDS MEET FOR THE MEET.

AS TO TRANSPORTATION.

Editor Bicycling World.—It is all very well, of course, for you to reprint, to-day, for the benefit of the Meet "Committee on Railroads", the offers of reduced fares by some of the New York transportation agents; but the leading question which that committee ought to put (say) to "Mr. Connor, passenger agent of the Fall River line," is, "Will you agree that for every twenty-five bicyclers who embark with their wheels on your boats leaving New York on the 27th and 28th of May, a baggage car shall be telegraphed for to carry those wheels, without extra charge, from Fall River to Boston, on the connecting train of next morning?" That is the sort of inquiry which the committee must make of the transportation agents of all the lines likely to tempt wheelmen Bostonward, and must make, too, in season to announce definite answers in the Bicycling World of 20 May, if they really wish to do an effective service for us outside bicyclers.

It seems foolish to talk about trying to get up a party of two hundred, in order to secure a reduced $6.00 fare on the Shore Line railroad, or on any other line. The thing chiefly wanted is not reduced fares, but an assurance of safe and inexpensive transportation of wheels. The graduated plan of reduction in fares pro-\textsuperscript{1} by the New York agent of the Fall River line is reasonable enough, indeed, but who can say that the regular rate is too high? No, no, nor Mr. Connor! Just give me an assurance of a civil reception of my wheel by the presiding genius of that extra baggage car at Fall River, on 28 May, and you can keep back your proposed gift of twenty-five or thirty cents, with all my love.

Furthermore, gentlemen of the railroad committee, let me remind you that when you've persuaded this and that railroad agent to make the transportation formula yours, your duty isn't all performed, by any means. You should clinch the matter by writing out a blank form of "instructions to baggage masters," and see to it that the various transportation agents first complete the same with their official signatures, and then distribute printed copies among the persons interested. If each visiting bicyclist can carry in his pocket an authoritative circular of this sort, declaring that on such and such trains, between such and such dates, his wheel shall have free transportation, he will be able to read his title clear to a quasi royal advancement towards the baggage-smasher, and he will devoutly bless the Boston railroad-committee-of-three for insuring him this sweet boon.

AS TO THE DEAD MARCH IN SAUL.

"A joyful noise" being popularly associated with the notion of a free parade of people who are on pleasure bent, the dead silence characteristic of "men a-wheelback" had a rather oppressive influence upon the crowds who turned out to see our procession at Newport last year. The fact of their inability to hear it as well as see it cast a sort of funeral gloom over the show as presented to their minds,—an impression absurdly misrepresentative of the blithe and joyous spirit which really attaches to the sport of bicycling. As a remedy for this dismal state of things, I suggested in my "re-\textsuperscript{2} sponse" at the dinner that evening, the chanting of some short snatch of a chorus, adapted to any popular air which all riders could catch hold of harmonously as they sauntered along. My rendering of a specimen chorus from the repertoire of those shouted in remote regions by the unanimous voice of "the club to which I belong," seemed to amuse my table-companions, and so I venture to advance the idea again. Would it not be feasible, therefore, for a crowd of Boston riders to train together a little at singing some rollicking riding-chat, adapted to a familiar air of the "marching on" or "labours in" class, as affected by collegians? A spirited rendering of a trifle of that kind, if done with even approximate harmony, at some point or pause in the parade, or at the dinner table, would brighten up this evening, really, even though none of the visitors were able to join in. Perhaps it may be more practicable to get in some bugle-call business or brass-band clanger, by way of enlivening the procession. At all events, something should be done to banish the death-like stillness. Let the committee take warning that if they disregard this humble petition, I shall personally hire a small boy to follow immediately behind me in the wake of the tail of "the unat-tached," and to let off bunches of firecrackers at frequent intervals. This may not be consistent with local notions of propriety, or even with the police regulations; but I'm afraid of Boston, anyhow? 1, too, was born in Massachusetts. Let us have noise!

AS TO CYCLOMETERS.

I hope that no owners of new Excelsior cyclo-\textsuperscript{3} meters, who may come to the parade, will leave the same behind, for I want a chance of seeing and talking about them. I should like to have some honest comparisons made this season between them and the Pope cyclo-\textsuperscript{4} meters. If some men who ride extensively and keep careful records would use both reg-\textsuperscript{3}isters simultaneously, and observe the results, I should be glad. Next year, if I shall have the time, I can make a littleargent pride and riches to supersede my old 46-inch by a 50-inch wheel, I shall desire to pur-\textsuperscript{3} chase a proper cyclo-meter thereof; and by "proper" I mean nickel-plated as well as accurate. Let me therefore respectfully request my Pope seems reasonably satisfactory, but I hope to see the Excelsior proved more so, as it undoubtedly is already in the former respect. By the way, I once came across an elderly bicyclist who said that the only fault he found with the Pope cyclometer was the necessity of observing when its pointer approached the hundred-mile limit, in order to reverse its position on the axle and have it register the next hundred miles backwards to the same zero point! I explained to him that the blessed little box would not explode if allowed to go round and round indefinitely in its work of registration, and I urged him to avoid future trouble by substituting a new bicycle. I fear he did not do this, though that paper lately printed his name, which wild horses shall not draw from me.

AS TO RACING AND TOURING.

Not being a League man, I cannot accept Mr. Timpson's challenge for a hundred-mile race at the American In-\textsuperscript{5} stitute building next autumn; and I suppose I should be two or three hours behind him in making the distance, if I tried, and succeeded in making it at all. Still, I should rather like to improve some such chance of riding over an accurately measured and reported course, and discovering how many hours would be needed in comfortably jogging through one hundred miles. If allowable, and if some other amateur anxious to test himself would join me, I might agree to keep Mr. Timpson company in this "race," dis-\textsuperscript{6} claiming all competition for the championship.

The facts from the Worcester consuls, printed in to-day's paper, seem to me that sort of news that seem to me well worth publishing. The impicition is that many wheelmen will ride from that city to the Meet. I myself hope to ride from Boston towards Worcester, afterwards, and perhaps even to that city, if I am luckier in finding the roads than I was in September, 1879. The captain of the New York Bi. Club having assured me that he last year made trial of an excellent road, from Portsmouth to Boston, about 50 miles, I am rather inclined to explore it also, starting from Boston on the morning of the 28th and returning next day. Are any of the local or visiting wheelmen disposed to join me in this excursion? Can any one describe the best route to take in starting out from Boston?

To the man who most quickly prepares the best description of the best route to Portsmouth, I will agree to give a handsomely printed copy of the New York World, dated Monday, 30 May, and enlivened as to its second page by my own column-and-a-half "review of the season's bicycling at American colleges," as well as by other articles too humorous to mention.

Kol Kron.

WASHINGTON SQUARE, N. Y., 5 May, 1881.

YE TWO STONES.

"\textsuperscript{1} Drop out but one tear, each one that passes, For hym who lies under ye grasses."—L. A. S.
WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

ROCKINGHAM CLUB.—At the annual meeting of the Rockingham Bicycle Club, last Wednesday, held May 5th, the following were elected officers for the ensuing year: President, Frank J. Philbrick; captain, Charles H. Hazlett; secretary and treasurer, Charles F. Shil- laber, first lieutenant, Charles A. Davis; second lieutenant, George M. Ayers; bugler, Charles F. Sillaber, George M. Ayers.

Two new members were admitted, and scarlet and white were adopted as club colors.

As it may be interesting to know what machines we ride, and the size of them, I give the following: Two Special Columns, three Special Challenge, one Harrodsburg, one Fort Worth, and one high-wheeler, with ball bearings, and six plain Standards. They loom up two 46, two 48, three 50, one 51, three 52, two 54, a d 56 inches. Yours, etc., Secretary.

MILWAUKEE BICYCLE CLUB. Last year the Milwauk-Milwaukee Bicycle Club inaugurated a custom, which it is proposed to make an annual one, of holding a three-days' meet and run about 4 July.

To this annual meet we cordially invite all our fellow bicyclers, whether club men, L. A. W., or unattached, promising to each good fellow who joins us a royal good time.

The wheeling in the vicinity of Mil- waukee is most interesting,—roads good and accommodations of the very best.

This year the run will indulge something in a social manner, which we think will not prove an unattractive feature.

The "Meet" will be held at cil b headquarters, on Saturday, 2 July.

The start will be from the Prospect Avenue Park, at 2 p.m. The afternoon run will be via Wauwatosa, Brookfield, and Franklin Lakeside, a charming summer resort on Pewaukee Lake, distance 25 miles, where a hop is to be tendered the bicyclers by the proprietors. Next morning the run will be to Ocono- moowee, twelve miles, for dinner at the Townsend House, and the afternoon will be spent in runs around the little city of lakes.

On Monday, the 4th, a day's run will be taken to some point of interest (say Nagawicka), the party returning to the Townsend House for the evening.

On the evening of the 4th, a grand complimentary bicycle ball will be given at the Townsend House, by the proprietor, Messrs. Antisadel & Son, which it is thought will prove a suitable finale to the regular run, parties to return if they wish to Milwaukee, Chicago, etc., by Tuesday's early trains. It is thought, however, that various touring parties will be formed and continue in exploring the fine roads in this vicinity.

We hope this year to have with us a very large delegation from abroad, and cordially invite all wheelmen to join us. Club secretaries, club men in general, and any of the "great unattached," who think they may be able to join us, will confer a great favor by sending their addresses, that we regular invitation may reach them. We hope the Milwau- kee Club will be in line, and we shall be prepared to entertain at least a hundred visitors.

ANGUS S. HIBBARD, Sec'y.

MILWAUKEE, May 5th, 1881.

The SPRINGFIELD B. C. was organized here last evening, with nine members, as follows:—S. J. Billings, president; C. K. Ferry, secretary and treasurer; L. Morgan, captain; F. J. Bradley, bugler; E. C. Johnson, C. E. Whipple, E. C. Dumbleton, H. E. Ducker, G. G. Bloomer. There are a few very good roads in this vicinity, and we intend to make the most of what we have, and to run as often as once a week through the season. Uniforms have not been decided upon as yet, but we expect to do something about them soon.

The machines in use here range from 48-in. to 52-in. There are two Special Columns, five Standard Columns, one Harvard Roadster, and one other English machine.

C. K. FERRY, Sec'y.

SPRINGFIELD, 7 May.

The NEW ORLEANS BICYCLE Club was organized last evening, and consists of the following active members:—A. M. Hill, captain; R. P. Randall, secretary; John F. Roche, J. W. Russ. We are only four, but we trust to be more, before the season is over.

R. P. RANDALL, Sec'y.

NEW ORLEANS, 28 April, 1881.

AMHERST CLUB.—The following gen- tlemen were chosen officers of the Amherst B. C., at their annual election, 29 April: L. H. McCormick, president; Paul Blatchford, captain; Williamson Walker, lieutenant; C. M. Bardwell, secretary and treasurer. The club is unusually active this spring, has received several new members, and has been well represented on a number of runs.—Greenfield, Brattleboro, Springfield, Hartford, etc., etc.

PAUL BLATCHFORD, Captain.

AMHERST, 2 May.

BOSTON B. C.—At the last meet- ing of this club, the vote to create a life-membership was ratified. Messrs. Wes- terngreen, H. S. Hammond, and W. H. Tompkins immediately made application, and tendere the amount of the assessment, viz., $100. Six new members were elected, which brings the membership up to fifty. The committee on by-laws reported that they had had 500 copies of the rules printed, and produced one of the books, which was admired by all present. As there was only one bugler, and the by-laws provide for two, Mr. H. S. Kempton was elected to fill the vacancy. The club having received communications from several of the out-of-town clubs in relation to forming branches of the club, the subject was brought up. After some discussion, the matter was referred to the club committee, with instruc- tions to report at the next meeting, which will be held on Monday, 16 May, at 7:30 p.m. The club is in a very prosperous condition, and is fast filling up its limit of sixty active members. The treasurer's report shows a good balance in hand, and no bills to be paid.

J. S. DEAN, Sec'y.

The hare-and-hounds race of the bicycle club, Wednesday afternoon, was a thorough success. The hares were Mr. O. M. Mottison and Mr. J. H. H. Mifflin, the captain of the club, Mr. Taylor, acted as whipper-in; Messrs. Thordiike, Mathews and Storer being the judges and time-keepers. The hares started from in front of University, at 4:30 p.m., and the hounds 7 minutes 25 seconds later. The course taken was through Oxford street, towards North avenue, to the railroad, up North avenue to the Belmont road, by cross roads to Barnard's Hill, thence Barnard's Hill road, over the turnpike to Watertown and Brighton, then by Western avenue to the finish opposite the little inn to the west of Brighten- bridge. The hounds first lost the scent near the railroad bridge, but after half way between the bridge and Arlington, a third time between Belmont and Waltham, by a clever manœuvre on the part of the hares, which drew the hounds across ploughed fields and over fences. In coasting down Barnard's Hill into Waltham the hounds were badly thrown off the trail, and thereby lost nearly a mile. At Waltham the whipper-in called the pack together and sounded the signal for starting for the finish. From Waltham to the finish a spirited race was maintained. The hares came in at 4:44 p.m., having made the distance, about eighteen miles, in 1 hour and 19 minutes. The first hound to appear, Mr. Abbe, got in 17 minutes 30 seconds after the hares, having lost 10 minutes 5 seconds on the hares during the hunt. Mr. Williston came in second and Wymans third, and the party that started together, came in within 8 minutes of each other. They rode in excellent style, and of the hounds the good riding of Mr. Abbe and Mr. Willis- ton was especially noticeable. We sincer- ely hope that the bicycle club may be induced to repeat this its first experiment at hare-and-hounds racing.—Harvard Echo.

The Springfield Bicycle Club was organized with nine members at Peabody Guard armory last night, and elected these officers: President, S. J. Billings; secretary and treasurer, C. K. Ferry; captain, L. Morgan; bugler, F. J. Bradley. The club consists of six members and was completed for by John Stearns, Jr., of the Lenox College Bicycle Club.
Bicycle, Club, and Messrs. Walter Clark and Charles Reed, of the Columbia College Bi. Club. The first mile was made in 3:31. In the first lap of the second mile, Clark last string, and I, 20 yards, Reed coming in second. The first prize was a silver cup.

CORRESPONDENCE

WATER BICYCLE FOR A STAND-THILL FEAT.

Editor Bi. World: — I do not propose to wait until the League Meet, to give "L. W. S." the result of my trial of his method of performing the "stand-still," as explained in his pleasant and instructive letter published in your issue of 22 April.

Ten minutes' trial convinced me that his method of pressing with the right foot forward when falling to the left, instead of the left foot, was not only practical but the correct way; and I regretted that the party I first saw perform the feat had not used the faster way, which would have saved me and others hours of practice and the trouble of changing, which, at first, appears quite difficult.

By the old method I found it very tiresome to sit still longer than half an hour, and it was difficult to take the hands off any length of time; and though I could do it, I would advise those who wish to perform the feat, which is a useful one, to try the way recommended by "L. W. S."

No, I cannot brother Scely run a bicycle backwards more than one turn of the wheel, which is sometimes done when practising the "stand-still." If not, I propose on May 30 to show him how to run backwards nearly as fast as forwards, and also perform the "stand-still" any length of time, and on the water at that; for I am making preparations to have one of these fast-water bicycles, which will be described in my letter in No. 15, Vol. I. of the WORLD, on exhibition and in operation in Boston, either on the Public Garden pond or Charles River, at a time convenient to bicyclists that may be interested in a machine, similar in its mode of propulsion to a bicycle, and which will probably be found as novel, practical, and useful for excursions on rivers, lakes, and the sea, as the wheel is on the road.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H., 25 April, 1881.

ERIE WAKING UP.

Editor Bicycling World: — We are a slow town and a slow people. An ancient odor pervades our atmosphere. The sap of this year's maple sugar started from the ground last spring; but this spring's buds are indicative of luxuriant foliage in 1882. We are sleepy and constitutionally lazy; and altogether, our clothes don't fit us well.

Just one year ago we saw our first bicycle rolling along the streets under the agent of the Pope Manufacturing Company; it almost took our breath away to see so much motion, and continuously, without fatal results. We regarded him with some concern for several days, and finally, on meeting him of a peaceable appearance, we saw that he was common in Boston, was "harmless," and a new and improved means of locomotion, we ventured up to the large room yeclct "Bicycle Hall," to see the Professor ride. In the course of the time, he became more interested, but still suspicious; when finally, as a decisive step, we bought up a boot-black and turned him over to the Professor for the experiment. The test proved a success, and little by little we commenced to wear off our rust—except a certain few who knocked the test off in large blocks, until now we are all able to roll along down the line with a club of Union. It is all wearing the sugar-cured badge, and attired in the uniform of the L. A. W. There are six more "unattached," and several orders out. Of the twenty-three machines already here, five are Special Colombias, seventeen Standard Colombias, and one "Xtra."

The Club secretary should have written you this report, but he is asleep. The local inactivity is wearing off with the wheel's few; and if any of our League brothers ever make us a visit, we can accommodate them with cradle, cot, or hammock, meat and drink, or rattle them along the lake shore at a pace that will have them totally shaken, but we will not avail.

WHIP.

ERIE, PA., 25 April, 1881.

A JOLLY TIME IN MISSOURI.

ST. LOUIS, 27 April, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World: — As I have seen nothing in your paper in the way of correspondence from St. Louis, I send you an account of a ride which was taken 25 April.

Having a curiosity to see what kind of roads were to be found in Missouri, I took the train on Sunday morning for Washington, 14 miles from St. Louis by rail. Arriving there about 11 A. M., I proceeded to get a square meal, and about 12 M. started. The station agent there informed me that there was a rock road to Union, my first town on the road home. I rode about one mile to reach it, and found it was a rock road, composed of rocks varying in diameter from one to three inches.

Riding being impossible, I took the first dirt road I came to, and pedalled slowly and painfully along, dismounting in places where one half the road was eighteen inches higher than the other. After two miles, I came, after walking, and showing my wheel, the rain began coming down, and in half an hour more I was hopelessly mired, the mud sticking and wedging in under the brake, and further progress impossible.

I was just speculating on the chances of staying in the wilderness until the roads were dry, when a small boy came along, and after considerable persuasion, supplemented by an offer of half a dollar, consented to help me carry my wheel out of the road, and we turned through the woods to the nearest railroad station. Taking a cord from my saddle-bag, I tied it to the front forks, and letting the boy do all the pulling, I steered the machine.

Three miles, over hills and crooks, logs, mud and water ways, we descried the railroad station, and bracing up my motive power with the promise of an additional quarter if we got there in time for the train, had the satisfaction of coming into the depot just as the train rounded the curve. But what was my disgust, when the train, instead of stopping, went right along, and left a disgusted, tired, and muddy bicyclist standing on the platform and wishing himself anywhere else.

Finding that no trains stopped there until the next day, I scraped some of the mud from my clothes, and started to the first place where I could get a night. The town rejoiced in the euphonious name of "Boles," and had four houses, besides the depot. At none of these could I get any accommodation for "man and beast," as the people were "most all sick with swamp fever," so taking the station agent's advice, I started down the railroad track wheeling my 'cycle. The monotony of seven and one half miles of this kind of travel was only broken by crossing trestles and cattle-guards, and just as the darkness came on I struck Gray's Summit, forty-seven miles from St. Louis, on the Texas road. I here secured lodging for the night and retired early.

After discussing a substantial breakfast the next morning (for which, and my room, I paid forty-five cents), I left at 6 A. M., backed by the comforting assurance that I would find ten miles of the rougher kind of road. I evinced all the energy of the St. Louis County line. This I found to be a fact that admitted of no doubt, and for four hours I wheeled my machine over sharp stones and bowlders that pained my feet and cut my tire. The county had left the contract to irresponsible parties, who, instead of building the road, laid the foundation of it, and graded it, and then called on the farmers for more cash; and the farmers refusing to furnish the needful, the case went into the courts, where it is now and is likely to be for some time. In the mean while, wagons get along on a dirt road by the side of the rock pile, in wet weather, and in weather the party is quite muddy. However, I finally got to the county line and rode over an elegant gravel road for more than five miles; when a bad hill, a pile of rocks, and a team coming up, made me quit the road, and dream," and after a tremendous header I found myself all right, but alas! my saddle was bent in the form of a V. Further investigation revealed the fact that I was bent in a V, and the oil lubricating the tools and weapons in my saddle-bag. Luckily, not half a mile
away, I found a blacksmith's shop, and he speedily put my machine to rights. I purchased a bottle of oil at Dutch Holow, thirty-two miles from St. Louis, and finished my ride without any incident, having a very fine gravel road all the way in. Arrived home at 2 P. M., pretty well used up.

My cyclometer registered 66 miles, of which I walked fully 25. This will give you a fair idea of the roads outside of St. Louis County. The country is rolling, very little level ground being found, except in the parks. Should any Eastern wheelmen strike this town, let them take the Manchester or Texas road, as it is called beyond Manchester, if they want plenty of room to ride. The other roads, though pretty fair, are not very long; the St. Charles Rock, which is the best, being but nineteen miles.

In conclusion, let me suggest that some of the bicyclists of this city strike out and get outside city limits. So far, the farthest out I have heard of them was at Kirkwood, thirteen miles. I am one of the unattached myself, and can therefore give you no information about club matters. As no worthy writer than myself gave you any notes from this city, I felt emboldened to send you this sketch from my log, hoping to bring them out.

"626."

NOTICE TO LEAGUE CONSULS.

There will be a meeting and run of League Consuls on Sunday, 29 May. Starting from Trinity Church square at 11 A. M., run to Wallah, via Chestnut Hill Reservoir (total distance about twelve miles), where an informal business meeting and lunch will be held. This meeting is called in order that the consuls may get acquainted with each other and form some definite plans for action during the coming season. It will also afford the consuls a distance an opportunity to enjoy a ride over one of the best roads in the vicinity of Boston. As this will be the only opportunity during the League's visit for the consuls to meet, it is hoped that all who can will attend. All those who will be able to present will please send their names to J. S. Dean, consul for Boston Bicycle Club, 28 State street, Room 35.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs where the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal mon. orders payable to Dillwyn Wistar, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Albert S. Parsons, Cor. Sec. L. A. W., Cambridgeport, Mass. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World. Notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclists generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary confidentially if any professional or other objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclists to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 5 October, and may be obtained by sending 5c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Riders are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Albert S. Parsons,
Cor. Sec. L. A. W.

East Boston Bk. Club.—Mr. Martin Luscomb, Trenton street, East Boston; Mr. George W. Dunns, 89 Trenton street, East Boston; Mr. Moses M. Ripley, 17 Liverpool street, East Boston.


Portland Bk. Club.—Additional: Edward O. Hawkes, 371 Cumberland street; Fred. S. Sanford, 53 Exchange street; Fred. L. Storer, 317 Danforth street; Lincoln C. Curtis, Central Wharf; Edward H. Snow, 175 Commercial street; Arthur W. Pierce, 175 Commercial street; Frank A. Elwell, 44 Exchange street; Philip G. Brown, 218 Middle street; Frank Larabee, 211 India street. All of Portland, Me.


Germantown Bk. Club.—Additional: Theodore Reith, 1538 Pine street; Wm. M. Kerr, 1628 Market street; Ross E. Williams, 1132 Market street; A. G. Powell, 820 Willow street; R. D. Sterling, 1526 Pine street; Henry A. Lipcott, 1512 Brown street; Edward B. Fox, 611 N. 11th street; Marshall E. Smith, 154 N. 8th street; Wm. M. Powell, 724 S. 10th street; Frank L. Harris, 622 N. 15th street; H. M. Sinnard, 2110 Pine street; Hobart A. Hare, Broad and Pine streets; W. Scott O'Connor, 1701 Locust street,—all of Philadelphia. Eliston Morris, E. Tulvahochen street; Geo. B. Wood, 5902 Main street; Geo. Warder, E. Penn street; Benjamin Keith, 1538 Pine street; John Perot, corner of Morton and E. Walnut streets,—all of Germantown.


Montreal Bicycle Club.—Additional: John Walter Davis, Stores Department, Grand Trunk Railway, Montreal.

Hartford Bicycle Club.—Additional: Henry Redfield, No. 64 Main street, Hartford.

Hawthorne B. Club.—Additional: Robert H. Robson, of Salem; S. Dan- son, of Salem; Austin M. Rowell, Danvers; Frank Drew, Danvers; Arthur H. Brown, Peabody; E. B. Dudley, Beverly.


Providences B. Club.—Additional: E. G. Farmer and F. D. Livermore; address, Farmer, Livermore & Co., Providence, R. I.


Columbia B. Club.—Additional: Oscar B. Hamblin, North Attleboro.'

Frank O. Coombs, North Attleboro'; Harry Tufts, North Attleboro'; Herbert R. Sturdy, Attleboro' Falls; Frank M. Stur- dy, Attleboro' Falls; Walter B. Ballon, Attleboro' Falls Correction, the residence of E. C. Stanley, secretary, should be Attleboro' Falls, and not North At- leboro'.
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BIKE MACKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.

Advertisements inserted in this column for $5.00 per year.

CALIFORNIA

SAN FRANCISCO

OSBORNE & ALEXANDER,
628 Market street.

CONNECTICUT

HARTFORD

BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.
WEED SEWING MACHINE CO.

NEW HAVEN

AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.
98 Crown street.

ILLINOIS

CHICAGO

JNO. M. FAIRFIELD,
Cor. State and Van Buren Sts.

MASSACHUSETTS

BOSTON

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
6 and 8 Berkeley street.

C. R. PERCIVAL,
96 Worcester street.

THE POPE MFG. CO.
597 Washington street.

MONTANA

HELENA

W. E. NORRIS.

NEW YORK

W. M. WRIGHT
160 Fulton street.

SCHUYLER & DUANE,
180 Broadway.

OHIO

LIMA

GALE SHERMAN.

PENNSYLVANIA

PHILADELPHIA

H. B. HART,
813 Arch street.

PITTSBURG

COLUMBIA BICYCLE AGENCY,
Cor. 5th Ave. and Smithfield St.

RHODE ISLAND

PROVIDENCE

CHAS. F. HANDY,
Union Hall, 135 Broad street.

How to Train in Archery.
Being a Complete Study of the York Round.

Comprised an Exhaustive Manual of Long Range Bow Shooting, for the use of Archers who wish to become contestants at the Grand National Association Meetings.

By

MAURICE THOMPSON.
WILL H. THOMPSON.

PRICE - - - 50 CENTS.

Can be obtained at this Office.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST,, 10 MILK ST.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, BOSTON, MASS.,
IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO.  -  -  Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

WM. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

Bicycles
OF EVERY MAKE.
Bicyclers' Sundries.
SECOND-HAND BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.
Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.

A Weekly Newspaper

Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling,

Edited by - - LOUIS HARRISON.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
E. C. HODGES & CO., Publishers,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
I herewith enclose Two Dollars, for which please send "The Bicycling World" for one year from 188, to be mailed postpaid to the following address:
Name, ____________________________________________
Address, __________________________________________

THE ARCHERY FIELD.

A Journal Devoted to the Interests of Archery,

And Published every two weeks.

LOUIS HARRISON, Managing Editor.
WILL H. THOMPSON, Editorial Contributor.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
E. C. HODGES & CO., Publishers,
40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
I herewith enclose One Dollar, for which please send "The Archery Field" for one year from 188, to be mailed postpaid to the following address:
Name, ____________________________________________
Address, __________________________________________

BICYCLE EMPORIUM,
96 Worcester St., BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers' Importer of

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

Bicycles and Tricycles to let by hour, day or week.
Send 3-cent Stamp for Circular.

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

AND Bicycle and Tricycle Sundries.
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS.

Bicycles and Tricycles to let by hour, day or week.
Send 3-cent Stamp for Circular.
COLUMBIA BICYCLE.

The Special Columbia is a light roadster, of close build, fine finish, and fitted with the most approved anti-friction Ball-bearings, adjustable for wear. Having made several improvements in this machine since we first offered it to the public, we feel fully justified in pronouncing it the best and handsomest bicycle in the market.

We make the Special Columbia from 46 to 60 inches; price, for 46 in., $105.00, to $122.50 for 60 in., half bright. All bright, $10.00 extra; full nickel, $15.00 additional.

The Standard Columbia is a strong, durable roadster, built with a view to withstand the rough usage incident to touring over ordinary American roads, and for hard work has no equal. It is of graceful model, built of the best materials and carefully finished in every particular. The thousands in daily use fully attest the merits of this favorite machine.

The price of the Standard Columbia, half bright, is, for a 42 in., $80.00, up to $100.00 for 58 in. Full nickel, $22.50 extra.

We will furnish the Standard with our most approved ball bearings for $10.00 extra.

Both of the above are confidently guaranteed as the best value for the money attained in a bicycle.

The Mustang is a cheaper Bicycle, all painted, for those who cannot afford to buy a better one. We make them in smaller sizes, from 36 to 46 in.; price, for 36 in., $50.00, to $65.00 for 46 in. Send 3c stamp for 24-page catalogue with price lists and full information.

THE POPE M'FG. CO.
597 Washington Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

HICKLING & CO.

PATENTEES OF THE CELEBRATED
Rack-and-Pinion Brake, Undetachable Tires, Etc.
MANUFACTURERS OF THE
"London," "Timberlake" and "Berkshire" Bicycles,
TELESCOPIC TRICYCLE, ETC. ETC.

The "SPECIAL TIMBERLAKE"
Manufactured solely for M. Cunningham & Co., Boston, Mass., will be found to be a thoroughly good and a very handsome machine; also one particularly suitable for rough road riding. It has Double Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, Detachable Cranks, Undetachable Tires, the Patent Rack-and-Pinion Brake, etc., and is made throughout of the best material that can be procured.

SPECIALTY FOR THE SEASON, 1881.

THE "PILOT" BICYCLE,
A high-class and highly finished machine, of a different pattern from the "London" and "Timberlake," and embodying all the most important of latest improvements,—Ball Bearings to both wheels, broad hollow front and back forks, dropped handles, new spring with forward play and rubber bearing, etc., etc. Descriptive Catalogue (containing Testimonials, etc.) free on application.
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## ADVERTISEMENTS

**THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST**

Is to keep it over every day. The next is to use NON-PERRODENT. It will be for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance. Price, 75 cents for "Bicycle Special." Address

A. B. BROWN & SONS,

CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.

**PATENT LAW OFFICE.**

THOS. WM. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, 25,
Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors,
29 Pemberton Sq. — BOSTON, MASS.

**BICYCLER'S RIDING SUSPENSORY.**

The only ever offered to Wheelmen.

AFFORDS COMFORT! INSURES PROTECTION! Simple in construction; and for quality of material, and superiority of finish, cannot be surpassed. Sent by mail on receipt of $1.00. We also make the "Cyclist's Rimming Kit," of best Silk Elastic. Price, $1.00. Send for Circular to

ELASTIC RIBBON CO., HIGHLANDVILLE, MASS.

## CURRENTE CALAMO

Handle bars have within a year undergone a more general improvement than any other part of the bicycle. The 15-inch handles mark a certain period in the history of the machine as truly as do those of 26 and 28 inches: in fact, it is not hard for a critical wheelman to tell the age of a bicycle by this means. Those of earliest make were sensibly long—averaging about 21 inches; but the hard headers which were brought about by confinement of the legs led to the manufacture of shorter steering rods. When the effectiveness of long handles began to be understood, especially their value in sports and rough riding, the length was greatly increased, and bids fair to be carried to an extreme. The handles should always be within easy reach in an erect attitude.

Bicyclers who intend to come to the Meet in Boston, will do well to read the report of the Committee on Railroads, published in this issue. Wheelmen in Buffalo, Cleveland, Chicago, and other Western cities should combine in parties of five or ten, and thus secure from ticket agents reduced rates to Boston. Mr. Burt, the chairman of the committee, has labored industriously to secure the free and careful transportation of bicycles, and certainly deserves the warmest thanks for his services.

Mr. Dean, the popular secretary of the Boston Club, is recovering from the severe dog bite received while riding in Medford, and will soon again be in the club ranks. Mr. Colby, of the Waltham Club, was thrown from his bicycle by a dog, and his arm so severely fractured that he will be confined to the house for some time. His resignation from the chair of the Reception Committee, L. A. W., was received with regret, and a vote of sympathy extended by all the members of the Entertainment Committee.

A story is circulating to the following effect: —

"A truly good Massachusetts man went out on Commonwealth to try the standstill feat. After an hour's experiment, he succeeded in stopping his fiery steed, but he went on and on. He attempted to skip the gutter, but falling, laid down in it and tried to cover himself up with the curbstone. While he was amusing upon the probability of his new coat being split up the back, a venerable-looking gentleman approached and said in tones of nasal sadness, "Verily, verily, my friend, how came you here?"

The truly good Massachusetts man looked up with a virtuous smile and replied:

"I came here notwithstanding."

The Masher from Providence heard this story, and laughed at it so extr-
agantly that his daily dose of Apollinaris water came quite near choking him, thus anticipating the future work of a hemp rope. He went to the Boston club rooms, and while chuckling to himself, told it thus:

"One of the pioners Massachusetts men took a header into the gutter the other day. A long-faced billy in a white choker came up, got on to the situation and said,

"Hey, Jimmy Fresh, how come you here?"

"And ha-ha — and ho-ho — the other fellow said, —"

"I came here nevertheless!"

The Masher never smiled again.

There is already a demand for the seats in the galleries at Music Hall for the evening of 30 May. The ladies will undoubtedly be there in full force. Madeline, Augusta, and all others who are interested in bicycling will be present, and will do much by their presence to stimulate those who will compete in the drill and fancy riding.

The Philadelphia Times, always a progressive and liberal paper, has recently spoken more than one good word for the Quaker City bicyclers. It thus refers to their exclusion from the Park:

"There is a chance for the Fairmount Park Commissioners to make plain to the city why one class of vehicles are discriminated against in the park in favor of others. The Bicycle Club has addressed a formal petition to these gentlemen, demanding the use of certain roads in the pleasure ground for their graceful and harmless vehicles. Why the bicycle, whose motion is the perfection of grace and whose management is a marvel that the observer never tires of admiring, should be shut out of a pleasure ground, defies the powers of divination given to the average mind. What an addition to the life and picturesque effects of the park to see a swarm of clean, stout-limbed, well-poised lads, seated easily in the air, half flying, half gliding through the air, —Adonis, Centaur, and Phebus in one! It is one of the most graciously agreeable sights of a summer day to see the glinting rods of innumerable bicycles flashing through the great pleasure places of European cities. In the interest of art and the picturesque, if there were none higher involved, — which there are, the Park Commissioners should at once rescind a rule which deprives young Philadelphia of one of its greatest, wholesome, and most harmless joys."

PHOTOGRAPHS
Of the Wheelmen at Newport. Fine, clear, large; they show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen. Every club should have one.

Prices: postpaid to any address, according to size and style, $2.50, $2.00, $1.00. Address E. C. Hodges & Co., 40 Water St., Boston.
As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America.—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondences, news items, suggestions, criticisms, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of BICYCLING WORLD, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.

For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 20 MAY, 1881.

CATERING TO PUBLIC OPINION.—If the members of a community who do not ride but fairly realize how much weight is attached to their opinion by a certain class of those who do, they would soon become so exacting and fastidious that the discomforts of wheeling would outweigh its pleasures. The men who were the pioneers in the pastime for this country, in spite of their studied courtesy towards those who were prejudiced against them, were bold and self-assertive. They lost no opportunity to convince the reasoning public that bicycling was a lawful and innocent pastime, and to enforce their rights where they were not reasonably listened to. They succeeded in establishing the pastime, and most especially in those places where they backed up a gentlemanly deportment with a persistent and aggressive defence of their rights.

To-day we are advised, by those whose character is patient and tolerant, to submit to indignities no other class of gentlemen have to suffer from, and this advice is tempered with such delusive words as "moderation," "courtesy," "consideration for others," which lend it an air of wise discretion.

The motives of those who thus advise is good. They desire to have a dignified conduct on the part of wheelmen lend its influence to bringing the pastime into general favor; but it is doubtful whether a submissive demeanor is consistent with dignity or will win respect.

There are numerous cases of direct personal insult received by unoffending wheelmen from a class of men who have strong predilections for fast horses, rum, and profanity; and if mere submission to such injustice be called "moderation," we are decidedly in favor of something more moderate and aggressive.

Quite recently a riding teacher in one of the Boston schools, feeling a spite against the machine which has deprived him of many pupils, attempted to ride his horse into the party of gentlemen, who were wheeling in the best of order, and who had the firmness to observe that order, to the discomfiture of the fellow who expected to throw their ranks into confusion. It may be "courtesy" to let the matter drop without further notice, but we believe that if a vigilance committee would give the fellow a lesson in the proper use of the highway, he would be far more likely to exercise courtesy himself in the future.

There are many instances where wheelmen have been annoyed by useless and dangerous dogs, and quite recently one consul L. A. W. had his foot severely injured by a dog bite received while on the wheel; and another consul was thrown from his bicycle by a vicious dog, and his arm so severely fractured that he has had to give up wheeling entirely. It may be "consideration for the feelings of others" to let these dogs live,—to let them pursue the even tenor of their existence and as many bicyclers as they like; but it would have a better effect if they were sent to the happy hunting grounds and their owners sued for heavy damages.

There is nothing in either the character or conduct of bicyclers which sets them apart as a class of people who should submit to every indignity and malicious injury, simply to please the public. Men who ride the wheel do not do so because they desire to see bicycling succeed, but simply for personal ends, and they should not hesitate to resent an affront on the wheel as promptly as they would in any other position.

They follow out a lawful pursuit without the intent of annoying others, or in any way interfering with the rights of others; they exhibit more courtesy on the highway than any other class of people, and if maliciously assaulted, they should commence and make an example of every offender, and thus at once protect themselves and their favorite pastime.

THE NEW HAND-BOOK OF THE TRICYCLE.

(Continued.)

The position of the driving wheel or wheels is of much importance. A single driver may be placed at almost any point. Theoretically, it should be in the fore and aft line center, "no matter whether leading or following," but this is difficult to accomplish: it requires heavy bracing of the driver to keep it from being unsteady; it is not adapted to carrying baggage, and presents considerable difficulties about steering. For general purposes, therefore, it is better to put a single driver on one side of the machine. This has the advantage of simple framework, capacity to carry baggage, and greater comfort of position. These machines, however, have somewhat of "a swaying motion, produced by the repeated pressure of the feet and propulsive power being on one side only," and there is sometimes some drag to the other wheels. The swaying is not felt, if sufficient weight is kept upon the steering wheel; but if this gets tilted up, or may occur in high riding, or if the steering rod by chance gets disconnected, the machine will whirl around out of its course very quickly. This is the case, also, in running upon ice.

The "Coventry" pattern has so long a wheel base on the side opposite the driver as to keep it straight, but the side strain still exists.

When both wheels are driven, the two are placed side by side; but to work well and prevent great resistance on curves, or even on ordinary roads, these wheels should be so constructed as to enable one to outrun the other, and turn corners without drag or slip. At the same time both wheels should have positive driving apparatus, so as to avoid the objections to single side drivers. This is a difficult problem, but it has been admirably solved in a number of ways. The necessary contrivances are of course patented. We find in the list of tricycles described in the work we are studying, six centre drivers, twenty-nine double-drivers, and sixty-four single drivers.

Double drivers, answering to the above-named conditions, are somewhat more complicated, more difficult to plan and construct, and more expensive than single drivers; hence the much larger number of single drivers on the market.

"Mechanical clutches have been tried, with which the wheel may be thrown out of gear when taking corners, both being driven upon the straight." This is decidedly objectionable, as it leaves too much to the rider to do, and would be forgetful, if the proper wheel out of gear, he would inevitably capsize if he should attempt to turn a corner.

The chief advantages of double driv-
ing are, the absence of swaying, steadiness at high speed, the advantage of going both forward and backward with equal safety, less than side driving, and the fact that "two wheels, each at work, can naturally drag along one [the small steering wheel] with far more ease than can one wheel, work it never so hard, drag along two others, each in more awkward positions, being indirect with the line of pull."

Some machines, and those too of a high class, are so constructed as not to work in the back motion. Back pedaling with such is impossible, and the rider cannot even hold back his machine with the pedals on a down grade. This should be considered in studying a tricycle, as a "point of great importance, when we consider the desirability of slight checks to the speed, stops, and reversions in traffic navigation, as well as a fall-back in case of the failure of the brake, or as an assistance in the event of an insufficiency of the foot power at any instant of time."

"The rider has to consider whether the slight increase in erratic steering, which sometimes occurs... with two-track machines, is compensated for by their running smoother and being less liable to meet with obstacles, two tracks being better guided clear of stones and ruts than three."

The two methods of transmitting power to the driving wheels are the rotary or crank, and reciprocating or lever. The author considers the former decidedly superior to the latter. He says, "It is very probable that a person altogether new to the exercise [of either the bicycle or tricycle] would find little difference between the two methods"; but to him it appears that the lever motion is more fatiguing, less adapted to high speed, more jerky, with a more decided dead point, and more apt to strain the muscles just above the knee, as it is raised higher by the lever action. This is especially true when working hard uphill.

With either motion, power can be readily obtained at the expense of speed, or vice versa; but here also the lever action seems best. Increase of power with levers involves a disagreeable increase of leg action, whilst with cranks no greater stroke is needed, as it is only necessary to vary the size of the gears or chain-wheels to increase the effective power or speed, as may be desired, the length of crank remaining unchanged.

The author's opinions are entitled to the greatest respect, but we would suggest that it is possible that lever propulsion may not have received yet its fullest development. Possibly new forms may be presented, and we may have other combinations of rotary and lever action which may be found more advantageous. As instances of this may be seen in the "Extraordinary Challenge bicycle, which has a combination of side levers with cranks on the main axle, giving the pedals a path through a compound which is too long to describe without a diagram."

The Arab tricycle has neither gears, chains, nor driving bands. Its pedal shaft has the ordinary cranks and pedals attached to it; in addition it has two other cranks and pedals, both of which are connected with the driving wheels by simple connecting rods. The cranks are not opposite each other on either the axle or pedal shaft, but are set at an angle to avoid any possibility of getting on the dead centre. This machine has an arrangement which permits one wheel to outrun the other in turning corners.

The tricycle, with equal driving wheels and a small steering wheel, is in some patterns modified by reducing the size of the driving wheels, and so gearing them as to multiply the revolutions of the drivers beyond those of the cranks. For instance, a machine with 40-inch drivers may be geared to go the same distance, for one revolution of the cranks, that an even-geared 50-inch wheel would. The author highly approves of this plan, saying that the reduction in weight may be excused on an increased friction, and there is, in addition, a gain in safety, as the centre of gravity is materially lowered on account of the small wheels. "We have to weigh a considerable increase in safety against a slightly more lowly position and appearance."

"To this must be added the fact that, with low wheels, the rider gains a much greater freedom of motion of the body."

Another form comes before us with unequal wheels, such as the Excelsior or Harvard. The latter was illustrated in the Bicycling World of 4 March. These machines have a rear steering wheel of about 20 inches diameter, a driver of about 50 inches, and a third wheel by the side of the driver of about 30 inches. The frame is of the hay-fork type.

The size of the driving wheel varies in some machines, and runs up to as high as 50 inches, especially in racing machines. These tricycles have the advantage of the open front, a light weight, and a low wheel on one side of the rider, which leaves room for freedom of body; but the author finds, so far as his experience goes, that the running is not so steady as with equal wheels, "there being more or less a swaying motion and unsteadiness connected therewith, inseparable from the inequality of the wheels."

These machines are a lively speedy. The Excelsior with 1 mile in 3 min. 52½ sec., the Ridge with 10 miles in 42 min., and the Woodcock with 10 miles in 42 min. 33 sec., show clearly that this type is well fitted for smooth ground and high speed. So far as we can find any record, the above are the fastest times ever made on tricycles.

Another variety is found in two machines, the Centaur Convertible No. 2, and the Northampton No. 1, being nothing more nor less, in general appearance, than a tricycle with the velocipede turned around, and run with the steering wheel in front. This arrangement makes a more open front than is found on most front steering machines, and gives an effective tricycle on which "the rider is well over his work and can stand on his pedals for hill work."

Another form is found in the Rara Avis, which made considerable stir in England last fall. It is practically a bicycle as to which has been added another rear wheel placed by the side of the original one. As a tricycle this merits no attention here, but turn the machine about and run the small wheels in front, and we have the well-known Challenge Tricycle No. 1, a machine of considerable merit, but, having but one driving wheel, somewhat unsteady. The stays and braces, needed where the driver has no other support, add to the weight; but the centre of gravity is low, the front is open, and it has centre driving,—three excellent features.

This machine has regular bicycle cranks. Rods connect these with the main rear cranks, and on one side the front ends of which are placed the pedals. But few machines are now made of this pattern or of the following, which is another variation of the single driver.

This is called the Coventry tricycle, and has fore-and-aft steering wheels in line with each other, and a driving wheel on the opposite side of the machine midway between the ends. This tricycle has but two tracks. It is narrow, but is remarkably safe, compared with other narrow machines. It turns easily, as both of the small wheels steer. It is steady over rough ground and going uphill, as the rider is midway between the end wheels, and these are so far from him to the front and rear that he can stand up to his work on the pedals to the very best advantage. This machine was made originally with levers, but now has a rotary crank motion, which is a great improvement.

The Humber tricycle is a law unto itself, being unique in many respects. It has two 32-inch drivers (or as high as 60 inches for racing), and an 18-inch steering wheel. The arrangement is such that the front wheels, "the frame consists of an ordinary bicycle backbone, hind wheel, head, and handles."

From the lower part of the head, a hollow bar runs downward, forking just above the axle, and connecting with it by means of two ball bearings, six inches apart, in which the axle revolves. Between these bearings, and attached to the axle, are the drum for the strap brake and the upper chain-driving wheel. From the hollow bar, just above the fork descends another hollow tube. This supports at its lower end, in ball bearings, a short axle with regular bicycle cranks and chain-wheels. On the end of this axle is the lower chain wheel. An ordinary tricycle chain connects the two chain wheels and conveys the power to the main axle, to which the driving wheels are attached. This is the fastest machine we have seen.

The rider is naturally thrown to the inside in turning corners.

To recapitulate, we have nearly all
tricycles embraced under the following classes:

1. Rear steering, equal drivers, three tracks, hay-fork bases, based generally upon the Merritt pattern.
2. Front steering, equal drivers, three tracks, and generally resembling the Salvo.
3. The Humber, equal drivers, three tracks, front steering, but rear small wheel.
4. Rear steering, single driver, unequal wheels, three tracks, of the Excelson type.
5. Front steering, otherwise like No. 4, of the Northampton No. 1 type.
6. The Rara Avis, but little more than a bicycle.
7. Front steering, two small wheels in front, large driver, three tracks, like the Challenge No. 1.
8. Fore-and-aft steering, single driver, two tracks, like the Coventry tricycle.

The foregoing is but little more than a compilation from the introductory section of Mr. Sturmay's book. As this book will probably fall into the hands of comparatively few readers in this country, we feel that we are doing a good work in reproducing some of its prominent features. It contains a mass of information which cannot be found elsewhere. We propose hereafter to resume the study of its pages.

---

THE GALORIOUS PARADE.

A perfect day. Above a clear blue sky, as bright and soft in hue as that which smiles on favored Italy; beneath, a road-bed hardened by recent rains and dried by a succession of sunny days. The air tempered by a rustling eastern breeze and softened by the morning warmth of the sun but filled with an exhilarating purity. From every quarter the 'cyclers come in blue, brown, green, yellow, maroon, blue, auburn erubescent, and amentous, with faces browned by many, many 'sunny afternoons or reddened by many, many rainy evenings, all filled with excitement at the prospect of being the beheld of all beholders.

A bugle sounds, and forth come the ancient and venerable Bostons, with their uniforms displaying all the varied and vivid colors of a well-stamped cigar box. The New York men follow, their eyes all directed to a pretty girl in a carriage, who seems to be waving her hand at some Massachusetts man beyond them. The older clubs follow in quick succession; the crowds press forward; the mounted police swear, club, and carry themselves with as much lofty majesty as is concentrated in a first-class hotel clerk; the small boys cheer and blow beans, and Divisions passed out in fine for.

A distressing member of the staff is next seen trying to rally the League unattached, while each and every individual man tries to ride in the first place. The division commander succeeds in ranking them somewhat in number and to the foot of a consummate-looking bugler, the great unnamed proceed.

All is well for a brief time, but there comes a great cheering head. The Caps of Washington are riding with feet and hands off, propelling themselves by flapping their ears, and creating thereby the most intense excitement. Everybody cries their respective necks to catch a glimpse of the Caps, and some of the misguided unattached attempt to stand in their saddles and see the whole thing. There comes a crash in the ranks; the division commander turns pale and wheels around. The wheels surge in one direction and the crowd sways back. One after another goes down into a mountain of spokes, handles, rims, and profanity, and the great unassorted are completely demoralized. Those that are not entirely broken up remain and hurry on to their respective goals, while a squad of cops remove the debris.

Hark! The merry ra-ta-ta of a fish horn is heard, and up ride in splendid form a strange and nondescript herd. An ape wobbles ahead of his tall comfortably collared around the backboned sensation. His reine of masked riders impersonating everything that is wild, grotesque, and strange under the azure heavens, follow in mysterious silence. Nobody knows who they are until a small boy on the fence cries shrilly —

"Harvard do you go before you get there?"

There is a perceptible commotion in the ranks until the captain's stern voice says:

"Cheese it! — ah, cheese it!" and then they pass by in ignominious silence.

After the serious actors come the clowns and acrobats. They are the fourth and last division:

They wobble.
They struggle.
They shuffle.
They stumble.
They tumble.
They totter.
They shiver.
They become convulsive.
They lunge at the police.
They run foul of lamp posts.
They bump each other.
They rush recklessly at the crowd.
They play see-saw once more.

This time for the drinks.
They stop a moment to think.
Then they go on, but leave the machine very absent-mindedly.

They soar, majestically and beautifully, out into space.
They grab space and hang desperately on to whatever air is within reach, until the two, stone-hearted roads flies up and snaps the wind out of it.

They then still have time seriously of settling down; while in a very little room, where kind friends with tender voices will assure them that the machine is sold for old iron and the money used to buy arnicas, lint, and false teeth.

In the Barrow procession moves on amid cheers and waving handkerchiefs, every motion, observed, every uniform criticised in color and cut and compared with others, every face watched with curiosity, and the drill and equipment ranking the club in the minds of those who know nothing of the men, character and rank in life being at a heavy discount.

Every-one is impressed with the beauty and rare interest of the parade, every one being filled with excitement and overflowing with cordial feeling, and every one is deeply, profoundly, and absorbingly hungry.

Stack machines, gentlemen. The beans are ready.

---

THE ROADS OF STATEN ISLAND.

I began my wheel explorations for 1883 this morning by embarking from the Battery at 9 o'clock, on a ferry-boat, whose voyage ended a little less than an hour later, at Vanderbilt's Landing, Staten Island. Thence I rode southward without stop, to the end of the island, returning to Port Wadsworth, a distance of a mile and a half, of 3.73 in quarter was very good riding, while the rest varied from tolerable to poor. Taking the sidewalk to the West, I was greeted by a sign pointing "to the boulevard," into descending to a sandy road along the south shore; but at a mile from the fort I gave up hope of finding a comfortable southwest passage around the island, and so returned to the starting point. Continuing northward from Vanderbilt's, through Stapleton, I rode up a long hill, and then down it towards the west, and around it towards the east, on the shore road, till I nearly reached the church on the same hill again. I think this was New Brighton, and the distance from the foot of the hill in Stapleton was two miles. Turning back along the shore road, repassing the Sailors' Snug Harbor, and continuing generally westward course, a mile of three and a quarter miles brought me to the Continental Hotel, Port Richmond, where I paid half a dollar for a very poor dinner.

Thence along a winding road towards the south and west I went without stop for three miles, to the bridge at the cross-roads, where stands the Bull's Head tavern. On the return, as the wind no longer favored me, two or three discounts were required by sand or ruts. Proceeding westward again from Port Richmond, I found the macadamized shore road was very good indeed for a mile and a half, ending at the most westerly landing place of the Battery boats. A half-mile beyond this, the road being barely ridable, I paid an honest oysterman twenty-five cents to row me across to the main land. Disembarking in Elizabethport, at the head of Jersey street, which is paved with tolerably smooth Belgian blocks, I rode along the same or else on the sidewalk flags to what seemed the main street in Elizabethport and returned to the right till I reached the Nicholson-paved street, branching off on
the right towards Newark. The distance of this point from the shore was two and three quarter miles, and I was three quarters of an hour in getting over it. For three miles and a half this Nicholson road stretches in a bee line to the fire-engine house in Newark (in front of which Mr. J. Lafon kindly gave me my first lesson in the art of bicycling, on 14 March, 1879). The wooden blocks extend along about one third the distance, however, and though they make very fair riding, I found the macadam of the succeeding half-mile far superior. The rest of the road, being in process of repair, was not good, the new layer of stone in the centre not having got worn down smooth, and the side tracks being rather rutty. By June the whole avenue will doubtless be in excellent condition.

Between the engine house and a point two miles and a half beyond, on South Orange avenue, I did rather more walking than riding. Even on this avenue I found the coating of macadam had been spread for more than a mile, though the side tracks were ridable; but when once fairly in Orange I suffered no more disappointments, and put in several miles at a good pace before finally dismounting at the hotel at 7.30. I had made many detours during the day, whenever smooth pavements tempted me, and my cyclometer's record for the trip was a trifle more than forty miles.

A visit to Staten Island can be safely recommended, I think, to any metropolitan bicyclist. The macadamized shore road from Fort Wadsworth, on the southeast, to the last ferry landing on the northwest, about eight miles long, can be taken without a dismount; and though some parts of it are very poor, other sections are as good as possible, and two or three of these afford excellent chances for coasting. The outlook over the water is almost continuously attractive, and from several points may be considered superb. The two lines of boats from the Battery start on the even half-hours; and all their landings are within a few rods of the shore road. No charge for the wheel is made in addition to the ten-cent fare. My advice to a tourist would be to go ashore at either the southernmost or the westernmost landing, though this is not important. From Fort Richmond a ferry-boat runs at brief intervals to Bergen Point, on the main land, and I was told that there was a good macadam road there, though my informant could not say that it continued smooth all the way to Jersey City. For an afternoon's ride of from ten to twenty-five miles, the Staten Island roads which I have described seem to make as attractive a place as can be offered to a bicyclist. There is a region in this respect, too, that further exploration might bring to light other smooth paths in the interior of the island.

Though my ride of to-day was the first made by any person in a locality previously unknown to me, I may perhaps be allowed to briefly allude to my earlier spring wheeling, which began in Washington, whither I went on the first day of March, for a week's visit. Of course, every one knows that this is the best paved and cleanest swept city in America, and in four days my capital asphalt to the extent of one hundred and sixty miles, my longest record being sixty-seven miles. This was on the day after the inauguration, and included a seven-mile run, with the two members of the hitch as escort. Except for the fact that a broken handle bar forced me to do all my steering with the left hand, I should have put in at least a dozen miles more, and so surpassed my September ride into Erie, seventy-three miles, which still remains "my best." I'm surprised that none of the Washington men seem to have been tempted by their enchantingly smooth pavements or by taking long-distance races. Were 1 to reside there a fortnight, I'd propel myself an even hundred miles some day, or else die in the attempt. City riding can never be as pleasant as country riding, but it is at its very best in Washington. The very metropolitans biker ought to make at least one trial of the national capital's capital asphalt roads. Compared with these the Brooklyn asphalt seems little better than cardboard. To ride through city last autumn, from Wall street ferry to Prospect Park, was by no means unpleasant; but the frosts and rough usage of winter have made the pavement so full of cracks and holes that last riding is out of the question, and a man is lucky even to pick his way slowly along without dismounts. The six-mile boulevard from Prospect Park to Coney Island has also changed greatly for the worse since last season, probably the hilly nearest the seashore. It took me nearly an hour to ride down it, on the second Saturday of April, though the return trip, with the help of the wind, was made more quickly.

Between the 9th and 18th of April, 1881, my cyclometer registered 1,722 miles, which represented the riding of sixty-eight different days.

KOL KRON.

WASHINGTON SQUARE, N. Y., 22 April, 1881.

RIGHTS OF IMPORTATION.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—We find there is a wrong impression prevailing in some quarters respecting the right and propriety of importing bicycles into this country without license, which, where we find it, is always referred for its origin to the pages of your excellent and unusually reliable paper. The wrong impression generally appears in this form: that anybody may import any machine he likes for his own use, or even more for his friends, without molestation from the owners of the patents, provided he comes up afterwards honorably, of his own accord, or judiciously after he has been found out and requested to, and pays ten dollars a bicycle. This impression you have intended to disseminate, but it prevails nevertheless with some of your readers, and you will allow us a few lines for correction. Of course, as a matter of law, every one who knows anything will understand that patents protect three things: the making, the using, and the selling to others to be used, of the patented article.

Any one who does either of these things with a patented article, and without license of the owner of the patent, is a infringer; in legal phrase he is a trespasser; in plain English, he is a pirate, and is so considered and treated in the courts. He who, to avoid dealing through a manufacturer, or an importer, or regular agent, for his bicycle, prefers to import it himself under the mistaken notion that he can do something better, and then feels aggrieved if he is found out, and is not settled with for ten dollars, which the agent or dealer regularly licensed would have had to pay, is in the same position as a young man who breaks into an orchard which does not belong to him, steals a bushel of apples, and then when found out and brought to book, steps up and offers to pay the market price for the apples, and is resented if it be not accepted with thanks.

Now, while it is true that we have granted licenses to manufacturers and to importers at a reasonable royalty when they appeared to be responsible, to mean business and ready to devote some capital and energy and enterprise to the business, yet we are not so unbusinesslike as to invite a general invasion of our rights, and the rights of our licensees and agents. When we commenced the business, there was only one other concern that attempted to import bicycles at all. Both they and we were beset constantly by the owners of patents for royalties, and in self-protection and in the interests of all users of the bicycle in this country, we set about buying up these patents; to do this we had to invest considerable time and money. The other firm, and nearly all of our competitors, are acknowledged not only the business leadership, but the benefits to them of our having done so. It ought to be remembered that we have not originated these patents and imposed them upon the public, if there be any imposition. We are not responsible for their existence, but we have brought them together into one ownership, and offer to share our rights under them with those who will help the business. But when it is said that we will license proper parties to carry on the business, that is quite a different thing from saying that we will settle with everybody who infringes at the same license rate.

It is for the interest of all wheelmen that there should be in all the principal cities and towns, agencies for the sale and repair of bicycles. It is to these agencies, and to the firm which make the new bicycles, and sell the parts, and support them, that the public is indebted for facilities of obtaining the bicycle, for their knowledge of the bicycle, for the existence of so many rid-
ers for companions, for the recognition of the rights of bicyclers to the streets, for their security in traffic, and of authorities towards their use, and for many other things.

Now, it is obvious that nobody can afford to go into the business, pay rents, advertise, employ mechanics, devote time and energy and enterprise to the business, unless he is to have a patent; that is, unless those who buy bicycles within the range of his business are to buy them through him; and the moderate profit on each bicycle is his reward for such investments. The royalties which we obtain under the patents are our return for the money already invested in patents, and which we are constantly called upon to invest; and every one who reflects upon it will see the justice of our claims; and a little more reflection will enable any one to see, that having induced agents and licensees to invest in the business, and entered into agreements with them, they have become partakers of our rights, and it is our duty to protect them. We cannot allow infringements from sales, if we hold for our own. We are constantly prodded by every one of them to prevent infringements, and we are compelled to do so.

We do not wish to ask you for too much space to explain our position, but we do wish it distinctly understood by everybody, that unlicensed importation and sale, or use, and unlicensed making of bicycles, is not only expressly forbidden by us, but will necessarily lead to prosecution. Where persons have, without intention of wrong, imported a single machine, we have been very lenient in settling the matter, and have in many instances merely received the usual ten-dollar fine paid by regular licensees; but we cannot do so in future. It costs us extra to find out and collect these scattered sums, and such fretting away, and dividing up of the matter is a damage to our business and that of our licensees; and we wish it distinctly understood that infringers are liable, not only for the regular royalty, but also for costs and for damages; and we shall be obliged to exact such sum as will cover these also, in future.

**THE POPE MANUFACTURING CO.**

**BOSTON, 14 May, 1878.**

**IMPORTANT TO WHEELMEN.**

WHEELMEN in New York and vicinity, who are to attend the coming L. A. W. Meet, at Boston, will find it to their advantage to buy tickets *one way only*, as a special sleeping car train will leave Boston, on Monday night, for New York at greatly reduced rates.

Wheelsmen will also find it to their advantage to go by rail lines and not by boat.

Special baggage cars will be provided on the Shore Line trains on Friday and Saturday nights. Come by the Shore Line.

Buy tickets of Levy & Alden, Board-

---

**THE BICYCLING WORLD**

P. B. Mosher, Chairman R. R. Cont.

**THE LEAGUE PARADE.**

At the last meeting of the Directors of the L. A. W., it was decided that the clubs should form in line at the parade, not in order of their seniority, but in order in which they were admitted into the League. The following list gives the order in which the clubs will parade, with the date of publication and the number of members each club has in the League:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Club</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boston, Mass.</td>
<td>June 12, 1879</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York, N.Y.</td>
<td>Nov. 26, 1879</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 1879</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lafayette, Ind.</td>
<td>Nov. 6, 1879</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Essex, N.J.</td>
<td>July 30, 1879</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philadelphia, Pa.</td>
<td>Sept. 1, 1879</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crescent, Boston, Mass.</td>
<td>Aug. 14, 1879</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indianapolis, Ind.</td>
<td>Sep. 21, 1879</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saratoga, N.Y.</td>
<td>Aug. 17, 1879</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelmsford, Mass.</td>
<td>Aug. 24, 1879</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand Rapids, Mich.</td>
<td>Nov. 28, 1879</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yonkers, N.Y.</td>
<td>Nov. 1, 1879</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elmira, N.Y.</td>
<td>Dec. 18, 1879</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marlborough, Mass.</td>
<td>Nov. 10, 1879</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lookout, Ky.</td>
<td>Nov. 21, 1879</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo, N.Y.</td>
<td>Nov. 24, 1879</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit, Mich.</td>
<td>Nov. 4, 1879</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capital, Washington, D.C.</td>
<td>Sept. 4, 1879</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>San Francisco, Calif.</td>
<td>Oct. 21, 1879</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford, Conn.</td>
<td>Oct. 20, 1879</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bellingham, Wash.</td>
<td>Nov. 5, 1879</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooklyn, N.Y.</td>
<td>Oct. 17, 1879</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harriet, N.Y.</td>
<td>Oct. 1, 1879</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keyneston, Poughkeepsie, Pa.</td>
<td>Dec. 15, 1879</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Montreal, Canada</td>
<td>Dec. 17, 1879</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rochester, N.Y.</td>
<td>Dec. 20, 1879</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portland, Me.</td>
<td>Dec. 22, 1879</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartford, Ct.</td>
<td>Jan. 3, 1880</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence, R.I.</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 1880</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Providence, R.I.</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 1880</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monomoy, Boston, Mass.</td>
<td>Jan. 16, 1880</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennsylvania</td>
<td>Jan. 17, 1880</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manhattan, N.Y.</td>
<td>Jan. 20, 1880</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hersey, Pennsylvania, R.I.</td>
<td>Jan. 25, 1880</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td>Feb. 15, 1880</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cincinnati, O.</td>
<td>Feb. 17, 1880</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walling, Mass.</td>
<td>Feb. 18, 1880</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haverhill, Mass.</td>
<td>Feb. 19, 1880</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauton, Mass.</td>
<td>Feb. 29, 1880</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albany, N.Y.</td>
<td>Mar. 15, 1880</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord, Mass.</td>
<td>Mar. 16, 1880</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore, Md.</td>
<td>Mar. 22, 1880</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee, Wis.</td>
<td>Apr. 19, 1880</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Britain, W. C., Conn.</td>
<td>Dec. 29, 1880</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aries, Chicago, Ill.</td>
<td>Dec. 31, 1880</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chillicothe, O.</td>
<td>Dec. 3, 1880</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buckeye, Columbus, O.</td>
<td>Jan. 21, 1881</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roxbury, Mass.</td>
<td>Jan. 23, 1881</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**WHEEL CLUB DOINGS**

**Cleveland. — Editor Bi. World: —**

The annual meeting of the Cleveland BI. Club was held May 11, May, the election of officers resulting as follows: President and captain, J. H. Wade, jr.; secretary and treasurer, A. Ely, jr.; sub-captain, W. J. Cotton; directors, W. O. Beckwith and W. H. Thomas.

Several changes were made in constitution and by-laws, and two new members were admitted, making the mem- ber-ship to date fifteen, of whom nine are honorary members, all being former active members, who have either left the city or sold their bicycles. The club also decided to take runs every Saturday morning, starting at 6 A.M.

**ALFRED ELY, JR., Sec'y and Treas. 12 May.**

**Canandaigua. — Editor Bi. World: —**

On Friday evening, May 5, pursuant to an invitation extended by Dr. A. G. Coleman, several individuals interested in bicycling at Canandaigua, a meeting was held at his residence, and a club composed of twelve members was organized, with the following officers: President and captain, Dr. A. G. Coleman; 1st lieutenant, John J. Snow, Jr.; 2nd lieutenant, Dr. Chauncey Smith; secretary and treasurer, Frank Watson. It was decided that the club should be known and designated as the Canandaigua Bicycle Club. The by-laws,
rules and regulations adopted were nearly the same as those found in the "American Bicycler." It is thought that this organization, which start under such favorable auspices, will have a tendency to increase the already fast-growing interest in bicycling here, and I hope soon to report a flourishing club with a large membership. Francisco.

BURLINGTON, Vt., Bicycle Club.—The wheelmen of this city, to the number of fifteen, organized with the following officers and members: Sumner Gleason, president; Fred M. Gould, vice-president; George E. Styles, captain; Harry H. Darling, lieutenant; Henry W. Willard, secretary and treasurer; Will F. Ferguson, Vernon O. Whitcomb, club committee; Z. T. Austin, Fred. H. Wells, Chas. L. Woodbury, Louis X. Fremont, T. A. Taft, Frank Woods, Bert. Willard. The Club, this long with its drill and runs out of the city every Tuesday. It has every prospect of being a well-sustained and attractive organization, and largely increased during the coming month.

Very respectfully,

GEORGE E. STYLES, Capt.

MONTREAL.—Editor Bi. World:—I send you herewith a report of our club's doings for the month of April, and a copy of our by-laws. We had six meets during April. Total attendance, thirty, largest, seven; smallest, two. Total distance covered, forty-nine miles; longest ride, twenty-five miles; shortest, five. We had five morning practices. Total attendance, thirty-three; largest, eight; smallest, five. First monthly competition for prizes was held May 2d at 12th inst., at Blue Bonnets, with a moonlight excursion afterwards to Lachine.

CLUB DAWN.

6 May.

ROXBURY.—At an adjourned meeting of the Roxbury Bicycle Club, the following officers were elected for the ensuing year: Mr. J. R. Heard, captain; Mr. C. E. Lord, subcaptain; Mr. C. M. Clark, secretary and treasurer. It was voted that the club badge should be a miniature bicycle wheel, with wings running from the hubs, and that the club colors should be stripes of alternate black and light blue. The club is in a flourishing condition, the total membership being fifteen. Yours very truly,

CHAS. M. CLARK, Sec'y.

42 Laurel street, Roxbury.

BOSTON, 9 May.

PROVIDENCE.—At a meeting of the Providence Bicycle Club, held Saturday evening, 7 May, John A. Cross was elected secretary and treasurer in place of W. J. Burton, resigned. The club very reluctantly accepted the resignation of Mr. Burton, who proved himself to be a most faithful and competent officer. We understand that press of business compels his withdrawal from that position. Two new members have lately been added to our club, and we hope to send a good delegation to the meet. Any wheelmen coming our way will be always welcome.

Some of our members are planning to ride to and return from Boston on their wheels, and we gladly act as escort to all who feel inclined to join us.

MOUNT PLEASANT ACADEMY.—The bicycle riding week was a success. The Mount Pleasant had a meeting last night for the purpose of forming a club.

The name "Mount Pleasant Bicycle Club" was proposed and unanimously adopted. The following officers were elected to serve for one year: L. Del Moute, captain; P. H. Hayden, subcaptain; J. B. Fletcher, secretary and treasurer. The members are, W. H. Stuart, G. B. Adams, D. Hernandez, H. Cookendall, T. Cookendall, G. DeCray, J. T. Valentine, C. S. Higgins, Jr., F. S. Gardner, F. L. Packard, H. J. Delgado.

A uniform consisting of corduroy knee-pants, blue flannel shirt, and blue stockings. This is to be of corduroy, the same as the breeches, and of the polka pattern, with the initials of the club in front. J. B. Fletcher, Sec'y.

SING-SING, N. Y., 9 May.

THE PLAINFIELD CYCLE CLUB was organized about a year ago with seven members and with a rapidity of growth which is remarkable, now numbers eighteen live members who startle the conservative farmers about Plainfield by their bold incursion into the sanctuary of peaceful country life. The club has fine machines, all with the exception of two or three, being of high grade, including five "Special Clubs." The uniform consists of blue cloth cap with club initials; short blue coat, maroon corduroy breeches, and dark-blue stockings. This makes a very nice contrast on a "full nickelized." We shall be on hand 30 May. Officers elected at the spring meeting are: President, G. F. C. Smillie; captains, J. W. Hess, E. H. Thompson, F. B. Vail; secretary and treasurer, F. M. Milliken; bugler, Roger P. Muncey. We expect to hear great things from the bugler; his neighbors have.

CORRESPONDENCE

MILWAUKEE NOTES.

The club run Saturday last, 7 May, proved a great success. Twenty-six men appeared in line, attired in the new uniforms, and the showing was indeed a fine one. The dark-green jacket and polo makes a fine contrast with the snuff-colored breeches and stockings. The full compliment of road officers were in attendance, and the buglers, Messrs. Stark and Moses, vied with each other in disclosing our favorite calls. This time no one thought it proper to amuse him, the apple man or the junk fiend. The run extended over a course of fourteen miles, through the principal uptown streets, and out through the Soldier's Home.

On Wednesday last, six of Milwaukee Bi. Club ran up the bay road to witness a race between a running horse and a 50 wheel. The course was a mile and a half straight away, which would give but little show to the whee, but the short wind of the horse and a favorable wind at the back of the rider of the wheel enabled the cyclist to roll in only fifteen yards behind.

VERILY a new uniform covers a multitude of sins; and this I can say without being personal. If a fellow can’t mount on a hill or in a rut, etc., it (of course) the fault of tight breeches. If a header is taken, it appears to be for the same reason; and in fact, I think all our mishaps for some time to come will have to be fathered by our unoffending uniforms. An excuse is a good thing any way, even if it is a thin one.

SUNDAY, 9 May, Messrs. Reed, Moses, Friese, Fowler, Ilsley, Beaumont, Rogers, and Hibbard, of Milwaukee Bi. Club, met at 9:30 for a run to Waukesha and return. The weather was close, cloudy, and sultry, and what wind there was came at us dead ahead. A moderate pace was taken, and the party stopped unanimously and frequently for "Cincinnati" limber, that great, glorious, and refreshing beverage. With the Milwaukee bicyclers this drink is universal, and we recommend it to all wheelmen as the safest and best road drink. The following gives a faint idea of the mixture as we take it:

"CINCINNATI"

A little beer, a schooner glass,
A little pop; a little lemonade,
The steamer from the top; The stopper from the bottom; a full bottle of amber beads. Conees bubbling in the brine, and now the "Cincinnati" made The grand bicycle drink.

Try it, those of you who want refreshment on a hot day's ride.

The ride to Waukesha, 18 1-2 miles, took us two good hours, and necessitated about a mile of walking through deep sand. Next time we take the upper road. A halt was made before reaching the village for a brush up, and we entered by two, in good style, in time for a good dinner at the Mansion House. The storm, which had been threatening us, now set in vigorously and wet things down in very short order. The rain, continuing all the afternoon, obliged us to remain over night, and necessitated a return this morning by car. It seems to be a universal experience here, that no matter how hard the lack you strike, in the way of rain, mud, bad roads, etc., etc., a fellow never comes home wishing that he had not stopped. Why is this? Can any one explain?

I NOTICE, with much interest, the remarks of "Kol Kron," on the subject of transportation. It is indeed a matter which should be settled as soon as possible. Our country needs a pooling system, for the benefit of the baggageman. No fee is asked and probably none is expected, as a regular thing, but when offered it is not refused. Can you tell us of anything new in the way of
touring bags? Are handle bags and M. I. P.'s played out? I have been think-
of trying a wicker-work knapsack. Is this, or is it not, a good plan?

The Milwaukee Bi. Club will probably run two full days on July 9th and 10th, though on the latter date they will be, in spirit and in proxy, at the Boston L. A. W. Meet. The route for this run has not yet been decided upon.

SUGNA.

MILWAUKEE, May 28th.

CHICAGO NOTES.

Bicycling was formally opened in Chicago last Saturday by the Chicago and Ariel Clubs, in a run to South Chi-
cago and return,—thirty miles. Starting at 3:30 P. M., we proceeded via Lake Park and Michigan avenue to the city limits, four miles. The avenue was in process of re-turfing and dressing, and made a heavy pull, consequently, two of our num-
ter turned back at the limits. The rest of the way to Hyde Park (seven miles) was over indifferent macadam, but not unpleasant. From thence to South Chi-
cago (thirteen miles), via Stony Island avenue, stretching out over the green prairie and along railroad tracks that lost themselves in every direction. At the end of the run a generous supper awaited us, and after a few exhibitions of expert wheelmanship on the part of Messrs. Blin, Seaver, and Miller, to an admiring audience of natives, the return started next morning.

A convenient accommodation train happened to come along just here, and seven of our number strayed on board, and were carried back to the city. They lost by this manoeuvre, however, as the return trip was made over the boulevards, under the shade of night, with a clear moon back of us, and not a cop in sight,—ten miles of moonshine, asphalt, and blizz.

If every country road in our vicinity is now in good state. It rarely happens that the meanest county road does not possess two smooth rutts or narrow belts of hard-packed gravel, and with a rigid machine and easy balance, one can sail over these billyow roadway with much pleasure.

Early morning runs are in order. Par-
ties of a dozen or so arise at five in the morning, and take a jolly run of fifteen or twenty miles, and get back before eight o'clock. This occurs on Sunday morning, of course!

There is a chance that the South Park boulevards will be open to us until ten o'clock mornings. The commissioners are about to grant us this concession vol-
untarily. The West Side Park Commis-
sioners are about to pass an ordinance directly opposite, and keep us off alto-
gether, and we are now using every effort to persuade them to reconsider this pro-
spect of success. We don't care about being kept off the West Side boulevards so much as to have a printed regulation of this kind among the ordinances of a park, instead of a dangerous precedent. The simple order of the superin-
tendent is sufficient to keep us off.

The nucleus of the arrangements for a grand celebration of the 3d, 3d, and 4th of July is being formed by the Chicago and Milwaukee clubs. It is proposed that we make a tour among the summer res-
sorts of Waukesha County, starting from Milwaukee. Every preparation for one of the most enjoyable wheel tours ever held will be made. Everything is favor-
able to this end,—magnificent scenery, good roads, elegant watering-places and enthusiastic bicyclers; and with ample time to perfect arrangements, and good man-
agement, we propose to extract as much enjoyment out of this tour as possible.

CHICAGO, May 28th.

Several wheelmen from abroad hav-
ing signified their desire to ride to Boston a day or two previous to the Meet, the Providence Club tender a very cordial invitation to all such to join with them in a run to that city on Saturday morning, 28 May.

Wheelmen arriving by boat or by the early trains will be met by a commit-
tee from the Providence Club, and ample time being allowed for breakfast, will be escorted to the corner of Pros-
pect and Waterman streets, adjoining the Brown University grounds, where a start will be made at seven o'clock sharp. It is not proposed to make this quick run, but rather one on which wheelmen may get well acquainted and enjoy a kind of "go as you please" for forty-five miles over an almost level tract of country. Any wheelman proposing to join us that day will be very welcome, and by dropping a line to the under-
signed will be insured rapid transit to the start on College Hill.

J. A. CROSS,
Sec. Providence Bi. Club.

LOUISVILLE has taken up bicycling with genuine enthusiasm. The papers, more especially the Commercial, give it encouragement. The public patronize their entertainments generously, and the wheelmen themselves from all accounts are first-class riders. We clip from the Commercial the following slice in an ac-
count of a drill exhibition:—

"Starting out singly at the word of command in response to signals,—not a word being spoken during the entire ex-
hibition,—they formed pairs, then fours, pairs again, and so on. The right-about-
face and kindred movements were made with the precision of a military company. The prettiest feature of the evening was the standing still of Captain Thomas in the centre while the rest of the riders circled round him in smaller and smaller rings, six members riding one direction and six in the opposite way, the audience heartily applauding. Then starting off again they rode in pairs, each member crossing hands with his partner and hold-
ing the handle of the opposite machine. The7 It was a beautiful sight, but very absolutely noiseless, and but for an oc-
casional gleam from the flashing spokes,

it appeared as though the riders were poised in the air. The audience, too, seemed to hold their breath lest the least ear should overthrow the frail vehicles.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheel-
men.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of re-
jection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dillwyn Wistar, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Albert S. Parsons, Cor. Sec. L. A. W., Cam-
bridgeport, Mass. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the cor-
responding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secre-
tary (confidentially) if any professional or other-
wise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the cor-
responding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every mem-
ber should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Pledges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The follow-
ing names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publi-
cation, as required by the Constitution.

ALBERT S. PARSONS,
Cor. Sec. L. A. W.


BUFFALO CYCLETE CLG. — Additional: F. E. Drouillard, No. 405 Franklin street; P. Forbes, No. 1 Kremlin Hall; Chas. K. Alley, No. 660 Main street, all of Buffalo, N. Y.
Unattached.—D. C. Roberts, No. 30 Craigies street, Cambridge; Chauncey Smith, Jr., No. 121 Brattle street, Cambridge; R. H. Caswell, Ingersoll, Ont.

Orders for League Badges should be sent at once to insure having them 30 May. Send League number, and $2.00 for coin silver, or $1.00 for silver-plated badge, to Dillwyn Wistar, No. 253 North 10th street, Philadelphia.

Toronto Bi Clu#.—Henry Goulding, 199 Jarvis street; William Goulding, 199 Jarvis street; Robert Petman, 212 Gerrard street; R. H. McBride, 105 Bond street; Basil Hock, 328 Jarvis street; Chas. E. Robinson, 15 King street, W.; Thomas H. Gilmour; J. Howland, 47 Sherbourne street; G. Edwards; Ewing Buchanan, 98 Charles street; G. A. Smart; P. K. Stern, all of Toronto, Ont.

Lockport Bi. Club.—L. C. Dreyfogle, president; Chas. A. Hoag, captain; Jas. S. Ferguson, secretary and treasurer; Fred. W. Cooke, Calvin Moore, Wm. C. Greene, D. Van Shuler, Dan. R Benedict, Cleland A. Ward, all of Lockport, N. Y.

League of American Wheelmen. Canadian Directorate.—Additional names of consuls appointed by us: Basil Hochs, Education Department, Toronto, second consul for Toronto, Ont.; Neville K. Bayly, Elm Lodge, Mainland street, Kingston, for Kingston, Ont.; John E. Hughes, Danford, Roche & Co., Main street (residence, Prospect street), for Newmarket, Ont.; H. Walters, St. Lawrence Hall, for Brockville, Ont.; H. H. Godard, with J. & A. McMillan, for St. John, N. B.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

2 CUMBERLAND ST.,

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,

IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. - COVENTRY.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
WM. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

BICYCLES
OF EVERY MAKE.
Bicyclers' Sundries.
SECOND-HAND BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.
Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.

A Weekly Newspaper
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF BICYCLING.
Edited by - - LOUIS HARRISON.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
E. C. HODGES & CO., Publishers,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
I herewith enclose Two Dollars, for which please send "The Bicycling World" for one year from 188_, to be mailed postpaid to the following address: —
Name, .................................................................
Address, ..................................................................

THE ARCHERY FIELD.

A JOURNAL DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF ARCHERY,
And Published every two weeks.
LOUIS HARRISON, Managing Editor.
WILL H. THOMPSON, Editorial Contributor.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
E. C. HODGES & CO., Publishers,
40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
I herewith enclose One Dollar, for which please send "The Archery Field" for one year from 188_, to be mailed postpaid to the following address: —
Name, .................................................................
Address, ..................................................................

BICYCLE EMPORIUM,
96 WORCESTER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers' Importer of

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
BICYCLES OF EVERY MAKE.
Bicyclers' Sundries.
SECOND-HAND BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.
Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
AND
Bicycle and Tricycle Sundries.
OPEN EVENINGS AND SUNDAYS.

Bicycles and Tricycles to let by hour, day or week.
Send 3-cent Stamp for Circular.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

COLUMBIA BICYCLE.

The Special Columbia is a light roadster, of close build, fine finish, and fitted with the most approved anti-friction Ball-bearings, adjustable for wear. Having made several improvements in this machine since we first offered it to the public, we feel fully justified in pronouncing it the best and handsomest bicycle in the market.

We make the Special Columbia from 46 to 60 inches; price, for 46 in., $105.00, to $122.50 for 60 in., half bright. All bright, $100.00 extra; full nickel, $15.00 additional.

The Standard Columbia is a strong, durable roadster, built with a view to withstand the rough usage incidental to touring over ordinary American roads, and for hard work has no equal. It is of graceful model, built of the best materials and carefully finished in every particular. The thousands in daily use fully attest the merits of this favorite machine.

The price of the Standard Columbia, half bright, is, for a 42 in., $80.00, up to $100.00 for 58 in. Full nickel, $22.50 extra.

We will furnish the Standard with our most approved ball bearings for $10.00 extra. Both of the above are confidently guaranteed as the best value for the money attained in a bicycle.

The Mustang is a cheaper Bicycle, all painted, for those who cannot afford to buy a better one. We make them in smaller sizes, from 36 to 46 in.; price, for 36 in., $50.00, to $65.00 for 46 in. Send 3c. stamp for 24-page catalogue with price lists and full information.

THE POPE M'FG. CO.

307 Washington Street,
BOSTON, MASS.

HICKLING & CO.

PATENTEES OF THE CELEBRATED

Rack-and-Pinion Brake, Undetachable Tires, Etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

"London," "Timberlake" and "Berkshire" Bicycles,

TELESCOPIC TRICYCLE, ETC., ETC.

The "SPECIAL TIMBERLAKE"

Manufactured solely for Messrs. Cunningham & Co., Boston, Mass., will be found to be a thoroughly good and a very handsome machine; also one particularly suitable for rough road riding. It has Double Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, Detachable Cranks, Undetachable Tires, the Patent Rack-and-Pinion Brake, etc., and is made throughout of the best material that can be procured.

SPECIALTY FOR THE SEASON, 1881.

THE "PILOT" BICYCLE,

A high-class and highly finished machine, of a different pattern from the "London" and "Timberlake," and embodying all the most important of latest improvements,—Ball Bearings to both wheels, broad hollow front and back forks, dropped handles, new spring with forward play and rubber bearing, etc., etc. Descriptive Catalogue (including Testimonials, etc.) free on application.

HICKLING & CO.,

MAIDENHEAD . . . ENGLAND.

80 Queen Victoria Street,
2 Moor Lane, Fore Street,
Sun Court, Milton Street,

. . . . LONDON, E. C.

Agents, CUNNINGHAM & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
DURING the League Parade, no bicyclist, however well known may be his temperament proclivities, will be allowed to get off and "see a man."

New York's pet child, Roscoe, and his diminutive satellite, Platt, will ride among the unattached. If they appear on little three-wheeled velocipedes at the evening entertainment, the entertainment committee should bestow upon them a coral ring, a tin rattle, a rubber-mouthed bottle, or some other delicate and appropriate attention.

Chaff, a lively Detroit paper, which has some good wheat in the way of bicycling intelligence, says that Detroit will be well represented at the Meet. Is the editor coming, or does he mean Prex Bates?

The Massachusetts Club men will, at the League dinner, confine themselves strictly to lemonade—dashed with claret.

There will be a lively sprinkling of tricycles in the parade. The original one, with the inventor, will be on hand, equipped with a new form of saddle.

Machines may be hired of Cunningham & Co., at $2.00 per day; rick machines of the Pope Manufacturing Company, $1.50 per day; good road machines, in perfect order, $3.00 per day.

The club turning out the largest number in the parade may be the Massachusetts, possibly the Providence, probably the Wattham, but why not Worcester or Chelsea? It will certainly not be the Boston, as Capt. Hodges has made it imperative that every man shall appear in full uniform, and this will make 30 May a cold day for several members of the club.

The marine bicycle will be at the Meet, and will float in the perspiration along the line of parade.

Bicycles are expensive. The sport cannot become national until prices go down. They cost as much as a horse.

Cincinnati Enquirer. Horses are expensive. They smash valuable buggies, they chew up lamp-posts; they sometimes die; they eat up as much in a day as a bicycle will in a year, and then they are liable to get into the feed box at night, swell up and "hust," a thing no well-bred bicycle would ever think of doing. Horses will never again be popular. They cost as much as a bicycle.

All roads leading from Boston will carry bicycles free on the occasion of the League Meet.

Among the guests invited to the League dinner are: Governor Long, of Massachusetts, and his staff; Mayor Prince, of
SPECIAL NOTICE.

In order to afford our employees an opportunity to participate in the L. A. W. PARADE, on the 20th inst., we shall close our place of business from 9:30 A.M. until 3:30 P.M., on MONDAY, the 30th of May.

Orders for Machines, which are wanted on or before the 28th, should reach us not later than Wednesday, the 25th inst., to insure being filled in season.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES,

ODD FELLOWS’ HALL, BOSTON, MASS.

The Hecla Youth’s Bicycle.
WRIGHT & DITSON, Sole Agents,
380 Washington Street, Boston.

LAWN TENNIS, ARCHERY, CRICKET, BASE BALL, FISHING TACKLE, PROFESSIONAL CROQUET, BICYCLE SUITS IN ALL STYLES.

Call or send for Illustrated Catalogue.

THE “AUTOMATIC” ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction. IT IS EFFECTIVE; OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY BROKEN; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting rod against the moving rubber tire, when the rod is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell. EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.

No. 0. Columbus of 1890, No. 1. Standard Columbus of 1890. No. 2. Harwood (Grip lever brake). No. 3. Harwood (Thumb brake). No. 4. Special Columbus. No. 5. Ordinary Columbus.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of 25 cents.

Send for circular.


English Bicycles and Tricycles are the rage. Send for Price List.

PERFECTION BICYCLES & TRICYCLES, Cheapest and Best in the market. All crates free. Lists for 1881 now ready.

C. GORTON,
TALBOT WORKS ... WOLVERHAMPTON, ENG.
THE LEAGUE PARADE.—The most noticeable feature in any large procession of bicyclers is the inequality of pace preserved. The leaders, with every advantage in their favor, generally fall to use their position to the benefit of those who follow. They are not usually superior riders, either as individuals or clubs; and when an unevenness in the road is encountered, they go at a rate suited to their own needs, with a cheerful disregard of all who follow.

The in ability to preserve one rate of speed over the road's inequalities may be noticeable in one club only, but its effects are communicated to all following them, and at the tail of the line every slow or rapid impulse is greatly exaggerated.

The first remedy for this evil is one almost too late to speak of. The club captains should train their men to ride at a set pace over a rough road, and there perform the simple evolutions of forming singly in twos and in fours. Another remedy may be applied in an acceleration of the customary funeral creeping which has so often prevailed. This slow riding arose originally from a philanthropic desire on the part of those who rode first to give the "drones" a chance; but out of the generosity of their hearts they have often overdone the thing, and have set the fresh riders to wabling in a most deplorable and highly entertaining manner.

Another remedy, which will probably be suggested by the League commander, will be found in prescribing a distance between divisions, between clubs, and even between files,—all to be carefully observed. To new riders the space allowed may seem exaggerated beyond the needs of the occasion, but those who are more experienced will all agree that it is not only desirable to have the distance kept, but that it is positively necessary to good order.

The size of intervals will be determined by the commander, and may be about ten feet between men in single file, twenty feet between those in double file, and forty between files by fours. There is a tendency in the latter distance to close up, but it should be restrained; and in the event of a sudden order to single file, it will be found exceedingly convenient. In a small body of wheelmen, this encroaching upon the set intervals can be easily corrected, but it is much more difficult to set it at rights when men make the same mistake along a line a mile in length. It is far better to enlarge the distances, as there is then no difficulty in bringing about perfect order at any time.

It is the general rule in forming by twos or fours to have number one keep the pace he has preserved all along, watching either the captain or number one of the file next in front, number two, three, and four obliquing to the left and coming forward until they make an even line with number one. Upon number one devolves the duty of keeping the file at a proper distance, regardless of the condition of those next to him; numbers two, three, and four paying their whole attention to the order of the file, watching the guide instead of the file in front.

Between clubs, there should be a distance of at least fifty feet, as it adds to the fine appearance of the procession, distinguishes the clubs, and provides for any unpleasant emergencies.

The captain should ride ahead, setting the pace, watching the club interval, and giving his orders through the bugler or by whistle. The lieutenants should be so placed that they can correct any lack of good form, and as far as it is possible, the men should be arranged in files according to the size of their machines.

The social nature of bicycle clubs makes it a difficult thing to discipline the members, and except for parade occasions, there is little need of it.

But this parade will not excite local attention alone: it is of national character, and will be commented upon all over the country; and this makes it essential that it should be carefully prepared for.

UP THE ERIE CANAL.

On the afternoon of Monday, 6 September, 1880, I took my wheel out of its crate in the freight-house at Schenectady,—whether it had been sent from the factory, after having been improved by several pairs,—and mounted it on the Erie tow-path at half past four o'clock. The fact that a good share of the transient population of the city crowded upon the bridges to stare at me when I descended the steps from the street, or the fact that all the boats seemed to be moving eastward, may have been occasioned in part by bewilderment; but at all events I rode a mile in the direction named before it occurred to me that I was going away from rather than towards Niagara, as I intended. Turning about, therefore, I soon, for the first time, came in front of a pair of mules, and, though no notice had been taken of me when passing them from the rear, they resented their onlookers, did not estimate the danger, and followed me, first with their brown side uppermost, and then the other, the man, from force of habit, bestowed his curses on the mules rather than on me; but the incident taught me the need of caution: for as all vehicles are by law excluded from the tow-path, a bicyclist riding there is directly responsible for all damages his presence may cause.

Thenceforth, therefore, I always mounted whenever I met the animals that were dragging the canal boats, even though the driver thereof sometimes shouted, "Come on! They won't be scared! I'll take the risk!" Oftentimes the mules were very close to the tow-path, and, though the one westward bound caused me no trouble, I don't believe that in three days I rode as much as a mile on the tow-path without being forced to dismount by approaching boats. The path itself has a stone foundation, and the soil on top is generally ground up into a fine dust by the hoofs of the animals; whereas, heavy wheel traffic might pack it down hard and smooth. Slow and careful riding was usually necessary, to avoid the occasional large stones concealed by the dust, and though I found few stretches absolutely unreadable, I found many over which it was easier to walk than to ride. Fast wheeling seemed quite out of the question.

The best that can be said of the path is that it is level, and that the lower Mohawk Valley, through which it winds, is picturesque. "In the sweet bay and by," when the canal shall have been abandoned as a transportation route, and the..."
projected International Park at Niagara shall have been established in all its glory, I hope the League of American Wheelmen may be rich enough to fit up the entire Erie tow-path as a pleasure drive connecting with that Park. A thin coating of the powdered rock so readily procured along the canals routes from the spread upon the excellent existing basis of the path at comparatively slight expense, and would transform it into the finest racing track on the habitable globe. Enlargable indeed will be the bicyclist of that happy day as he goes proudly spinning "down the ringing grooves of time."

On that hot Monday evening in September, I left the canal at Hoffman's Ferry, and went to Patterson's Hotel for the night, arriving at half past seven o'clock,—thirteen hours from the start,—the cyclometer registering twelve and a half miles. The last half-hour was spent in walking a mile in the dark. I was told that the highway from Schenectady would have been found smoother than the tow-path; and so, next morning, instead of resuming the path, I had a ferryman row me across the Mohawk, and I rode due west until I entered the forest. The track grew sandy and stony and hilly, and after a mile and a half of miscellaneous locomotion, I recrossed the river in the skiff of an honest farmer who refused to accept any pay for his services, and again took to the path. Three quarters of an hour later, ending at ten o'clock, I reached Fort Hunter, five miles on, connected by a bridge with Amsterdam, the first large town west of Schenectady. I stopped here an hour, and also two hours at Fort Hunter, three miles beyond, where, at the Mohawk Hotel, I got an atrociously bad dinner. Judging from the shaggy and unkempt appearance of my table companions, the ordinary price for their meals could not possibly have been more than a quarter-dollar; but the genial landlord charged me forty cents, in order to encourage bicycling. After two or three miles of bad path, I took the highway, which is the local name applied to the highway adjoining the canal on the left, and kept it (except for five miles ending at Spraker's) till I reached the Neills House in Canajoharie, at eight o'clock, thirty miles from the start at Hoffman's. For a mile or so through Fultonville, which is opposite Fonda, and for two miles beyond Spraker's, I went at a good pace. Darkness then forced me to walk for the last mile and a half, though I think the road continued smooth.

The hotel accommodations were satisfactory, and starting at eight o'clock Wednesday morning, I sped along pleasantly smooth for two miles, to a point beyond Fort Plain. Then followed an hour and a half in which I did considerable walking up and down hill, and accomplished four and a half miles. Resuming at ten o'clock, I crossed the bridge opposite St. Johnville, I rode along it for exactly ten miles, ending at Little Falls at twenty minutes past twelve P. M. This section of the path averaged the best of any in my experience, and the last half of it was really admitted of rapid riding. There are several good hotels here, up on the hill. The one I happened to enter was the Givan House, where the dinner was satisfactory. After a two-hours' stop, I took the path for half a mile, and a quarter, and then went in swimming for an hour, or until the lock-keeper (who lent me a towel and refused to take any pay therefor) came down to the bushes to see if I had been drowned. An hour later, six miles on, I took the turpajike, and went through Ilion and Frankfort,—two miles and a quarter in seventeen minutes. Then the road grew gradually poorer, until at six o'clock I was tempted to try the tow-path again, along which I slowly ground my way for two miles and a half, until darkness stopped me about seven. Then I got aboard a steam canal boat, which was an hour in making three miles to Utica, and the captain of which refused to accept any compensation for my ride. He, however, recommended to me the American House, opposite Bagg's Hotel; and though every consideration of family pride and the idea of the latter's famous caravansary, its lordly and glittering front seemed so to intensify my own dirty and bedraggled appearance that I hesitated about entering; and so allowed a porter of "the American" to scoop me in. Let no other bicycling tourist, stranded in Utica, be similarly beguiled, however; for, as respects hotels at least, there can be no possible doubt that "Bagg's is the best." I afterwards learned that a telegram was waiting me there, from a college classmate, saying that he would meet me the next noon at Oneida, and accompany me thence on his wheel to his home in Syracuse.

My day's ride to Utica was 37.1 miles, and my ride thence to Oneida, ending about half past five o'clock the next afternoon, was 30 miles, the cyclometer registering 112 miles from the start at Schenectady, as I remember before. For two miles from the hotel in Utica I rode on the stone and wooden sidewalks. At Whitesboro, perhaps a mile beyond, I turned left by mistake instead of crossing the bridge on my right, and so, at the end of a half-mile spin, was obliged to repeat my course. Two miles of excellent sidewalk riding were indulged in during the next twenty minutes, followed by two miles of bad road, ending an hour later at Oriskany. A mile and a half beyond here, having ridden up two rough hills, I engaged in an hour's chat with some men who persuaded me that the tow-path would be safe. I therefore plodded along it for exactly two miles without getting a single chance to ride, on account of the deep sand. Mounting again on the highway at 1:45, I found occasional good stretches, and reached the Steuben Hotel, in six miles more, at one o'clock. Starting thence in a little less than two hours, I rode or walked pretty continuously till half past five P. M., when I reached the railroad station in Oneida, 134 miles. For a mile or so out of Rome the riding was good on road or sidewalk. Then the track grew very bad and hilly and only occasionally ridable, till near Verona; but for the 5 miles ending at Oneida it was nearly all good, and some of it was very good.

I should have kept on wheeling till dark, an hour or so later, had not the rain begun gently falling at five o'clock. By the time I got aboard the train the storm grew quite violent; and as it seemed likely the tempest into the next day, or at least leave the roads in bad condition then, I decided not to try any riding from Syracuse, as originally planned for Friday, and therefore went directly through to Canandaigua, the objective point to which I had despatched my valise from Schenectady on Monday.

I afterwards learned that my Syracusian friend, with a couple of other wheelmen, reached Oneida at noon, having been five hours in crossing about 27 miles of turnpike; and then, not finding me there, rode homeward on the tow-path until over-taken by the rain, when they took passage on a canal boat.

The whole way I think the Mohawk valley, from Schenectady westward, can be recommended to the touring bicyclist who is content to make slow progress through a pleasant country. The scenery is as Utica is to Syracuse, almost all attractive, and much of it is picturesque. From Utica to Syracuse the prospect is not quite as pleasing. As for the paragraph in the Bicycle World of 7 August, mentioning a ride made by H. B. Thompson from Erie to Little Falls in four days, I'm sorry so few details were given; for no other ride yet reported in America can be thought half so remarkable. The most remarkable part of the ride, however, was the 67 miles on the Erie tow-path, alleged to have been made inside of twelve hours.

Kol Kron.

Washington Square, N. Y., 23 April, 1885.

LEAGUE SPOKES AROUND THE HUB.

Arrangements will probably be made to photograph the entire League membership immediately after the parade. This will make an interesting souvenir of the greatest gathering of wheelmen ever seen in this country.

The League and the Entertainment Committee headquarters will be at Hotel Brunswick, 30 May.

An outline map of the principal streets of New York has been prepared by Mr. Wm. B. Everett, the Chairman of the Reception Committee. The map will indicate the route of the procession, and all places of interest, together with hotels, depots, and bicycle salesmen, are distributed by the Reception Committee.

The New York Club will arrive Saturday morning; take a run to Blue Bell Inn, where a lunch will be served; from there they go to the races at Beacon Park, and in the evening will be entertained by
Capt. Munroe at his residence in Cambridge. Capt. Hodges, of the Boston Club, has recently been elected an honorary member of the New York Club.

Mr. J. S. Dean, consul for Boston, has received communications from consuls, expressing their intention of uniting in the run to Waltham, Sunday, 29 May. The Chief consul B. T. C. has been invited to attend. The consuls expect to call on Mr. Colby, of Waltham, who has recently met with severe injuries.

The commander's badge will be a blue silk ribbon, with silver fringe, wreath and letter C, to be worn on the left breast. Division commanders will wear a crimson ribbon, with the letter D embroidered in gold.

The marshals, eight in number, will each wear a white ribbon, with a letter M embroidered in gold upon it.

The members of the entertainment committee, and of the subcommittees on railroads, hotels, dinner, finance, and reception, will each wear upon the left arm a black ribbon, embroidered with a silver star.

The railroad companies which have consented to transport bicycles free of charge for the special occasion of the League Meet, with the proviso “at the owner’s risk,” are as follows:—

The Fitchburg, Troy and Boston, Boston, Hoosac Tunnel and Western, Cheshire, Eastern, Boston and Providence, Boston and Albany, New York and New England, Revere Beach and Lynn, and in all probability the New York Central, and the New York, New Haven and Hartford from local points. Owing to a private agreement between all Boston and New York through lines, the advantages of free transportation of machines cannot be obtained on either rail or boat lines. A uniform charge of fifty cents per machine has been adopted for the event of the League Meet only, and this is quite a fair charge. The usual charge is taken into consideration. The Old Colony Road, which has hitherto shown a liberal spirit towards bicyclers, has thus far prescribed the following rates: Fall River, New Bedford, and Brockton, 50 cents; Newport, 75 cents. The Boston and Maine, Central Vermont, and Boston and Lowell roads are yet to be heard from.

LATER.—The Old Colony will carry bicycles free, except from New York, and from there for fifty cents. The following roads will transport free also, Boston and Lowell, Providence and Worcester, Central Vermont, Connecticut River, and Pennsylvania.

The officers of New York clubs, and all wheelmen who will return home via New York City, should inform the chairman of the railroad committee how many will travel by the special trains. The latter will leave just after the conclusion of the evening entertainment at Music Hall; will be provided with every convenience, both for bicyclers and their machines. It will rest near the Huntingdon Avenue bridge, quite near the Technology gymnasium, where machines are to be stored. A calcium light will be provided, and every convenience to facilitate the handling and loading of wheels. This train will step at Worcester, Springfield, Hartford, and New Haven, and wheelmen from these places will find the train a great convenience.

**Notice to League Consuls.**—There will be a run of the consuls on Sunday, May 29, leaving Trinity square at 11 a.m., and proceeding to Waltham via Chestnut Hill Reservoir. It is to be hoped that all consuls will make an effort to attend. Consuls who desire any information in regard to the above will address J. S. Dean, consul for Boston, 28 State street, until Sunday, when Mr. Dean can be found at Hotel Brunswick.

A. S. Parsons, Sec.

**Special Meeting of the Board of Officers, L. A. W.**—The officers of the League are requested to meet at the Hotel Brunswick, at 8.30 p.m., Saturday, May 28, 1881.

A. S. Parsons, Sec.

**Programme.**

**Saturday, May 28, 1881.**

**RACES.**

**BOSTON DRIVING AND ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION, AT DEAN PARK, 2.30 P.M.**

These races will be under the management of Mr. Parson.

One quarter mile dash, amateur.

One half mile heat race, amateur, best 3 in 5.

One mile dash, amateur.

Two mile dash, amateur.

One professional heat race, $30 to first, $20 to second.

**Monday, May 30, 1881.**

**Headquarters, Hotel Brunswick.**

Meet at 10 o’clock, A. M., on Commonwealth avenue Diaband at 12.23 P.M., when a photograph will be taken of the League.

Business meeting at 2.30 P.M., at Bunker Hill (under Music Hall).

Dinner at 5.30 P.M., in Music Hall. After dinner there will be trick and fancy riding by members.

**Route of the Procession.**

Form on Commonwealth avenue, right resting on Dartmouth; Dartmouth to Beacon, to West Chester Park extension, to west side Commonwealth avenue, to Arlington, east side Commonwealth avenue, West Chester Park extension, to Columbus avenue, to Chandler, Chandler to Clarendon, Columbus avenue, West Chester Park extension, Commonwealth avenue to Dartmouth street. This route will give a review at every quarter, except on Clarendon and Clarendon streets, so that spectators may see the procession twice and the riders may see each other. Tickets for the League dinner at Music Hall, 5.30 P.M., 30 May, may be procured at this office, at Messrs. Cunningham & Co.’s, the Park Manufacturing Co., the A. T. Hodges, 28 State street, and of the committee.—Arthur L. Woodman, with Kidder, Peabody & Co., 43 State street; Geo. B. Woodward, John Hancock Life Insurance Co., Sears building; W. D. Mandell, 1 Union park.

During Saturday, Sunday, and Monday, there will be a representative of the committee at the headquarters at the Brunswick, and tickets can be procured of him. The price is $2.00. Bicyclers are particularly requested to secure their tickets at the earliest possible moment, so that the committee may be the better able to judge of the number to be provided for.

**The Marine Bicycle.**

**Editor Bi. World:**—Your correspondent took a run yesterday to the adjoining seaport town of Newcastle, to examine the new marine bicycle, which the inventor and maker, Major Urch, proposes with the captain of the Rockingham Bi. Club to exhibit in Boston during the days of the League Meet.

The improvements recently made and patented may be of interest to your readers, as the boat is a sort of sailor cousin to the wheel and may prove as beneficial and practical.

The craft as now constructed is twenty feet long, and the air-tight catamarin floats, each seven inches wide, are fastened three feet four inches apart, upon which are the backbone, handle bar and pedals of the road bicycle; and the position, steering, and propulsion by the rider are identical. An inclined propeller shaft, running between the floats from the center to the stern, is revolved by means of two beveled gears, the larger wheel of which is connected with the pedal shaft. At the end of the propeller shaft is a two-bladed propeller, the motion of which can be at once reversed instantly, causing the headway of the boat, and enabling the rider to drive the craft backwards about as fast as forwards. Directly astern of the propeller is a peculiar-shaped rudder, connected by chains with the handle bar, which is placed in front of the rider, as in the road bicycle, and the course of the craft is directed by it either to port or starboard when running forward and backward. The handle bar is a new feature, having been found more practical, especially to bicyclers, than a steering wheel. Above the handle is an adjustable awning to protect the rider from the sun or rain, and it can instantly be changed into a sail, set at any desired angle. When in shallow water, beaching, traveling, or sailing, the propeller and its shaft can be instantly raised by the operator without leaving his seat. A small cowling with composition propeller, fixed in front of the propeller prevents it from getting foul with floating seaweed and other obstructions.

The appearance of the swift-running
WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

The Cincinnati club-men have given up their quarters in the Exposition building, and have been planning a club-house which they hope to erect soon.

The Germantown Club, which stands near the head of the list in League membership, gave a second hare-and-hound meet on 14 May. The hares — Messrs. A. W. Corse, Chas. Patam, and Geo. D. Gideon — had a rough course of ten miles to cover, and did it in fifty-six minutes, foiling the hounds and leading them by five minutes over the ten allowed.

The Hartford Wheel Club recently enjoyed a successful run. In the absence of many invited guests participated. They had thirty men in line, and a large audience at the start to witness the send-off.

The Rochester Club is not only the proud possessor of an artistic secretary who illustrates his club notices, but has also a wide-awake lot of members. They are well uniformed, and turn out thirty-two at a time, in a way that should shame some of the Boston clubs.

Fremont, Ohio, has a new club which will soon join the League. The Presidential State has some magnificent roads, and there is no reason why it should not take a front rank in its number of wheelmen.

The Peoria Club is prospering, and will continue to prosper as long as it has an enterprising secretary like Mr. Rouse. We take pleasure in thanking the latter for many favors received.

Susquehanna Bk. Club — Organized 19 May, 1881, with six active members. Club coots, purple and gold. The following officers were elected for the ensuing year: President, F. A. Miller; captain, T. A. Hayward; secretary and treasurer, W. Garner.

CHELSEA.—At the annual meeting of the Chelsea Bk. Club, held Friday evening, 24 May, 1881, the following were elected officers for the ensuing year: President, William E. Gilman; secretary and treasurer, Wendell P. Yerrinton; captain, Charles E. Walker; sub-captain, Charles H. Fowler; sub-secretary, John A. Koop; sub-treasurer, Joseph F. J. M. Brown and Herman Eystis; member of the executive committee, Horace J. Phipps. The president, secretary, and Messrs. Horace J. Phipps and Waldo Pratt were elected delegates to the annual business meeting of the L. A. W., to be held 30 May, 1881.

The Hill City Bicycle Club, just organized in this city, now consists of nine active members, with Dr. J. R. Calahan as captain, and W. D. Ayres secretary and treasurer.

We hasten to give the prospect of increasing membership, and will elect other officers as the club gets larger. We have six Standards one Special Columbia, and two excellent English machines, all new. Our uniforms are gray coat, pants, and cap, white shirt, brown stockings, and red belt.

We intend to persevere, with a view to making our organization one of the best in the West. We will soon send in our application for admission as a club to the L. A. W., W. D. Ayres, Sec'y.

HILLSBOROUGH, O., 16 May.

MILWAUKEE CLUB.—The club run, to be held May 28, 29, and 30, begins to be the chief topic of interest among members just now. Most of the fresh riders are debating as to whether they can "stand it" or not, and are picking out all the bad running around the city, to practise on.

At the Meet, 3 P. M., May 28, we hope to secure a good photograph of the club. One of which every member was quite paralyzed the other evening by a remark from a young lady, that "really the new uniforms looked very well indeed on the road." As the young man was at the moment attired in the uniform in question, and was not "on the road," but on the front steps, he failed entirely in his efforts to construe the remark as at all flattering.

Messrs. D. G. Rogers and H. C. Reed, both directors of the Bk. Club, are preparing for their trip to Boston and the League Meet. There are dozens of us who want to go, but cannot make it this year.

Bring the Meet to Chi ago next year, and we will send sixty green jackets for the turnout, with club-men inside of them. Where, oh where, is that directory of club secretaries, and must we go fishing out our old ones to invite the American Club and riders to our Annual Run?

"There's music in the air" in the neighborhood of the residence of Mr. M., bugler of the second division. Is not this gentleman, by the way, a sort of a B. B. B.? He is blessed with a bugle, a bicycle, and a baby.

The best joke of the season is on the married man, who goes home by way of the back yard and tries to look as if he had his wheel, through a hole in the fence, just in time to be caught by a request from Mrs. —, in the key of "to come right in and beat carpets!" Verify the Bk. is like the whale, "For oh! the ladies love (f) him so!" SUGNA.

MILWAUKEE, 25 May.

BREMEN.—A meeting of riders in Bremen was held 7 May, at Siedenburg's hotel, for the purpose of considering the formation of a club. The opinion of the members present being favorable as to the advisability of forming one, the Bremen Bicycle Club, a thing long talked of, was herewith ushered into existence. The club then elected the following officers for the ensuing year: Captain, Mr. H. Mann; H. Koop, Jr.; vice-president; Horace Leete; treasurer, Mr. Robert Carew. Another meeting will be held upon the 21st inst., at which the organization will be perfected, by-laws, club uniform, etc., adopted.


ARLINGTON.—Ed. Bk. World: — Dear Sir: The first annual election of officers of the Arlington Bk. Club of this city, held 17 May, resulted in the following: President, Dr. William Tindall; vice-president, M. C. Barnard; captain, F. T. Rawlings, 1st lieutenant, Dr. Geo. J. Fritchard; 2d lieutenant, John T. Loomis; secretary and treasurer, Howell Stewart; senior guide, E. L. Dent; junior guide, Harry Y. Davis; bugler, W. C. McArthur. The portion of the club committee not holding office are Messrs. E. B. Hay, P. Dodge, A. M. Little, and G. M. Lewis. The club now numbers twenty-seven members, twenty-two of which are active. HOWELL STEWART, Sec'y.

WASHINGTON, D. C., 18 May.

The Albany Bicycle Club held a meeting 27 April; Mr. Edward D. Mix was elected bugler, and Mr. Charles L. Palmer secretary and treasurer, to fill vacancies left by the resignation of Mr. C. W. Fourdrinier.

CHAS. L. PALMER, Sec'y and Treas. Albany Bk. Club, 274 State street, Albany, N. Y.

The Brattleboro' Bk. Club met at Armory Hall, Thursday, 12 May, and elected the following officers for the year ensuing: O. A. Marshall, president; A. W. Childs, vice-president; E. G. Monroe, captain; W. S. Underwood, secretary and treasurer; and also voted in two new members. Our club is in a prosperous condition; we have two gold medals, one to be raced for annually, and the semi-annually; no one member to hold both medals. Our machines are all Standard Columbias, ranging from 44 to 52 inch. We expect to be represented at the Meet May 32; three of our club are getting the
rusted off their wheels, so as not to appear too much like Vermonters.

W. S. UNDERWOOD, 
Stucy B. Bi. Club.

BATTLESCRO, Vt., 14 May.

RACES

ELIZABETH ATHLETIC SPORTS.

ONE MILE BICYCLE RACE.

The above race came off last Saturday afternoon, about 3:45 P.M., for amateurs only. There were thirteen entries, and a muster of nine came up to start, therefore all could not start in a line, the track being only fifteen feet wide; placing five in the first line, and four one length of bicycle behind, consequently in starting them this improper way resulted in the spilling of Pittman, Stearns and Talmage, and the men who started in the fore rank got in the way of the rear competitors. By this muddle, it looked like a procession of single file during the first half lap; after the half-mile was over, Woodside, Taylor, Field, and Gavitt stuck togethcr, making a splendid race. Taylor, having a light racing machine upon this soft and heavy track, had a great disadvantage; the others rode road machines. The second heat was run by W. P. Field; 2d, W. M. Woodside; 3d, G. H. Taylor; 4th, J. W. Gavitt. Time, 3:57 1-2. The men who fell, lost about twenty yards, receiving no injuries.

The second heat was run by Woodside, Field, and Gavitt; Taylor’s machine not being fit to ride on such a track, consequently he withdrew. This heat the three kept well together until the fourth lap, when Woodside spurred and won easily by forty yards; second, Gavitt; third, Field. Time, 4:01 1-2. The third and last heat was then started, Gavitt taking the lead, Field second, and Woodside close behind. On the second lap Woodside passed Field, and was about to pass Gavitt, when the latter fell, which made Woodside turn direct into the fence and buckle his wheel. Gavitt jumped on again, but did not gain on Field, who gained quite a lap over Woodside before the latter got another machine; therefore this heat was won at ease by Field; second, Gavitt; third, Woodside. Time, 4:10 1-4. However, Woodside claimed a foul from Gavitt, and consequently took second medal, Field taking the first.

This race was enjoyed the most of all the events by the spectators. A pity it was not on a good track, for some of our best amateurs were among the starters, and good time would have been made. The following are the names of the starters: J. N. Stearns, W. M. Woodside, W. P. Field, A. C. Bedell, W. R. Pittman, G. H. Taylor, F. H. Douglas, F. A. Walker, J. W. Gavitt. All who were distanced by 50 yards were not allowed in the second heat. When a number of entries are made, why not divide them into heats,—the 1st and 2d to each respective heat, to run in the final, same as they do at Worthington, Little Bridge, and all other places in England?—any number of entries exceeding ten ought to be run in this way. Best two in three makes it too bouncy; hope hereafter we shall hear of this notion being over being arranged at all other athletic sports and races.

ESSEX RAMBLERS. IV.

It had long been the desire of several members of the Essex Bi. Club to make the trip to Little Falls from Orange, but until a certain sunny day in May they had never attempted it, partly because visions of murderous roads arose before them, but principally (for the Essex Bi. Club is not, as “Chicago” Rollins once charged, spoiled by fine macadam) because they had not before found such a golden opportunity.

About eleven o’clock the trio, having wisely lounged around until the sun had got the best of the pleasant morning coolness, and was ready to pull their noses, leisurely mounted their H. H. ‘s, “Duplex Excelsior,” and rolled off toward the Orange Mountain, northwest; arrived at its foot after ten minutes’ riding, over a perfect road. Here a dismount was ordered, and the valley road was taken to Montclair. Our three cyclists found it cooler walking the first mile of this road than mounting and dismounting every few yards, besides incurring the risk of a header. However, the surface soon improved, and the saddle was again taken.

Little Falls, so named from a cascade formed by the descent of the Passaic River through a rocky fume, lies within three miles of Paterson, the city of silk and locomotives.

To reach it, the riders were compelled to cross the Orange ridge and descend into the valley of the Passaic on the north side. Our five club-mates—Brown, Jones and Rebstock,—or walked, or walked the long Montclair hill, newly laid in flints, mounted at the top, and, turning off the pavement, plodded along past farmhouses and barn-yards, bumping over ruts, bowlers, lumps of turf; now riding on the path, then in the moss-grown ditch. Jones, whose blazing locks seem to add to the intensity of the noonday sun, turns to look at Brown, shoving along in the rear. His 60-inch instantly settles in a rut that is like a crack through to China; Jones calmly lifts it out by a sort of bootstrap elevating process, and gives up his inspection. Smith, upright, calmly pedaling a wheel which is a chaos of mirrors in the sun’s rays, is cool and comfortable, apparently; but his nose is rapidly assuming a cardinal hue. As usual, he strikes admiration into the hearts of all beholders. Two guileless rustic maidens are overheard in a naive dialogue, something like this: “Oh, ain’t they [Smith and his H. F. H. splendid]? ‘Oh, yes, no too splendid, but just sp,—Smith went into the gutter and got off unpleasantly. Brown was speedily browning under the noonday glare, but was otherwise in tact. Riding down a long hill into the little village of Cedar Grove (there was n’t a tree within a mile of the place), our cyclists rode along a brook, over a better surface, and reached the Morris Canal. They followed its twisting and winding above the surface of the meadow like a huge double dyke, which resulted in rather startling grades where the roads crossed; for the tow-path was many feet above the level of the surrounding country, and the bridges were correspondingly higher. To lessen expense, probably, the banking up to the bridge was made as short as possible, and the road ran up like the side of a roof. Jones flew at this small mountain and went over it with a rush, while his companions more wiselyfooted it. But he had his reward in being the first to roll into the little town of the Falls, which speedily turned out its entire population to witness Jones’s exploits upon his big wheel. Then followed a series of circus tricks scandalizing to the dignity of the Essex Bi. Club. Jones deserved a beating, but he did n’t.

Upon the arrival of Brown and Smith, the party rode over to see the falls. The river was unusually full, and the volume of water crashing over the rocks with a deafening roar was tremendous.

After imbibing an innocent mixture of lemons, sugar, etc., etc., our trio started on the return trip. A native suggested that they take the Notch road, it belag shorter. In answer to a question from Jones as to whether he had been over it, Smith said, “Notch yet.” The departure was made in tearful silence. After a tremendous climb over the mountain, in which very little riding was indulged in, a good p-th was found. About two miles out of Montclair the party stopped at a farm-house, allured by a juicy-looking old pump. As they were drinking, two young fellows sauntered out of the house, and began a pedestrian inspection of them, a “fresh” looking youth, lost no time in informing our party that he had been a member of the Montclair Bi. Club (now defunct and merging into the Essex), and that he had sold his 50-incher. Turning to Jones he asked what size wheel he rode. “Fifty-six,” replied Jones, indicating his machine by a wave of his hand. The retired bicyclist walked over to it, tried to touch the handle with his head, endeavored vainly to see the top of the saddle, and then said, decidedly, “I shall get a 56-inch for my new machine this summer.” “Yes,” answered Jones, thoughtfully, “but had an interview with a young fellow, who expressed his admiration for Jones’s machine by standing on one ear while he balanced the buggy on the end of his tail. Brown started a shriek in his back wheel that sounded like high noon in a factory town, and revealed the fact
that three old wheelmen had started off on a twenty-five-mile trip without a single oil can between them.

Seth is cultivating a new crop of epidermis upon his nose. Brown is doctoring the blisters upon his palms, and Jones, by a liberal application of ice and towels, is reducing the temperature of his fiery head.

ʻIXION.ʼ

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00, for individually 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fee must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dilwyn Wistar, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above, and remitting, should be addressed to Albert S. Parsons, Cor. Secy. L. A. W., Cambridgeport, Mass. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, given names in full on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclists generally are requested to notify the names and addresses of their members, and to inform the corresponding secretary confidentially if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclists to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 50c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they be understood. Orders will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member as his name appears in his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $1.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

SPECIAL NOTICE.

The Grand Parade of the League starts from Trinity square, Monday, 39 May, at 10 A.M.

All wheelmen are cordially invited to join in it, and will be given positions.

The Annual Meeting of the League will be held at Bumstead Hall (under Music Hall), at 2:30 P.M., 30 May. Only members will be admitted to the floor of the hall.

Badges may be ordered (to be delivered to officers’ headquarters, 28, 29, or 30 May) or the undersigned. Orders must contain $2.00 for silver, or $1.00 for plated badges; and the League number must be given, or the date of publication of name in the World.

Parties whose names were published in World of 13 May, or who have not obtained certificates of membership, may call for certificates at officers’ headquarters, Brunswick Hotel, 28, 29, or 30 May.

Applicants whose names were published too late for admittance to the League before 30th, will be favored in Meet and Meeting.

Members remitting membership fees for 1881 and 1882, will please retain their certificate; as the new one will be issued by the new officers and cannot be sent out at once.

Let every member make every effort to be present, and to bring as many wheelmen as possible.

ALBERT S. PARSONS,
Cor. Sec'y L. A. W.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

ALBERT S. PARSONS,
Cor. Sec'y L. A. W.

ROCKINGHAM BI. CLUB, PORTSMOUTH, N. H. — Additional: Frank J. Philbrick, 56 Market street; George M. Ayres, Post-office; William C. Deeny, Portsmouth Plains—all of Portsmouth, N. H. These names should have appeared 13 May, but were mislaid.

AELUS BI. CLUB, WORCESTER, MASS. — Edward F. Bisco, 448 Main street; Geo. A. Smith, 673 Main street; Chas. H. Banister, 38 Main street; Frank E. Higgins, 284 Main street; Fred. E. Pollard, 241 Main street; Harry S. Myrick, 6 Foster street; Frank H. Godard, 3 Portland street; Geo. W. Brooks, 20 Crown street; Louis A. Tarlton, 619 Main street; Burton H. Wright, 240 Main street; Chas. A. Gate, Millbury, Mass.; Henry P. Murray, 241 Main street—all of Worcester, Mass., except as noted.

BUFFALO BI. CLUB.—Additional: C. S. Dakla, 126 Cottage street, Buffalo, N. Y.

CORRECTION.—F. J. Nichols, of Poughkeepsie Bi. Club, is a resident of Rochester, N. Y.


Geo. E. Dorr, banker, Greencastle: E. K. Austin, 55 Putnam avenue, Brooklyn (for Kings County Wheel Club); Dr. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua; Dr. F. L. R. Chapin, Glen’s Falls,—all of New York.

Karl F. Miller, Massillon; M. F. Richards, residence 50 Madison street, business 218 Summit street, Toledo; C. J. Pratt, Painesville,—all of Ohio.


The Bicycling Touring Club as the International organization of wheelmen amateurs, occupies a similar position in relation to kindred athletics than Freemasonry does to other kindred societies. Wherever the wheel rolls the “B. T. C.” is represented, and it desires to enlarge its membership and perfect its organization in all countries throughout the world, where the fraternizing influences of the bicycle are being developed.

To 4th s it invites the cooperation of the wheelmen of America, and extends to them a cordial invitation to add their names to the list of over four thousand names which are already to be found on its roll of membership.

The annual fee is two shillings and sixpence (about 62½cts.), and there is no initiation fee except the cost of the club badge in silver, which is six shillings and sixpence (say $1.62).

Until arrangements for the appointment of State consuls are perfected, applications for membership should be sent to the chief consul direct, who will forward same to the executive in England.

Application for membership should be accompanied by a P. O. O. for $2.50, which will cover the cost of International P. O. O. of silver badge, and of membership ticket.

To avoid difficulties as to membership, all applications from unattached wheelmen must be countersigned by a member of the B. T. C.

DURING the L. A. W. Meet of 1881, B. T. C. headquarters will be temporarily established at the

ST. BOTULPH,
TREMONT, COR. OF DOVER ST., BOSTON,
which will be open to members and their friends only, on the 26th, 29th, 30th and 31st inst.

On the 29th Inst., at 10:30 A.M., B. T. C. members are invited to join the chief consul at headquarters, for a run into the country and return.

On the 31st Inst., at 8 P.M., it is intended to hold an ENGLISH SMOKING CONCERT at headquarters, to which B. T. C. members can obtain a limited number of tickets for their friends, by applying to FRANK W. WESTON,
Chief Consul U. S. A.

Savin Hill, Dorchester.
LADD v. ALLEN ET AL.

This was an action on the case, to recover damages for a fractured wrist and other injuries occasioned by being thrown from a carriage, in consequence of a horse being frightened by bicycles on which defendants were riding along a public highway. The action was begun in the fall of 1880, and brought to trial at Exeter, N. H., in the Supreme Court, sitting for Rockingham County at the April Term, 1881, before Mr. Justice Lucius W. Clarke, and a jury. Messrs. Lane & Copeland were counsel for the plaintiff; Marston & Eastman for the defendants. The plea was general issue. Damages were claimed in $3,000.

It appeared in evidence that the defendants, Ethan Allen and two other students of Phillips Academy, were riding in a street at Exeter in November last. At that time the plaintiff, Miss Jennie Ladd, was in a buggy to which a horse was attached, standing in the same street near a horse, and was talking with a lady friend in the doorway. The defendants were riding bicycles in line, one after the other, at a speed of four or five miles an hour, and when the forward man arrived within about seventy-five feet of the team, the horse became frightened and the defendants immediately stopped and dismounted; but the horse turned about, and threw the plaintiff out. As soon as the horse became frightened, the plaintiff lost her presence of mind, dropped the reins, and stood up in the carriage. Counsel for plaintiff maintained that riding bicycles was an improper use of the public highways; that the injury to the plaintiff was caused by their presence thereon; and that they were liable for damages for any injuries caused by them while riding in the highway. Counsel for the defendants contended that the defendants had the right to use bicycles on the highways as they had to use other carriages; and that the only questions were, whether they were or not in the exercise of ordinary care in their use, and whether the plaintiff was in the exercise of ordinary care and prudence in the management of her horse.

The court charged the jury that the defendants had the right to a reasonable use of the public highway with any sort of a carriage; that it was a question of fact for the jury to find whether the riding of bicycles on that particular street, at that time, and considering all the circumstances, was such a reasonable use of the highways; and submitted three questions of fact for the jury to find: First, whether the use of bicycles by the defendants at that time, and in that street, and considering all the circumstances, was a reasonable use of the public highway? Second, whether there was any want of due care on the part of defendants, which occasioned the accident? Third, whether there was any want of due care on the part of the plaintiff in the management of her horse, which occasioned or materially contributed to the injury?

The jury found for the defendants on these points, and rendered a verdict "not guilty," and judgment was entered for the defendants accordingly.

[NOTE. The case of which the foregoing is a report excited great interest in New Hampshire and elsewhere, and the decision of it is one that may be referred to as a useful precedent; inasmuch as it was tried in a Supreme Court, before a distinguished judge holding one of the highest judicial positions in his State, and a disinterested jury drawn from a county in which bicycling has not yet become very general, and where none of the jury were wheelmen. Although the trial was at nisi prius, it is about as near "the decision of a Supreme Court" as we are likely to get in favor of the rights of wheelmen; since all the courts know and administer the law, and there can be no sufficient doubt of the law to carry the question of the rights of wheelmen to use the streets up to a full bench, pure and as a question of law. I am indebted to Gen. Gilman Marston, defendants' counsel, for an account of the trial in detail, from which the foregoing report is prepared.]

C. E. P.

BICYCLE UNIFORMS.

All the requirements of the Bicycle League for Uniforms can be found at Oak Hall, Boston. We have just received a full line of Bicycle Stockings, in Navy Blue, Seal Brown, Bottle Green, Steel Gray, Light Gray, and Crimson — all sizes.

We have also manufactured and have in Stock, Canada Gray Homespun Blouses and Breeches.

Also, all Colors in Corduroy Bicycle Hats and Helmets, according to pattern adopted by the League in Blue, Brown, and Gray.

Send for Sample Card and Rule for Self Measurement.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
Oak Hall, 32 to 44 North Street.
BOSTON.
DIRECTORY

BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.
Advertisements inserted in this column for $5.00 per year.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO.

OSBORNE & ALEXANDER,
628 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.

HARTFORD.

BILLINGS & SPENCER, CO.
WEED SEWING MACHINE CO.
NEW HAVEN.

AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.
98 Crown Street.

ILLINOIS.

CHICAGO.

JNO. M. FAIRFIELD,
Cor. State and Van Buren Sts.

MASSACHUSETTS.

BOSTON.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
6 and 8 Berkeley Street.

C. R. PERCIVAL.
96 Worcester Street.

THE POPE MFG. CO.
597 Washington Street.

MONTANA.

HELENA.

W. E. NORRIS.

NEW YORK.

WM. M. WRIGHT.
160 Fulton Street.

SCHUYLER & DUANE,
192 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA.

GALE SHERMAN.

PENNSYLVANIA.

PHILADELPHIA.

H. B. HART,
813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG.

COLUMBIA BICYCLE AGENCY,
Cor. 5th Ave. and Smithfield St.

RHODE ISLAND.

PROVIDENCE.

CHAS. F. HANDY,
Union Hall,
135 Broad Street.

The Keel Schooner Yacht
"MIST"

(See Bicycling World, Vol. II page 7).

IS FOR SALE.

Four berths in cabin, two large double-bedded state-rooms with baths, six first-class berths in cabin, new sails, and the Yacht completely fitted, furnished and equipped. No handsome, more comfortable or larger boat in these waters. Apply to

FRANK W. WESTON,
SAVIN HILL - - BOSTON.

(Sole cause of selling, intend to do a bicycle tour in England every summer.)

FOR SALE!

A 10-inch Royal Challenge, all plated, except handles, has not been ridden 10 miles; can be seen on the Leagues Parade by applying to

F. S. CARPENTER.
Crescent Bi. Club,
or
13 CENTRAL STREET, BOSTON.

THE SECOND ANNUAL

ENGLISH TOUR.

1881.

It is intended that the party for this tour shall leave about the 10th of July, and return about the 10th of September. The route will be slightly altered from that of last year. The cost, which includes first-class cabin passage each way, and hotel bills on the tour, will be

$265.00.

Circulars with full particulars will be ready on the 1st of June, and can be obtained on application, enclosing stamp for reply to

FRANK W. WESTON,
B. E. C., B. T. C., L. A. W. etc.
SAVIN HILL, Dorchester, Boston, Mass.

AUBURNDALE (Mass.),

CHRONOGRAPH TIMER.

In German Silver Case, Nickel Plated.

Price, plain .......... $15

" split second .......... 25

Three quarters size of watch, 1/4 or 1 second Fly-back.

ACCURATE AND RELIABLE.

Its size and form same as ordinary watch. It is the best and most perfect timer made; the only one that marks eighths of seconds. These timers add immensely to the interests of sports of all kinds, and are invaluable for scientific and mercantile purposes.

My split second is perfect in its accuracy; it enables the time to be taken of each one quarter of the mile as well as of the full mile or more. This repeated subdivision of time by the same instrument can only be accomplished by my Timer and by the highest priced of foreign Chronograph Watches.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE USE OF BICYCLERS.


My fine tenth of a second timer I make for delicate scientific purposes, to order only, of two sizes,—the one the size of the ordinary watch, the other the size of the marine chronometer.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST.,
10 MILK ST.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,
BOSTON, MASS.,

IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. - - Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
WM. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

BICYCLES
OF EVERY MAKE.
Bicyclers'
Sundries.
SECOND-HAND
BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.

Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.

A Weekly Newspaper

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF BICYCLING.

Edited by • • • LOUIS HARRISON.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.

E. C. HODGES & CO., Publishers,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:

I herewith enclose Two Dollars, for which please send "The Bicycling World" for one year from 188 ,
to be mailed postpaid to the following address:

Name,........................................................................................................
Address,......................................................................................................

SEND 3c. STAMP FOR CIRCULAR.
COLUMBIA BICYCLE.

The Special Columbia is a light roadster, of close build, fine finish, and fitted with the most approved anti-friction Ball-bearings, adjustable for wear. Having made several improvements in this machine since we first offered it to the public, we feel fully justified in pronouncing it the best and handsomest bicycle in the market.

We make the Special Columbia from 46 to 60 inches; price, for 46 in., $105.00, to $122.50 for 60 in., half bright. All bright, $10.00 extra; full nickel, $15.00 additional.

The Standard Columbia is a strong, durable roadster, built with a view to withstand the rough usage incidental to touring over ordinary American roads, and for hard work has no equal. It is of graceful model, built of the best materials and carefully finished in every particular. The thousands in daily use fully attest the merits of this favorite machine.

The price of the Standard Columbia, half bright, is, for a 42 in., $80.00, up to $100.00 for 58 in. Full nickel, $22.50 extra.

We will furnish the Standard with our most approved ball bearings for $10.00 extra. Both of the above are confidently guaranteed as the best value for the money attained in a bicycle.

The Mustang is a cheaper Bicycle, all painted, for those who cannot afford to buy a better one. We make them in smaller sizes, from 36 to 46 in.; price, for 36 in., $30.00, to $65.00 for 46 in.

Send 3c. stamp for 24-page catalogue with price lists and full information.

THE POPE M’FG. CO.

597 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HICKLING & CO.

PATENTEES OF THE CELEBRATED

Rack-and-Pinion Brake, Undetachable Tires, Etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

“London,” “Timberlake” and “Berkshire” Bicycles,

TELESCOPIC TRICYCLE, ETC., ETC.

The “SPECIAL TIMBERLAKE”

Manufactured solely for Messrs. Cunningham & Co., Boston, Mass., will be found to be a thoroughly good and a very handsome machine; also one particularly suitable for rough road riding. It has Double Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, Detachable Cranks, Undetachable Tires, the Patent Rack-and-Pinion Brake, etc., and is made throughout of the best material that can be procured.

SPECIALITY FOR THE SEASON, 1881.

THE “PILOT” BICYCLE,

A high-class and highly finished machine, of a different pattern from the “London” and “Timberlake,” and embodying all the most important of latest improvements.—Ball Bearings to both wheels, broad hollow front and back forks, dropped handlebars, new spring with forward play and rubber bearing, etc., etc. Descriptive Catalogue (containing Testimonials, etc.) free on application.

HICKLING & CO., MAIDENHEAD . . . ENGLAND.

Agents, CUNNINGHAM & Co., 6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
CURRENTE CALAMO

WHEW!
It is all over, thank G-goodness.

The parade, an eminent success in every respect.
The business meeting, a harmonious one; not too harmonious, but—
The dinner, an enjoyable one, and a well-conducted feature of the Great Meet.

The evening exhibition of skill in riding and club drill, a pleasant and entirely successful entertainment.

Now is the time for members of the entertainment committee, who have done the League work, their own work, and everybody's work; and received neither praise nor honor from those they so cordially received and so generously provided for, to congratulate each other.

Nearly eight hundred men in line and no accidents.
The Massachusetts Club turned out 38 men in complete uniform, thus taking the cake as to numbers.

Wire-pulling and punch were in order Sunday, 29 May, at the headquarters of various clubs. The Providence men had the best punch, the most punch, and the most hospitable manner of serving punch, but the wires didn't work.

Two tricycles were in the parade and excited considerable attention. One was ridden by Mr. Burley, the inventor, and two companions, the other by three venerables, who carried no pennant, but a full-grown American flag.

Mr. Kingman Putnam was, we understand, overcome by the heat during the day, but recovered towards evening.

The League picture is "took." As many of the members as could be accommodated on the steps of the Natural History building were photographed by Mr. Notman, of this city, who secured so fine a picture of the L. A. W. at Newport last year. It was possible to keep the men in position, as they were packed

WE MAKE
SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for Ladies.

We have a special sample and prices with rule for sale, for any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING, BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL, LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, OAK HALL, BOSTON. - - - - MASS.

in like so many sardines, but their musical proclivities could not be repressed.

While waiting for the necessary preparation they sang, in good time and bad time, everything from the National Anthem to "He's a jolly good fellow," the latter referring to President Pratt. Everybody who came within range of the instrument was peremptorily invited to "take a walk," and as they would step from the arena, the irrepressibles would give them a send-off in the shape of an accompaniment "left," "left," to the tune of their steps.

The representatives of the old Montreal Club were everywhere cordially greeted, and at the business meeting were enthusiastically applauded. They deserve all the praise they received, and much more beside.

BOSTON, 3 JUNE, 1881.
The League provided for nothing, not even the arrangements for the parade or business meeting, - paid for nothing, from the squads of police who cleared the line of parade to the hall in which the dinner was held, or even the dinner of their invited guests, - hence everything was left to the Entertainment Committee. The thousand details to be attended to called the executive ability of the men who possessed it, and brought to the front those men who could not only work but lead and direct the work. Prominent among these was Mr. Wm. B. Everitt, of the Boston Club, who, after accepting the chair of the Reception Committee, refueled the Entertainment Committee of a vast amount of work. At the League dinner the efforts of his efforts became apparent, and he was obliged to retire, overcome with fatigue. Messrs. Hodges and Shillaber, who had had charge of much that was done, also looked, and no doubt felt, weary and exhausted on the evening of 30 May.

PHOTOGRAPHS

Of the Wheelmen at Newport. Fine, clear, large; they show the greatest number of bicycles ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Every club should have one.

Prices, sent postpaid to any address, according to size and style, $2.50, $3.00, $1.00.

Address

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 Water St., Boston.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO., MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repainting in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
SALEM, MASS.

FOR SALE LOW.

A 58 Royal Challenge, in good order, half nickelled. Price, $100.

CHAS. F. HAVDY,
256 Westminster Street Providence, R. I.

HENRY W. WILLIAMS,
Solicitor of American and European PATENTS

258 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

No person or firm has greater facilities for securing valid patents upon reasonable terms. Personal attention given to each case.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

(Established 1875)

TRENTON STREET, COR. OF BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sole Proprietors of the Famous

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords, HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

AUBURNDALE (Mass.),

CHRONOGRAPH TIMER.

In German Silver Case, Nickel Plated.

Price, plain ..................... $15

" split second ................... 25

ACCURATE AND RELIABLE.

Its size and form same as ordinary watch. It is the best and most perfect timer made; the only one that marks eighths of seconds. These timers add immensely to the interests of sports of all kinds, and are invaluable for scientific and mechanical purposes.

My split second is perfect in its accuracy; it enables the time to be taken of each one quarter of the mile as well as of the full mile or more. This repeated subdivision of time by the same instrument can only be accomplished by my Timer and by the highest priced of foreign Chronograph Watches.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE USE OF BICYCLERS.

WILLIAM B. FOWLE, Boston, Mass., 4 Herald Bldg, Maker.

My fine tenth of a second Timer I make for delicate scientific purposes, to order only, of two sizes, - the one the size of the ordinary watch, the other the size of the marine chronometer.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-ball, and gives complete satisfaction.

IT IS EFFECTIVE:

OUT OF THE WAY:

NOT EASILY BROKEN:

HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tube, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.


These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $3.00.


English Bicycles and Tricycles are the rage.

Send for Price List.

PERFECTION BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
Cheapest and Best in the market. All crates free. Lists for 1881 now ready.

C. GORTON,
TALBOT WORKS . . . WOLVESHAMPTON, ENG.
As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to EDITOR OF CYCLING WORLD, ETC., 40 Water Street, BOSTON, MASS. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to allow that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 3 JUNE, 1881.

THE LEAGUE MEET

THE PARADE.

The morning of 30 May opened bright with promise. The air was cool, with a slight breeze prevailing; the sky was cloudless, and the bicyclers—they were omnipresent. On Commonwealth avenue, near Hotel Vendome, a vast crowd of spectators gathered at an early hour, and as the time approached for the bicyclers to assemble, the throng became so dense that the police experienced the greatest difficulty in keeping space enough for the admission of the various clubs. At this time the buglers sounded merrily, and one after another long line of handsomely dressed wheelmen came up in good form, dismounted, and took the places assigned them. A few unattatched men straggled around here and there in a vain attempt to find their division, the marshals flew back and forth, the mounted police dashed along the waving line of spectators, the sun rose, also the dust, and soon nearly a thousand wheelmen were in a quiet state of bake.

The divisions, standing by their machines in the order of the parade, were at 10:45 A.M. reviewed by the Commander of the League, the commanders of divisions, and the marshals. Immediately upon their return, shortly after 11 o'clock, the bugle sounded the mount for the entire League, and in the bust of order the clubs slowly wheeled into line, and by twos departed from the scene of the first review.

The pace, set by two inexperienced men chosen for the most unreasonable reasons, was fast, and the delay in mounting protected the men in the rear from crowding upon the front of the line, and causing great confusion. Notwithstanding the slow and irregular pace set the leaders clubs passed through every difficult and crowded place with commendable skill, steadiness, and composure. The rust and hollows of Chester Park passed in safety, Columbus avenue, with its perfect track but overcrowded, dangerous condition, next presented itself.

At Chandler street, the president, commander, and staff disembarked, and allowed the wheelmen to pass by in review.

From the station whence the review on wheels was had, the spectacle was a beautiful and impressive one. As far as the eye could reach in either direction, the streets were thronged with people, with carriages, and the houses gay with bunting and flags. At the head of the line came the Bostons, the oldest club in the country, and the first to join the League of American Wheelmen. They were lead by Captain Hodges.

In its ranks were the president of the League, the chief consul of the Bicycle Touring Club of England, the editor of the World, and probably the most venerable bicycler in the country. Their handsome dark-green uniforms, set off by a silver star and white whistle cord, were among the most attractive in the line.

Following next, in the finest form, came the New York Club men, whose Captain Munroe stood reviewing the League members as their commander.

The Massachusetts men, in their attractive dark-blue costumes, turned out a large number of men, and by their good discipline and fine conduct won general respect. The New Havens came next, and after them the famous Essex Club, with their well-known champion riding in the front. Among the clubs following were the Manhattan of New York, from whose membership came the League recording secretary and some of the fastest racing men in the country, the ever-hospitable and popular Providence Club, both of the Hartford clubs in excellent form, and the large bodies of men in the Chelsea and Walthams.

Pennon after pennant in every color, from rich crimson to white silk, passed on, and soon the irregular movements of some of the undisciplined announced that the great unattached had arrived.

The route was a well-selected one, but the crowds could not be restrained along the line, and in many cases nothing but the skill of the riders prevented accident. At the corner of Dartmouth street and Commonwealth avenue, and at the corner of Chester Park and Columbus avenue, the space for turning very narrow, the course very frequently, after the departure of one club and just before the arrival of another, it would be filled with people. The parade was managed creditably, in view of the inexperience of the leaders in handling so large a number of wheelmen, dismissed off without serious accident of any kind.

THE ORDER OF PARADE.

UNIFORMS DESCRIBED.

Commander—C. K. Munroe, of the New York Club (blue badge, with silver C in wreath).

MARSCHALS. (White Badge, Gold Letter M.)

Col. Albert A. Pope, of the Boston Club.

Captain William M. Wright, of the Mercury Club, New York.

Captain A. B. Turner, of the Crescent Club, Boston.

Phillip Timpton, of the Manhattan Club, New York.

A. Ely, Jr., of the Cleveland (Ohio) Club.


J. W. Webber, of the Gloucester (Mass.) Club.

E. J. Warring, of the Keystone (Pittsburg, Pa.) Club.

Bugler, J. Frank Burrill, of Manhattan Club.

FIRST DIVISION.

Division commander, E. C. Hodges (crimson badge, with gold l.tter D).


New Haven Bicycle Club, 13 men in line, 24 in town. Captain, S. A. Marsden; first lieutenant, F. C. Tuttle; second lieutenant, F. W. Hinman; bugler, J. H. Parish; surgeon, Dr. Rust. Uniform, blue short coat with braid trimmings, white opera flag, blue cap with brass ball, blue stockings, blue cap with club monogram on front. Colors, red and blue, with blue and white and date of organization.


Essex Club, of Newark, N. J., 11 men.
Captain, L. H. Johnson; senior sub-cap-
throughout, English cut, with dark-
seal-brown stockings, and cap pole with
monogram. Colors, light blue and ma-
roon.
Philadelphia (Pa.) Bicycle Club, 3 men.
Uniform, gray shirt and knee-breeches, with
dark-gray helmet. Colors, red and blue.
Crescent Bicycle Club, Boston, Mass.,
24 men. Captain A. B. Turner, acting
marshal; first lieutenant F. B. Car-
penter, acting captain; second lieutenant,
W. D. Mandell; bugler, H. W. Keyes.
Uniform, polo cap with monogram in
front, white flannel shirt, dark corded
blue stockings, white belt, badge, crescent
and monogram. Colors, navy blue, silver,
and gold.
Saratoga Bicycle Club, Saratoga
Springs, N. Y., 2 men. Acting Captain
A. R. McNair, secretary. Uniform, dark-
blue breeches, white flannel shirt, knee-
breeches and stockings, blue cap and low
shoes. Colors, dark blue.
Chelsea Bicycle Club, 33 men. Cap-
tain, Charles E. Walker; sub-captain,
Charles H. Fowler, Jr.; first lieutenant,
J. F. J. McBrown; second lieutenant, J.
H. Eastis. Uniform, seal-brown cordu-
roy breeches, white flannel shirts, seal-
brown polo caps, with monogram, seal-
brown stockings. Colors, cardinal and brown.
Germantown Bicycle Club, philadelphia,
Uniform, blue polo cap, gray shirt, dark-
gray breeches and blue stockings, mono-
gram on cap. Colors, black and yellow.
Worcester Bicycle Club, 17 men.
Captain, Fred S. Pratt; sub-captain,
Walter V. Barnes; bugler, E. K. Hill.
Uniform, green blouse, light-green Yale
shirt, green knee-breeches, dark-gray
stockings, Stanley helmet, same color as
cap and pants. Colors, cardinal. Venders,
Yonkers, N. Y., Bicycle Club, 7 men.
Captain, S. B. Hawley; first lieutenant,
H. O. Tallmadge; bugler, John Upham.
Uniform, blue shirt and stockings, mos-
tled brown corduroy coat and knee-
breeches, with club letters on polo cap.
Colors, crimson and gold.
Willkesbarre (Pa.) Bicycle Club, 7 men.
Marlboro Bicycle Club, 7 men. Cap-
tain, L. T. Frye; sub-captain, George
Whitaker. Uniform, blue caps, gray
shirt and knee-breeches, blue stockings.
Color, blue.
Louisville (Ky.) Bicycle Club, 4 men.
Acting captain, H. Beddo. Uniform,
blue knickerbockers, sh rt, stockings and
helmets. Colors, red and white.
Buffalo (N. Y.) Bicycle Club, 9 men.
Detroit Bicycle Club, 1 representative,
and that one a good one.
Capital Club of Washington, D. C., 3
men. Uniform, dark-blue throughout.
Colors, dark blue.
Harford (Conn.) Wheel Club, 11 men.
Captains C. E. Lawrence. Uniform
dark gray shirt, braided with blue, seal-
seal brown corduroy pants and cap, gray stockings,
monogram on cap. Color, blue.
Brettleboro (Vt.) Bicycle Club, 3 men.
Acting captain, A. W. Childs. Uniform,
white flannel shirt, dark knickerbocker
pants, blue stockings, white flannel hat.
Brooklyn (N. Y.) Bicycle Club, 8 men.
Captain, W. F. Gullen; first lieutenant,
W. T. Wisinghurn. Uniform, blue
throughout, trimmed with braided, polo cap with
silver monogram. Colors, cherry and black.
Keystone Bicycle Club, Pittsburg, Pa., 1 man.
Montreal, Canada, Bicycle Club, 5 men.
Captain, C. J. Sidney. Uniform,
dark-blue throughout, helmet with em-
blem consisting of a beaver and mono-
gram. Colors, blue and white.
Rockingham Bicycle Club, Ports-
mouth, N. H., 14 men. Captain, C. A.
Hazelot; second lieutenant, George M.
Ayers. Uniform, blue coat, pants, and stockings,
white cap. Colors, scarlet and white.
Portland Bicycle Club, 3 men.
Captain, Henry R. Stickney; first lieutenant,
Frank Larrabee; second lieutenant, F.
Weeks. Uniform, blue flannel coat,
shirt, knickerbockers and stockings.
Colors, red and blue.
Hartford Bicycle Club, 11 men. Cap-
tain, R. C. Vanden; sub-captain, F.
C. Billings; junior sub-captain, H. S.
Refield. Uniform, gray shirt and breeches, blue stockings, blue cap with
silver monogram. Colors, blue.
Tricycle, owned by Col. Pope of the
Pope Manufacturing Company, ridden
by 3 men, carrying United States flag.

SECOND DIVISION.

Division commander, Kingman N. Put-
am of New York. (Crinoline badge,
with gold letter D.)
Alts — D. G. Rogers, H. C. Reed, of
Milwaukee.
Bugler — Neilson Howard (white
badge).
Providence Bicycle Club, 20 men.
Captain, W. H. Richardson; first lieut-
enant, J. A. Corse; bugler, Charles How-
ard. Uniform, dark corduroy knicker-
bockers, white shirt, black polo cap, with
letter P embroidered in gold, and blue
stockings.
Menotomy Bicycle Club of Arlington,
Massa, 9 men. Captain, Parmenter.
Uniform, dark blue.
Framingham Bicycle Club, 6 men.
Captain, George L. Hatch. Uniform,
dark-blue knickerbocker pants and
stockings, and gray shirt and hat.
Manhattan Bicycle Club, of New York,
18 men. Captain, P. F. Brander; first
lieutenant, R. Underhill; second lieut-
enant, R. Hurry. Uniform, seal-brown
jacket and stockings, gray corduroy pants and
cap, monogram in wheel on front of cap.
Hermes Bicycle Club, Providence, R.
I., 18 men. Captain, W. T. Nicholson,
Jr.; first lieutenant, Frank Mauraum, Jr.
Uniform, gray knickerbockers, blue
stockings, white hammock hat, letter H in
silver.
Chicago (Ill.) Bicycle Club, 3 men.
Acting captain, George H. Craig. Uniform,
gray knickerbocker suit, and stockings,
white shirt, and helmet hat.
Waltham Bicycle Club, 25 men. Cap-
tain, C. W. Sewall; first lieutenant, L.
G. Staples. Uniform, gray knicker-
bocker suit, New York Club cap, with
silver shield marked Waltham.
Two tricycles were ridden by members
of the Waltham Club.
Haverhill Bicycle Club, 8 men. Cap-
tain, C. H. Goodwin; first lieutenant,
Tenny White. Uniform, gray shirt and
pants, blue stockings, and blue ham-
mock hats.
Brockton Bicycle Club, 18 men. Cap-
tain, F. H. Johnson; first lieutenant, W.
B. Swett. Uniform, navy blue throughout;
cap, with Maltese cross in silver, bearing monogram "B. B. C."
Albany (N. Y.) Bicycle Club, 8 men.
Captain, — Scattered.
Holyoke (M'd.) Bicycle Club, 2 men.
Captain —
Milwaukee (Wis.) Bicycle Club, 2 men.
Captains, Rogers and Reed.
New Britain (Conn.) Wheel Club, 5 men.
Captain, W. A. Dwight; first lieutenant,
George W. Corbin. Uniform, dark-green stockings and pants and gray
shirt and cap.
Roxbury Bicycle Club, 11 men. Cap-
tain, John R. Heard; first lieutenant, C.
E. Lord. Uniform, gray shirt and pants,
blue stockings and cap, with winged
wheel in silver, letters "K. B. C."
Lennox Bicycle Club, New York, 4 men.
No officers. Uniform, blue coat,
stockings, and cap, and gray pants.
Mercury Bicycle Club, New York, —
variously given from 2 to 8 men. — Lieu-
tenant T. E. Brown, Jr., acting captain.
Uniform, gray corduroy pants, blue stock-
ings, shirt, and skull-cap, with wings
worked in gold on left side of cap.
Columbia Bicycle Club, North At-
tleboro, 12 men. Captain, Thomas Bell.
Uniform, light-brown stockings and dark-
brown coat, pants, and cap.
Salem Bicycle Club, 15 men. Captain,
A. W. Fuller; first lieutenant, Frank
Winship. Uniform, gray pants, white
shirt, blue stockings, and gray hat, with
star in blue.
Pequannock Wheel Club of West Bridge-
port, Conn., 4 men. E. J. Morgan, act-
ing captain. Uniform, blue corduroy
coat, pants, and hat, red stockings, silver
monogram "P. W. C." on cap.
Hawthorne Bicycle Club, of Salem, 12
men. Captain, L. C. Packard. Uniform,
white shirt, blue knickerbockers, stock-
ings, and helmet.
Stoneham Bicycle Club, to men. Cap-
tain, H. F. Sheldon; first lieutenant,
W. T. Hay. Uniform, gray pants and caps
with gold band, and gray shirts and
stockings.
Middlesex Bicycle Club, of Malden, 10
men. Captain, C. R. Winslow. Uniform,
white shirt, blue knickerbockers, tennis
shoes, and drip cap with monogram "M. X."
on front.
Kings County Wheel Club, Brooklyn,
Hub Bicycle Club, of Boston, 12 men. Captain, W. S. Tufts; first lieutenant, C. B. Mudge. Uniform, gray flannel suit, red stockings, gray flannel cap with red band, red belt.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 6 men. Captain, A. S. Pratt; first lieutenant, S. N. Munn. Uniform, gray pants, stockings, and cap, and white shirt.

BUSINESS MEETING.

The president called the business meeting to order at shortly after 2:30 P. M. H. S. Kempston, of the Boston Club, was chosen recording secretary, pro tem, in the absence of Mr. Burrill.

On motion of President Bates, of Detroit, the chairman selected the following gentlemen as a committee on Credentials: Bates, of Detroit; Fairchild, of Chicago; Williams, of Boston; Green, of Providence; and White, of Hartford.

On motion of F. W. Weston, a committee of five on nomination of officers was chosen by the chairman, as follows: Weston, of Boston: Hazlett, of Portsmouth; Monan, of Ky.; and Capt. McNare, of Saratoga.

On motion of Cor. Sec. Parsons, spectators, and members of the League, were admitted to the meeting.

During the retirement of the committee, Wm. B. Everett, of Boston, addressed the meeting as follows:

"We sincerely regret that the president will not serve again; and as Mr. Pratt has, I understand, positively refused to accept the nomination for the presidency for the coming year, I have, gentlemen, a name I wish to put before the nominating committee, which I think all will agree upon: a gentleman thoroughly known, and always found a cordial, genial friend, and all that a gentleman can be, and a practical business man. I take pleasure in recommending the name of A. G. Carpenter." [Prolonged applause.]

"In regard to the vice-president, it is well known that the present vice-president has been ill for a year and will not accept renomination. We desire very much that the officers of the League shall be distributed as much as possible through the different States, I will name a gentleman who I think is fully competent to take the place of president should occasion require. I have the honor to present the name of J. M. Fairchild, of Chicago." [Loud applause.]

"For commander, I would present a gentleman who has done all in his power to make this Meet a success, a gentleman with whom you are all familiar, — Mr. E. C. Hodges." [Loud and continued applause, and cries for "Speech."]

"Mr. Hodges, in answer to the call, made a few remarks, thanking the gentlemen for their warm reception.

Mr. Everett continued with a few complimentary remarks, and offered the name of Kingman Putnam for the position of corresponding secretary.

S. T. Clarke, of Baltimore, was suggested for the position of recording secretary, and W. F. Gullen, of Brooklyn, N. Y., for treasurer.

Mr. Hurry, of New York, also offered a list of names for officers, as follows: President, C. K. Munroe, of New York; E. C. Hodges, Boston, commander; Mr. D. Wistar, treasurer; Mr. Marsden, corresponding secretary; and Mr. Burrill, recording secretary.

Mr. Parsons hoped that Mr. Pratt would consent to a renomination. Mr. Bourn, of the Manhattan Club, hoped the whole ticket of last year would be re-elected.

PRESIDENT PRATT'S REPORT.

Gentlemen of the League: It is made by the rules of this association my duty, in returning into your hands the charge of filling the office of president, to make a report at this annual meeting. I report that an illness during the past week has prevented my carrying out some good resolutions, among them that of preparing a written report for this meeting. I therefore oblige you to give me an extemporary one, which I will try to make as brief as possible.

The League of American Wheelmen is now substantially organized. A year ago we effected a partial organization at New- port, under what circumstances most of you are aware. It was not, however, until the September meeting of the board of officers that the organization was in any sense completed. We had not until then that we had a code of rules for the government of the business of the League; it was not until then that any provision was made for the appointment of officials; it was not until then that any of those distinguishing marks of the League were adopted, with which all have become so familiar; and hence it is true that the League has not been organized yet for a year, and yet I am happy to report, as one of the items (if I may so express it) which I hope the corresponding secretary will correct me), that notwithstanding the fact that we have not been organized for a year, we are able to meet to-day in a paralysis of the dimensions you have observed, with a membership of about 1,700. [Loud applause.]

The treasury of the League is not very plethoric: it was not to be expected that it would be in the first year, since we had not much money to invest in United States bonds, and all members of clubs, who joined in a body, were allowed a discount. Your treasurer will report that there are about $500 in the treasury. You will see that we have not been able to strike out and do a great many brilliant things, which the officers would have been glad to have done if the necessary funds were in the treasury. It is therefore obliged to give you an assurance that the present shows only a small beginning.
I may say that for this year the work of the board and officers and the work of the League has been substantially one. We have been endeavoring to perfect the machinery of the League. It is an organization which requires considerable wisdom in its management. To make the officers of clubs and unattached, scattered over such wide districts from Maine to California, and from Montreal to Tallahassee, a matter that requires the best wisdom of any board of officers which you may select. [Ap- plause.

As I have said, we have so far been at work, mostly upon the organization we have obtained for the League — I was about to say a habitation; we have obtained for it a name. and if it have no other habitation, it has one in the hearts of every wheelman on the American continent. [Loud applause.

It was the intention of those who made and founded it a year ago, and it is shadowed forth distinctly in the constitution, that the promotion of wheeling in general was one of its objects. The promotion of wheeling that the League of American Wheelmen has been able to accomplish so far has led only in the direction of its annual parades, and in such other ways, less conspicuous, as the officers and members could promote it; but the officers have found in these quiet ways a great many opportunities for furnishing information, advice, and encouragement of the wheel, and in various other ways for promoting the cause of wheelmen. Up to this time the League has been unable to hold races under its auspices, because it could find no time and track that favored League races; it is to be hoped that the coming September will see a development in the League in that direction.

Another of the chief objects of the League was the protection of the rights of wheelmen. It has been difficult for the League to do all that it would like to do, as it has been acting in the interims through the board of officers. That board has found itself with a small treasury and unable to incur wide expenses. The real opportunities for any aids, either in defense or aggression, have been very few during the year, when so wide an extent of country and varieties of communities are considered. The large number of wheels, already numbering 8,000 wheelmen riding in the United States and Canada, make it a matter of congratulation, and it is a matter in which we as American citizens may well take pride that so few—not that none, but so few instances have required the backing of an organization to secure the rights or protect the rights of wheelmen. The first thing that the League was called upon to do was the securing of the rights from the Haddonfield Tormpike Co.

The board of officers in regard to securing some sort of recognition of the rights of wheelmen in Central Park, the League has taken some action already. It was suggested very strongly that the present Meet and parade should be held in New York City. At the time this was agitated in New York, it was impossible to secure any large concessions from the Park Commissioners. At that time and subsequently, as well as fruitlessly here-tofore, attempts were made to secure recognition from the Park Commissioners for a drive in Central Park. The local clubs prepared a petition, asking — oh, so small a piece! — just for ten feet wide on the east side, I believe, of the Park. [Laughter.

The League came to their aid. The officers of the League prepared a petition with considerable care, and attached to it verbatim reports to the good character of bicyclists and reputation of the sport itself that had been sent in by various city officers.

The expense of obtaining, printing, and presenting the opinions to the Park Commissioners of New York was borne by Col. Albert A. Pope. [Applause and cries of "Speech."

Mr. Pope thanked the gentlemen present with a few appropriate remarks.

Mr. Pratt then continued, expressing a hope that the results of the petition would be favorable and be known quite soon. Referring pleasantly to the matters of uniform, badges, and so forth, he passed on to the matter of careful choice of the officers of the coming year, advising careful and considerate action in selecting them, and in conclusion said:

"I wish to thank you, gentlemen, most cordially and heartily for the support you have given me as your president, and for the honors you have conferred upon me. The tender private expressions I have received in many ways." [Loud applause and three cheers."

REPORT OF DILLWYN WISTAR, TREASURER PRO TEM., TO THE LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHELMEN, PRESENTED AT FIRST ANNUAL MEETING IN NEW YORK, MAY 30, 1881.

Dr.

1881.

April 8. To cash received from Ex-Treasurer Wil- longby, on retiring .... $45 26
May 13. To cash fee from appli- can for admission (F. LeChapin) .... 100
To cash received from Corresponding Secretary Parsons, as per his account of May 10, 1881, rendered .... 93 50
17. To cash fee received direct from Wilkes- barre Bi. Club, for admission of 4 members to the L. A. W. .... 200
23. To cash fee received direct from German- town Bi. Club, for admission of 16 names .... 8 00
To cash received to date inclusive, from 5 members, in payment of their 1881 dues .... 5 00
May 26. To cash received from Corresponding Secretary Parsons, as per his account of May 24, 1881, rendered .... $29 50
To cash received to date inclusive, deposits for 53 silver badges, at $2 106 00
To cash received to date inclusive, deposit for 49 nickel badges, at $1 46 00
To cash received to date inclusive, deposits for 4 directors' badges at $2 8 00
Total ...................................... $344 26
Dr.

May 26. To balance, as per ac- count stated ........ $218 56
Badges on hand, silver .... 27
" nickel .... 8
" directors' .... 35
Cr.

1881.

May 18. By cash paid to date in- clusive, for treasurer's account books .... $3 96
" By cash paid Richards & Co., of Boston, for 40 silver and 20 nickel badges ........ 100 00
" By cash paid expressage on package of badges .... 59
" By cash paid to date, inclusive, for printing, notices, etc. ........ 3 75
" By cash paid to date, inclusive, for postage .... 3 19
" By cash paid to date, inclusive, for clerk hire ... 4 00
" By cash paid to date, inclusive, for engraving numbers on 103 badges issued, at 10 cts. ... 10 30
Total .......... $125 70
By cash balance .... 218 56

$344 26

E. & O. E.
DILLWYN WISTAR, Treasurer pro tem.

Mr. Bates reported, for Committee on Credentials, list of delegates and names of unattached for use of the secretary.

Commander Monroe reported, extem- poraneously, that races were not thus far successful, but promise to be in the near future. Several handsome badges in preparation. He thanked the captains of clubs and their commands for what they had contributed to the success of the parade, May 30, 1881. He then proceeded to criticize very ably the methods of club drill and the lack of interest among members in club drill. He accredited the applause and attention received by some of the clubs in line to their discipline in club runs, and after describing the effectiveness of some very simple evolutions in club drill, recommended to those who desired to be more
elaborate Upton's Cavalry Tactics. He concluded by gracefully thanking the League members for their support throughout the year.

Corresponding Secretary A. S. Parsons came forward, and after asking the indulgence of the League members until he could make a written report, deferred the latter until a future time. (It will be published probably in our next issue.) He made a few corrections of the figures representing the League membership, explaining that the first hundred of the numbers given out had been reserved for officers, and were but partially taken. He expressed a desire to have it understood that pressure of other business would oblige him to give up any idea of serving another year; and in his concluding remarks, wherein he explained the little delays in regulating the membership, he was generously applauded.

Mr. Everett came forward and said that he understood now that Mr. Pratt would consent to serve, in which case he would withdraw the name of Mr. Carpenter.

Mr. Hurry also withdrew the name of Mr. Monroe in favor of Mr. Pratt, remarking that he too had understood that Mr. Pratt would not serve another year.

Mr. Bourn then came forward and stated that his proposition to re-elect the present officers was based upon a belief that they and they alone could be beneficial to the interests of the New York wheelemen by obtaining the rights of the Park. The New York wheelemen wanted those rights, and to get them they needed the same representation in the League that they had hitherto had.

Mr. Frank W. Weston, of the Nominating Committee, presented with great applause the following list of names for the officers of the League for the ensuing year:—

President—Chas. E. Pratt, of Boston.

Vice-President—J. M. Fairfield, of Ohio.

Commander—E. C. Hodges, of Boston.

Corresponding Secretary—Kingman Putnam, of New York, with a salary.

Recording Secretary—S. T. Clarke, of Baltimore.

Treasurer—S. H. Marsden, of North Haven.

It was then moved that the ticket be elected by acclamation, but the president ruled that it was contrary to the rules of the League, and a ballot for the office of president was taken, with the following result: Charles E. Pratt, 548; scattering, 16; total, 564.

On motion of Mr. Everett, the election of Mr. Pratt was made unanimous.

Before the result was announced, the nominating committee submitted a list of names for directors.

The following directors were then chosen:

California—George H. Strong, San Francisco; G. Loring Cunningham, San Francisco.

Ontario—H. S. Blackburn, Ontario; S. W. McMichael, Brantford.

Connecticut—S. A. Marsden, New Haven; T. B. Beach, Hartford.


Kentucky—O. W. Thoma, Jr., Louisville; C. W. Macklin, Frankfort.


Maryland—J. L. Tomlinson, Baltimore; Clymer White, Baltimore.

Massachusetts—Fred. S. Pratt, Worcester; L. C. Hodges, Boston.


Missouri—F. M. Gifford, Edina.


New Jersey—L. H. Johnson, Orange; George F. Smilee, Plainfield.


Ohio—A. Ely, Jr., Cleveland; G. G. Kittich, Cincinnati.

Pennsylvania—E. J. Waring, Pittsburg; J. Ferguson, Philadelphia.

Rhode Island—W. H. Richmonrd, Providence; A. G. Carpenter, Providence.

Vermont—W. S. Underwood, Brattleboro; George E. Stevens, Burlington.

Wisconsin—Angus S. Hibbard, Milwaukee; F. G. Stark, Milwaukee.

Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, and Prince Edward Island. One director to be chosen.

Quebec—H. S. Tibbs, and one other to be chosen.

Man-Capta. One director to be chosen.

The last-named are mentioned because they were newly added to the list at yesterday's meeting.

The secretary was instructed to cast the vote of the committee for J. M. Fairfield, of Chicago, for vice-president.

It was voted that the BICYCLING WORLD be the official organ of the League for the ensuing year.

After votes of thanks to the retiring officers, to the president, and to the city of Boston, for courtesies extended, the meeting adjourned until 7 o'clock.

Upon reassembling after dinner the convention proceeded to ballot for commander, the vote being declared as follows: Whole number of ballots, 421; necessary for a choice, 211; C. K. Munroe, 224; E. C. Hodges, 195; scattering, 11; and Mr. Munroe was declared elected. The vote for corresponding secretary was: Whole number of votes, 381; necessary for a choice, 191; Kingman Putnam, 337; A. S. Parsons, 44. Mr. Putnam was declared elected, and the vote was made unanimous.

Vote for recording secretary: Whole number of votes, 351; necessary to a choice, 151; S. T. Clark, 191; J. Frank Burrill, 120; and Mr. Clark was declared elected, and the vote was made unanimous.

The Secretary was instructed to cast the ballot of the convention for Dillylyn Wintar, of Philadelphia, for treasurer.

After passing several votes of thanks the meeting adjourned, and the League members went in a body to Music Hall to see the exhibition of trick riding.

THE DINNER.

As the Boston bicyclers and their guests entered Music Hall, the grand organ pealed forth a stirring march. The men seated themselves ad libitum, or at the direction of members of the Entertainment Committee, and began without ceremony the table festivities. The contrast of the place, the surroundings, and the event itself were very striking. The afternoon sunlight came slanting through the upper windows, throwing into bold relief the figures representing those arts which have found in Boston a high development, and in the old hall some of their best expression. The mellow sunlight at one end, and at the other the dark rich colors of the great organ, were harmonious; but on the walls beneath, the variegated colors of the uniforms and the gay table decorations were too much of the earth, earthy, to seem in place. The music pealed forth gladly, or wandered through quiet little vales of harmony, at times high, in effusion, but com- paring curiously with sounds of rattling plate and glass, and the busy hum of male voices. The Boston Club men toasted the commander, their captain, and the Massachusetts men. The latter compliment was returned, and then the interchange of cordiality became general.

When the gray twilight stole into the great hall the noise diminished and quiet prevailed, when Capt. H. F. Clopton, generally called the League president to the chair, and the president in his happiest manner called the distinguished guests and accomplished wheelemen to the floor.

The after-dinner address of great interest, but cannot be reported in this issue. In our following number we hope to give them in full, together with other details not yet obtainable.

THE EXHIBITION OF CLUB DRILL

AND TRICK RIDING.

This had been announced several weeks previous, but until the evening appointed nothing had been done to perfect arrangements. At the last moment, Mr. Chas. P. Shillaber, treasurer of the Entertainment Committee, and Louis Harrison, secretary of the same, went to work and made up a programme of volunteers. This was rendered imperative, as many seats had been sold to outsiders for the exhibition. The following account in the Boston Post, 31 May, is interesting, as it is given from a spectator's standpoint:

At Music Hall, in the evening, there was a very interesting exhibition of fancy
and trick riding a good audience being in attendance. The first exhibition was for the benefit of the Providence Club, Providence, R. I. Some of his exploits were riding his machine side saddle; working the treadle with either foot; hanging entirely clear off his machine on one side and propelling himself forward by moving the leg over the small wheel, and from there into the seat, and after a sharp run, bringing his machine to a full stop, with his feet supported in the spokes. The second feature was a club drill by the Hercules Club, of Providence, R. I. They formed in first single file and then into two, fours, back into single file, right fourts into line, and executed numerous other movements, finally dismounting by throwing their feet over the handles and tipping up the rear wheel, slightly upon their feet. G. E. Allen, of the Hercules Club, Providence, R. I., next gave an exhibition of balancing, etc., with perfect ease. The last riding of the evening was given by R. M. Smith, of the Capital Club, of Washington, D. C. Some of his exploits were jumping from a standstill into the seat with one leg thrown over the handle, and while riding at good speed balancing himself in a perfectly horizontal position on the tip of his machine. He closed his exhibition by riding standing in his seat in various ways. Mr. Louis Harrison, editor of the Bicycling World, was master of ceremonies, and everything went off smoothly."

**THE BEACON PARK RACES.**

As an entertaining preliminary to the League Meet, the Beacon Park Athletic and Driving Association offered gold and silver medals, first and second prizes, for dashes of quarter-mile, half-mile, one mile, and one mile and a half to be given the Beacon Park, Saturday, 28 May, at 3:30 P.M. The judges appointed were Chas. E. Pratt, E. W. Pope, and E. C. Hodges; clerk of the course, C. P. Shillaber; and timers, J. S. Dean. E. C. Churchill. Promptly at the time appointed the contestants were ready. The first mile came in preserving that order with the following time: First, 4 47 1/2; second, 48 3/4; and third, 49 seconds.

In the half-mile dash, Chas. W. Sewall, of Waltham, drew the first place, D. Nash Mitchell the second, Walter O. Faulkner, of the Star Club, the third, and Lewis T. Frye the fourth. D. Nash Mitchell, who was riding with a cradle spring, was thrown from the first turn, but sustained no injury. The race was taken by Frye in 1.42. Faulkner pushing him very closely on the home stretch, and coming in about one foot behind. Sewall, third, in 1:43.

Out of the twenty-eight starters for the one-mile dash, including L. H. Johnson and other well-known amateurs, only four appeared on the stretch: Wm. M. Woodside, of Providence; C. S. Nauss, Waltham; Jos. Lafon, Manchester; and Lewis Frye. In the second order given, Woodside having the inside place. Woodside took the lead from the start and soon drew away from his competitors, until the race was his to a certainty on the second lap. Mr. Lafon, Nauss, and Nauss collided, and both fell, and Frye, who was leading them, fell also. Frye and Nauss remounted and finished the race, Frye taking the second place, Nauss riding with a broken pedal. Woodside made the mile in 3:30.34, and Frye in 4:13.

The two-mile race was an interesting one throughout. Faulkner, Frye, Woodside, and Sewall entered in the order given. The start was a standing one. Faulkner took the lead on the first lap, Frye following closely, with Sewall in the rear. On the second quarter, Faulkner still led, Frye dropping a little, and Woodside marking time, but passed him. On the third Sewall began to close the gap between him and third place, and when Woodside passed Frye, Sewall made a spurt and took third place.

In the fifth quarter Woodside began to push Faulkner, who still held the lead, and the three leaders bunched together closely. At the beginning of the sixth lap the three were side by side, and the struggle became exciting. Faulkner could not keep up the pace and allowed Woodside and Sewall to go to the front. On the last quarter Sewall made another spurt, but Woodside pulled away easily and came in first, winning in 6:52 1/2; Sewall, second place, in 6:54 1/2; and Faulkner, third, in 6:55 1/2.

The day was cloudy, but the air was temperate, and a gentle breeze prevailed.

The track was in good order, but as the weather has been inclement for some time, was not in as good condition as it may be in the future. After the regular races Professor Kollinson made an attempt to beat 3.25 for one-mile dash, but made the mile in 3:37 1/2. The Manhattan, Providence, Waltham, Marlboro', Chelsea, and Southport, Vermont, race clubs were well represented among the spectators.

**WESTERN NEW YORK.**

Canandaigua, the court-house town of Ontario County, boasts of numerous smooth roads, some of them macadamized, and several miles of well-laid flagstone sidewalks. The main street crosses the tracks at right angles, a few rods west of the railroad station, and followed a mile due south to the lake side, or a mile due north to the liberty pole. Turning westward from this point, on the afternoon of Saturday, 1 September, I rode two miles, and then another two miles, and then two miles and a half, ending at a railroad station in East Bloomfield, about the streets and sidewalks of which pleasant village I circled another mile before stabilbing my wheel for the night. A friend accompanied me in a carriage, or rather followed me behind on the road, except when a halt was made for the sake of consuming in common his supply of Delaware grapes; and we both returned home in the carriage a few hours later.

On Tuesday forenoon following, having taken train to East Bloomfield, I rode in an hour from the station there to the brewery at the railroad crossing, say a quarter of a mile, and at the drinks in Canandaigua. The wind favored me, and though I made three brief dismounts, none were really needed in the six miles named. The course is nearly all up or down grade, however, and though some parts were very smooth, other parts were of that sort of red clay which hard rains render temporarily unridable. I was told in East Bloomfield that Rochester wheelmen had frequently ridden thither and reported comfortable roads. In the afternoon I found an excellent course for a mile beyond the steamboat landing at the foot of Main street, and I also went twice around the half-mile track at the park, in a carriage, on the first occasion on which I ever tried to ride at speed for a given distance, and have the "time" accurately taken. I judge from the result, that on a smooth course I might perhaps make a mile inside of four minutes.

The next afternoon, at Niagara, I rode across the Suspension Bridge, nearest the Falls, and thence on the wooden sidewalks for three quarters of a mile to the Horsetale Fall itself. Returning the latter part of my course, I kept along the west bank, over a road generally unridable because of stones and ruts, and after a mile and a quarter of this sort of travel, reached the old suspension bridge, which had just been newly floored. The planks having been laid crosswise and evenly fitted, offered a most tempting chance for indulging in brief bursts of speed. The old suspension bridge, and its planks are laid lengthwise, and it is much more frequented by carriages and pedestrians; but the railroad bridge, at
the time of my visit, seemed almost deserted, except by the occasional trains that rumbled above. I therefore flew swiftly across it a good many times, gazing down at the relaxed, still scenery, and enjoying to the utmost the novel sensation of "riding through the air," until the approaching darkness forced me to reluctantly enter the United States once more, and plod along the imperfectly improved rutted highways until I reached my hotel. The cyclist's record for the afternoon was eight miles. The ruts worn in the macadam of many of the Niagara roads by the constant carriage traffic were a truly terrible phenomenon. In some places, if my memory serves, nearly a dozen of them stretched out for discouragingly long distances in regular parallels about a foot or more apart. The fun on the bridge, however, seems well worth the overcoming of such obstacles as stand in the way of it. It would be a truly enchanting place for a friendly trial of speed between two or three of the ruts of the hundred and twenty yards, duly chalked off on the planks. The regular toll for a foot passenger at either of the bridges is twenty-five cents, and no extra charge is made when a bicycle goes with him.

Leaving the International Hotel in Niagara on the morning of 16 November, at about 9:30 o'clock, a ride of three quarters of a mile carried me beyond the canal bridge in the outskirts of the village. Thence I went southward without stop for sixteen and one half miles, in two and one half hours, having the wind against me all the way, and being slightly sprinkled with rain during the third half-hour. Most of the road is of very hard clay, which was rather rough; and beyond Tonawanda (where the bridge almost caused a dismount) there is a long, but not very steep hill, which is the only grade of importance between that point and Buffalo. I left Black Rock with rather rough stone pavements, turned an angle to the right and then to the left, crossed the canal bridge with difficulty, and was then tempted to try the sidewalk, whose curb soon caused a dismount. I might have gone without stop to the city hall in Buffalo, three and one half miles farther on, and twenty miles from Niagara, had I, after crossing the canal bridge, stuck to the highway for a few rods, until I reached Forest street, the first on the left, then gone down this three fourths of a mile, over a tolerably smooth pavement, to the Lincoln park, turned to the right, and then on right branch to Bidwell parkway; then left at quite an angle down the avenue to the circle; thence at right angles on Porter avenue to Niagara street (thus far on perfect macadam); then on the left sidewalk to the left sidewalk to the city hall. Such is the route which I really did take after receiving instructions at Black Rock. Proceeding down Main street on the sidewalks, I reached the Mansion house four hours from the start, distance twenty-two and one quarter miles. After a stop until nearly four o'clock, I began a two-mile progress which carried me beyond the city limits to the shore of Lake Erie and miles through into which its overflowing waters have transformed the highway. For almost two miles little riding could be done, and the walking was often difficult. Just a little before reaching the Hall Way House, I mounted again and went four miles, by recently built road, to Bay View House. After eight miles more of good riding, darkness overtook me; also an honest farmer, who said I might stay overnight at his stone house, a mile beyond. Thence, therefore, I walked, arriving at 7:30 o'clock, thirty-eight miles from the start at Niagara.

KOL KRON.

WASHINGTON SQUARE, N. Y., 25 April, 1881.

THIRLLING EXPERIENCES WITH THE BICYCLE.

One afternoon last June, a young Kin-derly took his bicycle without help for the first time, was working his way down Allany avenue, when, much to his dismay, he perceived a lady friend (perhaps a particular one) walking up the street towards him.

Now this young tyro had his full share of human nature, and although fully conscious that he could manage his steed none too well, he was seized with a sudden desire to show his skill in the presence of this fair spectator. Recalling the advice of his instructor, who had told him "he could do anything on the bicycle if he would only believe he could," he prepared himself to ride boldly by her, and at the proper moment, with all the grace he could command, tip his little poodle cap to her.

But his heart began to beat loud and quick, and in spite of his bold resolve, as the distance between them decreased the excitement of the young gallant increased.

Soon he began to waver. His eyes grew dim. What if, on removing his hand from the tiller, he should lose control of the machine, take a "header" and make a more extensive salute to his friend than he had intended? Would it not be safer to let the salvation pass—pretend he did not see her? or something of that sort—than run the risk of suffering an embarrassing and perhaps otherwise disastrous fall?

Such thoughts chased each other rapidly through his brain, but finally his pride conquered his reason, and his resolve above mentioned sealed his doom. Blind to the dictates of prudence and caution.

The critical moment arrived. Our hero assumed—or thought he did—a look of perfect indifference, then glancing aside at the admiring female, smiled, touched his cap, bowed very pretty, and endeavored to restore his head-gear to its proper place.

So far he had succeeded well. But unfortunately his polo was crumpled in his hand and must be replaced. He dared not remove his other hand, and his increasing excitement and haste only added difficulty to the undertaking.

The situation grew alarming. He lost his balance, and with his trusty steed in the management of the machine his brain reeled. The bicycle sheered away to the side of the road, towards the fair person a who unwittingly caused the whole trouble, struck a post, hurled its daring rider from his saddle and landed him at his lady's feet, clutching as with a death-grip, his obsolete hat, and gazing wildly about him,—no doubt in an astronomical survey.

But to offset this mortifying experience, let us relate another feat which the same young man performed.

Several months after the scene we have just portrayed, one evening about dusk, our hero was riding with folded arms (for his confidence was now backed with skill), when, on entering Silvester lane, he saw ahead of him our heroine, for such we can call her now, proceeding in the same direction as himself.

The little episode on Allany avenue flashed across his mind, and he determined then and there to retrieve himself. He came up slowly and quietly from behind, and before our lady could offer either resistance or assistance, he leaned over for a moment and kissed her, smack upon the lips. Then, instantly throwing his body back to a perpendicular position he rode away in triumph without in the least having lost his balance,—that is, his physical balance. —Diamond.

The B. T. C. Explained.

In the 26th number of the World "Sugna" asks for information in regard to the qualifications necessary to become a member of the Bicycle Touring Club, and of the advantages to be obtained by an American in so doing. As a member of the B. T. C., I may give an answer to his queries. Any gentleman holding office in or being a member of a recognized amateur bicycle club, is eligible for membership. Unattached gentlemen may become members, (1) on the joint recommendation of any two members of the touring club, (2) on the joint recommendation of two officers of any amateur bicycle or other athletic club. The names of all candidates for membership are required to be published in the monthly Circular. After thirty days, if no protest has been made by any member of the B. T. C., the candidate will rank as full member. To an American visiting England, it is desirable for him to join the B. T. C., as he is enabled to avail himself of the advantages offered by the club in the way of a reduction in hotel rates, and his ticket of membership will serve as an introduction to the very gentlemanly consuls who are to be found in nearly every city and town in the country. The hand-book which is furnished to members contains a list of B. T. C. houses, points and addresses of consuls, and a list of places where bicy-
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CALIFORNIA.
SAN FRANCISCO.
OSBORNE & ALEXANDER,
628 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.
HARTFORD.
BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.
WEED SEWING MACHINE CO.
NEW HAVEN.
AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.
98 Crown Street.

ILLINOIS.
CHICAGO.
JNO. M. FAIRFIELD,
Cor. State and Van Buren Sts.

MASSACHUSETTS.
BOSTON.
CUNNINGHAM & CO.
6 and 8 Berkeley Street.
C. R. PERCIVAL,
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How to Train in Archery.

Being a Complete Study of the York Round.
Comprising an Exhaustive Manual of Long Range Bow Shooting, for the use of Archers who wish to become contestants at the
Grand National Association Meetings.

By
MAURICE THOMPSON, WILL H. THOMPSON.

PRICE - . . . 50 CENTS.

Can be obtained at this Office.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST., 10 MILK ST.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,
BOSTON, MASS.,
IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. - - Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
WM. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

BICYCLES
OF EVERY MAKE.
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Sundries.
SECOND-HAND
BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.

Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.

A Weekly Newspaper
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF BICYCLING.
Edited by - - LOUIS HARRISON.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
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40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
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Bicycling World" for one year from .................. 188 ,
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Address, .............................................

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers' Importer of

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.
AGENTS FOR
AMERICAN ROADSTER TRICYCLE,
COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., of Coventry.

SPECIAL CLUB, CLUB AND GENTLEMEN'S,
HILLMAN, HERBERT & COOPER, of Coventry.

"SPECIAL PREMIER," and PREMIER,
JOHN HARRINGTON & Co., London, E. C.

"SPECIAL ARAB,"
"ARAB" and CRADLE SPRING.

ALSO AGENT FOR ALL MAKES OF

DEARLOVE'S LAMPS,
KING OF THE ROAD, COMPANION, COMET, ETC.
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COLUMBIA BICYCLE.

The Special Columbia is a light roadster, of close build, fine finish, and fitted with the most approved anti-friction Ball-bearings, adjustable for wear. Having made several improvements in this machine since we first offered it to the public, we feel fully justified in pronouncing it the best and handsomest bicycle in the market.

We make the Special Columbia from 46 to 60 inches; price, for 46 in., $105.00, to $122.50 for 60 in., half bright. All bright, $10.00 extra; full nickel, $15.00 additional.

The Standard Columbia is a strong, durable roadster, built with a view to withstand the rough usage incidental to touring over ordinary American roads, and for hard work has no equal. It is of graceful model, built of the best materials and carefully finished in every particular. The thousands in daily use fully attest the merits of this favorite machine.

The price of the Standard Columbia, half bright, is, for a 42 in., $80.00, up to $100.00 for $8 in. Full nickel, $22.50 extra.

We will furnish the Standard with our most approved ball bearings for $10.00 extra. Both of the above are confidently guaranteed as the best value for the money attained in a bicycle.

The Mustang is a cheaper Bicycle, all painted, for those who cannot afford to buy a better one. We make them in smaller sizes, from 36 to 46 in.; price, for 36 in., $60.00, to $65.00 for 46 in.

Send 3c. stamp for 24-page catalogue with price lists and full information.

THE POPE M'F'G. CO.
897 Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

HICKLING & CO.
PATENTEEES OF THE CELEBRATED
Rack-and-Pinion Brake, Undetachable Tires, Etc.

MANUFACTURERS OF THE
"London," "Timberlake" and "Berkshire" Bicycles,
TELESCOPIC TRICYCLE, ETC., ETC.

The "SPECIAL TIMBERLAKE"
Manufactured solely for Messrs. Cunningham & Co., Boston, Mass., will be found to be a thoroughly good and a very handsome machine; also one particularly suitable for rough road riding. It has Double Ball Bearings, Hollow Forks, Detachable Cranks, Undetachable Tires, the Patent Rack-and-Pinion Brake, etc., and is made throughout of the best material that can be procured.

SPECIALTY FOR THE SEASON, 1881.

THE "PILOT" BICYCLE,
A high-class and highly finished machine, of a different pattern from the "London" and "Timberlake," and embodying all the most important of latest improvements,—Ball Bearings to both wheels, broad hollow front and back forks, dropped handles, new spring with forward play and rubber bearing, etc., etc. Descriptive Catalogue (containing Testimonials, etc.) free on application.

HICKLING & CO.,
(30 Queen Victoria Street,
1 Moor Lane, Fore Street,
Sun Court, Milton Street,
MAIDENHEAD . . . ENGLAND.
Agents, CUNNINGHAM & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
CURRENTE CALAMO

The Brockton Club intend to give some fine races in the fall.

Was it Billy Bernhardt? — The following is from a paper in his "deestric," and we know of no other rider there who could plead guilty of the speed here spoken of:

"BICYCLE VERSUS HORSE. — On the morning of Decoration Day, a horse attached to a grocer's wagon, on which the name of 'Eagle Market' was painted, while standing in K street, became frightened at a bicycle ridden by a young man, and came tearing up the street at as high rate of speed as he was capable. The rider of the 'silent steed,' taking in the situation at a glance, put after him. For a few moments bicycle and equine showed good speed, but the former, putting on an 'extra spurt,' as the latter turned into Fifth street, collared him, and finally brought him to a standstill. All who saw the race speak in high terms of the quickness and coolness of the bicycle rider. We regret being unable to give his name, but thinking it 'no great thing to do,' as he expressed it, he mounted his tireless steed and rode away, no one knew whither."

"Telzah" says a kind word for those who managed the entertainment of League guests. Thanks. He says that we were thanked. Perhaps we were. Perhaps the secretary was deaf, or draws his quill in an anteroom. We sincerely hope that "Telzah" tells a true story.

We have been notified by several gentlemen that the guides were not to blame for the low pace set in the League parade. Some one is to blame, and the editor naturally inferred that the men who were appointed to regulate the speed of the wheelmen did so without interference. We shall be happy to exonerate them, if some one will authoritatively say who did set the tardy pace.

Col. Pope made a very handsome and efficient marshal. His activity on the
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LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM

Suits, Etc.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,

OAK HALL,

BOSTON - - - - MASS.

NIGHT RIDING,

THE PATENT INDISPENSABLE

LANTERN HOLDER FOR BICYCLES.

Among the advantages secured to the rider by this

vention, may be mentioned that hereinbefore unobtaina

ber, of a clear, STEADY light, just where it is

mest needed.

PRICE, NICKEL PLATED, $1.50.

FOR SALE BY BICYCLE AGENTS.

Sent postpaid on receipt of the price.

When ordering, be particular to mention the kind of

machine for which it is wanted; whether right or left

and hand, Right hand is preferable.

Illustrated Circular on application.

JACKSON & FRISBIE,

New Haven, Conn.
wheel was a matter of surprise to those who imagined bicycling out of the question for a gentleman of his weight. The papers—not excluding our own—put him down as a Boston Club man, whereas the Massachusetts Club has the honor instead.

The ladies have made many flattering remarks upon the appearance of the wheelmen in the League parade. It is becoming "the thing" in Boston to be a member of a prominent bicycle club, especially for society men.

FOR SALE!

A 56-inch Royal Challenge, all plated, except felts, has not been ridden 50 miles.

F. E. C. BOSTON.

Box 5197.


BURLEY'S ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

Positively the most comfortable Saddle made. Is adjustable; can be tightened when it becomes slack. Fits any machine. Send for Circular.

PRICE -- $3.50.

Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE.

Box 1133. Brighton, Mass.

THE SECOND ANNUAL

ENGLISH TOUR.

1891.

It is intended that the party for this tour shall leave about the 10th of July, and arrive about the 20th of September. The route will be slightly altered from that of last year. The cost, which includes first-class cabin passage each way, and hotel bills on the tour, will be

$265.00.

Circulars with full particulars will be ready on the 11th of June, and can be obtained on application, enclosing stamp for reply to

FRANK W. WESTON,
E. B. E. E. T. C., L. A. W. etc.

Savile Hill, Dorchester, Boston, Mass.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Secondhand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycle, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

SALEM, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.

IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

(Templary 1877.)

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE FAMOUS

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords,

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND

NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES

deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

AUBURNALE (Mass.),

CHRONOGRAPH TIMER.

In German Silver Case, Nickel Plated.

Price, plain ...........................................$15

" split second. .................. 25

ACCURATE AND RELIABLE.

Its size and form same as ordinary watch. It is the best and most perfect timer made; the only one that marks seconds of minutes. Those timers add immensely to the interests of sports of all kinds, and are invaluable for scientific and mechanical purposes.

My split second is perfect in its accuracy; it enables the time to be taken of each one quarter of the mile as well as of the full mile or more. This repeated subdivision of time by the same instrument can only be accomplished by my Timer and by the highest priced of foreign Chronograph Watches.

ESPECIALLY ADAPTED TO THE USE OF BICYCLES.

WILLIAM B. FOWLE, Boston, Mass., 4 Herald Bldg, Maker.

My five tenths of a second timer I make for delicate scientific purposes, to order only, of two sizes,—the one the size of the ordinary watch, the other the size of the marine chronometer.

RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES.

RELIEVE ALL JAR.

Do not wear the bands. Send size of thread with order.

ELASTIC TIP COMPANY,


HENRY W. WILLIAMS,

Solicitor of American and European

PATENTS

258 Washington Street, Boston.

No person or firm has greater facilities for securing valid patents upon reasonable terms. Personal attention given to each case.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction. IT IS EFFECTIVE; OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY BROKEN; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell. EASY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE. No. 1. Columbia of 1875. No. 2. Standard Columbia of 1880. No. 3. Harvaros (Grip lever brake). No. 4. Harvaros (Thumb brake). No. 5. Special Columbia. No. 6. Ordinary Columbias. These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $3.00.

Send for circular.


English Bicycles and Tricycles are the Rage. Send for Price List.
Bicycling World

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclers generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, Etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 10 June, 1881.

TOURING ON THE WHEEL.—A large part of the contributions sent to this paper are devoted to an account of some bicycle tour; and although the subject itself is one of never-ending fascination, it has to be treated with greater care than a topic of more direct literary interest. Out of the host of communications of this character submitted to the editors’ attention, very few rise above a mere dry narrative, interesting to no one but the writer. It is marvellous that men who succeed in other literary efforts fail in any attempt to reproduce on paper the charm of some delightful tour they have taken. Sometimes language seems inadequate to paint the delicate colors which tint this picture in his memory, and sometimes a writer’s own impressions are so vivid that he deems a mere suggestion of them sufficient to bring them up in the minds of his readers. There are, however, men who have so clearly presented the succession of pictures in a bicycle tour, that the reader can wander through the description with an approach to the genuine pleasure of the tour itself. First among these is Mr. Alfred D. Chandler, who has just published in book form “A Bicycle Tour in England and Wales.” It is not our purpose to review his book at present, as the bulk of its matter is perhaps familiar to the readers of this paper; but as an illustration of how charming a touring account can be made with a little care in observing and storing in the memory, and a little delicate art in writing, we will outline what he has done.

In the first place, the writer carefully refrains from making his own personality obtrusive, and from the start disarms the reader of any suspicion that the book has the character of a printed diary. He must appear in almost every incident of the journey, but care is used in describing these to subordinate his own individuality to that of the event itself. Wherever he throws out practical suggestions to those who may make a tour in England,—and the book is full of them,—he gives them directly, plainly, and briefly. Wherever he dwells upon some bright bit of scenery, or some ancient ruin crumbling beneath its weight of legendary associations, it is with originality, and entire freedom from the flavor of gush so apt to sicken a faithful student of guide-books. The chief interest of the whole account lies in the writer’s sharp observation of the peculiarities of English life, and his thoroughly American freedom in criticising them. Every incident by the way he makes point to some trait peculiar to the people, leaving the reader to make his own comparisons.

So far, the work is a model one of its kind; its gravest fault is its brevity; as the writer has evidently not drawn heavily either on his own resources nor on the wealth of resource in the trip itself.

We cannot conclude without remarking the superb illustrations which crowd the book. In this country, the art of engraving has risen to an exalted place, but in its finest form it could not present the exquisite beauties of English scenery as do the photographs in this work. Aside from their accuracy, the pictures are valuable, from an artistic standpoint, as they are selected with rare good taste, and are wonderfully well done. They contribute a great deal to the value and interest of the work, and place it in the front rank of all books of foreign travel.

Thus one bicyclist has led the way. It is a charming path, this sort of literature, and should be followed by all who care not only to have mere sensory impressions at the time, but to reproduce them for all time to come, and for the enjoyment of those who must perforce stay at home.

THE LEAGUE MEET

AFTER-DINNER SPEECHES.

Mr. E. C. Hodges, in behalf of the entertainment committee, in a brief introductory presented Mr. Charles E. Pratt, as chairman. Mr. Pratt then arose and observed that the first official to whom the bicyclers owed thanks was Attorney-General Devens, now Justice Devens of the Massachusetts Supreme Court, who could not be present with us to-day on account of his connection with the Grand Army of the Republic, but it was upon the machine of a gentleman from Boston that he made the decision which has been respected in every custom-house in this land. This gentleman was present and with great pleasure he introduced A. F. Chandler, of Brookline, who responded as follows:

Mr. President and Fellow Wheelmen: I am at a loss to know why one who has never held either a political or judicial office should be called up in connection with an ex-attorney-general and a judge; unless it be because I am a member of the bar, and because I held a judicial position for an hour or two this morning at the Hotel Vendome. But whether as a member of the bar, or as a citizen of Massachusetts, or as one who has derived both pleasure and health from the use of the bicycle, I cordially indorse what has been said in welcoming to Boston these wheelmen who have come near and far. But, Mr. President, I do not join you in this merely because they are wheelmen, but because I have found them so manly, so intelligent, so social, and yet so mindful of the proprieties, that not even yesterday [Sunday], when I took the third glass at the Brunswick from Brother Churchill [Providence Club] did I feel that Providence was tempting me, or that I was tempting Providence.

From one who is so old-fashioned as to be disturbed by the step instead of by the pedal, you must not expect an enlivening speech or one up with the times. Catching the cue from your presiding officer, let me say that four years ago yesterday, the 29th of May, 1877, I took my first bicycle from the custom-house, and undertook to conquer it. But I had at the same time to conquer the United States; I mean that the federal authorities did not then know what a bicycle was, and when I insisted that a bicycle was a carriage, and as such subject only to the duties on carriages, the custom-house officials ridiculed the idea, and assessed it a duty of forty-five per cent, because it was made of steel, articles of steel being liable to that duty. Tt is I paid under protest, and appealed the case to the Hon. John Sherman, then Secretary of the Treasury at Washington, by writing him two elaborate briefs to convince him that a bicycle is a carriage. The secretary decided that a bicycle is a carriage, and that as a carriage it should be assessed a duty of only thirty-five per cent,
and the difference was accordingly re-

funded to me. This decision has since

established the duties on bicycles in

every state in the United States.

But there was another legal point we

had to contend with. In and around

Boston there is a vast deal of pleasure

driving. Whoever interferes with that

does a bold thing. We spend here enor-
mous sums on roads and highways, and

those who drive horses are a powerful

and influential class. The pioneers in

bicycle riding had to conquer that class;

and delicate as the task was, they

accomplished it, till now, from the high-
est civic authority to the least influen-
tial citizen, the rights of bicycle riders

are fully respected here; and it is to be

hoped that throughout the country, whether

prejudice may exist against the bicycle

will be as effectually overcome as it has

been here.

Mr. President, I am sometimes told

by my business acquaintances that they

cannot ride a bicycle because in their

stoutest days, they "have no time" to

take out-of-door exercise. That apology

is as common as it is weak; it is akin to that

hackneyed excuse that "life is not long enough"
to do this or that. Now, life is long enough
to do whatever is worth doing; and if

busy men will not take time for out-of-
door exercise, they will not only suffer

in health, but in their business. It is cheaper
to take needed exercise; and in the long

run, you can make more money by taking

proper exercise, and can enjoy your money

longer and better when you have health.

Depend upon it that in the majority of

cases where business men plead a want

of time for not taking exercise, that in

truth it is not so much a want of time as it

is an incapacity to make a proper dis-

position of time. In this we have still to

learn from older nations. In England,

the men who shape its policy, who con-
trol its commerce, who stand in the front

of its eminence, are men who, for the most part,
pay most scrupulous attention to their

physical condition. In England it would

be thought strange if such men did not
take much out-of-door exercise. In

America it is too apt to be the reverse of

this. The Englishman, however, is right.
The nervous, consumptive, hurried Ameri-
can is wrong. But here in America there

is happily a marked change for the better

going on; and one of the most powerful

agents in effecting that change is the

bicycle.

In conclusion, let me again say that

Boston welcomes these wheelmen and

appreciates the good their presence here

effects. It is a matter of regret that they
cannot stay longer so as to get the ben-

efit of the fine rains in our beautiful su-

barbs, and to enable us to enjoy their pres-
cence here longer.

Mr. Pratt next introduced Col. Henry

Walker, Chairman of the Police Com-
misioners of this city, who spoke as

follows:

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: — I

thank you for your cordial greeting, and

I thank you the more because I believe

it signifies that the police arrangements

of the city of Boston for your Meet

have been successful. [Applause.]

I open the debate with some

ministers who preach and do not practise; but I

believe in bicycling as I believe in all

athletic exercises; I believe, as the gent-

eleman on my right has just said, "You

cannot have a thoroughly sound mind

without having a sound body." You may

have as much intellectuality as you please,

but if you have not got the blood and

muscle it is comparatively worthless.

The history of the world shows this. It

was English pluck, they say, that won

Waterloo; it was English pluck backed

by muscle which led them to victory.

You may have a clergyman, but if he has

not a sound backbone he is not worth

that; he is very apt to think because he is
dyspneic that he is pious. (Laughter)

I will say in behalf of the city of Bos-

ton (and I respect very much that his

Honor the Mayor is not here, a gentle-

man of a fine spirit, that I have called

upon to do),—I will say that Boston

welcomes you to-day to her streets, and

everything that is good within the city

which she thinks so much of, and all she

asks of you in return is that when you go

home you will kindly bear her welcome

with you.

The chairman next called upon, to

answer for the clergy,

REV. F. B. WESTON.

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: — I

was quite unprepared when I received a

gentlemanly note from your secretary to be

present to this dinner. I only pre-

pared for the dinner. (Laughter.) I

made no preparation for this speech, and

yet I suppose it is in order, especially for

men of my class, to be ready to give "ex-

perience," and my experience with the

wheel dates back early. I am on my

third year, and I think I have the honor

to be one of the first, and I rejoice in

that honor. I struggled through the

first year, and one of my rules was, when

I took a "headache," to go up before look-

ing around. (Laughter.) I am proud of my

physical strength that God has given me, and I feel

responsible to Him to keep it by proper

food, air, and exercise. Now, I submit

to the gentlemen present, whether the

bicycle does not give you air and exercise,

and you will agree with me that the exer-

cise prepares us for food.

Mr. Walker concluded his remarks,

thankimg the gentlemen who had been so

courteous.

In the absence of Gov. John D.

Long, whom the chairman pleasantly re-

tferred to, Col. Jordan, of the governor's

staff, was introduced and spoke as fol-

lows:

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen: — I

had in my mind a most beautiful speech,
in which I was to welcome the gentlemen

from the sister States, but the graceful

reminders of Col. Walker would make any-
thing I should say superfluous; but gen-

tlemen, Massachusetts welcomes the

whelemen from the sister States and Do-
nomination of Canada. We are glad that

you came to visit this, the capital of our

State. We are glad that you like our institutions

and our manners. I am only sorry that you cannot tarry with us

longer.

After dwelling upon the benefits de-

rived from athletic exercise, the colonel,
in conclusion, proposed to drink a toast to

the memory of the fallen soldiers, which

did not

say.
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Mr. Pope explained in detail the many difficulties that had to be overcome in the way of manufacturing in the United States, and said in conclusion: The bicycle is growing steadily in public favor; it has been slow but sure. In England it is fourteen years since the bicycle came into existence, and yet every year it has turned out more than the preceding year, yet until now there are 200,000 bicycles in England. This country is much larger than England; we extend 3,000 miles north and south, and I do not see why we shall not in the future not only catch up to but exceed the number now in use in the old country. (Loud applause.)

President Bates, of the Detroit Club, was next introduced by the chairman in a humorous way, and received a generous welcome.

President Bates's Remarks. Mr. President, and Gentleman of the L.A.W., I am somewhat embarrassed in rising to address revolutionary families; perhaps I should have addressed you as fellow revolutionists. (Laughter.) I say "revolutionists," because we travel by revolution, and I am glad to see you revolutionizing the art of locomotion. (Laughter and applause.) I have always admired the revolutionary fathers, and have longed to be one of them. I have had my share of the excitement and the changed head that have got down and tasted of the (Continued laughter.) Now, gentlemen, when we have educated all the young men to take such an interest in good roads, good roads will be forthcoming. This is the honor to be president is composed of business men, having influence in the community. Mr. President, I thank you and the League for having listened to me so patiently, and for giving me an opportunity to see so many good faces.

Further remarks were made by Frank W. Weston, Esq., and others, but the incessant rattle and confusion incident to preparing Music Hall for the evening drill and exhibition rendered speaking unpleasant and hearing impossible.

Letters of regret were read from his Excellency Hon. John D. Long, Judge Devens, and others.

Hampton Court Bicycle Meet. One of the grandest and most interesting sights ever seen was that of Saturday last, at Hampton Court. The weather was charming, there being but the very slightest of breezes, everything conducive to a successful Meet was in our favor. At about four o'clock Hampton was filling with bicyclists, and from this hour until ten o'clock the merry jingle of bells was continued without cessation. The route of the procession was as follows: Starting from Hampton Green through the village to New Hampton, turn to the right to the Clarence at Teddington, and from thence through Bushy Park gates, and down the avenue to Diana fountain, leaving the park by the entrance opposite the King's Arms, and descend to Hampton Green, about four miles in all. At 5:30 the procession, headed by Beningfield, captain of the "Pickwick," was started, and it will perhaps astonish American cyclists, when they know that the "Meet" was so great that it was 6:35 before the last man was mounted. Bushy Park, which, with its long avenue of chestnut-trees, was in full bloom, presented a beautiful sight. The following are the clubs that were represented, with the numbers of members of each club that were present: and the total number of riders, club men, and unattached, being, in round numbers, 2,500. This meeting was first promoted in 1874, and the order of running is arranged according to seniority of establishment of club; and it is noteworthy that finest of weather has always favored our young athletes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Number Counted</th>
<th>Parade Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pickwick</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Invicta</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. George's</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. London Harriers</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temple</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stanley</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swifts</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overton</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimbolton</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ealing</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clapham</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tower Hamlets</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beckenham</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tall Ho!</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafalgar</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hornsey</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canonsbury</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgrave</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North London</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lombard</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Druids</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarence</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Athenaeum</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chiswick</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twickenham</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arion</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brixton</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zingara</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widn re</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Star</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lewisham</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. James's</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilmore</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunbridge</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crichton</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raleigh</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Granville</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zephyr</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saturn</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highgate</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caumberwell</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tredgar</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forest Hill</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Binglebrooke</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centaur</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Criterion</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metropolitan</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West London</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish Alert</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surrey United</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansfield</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston Institute</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East of London</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guildhall</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Number Counted.</td>
<td>Parade Number</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>-----------------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concord</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albion</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langport</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rye</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northton</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regent</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sutton</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brighton</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Highbury</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Hornsey</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rangers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alwype</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comet</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hammersmith</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kestrel</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Scottish</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golden Eagle</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White Plume</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brixton Ramblers</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tottenham</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gipsy</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archery</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Geo.'s Hospital</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kent Arbs</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clarendon</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apollo</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Dulwich</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mildmay</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argyle</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waverley</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frampton</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westminster</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ixon</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lupus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minerva</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crooch Hill</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wumbleton</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver Cross</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crown</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premier</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beauford</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thistle</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kilburn</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spread Eagle</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victorian</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southwark Amateur</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mayfair</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City Rovers</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clapham Park</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sun</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. John's</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariel</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harringay</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electric</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balham</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glendower</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leytonstone</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwood</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Roundham B.C. Club. — All of the members of this club that were in the procession in Boston on Monday bicycled to their homes in Portsmouth, N. H., a distance of sixty-five miles, on the following day. Three of the number, who are this spring's chickens, are strutting around and cackling about the feat, which they plume themselves upon as a good one, insomuch as their longest previous run was a trip of eighteen miles, to Kye Beach, which was the only riding they have had outside of the limits of the city. The little eighteen-year-old bugler, who can just run a 46-inch, led the veterans of 1878 and 1880 a twelve-mile-an-hour pace on the last of the trip. A report that one of the youngsters was used up was effectively stopped when he was called upon the club members the next day, on horseback. The captain having made his five-thousandth mile during this run, he has invited the club and others interested in bicycling to a club supper, to celebrate the successful completion of the double events.

The success of the Boston Meet has greatly strengthened the cause of bicycling throughout the country. The gentlemanly appearance and behavior of the riders, their healthy looks, mature age, and the prominent private and public positions which conversation revealed they held in the workshops, the banks, the pulpits, and on the press, and in the various professions, convinced the public, and also many of the riders themselves, that bicycling is not boys' play or of the 'stupid' class. Its success in this country will soon surpass that which it is now enjoying in England. And for much of this, thewmen will be indebted to the various committees and officers having charge of the Boston Meet, who, the World to the contrary, were thanked and congratulated, and their praises sung by more than one club. Not many who were present doubted the wisdom of the directors in choosing Boston for the place of the first Meet. Now it can travel westward with the good-will and experience gained here; and may the League be received as cordially and all the details be as carefully looked after as they were at its first Meet, must be the aim and wish of every true wheeleman.

Trollmann.

The City Bicycle Club met last Thursday, and elected the following officers: President, Wm. Briggs; captain, G. H. Johnson; secretary and treasurer, F. M. Bixby. The club numbers ten members, consisting of the younger portion of the bicyclists, and it is in a fair way to exceed that number by ten more. It was noted that the club suit should consist of blue pants, brown stockings, helmet hat, and a badge. Yours,

F. M. Bixby, Sec'y.

BROOKTON, MASS., May 8th.

Crescent Club. — Mr. Turner has resigned his position as captain, and Mr. F. B. Carpenter, of Union Park, was unanimously elected to fill the vacancy. Mr. H. P. Torrey was elected first lieutenant in place of Mr. Carpenter, resigned.

H. H. DUKES, Sec'y.

The Ariel Bicycle Club, of Chicago, bids fair to outlive its older contemporary, the Chicago Bicycle Club, the coming season, and although not so large, is developing some first-class riders. The first regular run of the season will be made in conjunction with the Milwaukeeans, 28th and 29th and 30th May, when a full attendance of the club will probably be held. The new uniforms have just been completed by Mackey, of this city, and consist of a corded hat and knee-breeches to match, blue stockings and belt; black and red striped jerseys are worn instead of shirts, and polo cap of same color. The last meeting of the club was held in May, in honor of the Grand Pacific Hotel, 14 May, when the following officers were elected: Alfred Cowles, Jr., president; J. B. Lyon, Jr., captain; L. J. C. Spruanne, secretary; F. C. Aldrich, treasurer; George Keen, lieutenant. The machines in use range from fifty to sixty inches, eight of which are D. H. F. Premiers. Mr. Cowles has ordered a 60-inch Premier, which he will receive in the course of a few weeks. Runs are held weekly, which afford all members excellent practice.

We hope to be represented by one or more delegates at the League Meet, and would like to see Groveland chosen as the place for the next meeting of the same.

Bob Stay.

Massachusetts. — Twenty members of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club met at Waltham, on the morning of 24 May, for their annual breakfast. The start was made from Trinity Square, at 5:30 A. M.
The route led by way of Harvard square and Arlington, a distance of sixteen miles, to Waltham, West- ton and Brighton, a distance of twelve miles, reaching Boston by ten o'clock. It was in every respect a perfect success, and enjoyed by all.

THE CONSULS’ RUN.

At the suggestion of Mr. Dean, consul for Boston, a run of the League consuls called for Sunday, 29 May, at 11.30 A.M. At the hour appointed the weather looked so threatening that the run was given up; but a little later the clouds broke and the sun shone brightly, and it was decided to make the run. All the consuls who could be found were called together. About thirty-five consuls, together with the delegation from Montreal and several others who were invited to attend, assembled in Dartmouth street until there were about fifty men present. Mr. Dyer, of Boston, acted as bugler, and Mr. Stall as guide. The run to Waltham, twelve miles, was enjoyed by all. After lunch at the Prospect House, an informal business meeting was held; Mr. Dean was elected chairman, and Mr. Skillaberry secretary.

Mr. Dean proceeded to state the object of the meeting; he said there was need of the consuls conferring together in order that some plans for working might be arranged. He stated that in England the work of the consuls was to gather information concerning routes, to place signs of warning at the tops of dangerous hills and to arrange special rates at hotels; all this he recognized as the work of consuls in this country, but thought the matter of hotel rates of first importance. In England a universal rate of charges has been arranged for the whole country, so that a traveller may calculate the exact cost of his trip, almost to a shilling, before setting out; he thought a similar system should be adopted in the United States, but suggested that two rates be made, one for eight miles and one for second class hotels. Mr. Dean then called for opinions from those present upon the matter.

Mr. Stall reported that he had already made special rates at some hotels in his district, and that he had no difficulty in getting the proprietors to consent to reductions for wheelemen.

Mr. Fred. Jenkins, editor of the Wheel, thought a good plan would be to arrange with the hotels to allow a discount of say twenty per cent to members of the League.

Dr. Coleman, captain of the Canandaigua Bi. Club, and consul for that place, told Mr. Dean that he thought this a better way because the hotel charges in different parts of the country varied so much. In the vicinity of his home the charges at excellent hotels are $2.50, and commercial travelers get reductions from those charges.

Mr. H. B. Colby, of Waltham, suggested that the officers of the League be asked to order all consuls to make arrangements with hotels in their vicinity to accommodate members of the L. A. W. at a discount of at least twenty per cent from their regular rates; and that certificates of appointment, signed by the president and secretary of the League, and the resident consul or consuls, be posted in these hotels; also, that such hotels be required to post a notice or sign in some conspicuous place, in order that wheelemen may readily recognize such hotels as League hotels.

Mr. Osborne believed that each consul should be permitted to do his best in making reductions, and thought some might get as much as thirty-three per cent discount, but did not advise making any hotel a League hotel unless a discount of fully twenty per cent be allowed.

After some discussion as to how the doings of the consuls should be published, the chair ruled that as the consuls had been appointed by the directors, with instructions to report to them from time to time, the proper channel was through them; but that any consul could publish in any paper anything which the papers would receive and which would be of interest to wheelemen generally.

Mr. Gale Sherman, consul for Xenia, Ohio, said that in his long journey some hotels had charged him very moderate prices; and some, good hotels too, had charged nothing at all. He believed it impossible to make one rate that would be satisfactory everywhere. For instance, the Vendome, where he was stopping in Boston, could hardly afford to reduce their rates from $4.20 a day to $1.25; but the proprietors of many excellent hotels in Ohio and New York would be glad to reduce from $2.00 per day, their usual charge, to $1.25.

Upon motion of Mr. Willis Farrington, of Lowell, the Chair was appointed dele-
tate, to confer with the board of League directors, and in behalf of the consuls ask for more specific directions as to the duties of consuls.

Dr. Coleman made some remarks upon the advisability of establishing some grip or sign, by means of which League members would know each. He thought it would be conducive to good feeling and friendliness.

At 4 p.m., the meeting adjourned. The Waltham Club escorted the party as far as Chestnut Hill Reservoir, where the party disbanded. The run was a successful one, and it is hoped some good may come from the conference.

RACES

Among the fine races in prospect are those of the Brockton Bicycle Club, to be given Wednesday, 5 October, 1881. We give below the list of prizes offered, aggregating $500 in value, and the conditions.

STATE RACE.

First prize, gold medal, valued at $50; second prize, gold medal, valued at $100; third prize, silver medal, valued at $50.

HARVARD BI. CLUB.

RACES ON JARVIS FIELD.

Wednesday, 25 May, 1881, at 4 P.M.

ENTRIES:


ONE MILE (OPEN TO ALL ANATEURS).—J. Wyman, ’83; winner, Codman, time 3.35 5-8.

Mr. Duke was unable to ride,—ridden on.


QUARTER-MILE DASH, TRIAL HEAT.


QUARTER-MILE DASH.


TWO MILES (HANDICAP).—J. A. C. Wright, ’81; S. Williston, ’82. Winner, Wright. Time, 7.37.

QUARTER-MILE DASH, FINAL HEAT.

Winner, Moffatt. Time, 47 5-8.

REFEREE.—Dr. Sargent.

JUDGES.—Mr. A. Matthews, ’82; Mr. J. H. Storer, ’82.

STARTER.—Mr. E. J. Wendell, ’82.

TIME KEEPER.—Mr. A. Thordalke, ’81.

BEWARE OF THE DOG!

In England the Bicycle Union places danger boards at the top of break-neck hills, warning bicyclers of the peril they must encounter in descending; but in this country the first duty of the L. A. W. should be to attach a danger board to the tail of every villainous, quarrelsome, unprincipled cur in the land.

To the nervous man, this calm and insolent way of selecting their piece of steak is, to say the least, irritating. The country dogs do not only watch me with calm and evil-minded satisfaction, but ex-
pect me to contribute to their daily repast, and never hesitate to try and "help them" a cup of caff. I seemed to me that they have an especially ardent appetite for League members.

Now, if we of the L. A. W. could only see on every sanguine dog’s tail a conspicuous notice in black and white to the effect that we had better observe our way or we could retire before we compromise either our dignity or our legs.

I have tried various expedients to obviate the evil. Boots I will not wear, because I might be mistaken for "Juvenis."

Leggings are not tooth-proof, and a section of water pipe, although it is graceful and becoming, is liable to fade.

Torpedoes I have tried to my entire dissatisfaction. Early in the spring I filled both hip-pockets with explosives of the largest kind before starting out upon an afternoon run. Thirteen miles out of the city, still going at a high rate of speed, I struck a stiletto crossing rather violently, came down with a bump on the saddle, and immediately soared heavenward accompanied by the sharp crackle of twenty-two full-grown torpedoes. I tried to hide my grief and my disagreeable appearance by mounting the machine again as soon as possible, but I not only found the saddle very cold, but came to the stern realization that my clothes were not fit for public inspection. I retired to a friendly meadow, where I rested face down until nightfall and returned to the city after dark and by unquartered streets.

I next filled my coat pocket with red pepper and snuff, intending to give some other brute a dose; but I got the first installment myself through carelessly putting my handkerchief in the wrong pocket.

I then carried a revolver for two weeks, but failed to hit anything but a retired oyster can, which, had I afterwards learned, done good duty on the tail of an ill-tempered cur.

Finally I recovered the key to success, and now the dogs along the routes I frequent go and hide whenever they see me coming.

I secreted in each side pocket a rubber bag, filled with indelible aniline, and attached a small nozzle, through which the stain could be projected in any direction with considerable force. On my trial trip I encountered a silent but maliciously inclined white pointer. He was a beautiful animal, sleek, well kept, and without a spot on him; but he laid for me in a way which made my flesh creep. As soon as I saw him making up his mouth for my veal, I let fly at the perfidious expression I saw in his left eye. I hit him on the stump of the tail, but the stain spattered all over him, making him look as though he had been living on buckwheat cakes for six months. He glared at what we had better beware, gave one mournful howl, shrank away, and has never been seen since. I heard afterwards that he had tried to pass himself off for a coach dog, but only met with the ridicule of all respectable canines, and continued to drink coffee.

In three weeks I ruined three beautiful pink terri ers, four feisty Spitz dogs, an ill-tempered pug, two bull pugs,—one of them lost his eyesight through weeping,—and a playful greyhound. I put a pair of purple socks on a mongrel pup, made the teeth of a Newfoundland look as if he had been chewing tobacco all his life, and so completely drenched the head of a snappish poodle that it looked like a Russian bomb or an enlarged strawberry. The best complexion restorer will have no effect on the aniline, as it has been tried by several of my victims without success. I will retire with this bit of doggerel:

We must teach those brutes to feel
That men who ride the wheel
Will give them the bounce
Unless they give up their taste for real.

LAUNCELOT.

THREE DAYS ALONG LAKE ERIE.

On Friday, 17 September, between 7 A. M. and 11.45 A. M., I rode along Lake Erie a distance which the cyclometer registered at a trifle less than 73 miles. I started at the private abode of a farmer, some 17 miles below Buffalo, and finished at the Reed House in Erie, whither I had despaired of my reaching the previous morning, when I left Niagara for a 48-mile ride to the farm-house aforesaid. In the report of my Thursday’s ride, previously written, I have mentioned that the last 13 miles of it was made on the so-called Ridge road, which begins to be ridable four miles from Buffalo, and which continued along the lake side for something more than 100 miles. In a few cases the road approaches close to the water, but its general course is a mile or two removed from the same. Sometimes the intervening land is even wider, though the rider cannot go many miles without finding the lake on his horizon at the northern point of the county. The water views are extremely attractive. Fine sand, whose particles have the quality of packing tightly together, is the material of which the road is formed, and some parts of it are equal to the best macadam. I have not yet heard of any other American road, even approximately at long, whose average smoothness is equal to this one.

My first day’s account of Friday was caused by a log in the roadway, just 11 miles from the start; time, one hour and 20 minutes, during which I had climbed several stiff hills, and generally faced a brisk breeze. I was almost an hour in getting over the next four miles to Silver Creek, where I stopped an hour for breakfast, and at whose hotel I should have spent the previous night, had it not been for the delay caused in getting clear of Buffalo. Many difficulties were needed in that four miles, as at Cattaraugus creek, and Irving post-office, and the big elm-trees by the brook at the foot of a long hill, up which I walked. Leaving Silver Creek at 10.15 A. M., I arrived at the hotel in Ashtabula at 1.30 P.M., and rested there for a somewhat longer period. The distance was a dozen miles over an excellent track, though I made several dismounts for the sake of visiting apple orchards, cider mills, and the like. Westfield, not unlike a small town in the middle of an immense wilderness, was reached at 4.30 P.M., in a little less than two hours, and here I looped a half hour on the green, amid a congenial rabble of small boys. Not long afterwards I crossed into the State of Pennsylvania, and at ten minutes past seven reached the Haynes hotel in North East, 15 miles on and 57½ miles from the start, — 12 hours before. This was 7 miles more than my "best previous day’s record," and I should not have attempted to better it, now that darkness had rushed on, were it not that the vision of the dry clothes awaiting me in Erie, some 15 miles before, irresistibly attracted me. Where I could wash and be cleaned. The adverse wind of the day had meanwhile died out; the road was reported to me to be smooth and level, and the moon gave promise of lighting the way. Starting at 8.15, riding slowly, when the moon was favored, and walking when the clouds obscured its face, I reached the brick sidewalks of Erie, just 14 miles, in exactly three hours. Rather more than a mile and a half beyond was the end of my journey, of which I found my valise, inside of which valise I found my night-shirt, inside of which night-shirt sleep soon found me, enjoying the repose I had fairly earned.

I did not enjoy it more than four hours, however, for the rattling of breakfast dishes aroused me early, and at half-past nine I mounted my wheel again for an excursion to Ashtabula. At 10 o’clock, when the cyclometer registered the complete extent of the line, the length of 1880, I made my second mount and went six miles, or until a horse persuaded me to stop. The green in Girard, 16½ miles from Erie, was reached at 12.30 P. M. Four miles beyond is a place to which I contributed a dozen

— W. Springfied, which is four miles farther on, and which occupies the extreme northwest corner of Pennsylvania, was to take a drink at the public pump in front of the post-office. I entered Ohio at 1.40 P.M. in front of the State Line House, so called because standing in two States,—the distance being 28 miles from Erie; then to the hotel in Ashtabula, which I reached at 8.10 P.M. (16 miles); the roads were generally sandy, and in many cases quite indifferent, and about all the good wheel I found was on the sidewalks. Darkness forced me to walk for nearly all of the last seven miles, though the moonlight had once been good enough to encourage a mount. A midnight ride to the railroad station brought up my day’s record to 45 miles, and so
made the length of my three days' tour 156 miles.

During the day I observed properly as a day of rest, though it was 3 A.M. when I got to bed again at the Reed House, in Erie. On this second occasion, I secured a better room, where the rattle of the breakfast bell did not disturb me. The weather, in contrast to that of the previous days, was oppressively sultry, so that the reading of the Vicar of Wakefield's travels was as vigorous athletic exercise as I cared to take; but Monday's air was cooler, and I started off from the railroad station soon after ten o'clock, in the face of a threatened "equinoctial storm." A few slight sprinkles of rain, during the second hour, formed the sole fulfillment of this threat, and the afternoon was clear and bright, as was also the rest of the week. From Erie to Fredonia my course traced that of Friday, but the wind was at another angle, in my favor. On this first day's ride along Lake Erie, I supplied the swiftest and pleasantest day's wheeling that I have ever anywhere enjoyed. In two hours and seven minutes I reached the Haynes Hotel, in North East, 135 miles,—the last three miles having been made at a very rapid pace. I stopped only a half-hour for dinner, and soon afterwards, at 1:25 P.M., mounted at the top of the hill beyond the creek, stopping exactly an hour later near the top of the hill by the Green at Westfield, 114 miles. This was by far the fastest hour's ride I ever made, and I covered 6 miles in the last half-hour, for I made one brief stop to avoid the chance of frightening a lady's horse.

My intention had been to go from Westfield to Mayville, and there take a Chautauqua Lake steamer to Jamestown going thence by train to Salamanca to meet the baggage I had despatched thither. But I was told that the road to Mayville was "all up-hill," and that I should be too late to catch the afternoon steamer, stopping exactly an hour later near the top of the hill by the Green at Westfield, 114 miles. This was by far the fastest hour's ride I ever made, and I covered 6 miles in the last half-hour, for I made one brief stop to avoid the chance of frightening a lady's horse.

I continued on the old road, and soon got the first and only tumble of my 500-mile vacation tour. The cause of this was that in turning from the roadway to the sidewalk, I neglected to allow for the velocity with which the wind was helping me along. At four o'clock I stopped twenty minutes to inspect a steam apple-drying establishment at Forest, and in the next forty minutes rode 51 miles to the hotel at Fredonia. Turning off there from my Friday's route, I reached the railroad station in Dunkirk at 5:30 P. M., having made nearly 47 miles in six hours, a normal riding time, though about an hour and three quarters longer on the road. I took train for Salamanca at six.

The ride alleged to have been made in July last, on a 54-inch wheel, by H. B. Thompson, of Buffalo, in eight hours (a distance of 90 miles by my cyclometer), was the inspiring cause of my own ride on the same track; and I hope this present detailed report of my experiences there will tempt many of my readers to make a similar start, or to be present at Buffalo, if starting at Gerard, they will find good roads for a hundred miles straightaway, before reaching the sand slough on the outskirts of Buffalo. If a longer ride is desired, the start may be made at West Springfield, which I do not recommend any one to go beyond that point, on general principles; indeed, West Springfield is my ne plus ultra. My belief is that the greater are the distances that one goes to beyond that point, on general principles; indeed, West Springfield is my ne plus ultra. My belief is that the grades are rather better, and that the winds are more apt to be favorable in riding towards Buffalo than in riding from it, on the road I have described. If a better course for long-distance racing exists in this country, I trust that some one who knows about it may write a description thereof for the public prints.

KOL KRON.

WASHINGTON SQUARE, N. Y., 29 April, 1881.

A Lazy Run of Two Rusty Wheelmen.

SUNDAY, 8 May, was as fine a day as a wheelman could ask for. It was bright, it was cool (in the morning), and a gentle breeze blew, just enough to promise ample supplies of oxygen or ozone, or whatever it is that is so inspiriting to the riders of the silent steed. The writer and the L. A. W. consul for these parts had arranged for a short Sabbath-day's journey and an early start, but the consul aforesaid was behind time, and we did not get off until after 9 A.M. In strict confidence I may mention that the consul aforesaid is a very good-looking young man, and a great favorite with the ladies, and therefore a hard subject to keep up to promptness in any appointment in the way of pleasure in which the ladies are not specially concerned. The writer is older, not so good-looking, and not so much of a favorite with the ladies, and is as prompt on time as a $400 watch.

This by way of explanation of our late start. Finally we did start, leaving behind us half a mile of track which was in prime order, smooth and hard. We rolled easily along on a gradual up grade, with a little hill or two, to the pretty little village of Fredonia, celebrated as being one of the first, if not the first, place lighted with natural gas, which issues from one or two gas springs beside the Canadawah Creek.

The three-mile run was soon completed, in spite of the fact that about three fourths of a mile of the avenue has been ruined for riding by the local pathmasters undertaking to macadamize it with bowlders about the size of half-bricks.

Reaching Fredonia, we turn to the left, passing the Normal School and the old academy building, and turn to the right into Main street. This is the local name for a portion of the old main road, which was a ridge, is now a great high way for traffic in this region in the era of stage coaches. It is the finest road I know of hereabouts, and seems made for bicycling. It is a combination of dirt and gravel (the natural soil), and is fit for dogs, or for a pretty walking path, in the fall than any other road in this immediate neighborhood. We turn to the right as we strike this road, and ride down through the middle of the village across the bridge, over the Canadawah Creek, with a pretty view of the old dam (not run down) on our left, and an old mill on our right, and a glimpse each way of a crooked stream overhung with willows just faintly tinged with coming green. Here the West Hill looms up before us in ominous proportions and empties our saddles. We walk to the top and remount for a glorious ride. To the left the Arkwright hills stand sharp and clear against the cloudless sky, their sides decorated with meadow and wood, and here and there a patch of winter's snow lingering in some shaded hollow. On the right the land slopes away to the shores of old Lake Erie, where a pretty front of an Arctic aspect to the scene, in strange contrast, with the dusty road, green fields and lim loggers in our more immediate neighborhood. A run of a couple of miles brings us to the entrance of a pretentious country residence, known for years as a head-quarters for good times. It is not quite what it once was, as the family no longer reside there; but our good friend Richard is in charge and gives us a hearty welcome and some fresh milk. The refreshment is welcome, for the coolness of the early morning has vanished, and old Sol has come out in great force, and our warm clothing has become burdensome. We stack our wheels, light our cigars, and stroll off to look at Richard's Aldeneyes. Other visitors drop in, among them a couple of "boys," who are contemplating the purchase of "wheels," but who for the present are fain to content themselves with the more prosaic horse and buggy. Then a nice young man with a team of "horses," but who don't look enviously at our wheels, as the "boys" did. I don't believe he envious us a bit, for he was accompanied by a very pretty belle, who looks as sweet and pretty as the bunch of early spring flowers she carries in her hand and generously distributes among the gentlemen present. This couple don't stay long, and after they leave, the place seems somehow to have lost its attractiveness; and we mount again and continue our journey to Brocton, about five miles farther on. The sun by this time is intensely hot, and we are glad to reach the Brocton House, an unpretentious and not specially attractive-looking hostelry externally, but where we find an excellent dinner, well served, and a glass or two of canal wine from the wine cellars nearby.

Brocton was once quite celebrated as the home of the Harris Community, of which Laurence Oliphant, an ex-member of the British Parliament was a member. The community was a sort of curious assemblage of apparently heterogeneous elements,—men of letters, of science, and of affairs, some Japanese philosophers and what
not, living quietly together, after the manner of the famous Brook Farm experiment. They were industrious, quiet people, mainly engaged in farming, grape culture, and wine making; good citizens and good neighbors, but singularly reticent in regard to their religious views, and by no means inclined to proselytism. They have now (most if not all) gone to California, in obedience, it is said, to a special revelation to their leader, Mr. Harris.

We lave away the afternoon smoking, chatting, and explaining the peculiarities of our "Harvard" or "Special Columbia" steeds to interested natives; and when the shadows begin to lengthen out toward the east, and cool of evening comes, we mount and speed noiselessly and eventlessly home, well pleased with a day off and run of twenty miles, remark-able for nothing but its complete success as a lazy man's trip, its thorough enjoyment, and the relief it has afforded two hard-worked brains from all thoughts of pills and powders, drugs and balance sheets.

If any rider from afar should come this way, we will be glad to see him, and he can generally find good roads and lovely scenery,—from this till the end of September, at least. CYCLOS.

DUNKIRK, N. Y.
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SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Columbias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and nearest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $50 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Columbias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Columbia in preference to every other machine.
Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.
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CURRENTE CALAMO

RENEW your League membership.

Send applications and all communications for the L. A. W. to the new corresponding secretary, Kingman N. Putnam, No. 54 Wall street, New York.

Orders for badges and membership fees should be sent to Dillwyn Wistar, treasurer L. A. W., No. 223 N. 10th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Burley's skeleton saddles are attracting great attention among those who go in for solid comfort.

The Montreal Witness, in concluding an article on "Great Bicyclist Meet," says: "Canadian bicyclists are to be congratulated on the energy and enthusiasm with which they have taken up the old country's lead, when we consider how heavily handicapped the sport is in this country. The long winters and the hot summers do not facilitate bicycling, while our roads will be long in attaining the condition to be found in the old country. However, our bicyclists may look forward to the time when a Canadian meet will be held, not unworthy to rank with the Hampton Court and Harrogate meets in England, or that of Boston over the line."

The New York Herald thus puts the Central Park matter in a nutshell: "It seems to be absolutely necessary for our Park Commissioners to have something to quarrel about, but why should these four gentlemen descend to so small and harmless an object as the bicycle? They exclude this simple vehicle, the only one in use that gets its motive power from its rider, from all the parks in the city, ostensibly on the ground that it scares horses. In other cities there are no such restrictions on the bicycle. Boston, which makes life miserable for a man who throws a bit of garbage into the streets, allows bicyclists to ride wherever they please, and has never experienced any dangerous results. Any drunken man who can sit straight in a wagon may drive a pair of bad-tempered horses into...
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And give particular attention to Bicycle suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special line of suits and prices with rule for self measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING,

BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL,

LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM

SUITS, ETC.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON,

OAK HALL,
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NIGHT RIDING,

THE PATENT INDISPENSABLE

LANTERN HOLDER FOR BICYCLES.

Among the advantages secured to the rider by this invention, may be mentioned that herefore unobtainable one, of a clear, steady light, just where it is most needed.

PRICE, NICKEL PLATED, $1.50.

FOR SALE BY BICYCLE AGENTS.

Sent postpaid on receipt of the price.

When ordering, be particular to mention the kind of machine for which it is wanted; also whether right or left hand. Right hand is preferable.

Illustrated Circular on application.

JACKSON & FRISBIE.

New Haven, Conn.
Central Park, and be unmolested; but the bicyclist, who can do nothing worse than upset, is promptly stopped at the gate. The restriction is utterly senseless, and should be removed. Our Park department can be trusted to make a laughing stock of itself without any assistance from the bicycle.

Complimentary badges are being prepared by the entertainment committee for Messrs. Chandler and Allen, of Providence, and Mr. Rex Smith, of Washington, in recognition of their fine riding upon the evening of 30 May. Some souvenirs of the occasion will also be presented to the Crescent Club, of Boston, and the Hermes, of Providence, for their excellent exhibition of club drill.

Careful timing in races is a very important auxiliary, and one often overlooked. The remarkable accuracy of the Auburndale timers even in the split seconds, and the great convenience of timing the quarters as well as the whole distance raced, gives them a value which every wheelmen will appreciate. Every racing man should have one.

The Bicycling World judges give the baglet to the Providence Club as "The best appearing club in line." The judges give favorable mention of the Boston, Manhattan, Massachusetts and New York clubs, crediting the first named with the nearest appearing uniform. The Providence men excelled in fine riding, as every one expected they would. It is wonderful what careful drilling and good punch will do!


EVELYN’S
ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

Positively the most comfortable Saddle made. Is adjustable; can be tightened when it becomes slack. Fits any machine. Send for Circular.

PRICE $5.00.

Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE,

Brighton, Mass.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly in stock New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairs in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,

SALEM, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

(Established 1877.)

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Solo Proprietors of the Famous

HARVARD ROADSTER.

ACKNOWLEDGED throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords, CUNNINGHAM & CO. are the only Manufacturers who have obtained a Patent for "Nash’s Patent Rubber Bicycle Handles," which are made by the firm. These handles will not jar or vibrate; the entire bearing is made of tough rubber, and are of the most desirable kind. The handles are instantly adjustable.

BICYCLE SHOES
IN GREAT VARIETY,

—-AT THE—

NEW FAMILY SHOE STORE,

THAYER, McNEIL & HODGKINS,

22 Temple Place,

BOSTON.

RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES.
RELIEVE ALL JAR.

Do not wear the hands. Send size of thread with order.

Wholesale and Retail Prices seat.

ELASTIC TIP COMPANY,


HENRY W. WILLIAMS,

Sollicit of American and European

PATENTS

255 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON.

No person or firm has greater facilities for securing valid patents upon reasonable terms. Personal attention given to each case.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.

IT IS EFFECTIVE:
OUT OF THE WAY;
NOT EASILY BROKEN;
HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is secured by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.


These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $1.00. Send for circular.


English Bicycles and Tricycles are the Rage.
Send for Price List.

PERFECTION BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
Cheapest and Best in the market. All crates free. Lists for this new trade.

C. GORTON,

TALENT WORKS,... WOLVERHAMPTON, ENG.
nearly all the great Meets in England are therefore fixtures, both as to time and place.

It may be necessary to establish more than one great League Meet in a year, in order to distribute the honor among wheelmen East and West. Such a procedure may at first seem unwise, but the unity and strength of the L. A. W. may yet hang upon that issue.

There is no need of disunity or of separation. There is no need of else than harmony; for every individual interest cannot be catered to, and League members, realizing this, should feel more ready to subordinate their own to the general good. The L. A. W. is founded on good principles, is ably officered, and should bind together the interests of wheelmen all over the country, just as our national government unites the strength of its States.

The League race meeting in the fall might be held where Western wheelmen could attend, and the occasion be made similar to the spring business meeting, so far as a parade and social dinner is concerned. The same people might not attend both Meets, but there might be quite as large a gathering in the fall as there was in Boston 30 May. The location of the fall races must, by the L. A. W. rules, be decided upon two months in advance, and as it bids fair to be settled by the directors within the next three weeks, it should come under public discussion immediately.

As far as we know, and we have had opportunity of knowing, there is no disposition on the part of Boston wheelmen to have the Meet in this city or near it for a great many years to come. They made a stirring endeavor to make the gathering a great one, and they succeeded, but in the future they prefer to enjoy the Meet without weeks of work in preparing for it.

But the complaint that it was not a national one, simply because it was held at a point so far East, is not reasonable in view of the large attendance, and in view of the fact that nearly every State in the Union where bicycling has any followers was represented. From Illinois and Kansas to Maine, the wheelmen sent delegations.

We should like to have the matter as well talked of as was the location of the spring meeting, and as capably decided upon. We should like especially to hear from Western wheelmen.

**Rights in Central Park.**

We give below the text of the petition now in the hands of the Board of Park Commissioners in New York City, and the statement of Charles E. Pratt, president L. A. W., appended. Following this are the statements of various prominent gentlemen and city officials from Portland, Me., to Detroit, Mich., all supporting the use of bicycles upon public roads. These we purpose giving in the near future, together with some interesting statements never published.

**Petition.**

To the Honorable Board of Commissioners of the Central Park of the City of New York:—Respectfully petition and represent the undersigned that they are officers of the League of American Wheelmen, a national organization of gentlemen using bicycles as carriages, having a large number of members, residing and carrying on business in New York City, some of whom are members of the local bicycle clubs, and a few of whom are not; that they are aware of a petition addressed to your honorable Board, signed by the officers of the local clubs, and asking that the restrictions upon the use of the bicycle as a pleasure carriage in Central Park may be modified, and in part removed; that they wish to join in aid of that petition on behalf of the bicyclers whom they represent; and they therefore pray your honorable Board to take such action as in your judgment shall seem just and reasonable, to the end that, under suitable regulations, those riding the bicycle as a pleasure carriage may have such use of the Park as will allow them at least ingress and egress, and a passage through.

Your petitioners respectfully invite your consideration of the official and other statements annexed hereto.

**Charles E. Pratt,**

**President L. A. W.**

**Albert S. Parsons,**

**Cor. Sec'y L. A. W.**

**C. K. Munro,**

**Commander L. A. W.**

**W. F. Gullen,**

**Director L. A. W.**

**L. H. Johnson,**

**Director L. A. W.**

**Statements.**

[For Charles E. Pratt, Esq., President L. A. W.

29 Penton Street, Boston, Mass., 29 April, 1881.]

To the Honorable Commissioners of Central Park: Gentlemen,—Being hereto requested by the petitioners, and desirous of promoting the reasonable and beneficial use of the bicycle, and the privileges of those who ride it, respectfully offer the following statement:

Velocipedes, or manuvotive and pedimotive carriages, have been in use on the highways for more than a century, the first full and authentic description of which I
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am aware, dating from the year 1769. They have been the subject of United States Patent No. 36,266, June 26, 1869, granted to Henry Yarnell, the use by men of two-wheeled velocipedes on American highways to a considerable extent, as a vehicle, and an aid to locomotion, dates from about 1820. The specific form of velocipede known as the “bicycle” dates, however, from about 1869, since which time it has been in constant and general use in Great Britain, France, and other countries. The number of bicycles actually in use at the present time in England, as nearly as I can ascertain, is about 200,000; the number in use in London alone being about 50,000. The manufacture of it is one of the large industries of England, where there are several hundred factories employing thousands of workmen, and with an investment of millions of capital.

The bicycle is there used not only by professional men and business men and clerks and the like, but also as a practical every-day vehicle, but it has been used and is used by thousands throughout all the countries of Europe for touring purposes. The introduction here, too is, a greater probable extent of the bicycle proper, dates from the fall of 1877, although prior to that time, and for several years, bicycles had been used in different places in the United States.

It has now become the subject of a large home industry, and of a large importing business; hundreds of thousands of dollars being invested by different firms and companies in different cities of the United States.

In all of the Northern States, and in several of the Southern States, the bicycle is in constant use, both as a practical vehicle and as a pleasure carriage. It has been used on tours and excursions in and through most of the cities, and many towns, in at least twenty of the States.

The bicycle clubs include in their membership, according to my best information and judgment, about one fifth of the principal owners of these machines in this country; and there are about 150 clubs, with an aggregate membership of something more than 2,500. From my best information, derived from reliable sources, I estimate the number of owners of machines in the United States at over 8,000; of these there are in and about the city of New York about 300; and as bicycles are kept for hire like other carriages, the number of those who use them is a great deal larger. I am informed and believe that the number of riders of the bicycle in New York City is about 2,000. In these estimates I refer only to the gentleman’s bicycle, and take no account of boys and youths, who ride either two-wheeled or three-wheeled vehicles of smaller size. In many of our cities the bicycle has been in frequent and constant use to the number of hundreds, and in the case of the largest cities, with a total population of a million, in all such cities it has gained a recognition as a useful and practical vehicle, and the number of those who use it is constantly increasing. It was decided by the Department of Justice in Washington, March 13, 1887, that the bicycle is a carriage; it has been held on appeal to the Court of Queen’s Bench in England to be a carriage; it has been in the inferior courts of England, and in this country, in other cases in which that question has arisen, always held to be a carriage, and entitled to the privileges of carriages.

In Providence, Hartford, Brooklyn, and other places, after restrictions upon its use in the streets were, in the first apprehensions arising from its introduction, imposed, the city authorities, upon consideration of the question and consultation with legal advisers, have removed such restrictions; and, practically, throughout the country, its use on the streets is subject to the same restrictions as apply to other carriages. In the larger public parks there have been more restrictions removed, when it has been shown that no evil has been from time to time modified and reduced.

In my experience, of more than three years, riding at all times of day and evening, in business streets and pleasure drives and country roads in this and other cities, and in towns and villages, meeting and passing thousands of horses, I have never caused a fright or an accident, and have never seen, except in two instances, a horse or horses at the sight of bicycles. My experience is, that although drivers are sometimes frightened, and until they become accustomed to meeting bicycles, naturally feel apprehensive, there is no difficulty with the horses; any horse that is not vicious and is well trained has but to see a bicycle once or twice to recognize it ever after as a harmless object on the streets; and any driver, with little pains, who is afraid of the effect of bicycling upon his horse, may accustom his horse to the sight of it under circumstances precluding accidents. Yet I am aware that accidents have been caused by fright at bicycling, but those cases, however, are comparatively few; and it is to be remembered that accidents are caused by many other things, against which no objection is raised on that account, and they usually arise from carelessness and neglect, incident to the control of horses from time immemorial.

The effect of the use of bicycles upon the horse-driving communities in different places may be understood from statements of high city officials, which I have asked and received by correspondence, and submit appended hereto just as I have received them, and including all that I have received, together with a few brief statements from bicyclers of wide experience, and of such social and business standing in the communities where they live as to entitle their statements to great weight. In the city of Newport, R. I., there had been restrictions against bicycle riding on Bellevue avenue and a few of the principal streets; but the freedom of the whole city was granted for three days last year for an assembly of wheelmen, and there were 150 riders in the city, many of them riding in company on all the streets, and at all times of the day and evening, during those three days. One hundred and forty of them paraded through the principal streets together on one of those days. On another day, a decoration day, was a public holiday, and the streets were full of pleasure carriages. Not an accident happened on account of the presence of bicycle riders, and I am informed that since that time the restrictions have not been enforced. The statement of Mr. Burdic, mayor of Newport at that time, is among those annexed. In the city of Worcester, Mass., on one of the days of a county fair last year, 150 riders paraded through the streets, and no accident occurred. The statements of the then officers of that city are also annexed.

The Boston Driving and Athletic Association is a peculiarization of gentleman owning and using fine stock in horses, and trotting grounds known as Beacon Park. Last year they opened these grounds to the almost daily use of wheelmen, constructed a long track for bicycling inside the trotting track, promoted bicycle races there, and the practising of trotters and with bicycles goes on there at the same times, with no accident and no inconvenience. The sentiment of the owners of the fastest horses about Boston was fairly expressed by one of the prominent officers of that association in the remark, “If any of my horses is afraid of a bicycle, I want to get rid of him. The bicycle is a good thing, and will continue with us. I would encourage its use as much as that of horses.”

I think the admission of bicycles to the driveways of Central Park would not only be an act of justice and public benefaction, but would cause no danger or inconvenience to any other frequenters there, and would shortly be approved by those who are now most apprehensive.

Very respectfully,

CHARLES E. PRATT,

COASTING ON THE JERSEY HILLS.

I suppose that title may be allowed to cover the last four days of my September tour, though only the last two days of it led through the State of New Jersey, and only the last day of it gave a chance for much coasting. On 24 September, at 4 P.M., I made a start on the rough wooden pavements of Binghamton, and two hours later, when darkness stopped my riding, I had progressed only eight miles towards Great Bend, my objective point. I reached the Godfrey House there, seven miles beyond, at 8.37 o’clock, having made one or two brief mounts when the moonlight allowed. I think the latter half of this road would have made fair wheeling by daylight, but much of the first half of it was unridable because of the deep dust and abundant stones.
Wednesday last, mounted the Montclair hill, which is the longest of any, though I have oftener walked up it. From its top, one may coast continuously, for two miles and more, down to Bloomfield, except that the pedals have to be worked for a few rods, in the case of two or three short ascents. Beyond Montclair there are facilities for up-hill racing such as I have never seen elsewhere. Several bicyclers could here compete abreast, if need be, on perfectly equal terms. On this westward route, also, there is one particularly smooth stretch, where a rider may coast for a mile down a grade so gentle that the return trip is hardly thought of as an ascent. If the excitement of a lightning-like flight through the air is desired, however, there are plenty of steep hills where it may be had, and with little danger of any accidents.

A CURIOUS VIEW OF BICYCLING.

BY TWO PEANUT PRINCES IN DISGUISE.

A free translation from an Italian letter.

Not most gracious Pierrot, I once again salute you. . . . Upon arriving in New York we immediately took the steamer for Boston, the capital of the United States. We landed on the outskirts, about sixty miles away, and proceeded by railway to the centre of the city. As we approached I saw from the car window the remarkable spectacle of men riding on the top of big wheels without support of any kind. I inquired of the conductor, "What is it?" but he seemed irritated, and went on, presumably to ascertain, but he has not been seen since. One of the passengers kindly directed us to the Brunswick Beanery, where we might have opportunity to meet the riders of these phantom wheels.

I found the gentlemen to be men deserving the name in every good sense; and for the first time since visiting America, I realized how strongly our national religion has bound men together even in this far-off land. They were deeply and profoundly religious, inasmuch as they were all deeply and profoundly devoted to the Pope.

Many of them had a curious way of prostrating themselves suddenly before the machines, but this we more readily understood when we found that the vehicles were engraved with the name of the Pope.

Some of the more devout sit up all night turning around a cylindrical box, which they call a cyclometer, which...
seems to answer the same purpose as telling the beads in our country. They call it "getting up a record."

There has just been an annual meeting of these religious devotees in honor of the Pope, where they bound themselves hand and foot to his spiritual and temporal throne. It was beautiful to witness such zealous and lowly submission to the behest of a higher power. The very implicit confidence in the golden promises of the Pope, especially those who were under his cardinal. His Reverence might have been put to great expense by this meeting in his honor; but I learned that so zealous are these men to fill his coffers that what little waste there was they paid for. How sweet and saintlike is this simple faith in him!

The gathering of the faithful was held in Bumstead chapel, which was filled for the occasion with the smoke of incense. The elected were there, and a few hundred of the unselected. After an eloquent sermon by the Grand Cardinal, which inspired every one with a realization of the goodness of the Pope, thanksgivings and praise were indulged in by the believing, and silent invocations by the unbelieving (the unbelieving had been invited in that they might be sanctified). The Grand Cardinal, with great humility, arose and murmured that the holy mantle should descend upon some one more deserving; that he should retire from office in favor of some one who was more of a commander, or in favor of some dispensation of Providence.

This action was received with great approbation; but when the Cardinal received a telegraphic wink from the Pope, all his diplomatic power was exerted to keep his office.

He kept it.

And he will keep it as long as the Pope winks.

When the final moment arrived, my taper burned low and I must bid you adieu. You may, however, feel assured that the men who ride the wheel in this country will always bow to the rule of the Prince.

BERNARD.

ROOM FOR IMPROVEMENT IN THE LEAGUE PARADE.

Unfortunately (for the ladies) I was unable to participate in the League parade, but had the pleasure of seeing it all, and of admiring the business-like arrangements made by the different committees. Being an onlooker, free from the excitement of getting into line, and the anxiety lest the stockings should come down, I had ample time to calmly look about; and naturally, as a result of my observations, a few suggestions cropped up, which I make bold to place before your readers.

It seems to me an organization comprising 1,700 members should possess a banner to sail under; something to hang on the outer wall, as it were. Beyond a large body of gentlemen in black clothes, the Enruchns displayed nothing to indicate it was the headquarters of the L. A. W. Now, if every member should contribute 50 cents, we could have a set of colors for the next Meet. If the suggestion finds favor with the League, I would arrange that contributions be sent to Mr. E. C. Hodges; and if we have not already chosen colors, that the selection of the same be left to the officers. For my part, I favor a white silk field with our badge embroidered upon it in gold.

I do not wish to strike dismay into the hearts of the prettily uniformed clubs, nor to sadden the souls of the individuals who looked as though they thought the whole of Boston was gazing at them; but one fact was self-evident to my mind,—to one not personally interested in the show, the parade was about as monotonous as it could be. Understand me, I was interested and pleased, but there were those about me who openly declared the affair as "flat, stale, and unprofitable." This was due to various causes. First, the men rode too fast and slovenly; the hôtel-skeleton down the street does not impress one half so much as a company of foot soldiers marching in regular time and with perfect lines. Second, there was not enough variety in the uniforms.

There was a good contrast between the Manhattan, Boston, and New York clubs, and the gentlemen in white, I think from Brockton; but the other clubs, as a rule, were very similar in appearance. This lack of variety will probably remedy itself before the next parade, as the clubs seem to be striving for originality in costumes. Third, there was no music. This should not be. If a band can play on horseback, surely it should be able to perform on tricycles, where the motion is much less, and where but one person would be required to guide the horses of every two musicians. Six tricycles would accommodate twelve pieces of music at the head of each division would keep the riders in better form and be most pleasing to the sight-seers.

If the League numbers 4,000 members before the 30th of next May, as a gentleman at the business meeting thought it would, I believe the greater part of the additional membership will come from the West, and not the East. In order to obtain a good representation from cities at a great distance from the Meet, I would suggest that a system of mileage be established, and a portion of the expenses of one delegate from each club hailing from beyond a certain number of miles be paid by the club funds. This would insure us a representative from San Francisco and other large far-away cities.

Two hundred and some odd dollars in the treasury; 

And rather small?

Let each member be assessed $1.00, and have the whole salted down as a sinking fund. This will give us more substance when we are obliged to give the creditors a call on the press, and will make us appear a more important body in the eyes of the public.

I could write a wee bit on the absurdity of making members register before voting at the business meeting; but I am not a growler,—only one who feels interested in the L. A. W., and who offers his brilliant ideas hoping they will at least be considered.

HALF BRIGHT.

NEW JERSEY, June, 1881.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS.

BRUNSWICK.—On the 3d inst. we formed a bicycle club here, to be known as the "Brunswick Bicycle Club." We have seven charter members, and soon expect to swell our numbers. D. H. Merritt, president; P. Dumont, captain; Elliott Mason, secretary and treasurer. Uniform and colors not yet decided upon.

ELLIOTT MASON, Sec'y.

NEW BRUNSWICK, N. J., 4th June.

ERIE.—O tempora! O Mores! O Mosques!

And now comes the never-to-be-suppressed Adam Forepaugh, with flashy posters depicting the arionic gymnastics, among other oddities, of the bottles, of Mile. Biroate, in pink tights and scarlet trunks, mounted on a bicycle and balancing a saucer of scalding bean-soup, or sulphur, or something or other, on the head! And then there was the round-the-heart's care down into the depths of forensic corruption, lemonade, monkey odor, and sawdust. To think the shrine at which we worship, the new creation we have wed, the sweet circle of our affection, should lower itself to the level of the lackey of the elephant, is just a little too much for quiet natures to stand. It disturbs our equanimity, and makes us tumultuous,—perhaps not too-multuous, but just multuous enough, and we herewith beg to call the attention of the L. A. W. to the matter, and request them to put a "header" on its continuance. Otherwise our local affairs are undisturbed, and our wheels roll on and on silently and peacefully as the secretary's slumber.

WHIP.

ERIE, Pa., 3 June, 1881.

ARIEL BI. CLUB.—Editor Bicycling World:—Six new members of the Ariel Bicyclists Club were represented at the first season's run of the Milwaukee Bicycle Club. The start was from Prospect avenue, where a photograph was taken of the clubs, twenty-seven members being in line; then to Waukesha, a distance of eighteen miles; which was reached at 7:20, after a hot and dusty ride; thence the next morning to Oconomowoc, twenty-one miles, which was made in four hours, owing to the presence of frequent dismounts. The next morning the start from Oconomowoc was made at 8 o'clock, and Lakeside was reached at 10:30, twelve miles. At 3 o'clock the start was again made, and we had twenty-five miles, which was reached at 7:20, one mile being done in five minutes. To say that an elegant time was enjoyed is putting it mildly. We found the Milwaukee boys in a marked lot of felicity, and hope to see them all again on the 4th. Two of our number, Messrs. Walker.
and Fuller, leave us on the 8th for an extended tour in England and the Continent.

We were disappointed in not being represented at the League Meet, but were gratified to hear that a Chicago man holds the vice-presidency of the same. We would like very much to see the next meeting of the League in Chicago. There are a great many new riders springing up in this part of the country every day, and by the time for the next meeting we hope to show as many riders in the Northwest, as there are in the New England States.

There has been some talk of organizing a Northwestern Bicycle Association, by the Milwaukee and other clubs, at their 4th of July "Meet," and if the League is held every year in the East, this will probably be done.

Bob Stay.

CHICAGO, 2 June.

WILKESBARRE BI-cycle Club, 1881.
The Second Annual Meet and Run of the Wilkesbarre Bicycle Club will be held 2, 3, and 4 July, 1881.

THE MEET.
The meet will be at Prospect Avenue Park, on Saturday, 2 July, at 1:30 P.M.

THE RUN.
The run will start immediately on formation of the line.

ROUTE.
Saturday, 2 July — From Wilkesbarre, via Wauwatosa, Brookfield, and Pewaukee, to Lakeville, 24 miles.
Sunday, 3 July — From Lakeside, via Nashotah, to Oconomowoc, 12 miles.
Monday, 4 July — From Oconomowoc, via North Lake and the Mission, to Nagawicka, (lunch,) Nemahbin Lakes, and return to Oconomowoc, 28 miles.

SOCIAL.
On Saturday evening, a hop will be given for the bicycle party, at Lakeside, and the start from there will be on Sunday, at three o'clock P.M.

It is expected that all bicyclers will "hop" in knee-breeches.

On Monday evening, 4 July, a grand bicycle ball will be given at the Townsend House, Oconomowoc, at which time the run will disband.

TOURING PARTIES.
A number of touring parties will probably be formed, who will continue in runs around Oconomowoc.

THE RETURN.
The return to Wilkesbarre by the party will be by cars, Tuesday morning. Extra baggage cars will be secured for transportation of wheels.

ARRIVALS.
Parties from a distance will please notify the secretary of the probable date and time of their arrival in Wilkesbarre, that they may be properly met and cared for by the Reception Committee.

MILWAUKEE BI-cycle Club.
Organized April, 1882.
You are cordially invited to attend the Second Annual Meet of the Milwaukee Bicycle Club, July 2, 3, and 4, 1881.

An answer is requested.

ANGUS S. HIBBARD, Sec.

MILWAUKEE BI-cycle Club.
OFFICERS FOR 1881.

President . . . . LEM. ELLSWORTH. Vice-President . . . A. A. HATHAWAY.
Secretary . . . . A. S. HIBBARD. Treasurer . . . . F. G. STARK.

DIRECTORS.
D. G. ROGERS.
H. C. REED.
A. J. BEAUMONT.

ROAD OFFICERS.
Captain . . . . A. A. HATHAWAY. Sub-Captain . . . F. H. BROWNE.
First Lieut. . . . A. S. HIBBARD. Third Lieut. . . . E. A. CHAPMAN.
Second Lieut. . . . H. W. ROGERS. Fourth Lieut. . . . F. L. PIERCE.

BUGLERS.
F. G. STARK.
C. H. MOSES.
T. H. BIRKHAUSER.

RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
C. H. MOSES.
H. C. HASKINS.
BEN. K. MILLER, JR.
H. C. REED.
A. J. BEAUMONT.
D. G. ROGERS.
F. G. STARK.

Waukesha Co. Milwaukee Co.

BAGGAGE.
It is requested that each rider will limit his baggage to one satchel, which will be carried on the run by baggage wagons. Baggage will be called for at depots, the club rooms, or at the Meet.

EXPENSES.
The total expenses for each rider on the run will be seven dollars, which amount will be collected by the secretary at the start. To riders not continuing on the entire run, the proper refund will be made.

ROAD RULES.
The regular bugle whistle and Hand Code of Signals of the Milwaukee Club will be used, as follows: —

Revelle, Stable Call, Assembly, Quickstep, Retreat, Mess, Attention, and Tattoo will be sounded by the bugle. All other orders given by whistle and hand signals.

BUGLE CALLS.

Revelle — To be sounded first thing in the morning.
Stable Call — To be sounded to oil machine, etc., for day's run.
Assembly — To be sounded to fall in.

Quickstep — To be sounded at captain's discretion. Conveys no order.
Retreat — To be sounded to announce completion of day's run.
Mess — To be sounded to summon to any meal.
Tattoo — To be sounded to retire for the night.
Attention — To be sounded before an order.

WHISTLE CODE.
One long whistle — Mount.
One short whistle — Single file.
Two short whistles — Double file.
Four short whistles — Four in file.
Three short whistles — Dismount and halt.
Two long whistles — Slacken speed.
Six short whistles — Increase speed.
One short and one long whistle — repeated three times — Dismount and walk. (Repeat three times.)
One long, two short, and one long again, repeated three times — Ride at ease. (Repeat three times.)

HAND SIGNALS.
Right hand held out — For extended order.
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THE CAPITAL BI. CLuR is sending out invitations for its second annual races, which will take place at Iowa Circle, on Saturday, 18 June, at 5 o'clock.

The races will be as follows: Quarter-mile, one-mile, and five-mile, open to club members only; one-mile and three-mile, open to all; and one-mile for boys on wooden machines.

The prizes for the "open to all" races will be a gold medal valued at $15. For these races an entrance fee of 50 cents will be required, and no entries will be received after 15 June.

The Iowa Circle track is one quarter mile in length, about thirty feet wide, perfectly level, and the surface is good concrete. Arrangements have been made for a sufficient police force to keep the track clear and preserve order.

On the following day (Sunday), there will be two "runs," one of which will include the celebrated Soldiers' Home Park. The famous concrete streets of Washington, of which there are more than forty lineal miles, and the beautiful surrounding country, offer unequalled attractions to the cyclist and the easy means of access by car or boat, together with the races, will fully repay visitors for the expense and loss of a little time from business incident to accepting this invitation.

The club-rooms of the Capital Club will always be open to visiting wheelmen, who will be afforded every convenience and all assistance within the power of the club. Good hotel accommodations can be had near the club-room at 8:30 per day.

All entries and correspondence should be addressed to the secretary, Edwin H. Fowler, 7 Grant place, Washington, D.C.

DUNKIRK.—Editor Bicycling World:—I am requested by the Agricultural Society of Northern Chautauqua to invite all members of the League of American Wheelmen to take part in their amateur bicycle races in Dunkirk, N. Y., 4 July, 1881.
The Society have a fine half-mile trotting course, and propose to roll a strip around it smooth and hard for the bicyclers. They propose to have three races, half-mile, mile, and three-mile, open to League members only, and offer three gold medals, suitably engraved,—one for the winner in each race. Entrance, free; but all contestants will be required to exhibit to the committee evidence of membership in the American Wheelmen on the day of the races.

Gentlemen proposing to enter any of these races are requested to communicate that fact, with size and make of wheel, to the undersigned as soon as possible, and notify, through such notification will not be required. Yours truly,

Geo. E. Blackham.

The following are invited to join the League of American Wheelmen:

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers every where are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Gifts are $1.00 for individuals; 50c for each member of a club when the entire active membership of the club accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dullwitt Wistar, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above, and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of notice.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by writing 5c, to the office of the Bicycling World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and that they will not be published in book form at present, as the organisation is not yet perfected.

Bicycles are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $3.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam, Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.

Crescent Club, of Boston.—Additional:—Albert Stanwood, Jr., Gaston street.

Boston Bi. Club.—Additional:—J. W. Mackintosh, 42 Congress street; F. P. Vinton, 1 Mt. Vernon street; J. J. Bannon, 5 Pearl street, all of Boston; C. L. Clark, Newton, Mass.

The Thorndike Bi. Club, Beverly, Mass.:—Edward Howard, Norwich, Conn.; Winslow T. Williams, Yantic, Conn.; James F. Carew, Norwich, Conn.; Winthrop Turney, Norwich, Conn.; Charles R. Butts, Norwich, Conn.

Southbridge Bi. Club.—We the undersigned wish to become members of the L. A. W.: George M. Lovell, Horace W. Bacon, Jr., Chauncy D. Rose, Charles D. Barker, Newton E. Putney, David A. Reeves, Jr., all of Southbridge.


Attention is called to the following rule: “Membership Fees.—Each member shall pay to the treasurer of the League, on or before the first day of June in each year following his admission to the League, the sum of $1.00, as a membership fee, and shall forward therewith his name, address, and membership number on his
old ticket; and thereon shall receive a new ticket for that year, provided he be entitled to one otherwise, and subject to the conditions contained in the rules of the League. Any member failing to comply with the terms of this rule for the period of twenty days shall forfeit his membership, and his name shall be stricken from the roll, and he shall return his badge to the Corresponding Secretary.

This rule applies to all persons whose names were published in the World, or on or before 13 May, and who consequently were members of the League, 30 May. The League year ends 31 May.

The treasurer's address is, Dillwyn Wistar, No. 333 North tenth street, Philadelphia, Pa.

REPORT OF THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY, L. A. W.

To the Members of the League of American Wheelmen: Gentlemen,—Upon the completion of the year since the formation of the League, the corresponding secretary begs to congratulate you upon a membership of 1,151, and upon applications received to this date to the number of 1,654.

From the day of the organization of the League at Newport, Rhode Island, 31 May, 1880, these applications have been continuous, pouring in, distributed through the months as follows:

In June, 1880, 102; July, 173; August, 125; September, 143; October, 168; November, 80; December, 23; January, 1881, 46; February, 64; March, 197; April, 244: May, 263.

These applications include 82 clubs, with a total membership of 1,340, an average of 16 members to a club.

The largest club is the Boston,—the first club formed in America, and the first to join the League, with 24 members; next in size is the Milwaukee, with 52, and the Massachusetts with 31, followed by the Walkham with 30, and the Chelsea with 13. There are the Galstonbury (of Hartford), the Pittsfield (Massachusetts), and the East Boston (Massachusetts), with three members each. But these are none the less zealous on account of their small size, and from such small beginnings some of our largest clubs have grown. The "unattached" number 314, but many of these should hardly come under that head, as they are members of clubs whose entire active membership has not joined the League.

Many others are from places where there are no clubs, and it is a noticeable fact that as soon as any town gets three or four riders of the wheel a club is pretty sure to be formed, showing the social influences of the sport and the spirit of fellowship which is so universal among bicyclers.

The formation of clubs should, it seems to me, be encouraged by the League, both for its own benefit and as a stimulus to bicycling generally. The failure of the unattached to join the League more largely has been a disappointment, for it would seem that to them it was almost a necessity.

It was not until July that the first application from an individual rider was received, when 272 members of clubs had joined, and less than 100 had applied up to this spring; but it is encouraging to see that during the last three months, applications from the unattached have increased very rapidly.

This distribution of the membership of the League is remarkable, and is one of the most gratifying incidents in our growth, making the League not only a national organization, but international as well.

The League has members in 204 cities and towns, widely scattered. The distribution by States is as follows:

Members in Maine, 19; Vermont, 13; New Hampshire, 20; Massachusetts, 53; Rhode Island, 49; Connecticut, 85; New York, 355; New Jersey, 55; District of Columbia, 30; Pennsylvania, 101; Ohio, 24; Michigan, 36; Indiana, 20; Illinois, 36; Wisconsin, 55; Nebraska, 9; California, 19; Missouri, 2; Kentucky, 22; Virginia, 13; Maryland, 30; England, 12; Canada, 27; Scotland, Cuba, and Japan, I each.

In cities, Boston, the starting point of the bicycle in America, leads in numbers of League members with 212, or including the suburbs 30 miles, 536; New York follow with 193, or including Brooklyn, 238.

Philadelphia has 107, and Milwaukee, the bicycle city of the West, comes next with 52.

My correspondence indicates as much enthusiasm among wheelmen at a distance from the bicycling centres as among those nearer. From the lonely League director away out in Missouri, without a fellow-wheelman within 40 miles, to the active and united clubs of Milwaukee and San Francisco, Montreal, and Louisville, come words of cordial good-will for the League and its objects, and it will not be from these distant points any disloyalty or indifference to the League will come.

Let us hope that from ocean to ocean and from Northern Canada to the Gulf, the riders of the wheel will band themselves together in ever-Increasing numbers for the common good.

This first year has been one of organization and growth; the real work and purpose of the League is before it. It was not until September that there were any rules or plans or methods, but in spite of delays and disappointments (of the blame for which I wish to take my full share), the League members have been patient, and have not been any complaint, it was because there was cause for complaint, and I fail to recall a letter containing any unreasonable criticism.

It was the League's misfortune to elect, against his protest, a corresponding secretary, the pressure of whose business duties have made it often impossible for him to attend to the League correspondence as promptly as he desired; and feeling the importance of prompt attention to the inquiries and demands of the League, I trust to see the office filled today by some one who will have ample leisure for the duties of the position; and in justice to my successor, permit me to say that the demands upon the time of the corresponding secretary will be so great that some provision for clerk hire should be made.

The income of the League being uncertain, and the work of the officers being proportioned to the membership, I would suggest that a percentage of the admission and membership fees be allowed the corresponding secretary and perhaps the treasurer, for clerk hire. This plan will be perfectly safe for the League, while it gives a corresponding secretary work that seems to me perfectly fair and just to the officers.

A word of explanation is due as to the delay in sending out certificates of membership. Applications are received by the corresponding secretary, who causes them to be published in the official organ of the League, and then forwards them to the committee on membership, who can then fill the constitutions, and mail them to the members until two weeks at least from date of publication. They then report their action upon them to the recording secretary, who must record the names, make out the certificates, sign them, and forward them to the treasurer, who also records and signs them. They are then sent to the corresponding secretary for distribution to clubs through the secretaries, or by mail to the unattached.

It will readily be seen that there is great liability to delay, and it is not strange that a month or six weeks often elapses between the publication of the name and the receipt of the certificate; but that the continuous work is necessary. Being in a position to know, I wish to say that the League has been most fortunate in its directors. With but very few exceptions, the directors chosen at Newport have proved to be most wisely selected, and they have spared neither time, expense, nor labor to make the League a success, and to forward the interests of its members.

Through them nearly 150 consuls have been appointed, well distributed through the States and Canadas, and this number bids fair to be doubled within a very short time.

By a vote of the board of officers in April, it was empowered to obtain assistance at the expense of the League; a privilege which I should not have asked for, and which I hoped not to be obliged to avail myself of, but the flood of applications and inquiries for this assistance is absolutely impossible for me to do the work without help for the last two months, and I have expended about $65 for clerical
assistance, for which I am very grateful to the League.

With pleasant memories of the many friendly letters received during the year, and with best wishes and high hopes for a brilliant future for the League, I gladly turn over the office with which you have honored me, to abler hands.

Albert S. Parsons, Cor. Sec'y L. A. W.
30 May, 1881.

NEW MARLBORO'.

A NEW, fresh, quiet, cozy HOTEL, on both American and European plan. Conducted as a first-class house; centrally located. Bicycles properly cared for. Rates, for rooms, $1.00 per day per person; rooms and meals, $2.00 and $2.50 per day. Charles H. Moore, Proprietor.
756 and 735 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

THE SECOND ANNUAL

English Tour,

1881.

It is intended that the party for this tour shall leave about the 16th of July, and return about the 20th of September. The route will be slightly altered from that of last year. The cost, which includes first-class cabin passage each way, and hotel bills on the tour, will be $265.00.

Circulars with full particulars will be ready on the 16th of June, and can be obtained on application, enclosing stamp for reply to

Frank W. Weston,
B. B. C., B. T. C., L. A. W. etc.
Savory Hill, Dorchester, Boston, Mass.

FOR SALE.

A NEW 38 IN. ROYAL CHALLENGE, all plated except fellows.
Reason for selling, want a larger machine.
Particulars will be given by F. B. C.
Box 5190.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

2 CUMBERLAND ST., 10 MILK ST.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, BOSTON, MASS.,
IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. - - Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
WM. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

Bicycles
OF EVERY MAKE.

Bicyclers'
Sundries.
SECOND-HAND
BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.

BICYCLE EMPORIUM,
96 Worcester St., Boston, Mass.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers' Importer of

BICYCLES
AND
TRICYCLES.

AGENT FOR

AMERICAN ROADSTER TRICYCLE,

SPECIAL CLUB, CLUB AND GENTLEMAN'S,

COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., of Coventry.

"SPECIAL PREMIER," and PREMIER,

HILLMAN, HERBERT & COOPER, of Coventry.

ALSO AGENT FOR ALL MAKES OF

DEARLOVE'S LAMPS,

KING OF THE ROAD, COMPANION, COMET, ETC.

Lamplugh & Brown's Suspension Saddles and Handy Tool Bags.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES

TO LET BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK.

Open Evenings till 8 o'clock. Sunday till 7 o'clock.

SEND 8c. STAMP FOR CIRCULAR.
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Columbias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Columbias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and nearest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Columbias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Columbias in preference to every other machine.
Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

VOLUME ONE, 1879-1880,
BICYCLING WORLD AND ARCHERY FIELD,
NOW READY
In Handsome, Black Binding.

It contains:


Sent, postpaid, upon receipt of price, $3.00.

E. C. HODGES & CO. - - 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
CURRENTE CALAMO

FRESH. — A youth who rides a bicycle in order to inform a cold and unappreciative public that he exists. A bicyclist who has a diseased idea that he must be nothing if not conspicuous. One of this genus may be readily identified by the way he rides,—generally very fast or with his hands behind his back. He scorns the simplicity of club uniform, as it obliterates his individuality, and wears a costume which would give him a front rank in a procession of Antiques and Horribles.

The right meaning of the word "race" carries with it an idea of speed, but the word is fast degenerating into a term which may be used to describe a contest of endurance only. The swift and exciting motion of a race cannot be kept up by a bicyclist for a distance of much more than five miles, and the contests of ten and twenty miles can only be compared to the exhibitions at Madison Garden, where mere brutal endurance takes precedence over the finer quality of speed. The two-mile race seems best suited to the needs of bicyclists, as in it there is opportunity for exhibition of both speed and endurance, while the quarter and half mile dashes are hardly ever fair tests of either, and the long contests do away entirely with the nervous, vehement elements of muscular exertion which add so much to the excitement and general interest of bicycle racing.

BRES. BATES is as sound a business man as he is a "jolly good fellow." In our next issue we will publish a suggestion from him in relation to the voting of League members, which embodies a fairer method, and one better suited to the interests of all members, than any we have yet heard of.

There are three eras in bicycle club life. The new member is usually modest. He says little, and rides contentedly in the rear. He is given laborious committee work, and gets no credit. After a time he rides in the front rank, and wants
to race everything from a shooting star to a clothes horse. He chimneth incessantly at ye club meetings. He loses all sense of modesty on the questions of his knowledge of machines and his judgment of other wheelmen. After a time he sinks away again into retirement, keeps his place in line, votes quietly at meet-

ings, lives on his past record, and is thoroughly satisfied it is better to ride than to live to ride.

The medals for the races of 28 May, at Beacon Park, are in process of manufacture, and will be ready very soon.

NOTICE.

The copartnership heretofore existing under the style of E. C. Hodges & Co., and doing business in Boston, Mass., is hereby dissolved by mutual consent. Accounts will be settled, and the business continued at the same office, under the style of E. C. Hodges & Co.

EDWARD C. HODGES.

LOUIS HARRISON.

CHARLES E. PRATT.

Boston, 18 June, 1881.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
(Established 1877.)
TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sole Proprietors of the Famous

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords.

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND
NASHS PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES
deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ

THE 'CYCLIST,
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters.

EDITED BY

HENRY STURMERT,
Author of "The Indispensable." 0

C. W. NAYEN,
Author of "The Bicycle Annual." 2

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 12s. 6d.

From IIIiffe & Son, the 'Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the BICYCLING WORLD and the 'Cyclist only $3.50, from E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 WATER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.

IT IS EFFECTIVE.
OUT OF THE WAY.
NOT EASILY BROKEN.
HIGHLY ORNAMEN-
TAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $2.50. Send for circular.


English Bicycles and Tricycles are the Rage.
Send for Price List.

PERFECTION BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
Cheapest and Best in the market. All crates free. Lists for 1881 now ready.

C. GORTON.

TALBOT WORKS... WOLVERHAMPTON, ENG.
THE SECRET OF MUSCULAR FORCE.  

—In the London Lancet for 25 November, 1876, there is a proposition by Dr. T. W. Pavy which seems to solve the problem of the source of muscular power in a simple and attractive manner. Dr. Pavy’s experiments with the pedestrian, Weston, and other professional athletes, resulted in some original and very startling deductions. At the time, the scientific and medical world was greatly stirred both by his methods and by his theories. In the magazine referred to he says:—

"The force manifested by living beings has its source by transmutation from other forms which have pre-existed. The food of animals contains force in a latent state.

"Properly regarded, food must be looked upon, not simply as so much ponderable matter, but as matter holding locked-up force. By the play of changes occurring in the body the force becomes liberated, and is manifested as muscular action, nervous action, nutritive action, heat, etc."

This seems to clear up the fog of doubt which has so long hidden the source of that which initiates muscular action. It seems to dispose of the matter completely, and to establish a doctrine from which all future physiological observers can start; and if his proposition had been deduced from long and careful investigation, it would have been regarded by every one a safe and simple solution of the mystery.

Unfortunately, however, the eminent scientist assumed his theory first and proceeded with his reasoning to prove it, shaping as much of the results as possible to establish it; and wherever his data did not coincide with it, he ascribed the error to the fact and not the theory.

Later on, an American physician, perhaps one of the most eminent in this country, conducted a series of experiments with Edward Payson Weston, collecting the results of his observations before propounding any theory. In a lecture which the writer was fortunate enough to hear, he said:—

"No one can say why the growth of muscle and the development of muscular power is restricted within certain limits, no matter how much food may be taken and digested; why a man becomes on an average five feet and eight inches high, and weighs one hundred and forty pounds; why the limit of his muscular endurance is fixed; why, after exhausting one set of muscles, he is still capable of severe work with another; why the animal machine necessarily wears out, and the being dies within a certain period; or why a man, with proper physical training, becomes capable of greater and more prolonged muscular effort with precisely the same food than the same man out of training."

These are questions which cannot be readily answered by Dr. Pavy’s theories. When a man has completely exhausted his "locked-up" force on one set of muscles where does the re-enforcement come from which inspires other unused muscles? The last question propounded by Dr. Flint is one which commends itself to those who contemplate bicycle racing, or any other severe muscular exertion. It implies a fact. The men who train carefully, as a rule, win against those who are backed only by fine natural capability.

The muscles of a person whose exercise amounts to a daily walk or two are usually soft and of comparatively little power. The lungs and heart are easily distressed by violent effort, and any great drain upon their muscular resources is attended with considerable if not dangerous exhaustion. In persons who are supposed to be quite healthy, but who take little or no exercise, there is a deposit of fat near the heart and lungs; and the want of vigorous action on the part of these organs, and of the muscles generally, induces very often what is vaguely termed “nervous exhaustion.” Such a person may live and enjoy life, but in the majority of cases they lack force of character, and the fine assertive sort of health which must find vent in vigorous action.

When any set of muscles is persistently exercised, the first tendency is to eliminate superfluous tissue of every kind, the second to harden and improve the quality of muscle in those parts, and the final tendency to build up and increase the volume of muscle of the best quality. The part of the body thus used is rejuvenated. It dies and is made over again, by a process which at present we can only guess at. The storing up of force by particular diet is a very pretty theory, but it is much more probable that certain kinds of food contain the nutrition necessary for muscular development in the form easiest assimilated, and that the sense of hunger is simply a demand of nature for material to build up new tissues.

It is not our purpose now to give a list of such food as is best suited to muscular development, or to state the conditions most favorable for it, as these two subjects deserve special mention. We simply present the question of the source of muscular strength, as it has come to us, and assuming that some particular diet is necessary to the perfection of muscular development, we resolve the question by a direct assertion: The muscular substance is not a machine for transforming the force locked up in food into power, but is itself built up by food and perfected by regular exertion to the best performance it is capable of. The impulse given to all muscular motion comes from we know not where; but as it is perfected and strengthened only as the muscles themselves are strengthened, the whole secret of force lies in their growth and increase of power.

NOTES OF A COUNTRYMAN.

It has become second nature, almost, for me to work off my "pent-up Utica" on the Bicycling World; but to-day the sun shines so brightly, and the air is so balmy that I am too hopelessly lazy to do anything original. Perhaps the reader...
will be the gainer. I am going to forage upon other people a bit.

Here is a scrap from the New York Tribune, and a decidedly fishy one. It is: 'Some of the ingenious contrivances on the railways in Berlin have doubtless stimulated inventive talent the world over, but a velocipede propelled by electricity is the first vehicle to fall into line behind the German street car. An electrician of Paris has succeeded in driving an English tricycle for an hour along the streets of Paris, by means of electricity stored in a "secondary battery" of Plante's make, and two small Deprez electric motors. The vehicle with its occupants weighed 400 pounds, and it was driven at the speed of an ordinary cab: but by improving the mechanism, the inventor hopes to raise the speed to twelve miles an hour; and the modification which has since been effected on the Plante battery by M. Faure will no doubt enable a supply of electricity to be stored up, capable of working the tricycle for many hours.'

Do not, O lazy brother of the wheel, wait for this waggon. If you do, you may lose your riding till too old to ride at all. After all, is any such bicycle wanted? Give us a steamer or an electrical 'wheel,' and we would lose all the delightful stimulus of paddling our own canoe. The Providence or Bristol, 0: long-logged Ten of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with its oft-repeated record of fifty seconds to the mile, are a deal better for "boughten" propulsion than a steam bicycle, I fancy; and then, as bicyclers are a moral, high-toned set, we should take into account the lie out that this electric machine. It is without proof,—too, too altogether.

Now that I have arrayed myself on the side of the conservative lovers of truth and natural things, and have let my reader know how much I dote on simple, oldfashioned saying, and so on, I am going to raise another kind of ghost; but in this case a real one.

We have for several months been told to look out for wars and rumors of wars. A rider on one wheel has been talked about, with such improbable feats tacked to his back, t at the average reader has become as sick of such mention as he usually is when, being bamboozled into reading some thrilling incident or startling discovery, he finds it ending in an advertisement of Stiggins's "Patent Liver Eductor," or Drake's "Lightning Exhilarator."

And yet all this one-wheel story is true. Stignor Scurv, a young Italian now exhibiting at the Alexandria Palace, in London, rides a machine with one wheel only and just backbone enough to hold the saddle. The Cyclist informs us that he has a heart and courage, and handle bar, and the backbone is rigidly attached to the head, so that he has to make his curves by jerking the body around. We are also informed that he "almost stranger up to the pedals, moving forward in such a manner as to keep just bal-}

enced over the centre of gravity." He rides boldly, and performs wonderful feats. It delights my conservative nature to add that one of his little performances is to ride the machine "with both hands off, that is, off my mind, and I can draw breath and go on to something else. Before going, however, I wish the reader to remember to be polite. He must not say anything about Anarhia, because I can show him these little facts with responsible authority, mainly the Cyclist. By the way in which Mr. Sturk galloped around on one wheel, one might suppose it to be easy to do. He informed a gentleman of my acquaintance that he could ride on one wheel as far as he chose; and we have the best of evidence, our eyes, that he was good for two or three hundred yards. I have Burley's skeleton saddle lying on its back here before me, in a basket, and have been worrying immensely because I could not go out to ride it and prove it. But what can a man do in six inches of mud? I wonder if I can find my way to the country, where there are only roads of the muddiest mud. I will try it in a day or two and report to the World. Surely a real, live American saddle will be heartily welcomed. The suspension is good, but a certain percentage of riders cannot endure it.

The Great Hampton Meet came off in England, 21 May, with its procession of about 2500 riders. The readers of this paper have heard all about it, and I only recall it to quote from the Cyclist, which speaks of the admirable riding of the Brighton Club, "in their well-known gray coats and straw hats," etc. Is n't this a revelation? Here we have fought over the helmet, and forage or polo cap, as vigorously as the Commissioners did over the Canadian fisheries, and about as sensibly. No man ever said "straw hat" a single time, though that seems to my untutored mind to be quite as good a substitute for either helmet or helmet. Will not some club take this to heart, and give us the delight of seeing one single variation from the rut we have been running in?

The Wheel World has changed hands, and will hereafter be edited by Messrs. Sturmy & Nairn. It was always a most readable monthly, and cannot lose with these gentlemen at the head of it. I have just received my May number, and I am so eager to get at it, that I can let the reader go without further punishment. I will only add, for the benefit of night riders, a formula for making what is called a superior bicycle lamp oil. "This I find in the beginning of this same magazine: "To half a pint of colza, or any other lamp oil, put in a pan two pieces of camphor about the size of a wzen aillet, and let it gradually simmer by the side of a steady fire until it is melted. It gives a very steady and brilliant white light, and never goes out over the roughest macadam."

H.}

BOUND copies of Bicycling World, Vols. 1. and 2, are now ready.

PRESIDENT BATES'S ADVENTURES AT THE LEAGUE MEET.

It was at the May meeting of the club that when the order of miscellaneous business was reached, I casually announced from the chair that I should attend the Boston Meet of the L. A. W.

The announcement was received with applause. I said that I should probably be absent some time. (Enthusiastic applause.) I regretted that I should not be present at the next meeting to preside. (Tremendous applause, led by the vice-president, who would preside in my absence.) I therefore asked for a formal leave of absence. (Great applause.)

Mr. High moved that President Bates be granted one month's leave of absence.

The vice-president moved to amend, that an indefinite leave of absence be granted. (Loud applause.) He said that our beloved president may desire to remain absent more than one month; and he was sure that he expressed the general sentiment of the club. He also said that our beloved president would take a long vacation from his official cares, and the universal good wishes of the club would go with him as long as he remained away. (Long-continued applause.)

The motion, as amended, was carried unanimously; also a motion appointing me to the office of delegate, to represent the club in the L. A. W. Meet.

Mr. Lowe said that our honored president will carry with him to the East the fraternal greetings of the great and growing West. When our honored president rides in the procession through the streets of Boston, he will remember that the eyes of the country are upon him; that he bears with him the dignity and the majesty of a mighty empire. He did not doubt that our distinguished chief would ride as one inspired by these lofty and patriotic sentiments, and that his carriage and demeanor upon this club a still brighter effulgence of radiant and illustrious—ah—B'eclaw. (Applause.)

Mr. Cubb (a great admirer of the vice-president) said that he hoped our esteemed president would not hurry home on account of the club. (Applause.) The club would bear the separation with Roman firmness, knowing it would be for the good of the president and of the cause. (Unanimous applause.)

I hoped that some other members of the club would go also.

Mr. Slow said he had thought of going. The club immediately all hoped he would go. He asked me what route I should take. I said I should go by way of New York. He said that if he went, he should certainly take some other route.

Then the different members of the club each wanted I should see, and carefully examine this or that machine, or purchase this or that for them, which I agreed to do. They all, without exception, hoped I would stay in Boston as long as I could be entertained, and by no means hurry back on their account.
These demonstrations of esteem and confidence touched my feelings, and I thanked the club warmly. It may appear egotistical in me to say so, but I am convinced that every American is so cheerfully willing to have their presidents go away, and remain absent as long as they please, as my club is. The enthusiastic confidence with which my club are always ready to send me abroad is an honor to human nature. My wife was also willing that I should go away; and there was no opposition from any of the neighbors. Such unanimity of self-sacrifice is touching to a man of fine sensibilities.

Upon my arrival in Boston, I found everybody and everything full of bicycle. The hotels were full of it, the streets and all places of resort were full of it. Everybody talked bicycle. Upon making myself known, I was immediately taken out and stuffed with bicycle. We had bicycle for supper, we dined on bicycle, we had bicycle between meals. I was introduced to scores of bicycle beverages. A Canadian delegate desired to call my particular attention to a British bicycle concoction. It was composed of half bitter British beer, and half plain soda. After tasting it, I offered the bar-tender ten cents to drink it for me. He said that he was an orphan, and had solemnly promised his widowed mother never to drink anything likely to make a man commit murder or other crimes of bloody violence. Even though he was willing to risk a drink which contained simple larceny, or even an inclination toward bigamy; but he drew the line at manslaughter.

As the Canadian delegate appeared a trifle displeased, I invited him to take a stroll, and do the city. We went to old Faneuil Hall. We met a gray-haired Bostonian, who explained everything to us. "This sacred spot," said the gray-haired Bostonian, "is the cradle of the mightiest empire the world has ever seen." The Canadian delegate courteously remarked that he had never seen an empire, but he presumed it was an imported English machine.

"In this venerable pile," continued the gray-haired Bostonian, "you behold the cradle of American liberty." "The cradle spring is quite popular in the Dominion," politely observed the Canadian delegate. "It is very easy to sit on." "Here," pursued the gray-haired Bostonian, "our patriotic soul can readily imagine the mighty spirits of '76, rising out of the dark backward and abyss of the past." "Oh, come, now!" remonstrated the Canadian delegate, "the Yankee are always chaffing. I don't believe any human alive can handle a 76 machine. Don't believe any 76 machine was ever built. Come, now! that's too tall." "Sir," said the gray-haired Bostonian, "you may believe if you like, but the enough, no man living in these degenerate days can handle the '76 machine, as you are pleased to call it. Certainly no foreign people can. Sir, that was an American machine, the pride and glory of this continent. If you will go with me, sir, I will show you the illustrious men who did manage the machine of '76; the men who were the pride of Boston, and the founders of the Republic." The Canadian delegate said he presumed he would see the Republic machine in the procession; just now, he would prefer to be excused, and go over to the Hotel Brunswick. As we moved away, the gray-haired Bostonian looked after us with a melancholy shake of his old head, and said something about the trivial spirit of this commercial age.

At the Hotel Brunswick we took lunch with the Providence Club. A Providence lunch, as well as I can remember, consists of wheel on toast, nickel-plated, with a slice of lemon and a strawberry in it, and fluted folksy forks. It was elegant, and remarkably stiff in the backbone. After that we rode over to the Bunker Hill Monument. We remarked that Bunker Hill was not much of a hill to ride over. At the Monument we found a native who showed us the spot where Warren fell. A Dominion delegate asked if he damaged the machine when he fell. The native replied with some heat that it smashed the machine all to pieces. An English bicyclist asked if it was a self-sacrifice. We looked it over carefully, and all agreed that it is not anything like as good a hat as the polo, or the helmet. I asked the native if Boston had any pride in that hat. He said Boston regarded that hat with deep reverence. I said that these gentlemen had come to Boston from places a thousand miles distant, partly to examine and buy Boston goods. If that hat was the pride of Boston, we might as well take our custom to New York. Why, better hats than that were built 'way out West, in our villages. Then we mounted and rode away; and the last we saw of the native, he was standing motionless, like a dark statue of indignant astonishment, against the gray background of the base of the Monument.

We then went to the Touring Club rooms, and had some more lunch, with Mr. Weston. The Touring Club lunch, if I remember rightly, is composed of roast beef rare, with rubber handles, horse-radish sauce with cradle springs, and should be taken two steps to mount it, but it runs beautifully down hill.

Mr. Weston proposed that we take a trip to Blue Bell, to try the celebrated sandpapered roads of Massachusetts; and we eagerly assented. That was a lovely afternoon through the lovely, leafy suburban villages of this continent. We rode over the noted Milton hill, which is long, but not difficult. Mr. Weston said the roads had not been sandpapered since last year; but they so perfectly smooth, —smoother than a floor, with broad and beautiful curves, easy grades, delightful scenery, and a perfect day for riding. All the roads were as clean as if people swept them once in an hour; no pebbles, no litter, not even any dust. They were so clean that when on our return we found two straws and a bit of raspberry twig which some reckless person had dropped in the road, we all halted. A man came out of a house to see what we were doing. We asked him where any of the selectmen lived. He said he was one of them. We showed him the straws and twig, and wanted to know why they were permitted in the highway. He examined the obstructions officially, and apologized in a very mortified tone; said such a thing was very rare, and would be strongly condemned by public opinion, "but a very careless family has lately moved into the village, from Connecticut." The last the rest of us saw of that selectman, it was about nip and tuck between him and the members of the Hartford and New Haven clubs.

When we arrived in the city, we went to the Massachusetts Club rooms, and had a fish-chowder lunch. The part with a strawberry floating on top had double ball bearings and tangent spokes. A committee from seven different States had great difficulty in restraining Mr. Harrison from playing any more of the party game. We began our驴e Scottish Stew, and when we had carried the Charlotte Club song, but at the second line the company unanimously declared that it disturbed their enjoyment of the goings in and out of the trains in the Providence Depot, across the street. Out of courtesy I yielded to these remonstrances, and the city of Boston will probably never know or appreciate what a soul-moving thing it missed. It is some compensation to know, however, that none of the trains were detained by excited passengers on my account.

The next day being Sunday, most of the five or six hundred wheelmen in the city went to church. The majority went to the Select churches at a distance. One party went to Waltham, another to Nahant, others to Blue Bell, Wellesley, Newtonville, Cambridge, and various villages within a radius of five miles. Riding so far in search of churches to suit their several desires showed a devotion very creditable to the fraternity. But it was a singular fatality which made so many of us go out of our way. The church where they were looking for, or not only to but right by it, from not being
properly guided, and so return grievously disappointed.

In the evening I attended a spiritual gathering at the rooms of the Providence Club. Mr. Clark, of Baltimore, now recording secretary of the League, conducted the service in a solemn and impressive manner. The New York Club men present seemed deeply affected. During the services a large amount of missionary work to be done among the other clubs and members was laid out, and arrangements were made for printing a small missionary paper, which it was fondly imagined would at once convert all but the most hardened delegates; but like the attempt to convert the North American Indians, and soften their hearts so that they should refrain from scalping unwary white men, somehow these admirable arrangements failed to produce substantial results. I promised to pray with the soul in touch of a convert myself. Under the condition that a sufficient number of others should sit on them and hold them down, touching the giving of the vice-presidency of the League to a Western man, the printers set me out, and I think they pretty sure they would. Let me say here, with the utmost sobriety, that I fully believe the League elected the best man for president who could possibly be selected, and that its choice for other officers seems to me to have been admirably wise: and such, I think, is now the universal opinion.

Of the events of Monday, and the procession, I need not speak; everybody knows all about it. If the procession was a novelty and delight to the spectators, the spectators were a novelty and delight to the procession. The observers observed us, and we observed the observers. There was as much fun to the block in that crowd as in any crowd I ever saw, if one only had time to study it. The starting theories and strange remarks I heard from the people as we rode along were very entertaining.

But let me pass all this, and hasten home. No one knows how much he is loved and appreciated at home till he has been absent and returns from abroad. I arrived unexpectedly, my friends supposing I would be gone several days longer. Consequently the affectionate reception which greeted my arrival was all the more touching. My wife said, "Why, we didn't look for you for several days, and I was going to a party tonight. What made you come back so soon?" The children said, "Why, papa, we didn't think you were coming home this week; and we were going to a picnic. The club members said: "Hello! you back again? Didn't expect you till after our next meeting." These kind demonstrations affected me keenly; and I was especially touched when the vice-president wrung my hand and said he had come down special to conduct the next meeting without me, and they all sincerely hoped I hadn't hurried on account of the club. These are the things which fill the cup of life with sweetness, and shed a rich perfume along the pathway of existence, like clover fields and climbing roses along a Michigan country road.

MOUNTAIN TOURING.

Mr. Editor,—As the touring season is at hand, it will perhaps interest such of your readers as are contemplating extended bicycled trips this summer, to know the experience of one who has twice wheeled through large portions of the mountainous regions of New England and New Hampshire. The writer has already given the WORLD readers a brief outline of the first trip, made during the month of July, 1879, and which was probably the first extended bicycle tour made in this country. The party that year comprised two wheelmen, three horsemen, and two men in the commissary wagon, the whole party, including horses, vehicles, and camping equipments, embarking July 7, on the steamer Portland, and coming by here five days later, and making excursions to Mt. Washington and other points of interest in the vicinity, sometimes by bicycle and sometimes by other conveyances; thence by way of Jefferson Hill, Fabyan's, Bethlen, Crawford's, and through Franconia Notch to Woodstock, where the writer left the main party (which went back to Portland via Sandwich), and down the Pemigewasset and Merrimack valleys, through Plymouth, Concord, and Haverhill, Mass., to Boston, after an absence of just three weeks. The party of last year, which left Boston July 5, and as before on the steamer for Portland, comprised four equestrians, six velocipeds (in buggy and carr, all), two wheelmen (the same two of the previous year), and the driver and two lads in the commissary wagon. The homes of the tourists were in Bos- ton, Chelsea, Roxbury, and South Framingham, and their occupations embraced law, medicine, public instruction, journalism, and trade. The route from Portland was the same as the first tour as far as Harrison, thence through Bethel, Newry, up Bear River, past Screw Auger Falls, and through Grafton Notch to Cam- bridge, N. H.; thence over Upton Hill, and along the shore of Lake Umbagog to Errol Ridge; from Errol along Clear Stream to Dixville Notch; thence to Kiddersville to Little Diamond River and Lake; thence through Colebrook down the Connecticut Valley (partly on the Ver- mont and partly on the New Hampshire side) to Lancaster; thence by Jefferson Hill to the Glen, Jackson, North Con- way, Fryeburg, Bridgton, Naples, South-Casco, to Portland, and steamer to Bos- ton. The round trip from Portland and back to this point was 563 miles, or as the crow flies, and occupied just three weeks from July 5.

The object of this communication being simply to inform prospective tourists of the condition of the roads and facilities for bicycling in those sections through which our party passed, no attempt at description of the scenery, nor at relation of adventures and incidents of the journey will be made, albeit the former was to us replete with beauty and grandeur, and the latter treacherous, disagreeable, and often novel and exciting. The first day from Portland the party made twenty-four miles, camping at South Casco. The road was a bad one for bicycles,—that is, it was pot-holed, except in the vicinity of village centers, where we could take the foot-paths or sidewalks; yet we did not walk much, and reached camp considerably in advance of most of the horses, and in better condition. Next day, about the same distance was covered, but the roads were worse and we walked more; but one of the saddle horses was up, and his rider left him for the day to recuperate while he purchased another. The 5th, the day of this tour, between North Waterford and Harrison Landing, was excellent, and we reached the latter an hour or two before most of the horses; but a few miles beyond, crossing the bridge, our horses were very bad until we reached Bethel the next day. From Bethel to Newry the wheeling was tolerable, with occasional stretches of deep sand, through which it was necessary to walk; but a pleasant camp was made here, the tourists, assisted by the villagers, improvising a jolly vocal and instrumental concert; for our party comprised some excellent musical talent,—two violonists, a flutist, a capital pianist, and several good singists, all which made them speedily welcome everywhere as soon as the community became aware of the fact. The wheelmen, however, from the novelty of their locomotion, proved, throughout the whole journey, the "open sesame" to all places where the reception of our rough-looking party would else have been doubtful. From Newry, where we began to get into the hilly country, we had fair wheeling to Cambridge, although some very disagreeable hill climbing was encountered; this, however, was amply compensated for by the beauty and inter- esting character of the country, the scenery through Grafton Notch and at Screw Auger Falls being especially charming. Cambridge, on the shores of Lake Um- bagog, proves a wretched and disagree- able camping-place, and the hard wheeling and walking of the bicyclers the past two days had wearied them so much that they sent their machines forward with some camp luggage, by a team, to Dixville Notch, and betook themselves to the commissary; but they never ceased to regret it, for the entire road to the Notch was in good condition here, and with the exception of the ascent through the Notch, almost wholly void of hills, and the saddle-horse could have been driven the 10 miles or so from the Notch, and would have been in much the same condition at the Mill, whereas the commissary was slow and jolting continually. We camped in the Notch at noon, and next day had good wheeling to Little Diamond River, where the party camped two days for fish-
ing and thence over more excellent roads about twelve miles to Colebrook. From here to Lancaster the roads were alternately good and bad, the last predominating, lying along the Vermont side of the river. From Lancaster to Green Hill the wheeling was generally very good, and for four or five miles beyond the latter: but the rest of the way to the Glen, by way of Wood's Corner, across a spur and through one of the most unridable. Camp was made Friday of the second week, at Glen Cottage, about two miles north of the hotel and ten miles from the summit of Mt. Washington. We remained here until Monday morning to get the horses a rest and procure some oaks from Gorham; and as very little of the two-mile road from camp to the Glen House was practicable for bicyclers, frequent trips to and from the hotel were made afoot by all parties. Sunday morning we all left camp afoot for the ascent of Mt. Washington, three of the party keeping the carriage road and the others going straight through Tuckerman's Ravine. The bicyclers, usual in feats of this sort, reached the summit first, and ahead of those who ascended by the carriage road. We dined at the State House, and all descended by the carriage road, wheeling on the way to view the locality of the terrible and fatal stage accident of a few days before, and arrived in camp after our twenty-mile tramp early in the evening. Broke camp next morning and made Jackson about noon, having stopped at many places of interest on the way,—Emerald Pool, Crystal Cascade in the Ravine, Glen Ellis Falls, etc., and camped until next morning, when we wheeled over a splendid road to North Conway. This road was so good that the wheelmen arrived here an hour before the equestrians, and long before the other vehicles. The road from North Conway to Glen House is mostly sandy, and from the latter to Jackson hard and descending, but very rough and uncomfortable to ride on. The Mt. Washington carriage road is very gradual in descent, and a careful and skillful rider could bicycle down the whole eight miles of it safely, the only risk consisting of the frequent water-course hummocks across the road,—one of which, without doubt, overturned the stage last year after the horses became unmanageable. We spent an enjoyable three days in North Conway, and then moved over alternately good and bad roads, via Fryeburg, to Bridgton, where we spent two days, and on Sunday the party started for Raymond, and rode into Portland some time during the forenoon of the next day, and reached Boston by steamer Tuesday morning, just twenty-two days from the time of starting.

To sum up, we found the roads practicable for bicycles about from ninety to ninety-two per cent of the way; but bicyclers should not make such a trip in companionable parties, the companionation being very inconvenient for the former if dependent upon the movements of the latter, because horses cannot comfortably cover more than twenty-five miles on the average roads, and on good ones the wheel can do twice that distance, while on bad ones ten or twelve miles will be hard to overcome. Besides, horses must make certain stations on the route to obtain suitable food and leveling, whereas the bicyclist can find accommodations for himself and wheel at any farmhouses, or make it a trip, and can regulate his day's journey according to road conditions, convenience, or price, and can carry on his machine two changes of underclothing, toilet articles, and other compact conveniences; or if he wishes to stop at places on the route where better dressing is desirable, he can express a valise from point to point at trilling cost; and if he would make occasional stopping a feature of the trip, a folding rod and adjuncts can be slung over his back, ready at hand when ever a promising brook is encountered, and these opportunities are by no means infrequent. Parties of thirty-three are better than large or bicycle tours, for it is difficult to get accommodations for many of the ordinary farmhouses, and hotels are not always conveniently near as could be wished where roads are bad; and bicyclers, to enjoy their trip, need to be as independent and ultimately objectless as tramps. In each of these mountain trips the roads averaged about as good for bicycles as for carriages, and in the mountain districts they were generally better than in the low lands and river valleys—almost the entire Dixville region being excellent wheeling for many miles at a stretch, and we found fewer steep grades to surmount than in the river counties the roads in the former generally winding around the bases of the mountains, and being hard and comparatively smooth-bedded, while the river roads were frequently sandy and hilly. 6

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

UTICA CYCLE CLUB.—The Utica Bicycle Club was organized with the following officers: President, Otto A. Meyer; captain, R. T. Peckham; secretary and treasurer, W. J. Walters. The other members so far are: D. G. Ray, W. C. Meyer, J. H. Gilmore, John Lindner, Jr., Charles H. Metz, Henry Edwards.

AEOUS.—Editor Bicycling World: Noticing that there is but little Worces ter newspaper carriage articles, like to introduce the Aeus Wheel Club. Late in the past winter six members of the Worcestor Bicycle Club resigned, and formed the new club. We have now an active membership of nine men, and every man uniformed. We have made it a rule that before any one becomes a member of the club, he shall deposit with the treasurer a sum sufficient for the purchase of a wheel, which is then furnished by the club. By this means we not only have all the members uniformed, but alike. We have club drills Wednesday evenings, with seldom less than ten members present, and a like good attendance at the Saturday afternoon rides. Several members have got in the habit of starting out at 5 a.m., and taking a run for a breakfast appetizer. For instance, one man last week took morning spins as follows: Monday, six miles; Tuesday, ten miles; Thursday, ten miles; Friday, thirteen miles; Saturday, six miles. Total, forty-four miles. Friday, five members put in an appearance at 5 a.m. for a run to Millbury, six miles, and return. The run down was made in forty minutes. Two of the men rode back in twenty-five minutes, and the other three in thirty-seven minutes. One of the twenty-five minute men could not save himself from a fit of suffering from a boil, which had made him mad all through, and the other man followed him to see that he did not kill anyone on the way home.

Hope to enter for our bicycling friends in Worcester again the coming fall at the time of the New England Fair. As a club we have heard nothing of what the New England Fair officials propose to do as regards races, but we hear that they have been in consultation with a committee from the Worcester Bicycle Club, and we presume that together they will arrange some plan of action. The Worcester men had such a thoroughly enjoyable time last fall that we hope to see another meet here this fall, and a large one.

I think the bicycle is more common on the streets of Worcester than in any other city I know of. One of our members recently spent four days in New York, one day in New Haven, and one half day in Springfield, and during the whole time saw only three bicycles, and from two cars did not see one either while going or coming.

On a fine evening it is a common occurrence to see on the boulevard on the west side of the city from twenty to thirty riders at one time, taking their evening exercise. Bicycling has got the upper hand in Worcester, and the Aeus men have got the upper hand on bicycling.

WALTHAM.—At the meeting of the Waltham Bicycle Club, held 7 June, the annual election resulted as follows: viz.; President, Wm. Shakespeare; captain, Chas. W. Sewall; first lieutenant, LaRoy S. Staples; second lieutenant, Chas. C. Hardy; secretary, H. B. Colby; treasurer, Chas. E. Richards; board of directors, M. L. Childs, W. H. Smith, Chas. E. Mulloy: bugler, A. F. Rival. The largest gathering of wheelmen ever held in Waltham, was upon the occasion of the "Consi's run" 29 May, at which time there were sixty-three men in line on the return to Chestnut Hill.

HENRY B. COLBY, Secy W. B. C. 

BOSTON BI. CLUB.—The members of this soicable old club were entertained
handsomely last week by one of their members, Mr. George B. Woodward, at his residence in Longwood. The attendance was quite full and the occasion a thoroughly enjoyable one, as most gander parties are. The guest of the evening was the health of Mr. Woodward, the first president of the oldest club in the country, and its most hospitable entertainer, proposed by Mr. Charles E. Pratt. It is said that the ancient of the club went with his hands buttered, as he had understood that it would be a candy party.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Rules must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dillwyn Wistar, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City.

Notice to Directors.—Directors will please notify the corresponding secretary as early as possible of any changes of consuls, and send in the names of any new consuls appointed. Consuls' certificates for 1881–2 should be issued as soon as possible.

Kingman N. Putnam,
Cor. Sec. L. A. W., 54 Wall street,
New York City.

MORE FROM THE CLASSIC GLOOM.

Once more summer has descended upon the smoky city. The slush is a thing of the past. The snow has disappeared. The bicycle has reappeared, and all nature is joyous. Little birds sing upon the swaying branches, while gentle zephyrs sigh through the shaded avenues. On the other hand, gentle heifers devour the foliage of said shaded avenues, and the yet lingering rut strikes terror to the heart of the wheeler who ventures beyond the paved roads.

Asking pardon for this feeling little digression, let us proceed: Tuesday, 17 Ma., 1881, dawned gloomy and foreboding. Rain was evidently debating whether to fall or not. At precisely 9.30 A.M., Mr. S. G. O., president of the Keystone Bicyclists Bi. Club, member of League American Wheelmen, and winner of the gold medal for Exposition races last summer, started up a short trip on a road which follows the picturesque windings of the Monongahela. He leaped upon his 54-inch Special Columbia, while your humble servant calmly bestrode a 52-inch Standard Columbia. We left Glenwood Station, Baltimore and Ohio Railway, somewhere near the mile post which scores five miles from the heart of the city, and soon reached the clay road. We had gone but quarter of a mile when Mr. S. G. O. found the head screw too tight, and we spent half an hour breaking a wrench upon it, and finally made it rattle. Luckily we had an extra wrench, and could proceed on our way. From this point we sailed along nicely, not mentioning the fifteen header I took upon the road within a mile. These only served to wake me up and clear my brain. The contemplative mood into which these falls had thrown me was rudely disturbed by our arrival at a sea of mud which occupied the road. "Old 54-inch" picked his horse up and strode mantally through the clay, while I followed, a heavenly smile illuminating my curving lips; four hundred yards of this, and we stepped upon dry land, and turned to gaze upon the wonderful waving and independent. Thirty minutes for an indifferent meal, fifteen minutes for a "fragrant cheroot," and we were up and away, riding though the town. When passing the circus grounds many registrants were making for their clubs. The uninvited youth asked our Special Columbia man to let him into the show for fourteen cents. This was not to be thought of, and we fled along the road in hot haste. The road now was good and almost level for two miles, and we rode almost that distance not dismounting once. The road terminated in the Youghiogheny River, and we had to take a skiff and cross. We climbed a precipitous hill through a deep wood, and upon the top halted at a small cottage, and accosted a small boy, who immediately asked, "What's them? To which I facetiously replied, "This machine is called 'make 'em tired'; will you please give us a drink of water?"

The boy said, "Yes, for five cents." Upon this I threw the lapel of my coat back and displayed my "League" badge, and berated the boy who had ventured to cross the water forsooth and never referred to the remuneration. We crossed the river once more and landed at Buena Vista, a very bright (bright)looking village, consisting of three houses, a grocery store, and a large building with a huge sign, "coffins," upon it. This afforded an opportunity for gloomy reflection on the physical end of man and the broken condition of the roads, as we sat waiting for the down train. We had ridden twenty-one miles from home, and were twenty-seven miles from town at 4.30 P.M., when we stopped and waited for the next return train, as the roads were unfit for riding. I found the new cradle spring would not allow me to dismount by throwing one leg over the handle. Every time I came to a bad rut I would try to turn out, and every time I did I executed a lofty tumble, but, most of the time, landed on the first same day, very little the worse for our struggles.

The Keystone Club has not indulged in a run yet, but will soon take the inhabitants by storm, in a new brown suit,
which was originally stone-color. Mr. Palmer, an enthusiastic rider from the suburbs, has sold his bicycle and proposes to get a horse. The agency here is selling quite a number of bicycles, and there will be much riding done here this summer.

PHILADELPHIA.—Saturday was a busy day in field and river sports. The heavy rains of the previous day had left the grounds in a very undesirable condition, and consequently four cricket matches and the gentlemen's races at Belmont Park were postponed. The bad condition of the roads had induced those in charge to call a postponement of the bicycle meet at the Permanent Exhibition building in the afternoon; but as it failed to reach many of the wheelmen in time, they went out in force prepared for the exercises.

In order not to cause a disappointment it was decided to carry out the programme particularly as there were a large number of visitors on hand to witness the start. The Philadelphia, Germantown, Centaur, Pegasos, and Eolus Bicycle Clubs were represented, and with a large number of the unattached; there were more about ninety-five wheelmen. Mr. G. D. Gideon was the commander, with Messrs. Miller, Tilghman, Cope, and Lewis as marshals. The procession of riders having been formed, it moved in single and double files, and in fours, around the main building, and then passed out on the road. There was a road race from Hestonville to the Red Lion Hotel, three and one half miles, there being the following entries: G. D. Gideon, F. W. Corse, A. Powell, J. N. Smith, W. H. Mears, and J. Boyd. Mr. Gideon was the first in: time, 17 minutes 15 seconds. Second, Mr. Corse: time, 17 minutes, 25 seconds. This is good time, considering the long hills and the heavy condition of the road.

The turnpike company collected five cents from each bicyclist. Sixty-seven gentlemen rode as far as Ardmore, and proceeded to the well-known Gen. Wayne Hotel. Some thirty gentlemen sat down to an excellent repast, and in the evening returned by moonlight to the city. Before returning, however, Mr. Gideon received a handsome gold medal, and Mr. Corse a silver medal, on behalf of Mr. H. B. Hart, who was unable to be present on account of sickness in his family. It was a noticeable fact, both at the Exhibition Building and along the road, that the horses attached to light carriages and other vehicles did not seem to be the least frightened at the bicycles and their riders.

CAPITAL BI. CLUB.—Editor Bicycling World—The second annual races of the Capital Bi. Club were in every way a success. The records in the various events were an improvement over last years, and the enthusiasm of the large crowd to witness the races surpassed anything we had expected. Fully 10,000 people crowded about the circle, and the grand stand was completely filled with a select class of people.

Iowa Circle is surrounded by some of the finest residences in the city. These houses were very prettily decorated with flags, and every window was filled with excited faces.

The whole scene, together with fine weather, was sufficient cause to make any bicyclist exert himself to win, and in winning make good time, as nearly all the races were very evenly contested.

The parade was very good, — there being about 80 machines in line, in the order given in the following programme:

COMMANDER.—Capt. H. S. Owen (capital Club).

Marshals.—S. T. Clark (of Baltimore Club); P. F. Dodge (of Arlington Club); S. Preston Moses (unattached).

First Division.—J. McK. Borden, captain; Capital and Baltimore Clubs.

Second Division.—F. T. Rawlings, captain; Arlington Club and unattached riders.

FANCY RIDING:

At 5.05 o'clock, by Rex Smith, of Capital Club.

THE RACES.

No. 1. One Mile. Open to all. Start from scratch. Prize, gold medal. 2 Entries:


No. 2. Quarter Mile. For members of C. Bi. C. only. Flying start and run singly. Prize, gold medal, silver medal. 3 Entries:

A. M. Coyle, 46]; Excelsior, 54; L. W. Seely, 43]; Royal Challenge, 55; George Cook, 43]; Harvard, 54.

[Best record at first annual races, 41 4\2 seconds.]

No. 3. Five Miles. For members of C. Bi. C. only. Start from scratch. Prizes, gold medal, silver medal. 2 Entries:

J. McK. Borden, 18.42]; Imperial Challenge, 55; E. H. Fowler, 18.42]; Yale, 52.

[Best record at first annual races, 19 minutes, 21 seconds.]

No. 4. One Mile. Boys on wooden machines. Flying start. Prize, silver medal. 10 entries.

Robert Chapman, 4.50; Ross Broadhead, 4.55.

No. 5. One Mile. For members of C. Bi. C. only. Start from scratch. Prizes, gold medal, silver medal. 4 entries.

George Cook, 3.20]; Harvard, 54; L. W. Seely, 3.20]; Royal Challenge, 55.

[Best record at first annual races, 3 minutes, 25 seconds.]

No. 6. Three Miles. Open to all. Start from scratch. Prize, gold medal. 4 entries.
NEW MARLBORO'.
A NEW, fresh, quiet, cozy HOTEL, on both American and European plan. Conducted as a first-class house; centrally located. Bicycles properly cared for. Rates, for rooms, $1.00 per day per person; rooms and meals, $2.00 and $3.50 per day. Charles H. Moore, Proprietor.

326 and 728 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

THE SECOND ANNUAL

ENGLISH TOUR.

1881.

It is intended that the party for this tour shall leave about the 10th of July, and return about the 20th of September. The route will be slightly altered from that of last year. The cost, which includes first-class cabin passage each way, and hotel bills on the tour, will be $265.00.

Circulars with full particulars will be ready on the 1st of June, and can be obtained on application, enclosing stamp for reply to

FRANK W. WESTON,
B. & C., B. T. C., L. A. W., etc.
Savile Hill, Dorchester, Boston, Mass.

RECEIVED!

TRICYCLISTS' HAND-BOOK.

Price . . . . . 50 cents.

LE SPORT VÉLOCIPÉDIQUE
ORGANE BI-MENSUEL
Des Veloce-Clubs de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. DEVILLERS, Directeur.

RÉDACTION ET ADMINISTRATION: 35, RUE MONGE, PARIS.

Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at, the BICYCLING WORLD Office.

FILE & BINDER
Bicycling World
AND
Archery Field.

JUST ISSUED!

"INDISPENSABLE."
TRICYCLISTS' HAND-BOOK.
Orders taken at this Office.

DIRECTORY
OF
BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS,
RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.

CALIFORNIA.
SAN FRANCISCO.
OSBORNE & ALEXANDER,
628 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.
HARTFORD.
BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.
WEED SEWING MACHINE CO.
NEW HAVEN.
AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.
98 Crown Street.

ILLINOIS.
CHICAGO.
JNO. M. FAIRFIELD,
Cor. State and Van Buren Sts.

MASSACHUSETTS.
BOSTON.
CUNNINGHAM & CO.
6 and 8 Berkeley Street.
C. R. PERCIVAL,
96 Worcester Street.
THE POPE MFG. CO.
537 Washington Street.
ELASTIC TIP CO.,
151 Washington Street.

MONTANA.
HELENA.
W. E. NORRTS.

NEW YORK.
WM. M. WRIGHT,
180 Fulton Street.

SCHUYLER & DUANE,
189 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA.

GALE SHERMAN.

PENNSYLVANIA.

PHILADELPHIA.
H. B. HART,
813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG.

COLUMBIA BICYCLE AGENCY,
Cor. 5th Ave. and Smithfield St.

RHODE ISLAND.

PROVIDENCE.
CHAS. F. HANDY,
236 Westminster Street.

How to Train in Archery.

Being a Complete Study of the York Round.

Comprising an Exhaustive Manual of Long Range Bow Shooting, for the use of Archers who wish to become contestants at the

Grand National Association Meetings.

BY
MAURICE THOMPSON.
WILL H. THOMPSON.

PRICE . . . . . 50 CENTS.

Can be obtained at this Office.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST.
10 MILK ST.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST.,
10 MILK ST.,

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND.
BOSTON, MASS.,

IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. -- Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
WM. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

BICYCLES
OF EVERY MAKE.
Bicyclers’
Sundries.
SECOND-HAND
BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.
Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.

A Weekly Newspaper
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF BICYCLING.
Edited by - - LOUIS HARRISON.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.
E. C. HODGES & CO., Publishers,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:

I herewith enclose Two Dollars, for which please send “The Bicycling World” for one year from 188 , to be mailed postpaid to the following address: —

Name,

Address,
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Colombias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Columbias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and neatest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Colombias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Colombias in preference to every other machine.
Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

VOLUME ONE, 1879-1880,

BICYCLING WORLD AND ARCHERY FIELD,

NOW READY

In Handsome, Black Binding.

IT CONTAINS:


Sent, Postpaid, upon Receipt of Price, $3.00.

E. C. HODGES & CO. - - 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
CURRENTE CALAMO

R. HOWELL secured first honors in the professional 1-mile championship race at Wolverhampton, 8 June. He took first place in the two last heats, beating both Keen and Cooper. Time in last two heats, 2 minutes 54 1/2 seconds, and 2 minutes 52 seconds. He rode a Rudge machine with Rudge ball bearings. At the Stamford bridge races 11 June, some fast time was made in a 1-mile open amateur handicap. W. E. McLuer, in the first heat, 2 minutes 52 1/2 seconds. O. Thor, in fourth heat, 2nd round, 2 minutes 54 seconds, and in final heat, 2 minutes 53 1/2 seconds.

They call the curious "Otto" machines a "bicycle," a name which excludes it from the ranks of bl- and tricycles.

The L. A. W. entertainment committee has received from individual subscriptions enough to pay off the expenses of the Meet in Boston, amounting to over $1,010, without calling upon the manufacturing and importing firms of this city, although they generously offered very large contributions.

The New York Herald gives this item of news which indicates that the New York wheelmen mean "business":

"Some bicycle riders have allowed themselves to be arrested in Central Park in order to test the constitutionality of the bicycle ordinance. Success to them. Between tippy drivers of live horses and the sober riders of the steel horse there is a difference that should be recognized."

The Boston 4th of July races, to be held on the Common, will consist of a 2-mile race, best two in three, for professionals, in which the prizes offered will be $100, $75 and $50. An amateur 2-mile race, with three medals for prizes; an amateur mile race with three medals; an amateur half-mile race, best two in three heats, with three medals; an i-mile amateur tricycle race, two prizes, two medals, and a 500-yard amateur slow race, prize, medal. As the general committee appropriated $500 this year, more than twice as much as heretofore, for the prizes in these races, the medals will be very handsome ones — those offered for first prizes will be particularly elegant. All entries for these races are to be made to William H. Lee, clerk of committees, City Hall, Boston.

The English bicycle who intended coming to America this spring have postponed their visit until the autumn. They will be welcome at any time, but we would prefer to have them come as they have lately decided to. Both the roads and the weather are more "settled" in the fall season.

Said she, "And why do you wear a cot on your thumb?" And said he, "Bicycle." "And that sticking-plaster on your knuckles?" "Bicycle." "And that pink court-plaster on your forehead?" "Bicycle." "And why do you wince..."
whenever your shoulder touches the back of the chair?” “Bicycle.” “And why do you smell of arnica and witch-hazel and wormwood, and hops and carbolized vaseline?” “Bicycle.” And then she asked what he would think of her if she bruised herself all over for the sake of a whim, and so on, and so on, and they had a quarrel. You’ll see him at the parade tomorrow, but you won’t know him. He will look no sadder than the rest; a bicycle casts a constant gloom over its owner. —True Flag.

The following was received from Mr. Everett, chairman of the Reception Committee, at the meet of the L. A. W.:

D. W. Hyde, Esq., Dear Sir: — 17 June 1 rode your saddles fifty-two miles over ordinary country roads. I experienced no galling, no soreness; in fact, none of the disagreeable effects I have always felt on other saddles. The ease and comfort which I derived by changing position is a great advantage. I found your saddle all and even more than you claim for it. Truly yours,

W. B. Everett
Boston Bi. Club.

Boston, 21 June.

Attention is called to the advertisement of G. W. Simmons & Son in another column. Any one in need of a uniform would do well to order from them.

Messrs. Schuyler & Duane, guns and sporting goods, 186 Broadway, New York, announce that F. S. Rollinson is no longer in their employ, his connection with their establishment having been terminated by them.

THE CYCLIST,

Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclists fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters.

Edited by

HENRY STURMAY, Author of "The Indispensable,"

C. W. MATEN, Author of "The Bicycle Animal."

Published every Wedne. day.

Annual subscription, 6s. 6d.

From Illiffe & Son, the Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the bicycling world and the Cyclist only $3.50, from

E. C. HODGES & CO. • • - 40 WATER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

(Established 1875)

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sell Proprietors of the Famous

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Auchnowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords,

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND
NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES

deserve especial attention. These luxuriously adapted to the outfit of the Touring Bicycler, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

ALL BICYCLES SHOULD READ

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.

It is effective; out of the way; not easily broken; highly ornamental.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting rod against the moving rubber tire, when the bell is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

Easily attached to any bicycle.

In every first-class shop.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $2.50.

Send for circular.


English Bicycles and Tricycles are the rage.

Send for Price List.

PERFECTION BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

Cheapest and Best in the market. All crates free. Lists for $1.87 now ready.

C. GORTON,

Talbot Works • • • WOLVERHAMPTON, ENG.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.

For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 1 JULY, 1881.

Farewell.—A few short months ago the founder of the Bicycling World and Archery Field, its chief supporter through the early struggles for successful existence, and its first and best editor, gave up the chair in the little sanctum to enter larger fields of literature, and more profitable avenues of business. The influence of his occasional presence and the influence of the fair-minded policy he had outlined for the paper, made the initiatory work of the present editor light indeed, and merged the old control into the new so gradually that the change was not perceptible. The duties were of a pleasant character, and were made more so for the new manager by the visits and encouragement of the old. As the days slipped by, however, these visits became more scarce, and at last the full burden of the work descended to us in the form we have since carried it.

By far a larger part of our readers have been generous supporters of every stand the paper has taken in relation to bicycling affairs. They have given it most substantial evidences of approbation, as in these few months our subscriptions have increased 40 per cent, and}

have leniently criticised the character of literature presented. To conduct a literary magazine where contributors are abundant, and liberally paid for; where the best efforts of the leading writers are presented for publication, the task of editing is an easy and delightful one to the professional journalist; but in the limited sphere of a recreation not yet generally established, with so historical or legendary resources to draw upon, an ever-empty contributors' box, with only the occasional work of inexperienced writers to select from, the task is one which as often tests the editor's patience as that of his readers. We do not say this as an apology for past work, as we have simply made the best of the situation, and have received many kindly assurances that the little journal has kept pace with the pastime it represents.

We offer it with the hope that unkind criticism may not reach the future editor, that his way may be as pleasant as possible.

Mr. William E. Gilman, who will assume the editorial duties henceforth, is a journalist of considerable experience, having conducted a suburban newspaper, and reported for one of the Boston dailies for several years. He is the president of the Chelsea Bicycle Club, and has been an enthusiastic wheelman for over three years. There is no question as to his ability to conduct the Bicycling World in a creditable manner. From our belief in his thorough capability and from our personal regard for him, we wish him the very best success possible.

The editor retires to the quiet of his professional work—which has perhaps had hither-to too large a proportion of his working hours—cont. nt that 'e has been able to preserve the methods laid down by the founder of the paper; that he has been able to steer clear of the petty wrangles and personalities which consume so many youthful journals, and that he has been able to contribute a little to the entertainment of those who have a congenial fondness for life a-wheel.

He retires with both pleasure and profit on his side,—the profit of a new and varied experience and the pleasure of an enlarged acquaintance among men whom in other walks of life he might not have met.

We cannot lay down the stylus without thanking those friends who gave generous assistance to our columns when we most needed it. We feel most indebted to Mr. C. E. Hawley, Miss Madeline Maurey, Messrs. Chas. E. Pratt, C. P. Shillaber, and J. S. Dean. To these fellow-workers and to all those whose presence has brightened our little Bicycling World, we extend our most cordial thanks, and to them and our readers, "good by."

L. H.

ORGANIZING THE LEAGUE MEETING: SHALL IT BE IN CONGRESS OR A MOB?

By President Bates.

The recent L. A. W. Meet forced into serious consideration a question of League organization and business methods, upon a proper solution of which there is reason to think much of the future success of the League will depend. This question is the fundamental one, whether the League annual conventions shall be representative delegate bodies, representing all the wheelmen of America, or shall be mainly local or sectional mass meetings, representing nobody except the crowd present. The attempt made at the late Meet to combine the mass meeting with the delegate representative system led to much misunderstanding, was not productive of despatch of business, and did not commend itself to those familiar with the forms which long experience has demonstrated to be wisest and best in political, religious, and other large conventions.

The annual business meetings of the L. A. W. must take either one of two forms. The body must be either a representative congress of American wheelmen,—in which case it must be a convention of representative delegates, like the Congress of the United States, or like the delegates of political conventions, each delegate representing a fixed constituency, or it must be a chance-gathered mob, or mass meeting of those living near enough to attend.

At the late Meet, it was perhaps wisely deemed of great importance to receive as large an attendance as possible, even by the expedient of disfranchising those who did not attend, at least in part. Hereafter the attractions of the Meet—parade, banquet, and social reunion,—will be sufficient to call together a large body of wheelmen. Within a few years, such will be the great increase in the number of wheelmen, there will be a larger attendance at the annual Meets than can be easily managed. The business part of the Meet will become of more importance than the number of riders in the parade; and it will be a necessity to have the business meeting reduced to an easily manageable number of men, specially selected for their representative characters and business capacities.

I believe that the wisest plan will be hereafter to require clubs to be represented in the business meeting by delegates only, if the club be taken as the
basis of representation; or by delegates from States only, if the State be chosen as the representative unit. By such a system every League member will be represented in the delegate elec-

tive purpose; and the meeting will be reduced to such a number and be com-
posed of those of such a business ca-
pacity as will assure a quick despatch of
business, and the most thorough con-
sideation which is never bestowed by
a mass meeting.

I therefore suggest that if the club be taken as a unit for the next Meet, each club be positively required to send dele-
gates to the business meeting,—one delegate for each of ten members or less; clubs of more than ten members, to send one delegate for each ten members, and one additional delegate for any re-
maining fraction of ten which is more than a moiety of that number; these de-
egates to cast through their chairman the entire vote to which the League member-
ship entitles it; the members of the delegates from each State to elect from those present at the Meet one delegate for each ten and moiety, upon the same ratio; any State presenting less than a moiety of ten, to have each individual represent himself; all except Meet dele-
egates to have the privilege of sitting in
the convention only as spectators.

But I believe that a better system will be for each State, Territory, or province to elect delegates one for each fifty League members within its borders, and one for each fraction as large as a moiety of that number; each State, Territory, or province to be entitled to at least one delegate, even if it has less than twenty-
five members. These delegates should be chosen by the wheelmen of each State, Territory, or province, during the month preceding the Meet, and have their credentials certified by the directors of each State, Territory, or province. The directors having certified a delegate, the directors will vote the delegates their individual votes; the directors to certify and de-
clare the result of the election and pro-
vide the delegates with their credentials.

Such a system as this will generally re-
sult in the election as delegates of the men best fitted to represent the interests and attend to the business of their respective constituencies. Under this system, all the League wheelmen of the continent will be represented, the distant States and clubs as well as those nearer by; the business of the League will be better at-
tended to, and the improvements in the direction of the League, may be readily stated. The following is a list of the names of the delegates, with the number of votes each was entitled to:

The League has a total membership of
1,700; yet the total number of votes in the business meeting was — for president, 504; for commander, 211; for corresponding secretary, 381; for re-
cording secretary, 311. Thus less than one third of the whole membership of the League was represented in the highest votes cast, and less than one fifth in the lowest vote. This shows, first, a radical deficien
ty in representation; second, that those who were not delegates, having no duty imposed upon them, but representing only their own individual pleasure, covered up to the business of the business, and left the meeting, letting the vote drop from 564 to 311. This would not be
likely to occur in a delegate convention, where each delegate would feel con-
strained by the duty intrusted to him by a constituency to whom he would be responsible.

Therefore, I counsel to let the attrac-
tions of the great parade, the baraquet, the exhibition of machines, the social reunion, etc., be depended upon to gather clubs and riders; and let the business con-
vention be organized upon business prin-
ciples and for business purposes solely, as are political and religious conventions.

To this complexion must we come at
last, on account of our growing numbers; to this we should come at once, on ac-
count of equity, and business despatch and thoroughness.

RACES

Fast Time at Wolverhampton, England.—There was a large attendance at the Molneaux Grounds on Wednesday afternoon, on the conclusion of the Whitmuntide Bicycle Sports. How-
ell, Wolverhampton, won both events. Details:—First-class Mile Handicap. Final heat: E. R. Howell, Wolverhampton, 60 yards start, 2; P. Kaye, Wolverhampton, 50, 3; Crutchley, Wol-
verhampton, 40, 4. Riding in magnificent form Howell held his men safe when lit-
tle more than half the distance had been covered, and coming to the front in the last lap won, amidst much cheering, by ten yards, Patrick being half that dis-
tance in front of Kaye, Crutchley beaten out; time, 2 minutes, 52 seconds. How-

ell takes 30/., Patrick 10/., Kaye 5/. One


Cooper, London; the two men were side by side all the way up the straight. How-

eill just drew ahead the last, and barely a half yard in the remarkable time of
2 minutes, 51 2-57th seconds. He takes 30/., for this race, and a gold chron-
ograph worth an additional 50/., which, however, he must win a second time.

Briggs, Wolverhampton, 160 yards start, took the first prize (17/) in the Second-
Class Handicap, Hooke, Birmingham, 135, being second.
group, having a lead on the back stretch of twenty yards, with Schimpler second and Thomas, who was evidently riding a waiting race, away back. In this they followed each other round, and amid wild cheers, flew past the grand stand, having finished the quarter in forty-eight seconds. About this time the Chicago man began to weaken, and on the first turn in single file, Schimpler challenged him for the lead. There was a struggle for a moment and then the blue and red shot past the red and white, and the star of the Falls City Club was in the ascendant. "Schimpler will win—they can't catch him," yelled the crowd, and for a moment it did seem that the hero of Nashville would take the heat in a canter. But bicycle races are just as uncertain as horse races. While Schimpler was bowling along in front, Thomas was plodding steadily along in the rear with lots of life still left in him. On the back stretch he crept steadily forward, and in the space Schimpler reached had gilded past the worn-out Chicagian, and was making a grand effort for the lead. So fast and steady was his pace that when the home stretch was entered he was on even terms with Schimpler. Once more there was a struggle and the result was still beautifully uncertain until within ten yards of the finish, when the pink and blue of Thomas flashed to the fore and gilded home, winner of the heat, in the remarkably fast time of 1:36. Schimpler's time was 1:38, but Craig, who came in behind, was not timed. Thomas had won the heat by fine jockeying, and the crowd applauded him loudly for his efforts.

**SECOND HEAT.**—In the second heat the three contestants, after a rest of 15 minutes, came to the post in fine trim, and were sent away on even terms. Craig again took the lead on the turn, but Schimpler held it for a moment. Schimpler gliding past him just as they entered the home stretch, and leading all the rest of the distance. At the second quarter, the race was prettily contested between all three, but Schimpler outlasted the other two and won over Thomas by two feet, with Craig a close third. In this heat Schimpler's time was 1:42 and Thomas 1:42.

**THIRD HEAT.**—Craig not having won a single heat in two trials, and the final contest was left between Schimpler and Thomas. Both of these gentlemen were pretty well blown by their previous efforts, but when they came to the post for the third heat Thomas looked the fresher of the two and was a warm favorite. In this heat Schimpler was entitled to the inside track, but he surrendered it to the latter, for the reason that he expected to go off his proper position in the second heat after he had won the first.

**FINAL HEAT.**

Thomas got a bit in the lead and was not halted from quarter to quarter, but Schimpler made a noble effort for victory at the finish, but the man in pink fairly outlasted him, and crossed the string winner of the heat and race in 1:45. Schimpler's time was 1:46. The crowds were thoroughly enraptured, and everybody congratulated him upon his hard-earned victory. Mr. Thomas: introduced this sport in Louisville, and his own popularity has served in a great part to make it popular. He is not only about the fastest and best rider but the most scientific and graceful.

**THE SECOND RACE.**

The second race was for the younger riders; a dash of one half-mile for a medal valued at $20. For this event there were four starters: Charles H. Jenkins, from the Louisville Club, and Messrs. Chas. Kunz, Wm. Roberts and Clarence Jenkins, from the Falls City Club. This race proved an easy victory for Charles Jenkins, who took the lead at the start of this heat, and was never in the remarkable fast time of 1:36. Roberts and Clarence Jenkins had a warm race for second place, but the former won by the skin of his teeth at the finish. Kunz was second, and Jenkins held that same position from the start to the finish. Though nobody present knew positively, it was generally believed that Charles Jenkins time in this race was the fastest ever seen, and the distance was 1:36 1/2. Jenkins is quite a youth, and has been training but a short time. He bids fair, if his performance yesterday is taken into consideration, to become one of the fastest riders in the country. Those who witnessed the races yesterday were more than pleased with the sport, and the expression of general that the management could not have added a more interesting feature to the programme. The two-mile race, that was to have been run yesterday, has been postponed until Friday.

**100-MILE RECORD.**—Mr. G. D. Gideon, of the Germantown Club, rode from Philadelphia to Jersey City on Saturday, July of last, between the hours of 11 a.m. and 11 p.m., a distance as covered by him, via Bristol, Trenton, Pennington, Somerville, Bound Brook, and Newark, with an additional ten miles lost in the sand near Plainfield, N. J., being about 108 miles. Our com- pain, L. A. W. (also of Germantown Club), started, but broke his backbone near Pennington.

**JO. PENNELL, Capt.**

**MERIDEN, Ct.**—A two-mile bicycle race at Meriden, Ct., 18 June, was won by A. C. Church, of Hartford, and Clark Lawrence (Hartford Wheel Club), 2d. The five-mile race was won by C. Lawrence (Hartford Wheel Club), 52 inch; Dr. Rust (Wm. Wheel Club), 54 inch, 2d; and Church (unattached), 50 inch, 3d. Each rider was awarded suitable medals. The track much resembled a ploughed field, so time was not taken.

**HARTFORD, 21 JUNE.**

**ARLINGTON BI. CLUB.**—The first annual races of the Arlington Bicycle Club, 20 June, were held at Rhode Island Avenue. The races will be as follows: Quarter-mile dash, best two in three; one mile; one hundred yards slow race (open for club members only); one mile against time — to be run in two distances; half mile (to be run in two distances to all, and one half mile open to boys under fourteen years of age, on rubber- cushioned machines.) The prices for each free to all race will be a gold medal, and for them an entrance fee of fifty cents will be charged. Entries close Tuesday evening, 28 June.

Visiting wheelmen are welcome to make our rooms their headquarters during their stay in the city, and every effort will be made to make their sojourn in the "bicycle paradise" a pleasant one. All correspondence and entries to be addressed to the secretary.

**HOWELL STEWART,** No. 126 Sixth street, N.W., Washington, D. C.

**NEW ENGLAND FAIR RACES.**—Gentlemen:—Will you please give notice in your next issue for the New England Fair races are fixed for 6 September. We have arranged your details later, but would be pleased to have all New England clubs arrange so as to be with us on that date.

E. F. JOHNAN, Sec., Woorcester Bi. Club, Woorcester, 23 June.

**BOSTON AND MASSACHUSETTS INTER-CLUB RACES.** are thus described in the Herald: "A novelty in bicycle racing was inaugurated by the Boston and Massachusetts Clubs Saturday afternoon, on the four-lap cinder track at Beacon Park, in the shape of an inter-club team race, distance ten miles, three men entering from each club. For several weeks past it has been an event of considerable interest to local bicyclers, as nothing of the kind ever before been attempted, either in this country or England. The Boston Club put forward Messrs. Hodges, Dean and Lowell; and the Massachusetts Club was represented by Messrs. Alden, Parkhurst and Hardwick. There was a fair attendance of bicyclers, and the day was favorable, though a somewhat brisk westerly breeze operated against fast time, and the track (new as yet) was not in the best condition. A standing start was made at 4:10, positions having been drawn with the three Massachusetts men inside. On getting the word, Alden quickly took the front position, followed closely by Hodges, Lovell, Dean, Hardwick and Parkhurst, in the order named. For a dozen laps this order was maintained, though the first four riders formed a group, while the other two fell nearly a lap behind. As Alden increased his pace, Hodges followed doggedly, and at the end of the third mile the two were leading by a quarter of a lap, Lovell, Dean and Parkhurst following another lap behind, and Hardwick nearly a lap in the rear. Near the end of the fourth mile Parkhurst spurted past Lovell, and about the same time Hodges passed Alden, though only a few inches, when after this the same little rider increased his advantage to half a lap, and as Park-
hurst soon after passed Dean, the Massachusetts stock seemed rising. Hodges, however, held his distance against Alden for two or three miles more, the Massachusetts man in the mean while gaining a lap on Dean. At the end of the eighth mile he had also gained a lap on Hodges, the leading Boston man, and passed him on coming up the home stretch, his light weight giving him an advantage in riding against the wind. Parkhurst was, meantime, putting in good steady work against Dean and Lovell. On the last lap Hodges pressed Alden for the lead, but the latter responded bravely, and crossed the line still in the front, finishing one lap ahead, and making the distance in 41m. 18s. He was warmly applauded, and deserved it all, as he rode throughout a plucky race, and came to the finish in excellent form. The others also spurred to lower the aggregate time, as every second was needed. Below is a summary of the race:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rider</th>
<th>Machine</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>G. E. Alden</td>
<td>50-inch Premier</td>
<td>4:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. E. Hodges</td>
<td>50-inch March fire</td>
<td>4:12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H. B. Parkhurst</td>
<td>50-inch Columbia</td>
<td>4:13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. B. Bostwick</td>
<td>50-inch Harvard</td>
<td>4:14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W. W. Lovell</td>
<td>50-inch Harvard</td>
<td>4:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M. H. Hardwick</td>
<td>50-inch Harvard</td>
<td>4:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Massachusetts Club</td>
<td>1 Boston Club</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Massachusetts time</td>
<td>4:17</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggregate Boston time</td>
<td>4:18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Massachusetts time</td>
<td>4:18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Boston time</td>
<td>4:18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts wins by 41 sec.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best man's time (by miles)</td>
<td>4:12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston, July 4th</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two-and-a-half mile race between the two veterans of the Boston and Massachusetts Clubs was abandoned, the Massachusetts man deciding not to start.

**SOME TRICYCLES. V. THE TRICYCLE**

Amongst the novelties in velocipedes, nothing seems to have aroused more interest than has the tricycle, which like many other things put forward as novelties is only novel in certain details. Just as the general idea of an alleged bicycle, with the large driving-wheel in the rear and the small steering-wheel in front, and with levers and clutch mechanism to drive it, put forward as a novelty by the contrivers of the American Star, has been shown and patented in various forms years ago, and its features which are really new are minor ones of detail, so this three-wheeled vehicle, put forth by the Pope Manufacturing Company, under the above-mentioned name, was years ago in its general idea constructed and used, and patented in France; though the details of its construction which make it practicable and useful are partly those developed generally by the improvements in construction of the bicycle, and partly by minor details worked out by the makers.

However it has been developed, it is quite an attractive vehicle in several respects, as will be seen by the accompanying picture. It consists mainly of three large bicycle wheels of equal size, over each of which a rider may sit, and connected together very rigidly by an ingenious framework. Two of the wheels run in the rear, and are abreast, and the other is in front of them, and is the guiding-wheel, being operated exactly like the front wheel of a bicycle; while all three are driving-wheels.

It is made principally in two sizes, and the adjustability of the pedals in the cranks, and of the saddles, makes it so that almost any one can ride one or the other of these sizes. The wheel machine weighs less than three bicycles, and affords ample room and convenience for luggage. Those who ride the two rear wheels, need not be bicyclers, though the one who rides the steering wheel should be somewhat skilled, and of course training and experience count with this vehicle, as with any other.

It has been for some time observed in the streets of Boston, and other cities of the Massachusetts, in Providence, in Buffalo, N. Y., and elsewhere, as a vehicle that may hold its way through the crowded city, as well as over the country road. It makes a jolly boat for three persons to go off together with; and as there is no trouble about equilibrium, or headers, it has some attractions for the timid, as well as for those who like to be more sociable, and carry more luggage on an excursion. It is made by the Pope Manufacturing Company, the makers of the Columbia bicycles, has ball bearings for the wheels, inch rubber tires, especially good springs, and is sturdily and reliably constructed in every respect. The price of each machine is two hundred and fifty dollars.

It is probable that its chief use will be by summer excursioners, or bicycle clubs; or very much in such a way as boats are often owned, by two or three or more, to take their enjoyment together. It is already used somewhat by bicycle agents as a machine to let to those who are not experienced bicyclers, but wish to enjoy the wheel in some form.

C. E. P.
L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission is $1.00 for individuals; 50c for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection, if made payable to Dillsburg Widow, Dillsburg, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above, and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 55 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applications should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary if any變化 or otherwise objectionable person afflicts.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 10c to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam, Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.

Haverhill B. Club.—Additional: Edward Hale, and Fred Fith, both of Haverhill, Mass.


Coshoton B. Club.—J. P. Forbes, captain; E. O. Selby, E. E. Henry, W. Burns, all of Coshocton, Ohio.


New York B. Club.—Additional: Jas. B. Cousins, 199 Grand street; Geo. Cousins, 199 Grand street, both of New York City.

Hartford B. Club.—Additional: T. Sedgewick Steele, Hartford, Conn.

Buckeye B. Club.—Additional: E. W. Abrams, 197 E. street; W. T. Eldridge, N. High street; F. W. Flowers, 344 Oak street; C. J. Krog, S. S. High street; W. P. Kinman, 101 S. 7th street; E. W. McColm, Franklin avenue; J. P. McMane, E. Broad street; T. C. Ordorff, 466 E. Long street; J. L. Pease, 47 N. High street; W. L. Peters, 591 N. High street; J. W. Wray, N. High street, all of Columbus, O.


Unattached.—Wm. H. Edmonds, 416 Washington street, Boston; Chas. H. Hames, 30 Market street, 199 Sixth street, Philadelphia, Pa.; P. R. Wells, Nicetown Lane, Frankford; J. Dyson, 345 Adams street, Frankford; J. T. Crankshaw, 4320 Frankford avenue, all of Philadelphia, Pa.; Lucien M. Beebe, Jr., 32 East Bay, Charleston, S. C.; W. R. Solfield, Box 419 Charleston, S. C.; Fred C. Craven, Rochester, N. Y.; Alphonse Hamel, 11 Hamel street; Charles Burroughs, P. O. Box 1103; Arthur Laurent, 157 St. Joseph street; Willifrid Brunet, Jr., 139 St. Joseph street, all of Quebec.

THE PRESIDENT'S BOY.

Master Irwin Garfield, a young lad about eleven years of age, and next to the youngest of the president's sons, is immense; it matters not in what way he is looked at. He is n't in any sense what is called a bad boy, though full of life. He can't bear the idea of being caged up, as it were, in the upper rooms of the mansion, and insists on coming down stairs where he can see the folks that call. He would much rather go out into the streets and have a game of base ball than do anything else; but this is not allowed.

As soon as his private tutor leaves, generally by eleven o'clock in the day, Master Irwin puts in an appearance in the public part of the mansion. He is not still a minute from that time until he is forced into his little bed at night.

As a bicycle rider he is a great success. Not being allowed to take the machine out on the concrete streets, as other boys are, and ride to his heart's content, he manages to get his bicycle riding in the house, and can be seen any day flying about the east room or the tiled main hall. He claims the right of way in all cases, and if people don't grant it willingly, he asserts himself by riding right through them, regardless of the consequences.

A couple of weeks since he made up his mind that he could walk on the top of an iron rail fence with the skill of the most accomplished tight-rope walker. He tried it and failed. When he was picked up it was found that he had given his ankle a severe twist. Three days in bed was the punishment for his effort, being unable during that time to walk, even if he wanted to.

As soon as he was able to get about he did so, notwithstanding Dr. Boynton's orders to the contrary, and though unable to walk for a couple of days more, he crawled about the floor. His next enterprise was to contract with a carpenter who happened to pass the house, by talking from an upper window, to make him a pair of crutches so that he might move more readily. The crutches came, but he was not allowed to use them. A day or so after he was able to get about as well almost as ever, through the swelling has left his ankle now.

Doing some fancy riding on his bicycle, he attempted to ride out of the front door and out on the portico and down a flight of stone steps into the drive in front. He found it impossibility, and though in this case he escaped injury himself, the bicycle met with a severe injury, the front wheel being broken and the handle broken off. To-day he could be seen flying about the east room on the machine minus handle and one or more spokes in the wheel.

He kicked up a big sensation several days since by trying to pull out his teeth with a shoe hook, and actually had pulled out one tooth before he was discovered. — Hartford Times.

WHEEL CLU DOINGS

BICYCLING IN LOWELL.

On Wednesday evening, 22 June, the Vesper Boat Club, of Lowell, gave a tournament, consisting of bicycling and tennis, in the skating rink. The hall was prettily draped with Chinese lanterns and presented a gay appearance. The entertainment commenced with music by Berry's Band, followed by a drill by the well-known Providence Bicycle Club, who, notwithstanding lack of preparation, made a creditable appearance. Mr. Allen, Hermes Bicycle Club, Providence, then gave some very graceful trick-riding, which was highly appreciated. Mr. Allen rides with remarkable ease and grace, and promises to be well to the front in his specialties.

A four-handed set of tennis followed, but owing to the players' inability to see the ball, proved rather slow.

The slow race was won by Mr. Chandler, Providence Bicycle Club. Mr. F. S. Rollinson, appeared in his rôle of a novice learning to ride the wheel. He must be a close observer, as he certainly rendered the experiences of a beginner in a
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very graphic manner. He handles the subject well, and if he brings the imita-
tion a y closer to life, he can only end by breaking his neck in the usual man-
ner.
The second set of tennis was then played, resulting in a tie.
After a brief intermission and music, the Providence Bicycle Club again appeared and finished their performance, which was loudly applauded.
The feature of the evening was the riding of Mr. Chandler, of the Prov-
cidence Bicycle Club. He introduced some new features, among which was the pick-
ing a handkerchief from the floor with his foot, while at full speed, without leaving his machine. Mr. Chandler then performed the trick of riding on his front wheel the entire length of the rink. This feat has never been performed in this country before on the modern bicycle, and Mr. Chandler deserves a great deal of praise for his pluck in accomplishing the most difficult feat that has ever been at-
tempted on the bicycle. This, without doubt, places Mr. Chandler at the head of all trick riders in America. To him belongs the honor of being the first to accomplish it. He was loudly applauded by those who understood the attempt, the remainder joining in the applause through sympathy.

The entertainment closed with a mile against time, by Mr. Rollinson, which was easily made in 5:44-1/2, being very credit-
table, owing to the small space.
The Providence Bicycle Club, with friends, were entertained by the Messrs. Butler, after the performance, at their house, which ended the affair in a very agreeable manner. The managers of the club deserve a great deal of credit, and it cannot fail to create a "boom" for the "wheel" in the city of spindles.

ESSEX BI. CLUB—Eleven members responded to Secretary Billmon’s invitation to run to his country seat at Madison; last year they went there and enjoyed a de-
icious country dinner, afterwards riding to Morristown, where a photograph was taken. There were five Harvards, two Special Clubs, two Columbus, a Match-
less, and an Excelsior, five 54-inch, four 52-inch, a 36-inch, and a 58-inch.
Mr. H. C. Douglas, 341 Broadway, N. Y., has been appointed secretary and ta-

Balls.

THE CHELSEA BI. CLUB has been offi-
cially invited to participate in the civil and mili-
tary pageant of the city on Independence day, and will probably do so. An invitation has also been extended them

by the committee of the Rumney Marsh Maccaroons and Bumflasted Squizzers to act as escort to that corpse—which is to be requisitioned for parade at early
dawn of that morning.

CHICAGO NOTES.
The Chicago and Ariel BI. Clubs have organized a series of races to take place monthly; the prize being a joint club medal. The first of the series will be held at Central Park, Matnice Track, next Saturday, 25th Inst., and everybody is much interested in the result. The course will be five miles, the average time of the best three in each club being taken, and the man making the best time of the three will wear the medal, subject to result of next month’s race. It is agreed that the club winning the medal the most times during the year shall retain the same per-
manently at the close of the season.

Our medal consists of the badges of the two clubs placed beside each other, both circular in shape. Between the two circles appears the diamond-like front view of a bicycle, upon the handle-bar of which a gold eagle is perched with wings outspread.

Mr. A. S. Parsons, ex-corresponding secretary, L. A. W., attended one of our club meetings the other night, and we all like him very much. He says our roads are rough, pronounces our very best mac-
adam as being equal to Boston’s country roads. If that is the case, no wonder Boston has so many wheelmen.

We are anticipating a very fine time at the big Milwaukee run on the 2,3, and 4 July. Chicago will turn out about thirty riders from its two clubs, and add to this the numerous unattached wheel-
men from outside towns, who will centre in Chicago previous to the run, we will make a repectable delegation.

I tried hill climbing with my D. H. F. the other day and bent the spindle badly, all on account of having a loose head. Would advise that riders of these ma-
cines keep their heads comfortably tight when climbing hills and avoid acci-
dents of this kind.

Geo. D. Hoffman, treasurer C. Bi. C., has returned from a year’s visit to Eu-

trope, and brings home with him a 38-
inch "Invincible," which is as much as to say that that is the best mac-

ineline he could procure abroad.

Rev. Arthur Edwards, C. Bi. C., and son, have left for Europe, intending to

make a wheel journey through England and Wales. Mr. Edwards, who is editor of the N. H. Christian Advocate of this city, will write regularly to the Chicago Daily News, giving accounts of his trip and of bicycling generally in the old coun-
try, which we will clip for the Worl-

d.

ESSEX RAMBLES. V.

Having practically recovered from their ride to Hoboken, and from the deli-

ghtful though satiating visit to Bos-
ton, Brown, Jones and Smith met one

bright, sunshiny morning for a run to Franklin. Brown was faultlessly attired in the suit that struck such admiration into the views of the Hub press; he was equipped in a gray shirt that made him look like a South Jersey farmer, and con-

trasted oddly with his exquisitely kept plated wheel; while Jones sported a whi-

e flannel shirt and a pair of white canvas shoes, looking like immense wings at-
tached to the pedals. They also wore the usual nether garments peculiar to bicyclers. Riding to Montclair over a good gravel road, our party surmounted the upper hill. Smith, "a veritable Charley Crute," riding it in the face of a strong head wind, while the others strolled up, watching the exhibition of muscle ahead. After a drink from a wayside spring at the summit of Verona, passing the county jail, which called for the customary flattering re-

marks at each other’s expense from the party. At Caldwell, the entire popula-
tion were — oh, wicked Essex men! —
at church, and consequently there was no one to interfere with the antics of the rural steeds hitched to the churchyard fence. Our wheelmen got safely past, however, and rolled on through the vil-

lage, out upon the crest of the Second Mountain. As this title may seem a lit-
tle unintelligible to the reader, it may be well to explain briefly the topography of that part of Jersey hills. Recent road building in the west of New York City. Crossing the Hudson, and traversing those Deutsch subur-
bhs of the great metropolis, Holoken and Jersey City, we come to Bergen Hill, running north and south, and pierced by many tunnels and cuts, unfortunately de-

nied the level-seeking cyclist. The New-

ark meadows, uninhabited save by the untamed mosquito, stretch westward to the Passaic, upon whose banks rests the city of Newark. Interesting to the cyclist on account of the peculiar atrocity of its cobblestone pavements, which can only be likened to the dry bed of a Rocky Mountain torrent. Newark rises abrupt-
lly; its western heights then immedi-

ately con-

ceives the wheelman’s paradise, the Oranges, a beautifully undulating coun-

ty running west for six miles, traversed everywhere by the famous roads of Essex.

The entire region back of Orange and Montclair is mountainous, three parallel ridges running north and south, known
as the First, Second, and Third Orange Mountains. Over these runs the Franklin macadam, affording tremendous coast and correspondingly tough ascents. The three Essexites emerged from a chestnut grove through which the road ran, they appeared to come to a veritable jumping-off place. Jones, who had taken the run before, pedalled ahead and threw his legs over the handles, shot a sharp angle, and went entirely through the rush. Brown and Smith following. The speed was at least thirty miles an hour; an open-mouthed native was passed like a shot; two curves were tipped around in a deliciously dangerous way, and as all dismounted in the village of Franklin, a unanimous vote conceded it as the very finest coast, etc., etc. Indeed, they enjoyed it so much that they actually rode up the interminable hill, turned around and coasted it again. "That hill," said Smith, giving his 52-inch a shake to see if it was all there, "that hill is worth a ride of ten miles just for a coast." A perceptible difference was felt on the return trip: the breeze that had been so refreshing going out was now dead astern, and while it helped to bowl the party along at a merry rate, they were soon very warm. The tranquility of their ride home was broken by what Jones called "the tightest squeak, you know, ever had in my life," and his friends agreed that it was a very narrow escape from a bad smash-up. Jones, as usual, was leading the crowd down the long hill through Verona, and owing to the smoothness of the road, the bearings of his H. F. H., and the wind, was flying down legs over at a terrific pace. A turn in the road suddenly showed him a country team coming up. Upon seeing this flying apparition the prudent driver stopped his horses, waited until Jones, who was frantically yelling and gesticulating for him to turn over on his side of the road, had gotten within a hundred feet of him, and then deliberately pulled directly across his road, with the pole over the gutter! There was no time for Jones to wheel to the other side, and besides, as he afterwards said, "I had the right of way there, and I was going to keep it." So, flattening himself back, he turned his machine directly into the soft earth of the gutter, and up the rough bank. shot by toe pole, and ran down into the road with a war whoop of triumph. It was impossible to haul up while running at that gait, so the crazy driver got off unscathed; he shook his fist and swore at the others as they flew past on the opposite side. Jones proposes going back some day on a detective expedition.

The most delightful rides, however long, and too soon, and it was with regret that our three tourists rolled into Orange, and parted for their respective homes. It must, however, be admitted that this regret was tempered (the other fellows said that in Smith's case it was annihilated) by the fact that three steaming dinners were waiting to be eaten.

And in less than ten minutes, every sinner
Was busily eating his Sunday dinner.

Which was the proud and hard to tell: Brown, Jones, and Smith all crowned like—well, X-bively hungry fellows.

BICYCLING must be regarded as a very immoral and inferior sport. The principal moral objection to it is that the bicycle rider usually finds it convenient to wear knickerbockers and stockings and a polo cap. Depriving himself of this, he naturally shocks a sensitive community.

Theologians are at variance on the question whether the bicycle is, of itself, immoral; but the liberal spirit of the age seems to incline to a compromise in looking upon the bicycle as not necessarily a profane vehicle, but only made so by the exasperating and aggravating wickedness of the average bicyclist in keeping to his own side of the road and hindering his own business.

Considered simply as a sport, bicycling must be adjudged inferior if not low, on account of its lack of the attractions common to all other forms of athletic recreation. The ear marks of a bad horse or car may fall overboard or may fall overboard or be drowned, or may be sunstruck while racing under a broiling sky, or may catch malarial fever from roaming on muddy rivers in the evening. The man who rides on horseback has a chance of meeting his death in several different ways, including, if he is a member of an anise-seed-bag hunt, the chance of being shot by some farmer whose crops he has destroyed. Even the amateur pedestrian has the refined pleasure of holding his life in his hands, with a strong possibility of its being called in from several causes.

In bicycling you have only one way of hurting yourself,—by falling off your machine.

And that you can do only by the exercise of great carelessness or freshness.

For this and many other reasons the sport is disapproved by all slightly intellectual people. It might stand higher in the public estimation if it brought its devotees into contact with professional athletes, acrobats, and trainers, or other cultivated classes; but unfortunately it does not.

Bicycling, however, attracts the general attention of the public. Wherever the bicyclist goes, the natives testify their silent contempt for his brazenness by stopping stones at him and setting the dogs on him. Bicycling troubles especially those ruffly young men whom a twenty-mile walk would break up finer than a Mecklin lace cobweb. They look upon this style of recreation as eminently ridiculous.

The sight of a bicycle always reduces a horse to a condition of maniacal terror. When a horse smells a bicycle half a mile away, he at once rises up on his hind legs, snorts wildly, and goes into a neat imitation of delirium tremens. If the dreaded vehicle approaches much nearer, the horse is apt to lie down and die. No horse was ever known to shy at a locomotive, a pile of bricks, a circus wagon, a road race be-
NEW MARLBORO'.

A NEW, fresh, quiet, cozy HOTEL, on both American and European plan. Conducted as a first-class house; centrally located. Bicycles properly cared for. Rates, for rooms, $1.00 per day per person; rooms and meals, $2.00 and $2.50 per day. CHARLES H. MOORE, Proprietor.

736 and 735 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

THE SECOND ANNUAL

ENGLISH TOUR.

1881.

It is intended that the party for this tour shall leave about the 10th of July, and return about the 10th of September. The route will be slightly altered from that of last year. The cost, which includes first-class cabin passage each way, and hotel bills on the tour, will be $265.00.

Circulars with full particulars will be ready on the 11th of June, and can be obtained on application, enclosing stamps for reply to

FRANK W. WESTON,
B. B. C., B. T. C., L. A. W. etc.
SAYIN HILL, Dorchester, Boston, Mass.

RECEIVED!

TRICYCLISTS' HAND-BOOK.

Price . . . . 50 cents.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

2 CUMBERLAND ST., 10 MILK ST.,

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,

BOSTON, MASS.

IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. - COVENTRY.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
Wm. M. Wright
791 5th Avenue,
New York City.

Bicycles
of every make.

Bicyclers' sundries.

Second-hand bicycles
a specialty.

Send 1-cent stamp for circular.

The Bicycling World.

A Weekly Newspaper
Devoted to the Interests of Bicycling.

Edited by - - Louis Harrison.

Subscription Form.
E. C. Hodges & Co., Publishers,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
I herewith enclose Two Dollars, for which please send “The
Bicycling World” for one year from . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..

Send 5c. stamp for circular.

Bicycle Emporium,
96 Worcester St., Boston, Mass.

Chas. R. Percival,
Manufacturers' Importer of

Bicycles
and

Tricycles.

Agent for

American Roadster Tricycle,

Special Club, Club and Gentlemen's,

Coventry Machinist Co., of Coventry.

"special premier," and premier,

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, of Coventry.

Also agent for all makes of

Dearlove's Lamps,

King of the Road, Companion, Comet, etc.

Lamplough & Brown's Suspension saddles and Handy Tool Bags.

Bicycles and Tricycles
To let by the hour, day or week.

Open evenings till 8 o'clock. Sunday till 7 o'clock.

Send 5c. stamp for circular.
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Columbias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Columbias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and neatest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Columbias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Columbias in preference to every other machine.
Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size - - - - - - - Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
THE Bicycling World
Published Weekly. 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
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CURRENTE CALAMO

A CRESCENT Club bicyclist's girl is so modest that she never can speak of his leggings,—she invariably calls them "limbings."

The Charleston, S. C., Bicycle Club elects a surgeon on its board of officers. We fear the Carolinians are reckless riders or that their roads are rather rough.

We are glad to see so many daily and weekly newspapers opening bicycle departments in their columns. It indicates the rapidly growing interest in the wheel in this country.

We have received from the secretary of the Capital Bicycle Club, of Washington, a neatly printed copy of that club's constitution and by-laws, revised, for which, "Thank you."

The morality-instilling effects of the wheel is evident from the fact that those young riders who have hitherto been more or less addicted to profanity, now swear only "Bi Cycle!"

The latest unkind cut the "silent steel" has received, was when a Crescent rider, riding through the Highlands recently, was greeted by a small Irish waif, with, "Say, mother, is that a bicycle license?"

The Spider sunshade (called "Japanese") by the aesthetic dealer) ought to be prohibited in our public thoroughfares, or else have its claws "buttoned," for of all the insidious inventions for eye-gouging and ear-tearing, this, in the band of recklessly uncertain woman, is the most terrible.

The Arkel Bicycle Club of Chicago is almost the exact counterpart of the Hermes Bicycle Club of Providence, even to parts of their uniform, jackets and breeches being the same, composed of fine, handsome, enthusiastic young fellows, sons of wealthy men. These two clubs promise well for the future of bicycling in America.

WE MAKE
SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with order for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading houses in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING,
BICYCLING, FOOT BALL, BASE BALL,
LAWN TENNIS AND GYMNASIUM
SUITS, ETC.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
OAK HALL,
BOSTON - - - MASS.

THE ONLY BICYCLE SHOES
Suitable for Fast Riding or Long Journeys.
Made to conform to natural shape of the foot, and sold with undetectable, serrated rubber.
Can be had of
THAYER, MONEIL & HODOKINS,
22 Temple Place - - BOSTON.

COLUMNIA BICYCLES
SOLD ON
INSTALLMENTS
ON EASY TERMS.

Having accepted the agency from the Pope Manufacturing Company, we are now prepared to sell their Bicycles on Easy Terms of Payment. Purchasers Taught to Ride. Call and examine, or send 5-cent stamp for illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
2-UNION STREET-5
Furniture and Gents' Warehouse.

ADVERTISEMENTS

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP
YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST

Is to wipe it over every day. The next best is to use non-corrodent. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance.

Price, 75 cents for "Bicycle Special." Address

A. B. BROWN & SONS,

CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.
THOS. W. CLARKE, P. F. RAYMOND, Esq.
Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors.

We have Trademark, and Copyright causes a specialty.

Long experience with Bicycle and Velocipede Patents. American and European Patents obtained.

29 Pemberton Sq. - - BOSTON, MASS.

"BICYCLER'S RIDING SUSPENSORY."

Our sales of the above prove that it has been found to supply a want hitherto felt by wheelmen. It affords great comfort and insures absolute protection to those parts liable to injury while riding or making difficult mounts, the bandages is self-adjusting, and cannot possibly get out of place, it is simple in construction, and for quality and finish cannot be beat, while the low price ($1.00) places it within the reach of all. Sent by mail on receipt of price. Circumferentle free.

ELASTIC HOSE CO.,
Highlandville, Mass.

$2.00 a Year.
7 cents a copy.

Entered at the Post Office as second-class mail matter.
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The Chelsea Club don't claim the largest number of members, but it can boast the tallest wheel; one of its members controlling a 66-inch machine. There are also two 58-inchers, and four 56-inchers, and lots of 54s in the club.

With such excellent roads as Malden possesses, and which her sensible authorities keep in such good order, it is surprising that the number of her bicyclers does not increase more rapidly. No suburban town nor city about Boston averages so good roads.

Milwaukee is architecturally a fine city; but when the visitor sees handsome bicycles gracefully bestowed about the entrances of these fine buildings, while the owners, business men, bank and telegraph messengers, etc., are busy within them, a most novel and pleasing effect is given.

Members of the Boston Bicycle Club propose to go with their wheels by steamer "Admiral" to Gloucester next Saturday, and return thence by bicycle, Sunday. A Chelsea wheeled the entire distance—29 miles—June 17, without once dismounting.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intended to reach the Editor's attention should be addressed to The Bicycling World; and business letters should be addressed to E. C. Hodges & Co. in care of their Bicycle Store, Boston. If these remitting amounts in postage stamps, will enclose one-cent and two-cent stamps instead of three-cent stamps, they will greatly oblige us.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

BUSINESS NOTICES.

Those who do not wish to pay full amount down for Bicycles, will do well to see Hervry & Co.'s announcement on first page.

BICYCLE WANTED!—To Buy or Hire.

A 50, 55, or 60-in. wheel. 60-in. "Harvard" preferred. Address immediately, with full description and bottom price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

RECEIVED!

Tricyclists’ Hand-Book.

Price . . . . . . 50 cents.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can buy a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,

SALEM, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.

IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

ESTABLISHED 1879.

TRE MONT STREET, cor. OF BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE FAMOUS

HARVARD ROADSTER.

A. C. HODGES & CO., or their authorized agents.

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND

NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES

deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycles, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ

THE CYCLIST,

Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters.

EDITED BY

HENRY STURMEL, Author of "The Indigenous." & C. W. NAIRN, Author of "The Bicycle Annual.

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 5s. 6d.

From ILLIFFE & SON, the Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and The Cyclist only 3s. 5d., from

E. C. HODGES & CO. - - 40 WATER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Mets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction. IT IS EFFECTIVE; OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY BROKEN; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting nail against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell. EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.


English Bicycles and Tricycles are the Sage.

Send for Price List.

PERFECTION BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,

Cheapest and Best in the market. All crates free. Lists for 1881 now ready.

C. GORTON,

TALBOT WORKS . . WOLVERHAMPTON, ENG.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclers generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club made social events, personal items, inventions, statistics of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondences, news items, suggestions, clipping, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press on Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 8 JULY, 1881.

On Saturday morning, 2 July, 1881, at about 9:30 o'clock, James A. Garfield, President of the United States, while in the station of the Baltimore and Potomac Railroad at Washington, was shot by one Charles Guiteau, a Frenchman, and probably insane. At the time of this writing the President is still living, and with some prospect of ultimate recovery. A gloomy anxiety pervades all classes throughout the land, mingled with an eager, sympathetic craving for intelligence of each later phase of his condition. The press of the whole country, North, South, East, West, and representing all shades of political sentiment, is emphatic in denunciation of the crime and in the expression of sympathy and sorrow for the beloved chief magistrate as a man no less than indignation for the outraged law; and it is no slight cause for national congratulation, even under the shadow of this terrible calamity, that not a syllable of intelligent newspaper comment attempts to impugn the crime to any other source than the personal spite and insane recklessness of this man Guiteau. A few unthinking and ill-informed persons in private occasionally attempt to connect the tragedy directly with the notorious political strifes which have agitated the land during several months past, but the more sober-minded observers of current events attach no weight to these opinions.

THE LEAGUE MEETING.

I am very glad to see that President Bates is agitating the subject of the organization of the League and the method of conducting the annual meeting, at which each member is supposed to cast a vote, while, in fact, as was demonstrated at the last meeting, less than a third do so. It would seem that all questions of the government of the League might be safely left with the board of officers, except that at the annual meeting the consuls might be allowed voice and vote. In this way you would get delegates of the best sort. First, you have the officers, who are men of some ability; second, you have two directors from each State, who are chosen by their respective character; and third, you have the different towns represented by consuls, who can easily receive instructions from the L. A. W. members in their districts. The only question in which the individual members are particularly interested is the election of officers. How and by whom shall these be elected? Is the question with which we have now to deal. Shall they be selected by delegates, or shall they be elected by the votes of each and every member of the League? Put these questions to each member and what will be his answer? That he is a member, paying $1.00 a year for the privilege, and that he should like to have his little say as to who should be the governing power of the L. A. W.; and who can blame him? I think the club should not be taken as the unit, as I know personally the system is defective. For instance, a man joins a club and his name is sent in for membership to the League as a member of that club; but if before the annual meeting he resigns, or for any reason ceases to be a member of the club, he is still a member of the League and the club gets his vote in making up the total from which to select its delegates. Again, if a member of a club has joined the League, but ceasing to be a member of that club joins another, the first and not the second gets the benefit of his vote. I know of a case of this kind at the last meeting of the League, where a club lost the votes of members on account of their having joined the League from another club and got the benefit of the votes of League members who had resigned from the club.

It is a matter of fact, in this instance, it made no difference, as they could not have got another delegate. But one can readily see that if the club is taken as the unit, such changes as this might make a difference to one member's votes in the club. As to appointing delegates from the States, I think the system would be complicated in the extreme, and will be less satisfactory than leaving the whole matter to those who are able to attend the annual meeting. I think each member should have a chance to vote, but owing to the great distances some will have to travel, no matter where the Meets is held, this is impossible where presence is made necessary to the casting of a vote.

I would suggest a method of voting, leaving the details of system to be settled by the League officers, who are well able to cope with the question. Let the officers of the L. A. W., or a committee appointed for the purpose, select two or more candidates for each office, have the names of the candidates and the office for which they are to be chosen printed on blanks, and send one of the blanks to each member of the League, with instructions to scratch out the names of those he does not desire to vote for, and return the blanks to the secretary or some one appointed for the purpose. This method would be simple, and give each and every member of the League a chance to express his preference, and do away with the caucuses which were so prevalent at the last meeting.

LONDON W.

THE UNKNOWN MACHINE.

One night as a savage policeman was walking his beat by the street-lamp's faint, uncertain gleam, He espied a young man, whose strange manner of talking Shewn, sufficiently enough, that he was a Frenchman; And the &quot;copy," showing grappling the whole situation, Saw the man was quiet small, so without hesitation He nabbed him up, took him off to the station. Where the captain in charge pronounced him insane. Away he was sent to the home for the chronics, Where he gibbered and raved in a way that was not; They could give no relief with their drugs or their punics, And they all gave him up as one hopelessly mad. But one day as a doctor, a lover of wheeling, Passed him, rigged for a ride, there seemed to be Bali. A light of his mind, and he asked, with much feeling, The doctor to pause and hear his sad tale:

"I AM but only last spring that I first took to cycling, The sport was seductive, the enjoyment was keen, I soon got to be quite an expert in riding, And now I must get some special advice. O sad was that thought, which has ensued all my anguish, And it brought me to this horrid placid anguish, And created these fancies I never can vanquish, O bitter the day when I first learned to ride!"

"I looked at the Harvard, the Special, the Humber, The Tomhulke, Standard, the Face up, the Yale, The Shadow, the Challenge, and so on without number. And was shown how each one had some points that would fail. I was told of the relative friction and wearing Of the straight, curve, single, and double-hub bearing: And discovered in each there were faults the most glaring, And was quite at a loss to decide what to get.""

"I examined all kinds of spokes, handles and trouble, Heads, brakes, felclops, tires, lamps, backbone and spring, Forks, handle, cranks, sats, hubs, saddle and pedals, Till I felt I was sure I had seen the whole thing. All these days I most carefully studied, and finding This my only concern in my hours of waiting, For days and for weeks, I settled on taking The machine I considered the best, called the . . ."

"A choke and a gasp, but the doctor, who, fearing That he might not catch all that the poor fellow said, Had drawn closer to him, to be sure of hearing, Faintly came the news of a horseless coach, We know not where he's gone, but we hope that he either Takes his gems in the blue super-ambient ether, Or on roads that are perfect, where he shall find neither Hills, mud, sand, nor weather to trouble him more."


P. W. R.
**WHEEL CLUB DOINGS**

WASHINGTON, D. C. — The Arlington Bicycle Club has removed its headquarters to 813 South Street, N. W.

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY BI. CL. — This club is rapidly growing, and will have over fifty members this year, probably. So says President Bates.

BOSTON BI. CL. — Thatcher Goddard has been expelled from the Boston Bicycle Club for non-payment of dues, and to date he is hereby published in accordance with the by-laws of the club, Art. XIII.

J. S. DEAN, Secretary.

MELROSE BI. CL. — This club was organized in Melrose, Mass., last week, with nine members, and elected the following officers: Captain, George B. Meehan; sub-captain, Mr. H. G. Bossom; bugler, C. D. Jeffersous. The color of their uniform is dark green, and they made their first run last Monday, to Chelsea beach.

THE NEW BEDFORD BI. CL. was formally organized Monday evening, 27 June. A constitution and road rules were adopted, and the following officers were elected: W. M. Butler, captain; H. L. Dwight, secretary and treasurer; O. F. Bly and J. B. Bradford, committee. The club now numbers eight, and others have signed their intention of purchasing machines and becoming members. The club is indebted to Mr. George F. Husey, of the Baltimore Bicycle Club, for valuable aid in bringing about the organization.

A club was formed in Scranton, Penn., recently to be known as the Scranton Bicycle Club. The following officers were chosen: President, E. B. Sturges; vice-president, Geo. Sander son, Jr.; captain, A. J. Kolb; lieutenant, W. B. Rockwell; guide, J. Pantecect; secretary and treasurer, James Fish. The club are to adopt a uniform, and will soon be in trim for excursions, meets, etc. The "Columbia Standard" is the favorite machine, and is well adapted to the roads in this vicinity. Scranton will not be behind in the future in the bicycle world.

CHARLESTON, S. C. — Editor Bicycling World: On 27 May we formed a bicycle club here, to be known as the Charleston Bicycle Club, with twelve members; and from present appearances we shall soon have many more. The following officers were elected: President, L. H. Frost; vice-president, A. L. Bristol; captain, J. Alwyn Ball; sub-captain, John Morose; secretary and treasurer, L. M. Beebe, Jr.; surgeon, C. H. Badger; and commissary, W. R. La Rueuier. The remaining members are J. K. Connor, William Crafts, Will. R. Soffer, Frank J. Bristol, J. K. Blackman, Julien Breeze. At our last meeting, Mr. Max Haneman, of the Capital Bicycle Club, of Washington, D. C., who was in our city at that time, was elected an honorary member. Our uniform consists of coat, breeches and stockings of navy blue, with white flannel shirt and cape; our colors are red and yellow, and our motto, "Nothing but cards!" Will report to you regarding roads, etc., in this vicinage before long.

L. M. Beebe, Jr., Secretary.

MILWAUKEE BI. CL. — Our late worthy secretary, Mr. Angus S. Hibbard, is suffering from a sprained wrist, in consequence of a header taken on one of his country excursions. Though every member of the club is very sorry for that, they still have another misfortune to report, you regarding roads, etc., in this vicinage before long.

L. M. Beebe, Jr., Secretary.

**EAGUS WHEEL CLU. WORCESTER, MASS. — One of our number has been casting his eyes over the twenty members of the club, and finds the average height 5 ft. 8 inches; 5 members, 5 feet 5 inches; and the tallest, 6 feet 2 inches. Average weight, 134 pounds; with the lightest, 116 pounds; and the heaviest, 155 pounds. Average age, 27 years, with youngest, 19 and oldest, 37 years. Average size of wheels, 52 inches, with smallest 48 inches, and largest, 58 inches. Seven of our men are married. Eleven ride Standard Columbus, 4 Harris; 2 Special Columbus; 2 Premiers; 1 Duplex Excelsior. The club has been presented with a gold badge and a set of colors, to be contested for once in six weeks by the members. The following is a list of the feats to be performed, with the number of men who will be awarded for the best, second best and third best performances, the badge to the one scoring the highest total, and the colors to the second highest:

**Schedule of Points for the Three Best Performances.**

1. Stand astride small wheel, run, left foot on step, into saddle, and dismount on left side with treadle...
2. Ride astride small wheel, left foot on step, push three times with right foot, into saddle, and dismount without back brake...
3. Stand astride small wheel, right treadle forward of center, right foot on treadle, into saddle, and dismount over wheel with brake...
4. Stand astride small wheel, left foot on hub, into saddle, and dismount without treadles...
5. Stand astride small wheel, step forward with left foot, then right foot, then left foot on step and into saddle without spring...
6. Stand on left of machine, left treadle down, left foot on treadle, throw right leg around backbrace and handle to left...
7. Ride fifty yards and return with left leg over handle, and left hand on handle...
8. Stand astride of small wheel, left foot on step, push three times with right foot, put right leg forward over right hand brace into saddle...
9. Stand astride small wheel, right treadle forward of center, left foot on step, striking right foot with right foot, and down saddle...
10. Stand astride of small wheel, run, mount, and ride as far as possible without touching treadles...
11. Stand astride small wheel, run, left foot on step, right foot on right treadle, take left foot from step as right treadle comes up, and into saddle...
12. Walk on left of machine, left hand on handle, right foot on saddle, and with inside...
13. Stand astride of small wheel, run, left foot on step, right foot, right leg on left of backbrace, and into the saddle...
14. Stand on machine, hands on handle...
15. With machine standing still, mount, stand on saddle, and dismount without machine being lifted...
16. Mount, slip back over saddle, and ride on backbrace with both feet on treadles...
17. Stand on left of machine, left foot on hub, into saddle, and dismount by throwing leg over handle...
18. Stand astride small wheel, run, left foot on step, right foot on saddle, and then left foot...
19. Stand on saddle on right foot, left leg and foot horizontally...
20. Ride ten yards with left foot on step and yard the foot on left...
21. Stand astride small wheel, both hands on saddle, walk and venture into saddle...
22. Ride ten yards with both feet...
23. Stand on left of machine, heel on handle, right foot on saddle, and venture into saddle...

**CAPITAL BI. CL. — At the last regular monthly meeting of the Capital Bicycle Club, of Washington, D. C., the following were elected for the ensuing term of six months, commencing 1 July: President, C. E. Hawley; vice-president, H. M. Schooley; captain, G. G. Allen; sub-captain, J. M. Lewis, Jr.; jr. sub-captain, F. H. Noyes; secretary, L. W. Seely; and commissary, C. G. Hibbard; ex-commanders, F. D. Owen, C. F. Good dell. The club was reported as being in a very prosperous condition, so much so that new and handsomely furnished club rooms are talked of, and without doubt will be had before the summer is over. The members are in fine trim, and every evening, from eight to twenty men can be seen out on an impromptu run about the city, or through the Soldiers' Home grounds, where the coasting is fine. Many persons have expressed wonder that we should have room to race when we stated that the course was nineteen and one half feet from the curbstone, but they forget that the narrowest street we have is forty feet, and the widest, one hundred and sixty, the average being about ninety feet; while nearly all of the thirty-nine avenues are one hundred and sixty feet in width, the narrowest one being eighty-five feet. If the New England bicyclers could call on us as often as the Baltimore men do they would soon know what the "Wheelman's Paradise" means.

EDWIN H. FOWLER, Secretary.

WASHINGTON, D. C., 28 June, 1881.
The first contest will take place on 13 July. By these contests we hope to increase the interest in bicycling, and to show up some good riders in our club by fall.

Meet of the Philadelphia, Germantown and Centaur Bicycle Clubs. —Nature could not have been more propitious than she was yesterday morning, and in the second meet of bicycle clubs in Fairmount Park had been better managed evening would have found the three thousand people who assembled at the Exposition Building to see the riding much better satisfied than they were. The marshals of the day were not numerous enough to keep the crowd back, and consequently only about one half of the spectators saw any of the evolutions of the riders. The turnout of bicyclists, attached and unattached, was larger than any one expected, and the exhibition of fancy riding or contortion acts on the traccheus bicycle was excellent. Over one hundred members of the Philadelphia, Germantown, Pegasus and Centaur Clubs appeared on wheels in the parade. J. E. Le Conte, of the Pegasus Club, was the commander, and the marshals were: C. D. Gideon, Germantown Club; A. A. Blakiston, Philadelphia Club; and R. G. Le Conte, Pegasus Club. The parade was to have begun at 4.30 o'clock, but it was after 7 before the wheelmen got into line. Among the most expert riders' present were: H. T. Demmond, J. O. Pennel, Dr. Weightman, Caleb Roberts, Dr. Muehler, H. B. Hart, D. Mears, Kelly, C. F. Cope, C. C. Thomas, C. M. Hudders, G. N. Osbourn, J. I. Miller, John Ferguson, Samuel Lewis, J. Gibbon, H. Longstreb, J. B. Fox, Charles N. Mason, D. V. Potter, M. R. Maxwell, J. S. Mowbray, H. A. Blakiston, G. D. Gideon, W. E. Montelellis, K. Krousteh, Dillwyn Lister, Edward King, J. E. Le Conte, T. B. Lukens, James Freidly, Alexander B. Bowen, and W. R. Tucker. After circling around the Main Building two or three times for the edification of those who got near enough to see them, the riders dismounted, and by their united efforts opened a small circle of space in the crowd. In this circle two riding matches by one, yards were contested. The gentlemen who contested for the prize for fancy riding were C. Frederick Cope and Daniel Mears, of the Pegasus Club, and George Wilder, who rode an American Star Bicycle with the small wheel in front. After each of the riders had taken a "header" and enjoyed numerous falls, the prize was awarded to Mr. Cope. This exhibition was very interesting and the crowd applauded the contestants right heartily. The starters in the slow race were Frederic Corse, of the Germantown Club, and C. F. Cope and D. Mears, of the Pegasus Club. Cope carried off the prize — a gold medal. After the race the wheelmen formed in line and rode to Bryn Mawr, where they enjoyed an excellent supper. — Philadelphia Times, June 26.

Elizabeth Athletic Club. Bicyclers mustered in force at these sports, which took place on Thursday afternoon at five o'clock. Messrs. J. Frank Burrill and W. F. Fullerton of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, and W. J. W. Roberts, of the Staten Island Athletic Club, officiated as judges, while the officers of the Mannhattan Bicycle Club, efficiently filled the onerous position of referee.

The first race, half-mile heats, best three in five, for those who had never won a first place in wheel races, of which ten appeared at the post, and to the surprise of those who witnessed the falls at the last meeting of this club they were started in one heat. We feel we cannot too strongly condemn this style of bicycle racing. To allow of any reasonable safety, there should not be more than four starters in a race on a track of the dimensions of the Elizabeth track. As it was, the competitors were placed in two rows, and we noticed at the start one rider in the rear row run into a gentleman who had started one of the front riders. Fast time can never be accomplished in this way, and for the future we would advise the committee to substitute preliminary heats, the winners of which would compete in the final. Appendix are the results of the races:

Victor R. Value, Union Bicycle Club; M. N. Brook, Manhattan Bicycle Club; C. J. Montie Austin, Kings County Wheelmen; H. O. Talmdage, Yonkers Bicycle Club; W. J. Duane, Edgewater Wheels; Edward K. Austin, Kings County Wheelmen; A. C. Bedell, Essex Bicycle Club; D. K. Estes, Edgewater Wheels; N. H. Day, Edgewater Wheels; W. N. Edleston, Elizabeth, A. C.

First heat. Value got off with the lead. Bedell took the first place on entering the second lap, and maintained it to the finish, Talmadge a good second. Duane and Day saved their distance. Time 1 minute 54 2-5 seconds.

Second heat. Talmadge took the lead at the start, and after entering the second lap Bedell took the lead which was again wrested from him by Talmadge. On the last lap Bedell fell. Talmadge and Duane made a capital race, the first named winning. Bedell claimed a foul and was consequently allowed to start in following heats. Time, 1 minute 54 seconds.

Third heat. Bedell dashed off with the lead, which he maintained to the finish. Close race between Talmadge and Duane for second place, which was ultimately taken by Talmadge.

Fourth heat. Duane got off with the lead, which was taken at three fourths of a lap by Bedell, who held his lead and won by about 1 1/2 yards.

Bedell thus took first prize, Talmadge second.

Mile heats. Best two in. All not disqualified to start in each heat. Distance post, 50 yards. W. M. Woodside, Manhattan Bicycle Club; Edward F. Fiske, Williamsburg, A. C.; Mr. H. Austin, Kings County Wheelmen; Geo. Hooper, Kings County Wheelmen.

Fiske took the lead at the start, being deprived of it by Hooper in the first lap, who led till the third, when Woodside went to the fore, and increasing his lead, won by about 10 seconds. He then obtruding on the other competitors and winning outright. Time, 3 minutes 41 seconds.

After a considerable lapse of time the distanced competitors in the mile race appeared to ride for second medal. A capital race ensued. Austin and Hooper alternately leading till the last lap, on entering which Austin unfortunately lost his pedals and took a tremendous header, leaving Hooper an easy victory. Time, 4 minutes 11 seconds.

During the interval between the heats Mr. Chickering gave an entertaining exhibition on the new Star Bicycle. He rode a 51-inch and seemed able to do anything on it. The races were a success. — N. Y. Sunday Courier.

Glances Abroad

The Inter-university Bicycle Races. — These races took place June 16, on the O. U. A. c. grounds, Illey road. Results: Two-mile race, G. D. Day, St. John's College, Cambridge; 1; H. Oeschger, unattached, 2; C. A. E. Pollock, Trinity, Oxford; 3; D. R. Smith, Queen's, Oxford; 4; R. H. Fisher, Jesus, Cambridge; 5.

First heat, 5 minutes 52 seconds. Three-mile handicap, open to all members of the University — L. O. Andrews, Christ Church, 130 yards start; I. D. Pollock, Christ Church, 2; C. Philpott, unattached, 3; won by two hundred yards; time, 10 minutes 14 seconds.

Ten-mile race — D. J. S. Bailey, Jesus, Cambridge, 1; W. Oeschger, unattached, Oxford, 2; F. B. Gooding, B. A. R., 3; won by one hundred and fifty yards; time, 2 hours 10 minutes 49 2-5 seconds.

Twenty-five mile race — G. D. Day, St. John's, Cambridge, 1; H. Muir, Corpus, Cambridge, 2; H. Jephson, Hertford, Oxford, 3; H. Nicholls, St. John's, Cambridge, 4; E. A. V. B. Poole, Hoxton, 5; D. R. Smith, Queen's, Oxford, 6; W. F. Buckley, unattached, Oxford, was absent, and M. H. Jephson rode in his place; won by eight yards, Jephson, who rode very pluckily throughout, finishing third,
THE RACES

THE JULY FOURTH RACES ON BOSTON COMMON.—These races drew an immense concourse of spectators to the Common, the number being estimated at twenty thousand, the people filling every available space on the ground where a view could be had, and in many instances extensively utilizing the house-tops on Beacon street. The city committee, comprising Lucius Slade, chairman, and William Frost, William F. Wharton, and Nahum M. Morrison, having the matter in charge, had the grass clipped and the turf rolled for a four-lap track of twenty feet in width, which, although making a hard and elastic roadbed, was necessarily somewhat uneven, and prevented the still fast time being accomplished, and in several places these imperfections were such as to render racing dangerous to the equilibrium of the riders. The latter, however, previous to the races, rode over it sufficiently to get tolerably familiar with its inaccricies.

Soon after 1 o'clock the first race was called. This was the one-mile amateur race, the prizes being gold and silver medals for first and second respectively. There were five started in the race, being S. T. Kaulbach, of Malden; H. H. Duker, of Boston; Leo R. Robete, of Boston Highlands; H. E., Lombard, of Cambridgeport; and W. M. Woodside, of New York. The start was made without disorder, and the wheelmen soon got into their work, and distances between riders began to widen, and by the time the third lap was reached it was evident that Woodside had the race at his case, while the contest for the second place was still stubbornly maintained by Kaulbach and Robete; but afterwards the latter steadily lost ground to the finish, which brought Woodside to the judges in 4.41, Kaulbach in 4.17, and Robete in 4.33, and the rest came straggling in at various distances apart.

The next was the first heat of the two-mile professional race, best two in three, prizes $100, $75, and $50, for first, second, and third, respectively. There were five contestants,—John M. Wilson, of Boston; George W. Harrison, of Boston; P. H. Duker, of New York; H. A. Donaldson, of Washington, and Frederick L. Rollinson, of New York. This proved one of the most interesting contest of the series, three of the men seemingly evenly matched in the struggle for the first place in all three heats. All started fairly and kept well together during the first two laps, with Harrison leading and hard pushed by Pierce, while Wilson and Rollinson alternated as third and fourth, although it was evident that Rollinson was not exerting himself, and this opinion was confirmed, as in several of the succeeding circuits he forged ahead to second, and contended with Harrison close to the rear of Wilson. Pierce also made several spurs for second, but speedily fell back each time, while Donaldson was now hopelessly in the rear. The last two laps showed a hard push between Wilson and Rollinson for first. Harrison being already booked for third, and the interest of the spectators was most intense, and cheer after cheer greeted each of the two leaders as now one, then the other, shot ahead, till the final turn of the oval brought Rollinson to time in 8.33, with Wilson pushing close after in 8.35, while Harrison recorded 8.14, followed later by Pierce and Donaldson in that order.

Next was the first heat of the half-mile amateur race, best two in three: prizes, gold and silver medals for first and second, respectively. The starters here were Kaulbach, Duker, Lippitt, Robete, George E., Bedson, Chas. W. Clark, of Waltham, and Woodside. A good start was effected, and the riders went off in fine style with rapidly varying positions, now one taking the lead for a few seconds until another spurted to the front, and held it about the same space, while those following were having equally exciting struggles for second and third, and it was not until the second lap of the heat that the result began to take definite shape, with Woodside in advance, and Kaulbach and Whitaker alternately seesawing side by side, and in this order they finished, Woodside taking first in 1.58, and the other two tying at 1.53; and the judges awarded second place to Whitaker, because Kaulbach was out of position.

The next was the second heat, professional race, four contestants, Donaldson withdrawing. The men, as before, kept well together for a while, but Pierce got the lead once or twice, while Rollinson seemed to lag, and finally dropped to the rear for a few moments, and a sharp struggle was maintained between the three others; Wilson, however, leading, and riding erect and much more gracefully than the others. Soon, however, Pierce fell to the rear, and Rollinson occasionally spurted to second and first, and then, gradually losing again took third place, and came to time in 8.34, being beaten by Harrison, second, in 8.20, and Wilson, first, in 8.13.

The second heat, half-mile amateur race, was contested by Pierce, Lippitt, Robete, Whitaker, and Woodside, and a good send-off began the struggle, and as usual, the positions changed so rapidly that it was impossible to keep track of the finish, till the second circuit, which showed Woodside at the front with Whitaker and Kaulbach alternatingly pushing him hard, until the latter, in turning the oval at the north end ran into a rut and fell, while Woodside kept ahead, until Pierce, at the finish, took 1.53, followed by Whitaker in 1.55, and the

GLEANINGS FROM EXCHANGES

The trial of the Central Park (New York) Bicyclists has been postponed to the 13th first.

BICYCLISTS will be allowed to ride over the roads in the Park, in Philadelphia, allotted to them, at any hour of the day.

DENSORE, of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, has been making a tour of New Jersey on his bicycle. He travelled at the rate of miles an hour.

IRVING K. TAYLOR writes from Milford, Pa., that the roads out there are elegant, and that he hopes some of the city cyclists will pay him a visit.

E. L. DAVENPORT, from Canton, Pa., finishes his letter thus: "If any of the boys want a delightful spot to spend a month, with good roads and a half-mile track, a mile from the town, tell them to come up here."

E. HICKS, the rider of the celebrated Star bicycle, has entered for the ten-mile race at Philadelphia, with one and one half miles start of Price.

Two members of the Mercury Bicycle Club made a day's excursion on Long Island last Tuesday. They took the cars to Jamaica, at which place they mounted their wheels and rode to Mineola, Glen Cove, and thence to Locust Valley. After three hours' rest, they returned by way of Glen Cove, Roslyn, Manhasset, Little Neck and Flushing, arriving at the latter place at dark. They report the road from Jamaica to Mineola very fair, and from Little Neck to Flushing macadamized and in excellent condition. Most of the other portions of the roads travelled were sandy, and between Roslyn and Little Neck very hilly. — N. Y. Sunday Courier.
others at indefinite periods; and Woodside, having won two straight heats, was awarded first prize, and Whittaker the second.

The chief interest now centred in the final professional heat. In this Rollinson apparently settled down to business from the start, and alternated first place with Wilson and Harrison, until the latter seized a steady lead, come third, but not far behind his two struggling guides either. 'Pierce, meanwhile, forging along in good distance in the rear. The excitement was the most intense on the last half mile, as Wilson and Rollinson kept so close that a spurt by either would have placed him to the front for a moment, and shouts and cheers rolled along the encircling crowd like a huge wave of sound in the wake of the riders during the last lap. That reached its climax as they passed the judges' stand almost abreast, but Rollinson winning in 8.10 to Wilson's 8.19, while Harrison closed up the gap in 8.24.

The next was a tricycle contest between Henry Percival, on a Bayliss, Thomas & Co. "Excelsior"; E. F. Bixby, on a Singer "Challenge"; and H. D. Hedger, on a "Special Salvo." A good start was made and Percival took the lead, with Hedger second and Bixby third, and in this order they made the mile, with Percival constantly increasing his lead; while Bixby hugged the heels of Hedger and Bixby for the last lap, when they spurted to his side and passed the finish line less than a foot behind, his time being 6:91, Hedger's 6:89, and Percival's, first, 6:43.

The fourth race was now called, being a two-mile amateur: prizes, gold and silver medal for first and second respectively. The contestants were Kaulback, Whittaker, Duker, Lippitt, Robete, W. W. Stall of Waltham, H. E. Lombard of Cambridge, T. D. Baldwin of Waltham, and J. H. Rollinson of Boston. The race was run on a course of 1 mile and 1881 yards, being run in 8:32, and Lippitt in 8:35.

The slow race followed, amateur, two hundred yards: prize, silver medal. Messrs. Kaulback, W. C. Woodward and A. H. Rollinson having won two straight heats and not started, the first two withdrew and left Baldwin to complete the distance in 24.7. This ended the races, which were considered very successful, except in the time made, the nature of the track being unsuited to great speed. The judges were Misses A. C. Kempton, C. A. Perkins, E. C. Hodges, Charles P. Shillaber. Timekeepers, Geo. B. Woodward, Louis Harrison, and Fred Ames.

CAPITAL BI. CLUB, WASHINGTON, D. C.—On Saturday, the 19th ult., the club had its annual parade and races, assisted by the Baltimore and Arlington clubs. The procession formed on Pennsylvania avenue, corner of Eleventh street, and made a beautiful display in the streets of Washington, with about eighty machines in line. Capt. Owen was the commander, and was assisted by S. T. Clark, of the Baltimore club, Capt. Dodge, of the Arlington Club, and S. Preston Moses, unattached. The first division, composed of the Capital and Baltimore Clubs, was under the immediate command of Capt. Owen. The second division, — the Arlington Club and unattached riders, — was led by Capt. F. T. Rawlings. The procession led finally to the race ground, at Iowa Circle, where a quarter-mile track had been carefully measured. Donch's band was in attendance, and gave an excellent selection of music, as you will see in the programme sent you. Rex Smith of the club gave an exhibition of his remarkable feats, and admirable form. those who saw him ride at Music Hall, Boston, at the League Meet, saw that he was a finished and graceful rider; but he can do a great deal better as we well know in Washington. In Boston, from want of rehearsal and previous selection of his performances, and probably to some degree from shyness among strangers, he omitted some of his best feats. After his riding the races over forty as follows:

1. Mile race, open to all, prize, a gold medal. This race was won by H. M. Schooley, in 3 minutes, 14.3 seconds; H. Stewart, second in 3 minutes, 14.1 seconds. The winner rode a Royal Challenge with 44-inch wheel, and Mr. Stewart was mounted on a Columbus, 54 inch.

No. 2. Quarter mile race, flying start, run singly. Prizes, gold medal and silver medal. For members of C. Bi. C. only, George Cook was first with a record of 43.5 seconds, on a 54-inch Harvard. Next came L. W. Seely, on a 55-inch Royal Challenge, in 43.5 seconds, with only an eighth of a second against him; and third was A. M. Coyle on a 54-inch Excelsior, in 45.2 seconds. Last year's quarter-mile race gave a record of 44.2 seconds.

No. 3. For members of C. Bi. C. only, five miles. Start from scratch. There were five entries, J. McK. Borden winning in 18 minutes, 42.5 seconds, and E. H. Fowler, second in 18 minutes, 43.7 seconds. Last year's record of this race was won by C. Bi. C. under 55.
Bicycle Club. This race was a mile dash, flying start; time 3.19. He competed with Stebbins, Purdy, T. Waite, and Church. After the regular arranged programme was finished the whelmen on the ground did some fine fancy riding which was greatly admired by those present. — Hartford Globe.

SAN FRANCISCO BI. CLU_— Says the
Morning Call of June 20: Yesterday’s run under the auspices of the San Francisco Bicycle Club was no exception to the general rule which characterizes gatherings of local patrons of this sport, and in consequence a thoroughly enjoyable affair resulted. An invitation had been extended to the Oakland whelmen during the week, and both clubs were well represented. Proceeding to Alameda by the 5.30 boat, local riders were met at the landing by the invited guests, under command of Capt. George H. Strong. The order of start was then given, and the riders proceeded to Oakland, but on account of the prevailing high wind, the route previously decided upon was somewhat modified, so that Fruit Vale was not reached. In the following through the principal streets, the whelmen headed toward Alameda, where, on arriving, they halted for twenty-five minutes, and thence proceeded to the Neptune Gardens, where lunch had been provided. The party were here met by Cables, of the San Francisco Club, and J. Sanderson, of the Olympian. An excellent lunch was served, and toward the close of the following toasts were given: "The absent whelmen," by De Clairmont; "Our guests," Capt. Eggers, responded to by Capt. Strong; "The Press," responded to by J. Sanderson; "Bicycling," Finkler; "the Park," Hobe. On conclusion of the lunch the order to remount was given, and the party, under escort of the Oakland Club, returned to the point of starting, thoroughly delighted with an excellent day’s sport. The cyclometer showed the distance to have been sixteen miles. The following whelmen were present: San Francisco Club — Messrs. Butler, De Clairmont, Eggers, Hobe, Finkler, Golly, Martin, Cables, J. Sanderson, Warsauer, Oakland — Messrs. Strong, O’Dowd, Burkhart, Rabe, Davis, Wedgewood, Stone, King and Thompson.

The bicycle races at Recreation Park, Detroit, 25 June, were very interesting. In the one and one-half mile race McCull, Standish, Howard and Osmun started. Howard took the start, but remounted and started again. At the three-quarter mile Osmun dropped out, as the pace was too hot. Standish won in 5.12, with Howard second and McCull third. In the three-quarter mile race Brandt and Ketler kept the whelmen out. Time 2.21. Snow was second and Standish third. The Detroit Club championship race was postponed. Whelmen from Jackson and Ann Arbor were interested.

An interesting contest took place recently, in Rochester, N. Y., in which Miss Elsa Von Blumen rode a bicycle against the trotter Hattie R., the bicyclist being allowed odds of half a mile in one and a half miles. The first heat was made by the bicyclist in 2.2 seconds of Quarter mile, 1.13; half, 2.29; third quarter, 3.47; mile, 4.56. Hattie R., half, 1.32; mile, 2.58; mile and a half, 4.55; giving the heat to Hattie R. by a second. The second heat was won by the bicyclist in 3.04. As well as the third by four lengths, in 5.10, the horse making the mile and a half in 5.10. Miss Von Blumen also defeated a running horse, with the same odds, in 4.38.

MONTREAL BI. CLU_— The first handicap road-race of this club to Lachicwine and back on Saturday afternoon, 25 June, produced the following four starters out of an entry of eight: viz.: J. D. Miller, four minutes; F. C. Holden and G. M. Smith, two minutes, and C. J. Sidey, scratch. The first-named was despatched by Mr. Angus Grant, who kindly officiated as starter, timekeeper and judge, at 5.38, and kept the lead to Blue Bonnets, where he was passed by Holden and Smith, who kept together to the turning-point — where Lieutenant DeSola handed each competitor a check as he arrived — just this side of Lachine tollgate, where they reached at 6.24. Sidey caught Miller at Relley’s Crossing and reached the distance post at 6.26, Miller half a minute behind. Smith got away from Lachine in advance of Holden and was never caught; finishing at 7.45-17 miles in 1 hour 24 minutes and 35 seconds — splendid time considering the state of the roads, which were very dusty and rough. Sidey passed Holden at Blue Bonnets, but finished 3 minutes 2 seconds behind Smith (time 1.25.37). Miller re-passed Holden at the Land Slip and came in at 7.47 — time 1.39. Holden was unable to finish, owing to his machine breaking down on the Cote St. Antoine road, about two miles from the close. It should be mentioned that Mr. T. D. King acted as clerk of the course at the start.

NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

The Philadelphia Evening Telegraph, Sunday Mercury, Ledger and Times all give extended reports of the Meet of the several bicycle clubs of that city, 25 June, and editorial comment in each case is extremely complimentary to the riders and condondatory of the narrow-minded policy (2) of the Park Commissioners in excluding whelmen from the park drive-ways.

WASHINGTON, D. C., 30 June, 1881. Mr. Editor:— Capt. Osmun, on his return from Boston informed me that considerable doubt exists there and elsewhere as to the correctness of time recorded at the recent races of the Capital Bicycle Club; and also showed me a cutting from the Boston Herald, asking information as to the manner in which the track was laid out. Iowa Circle is a park formed by the intersection of Thirteenth and P streets and Vermont and Rhode Island avenues. It is circular in form and runs around a circular road forty feet wide. A line drawn around this driveway nineteen feet six inches from the curb of the inside walk is 1,320 feet long. The Herald wants to know whether we "hugged the pole." Of course we did: the pole is in this case being the c’alk line referred to. As the space — nineteen feet six inches — between the line and inner curb was filled with people, we could not have run inside the line had we wished. So much for the track. Concerning the time of the last mile, about which so much has been said, it is simply absurd to talk of having made it in 2.47, and we are sorry the report originated. In the confusion caused by the close of the races, when the crowd broke over the track and the horses attached to the carriage of the judges and timekeepers attempted to run away, the time was lost. The second mile was 7.13, but the third mile was one continuous sprint between Stewart and Schooley, and a reliable timer among the spectators gave 3.17 for the last mile. This would make the time for the last 10.30, which, I am convinced is nearly accurate; but to say that on a "Standard Columbia" machine, with a circular track, and at the close of a three-mile race, the time was 2.47 is simply absurd. No one believes it here, and every one is sorry such an impression was produced abroad. Mr. Stewart, the winner, rode magnificently, and his final sprint was the finest ever seen here, but he himself laughs at the idea of 2.47. All the other records are perfectly accurate. L. W. SEELY.

The following extracts from a letter from A. H. Llewellyn-Winter, Capt. Hyperion 'Cycling Club, to Mr. Parsons, will be read with interest, and will arouse lively anticipations. Mr. Winter’s address, until September, is Edgbaston Hotel, Llandudno, North Wales:

‘You may remember that I announced my intention of visiting the States in May, with a party of English riders. Well, I kept that month disengaged for the tour; but, as I could only obtain three other men to go with me, I thought it better to postpone my visit until I could form a party at least as large as the one which we had so much pleasure in welcoming over here. Therefore I missed my little continental tour. I have since been assured that even had I visited your hunting grounds by myself I would have been quite welcome. I am grateful to hear it, and I did not like to come down from the dignity of a party to insignificant little me.” However, “Never say die,” so I mean to have another attempt to get up a party for the autumn, and failing that to visit you solo. We Britons rejoice: some of you “go-ahead” energy and zeal.
SANTA CRUZ (Cal.) wheelmen are contemplating the formation of a bicycle club. At present there are nine riders who possess bicycles.

PERSONAL

REV. O. F. GIFFORD, pastor of the Warren-Avenue Baptist Church, has wisely taken to bicycling, and rides a go-inch Columbia.

Our thanks are cordially due Mr. Albert S. Parsons for interesting communications sent while he is prostrated by illness at Warwick, Mass.

We received a pleasant call last week from two Washington wheelmen, Messrs. H. S. Owen of the Capital Club and W. E. Soong, who spoke enthusiastically and cheerily of bicycling and its prospects at the Capital.

SUB-CAPTAIN G. D. GIDION, of the Germantown Bicycle Club, writes us that Mr. C. F. Cope, of Chestnut Hill, Philadelphia, a member of his club, has been riding on one wheel for several months past, and Mr. Gideon thinks Mr. Chandler can hardly claim to be the first in that performance.

Dr. H. T. Appleby, acting director L. A. W. at Buffalo, N. Y., and Mr. Field took a run from Buffalo to Niagara, the task of riding the 18 and 19 miles. V sitters to Buffalo should not fail to call into the little drug store around the corner where Dr. Appleby’s welcome to wheelmen is not administered in homeopathic doses.

Mr. W. A. Henry, of Tucson, Ar., will start on a wheel trip through Sonora as soon as the summer rains are over, visiting all the principal towns.

There is a Conkling in New York State who is not cutting a very pretty figure just now, but Conkling, of Chicago, mounted on his 60-inch, full nickelled "D. H. F. Premier," presents a fine figure, and makes converts to bicycling every day.

If you want to meet an enthusiastic bicyclist, drop in on L. A. W. Consul A. W. Childs, at Brattleboro, Vt., on your vacation tour, and you will find that "hills whose heads touch heaven," cannot daunt him, but rather seem to arouse the ardor of wheelmen. Director Underwood and Consul Childs are a pair of Cycoliers worth going out of your way to see.

MESSRS. W. B. EVERETT, of the Boston, and Charles P. Shillaber, of the Massachusetts, have started on a wheel tour through Western New England, intending, if practicable within the limits of their term of absence, to push on to Lake George. They first visit Providence, and will be escorted by the Providence Bi. Club as far as Attleboro. Would we might be of their company.

Mr. Underwood, of the Roxbury Bicycle Club, met with a severe accident Sunday, while coasting down Old Colony Hill, near Nantasket Beach. Not using his brakes, he over the head of the machine and fractured his arm near the elbow. He was taken to the hotel and had the bone set, and six hours later was seen standing in a doorway with the limb in a sling. With this amount of protection it would be before he could mount again. So we must continue to caution riders about descending steep and untried hills with a sure hand on the brake. This hill is a very steep and rough one, and coasting thereon by even the best and surest riders must be termed an act of sheer recklessness which generally results in bringing reproach on bicycling, no less than disaster to the coaster.

CHALLENGE.

I hereby challenge any bicyclist in this country to a race of from 100 miles to 200 miles, for any amount.

Address ALBERT PIERCE, 705 Fifth avenue, New York, care Wm. M. Wright.

BOOKS AND PAGES.

We have received from the publishers, A. G. Spaulding & Bros., Chicago, Ill., a "Manual of Bicycling, written and illustrated by Geo. H. Benedict, which, from a cursory glance at its pages, we should pronounce one of the best works of the kind we have seen.

The TRICYCLING JOURNAL, published at 146 Fleet street, London, is a weekly paper devoted especially to the interests of tricycling as a pastime and a practicable means of locomotion, and is at present alone in its peculiar field. It is edited by R. C. N. Brittan, is handsomely and cleverly printed, and the first number, which we have received, is full of interesting and instructive matter, relating to "three-wheelers." We gladly welcome it to our list of exchanges.

The Montreal Daily Witness of 27 June, takes up the cudgel for the steel wheel in this wise:—

"The battle of the Centaurs and Lapide was nothing to the contest which has been inaugurated between our modern centaurs and the horses. Bicycles are cheaper than horses and can be much more easily stabled. Our athletes have shown that they can do better travelling than the fleetest race-horses. Being within the reach of many who cannot afford horses they are destined not only in many ways to take the place of those useful animals, but to be used much more than horses ever were. For riding purposes, such as the case already in England, where men go to their business daily by this method, and are thereby enabled to live in the country instead of in town. In London it is no uncommon sight to see a man riding his bicycle through such a crowded thoroughfare as Cheapside or London Bridge, and the clerks in large establishments have a place to leave their bicycles near their hats. Tricycles are used by clergymen and laity. In view of these facts we see much more interested the other day to see that bicycles were to share the fate of dogs, and be ordered off the park. That magnificent preserve, which is more or less nailed up to pedestrians, seems to be viewed as a place only intended for alien brachmogins. The reason given for suppressing bicyclettes was that they frightened somebody’s horse. It might, perhaps, be fair to ask if it would not be equally sensible to suppress the British horses. Why should horses go upon the park which would not be safe upon the streets and country roads? Until the bicycles are suppressed on common thoroughfares it seems nonsense to drive them from the park for the sake of the dangerous horses. Between horse and bicycle we fear the horse will have to fight a losing battle."

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Delilah Watts, Philadel- phi-a, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingsman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of typewritten sheet. From letter of acceptance.

Applicants should notice names as published in the BICYCLING WORLD, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclists generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclists to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the BICYCLING WORLD of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the world. It is very important that every mem- ber should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Bicycles are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated handle.

BICYCLE RIDING COATS.


A large stock, lined and undyed, ready for delivery. Special terms to Clubs ordering quantities.

Write for particulars to

PITKIN & THOMAS.
No. 45 South 2d Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
JUST ISSUED!

"INDISPENSABLE." TRICYCLISTS' HAND-BOOK,
Orders taken at this Office.

DIRECTORY

of

BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS,
RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.

Advertisements inserted in this column for $5.00
per year.

CALIFORNIA.
SAN FRANCISCO.
OSBORNE & ALEXANDER, 628 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.
HARTFORD.
BILLINGS & SPENCER CO.
WEED SEWING MACHINE CO.
NEW HAVEN.
AMERICAN BICYCLE CO.
98 Crown Street.

ILLINOIS.
CHICAGO.
JNO. M. FAIRFIELD,
Cor. State and Van Buren Sts.

MASSACHUSETTS.
BOSTON.
CUNNINGHAM & CO.
6 and 8 Berkeley Street.
C. R. PERCIVAL,
96 Worcester Street.
THE POPE MFG. CO.,
597 Washington Street.
ELASTIC TIP CO.,
157 Washington Street.

MONTANA.
HELENA.
W. E. NORRIS.
NEW YORK.
WM. M. WRIGHT,
160 Fulton Street.

SCHUYLER & DUANE,
180 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA.
GALE SHERMAN.

PENNSYLVANIA.
PHILADELPHIA.
H. R. HART,
813 Arch Street.
PITTSBURG.
COLUMBIA BICYCLE AGENCY,
Cor. 5th Ave. and Smithfield St.

RHODE ISLAND.
PROVIDENCE.
CHAS. F. HANDY,
236 Westminster Street.

How to Train in Archery.
Being a Complete Study of the York Round.

Comprising an Exhaustive Manual of Long Range Bow
Shooting, for the use of Archers who wish to be
come contestants at the
Grand National Association Meetings.

By MAURICE THOMPSON, WILL H. THOMPSON,

PRICE . . . . . 50 CENTS.

Can be obtained at this Office.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST., 10 MILK ST.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, BOSTON, MASS.,
IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. . . Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
WM. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

BICYCLES
OF EVERY MAKE.

Bicyclers’
Sundries.

SECOND-HAND
BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.

Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.

A Weekly Newspaper
DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF BICYCLING.

Edited by LOUIS HARRISON.

SUBSCRIPTION FORM.

E. C. HODGES & CO., Publishers,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:

I herewith enclose Two Dollars, for which please send “The Bicycling World” for one year from 188 , to be mailed postpaid to the following address: —

Name, ...........................................

Address, ...........................................

BICYCLE EMPORIUM,
96 Worcester St., Boston, Mass.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
MANUFACTURERS’ IMPORTER OF

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES.

AGENT FOR

AMERICAN ROADSTER TRICYCLE, SPECIAL CLUB, CLUB AND GENTLEMEN’S (Coventry Machinist Co., of Coventry), ‘SPECIAL PREMIER, and PREMIER (Hillman, Herbert & Cooper, of Coventry).

ALSO AGENTS FOR ALL MAKES OF

DEARLOVE’S LAMPS, King of the Road, Companion, Comet, etc.

LAMPLUGH & BROWN’S
Suspension Saddles and Handy Tool Bags

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES
TO LET BY THE HOUR, DAY OR WEEK.

Open Evenings till 8 o’clock.

Sunday till 7 o’clock.

SEND 50c. STAMP FOR CIRCULAR.

GOY,
THE ATHLETIC OUTFITTER,
For Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Football, Lacrosse, Yachting, Boating, Canoeing, Gymnastics and Camping Out.

GOY’S CALENDAR OF SPORTS,
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

GOY’S ATHLETIC CLUB DIRECTORY,
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY.

Forwarded free, on receipt of Addressed Postal Wrappers, as may be required.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL
AND MANUFACTURERS’ ADVERTISER.

Edited by R. C. N. BRITTAN.

Subscriptions received at this Office.

ONE YEAR .................................. $2.25.

SIX MONTHS ................................ 1.15.

THREE MONTHS ............................... 60.

Specimen Copies sent from

146 Fleet Street — London, E. C.

Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and Tricycling Journal only 4.00.

E. C. HODGES & CO.
40 WATER ST., BOSTON.
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.

It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.

It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.

It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.

It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.

It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.

It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.

It is a fact that the Columbias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.

It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Columbias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.

It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.

It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.

Remember that the Columbia Bell Bearing is the best and neatest anti-friction bearing made.

Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.

Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.

Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 up to $147.50.

Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.

Reflect that the Columbias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.

Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Columbias in preference to every other machine.

Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their forty catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.

Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 397 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELEN MEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size - - - - - - - Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
BOSTON, 15 JULY, 1881.

CURRENTE CALAMO

The Boston Bicycle Club has reached its limit of sixty members.

"London W." has a new name,—

"Carmel Joe," — as he is "fresh every hour!"

It is rumored that not all the Massachusetts Club members are strictly temperate.

Why will Park persist in its orthographic error of wrapping itself to us with two y's in bicycling.

EXCEPTING occasional wet, bicyclers have had excellent riding weather this summer, in and about Boston.

MESSRS. TAYLOR AND THORNDIKE'S proposed European tour is brilliant with "magnificent distances" to our longing vision.

"Motional insanity!" apostrophized Carrie, as her enthusiastic bicycling cousin dashed past on his nickelled "Harvard."

The blood of Hodges, of the Bostons, actually boils this hot weather, and he yearns for a more "adjustable" skeleton saddle than Burley's.

At the Chattanooga races, on the 4 July, Mr. Alfred E. Howell, of Nashville, won the first prize, coming in easily ahead of all competitors.

BROOKLYN wheelmen are such careful and courteous riders that although excluded from the driveways of Prospect Park, they are permitted to freely use the foot-paths.

MEETING, somewhat unexpectedly, his Oshkosh aunt, in Gloucester, last Sunday, and naturally anxious to pay her some attention, Louis Harrison, of the Bostons, deserted his club, and remained over in that city.

The 4 July races on the Common proved such an interesting feature of the celebration, and were so well conducted, that the committee on celebration were highly pleased, and now there is talk of the city's building a good and permanent track for indulgence in this entertaining and healthful recreation.

WE MAKE

SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING, BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL, LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM SUITS, ETC.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, OAK HALL, BOSTON - - - MASS.

THE ONLY BICYCLE SHOES.
Suitable for Fast Riding or Long Journeys.

Made to conform to natural shape of the foot, and sold with undetachable, serrated rubber.

Can be had of THAYER, McNEIL & HOODKINS, 22 Temple Place - - BOSTON.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES
SOLD ON
INSTALLMENTS ON EASY TERMS.

Hoping to accept the agency from the Pope Manufacturing Company, we are now prepared to sell their Bicycles on Easy Terms of Payment. Purchasers Touched to Hand. Call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
2 UNION STREET - Boston.

ELASTIC HOSE CO.
Highlandville, Mass.
Obituary.

Death of a London Cyclist.—
It is with regret we have to announce the death of Mr. Charles Lockyer, of Eaton Villa, Tadmor street, Shepherd's Bush, London, at the early age of 25. Mr. Lockyer was an expert bicyclist and athlete, and was well known among the metropolitan bicycling and football clubs, having played a conspicuous part in several important matches. Indeed, it was through his ardent love for bicycling exercise that cost him his life. It appears that deceased rode to Brighton on his bicycle, a distance of 52 miles, and being very parched, partook of a glass of cold water. Instead, however, of making the home journey by train, he returned on his machine, the overexertion bringing on congestion of the lungs, to which he succumbed. By his death, the Minerva Bicycle Club, of which he was a member, has sustained a severe loss, as also his friends and admirers, who were by no means few. An evidence of the respect and esteem in which he was held was afforded by the outward manifestations of grief exhibited by those attending the interment, which took place at Brompton Cemetery. Besides taking an active interest in the Minerva Bicycle Club, Mr. Lockyer furnished several valuable contributions to the local and other papers devoted to bicycling news, his graphic description of a tour he took through Devonshire some twelve months since, which recently appeared in these columns, being doubtless fresh in the memory of our readers.

NOTICE TO CORRESPONDENTS.

All communications intended to reach the Editor's attention should be addressed to Editor Bicycling World, and business letters should be addressed to E. C. Hodges & Co., in each case to 40 Water Street, Boston.

If those intimating amounts to postage stamps, will enclose one-cent and two-cent stamps instead of three-cent stamps, they will greatly oblige us.

E. C. Hodges & Co.

RECEIVED!

Tricyclists' Hand-Book.

Price . . . . 50 cents.

A. J. Philbrick & Co.

Manufacturers of

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. Philbrick & Co.,

Salem, Mass.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

BOSTON, 15 JULY, 1881.

Rights in Central Park.

We append the questions to prominent officials in various cities, in relation to the use of bicycles in the public thoroughfares, addressed to them by Charles E. Pratt, president of the L. A. W., on behalf of the petitioners for a modification or removal of restrictions upon the use of bicycles in the driveways of the New York Central Park, and the answers thereto:

QUESTIONS.

1. Have you observed the use of bicycles as pleasure carriages in your city, and for how long?
2. Are there any restrictions upon their use in your city, except such as apply equally to all other carriages? If so, what, in brief, are they?
3. So far as you know, is their use, when in the hands of good riders, agreeable or disagreeable to those who do not ride them?
4. What is the result of your observation as to their frightening horses?
5. From your observation and information, is their use on driveways frequented by pleasure teams troublesome or dangerous to the drivers or riders after horses?
6. Is there, in your community, apprehension of danger from their use, and if so, has it grown less or more since their introduction?
7. Do you think their use, and the extension of it in the community, should be encouraged or discouraged?
8. In your judgment, would it be justifiable, as a matter of public expediency and wise control of public grounds, to permit the use of bicycles (in the hands of good riders and responsible men—i.e., under equal circum tances), on parkways and other pleasure driveways, subject to the same restrictions, as mentioned above, and on equal privileges, as apply to the use of horse-drawn pleasure vehicles?

ANSWERS.

1. Yes, for about two years.
2. No restrictions whatever.
3. No objections when in the hands of good riders.
4. Till some horses are accustomed to them, they are at first a little frightened by their appearance the same as at any new carriage, perhaps.
5. Not when in the hands of a good rider.
6. The opinion of the community is somewhat divided on the subject, but less complaints as the horses become accustomed to them, rarely complained about now.
7. I can see no harm from their use.
8. Have no public park, and therefore it would be difficult to say; experience alone could decide the question. They are allowed on driveways of our public "Greens."
9. I have no objection.

JNO. B. ROBERTSON,
Mayor of New Haven, Conn.
1. Have for the last two or three years.
2. None whatever.
3. Drive a great deal, and have never been troubled by them.
4. I have never seen any frightened by them.
5. Not any more so than any new carriage or conveyance is at first.
6. There is no such apprehension, I think; as they become better known people look with more favor on them.
7. Encouraged by all means.
8. Certainly, I think it a beautiful sight to see a large number of them, and believe in encouraging their use.
9. Yes, sir; certainly.

HENRY F. ANDREWS,
Sup't. Public Parks,
City of New Haven, Conn.
1. Two or three years.
2. Yes, the restrictions apply to two avenues and seven streets.
3. Agreeable.
4. High-spirited horses are at first frightened, but soon become accustomed.
5. Answer No. 4 applies to this question.
6. Very slight; much less than at first.
7. Encouraged.
8. Think they should be permitted, but under certain restrictions as to drives, etc., at first.
9. Entirely so.

J. TRUMAN BURDICK,
Ex-Mayor City of Newport, R. I.
1. For two or three years.
2. No.
3. Not disagreeable.
4. Do not think they frighten horses.
5. No.
6. No grown less.
7. Encouraged.
8. Yes.
9. Yes.

W. E. THOMPSON,
Mayor of Detroit, Mich.
1. Yes; for several years.
2. See printed slip of City Ordinance.
3. If either, liable to be disagreeable.
4. Nearly every horse is at first frightened by them, as there have been some accidents on that account; but as a rule, horses become accustomed to them in a short time.
5. Answered above.
6. On the whole, grown less. It still exists with any one driving a young, green, or strange horse.
7. Encouraged.
8. Yes.
9. Yes.

R. M. PULSIFER,
Mayor of Newton, Mass.
1. Yes; for about two years.
2. There are no restrictions except as above.
3. Indifferent to most people.
5. Have made no special observation on the subject.
6. No general complaint or apprehension to my knowledge.
7. That depends.
8. I think it would.
9. No objection.

ALEX. BRUSH,
Mayor.

BUFFALO, 25 April, 1882.

1. We have; during the last two years.
2. Not any.
3. We have had no complaints against bicycles since they were placed under the same rules as carriages.
4. When they were first introduced into use complaints were often made that they frightened horses, but such complaints very quickly decreased in frequency, till during the last year none have been made.
5. No one seems to object to them in this city.
6. If such apprehension exists, we do not hear of it. The answer given to interrogatory No. 4 applies to this question.
7. We have no opinion to express in this matter.
8. As a general answer we would say that public expediency would not prevent the use of bicycles, as stated in this interrogatory: at the same time circumstances might render it inexpedient in some cases and expedient in others.
9. We have no objection to such use.

HENRY WALKER,
Edward J. Jones,
Police Commissioners.

BOSTON, 12 April, 1882.
shortens the miles, doubles the enjoyment. But if there were no clubs, it may be said, the bicyclist could still find companions. Perhaps; but he would not be certain of finding them. He would depend upon chance for the good company which is insured by organization. The proper study of bicycling is bicyclists. Without clubs there would be no club drills, none of that riding in unison, with concerted movements, which appears so beautiful. The art of riding and meeting is pleasant to those who participate therein. Without clubs, there would be no organizations for race meets, runs, parades, or social gatherings. Without clubs, the art of riding would be generally crude. Riders learn from each other, — the expert from keeping company with the expert; the expert from the ambition which club competition gives. Clubs acquire and disseminate a knowledge of roads, routes, different styles of machines, etc., and in many ways promote bicycling. Without the agency of clubs, I doubt if there would now be 1,000 bicyclists in the United States, where there are now 10. I confess it is necessary, therefor, that various clubs, or of them generally, or agencys for foreign machines, and manufactured clubs, can engage in any work so certain to promote bicycling in this country as encouraging and perfecting our bicycle clubs. Clubs cannot do any better work for the cause than in perfecting and strengthening their several organizations, and increasing their membership. Well-managed clubs become social as well as bicycling units. They form friendships which will last through life, and companionship, and concerted action and influence which will by and by make themselves felt in business, in society, in politics, and in the various walks of life. I predict that within a dozen years the legislation of the L. A. W. will be affected by influences proceeding from bicycle club organizations, in various States and more cities, particularly in legislation affecting the making and care of good roads, the use, and regulation of vehicles in parks and streets, etc. I predict that within a dozen years public functionaries who needlessly make themselves obnoxious to bicycle clubs, and bicyclers generally, will find a long farewell to political life, unless they save themselves by timely reform. The vast majority of bicyclers are voters. Their numbers are increasing rapidly. Very soon the young men among them will become middle aged; and they will have their proportion of successful business men, — influential men, political and society leaders, strong men in every department of life. And they will not forget either the wheel or the bicycle, although, perhaps, they may not ride in the legislature, either State or municipal, commissioner, or any other public servant, who wantonly makes an enemy of this growing army of energetic young men, commits an act of political folly which he will cer-
How can clubs increase their membership? In many places where there are clubs there are also numbers of unattached bicycle riders. These do not join the club for various reasons, and it is believed they have not been sought out and invited to join; because they think the club and its uniform costs something; because they have not been informed of the advantages of being a club member; mostly, I believe, because too many clubs do not make such marked distinctions against unattached riders as they should. In such places, I think investigation will show that unattached riders are granted by the club about all the privileges of club members. They are invited or allowed to participate in club rides and runs and parades; they are admitted as ourselves to races. Now, in boating or any sport, if a person presents himself at a race and wishes to enter, the very first question asked him is what club he belongs to. If he belongs to no club, yet lives where there is a club, the fact that he has not joined the club is considered proof that his standing is not good. He finds admission difficult, if not absolutely barred. He is not admitted to any club privileges unless he joins a club. Bicycle clubs are at the expense and trouble of getting up and managing races, runs, tours, and parades. If they admit outsiders who do not share the expense and trouble, why, indeed, should the outsider join the club, if he can have all the privileges without bearing any of the expense or trouble? Such a policy is a mistake. If a bicyclist lives within reach of a club, yet does not join it, that fact should be considered prima facie evidence that he is not an amateur entitled to enter for a race; that he is not entitled to any club privilege or companionship in any run, tour, parade, or bicycle gathering. If he were charged a low price for that he belonged to a club, he would be on his own choice. If no club can vouch for him, let him be put to the severest proofs, and be made to understand that the club is not merely an ornamental concern, it is not merely an association of benevolent bicyclists who are willing to furnish sport and company for him or others who are willing to profit by the superior enterprise of others; but is a business organization which means business, and a social organization which controls bicycle companionship within its district, at the same time that its doors are hospitably open for the admission of all gentleman riders who are willing to pay the price. At the Bicycle Club Club, especially, should be strictly confined to entries from club members only, and such other riders as live where there is no club and not enough riders to form a club. These are rules which, in my opinion, the L. A. W. should insist upon, and ask no official record to be made of races where these rules are not observed, at the same time barring all who take part in races where these rules are not observed from being thereafter considered amateur advantage of the finest league or club races. Club: can only control and can only vouch for the standing of their own members. Nobody can vouch for those who are not members of clubs, who ride in so-called amateur races, either as to being riding for money, riding with professionals, or other vital points as to character and record. The league should require all amateur bicycle races to be under either league or club management, and to be participated in only by league or club members, especially by riders who live where there is a club which they can join, within reasonable distance, — at least to declare all entries illegitimate unless they are formally vouched for and recorded by a club, if there is a club within the county where the race is held, and, in addition, such entries have, before the race, made application for admission to the league.

In my opinion, the L. A. W. is now strong enough to organize a race bureau, to take charge of all amateur bicycle racing in this country, prescribe uniform rules, require accurate and prompt reports from the clubs managing such races, with names of entries, time and distance, and statement of prices, the names to state after each entry the club he belongs to, the number of his league ticket, place of residence, and the conditions of his admission, if not a club or league member; such bureau to preserve and annually present a tabulated report of such races, thereby collecting and preserving the records of American amateur performances and standings, which records would be of the highest interest and value. Such bureau should have power to hear and determine appeals, complaints, claims, suspension, or release of offenders. An assessment of ten cents on each race entry would provide for necessary expenses.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

The Germantown Bi. Club Meet.

PHILADELPHIA, 6 July, 1881.

Bicycling World: — The Germantown Bicycle Club held its most successful Meet this season, at Atlantic City, on the 2, 3, and 4 July. Twenty wheelmen registered at the Ruscombe Cottage on Saturday, and more put up at the various hotels, and so did the number saw more down, and the number by that time was swelled to twenty-two Germantown Club members, and ten or twelve outside Philadelphia riders. Some of the boys took advantage of the fine weather on Sunday, and rode around the streets, attracting a great deal of attention, and evidently astonishing the natives because we did not frighten any horses. On Monday morning a photograph was taken of the club as it stood in front of the hotel. Our secretary, Mr. C. C., of course, had to be off sailing, and as his place had to be filled, Pennell filled up the gap by sticking a large piece of paper on a box with the words, "THIS IS F. W. CORSE." The effect was grand! At 4 o'clock Captain Pennell marshalled his forces, the bugle sounded, and some thirty wheelmen vaulted into their saddles and went down the street. We paraded around the principal hotels, eliciting a good bit of attention. The only accident was the breaking of Pennell's venerable baby hearse, so that the owner will have to part with it forever. After this affecting scene we wheeled around to Pennsylvania avenue, where there was to be a slow race and a quick race. The former was won by little Theo. Reath, who did splendidly; F. W. Corse won the fast race. The boys then went back to hotel, where it was voted that a better time could not have been had. Next morning saw most of the riders on the train bound for Philadelphia.

WRIGHT.

Report of Run from Gloucester to Boston, 10 July, 1881.

Mr. Editor: — In consequence of the absence of the captain and first lieutenant, I have the honor to make the following report of the trip to Gloucester and return:

Thirteen club members in uniform and with wheels, and one member without, appeared at Battery Wharf at a little before five o'clock, Saturday afternoon, went on board the steamer "Admiral," and stacked their machines. At five o'clock the steamer started, and a site moved from the wharf, three cheers were given for Capt. Hodgins, who had come down to see us off. After a pleasant sail of two hours and a half we arrived at Gloucester, where we were met by Mr. Webber, who escorted us to the American Hotel. A huge crowd of men, women, and children had turned out to see us, and the latter in large numbers followed us along the main street of the town, much to the discomfiture of several of our men. After supper had been disposed of, the men busied themselves in various ways, according to their respective proclivities, and for the most part I should say, retired early. It was intended that we should start at seven o'clock Sunday morning, but several delays occurred which detained us until half past one. One of our members had the unfortunate to be in press, and a most pressuring invitation to remain in Gloucester during Sunday, which he felt it incumbent upon him to accept, and our number was reduced to twelve Boston riders, Mr. Wheelers, Mr. Whipple, of the Massachusetts Club, and Mr. Webber, of Gloucester. For the first five miles the roads were, if anything, a trifle worse than the average, but after we left Magnolia they began to improve, and with
the improvement came a more jovial spirit among the boys. With the exception of a few moments at Magnolia, our first rest of any length was at Beverly Farms, where we found a most delightful spot for the moment, on the shore, and an hour was spent there very profitably, several of the men enjoying a swim off the rocks. At Salem a slight halt was made for refreshment at the Essex House, and we proceeded to Swampscott, where we intended to dine, but finding that the most desirable hotels were full, and did not take transients, we wheeled on to the Red Rock House in Lynn, and made our arrangements for dinner.

At this point two of our party failing to show up, a detachment of three volunteers started back to look after them, found them at the Lincoln House, in Swampscott, and restored them to the bosom of the club. We were much pleased with the house and surroundings, and passed four hours there.

At 4.53 we again mounted and rode through Lynn (where we were joined by members of the Chelsea Club), Saugus, and into Linden, where a rest of half an hour was taken, and nearly two buckets of water were absorbed. This statement will be received, perhaps, with a smile of incredulity by our members who were not with us, and I suppose the Massachusetts men would scoff at it, but it is partly accounted for by the fact that we were in a very thinly settled country and nothing was obtainable. A little farther on, however, our worthy ex-secretary was found seated on a wall with the Chelsea man, and a huge earthen pitcher full of cider, which we immediately got away with. From that point only one delay (which I will refer to later) occurred until we reached Porter's Hotel, in Cambridge, where we took a parting smile, as from there our men took different roads to their respective homes. The incident to which I refer is the little scrimmage with a man in Malden, who pretended to be an officer, but who could exhibit no badge.

He made an attempt to order two of our men off the sidewalk where the street was in a rugged condition, acting, apparently, for two young ladies, who had made no complaint, and actually pushed Mr. Craigan off the sidewalk and off his machine. The man escaped with his life, but was pretty thoroughly frightened and will not, I venture to say, make any such attempt in future. The subscriber, finding when he arrived at the scene that the ladies and men were handling the case, made it all right with the girls. I should have mentioned that one of our men came home by train from Lynn, and another from some station this side. The run was, as far as I am informed, very successful, and pleasant, and marred by no accidents to men or machines. As stay-at-homes will realize, our journey home was pursued with more regard for comfort than for speed, and we have therefore not the record which we can report on record, but, as far as I can figure, the riding time to Cottage Farms was about five and one half hours.

Arthur L. Woodman, 2d Lt., pro tem.

The Montreal Bl. Club.—The much-looked-forward-to trip of this veteran body of "Revolutionists" or "Revolvers," on Dominion Day, came off under the most favorable conditions of weather and roads that could be wished for. The start was made at 6.25 from the club house, and at 8.30 St. Vincent de Paul was reached, 111 miles, after a short halt at the Black River, riding time 1:45. Here breakfast was discussed, and the road was retaken at 10 o'clock for St. Martin's, 215 miles, which loomed in view at 11,18, 20 minutes having been consumed in stoppages, to inquire the way, etc. Lunch came in very nicely here, and, much refreshed, the riders of the "steel steed" bowled along through St. Laurent to Lumpkin's, 31 miles, where a detachment of fresh men was waiting. In spite of the miles already covered the next stop to Hanuz's, at Lachine, 40 miles, were done in 40 minutes, as fast as the race last Saturday, some lovely coasting being done down Cote St. Luc. After a hearty dinner, the return to the city was made. Total distance, excluding fractions, 50 miles per cyclometer; net riding time 6 hours 29 minutes, making a very fair average for a whole day's ride on Canadian roads. On Saturday afternoon the same members who did the day trip on Friday, accompanied by one other, rode to Point-aux-Trembles and back, a distance of 23 miles, pretty conclusive proof that bicycling is as easy as "rolling off a log," when you know how. The evening rides on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday are very delightful, and should be patronized by a much larger number than they are. There is no reason why twelve or sixteen should not turn out every evening, considering that there are over thirty riders in the club.

Horse Accident Record

We desire readers and correspondents to inform us for this department of every horse accident, from any cause, which may come to their notice, either in the public press or by personal observation.

On 4 July, Matthew Nolan, while driving along Berkeley street, was thrown from his carriage by turning too short into Beacon street. He suffered a concussion of the brain, and was taken to the city hospital. The horse becoming frightened ran through Beacon street, and William O'Keefe, in attempting to stop the animal, was thrown down and sustained a cut on the head, which was dressed at the Massachusetts General Hospital. After demobilizing the vehicle by running against a house, the horse continued along Beacon street, and was stopped at Westchester park by mounted officer Bates of division 14.

Miss Dora Chase was thrown from a carriage by a runaway horse at Westfield, Mass., Sunday afternoon, and was very seriously injured.

A team belonging to Hale's Mattapan express was standing, Saturday afternoon, on Federal street when a United States mail wagon, driven at a rapid rate, ran into it, knocking the horse down and fracturing one of the front legs. The horse will have to be killed.

By falling from the back of a horse, Sunday afternoon, on Pearl street, William Dacy, of 227 Federal street, received a fracture of the left leg. He is at the City Hospital.

Miller Horne, of 56 Bartlett street, Charlestown district, was knocked from the front platform of a Middlesex horse car at Fitchburg Railroad Station by a passing team, and, falling under the car, was badly severely injured. He was taken to his home.

George B. Wheaton is at the general hospital with a broken leg, the result of being thrown out of his carriage on the bridge between Cambridge and Longwood. His horse was frightened by a moving bicycle.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50 cents for each member of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or money orders payable to Dilloyn Wister, Philadelph., Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notify names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names and addresses of the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 50c. to the office of the World.

It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a remittance of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

Applications.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam, Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.
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BRANTFORD BI CLUB, BRANTFORD—Ont. — S. W. McMichael, president; R. W. Leeming, captain; Dr. G. H. McMichael, hon. secretary; D. S. Sager, first lieutenant; T. M. Harris, second lieutenant; Henry Yeiz, W. D. Jones, Alfred Jones.

OMAHA BI CLUB.—Additional: Frank Schneider, Omaha, Neb.


MONTEAL BI CLUB.—Additional: Rollo Campbell, 10 Phillips place, Henry Macculloch, 8 Phillips square; Henry Plow, at Mileage Department, G. T. R.; Percy Barclay, 10 Macgregor street, Horace Joyce, 6 Cathcart street,—all of Montreal, W. nat.


FREMONT BI CLUB.—James M. Osborne, President (already a member of the L. A. W.); John G. Nuhefer, John W. Pero, Frank F. Miller, Isaac Miller, Nattan L. Wood, Robert W. Parke,—all of Fremont, Sandusky Co., O.

UNATTACHED.—E. T. Williams, Waltham National Bank, Waltham, Mass.; Lawrence Fletcher, B. T. C., 26 Exchange street, Liverpool, England; Andrew C. Kranes, Attica, N. Y.; Wm. C. McComas, Box No. 6, Des Moines, Washington.

Co., Md.; Wm. Gilbert Clark, Mt. Vernon, Westchester Co., N. Y.

HARTFORD BI CLUB.—Additional: C. Adams, Jr., Hartford, Conn.

PROVIDENCE BI CLUB.—Additional: Julian Jordan, Providence, R. I.; W. H. Goodwin, Providence, R. I.

HEIDELBERG BI CLUB, OF HEIDELBERG, GERMANY.—A. Lloyd Town, care of F. H. Jackson, New Haven, Conn.

RACES

The Arlington BI Club held races at Iowa Circle, Washington, D. C., 30 June, resulting as follows: Quarter-mile heats, two in three—Stewart first, in 44 seconds for each heat; Davis second. Slow race, one hundred yards—Davis won. Half-mile race, for boys under fourteen—Stewart first, in 543/4 seconds; Dinwiddie second in 544/4 seconds. Two-mile race—Borden first, in 6 minutes 52 seconds; Stewart second. One mile race—Davis first, in 3 minutes 37 seconds; Davis second.

An exciting bicycle race was run on the Lockport, N. Y., fair grounds 4 July. About 2,000 people were present. The race was for two gold medals, free for all, best two in three, mile heats. There were seven entries, Forbus, Gard, Walker, and James of this city, Barras of Attica, Smith of Rochester, and Chase of Hamilton. The first heat was won by Smith in 3.18, Barras being second, Walker third, Forbus fourth, Gard fifth, Chase sixth, and James seventh. The second heat was the slowest of the afternoon; 3.21, and was taken by Barras, who led Smith and Walker, Gard, Forbus, Chase, and James in the order given. Walker would have been second but for a "header" he took near the wire, which came near proving serious in its results. Forbus then won the next two heats in 3.19, 3.18. The race was won by the only consolation that he was the best "stayer" in the crowd. Chase drew out after the second heat. Smith carried off the second prize, by beating Barras on the last run. Considering the condition of the half-mile track and the head wind, the time was remarkably fast.

Editor Bicycling World:—At the Exposure Grounds here, 4 July, among other entertainments of the celebration, occurred bicycle race. The prizes medals, which proved very interesting, and were witnessed by nearly 15,000 people. The first race was between bicycles, the riders being Dr. G. L. Henderson, Frank Moody, Harvey Phelps, H. B. Martin, and G. W. Strope, and was won by Dr. Henderson, and the distance was half a mile. The second was a slow race of 600 feet, and was won by the Doctor also; and the same gentleman took the prize for the next,—a handicap of half-mile race, scratch start,—the Doctor giving his contestants nearly a quarter-mile advance, and coming home but a foot behind. The fourth race was by Dr. Henderson against a horse,—the bicyclist for one mile, and the horse one mile and a half. The horse had the inside track, but the bicycle easily beat, making over a mile in 4.25. The track was a half-mile one, heavy and soft, and wet from recent rains, and with the circumstances, the bicycle made a good showing, and created a favorable impression on the public. The bicycle is a new feature here, and there will be many riders added ere the summer passes, although this is the roughest city for the wheel I ever saw.

FRANK EDWARDS.

KANSAS CITY, 6 July, 1881.

COMING EVENT.—5 October. Brockton bicycle races; full particulars of Secretary Brockton Bicycle Club, Brockton, Mass.

NEW ENGLAND FAIR.—Bicycle races, at 2.30 P. M., open to amateurs only, at Worcester, Mass., Tuesday, 7 September, 1881. The committee offer the following prizes:

First Race.—Distance two miles. First prize, gold medal, valued at $50.00. Second prize, silver medal, valued at $20.00. Third prize, bronze.

Second Race.—Distance one mile. First prize, gold medal, valued at $40.00. Second prize, silver medal, valued at $15.00. Third prize.

Third Race.—Distance one half mile. First prize, gold medal, valued at $30.00. Second prize, silver medal, valued at $10.00. Third prize, bronze. Best two in three heats.

Entries Free, and should be made with Edward F. Tolman, 44 Main street, Worcester, Mass., by 5 September. The track will be in good order, and ample provision made for the convenience of wheelmen. S. Salisbury, Jr., J. L. Ellsworth, G. C. Rice, New England Fair Committee.

The races will be managed by the resident bicycle clubs, and take place upon the same track which made so distinguished a record last fall. An invitation is extended to all bicycle clubs to join in a parade of wheelmen, and become the guests of the Worcester and Aelous Clubs at an entertainment previous to the races. An attendance at least double that of last year is confidently expected.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

A bicycle club has been formed at Santa Cruz, and we soon expect to hear of runs on the beach a la Coney Island.

At the tournament of the Olympic Athletic Club, of San Francisco, 24 June, Mr. Leonard, of the San Francisco Bicycle Club, gave a very pleasing exhibition of the capacities of the wheel, and during the same week Merrill showed the people of Quincy, Plumas County, what he could do.

WORCESTER BI CLUB.—At the semi-annual meeting of the Worcester Bicycle Club, held 7 July, 1881, the following officers were elected: Dr. John F. Adams, president; Fred S. Pratt,
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captain; Waldo Lincoln, sub-captain; Edward F. Tolman, secretary and treasurer.
As a general committee of arrangements for the parade and race at the New England Fair, Messrs. F. S. Pratt, Waldo Lincoln, E. F. Tolman, of the Worcester Club, and F. P. Kendall and F. W. Blocker, of the Åelous Club were selected. E. F. Tolman, Sec'y.

NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

[We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.]

Will the inventor or proprietor of the Marine bicycle send his address to the Bicycle World?

We request our readers and correspondents to inform us of every accident to every bicycle, and to hasten to assure us of every accident to every bicycle, and to hasten to assure us that they have not been mislaid and overlooked by us.

Will some one send us a description of the "Overman" tricycle, recently tested in Hartford, Conn.? We should also be pleased to have correspondents send us at any time accounts of any new inventions in bicycles, tricycles and velocipeds, or parts of them.

Philadelphia, 8 July, 1881.

Editor Bicycle World:--Dear Sir,—I notice in your issue of 1 July an article crediting Mr. Chandler, of the Providence Club, with being the first in this country to accomplish the feat of riding on one wheel. I enclose you a postal, which shows that it was done in Philadelphia, the day before March last, by C. F. Cope, Jr., and the longest distance four hundred and fifty-nine feet. Please inform me if Mr. Chandler was the first, and has ridden the chariot. I would add that Mr. Cope rides on one wheel and has his pants off the handles. Has this ever been equalled? H. B. Hart.

Reports from California show that wheeling was very active in that State last month.

Editor Bicycle World:--I notice in your publication of 8 July, a series of words in the form of a poem, in which the word "bicycle" is supposed to rhyme with "tricycle." I admire your paper very much, and was sorely grieved to find that so large a rock should be officially thrown in our path when we have always found it at best uphill work to peradventure the unenlightened public, not to mention a few riders, that bicycle which signifies, orthographically, two cycles, should not be pronounced as though meaning two sickles, as the machine has nothing in common with those implements except that it may be instrumental at times in cutting down some of the flower of our American youth.

In Providence, at least, the bicyclist is not necessarily suggestive of two sickles, although some of them may be already upon one.

I think that if the Bicycle World will use its influence in establishing the correct pronunciation of the name of our graceful machine, that it will result largely in doing away with the erroneous pronunciation now in general use.

C. G. H.

PROVIDENCE, 11 July, 1881.

[We heartily sympathize with the grief of our correspondent, and hasten to assure him that we, ourselves, felt at that grave error in our contributor's manuscript, but concluded to let it pass to the score of poetic license. As Byron says, "Sometimes Kings are not more imperative than rhymes."

EDITOR.]

New York, 24 June, 1881.

Mr. Editor:--In your issue of this date, "H" speaks of the Brighton Club at the great Hampton Meet appearing in straw hats, and expresses the hope that "some clubs will take this to heart." Allow me to say that the summer uniform of the Essex Bicycle Club includes the straw hat, and was adopted when choosing the uniform as being the most comfortable summer head gear.

"PRO TEM."

[We would add that the regular summer uniform hat of the Chelsea Bicycle Club is of white straw. -- Editor.]

GLANCES ABROAD

(From the Cyclist).

The Sutton Bicycle Club held their annual race meeting during splendid weather, at the Crystal Palace Grounds, on Saturday, 18 June, and out of eighty entries, fifty-seven faced the starter. The handicap, which was a very fair one, was compiled by the "Demon," and turned out a grand success, the winner turning up in John Horn, Pickwick Bicycle Club, 95 yards, time, 2 minutes 55 seconds.

Who says bicycling is not growing? Let such a one read the following advertisement, which is culled from the London dailies of the 18th inst.:--

BICYCLE.—THE CYCLING SOCIETY OF ALTON (Albion Velocipede Club) requests Manufacturers of Bicycles to send their price lists, etc., to Mr. Hugo Lachmueder, Ostende, near Hamburg.

Manufacturers who scan our pages will be glad to send special detailed particulars of their machines.

One of the fathers of the bicycle and tricycle trade has gone to his long home. Mr. Starley, senior, of the firm of Starley Brothers, of Coventry, died on Friday evening last, of a painful internal complaint, which only developed itself a few months ago, but which subsequently carried him off with great rapidity. Originally an engineer at Penn's, the well-known marine engineering establishment at Greenwich, Mr. Starley came to Coventry in the early days of bicycling, and when with the Coventry Machinists' Com-

pany invented a number of improvements in connection with the wheel trade. Latterly he has made tricycles only, of the well-known and successful "Salvo" pattern. Quiet and unassuming, but genial and clever withal, Mr. Starley will be missed and regretted by all who knew him.

A rather important case came before a county court judge in one of the country districts last week, in which a chemist's assistant, who was running down hill on a bicycle on his proper side of the road, met a traction engine which was on its wrong side. The cyclist just managed to dismount, but dropped his bicycle in front of the steam Juggernaut, by which it was crushed to flatness. The traction engine people tried the old plea of "contributory negligence," but this was disallowed by the judge, who ordered payment to the bicyclist to the tune of £15 odd.

At the invitation of Mr. R. P. Hampton-Roberts, the well-known honorable member of the House of Commons, he attended the Alexandra Palace to try and induce the new lessees to improve the racing track by separating it entirely from the trotting ring, and also bringing it round in front of the refreshment pavilion, so as to avoid the hill and dangerous corner now existing. One of the adverse arguments used was that cyclists were not paying visitors, and that ("greatly to their credit as men," said the lessee) they did not languish up to the tune of trotting men.

Mr. BALGUY, the Stipendiary at the Greenwich Police Court, last week committed a carman, named Henry Thompson, for twenty-one days, with hard labor, for racing along the Lewisham High Street near Catford, causing a depilation to Mrs. Bathby, of Penge, and a fellow bicyclist, who were out riding.

Dealers in bicycle sundries have gone in extensively for a simple arrangement of white cover, either with or without a peak, for putting over the ordinary polonaise, and protecting the nape of the neck, which is the vulnerable point in sunstroke.

At a meeting held at Frankfort-on-the-Main, for the purpose of promoting bicycling in Germany, to which all German clubs were invited, it was decided to form a Bicycle Union under the provisional management of the Munich Bicycle Club, with the object of bringing the clubs in Germany together, of holding races, etc., and to have a circular to be edited by Mr. Walker, captain of the Berlin Bicycle Club.

A meeting of bicyclists and tricyclists took place on Saturday, 18 June, at the Lower Grounds, Aston, Birmingham. On account of the unfavorable state of the weather the muster was not a very large
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one. There were between seventy and eighty machines on the ground. A novel feature was introduced by the execution of a bicycle maze, which was very effective. After this, an exhibition of bicycles and tricycles took place in the Ring. Sixteen bicycles were exhibited. Mr. Chamberlain, first prize, gold medal (Rudge, maker); Mr. O. C. Goodwin, second prize, gold medal (Singer & Co.); Mr. P. H. Hart, third prize, silver medal (Rudge). Five tricycles were put up for competition. Mr. Taylor, first prize, gold medal (Coventry Machinists’ Co., makers); Mr. Hawkins, second prize, gold medal (Bayliss & Co.); Mr. Asbury, third prize, silver medal (Allport, Birmingham). It is a noticeable fact that, of the prize-winning machines, the “Rudge” bicycle, which obtained first prize, had been ridden some 2,500 miles; whilst the “Excelsior” tricycle, which secured the second prize for that class of machine, had been in constant use for eighteen months.

A Challenge Answered.

Editor Sunday Courier.—I notice in the BICYCLING WORLD of Friday a challenge from Albert Pierce (colored) to race any man in America from 100 to 200 miles for any amount. If Pierce means business, and will send a deposit of $10 as a guarantee of good faith to the Sunday Courier or the BICYCLING WORLD, I will instantly cover it, and terms, time and place can be mutually agreed upon. I mean business, and hope Pierce means the same.

Respectfully yours,

F. S. ROLLINSON, Champion of America.

PERSONAL

Mr. Morris, of the Baltimore Club is in town, en route for Mount Desert. L. A. W. Treasurers DILLWYN WISTAR is summering at Bethlehem, N. H.

Charles L. Palmer, of Albany, is at the Ocean House, Watch Hill, R. I.

F. S. ROLLINSON responds promptly to the challenge of Albert Pierce, the colored bicyclist.

Will S. Slocum, of the Chelsea Club, has gone on a pleasure trip to Chicago, and left his wheel behind.

L. A. W. COMMANDER C. K. MURDOCH is in England, N. J.; and there also may be found Sergeant K. N. Putnam.

F. W. FREEBORN, of the Boston Latin School, goes to Europe, and his address at present will be: “American Exchange,” London, Eng.

Mr. George B. Woodard, of the Bostons, tried his new “Columbia” on the road from Monday to Sunday, and was much pleased with it.

On 25 June, Mr. Hermann C. Eggers, the captain of the San Francisco Bicycle Club, celebrated his birthday with a large party of friends at Germania Hall, in that city.

COL. ALBERT A. POPE sails for England on the steamer Richmond, of the Inman Line, the 23d inst., on a mingled business and pleasure trip. Col. Pope was one of the first to use the bicycle in Massachusetts, and is identified with the very earliest movement for its introduction here, and probably no man has practically done more to popularize the institution; a fact which ought to insure him a high place and the generous courtesy of our bicycling cousins “over the way.” He is a prominent and valued member of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, which he was one of the most active in projecting and organizing. Any one wishing to attempt this great feat, and fearing the conditions may not be suitable, will be glad to learn that a new pane has been put in the window.

J. H. TAYLOR, captain of the Harvard Bicycle Club, of Cambridge, Mass., writes us from Oxford, England, L. I., that he and Secretary A. Thornhake intend to take a bicycle trip through Europe this summer, sailing from New York on the 20th inst. They spend a few days in London, invest in new machines of the latest pattern, and start for the continent via Newhaven. The route will be London, Newhaven, boat from thence to Dieppe, Rouen, Paris, Dijon, across the Jura range, Geneva, Chamounix, over Tete Noir to Maligny, Chilas, Villeneuve, Vevey, Lausanne, Friburg, Berne, Bale, Strasbourg, Baden-Baden, Carlshre, Heidelberg, Frankfort, Mainz, Coblenz, Cologne, Aix-la-Chapelle, Liege, Waterloo, Brussels, Paris, to Mont Blanc, and along the route nationale which is kept something like a racing track. Along the Rhine they travel over the Roman road, perfectly level, and considered one of the wonders of Europe. From Antwerp they take steamer for London. The route as planned, is about 1,500 miles, and the tourists expect to cover it in about five weeks’ travel.

Miss Elsie Von Bremen gave an exhibition in Syracuse, N. Y., on the 4th, under the auspices of the Greenway Guard. There were about 4,500 spectators present. The lady rode in two races against running and trotting horses. There were no entries for the gold badge and consequently there was no race.

GLEANINGS FROM EXCHANGES

GIL. OSMUN, of the Detroit Club, is on a pleasure trip “down east.”

A large number of members of the Detroit Club and their ladies were pleasantly entertained Thursday evening by Miss Smith, of Ledyard street.

MESSRS. HOWARD AND STANDISH, of the Detroit Bicycle Club, rode from this city to Chatham last Saturday and had a very enjoyable trip, going by way of Lexington, Essex Centre and Buckhorn.

MESSRS. M. AND R. RICHARDS rode their bicycles from Toledo to Detroit, leaving Toledo at 9 o'clock Saturday morning, staying over night at Rockwood and arriving here on Sunday morning.

H. V. ALLEN, of Boston, has joined the great army of bicycle riders.

GURRI FULLER, of St. Johns, was in the city last week. He has the idea that St. Johns needs a bicycle club, and says they are going to have one. With their excellent roads they should be able to fully enjoy the sport.

It is probable that the Michigan Bicyclists’ Association will hold a race meeting this season, with valuable personal prizes, in addition to the slow one and five-mile championship badges, in which all the fast men will compete. A bicycle race, with Allen, of the Grand Rapids Club; Wood, of the University Club; Edly, of the Genesee Club; Woolcock, of the Laniaings, and Howard and Vanney, of the Detroit, would be interesting.

— “Chaff” notes.

At the London Athletic Club meeting on the 25th, when Myers will make his “but” in England, there will be a race for boys under sixteen who are sons or brothers of members, and to make it fairer for the very young ones, the starters will be handicapped according to age. Now, boys, persuade the “governor” and your big brother to join the club and give you a qualification. — Boys’ Illustrated News, London.

There are now over 200 bicycle clubs in London, England. The “Pickwicks” are the oldest, having been formed in June, 1860. The “Press Club” are confined to members of the press. H. L. Corsi, the amateur champion of the world, is a member of the “Wanderers Club,” Detroit, Michigan.

The bicycle Meets recently in London was the most successful they have yet had. The spectators were far in excess in numbers than at any time heretofore. Close upon 2,500 bicycle riders were on the ground, and nearly 1,000 joined in the procession, which began earlier than last year, and the ride was concluded
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SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Colombias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Colombias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and neatest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Colombias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Colombias in preference to every other machine.
Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size - - - - - - - Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
### NEW MARLBORO'.

A NEW, fresh, quiet, cozy HOTEL, on both American and European plans. Conducted as a first-class house, centrally located. Bicycles properly cared for. Rates, for rooms, $3.00 per day per person; rooms and meals, $2.00 and $2.50 per day. CHARLES H. MOORE, Proprietor.

**DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE**

Of any kind until you have sent a 3-cent Stamp to GUMP BROS., DAYTON, OHIO, for price list of New and Second-hand Bicycles. It will pay you.

**A. J. PHILBRICK & CO., MANUFACTURERS OF BICYCLES.**

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest pattern. Requiring no settings or adjustments, they are sold easily and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

**A. J. PHILBRICK & Co., SALEM, MASS.**

**THE “AUTOMATIC” ALARM**

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.

**IT IS EFFECTIVE; OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY BROKEN; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.**

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting nail against the moving rubber tire, when the nail is rotated rapidly and operates the bell.

**EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.**

No. 1. Columbus of 1889. No. 2. Standard Columbus of 1890. No. 3. Harvard (Thumb Low). No. 4. Special Columbus. No. 5. Ordinary Columbus. These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $3.00.

**HILL & TOLMAN, WORCESTER, MASS.**

---

**ADVERTISEMENTS**

**THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST**

Is to wrap it every evening. The next step is to use a NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not interfere with its appearance. Price, 25 cents for a Bicycle Special. Express prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00. Cannot be sent by mail. Address


CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.

**PATENT LAW OFFICE.**


20 Pemberton St. - BOSTON, MASS.

**BICYCLERS’ RIDING SUSPENSORY.**

The Bandage consists of a Silk Sack, made of the best Hand-made Silk, which will not interrupt the action of the respiratory organs of the skin, with an Elastic Band which encircles the body, and Elastic Straps passing over the Hips, and attached to the Sack beneath, which keeps the sack in position, no matter upon what position the person may put himself, the straps yielding to the movements. The Bandage is made in three sizes, Small, Medium and Large. In ordering, state which size is wanted. Sent by mail on receipt of price, $1.00. Elastic Hose Company, Hightstown, N.J.

**BICYCLE RIDING COATS.**

Stylish, comfortable and easy-fitting. Made of the best quality India blue, lined in the worst flannel. A large stock, lined and unlined, ready for delivery. Special terms to Clubs ordering quantities. Write for particulars to

PITKIN & THOMAS,
No. 45 South 2d Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
CURRENTE CALAMO

Stilts, at the wheel — Idem.

True Milwaukeeans was a brilliant affair.

Bold Bostonians abbreviate bicycle to “bik.”

“Legs over!” he shouted, and went heels over.

“Captain Joe” is after the man who called him “bik every hour.”

We often hear the expression, “Rubber tires!”

Seriously, now. Does it and if it does, why should it?

The “Burley” will prove a surprise. E. C. P. can be seen of

Clay Point any spooky afternoon looking for news.

Revolutionary survivors having about ceased sur-

viving, this hero’s adjournments are now in order.

The Bicycling World can be had at the Nantac-

ket Hotel news stand, Nantasket Beach.

Mrs. Fred N. Brown’s accident at Ipswich Hill

should serve wheelmen as another warning against reckless

coasting.

The Golden Rule has the portraits of two celebrated women facing each other on the same page. — Mrs. James A. Esq. and Mrs. Lydia R. F. P. Cunningham.

Burley’s Adjustable Skeleton is a very fine sad-

dle, as our readers may infer from glance at his adver-

tisement in our columns this week.

We have some interesting communications received too late for this issue but which we shall publish in our next.

A young lady, of Ketter, N. Y., sustained injury from the lightning of a horse by four bicyclers, and saved them, but the Supreme Court of the State gave a verdict in favor of the witnesses.

Detroit “Chaff!” you’re another! If you can see our columns a little more closely you’ll find that we give our fill of credit for any story you see to your eyes. We may have stolen from another, — which makes us the best owner.

The new departures of Harley & Co., by which they sell “Cyclona” Bicycles on installments, open an easy way for those who cannot spare the money for full payment down to procure a machine at once. See their advertisement on preceding page.

A horse belonging to Mr. Lewis, of Marlborough, has been twice frightened by a bicycle lately, the last time doing damage to himself and it is evident that that horse should either be formally introduced to his steed nightmare or withdrawn from the public high-

way.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club is very proud of its Aldens; of the senior, because of his mature years, united with youthful spirit and enthusiasm, and of the younger, because of his glorious record, which won the race from the Bostonians, as well as for his general good qualities.

We understand Director Lamson of Maine, had a little

ten and a half pound fallon take a header into his family one day last week. They say he has a rigid backbone, and is very careful in his descent. His father, prefer-


direct spokes, but the boy hastily blows his begle in favor of the Aldens. As he is named, his father will pro-

pose him for membership in the L. A. W.

To one of the Bicyclers.

Come forth on your bicycle, Charlie, and ride while I gaze and admire;

But if you won’t think it presuming,

I wish you would change your airing.

Your legs are a trifle too thin, dear;

To be so exposed to the light,

So that you just pull down your trousers,

And keep them wrapped up out of sight;

Your face is so noble and manly,

Your shoulders are well set, and square,

And with such a splendid beginning.

Those spindles but poorly compare.

You just make me think of a story

(You see I must tell you the worst),

About a goose with a rabbit’s tail.

Whose last end was worse than the first.

So take my advice now, dear Charlie,

And keep those legs nicely concealed,

And people don’t dream they’re so strong.

In judging by what is revealed.

But come on your bicycle, Charlie,—

My riding boy I really admire,

And when you have wrapped up these pipesstem,

You’re all that my heart could desire.

Carrie P. Richards.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.

IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Established 1875.

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sale Proprietors of the Famous

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords.

HARRINGTON’S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND

NASHER’S PATENT RUBBER RUBICON HANDLEBARS

deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ

THE CYCLIST,

Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters.

Henry Sturman, Esq.,

Author of “The Indispensable.”

C. W. Maurn, Esq.

Author of “The Bicycle Annual.”

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6s. GD.

Published from Illiffe & Son, the Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and The Cyclist only 3s. 5d, from E. C. Hodges & Co.


BURLEY’S

ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

The best, most comfortable and only adjustable saddle made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one.

The following are a few of the many testimonials re-

ceived, and a perusal will show you how much they appreciate it:

Portsmouth, N. H., 6 July, 1881.

D. W. Hyde, Esq. Dear Sirs,—I have owned and used the past three seasons eight or nine saddles, not one of which was satisfactory on my longer day trips of thirty and sixty-

miles; but the use of your “Feather-bed Saddle” (as one of our club calls it), the past fortnight, convinces me that for comfort, ventilation and adjustability, it is the best and most satisfactory I have used or seen.

Truly yours,

C. A. Hazlett.

P. S.—The party for whom I sent check for saddle makes daily inquiries "if it has come."—New Haven, Conn., 11 July, 1881.

D. W. Hyde, Esq. Dear Sirs,—Burley’s Skeleton Saddle is certainly the most thoroughly comfortable saddle that can be imagined. I like it, and shall recommend its use.

Quires of paper have been consumed in the endeavor to prove that this or that device would prevent vibration, all to little purpose. It was left for your saddle to make the rider independent of it. Respectfully yours,


Burley’s Adjustable Saddle.

D. W. Hyde, Esq.: Dear Sir,—I have used the “Burley” Saddle almost every year for four weeks, and I find it better than any saddle that I have ever used, and I take great pleasure in recommending it to all bicycle riders.

Respectfully yours,

G. W. Fuller,

Consul Bicycle Club.

Providence, 13 July, 1881.

D. W. Hyde, Esq.: Dear Sir,—The saddle arrived all right. I rode it yesterday about twenty-five miles, and I must say it is the greatest improvement in bicycling that I have seen. It takes away all vibration and jar, stops perspiration (it is so well ventilated), and does not chafe. Every wheelman will have one.

Yours truly,

Chas. S. Handy.

Boston Bicyc. Club.

In ordering, state whether Cradle spring or otherwise.

Send for circular.

Price, $3.50.

Nicolle Plateau. $5.25.

Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. Hyde,

Box 1135,

Brighton, Mass.
As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Correspondence, correspondences, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 22 JULY, 1881.

That there is ample room for improvement in the construction of tricycles was evident to those who witnessed the Boston 4 July race, when three varieties were on the track; and although the riders exerted every effort, not one of the machines developed speed enough to awaken even the mildest kind of enthusiasm among the spectators. The machines used were Bayliss, Thomas & Co.'s "Excellor," Singer's "Challenge," and a "Special Salvo." The last two kept a nearly even race throughout the mile, and the rider of the winning "Excellor" was so manifestly superior to his competitors in physique that even his 65½ seconds beat cannot be credited wholly to the superior excellence of that machine. The tricycle is understood to be not only a foot-propelled machine, which a lady may ride with perfect propriety, but one which elderly or health-seeking men can use with ease as well as safety. Whether under the guidance of a careful rider it is more stable than the bicycle, will certainly admit of some question, but there is certainly no question that it is very much harder to propel and to guide than the two-wheeler; and it is just these two obstacles (the first especially) which must be overcome by manufacters before the tricycle can even begin to compete in popularity with its rival. Yet this is a "consummation devoutly to be wished," and we should hail with much satisfaction an earnest and thoughtful public discussion, through the bicycling and tricycling press, of present and possible methods of developing a more practicable tricycle.

The London Cyclist, referring to an American wheelman's use of the expression"hoodlums," may not be aware that it is a term peculiar to San Francisco, and is applied to its young society rowdies, just as "Mohawks" defined a similar class in London in the last century and earlier part of this.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

The Milwaukee Run.

By boat, rail, and on the wheel gathered a jolly lot of bicyclists on Saturday afternoon, 2 July, to celebrate the second annual run of the Milwaukee Bicycle Club, in a three-days' tour. There were nearly one hundred of us as we drew up in Prospect Park to be photographed. The Oshkosh Club led off in glory of costume—drab corduroy knee-pants, with seal brown jacket faced with drab. The Ariel Club in gray corduroy and black stockings. Columbus, light gray and blue hose. Chicago and Joliet, plain dark gray throughout. Lafayette, blue-gray. Hartford, white duck. Waltham and Kankakee, rebel gray. Elgin, Fond du Lac, and Neenah, dark blue. Strator and Watertown, mixed.

The line then formed for the run, under command of road captain, A. A. Hathaway; sub-captain, D. T. Rogers, Jr.; first lieutenant, A. S. Hibbard; second lieutenant, H. W. Rogers; third lieutenant, E. A. Chapman; fourth lieutenant, F. L. Pierce; fifteenth, H. C. Reed; first bugler, F. G. Stark; second bugler, C. H. Moses; third bugler, T. K. Barkhausen; and after a grand sweep in double file down the avenues that were lined with enthusiastic spectators, we drew up at the foot of Grand avenue to throw off our coats, gird up our loins, and prepare for business. Here Angus Hibbard, the leading spirit and originator of the run, was obliged to leave us, being unable to proceed on the wheel on account of a sprained wrist, from a fall sustained two weeks previous while laying out the course of the run.

Stripped for business, the entire line now presented a uniform appearance, as nearly every one wore white woollen shirts, the Ariels looming up grandly in the fore, with their red and black striped jerseys. Single file was formed, and the long line rolled out into the country.

The first difficulty was the descent of a long, steep hill, covered with loose stones hidden in the dust. A premium was offered for the first header, and the initiative was taken on this hill by Mr. Temple, of the Milwaukee, who promptly resigned his saddle for the cool shades of the deep ditch, in which he was soon joined by a numerous company. Nobody hurt. After a grand brush all around the bottom of the hill, we again formed, and swept gayly on to tune of bugle, jangle of bells, and merry song, over high culverts and sprawling creeks, winding from the smooth road along hard, narrow footpaths, that plunged us now and then from the bright sunlight into deep and woody shades, down one hill in wild coast, "beeing" it up the next, to the first grand halt, Wauwatosa, five miles. The tavern keeper surrendered unconditionally, and we helped ourselves. Pop, Cincinnati, and lemonade flowed like Niagara, until the supply was wellnigh exhausted, when off we sped again to perform a like visitation on the next tavern, with occasional swings at rustic farm house wells, en route, whose owners cheerfully placed their premises at our disposal. What a thing it is to create enormous appetites just for the pleasure of satisfying them!

After the first fifteen miles the line began to assume the character of a spelling school; some spelled down and went to the foot, or into the cool canvas-covered ambulances. The Standards of Milwaukee, Frie and Whitmarsh buckled on the hills and laid them up. Of the long line of machines, the all-bright and nickelled predominated. Ball-bearing Standards and Specials were in the majority, with an occasional old-fashioned Pope, that has now got to be almost a curiosity; the latter seem to be as good as new, though somewhat noisy and battered. A Union and a Velocette were there. The light, rigid, and elegant D. H. F. Premiers and the heavier S. H. F., with the sturdy, solid, and beautiful Harvards, all in coats of nickel, were numerous: en route, a Harvard detachable crank, that became bent, was taken off and straightened in less than ten minutes. Mr. White, of Hartford, had a full-nickelled 52-inch Standard, with parallel bearings, that was as much admired as the D. H. F. The Milwaukee Club run to Harvards and rubber handles. Chicago is almost exclusively D. H. F. and S. H. F. Premiers. The light Stanley Racer, which Mr. Fairchild rode, stood the occasional rough riding well. The Cranels, though very ugly, was quite popular with some, while others objected to it on rough roads, where nice balancing was the only salvation. The new ball-bearing Otter Columbia's were the source of much discontent. The principle and workmanship are unexceptionable, but the adjustment is pig-headed,—liable to take a notion any minute to tighten up and send the balls to the moon.

The Pope Company have got up a new adjustment, and are now substituting same for old one. If they fix this all
right, it will be the most popular bearing in use.

Many of the faces of last year's run were recognized, and "bicycle friendships renewed." In many cases they had changed only in name and member of the party. Mr. Perrin, of Lafayette, still sticks to his Harvard. Secretary pro tem. Beaumont and Lieut. Chapman, of the Milwaukees, run the same old standards, though two or three have returned, but now they are as grass, flattening out when the climb begins. The riders were nearly all old stagers, and the line was rarely broken, every one balancing skillfully over obstacles in a manner that was good to see. The old-fashioned header is getting obsolete. If perchance an involuntary dismount is had, it is taken gracefully, and the wheelman is still victorious even in his fall. "This is thus we conquer the steel horse, and make our runs exhibitions of skill and ease, instead of the tortuous display of muscle there used to be. Capt. Hathaway, on his 36-inch Harvard, was grand in the trees, with which he hurtled like a saddle. As a commander he is perfect. One who can climb a long angle of 45 degrees and still have breath to blow a bugle is worthy of praise— but Messrs. Stark, Moses, and Barkhausen did it every time.

Lakeside, 24 miles, a little summer resort, perched on a steep hillside, overlooking Pewaukee Lake, was approached at sundown, and we halted at the gates, like a road circus, to brush up for the grand entrée, which was executed with a flourish and trumpetting fit to kill. We were welcomed to Lakeside in an elegant speech from the crowded veranda of the hotel, after which the Milwaukees were presented with a beautiful satin banner. After reciprocatory speeches and club songs, machines were stacked and the evening's festivities began. The hotel grounds were decorated and illuminated in our honor. On walls of dining-room were elegant floral pieces, representing the various clubs, with an immense floral bicycle in the centre. Outside, on the lawn, glowed a fiery bicycle, such as the Colossus of Rhodes would fear to straddle, shaped in the grass with candles, while the trees and shrubbery were loaded with Chinese lanterns and decoration. In the great dining-room a grand piano and lot ofiddles made it lively for the dancers. Outside, under the direction of Angus Hibbard, the boys held a summer-night concert in club and minstrel songs, remarkable for chorus effect, while refreshments for V-shape, U V, crescent, and hollow fellos were passed around by maidens in cool calico gowns.

The night was glorious, the wheelmen hailed it, and we arose early next morning, because we failed to go to bed the night before. Bathing, fishing, and sailing parties were formed, and so passed the heat of the dry in luxurious loafing up on the lake. When this became too heated, we rounded, and we all fell in. With a parting song to Lakeside's lovely ladies, who had treated us so magnificently, we filed out again, and took up the run to Oconomowoc,—sixteen miles. Roading excellent, cool breezes blowing in our faces,—not too strong,—just right, as we pursued him setting sun over the hills with much glee and noise. Winding in and out as the wayward cow-path lisbeth, our line kept as straight as though running on a rail. Oftentimes the beauty of the scenery could be taken in, as rising to the brow of a hill, lake after lake would flash upon the sight embosomed in sleepy luxuriosity between the high tree-crowned banks. Then again, as the roads got stony, the principal object for reflection would be your neighbor's front wheel, while all the gorgeous robes of nature would have to gain admittance to the appreciative faculties, like a porous plaster, by absorption only. Now and then the path, sweeping down from the heights through marshy waste and among tall grasses, would get very narrow and stony, working carnage in our line. Oftentimes the sun's rays would split uniform forms. Chicago is divided between the wheel and the ambulance. Milwaukee by overpowering numbers holds steady. In the long line of white shirts a red and black striped Arieil in the fore is seen to go down to grass like a flashing meteor, to rise again phoenix-like somewhere near the rear. Still nobody hurt. The sun has disappeared, and fresh evening breezes blow over the waving fields of grain just commencing to turn yellow, as we sweep, with flourish of trumpet and song, around the bend of Lake La Belle, a miniature Bay of Naples, up to the Townsend House, Oconomowoc.

Tired? Well, I should smile! But a bath, change of clothes, and an elegant supper made it all right. Next evening the grand ball was to come off, so all retired comparatively early,—say two o'clock.

Stark's legato and Barkhausen's staccato toots roused up the 'cycler, as well as everybody else in the hotel, at six o'clock of the third day. The sun poured down in terrific heat as our line formed at nine o'clock on the lawn, ready for the last twenty miles of the run. The was just a trifle of unwillingness in the ranks as it swung into line; but once mounted and away, the big wheels flung a breeze below, and the wind blowing cool above, the usual bonhomie was restored. The run to Hopkins's, on North Lake, was made by noon, over a smooth road. Leaving machines standing a breath of road side, we marched half a mile through the woods to Mr. Hopkins's elegant grounds, on a high bluff over a bottomless lake. Dinner was served under the trees, à la picnic. Lounging under the trees, sailing, and so on until the noon heat was over, when the long line, with three cheers for Mr. Hopkins's hospitality, formed a Mulligan guard over the woods back to machines. An hour's ride and we were on the edge of lakes, to the annoyance of sundry indig

nant cows, brought us to Mr. Sand's elegant grounds, who "set 'em up" to claret in princely style. At sunset we were back to Oconomowoc again, and the wheeling part of the run was over.

Then there was a big washing and scrubbing of everything. Most of the riders had provided themselves with extra uniforms, and after a bath, were in good trim for the grand ball. The big parpers of the hotel were elegantly festooned for the occasion, and with the halls, verandas, and lawn, were filled with a gay company who had assembled to do us honor. The sweet strains of the Sextet Club, of Milwaukee, woke the Teresaichian instinct of all; and forgetting the heat and toil of the day, one of the jolliest balls held high carnival. The victim of the first header, Mr. Temple, was caught upon the floor of the ballroom, with the premium, a leather medal as big as a dinner-plate, with the deed stamped in gold thereon. At twelve o'clock, Quartizermaster Haskins set off the fire works on the lawn, composed of several very pretty pieces, and after a final grand chorus of the clubs, accompanied by the orchestra, the music died away, good-byes were said, and all retired, thoroughly tired out with three days and nights of jollification.

Next morning's early train bore most of us home. Some followed on later trains, while Secretary Beaumont, Bugler Mosch, Lieut. H. W. Rogers, and W. Way, of Milwaukee Bicycle Club, made the run to Milwaukee on the wheel in fine style, before a fine breeze, down hill most of the way, in four hours,—thirty-eight miles.

Thus ended the biggest affair of the kind in the West, and to the Milwaukee Bicycle Club belongs the honor of carrying out the run exactly as planned, and which, as the participants unanimously agree, contained as much enjoyment as could be got into three brief, happy days.

CHICAGO, 6 July, 1881.

To Lake George.

A LETTER from W. B. Everett, of the Bostons, dated 12 July, at Holyoke, Mass., says: "Have proceeded thus far and stop to dine. Came from Windsor, Conn., this forenoon, thirty miles, a d shall run to Northampton for the night. From Middletown to Meriden, and thence to Hartford, I found tolerable good roads, but billy; but heaven save any man who tries to run from Providence to Willimantic by the Plank Road, or from Willimantic to Middletown! Our first day we made Providence all right, where the Providence boys gave us a good supper. Next day it rained hard, but between showers we pushed our way, when settled down to a fearful rain, not letting up till 11.30 A. M., when Mr. Shillaber took the train for Willimantic, and I paddled through mud and sand for twelve miles farther, when I was obliged to give up my saddle to the youngest r d to the latest depot, seven miles. Took train at Centre-
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for Willimantic, where Mr. Shillaber had already arrived, and had decided to go back to Boston, being disgusted with Connecticut roads. I can’t blame him, for the next day was worse still. Mr. Adams, an energetic wheelman of Willimantic, rode out ten miles with me, and we did together. I pushed on to Middletown, arriving at 6 p.m., but of the thirty miles I know I walked twenty. It is the hilliest region I ever saw, some of the hills being too steep to ride down, and none could. I took tea at Middletown and went on to Meriden, eight miles, in the evening. My day of thirty-eight to forty miles took me just twelve hours, which, having one hour for dinner and one for tea, was a day of steady work. The run from Springfield here is delightful; road level and hard, as I learn it is for several miles farther up the river. I lost a good part of Sunday, being pretty tuckered by my work, and my road for the day was only to Hartford (eighteen miles) after 4 p.m. Monday I was blocked by rain at Hartford, where Mr. Penfield, ex-capitan of Hartford Wheel Club, entertained me till 4.30 p.m., when, the rain stopping, I pushed through clay and mud to Windsor, six miles. Shall make Brattleboro’ to-morrow and perhaps farther; Bennington Thursday, Saratoga Springs Friday, and Lake George Sunday. Mr. Beale was here a few days ago. I shall return to home by cars. I have met very pleasant wheelmen all along the route, and I am having a first-rate time.

A Run to Easton.

Editor Bicycling World: — I left home last Friday morning, 15 July, at 6.45, and started for Easton. I took Walnut avenue, Seaver, Columbia, and Washington streets, all good riding to Norfolk street which has just been graded to the railroad bridge; thence into Mattapan, and took Mattapan street on the left to Canton avenue direct to Canton; took the first left-hand road after you pass the cemetery, and then direct to Stoughton, 14 miles; all the roads are good to here; then from here on the right hand or new turnpike, they have piled on gravel and left it to be worked into a road by Providence and teams. I had almost 7 miles of this, which I got through with only a few dismounts until I reached my destination at 9.45 a.m., just 26 miles. In coming home, after I passed Blue Hill, I took Brush Hill turnpike; it is shorter, but not as good. I arrived home at 6 p.m., having made 50 miles in a riding time of 6 hours. I intend to take the same trip again this week if I can get company, and try the main road direct to Stoughton, and then another road from there to Easton. J. R. Heard, Capekn Roxbury Bt. Club.

Missouri Roads.

Editor Bicycling World: — I notice an article published in your paper, written by a bicyclist of this section, in which he advises the bicyclists of St. Louis to “get out and ride,” intending, I suppose, to intimate that they should make a similar tour to the one reported by him. He also states that he has not heard of any having gone beyond Kirkwood. My object in writing is to inform him through your columns that I have bicycles in St. Louis and vicinity is quite a pastime, pastime or exercise, as he may style it, and that several of our boys have made extensive a tour as he has, and by selecting more favorable weather we increased the distance and diminished our toil very much. Our friends seem to have been punished with an extraordinary number of difficulties. I hope he will meet with a less number on his next tour. Our fellow bicyclist has not, I should judge, found all the most popular resorts for wheeling. The best are Manchester road, Forest and Tower Grove parks, and the amphitheatre at the fair grounds. Manchester road is splendid riding for forty miles from this city. Forest park contains about 1,500 acres of ground and about fifteen miles of fine gravel roads. Tower Grove park contains about 400 acres and seventy-seven acres of beautifully laid out grounds, the finest botanical gardens in the country, and many other attractions. Bicycling in this park is most superb. At the fair grounds, all members of the public are permitted to ride on the promenade. This amphitheatre is a circular building enclosing a race track, and in the second story, at the back and top of all the seats, is this promenade, about fifteen or twenty feet in width, and upon this promenade would be just the place for a ride against time. It probably measures about from two to four laps per mile. The Zoological Gardens and other attractions are here in the fair grounds with the amphitheatre, and when the bicyclist finds riding monotonous, he can furnish himself plenty to amuse him without leaving the grounds. The Athletic Grounds (which, I believe, is the central portion of the city) are also devoted to bicycling. Now I will not tell our friend to go and visit any of these places, for I am quite confident such an enthusiast as he will find them, sooner or later.

W. E.

St. Louis, 21 May, 631.

IXION CONQUERS THE "STAR."

I have not fully decided whether it was loyalty to my much-abused native State, New Jersey, or a lingering faith in the support of American invention, that induced me to add to my stable of wheels one of these hump-backed animals. However, there it was one evening, nicely crated and looking as innocent and harmless as a velocipede. I gazed at it thoughtfully, then went in to do a particularly tough and ancient pair of trousers, and an old hat with stiff crown. This last precaution was, I soon discovered, unnecessary; the cushion plates were needed in another section of the human frame. Having imprisoned the beast, I led him gently to the barn driveway, restraining an evident desire of the small wheel to rush between my legs, and upset me even before mounting.

Arriving in safety and trepidation at the drive, I awoke to a depressing realization of the fact that it was getting dark. I at last decided that perhaps I am fifty-seven inches in the air, before I did anything else. No 60-inch wheel with its saddle on a level with my nose ever looked half so unattainable as that. The step was placed on a bracket on the wheel's hub, in front of it. Coming to the conclusion that it would have to be mounted from behind, I straddled the big wheel, took a firm grip on the insignificant handle bar, put my left foot on the step, and gave a vigorous hoist. The hoist was a grand success, but took effect on the wrong end of the combination. The animal reared viciously, punched me in the chest with both handles, then laid down alongside. However, I had the satisfaction of being the first one up. Awakening number two: it was evidently imperative that a bicyclist who had just come out of his 50-cent wheel must have some assistance. Clubmates? Never! I called the coachman, informed him nonchalantly that the machine was very delicate, and would not bear a sudden start, and requested him to steady the thing while I cautiously descended into the saddle. He steadied it with an immense amount of exertion, I thought, while I mounted and put my feet on the treads,—a pair of slippery steel stirrups. He prepared to let go, while Winkle's experience on ice with Sam Weller rose vividly before me. I gave a shove, the machine ran forward a few feet. When suddenly the diminutive steeder turned inside out, or upside down, or had some other terrible convulsion and we separated. First blood for the "Star." To coachman's suggestion that it was "kinder delicate to manage," I gave an affirmative, but requested him to try it again. This start was more propitious. I noted the wild desire for liberty of the little wheel, and controlled it by concentrating much muscle on the handles. Then the balancing was perfectly easy. An occasional downward kick carried us along nicely, the ratchet gear sliding away like a buzz saw, when we came to a gutter across the road. Now, I thought, the safety qualities of this new steed would become apparent. No necessity of leaning back to avoid headers... But unfortunately, habit was stronger than reasoning. I did lean back, the little wheel dropped into the depression, rose on the other side, and continued to rise as if commencing the ascent of Mount Washington. Two spokes out. Second round for Ixion.

After repairs to both parties, I went in to town, where I was rewarded by being told that I resembled nothing so much as a skewed frog, straddling a ghastly scissors-grinding machine. I immediately remarked that the Star was not yet perfected, and that my ungracefulness was due entirely to that fact,—which state-
ment was not taken in with the other viand.

The next time I wrestled with this metatlic manergerie, I made the discovery that claim fourth, the step being at this side the sattle, saddle, the rider steps easily to and from his seat (vide List) — was intended for those who combine the agility of a kangaroo with the balance of a Blondin; no others need apply. It was the platform to be readily able to mount upon a once in a hundred trials, and eventually to feel able to ride down to town and dismount and mount again at the post-office before a large audience. It is also a source of selfish but with that piquant gratification to sail upon a machine which none of the boys are willing to risk their necks in trying to mount. They all prophesy a terr ble tolerable some day, but I merely smile, give a double-barrelled kick and remark, "Ad astra per aspera."

J. P. S.
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IXION.

The Battle in Bicycle Lane.

A sorer young man in kneecap breeches
Troubles the next generation-town.
In his heart had been numerous breaches —
"This is a paradise here for the grown."

The June air was cooling and breathing,
The gleam of his shimmering wheel
Mysteries flashed kept tracing
In air like a phantasm of steel.

His head was well balanced and steady,
Was level, and clear was his brain,
But a sorrow had crossed it already,
With wrinkles of grief in its trains.

In his calf a quiver of anguish,
In his eye lurked the demon of wrath;
His thought took a turn of thelangur
As he creased a macadamised path.

"Tooth-inserter," sweet angel of healing,
A building of cannibal mien,
Had claimed his acquaintance with feeling;
And the size of his grip could be seen.

Marked in red on the young athlete’s stocking.
As the hero, with never a word.
But with thoughts that were perfectly shocking, Speeded on like a shot-peppered bird.

Straight on, neither right nor left turning,
He lied to an armorer’s shop.
And his blood and his experience was burning
As he entered that door with a hop

And closed it.
What farther, I knew not.
Those hours in the day did not last;
Then emerging, to right or left threw not
A glance (on his cheek was a blot)

"Tooth-inserter" sat up in the twilight
As a bicycle swept into sight.
He smiled, with a yawn like a skylight,
And murmured, "I like that taste, quite!"

He rose and walked slowly to meet him,
The wheelman had turned rather white,
With fear as an ever-cry to greet him; His vengeance arose in its might.

From his shoulder [just where the crusader
Once wore his dread weapon of war]
He dipped out a non-potent pernament,
And grinning confronted his foe.

"T was a bill. Three feet was its measure.
On bed of steel, sound half of much,
Like a two-per-cent apple — a treasure
To all devotes of the wheel.

"He lo! I" grinned the demon, approaching;
A time with his hip of the side
And stealing his soul [plain reproaching],
He dealt him one lightning-like blow.

With a yell of wild maniac cadence,
He dashed down the shadowy lane,

As the farmer came out with a rail fence
And walked over the fate of the slain.

Up and down that broad turnpike we wheelmen
Of what on our jubilant way:

"Tooth-inserter," the brand we feel men
Set free from diabolical sway.
J. PARK STREET.

Notes — Seriously, why not this be a capital idea — A bill, with a ball of steel
On the end of the suite of an English wallot, to be worn over the shoulder when the expressmen wore their five-foot swords. It would be out of the way, easy to get at, and would not set at all awkwardly, especially if nickel-plated; and it would be a terrible weapon to strike with; one well-delivered blow would settle the toughest of us. Yet I always met with. Furthermore, it could be used to salute with. I think all bicyclists should have a general salute, especially league men. One question more. Would it not be well to pass a league ordinance against carrying revolvers other than those under m? I think of having some one inventing himself behind us as he investigates the texture of the ground with myopic eyes, with a seven shooter empting itself all around the campus! It is enough to make one swear to devote himself to solitude.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire officer membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, or in case of failure, $1.00. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dighton Waxon, 323 N. 10th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applicants by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

A. S. P.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

KINGMAN N. PUTNAM,
Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.

NEW HAVEN BI. CLUB. — Additional: F. H. Plant, 122 Wooster street; Robt. Foote, at Tradesmen’s Bank; A. S. Kimberley, with O. A. Dorman, — all of New Haven; Herman D. Clark, Mount Carmel, Conn.

MONTREAL BI. CLUB, — Additional: Frank Scott, 109 Union avenue, or Treasurer’s Department, G. T. & R.’s; James Robertson, Thomas Robertson & Co., 9 Charnelville street, P. D. Montreal.


DIRECTORS. — Mr. W. Noble Campbell- bell, of Montreal, has been appointed director for the Province of Quebec, as the colleague of Director Tibbs.

CORRECTION. — Frank T. Hoover, Pittsburg, Pa., should have been published as “Additional Keystone Bi. Club,” A. Lloyd Foimes, with T. A. Jackson, New Haven, should have been, “A. J. Towes,” Times, 126 High street, New Haven, Conn.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

BOSTON BI. CLUB. — Ed. P. Sharp has resigned his position as second lieutenant of the Boston Club, on account of a lame knee, which incapacitates him from riding. The total membership of the Boston Club is sixty, including one honorary and two associate members. This leaves three vacancies to be filled when the right men come along. It is the determination of the Bostonians to admit into its active ranks only those who will be an honor to the club and keep up its present status.

HALIFAX BI. CLUB. — Monday, 11 June, a number of young gentlemen interested in bicycling met and formed an
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association, to be known as the Halifax Bicycle Club. They elected the following officers: President, Mr. J. D. Shatford; secretary and treasurer, Mr. E. D. Leathy; captain, Mr. H. Lethbridge; and second secretary, Mr. R. C. Peart. The uniform of the club will be blue serge knickerbocker suits, polo caps with turn-down peaks, and the letters H. B. C. embroidered on each cap. The colors of the club will be red and yellow, to be worn on the left breast. The passing of by-laws, rules, etc., was postponed till next meeting, which will take place next Monday evening, Capt. Lethbridge having furnished the club with a meeting room free of charge. The new association can credit themselves with being the second bicycle club formed in the Dominion of Canada.

EOLUS BICYCLE CLUB, WORCESTER, MASS. — The club had a most successful field day on Wednesday, 13 July, when the gold badge and set of colors which had been presented to them were contested for. Under the rules the contestants were obliged to take from the list of performances as published in your issue of 8 July. On account of our inability to secure a good track on that day we were obliged to omit the two-mile race. Mr. J. C. Spiers and F. E. Higgins were the principal contestants. Spiers excelled in the fancy movements, while Higgins easily defeated him in the half-mile race, covering the distance in 1:40, with Spiers five seconds behind. Out of a possible 426 points, Spiers scored 316, or 74 per cent, and won the badge, while Higgins scored 238 points, or 56 per cent, and captured the colors. The attendance was good, and the afternoon was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The next contest will take place 24 August. EOLUS.

COCHITuate Bi. Club, Cochituate, Mass. — There has been a bicycle club formed here with eleven members, and the following are the officers: President, O. T. M. Schauer; vice-president, R. E. Felch; secretary and treasurer, J. E. Felch; captain, C. Frossard; sub-captain, E. M. Bent. John E. Felch, Sec'y.

SAN FRANCISCO BI. Club. — At a special meeting, 28 June, A. M. War- schauer, Geo. H. Dragg, and G. A. Chris- tensen were admitted to membership, and the resignation of G. H. Thompson was accepted. H. C. Finkler was elected to the club committee and committee on halls, in place of Mr. Thompson.

The present officers of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club are: T. K. Longstreth, president; Jno. Fergusson, captain; H. R. Lewis, lieutenant; H. A. lid kiston, secretary and treasurer; H. B. Hart, bugler. The president, captain, and secretary, together with Messrs. Blair, Bartol, and Hudders, constituted the club committee. The club occupied Room No. 60 North 13th street (under the St Geoge), Hall building) on June, 1881, as their head- quarters and club room, and Messrs.

Blair, Osborne, and Stokes have been appointed as the "room committee in charge." It is comfortable and conveniently fitted up, and has racks for twenty wheels. Twenty lockers (for clothes) with individual keys, water closet, wash-stand, gas, dead latch for front door, desk and chairs, and not a few appropriately pictures adorn the walls as contribu- tion to members. The Philadelphia Times, the BICYCLING WORLD, Cyclist, Quiz, etc., are printed there, and the desk is replete with the necessary stationery for correspondence. A bulletin board hangs on the wall, where all club runs or party runs, newspaper notices, and anything of general interest are conspicuously posted. In the fall a more general use of the room is anticipated, and many of the men will, doubtless, start from the headquarters. Since securing a club room, nine new members have been added to the club, and now the members hardly know how they got along without it. The Philadelphia Club has been the chief instrument in getting what was called the "recorded" list of bicycle riders in the park here, and the prospects for further grants and privileges (?) are quite favorable, as the opposition on the part of the public and the commission seems to be growing daily less. The Lancaster Pike, since it has been macadamized, is the favorite road about here, and small parties frequently run out to Bryn Mawr for supper. They charge each wheel twelve cents for the round trip of about fourteen miles, that being the rate for a sulky and horse.

This club sent the following to the Fairmount Park Commissioners on the 16th ult.:

Club Room, 60 North 13th Street, Philadelphia, June, 1881.

To Chairman Dept. Sup't and Police Fairmount Park Commission:

Dear Sir: — We held a special meeting of the Philadelphia Bicycle Club, held at their club room under St. George's Hall, on the evening of the 1oth inst., the resolution of the Park Commissioners, reading the resolution of the park board, "The footwalk north of the main drive from Green street entrance past the ball grounds to Girard avenue be removed from and after this date.

By this it will be seen that it is merely a withdrawal of the restriction as to hours on the footwalk between Green street and Girard avenue, and refers to this walk alone. In addition to this they have the asphalt walks around the main exhibition building all day, and those around the Lincoln monument, and also Belmont avenue till noon. There is a kindly feeling evinced toward the wheelmen by the commissioners, and the press severally takes their part, the Times in particular.

Crescent Bi. Club. — Editor Bicycle World: — In your issue of 8 July you give the Chelsea Club the honor of the largest wheel; now the Crescentists can also boast of a wheel the same size as the Chelsea claim. The rider of this 60-inch wheel, Mr. F. Shaw, of East Boston, is, I think, the same man in both cases: possibly I may be mistaken, but I know for a certainty that he is a member of the Crescentists, and have heard him speak of by Chelsea men as a member of their club. At all events the "60-inch honor" must be shared with the Crescentists. Perhaps in one thing the latter club may take the lead, that is in variety of machines. Having made diligent search during the past few days, I have been rewarded by finding thirteen different styles of machines, here, composed of thirty members, and ten yet to be heard from. The thirteen styles are as follows: Harvard, Shadow, Pacer, Stanley, Matchless, Standard Columbus, Special Columbus, Special Challenge, Royal Challenge, Xtra Challenge, Duplex Ex- celsior, Acme, and last, but not least, a Star. Now can any club of our size as regards membership show as great a variety? The average size of machine is 33-inch; there are several 56, 54, and many 52's; the majority of the machines are plated or bright finished, and we are convinced enough to believe that we have a good stock of wheels. As for the riders — T. S. T. L. A. M. — so Made- line has it, and the average Crescent is too modest to dispute her so let it go at that. The club are soon to lose a valued member, Mr. W. Duker, who has held this arduous position for the last six years; and is not only a loss to the Cres- cents, but to Boston wheelmen in general, being well known to many of them during his residence in the city. At the last meeting of the club, Mr. Duker presented as
From Montreal.

Editor Bicycle World: — You must have thought the Montreal Bicycle Club had collapsed; it is so long since you have heard anything of it. The fact is, my fellow members have been so helmed by the treatment they received in Boston and everything they saw at the Leona Meet that they have done nothing but talk about it ever since. "One man is said to have spent all his time wandering about in a fabulous number of machines of every conceivable make up under the sun were stored; he was trying to make up his mind of what firm he would order his next. Another man talks of having "stood on a bridge at midnight," and wants all the time to know if any other fellow has ever done so; detractors allege that this was after a visit to a place I think he called Medford, in which some gentleman named Farrington and Butler, whom he met at the Brunswick. Then another man wants us to go in for fancy riding, and tells some tall tales about some fellow of the name of Smith, who appeared to be an able tracker of the bicycle, except to fall off it. However, I mean to go to the next League Meet, so that the fellows sha’n’t come home and stuff us poor bereaved creatures with tales of 450 miles in 14 hours, sixty-inch machines, and all that. Well, I was going to say something about the degeneracy of the Montreal Bicycle Club, but I think I won’t, or our heavy machines will be going round with a cowhide looking for Kanuck.

MONTREAL, 16 July, 1881.

PERSONAL

Capt. E. W. Foste, of the Massachusetts Club, is at Andover where he has been appointed A. L. W. director for the Province of Quebec.

Mr. L. W. Johnson, the amateur champion bicyclist, keeps a full stable of the stands almost every hour.

Mr. A. S. Parsons, the genial ex-corresponding secretary of the L. A. W., has returned from his Western trip, and has recovered his health.

Mr. George A. Garland and Mr. Fred. Reed started by rail for Portland, Saturday, Oct. 1st, taking with them their bicycles, upon which they proposed to ride to Bangor but Mr. Garland met with a fall in Portland which disabled him, and he returned home, leaving Mr. Reed to proceed on his journey alone.

Fred. N. Bosson was thrown from his bicycle while coming down Ipswich Hill, Ipswich, Thursday, 11 July, in the endowment to avoid a team; his chasm bone was broken, and he was sent to the general hospital. The accident was caused by the tripping of the machine in some gravel at the side of the road. He was consoled and landed on his feet, but so violently that he could not prevent a fall and its result. He is at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Cambridgeport promises an excellent season, and the Massachusetts Bicycle Club misses a genial and enthusiastic member in the removal from Cambridgeport to Providence. Mr. D. Fair is known as one of our dandiest bicyclists, he having won the only blue ribbon at the Boston Rando Club. Of the racing meeting at Providence last fall, and he has twice ridden from Boston to Keene, N. H. "Providence (warden)," Mr. L. A. W. Director E. W. Waing, of Pittsburg, Pa., lost his little boy Walter, a bright and interesting credit of four years, on Friday afternoon, by being kicked by a horse. The lad, with some other children, was playing in a neighbor’s yard where the horse was tied, and

MONTREAL, 15 July, 1881.

CLUB DAWG.
HORSE ACCIDENT RECORD

[We desire readers and correspondents to inform us for this department of every horse accident, from any cause, which may come to their notice, either in the public press or by personal observation.]


8. July. In Boston, boy ran over and severely injured the horse's mouth.


12. July. In Quincy, Mrs. Martin and daughter thrown from carriage and severely injured.


14. July. In Holyoke, Miss had her skull fractured by the kick of a horse she was preparing to mount.


16. July. In Philadelphia, Mary Cowen, two years old, and Wm. Kinkade, were severely injured by runaway horses, and another runaway horse killed C. W. Haines, a member of Health office.

17. July. In Albany, a runaway horse threw William Pace from his wagon some thirty feet over a stone wall, inflicting injuries which caused his death.


NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

[We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.]

BROTHER WHEELEN, how do you keep your stockings up? I have used a band around the waist with an elastic strap down both sides, but I fancy there must be a better way. Experience desired.

LAP AND LANK.

[We have found the ordinary "safety-pin" everything to be desired in this respect; if drawers are worn, the stockings can be secured to them, or the pins can be run through both breeches and stockings. The latter is perhaps the best method.]

EDITOR.

Can any disinterested bicyclist recommend the "All-American" bicycle for long and safe rides? Is it "the best" for either or both?

Coming Events.


Sept. Sacramento, Agricultural State Fair, bicycle races.

Our Leading Wheelemen. II.

COL. ALBERT A. POPE.

SOME time since the readers of the Bicycling World were presented with a portrait of the amateur champion of America, and an account of him and his exploits. The subject of this sketch is known by name, at least to almost every bicyclist in America. Those who know him personally will think his portrait here a very inadequate one, no doubt, missing the habitual geniality of expression, the twinkle of deep-brown eyes, and the glow of healthful color.

Col. Albert A. Pope was born in Boston, 20 May, 1843, and is therefore a comparatively young man still. At the breaking out of the Civil War he joined three volunteer military organizations, and devoted much attention to the study of tactics, in which he became exceedingly proficient. In 1862, at the age of nineteen, he entered the army as junior second lieutenant in the Massachusetts Regiment of Volunteers. Within two weeks of his enlistment he was in the battle of South Mountain, and afterwards he passed through those of Antietam, Sulphur Springs, Fredericksburg, Vicksburg, Jackson, the siege of Knoxville, the long siege of Petersburg, commanding Fort Hell, the nearest point to the enemy, and leading his regiment into Petersburg, and several other important engagements; he was promoted from time to time, and brevetted for gallant services, first as major and afterwards as lieutenant-colonel; was at Farmville when Gen. Lee surrendered, and received his honorable discharge at the end of the war in 1865.

That summer he returned to business in a prominent mercantile house in Boston, but soon left it and started in business for himself, under the firm name of Albert A. Pope & Co. By persistent activity and sagacious management he became within three years one of the largest dealers in shoe findings and trimmings in the United States. He was burnt out in the great Boston fire of 1872, but quickly recovered, paying all his debts before receiving his insurance. In 1875 he organized and furnished the capital for the Pope Manufacturing Company, for the purpose of making and selling air pistols and other patented articles, of which he has been president and largest stockholder ever since.

In 1871, Col. Pope was married to Miss Abby Linder, and took up his residence in Newton, Massachusetts, where he still has his beautiful but unostentatious residence. He has had four children, three of whom are still living. He has been a member of the Newton city government, but his devotion to business affairs has compelled him to decline other offers of political preferment. He is president and director of several other corporations besides the Pope Manufacturing Company, and holds various positions of trust. It will thus be seen that Col. Pope has an honorable and successful record. He is robust in health, vigorous in the handling of resources, and of prompt and scrupulous integrity. In making himself (for he is one of the "self-made" men), he has generously helped to make others.

With the exception of Mr. W. M. Wright, of New York, who commenced riding the bicycle in France in 1872, Col. Pope was the earliest actual wheeleman connected with the bicycle business in this country. He first practised riding on the roads of Newton, in August, 1877, under the instruction of an English guest at his house, who filled his ears with glowing accounts of the uses and enjoyments of the bicycle in England, and who showed him what could be done with the silent steed. He was stimulated also by seeing Mr. Chandler gliding about on his "Challenge," which after four years' service the Colonel now has at rest in an Acme stand for exhibition.
That Col. Pope had the usual tribulations of learning, may be inferred from an incident. His little boy, that fall, came up smiling to the house, from a tumble off of his three-wheeler, limping and brushing the gravel from his clothes. "Did you hurt yourself?" asked his mother. "Oh, no!" he replied, "I was taking a header, as my papa does."

Col. Pope at once set about arranging for the importation of bicycles, and the introduction of them here; he then projected the manufacture of them, and made that the principal business of the Pope Manufacturing Company, interested the Weed Sewing Machine Company, of Hartford, Conn., in the enterprise, visited England to learn what points he could adopt from the various styles then made, and advanced thousands of dollars and became responsible for many thousands more to establish the industry here, and to create public sentiment in favor of the bicycle and a market for it, at a time when there was no other capitalist ready to do anything.

The name adopted for the first American bicycle was "Columbia." and since the first were brought out in 1870 until the present time it has been constantly improved, until now, under the various names of "Columbia," "Standard Columbia," "Special Columbia," etc., there are upwards of 6,000 of them in use, and the factory where they are made has a capacity of turning out 1,200 machines a month. Col. Pope is not merely a business bicyclist, however; he was one of the first to sign the roll for the formation of the first club, the Boston Bicycle Club; but for reasons less complimentary to others than to himself, he was not afterwards on its list of members.

He was one of the founders, and is an active member of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, and was its president for the first year. He is honorary member of the Mercury Bicycle Club, of New York; is "No. 152" of the L. A. W., and "No. 3,733" of the J. T. C.; and has contributed largely to the various interests and enjoyments of bicycling in all its phases. Because of his early devotion and the greater resources he has commanded, he has been prominent amongst able pioneers, and done more to extend and perpetuate American bicycling than any other man.

Ed. Sunday Courier:—Bicyclers are hereby informed that the charges for bicycles on the Fall River boats are exorbitant. On my recent visit to Boston I was charged seventy-five cents on the boat for my bicycle, and after that $1.00 on the cars. In addition to this, no one seemed to look after it, I had to pay some one twenty-five cents to hold my machine while I went to look after one of the officials, thus making $2.00 in all. My advice to cyclists about to go up the Fall River line is like Punch's advice to people about to marry, "Don't."

Yours fraternally, K. M. Sneath.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

2 CUMBERLAND ST.,
10 MILK ST,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,
BOSTON, MASS.,

IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. - - Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.
WM. M. M. WRIGHT
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

Bicycles
OF EVERY MAKE.
Bicyclers' Sundries.
SECOND-HAND BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.

Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular; and length of leg, inside measure, to ball of foot under the shoe.

THE BICYCLING WORLD.

A Weekly Newspaper

DEVOTED TO THE INTERESTS OF BICYCLING.

Edited by WILLIAM E. GILMAN.

SUBSCRIPTION form.
E. C. Hodges & Co., Publishers,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

Gentlemen:
I herewith enclose Two Dollars, for which please send "The Bicycling World" for one year from ............................................. 188 , to be mailed postpaid to the following address:

Name, ...................................................................................................................

Address, ..............................................................................................................

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
MANUFACTURERS' IMPORTER OF
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES,
96 Worcester Street, Boston,

SAILS FOR EUROPE JULY 16, and will return in SEPTEMBER, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES.

Address while in EUROPE, care of
COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENGLAND.

N. B.—I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

GOY, THE ATHLETIC OUTFITTER,
For Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Football, Lacrosse, Yachting, Boating, Canoeing, Gymnastics and Camping Out.

GOY'S CALENDAR OF SPORTS,
PUBLISHED MONTHLY.

GOY'S ATHLETIC CLUB DIRECTORY,
PUBLISHED QUARTERLY.

Forwarded free on receipt of Addressed Postal Wrappers, as may be required.

GOY, 21 Leadenhall Street, LONDON, E. C.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL AND
MANUFACTURERS' ADVERTISER.

Edited by R. C. N. BRITTAN.

Subscriptions received at this Office.

ONE YEAR .................................................. $2 50.
SIX MONTHS ........................................... 1 15.
THREE MONTHS ...................................... 60.

Specimen Copies sent from
146 Fleet Street - - London, E. C.

Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and Tricycling Journal only $4 00.

E. C. Hodges & Co.
40 WATER ST., BOSTON.
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Colombias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Colombias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and neatest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Colombias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Colombias in preference to every other machine.
Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size - - - - - - - - Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.
Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
Bicyclers' Riding Suspensory. The Riandeage consists of a Silk Sack, made of the Best Hank-Knit Silk Netting, which will not interrupt the action of the respiratory organs of the skin, with an Elastic Edged which encircles the body, and Elastic Straps passing over the Hips, and attached to the sack beneath, which keeps the sack in position, no matter in what position the person may put himself, the straps yielding to the movements. The Bandage is made in three sizes, Small, Medium and Large. In ordering, state which size is wanted. Sent by mail on receipt of price, $4.00.

Bicyclers' Sundries.

* The "Take-me-too," for carrying a coat, etc., does not interfere with mounting or dismounting: universally liked. Send size of waist.

Wright's Anti-Rust
Wright's Illuminating Oil

Acme Stands
Hub Lamps, nickel-plated, small size

Leggings, send size of cuff

Saddle Bags, similar to "Handy Tool Bag"

Eagles, brass

Rustless Chain

Rubber Handles, in ordering mention make of bicycle.

Horn Whistles

Shoes, canvas with corrugated rubber toles

Gong Bells

Nickel Oil Can

Wrenches, Blue Monkey

* The Wright Standard Holder, for Club colors, torches, etc.

Articles marked * can be sent by mail.

Remittances may be made by P.O. Order on Station H, or check.

W. M. Wright, 791 5th Ave., N.Y.

DO NOT BUY A BICYCLE

Of any kind until you have sent a 3-cent Stamp to GUMP BROS., DAYTON, OHIO, for price list of New and Second-hand Bicycles. It will pay you.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

Manufacturers of

Bicycles.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,

SALEM, MASS.

WE MAKE

SPORTING GOODS

A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special director with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

The only place where you can buy a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,

OAK HALL,

BOSTON - - - MASS.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.

THOS. W. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, 29

Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors.

COLUMBIA BICYCLES

SOLD ON

INSTALMENTS

ON EASY TERMS.

Having accepted the agency from the Pope Manufacturing Company, we are now prepared to sell their Bicycles on Easy Terms of Payment. Purchasers taught to ride. Call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,

29-31 UNION STREET.

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
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NEW MARLBORO'.

A new, fresh, quiet, cozy HOTEL, on both American and European plan. Conducted as a first-class house; centrally located. Bicycles properly cared for. Rates, for rooms, $1.00 per day per person; rooms and meals, $2.00 and $2.50 per day. Charles H. Moore, F.T. Kapler, 736 and 738 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

CURRENTE CALAMO

OUR horse record is getting quite too quick. It is an indication of "freshness" when a journalist habitually composes of uncredited paragraph appropriations from his columns.

"BICYCLES FOR MINISTRIES," by Rev. H. D. Weston, in Zion's Herald for 14 July, should be read by laymen as well as the clergy.

The "Wheel" gives an interesting account of its editor's and Mr. H. D. Walker's ten days' bicycle trip to and from New York, through which they covered about 286 miles.

A converted bicyclist, stopping with his wheel at Bethlehem, N. H., intends to ride it through Dixie notch soon. A companion bicycle would be most welcome in the undertaking.

One of the prettiest rides about Boston is from East Boston to Charlestown, through Winthrop and Ocean Point to Point Shirley, where there is a line all the way to Fall's. The return can be made Beachmont and Revere.

Bicyclists who are stopping at the summer resorts should have their wheels with them, and not hire them. People at such places are in the mood to be interested and amused, and the sight of the graceful wheelers mingling with the usual tourists cannot but result in making friends for the wheel.

Among the many little conveniences that are being constantly presented to the bicyclists, one of the most useful is the "Take-me-home," which is an ingenious combination of strap and pad to the waist or shoulders for the purpose of carrying a coat or other garment without discomfort, and is manufactured and sold by W. H. Wright, of New York, for ninety cents.

PERSONAL

The Rev. Mr. Day, of Cohasset, takes the Jerrysburg road on wheel.

Ex-Captain Arthur S. Stedman, B. E., C. S., is again one of the most active "veterans" wheelmen on the roads.


Miss Belle and Alber, of the Massachusetts, will wheel from Rockland, Me., to Bangor, and return by way of Miscou and Naggasook.

W. B. Everett, of the Boston, had some smooth as well as some crooked in his ride last week to Lake George. We shall give his report in full shortly.

Mr. Walter Underwood, of Roxbury, who recently met with quite a serious accident at Hingham, is slowly convalescing, and hopes to be able to ride about 1 October, 1881.

Mr. Charles E. Lord, the genial sub-capitant of the Roxbury Bicycle Club, is recovering at Wellesfield, N. H., where the sandy roads and rough hills are making but work for him on the wheel.

Mr. W. F. Halsey, the distinguished musician artist, has taken up the bicycle art, and will be seen wheeling about York this summer when the sand does not persuade or the water allure him from it.

The removal of Director Hibbard from Milwaukee to Minnesota is a sad loss to Milwaukee bicyclists, but it ought to give the League a director for Minnesota, and is sure to result in a new interest in wheeling in that State. Mr. Hibbard is expected in Minneapolis.

President Parsons, of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, is stopping at Eagle Cottage, corner Crescent Avenue and Wave Way, Ocean Spray, Winthrop, Mass. He rides back and forth on his wheel, and hopes for evening or Sunday calls from his bicycling friends.

While Mr. Judson Underwood was indulging in his favorite pastime of base ball, at the Boston grounds, a July had occurred, and his bicycle in a secure position, near the fence of the Providence Railroad road, some were driven by a huge rock, the fear, smashing in the wheel and otherwise damaging the machine, — a full-nickelled "Harvard."

Mr. J. T. Jansen, of Newburg, N. Y., is the right man for A. L. W. Consil. He was run over by a reckless driver of a horse and wagon, who said he had come across the road with a wheeling man, and was thrown off his bicycle in the collision. He recovered from his injuries has prosecuted the incompetent and ill-natured wagoner, and will make New York another opportunity to enforce the rights of bicyclers on the highways.

Literary and Artistic.

A BICYCLE PRIZE COMPETITION.

The Pope Manufacturing Company make the following offer of prizes for the best article on the uses of the bicycle, and for the best series of sketches of bicycling, under the following conditions:

CONDITIONS FOR PRIZES:

1. The article is to be written on one side of the paper, not less than 4,000 words nor more than 8,000 words in length.

2. The article drawing the prize to be the property of the Pope Manufacturing Company, and delivered to them by the judges without further payment; the others to be returned to the writer if the writers so request and forward the necessary amount of postage.

Each article is to be signed by an assumed name and accompanied by a sealed envelope bearing the assumed name on the outside, and containing the real name and address of the writer on the inside, which will not be opened until prizes are awarded.

4. The articles are to be sent to Mr. W. E. Gilman, editor of the BICYCLING WORLD, 40 Water street, Boston, Mass., or before Sept. 15, 1881.

5. Truthfulness of matter and dignity of treatment are qualities to be considered as well as literary excellence.

6. Awards are to be signed by the judges. The judges are to file any vacancy in the board, and are to render their decision on or before Oct. 1, 1881.

CONDITIONS FOR SKETCHES.

The competition for sketches is subject to the same conditions as above mentioned, except: —

1. The sketches must be original, and appropriate to bicycling, but may be of any style or any material, and are to be suitable for wood engravings.

2. The sketches shall not be less than four, nor more than eight in number.

3. Sketches to be four by six inches, and mounted on cardboard eight by twelve inches, and to be marked on the back by an assumed name, while the real name and address of the artist are to be enclosed in an envelope, and forwarded as before suggested.

THE PRIZES.

The prize for each of the foregoing competitions is to be a full-nickelled ball-bearing Columbia bicycle of any size and style, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company, to suit the choice of the winner.

JUDGES.

The following gentlemen have consented to act as judges: Mr. John Boyle O'Reilly, Rev. H. D. Weston, and Mr. W. F. Halsey.


CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.

ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

THE BEST, MOST COMFORTABLE and only ADJUSTABLE SADDLE made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one.

The following are a few of the many testimonials received, and a person will show you how they appreciate it:

Portsmouth, N. H., 5 July, 1881.

D. W. Hyde, Esq.

Dear Sir,—I have owned and used the past three seasons eight AJUSTABLE Saddles, not one of which, was satisfactory on my longer day trips of thirty and thirty-five miles; I tried the use of one of your new Saddles, and I am glad to say that I love it; as one of our club calls it, the present, forms, convinces me that for comfort, ventilation and adjustability to the form, it is the best and most sensible I have used or seen.

Truly yours,

L. A. Hazlett.

New Haven, Conn., 11 July, 1881.

D. W. Hyde, Esq.

Dear Sir,—Burley's Skeleton Saddle is certainly the most thoroughly comfortable seat that can be imagined. I like it, and shall recommend its use.

Quotations have been consumed in the endeavor to prove that this or that device would prevent vibration, all to little purpose. It was left for your saddle to make the rider independent of it.

F. A. Jackson, Comil L. A. W.

Boston, 15 July, 1881.

Mr. D. W. Hyde.

Dear Sir,—I have used the "Burley" Saddle almost constantly for four seasons, and I like it better than any saddle that I have ever used, and I take great pleasure in recommending it to all bicycle riders.

Respectfully yours,

G. W. Fuller, Crested Bicycle Club.

PROVIDENCE, 13 July, 1881.

D. W. Hyde, Esq.

Dear Sir,—The saddle arrived all right. I rode it yesterday about twenty-five miles, and I must say it is the greatest improvement in bicycling that I have seen. It takes away all vibration and jar, stops perspiration (it is so well ventilated), and does not chafe. Every wheelman will have you. Yours truly,

Chas. F. Handy.

Boston, 21 June, 1881.

D. W. Hyde, Esq.

Dear Sir,—I rode your saddle fifty-two miles over ordinary country roads. I experienced no rolling, no soreness; in fact, none of the disagreeable effects I have always felt on other saddles. The ease and comfort which I derived by changing position in a minute, made my saddle all the more desirable than you claim for it. Truly yours,

W. B. Everett.

Boston Bic. Club.

In ordering, state whether Cradle spring or otherwise. Send for circular.


Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. Hyde.

Box 1133, Brighton, Mass.
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As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheel men. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 49 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are expected to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 29 JULY, 1881.

To Our Readers who are not Subscribers.

As explained in detail, in the standing announcement at the head of this column, the BICYCLING WORLD is a journal “devoted to the interests of bicyclists generally”; and, naturally, its publishers look to bicyclists for its support and encouragement, and to no other class. And when we say bicyclists, we mean all those who love and practise bicycling for pleasure, for sport, for health, for practical use in locomotion, and not those who manufacture, sell and deal in bicycles as a means of livelihood. The publishers are in no way interested, financially, in bicycle trade nor manufacture, either in this country or in Europe, but its advertising columns are open to all alike, and on equal and impartial terms; yet, owing largely, perhaps, to the exclusiveness of rights of trade and manufacture, the number of bicycle dealers in the United States is so few that advertising, the chief source of newspaper profits, is of secondary importance in the support of a journal like this. Its financial success must depend entirely upon its paid circulation. To bicyclists, then, who desire to see their favorite sport encouraged, increased, defended, and popularized; who wish to see their moral and legal rights recognized everywhere; who are interested in knowing how the institution progresses at home and abroad; who expect to keep informed of racing events, meets, tours, runs; who would become posted as to the best routes, roads, hotels, and localities for bicycling; who care to learn from others’ experiences the best methods of riding, travelling, dressing, overcoming incidental embarrassments; who want to know of and have explained the latest improvements in machines and parts of machines,—in short, to all bicyclists who want to know anything and everything relating to bicycling, we need not urge the importance of a good journal devoted exclusively to their interests. Such a journal the BICYCLING WORLD aims to be; a moral, intelligent, a fraternal link to bind bicyclists together for their common and individual interests and enjoyment. But in order to be this, it must have hearty individual as well as general support, both in its pages and on its subscription list.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

Notes from the Blue Ridge.

Started from Union Depot, Baltimore, via Western Maryland Railroad at 4:5 P.M., Friday, July 1, 1881. Arrived at Frederick 7:22 P.M. Fare, $1.75. No charge for bicycles. Put up for the night at City Hotel, Patrick Street (said to be best hotel). Good rooms, good attendances, meals only fair. Supper, lodging, and breakfast, $1.75. Present only bicyclist Mr. Keefer, editor of the Examiner.

Starting from Frederick to A.M., Saturday, July 2, over the old National Pike. Two miles to foot of Catoctin Mountains. Good hard, smooth pike; nearly level. Same excellent road-bed continues to top of mountain, three miles, where opened to us the view of the famous Middletown Valley. The harvest was going on, and gave the scene much the appearance of an English landscape, so rich were the colors. This valley has a wide reputation for its good land and abundant harvests.

After viewing all the points of interest that were pointed out by the farmers’ children met on the road, including the battle-ground of South Mountain, we put legs over handles, and coasted three miles into Middletown, in the heart of the valley. It is scarcely an attractive place, though to us its greatest fault seemed to be the absence of a hotel caused, we were told, “by the prevalence of local option,” as if an hotel must necessarily be a bar.

After ten minutes’ stop, pushed on to foot of South Mountain, two and one half miles, the same excellent road continuing all the way. We walked nearly three miles to the top, over the, being very hot, and the ascent long and steep, where we stopped for one half-hour at Mrs. Admiral Dahlgren’s house for water and to rest, as well to enjoy the magnificent views which opened to us from this point; Middletown Valley and Catoctin Mountains on one side, and Hagerstown Valley and Antietam battleground on the other.

From Mrs. Dahlgren’s, at the top of South Mountain, into Boonesboro’ (two and a half miles), was a continuous coast over as good, if not better roads than we had in Frederick County. Boonesboro’ offered no inducements to stop, but hunger, that had overtaken us, would be satisfied, so we put up at what had possibly once been the village inn; but I should recommend the Ryman House, as nothing could be worse than the fare at the other.

To Hagerstown, ten miles, over a superb shell pike, hard as a rock and smooth as asphalt; we bowled along at a merry pace, stopping now and then, to look at the scenery, which was of a rich and fertile country, all hills and valleys in a high state of cultivation. The views along this road were sufficiently attractive to induce many stops, where, lying on the grass by the roadside, under the shade of a tree, we revelled in the fresh country air, so diffènt from the atmosphere of a merchant’s counting-house. A few minutes before 6 P.M., we reached Hagerstown, the seat of Washington County, and put up at the Baldwin House, which I take great pleasure in recommending as the best hotel in Maryland at which I have stopped. Twenty-six miles, crossing two mountains, had been done during the day, with ease and comfort, barring the heat of the sun, and we were quite ready for a fresh shirt and the excellent supper served us. Mr. William C. McComas (P. O. Box 297), the soliciting agent of the town, called only after arrival, and gave the full benefit of his experience of the roads in the neighborhood. After supper we took a short spin through the principal streets, creating no end of excitement and curiosity by our nicklewheels and knee-breeches. The girls seemed to enjoy it immensely. By the same token, the Hagerstown girls fully sustain old Maryland’s reputation for female beauty.

After a good night’s rest and a comfortable breakfast (specially prepared, the charge for supper, lodging, and breakfast being $1.50), we started, in company with Mr. McComas, at 7 A.M., for Williamsport. The pike was, for the first forty minutes, including three stops for horses, over the best road yet encountered, being about one fifth up grade, and four fifths jolly coasting. After viewing the scenery for ten or fifteen minutes, we took to the Chesapeake and Ohio Canal tow-path, which we stuck to for twenty-three miles, to Hancock. As we were in no hurry, we loafed at ease, stopping for
frightened miles, to see the boats go through the locks, and once to take off shore, and paddle about in the water. The tow-path between the points named affords most delightful riding, being smooth surface and very hard; indeed, just such a road-as-bed as tow-path makes. It is much driven over by the canal engineers. There was great want of shade along the tow-path, but the heat was somewhat relieved by a breeze blowing in our faces, which, however, was not enough to make the riding hard. I am told that this breeze may be depended on at all times. Here let me make a suggestion: There being no place to get a meal between Hagerstown and Berkeley, it is necessary for one to provide one’s self with substantial luncheon. We experienced great discomfort for want of food.

At Hancock we crossed the Potomac in a skiff (fine fishing at this point), and then the road to Hagerstown. After climbing the first hill (one half-mile), was all that could be wanted. We found it all that could be wanted — to make a bicyclist swear himself red in the face. Plateau-like road was, for the most part, travelled all the way, — and reached Berkeley Springs at 4:30 p.m., having covered thirty miles of delightful riding, and six miles handsomely walking.

The pool bath greatly refreshed us, but nothing could-satisfy us until we got dinner at 6.30. So ended the run. Sixty-two miles over two mountain ranges; no end of pleasure: absolute relief from the cares of business: nothing in the whole trip to mar its thorough enjoyment.

From Berkeley to Sir John’s Run, we put our wheels on top of the coach ($1.00, including wheel), preferring to do that rather than attempt a worse road than the one to Hancock. To Baltimore we came by Baltimore and Ohio Railroad (fare, $1.05, and wheel fifty cents). C. W.

Philadelphia to New York and Return.

**Editor Bicycling World:** — It seems to be customary to inform those interested in bicycle matters, of runs that are a little different from ordinary, so I wish to mention mine of last Saturday, the 18th. At about 4 A. M. I started from near the centre of this city on my 34-inch Royal Challenge, and ran through Trenton, Princeton, New Brunswick, Elizabeth, Rahway, Newark, and at 5 p.m. was at the ferry in Jersey City; crossed to New York, and ran the blocks of Broadway and Fifth avenue, to the headquarters of the different bicycle clubs of the city (750 and Fifth avenue), and reported at about 6 p.m.; distance about 100 miles. This road is called turnpike for most of the way, but owing to dry weather there was a good deal of sand encountered. Yesterday, the 20th, we started at Ocean Grove, at 5 A.M., and ran through Long Branch, Freehold, Heightstown, and Newton, arriving in Trenton at 12 M.; roads were dry, and the latter part of the run quite sandy and soft. After dinner in Trenton I mounted and rode against a strong head wind till within about ten miles of this city, forcing very slow progress. It was 7 p.m. before I arrived here. About ninety miles, as near as I can tell. **Aur. G. Fowell.** of Germantown B. C. Club, Philadelphia Consul, L. A. W.

**Philadelphia, July 21, 1881.**

**Long-Distance Riding.**

**Editor Bicycling World:** — I wish to call attention to some of this season’s exploits of the Amherst College Bicycle Club, as recorded in the Student, the fortnightly organ of the undergraduates. On the last day of April, two of the club rode to Hartford, fifty-three miles, in 74 hours. A fortnight later, two others went over the same road and completed their journey at New Haven, about thirty-five miles north of this city, on Sunday, about twenty-four hours after leaving Framingham. On that same second Saturday of May, several others of the club made the run to Greenfield and Brattleboro, and one of them (George F. Fiske, St. of New Haven, the pioneer bicyclist of the college) returned to Amherst before nightfall, having propelled himself eighty miles in the coarse of the day. The Student said, “This is the longest ride yet made by any of our club.” But in its issue of June 18, it accredited the same gentleman with a still more notable exploit, saying: “A few days ago he rode his bicycle from Amherst to Boston and back as far as Framingham, a distance of 125 miles, in one day, and then back to Amherst the following morning.” The same paper of June 4 said: “On the return from the Meet, our captain, Paul Blatchford, accomplished the distance between Boston and Amherst, 102 miles, between 5.30 A.M. and 8.30 p.m., making the first forty-five miles to Worcester in 4 hours.” A week or two later he rode to Greenfield, eighteen miles, in an hour and twenty-five minutes.

None of the other undergraduate newspapers have mentioned any rides at all comparable with even the shortest of these; and the two longest seem to me the most creditable road records yet made in America. If other riders have done better, I wish their records might be published. The best I have recently noticed appeared in the Sunday Courier of July 3, for which W. M. Woodside, of Manhattan Bicycle Club, supplied an interesting report of his rides between New York and Philadelphia. Leaving the ferry in Jersey City on June 25, he reached North Philadelphia at 8 p.m., eighty-five miles by Excelsior cyclo-meter. Starting from Broad and Arch streets in Philadelphia at 6 a.m. on the 27th, he rode to the run at Mutschel, N. J., at 7:45 p.m., 69 miles.

When the English touring bicyclers arrive here in September, they ought to be at once blindfolded and hurried off to Girard, Pa., and their faces set towards Buffalo before the bandages are removed. Then, with 120 miles of smooth track ahead of them, let them see whether they can do on our “best American long-distance race-course.” My own September tour will probably take in some of the roads of Maryland, for a Baltimore rider has kindly sent me notes concerning his recent experiences in the Blue Ridge region (which, with my permission, I forward for publication), together with other alluring allusions to the “black-day roads of the Eastern Shore.”

**Kol. Kron.**

**Washington Square, N. Y., July 18, 1881.**

**GLANCES ABROAD**

**(From the London Sportsman.)**

**Remarkable** as has been the advance in public favor of bicycling and tricycling as a rapid and inexpensive means of locomotion, it is not surprising to find that a stupid kind of prejudice against the cyclist is still entertained in many quarters from which a more sensible and enlightened view of affairs might reasonably have been expected. One can understand the ignorant and the vulgar seizing upon aught that is new as a butt for their ridicule; but as their gibes and sneers do no real harm, it is scarcely worth while taking them into account at all.

Their coarse wit will not give place to other channels in time, unless, indeed, they are set the example of continuing their antipathy by people who ought really to know better, and who should be patterns of decency, good breeding, and propriety rather than of meanness and contemptible rancor. So far as members of what is known as “the wheel world” are concerned, however, they suffer occasionally from the spite and aversion of persons who currently pass as respectable, and as this sort of opposition is now and again manifested in violent style, it is only right that the prosecution of the law should be bestowed on the sufferers. During the past week a party of bicyclers were subjected to gross outrage at the hands of a man named B.Jutsworth, of Barnet, whose conduct was shameful to a degree. Not content with positively endangering the lives of five or six of the riders, he committed a disgraceful assault upon one, and for this he was very properly hauled before a magistrate. It is comforting to reflect that he received his deserts, and a sentence of two months’ imprisonment, with hard labor, the option of a fine not being allowed, may teach him to act less like a maniac in the future. We certainly hope bicyclists will resolve to promptly resent any interference with their undoubted rights and privileges, and that should they be the victims of an outbreak of idiotic spleen, they will take immediate measures to bring offenders to justice. This is a duty they owe not only to themselves, but to their brethren in all parts of the country. Bicycling is a healthful and profitable pastime, which we hope to
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see increase even more largely in the future than has yet been the case, and it is time that an end was put to the species of terrorism which has hung over the heads of the younger rider of the iron steed.

At the same time, however, it is necessary that the fraternity of cyclists should exercise due vigilance to maintain their title to public respect. Unfortunately some amateurs and even some members of the police have assumed the more so should a stricture adherence to the laws of attraction than is now followed secure to the bicyclist a less devious course, and an almost immunity from accident. Indeed, there is, doubtless, more art in cycle riding than is at present apparent.

It seems that the police authorities at Coventry have been for some time in the habit of bringing the resources of the Tricycle into play as a useful help to the proper discharge of their duties. Upon such a machine, the other day, a constable succeeded in apprehending a malefactor, when, under ordinary circumstances, he could have had no possible chance of doing so. When charged with his offence, the prisoner innocently remarked he had n't the least idea the tricycle rider was a policeman. One can quite believe him, but this is certainly assuming a national importance.—Correspondence.

(From Tricycle Journal)

TRICYCLING EXTRAORDINARY.—At 3:20 on 16 May, two members of the Gloucester Tricycle Club, Major Lysons and Mr. C. Roberts, Jr., started from Gloucester for London on their tricycles (Devon and Salvo), arriving there at seven o'clock the same evening, feeling none the worse for the journey. The route taken was through Cheltenham, Northbury, Birtwood, Witney, Oxford, High Wycombe, Beaconfield, Ealing, etc., the total distance as registered by the cyclometer 113 miles, having been done in 12 hours, three hours being used for refreshing the inner man and oiling machines, thus showing an average speed of over nine miles per hour. Neither of the above gentlemen were teetotalers.

(From The London Globe, 21 June, 1881)

We this week bring before the notice of our readers the "Flying Scud" tricycle, manufactured by the South London Machinist Company, Suffolk Grove, Great Suffolk street, Southwark, S. E., and Tower building, Moorgate street, E. C. It is undoubtedly a capital machine, and runs easily and well, being fitted with ball bearings to all three wheels, and has the rotary motion. The side wheels are of equal size, and have the very great advantage of being speeded; for instance, 40-inch wheels can be made to drive equal to 50-inch ones, and 50-inch wheels can be made to drive equal to no. 88 than the great height of a 64-inch machine, thus saving the extra labor which must be incurred in driving a high machine, and which it must be admitted a great númer of both riders and intending riders are afraid of doing. It can be fitted either with chain gear or intermediate driving wheel, or both wheels can be made drivers, which will be found a great advantage in ascending hills. It also has a 2-inch safety wheel, and so fitted guiding wheel is 20 inches in diameter, and is fitted with a spoon brake applied on to the back wheel by merely turning the right handle forward. The side wheels are fitted with 1-inch diameter Indiarubber tires and 3-inch chains.

The width of this machine is varied to suit the taste of purchasers; but the usual sizes made are 31 and 34 inches, although, in some cases, they are made as wide as 41 inches. By an ingenious arrangement of unscrewing a nut, one of the side wheels can, without the slightest trouble, be instantly removed, thus reducing the width of the machine by 5 inches, which, of course, would be a great benefit to anyone who possessed too large a space, or who have to take the machine through a narrow door or gate before it can be safely hoisted. It is light and rigid, being made entirely of steel; a 30-inch, for instance, would weigh 70 pounds. The seat can be a saddle or cushion, and can be lowered or raised as the rider may require. The prices are very reasonable: a 40-inch machine, half bright or painted, fitted with a pair of lamps, valve, oil can and spanner, costing £15, and rising 5 shillings in price for every two inches in size. These machines may be had on the easy terms system. The South London Machinist Company are about to bring out a patent double driving gear, which we shall also notice later.

"I NEVER THOUGHT HE WAS A BOBBY," said a thief, who unexpectedly found himself on Sunday night in Coventry police station, in explanation of his capture. He did not recognize the policeman because the latter had mounted a tricycle, upon which he followed and caught his man. Rogues in Warwickshire will probably after this take flight at the appearance of a tricycle, for it appears that the machine has been brought into regular use there for the pursuit of suspected persons.

A CORRESPONDENT writes: "In your number of the 1st instant, one of your correspondents calls attention to a matter of much interest. Your correspondent, referring to Mr. Scuri, the tricyclist, says that, as far back as 1876, S. T. Johnson, a well-known professional bicyclist, made and rode a unicycle in Birmingham. Your correspondent, from what he writes, it seems quite unaware of the nature of Mr. Scuri's invention, and his remarkable equilibrium riding, which has lately attracted the wonder of the cyclist world and the public in general. Mr. Scuri has for the first time solved the long-thought-problem of riding on a single wheel, and turned it at pleasure with great ease without the loading of an obnoxious weight, in some form or other, under the centre of the wheel for equilibrating the upper part. It must also be remembered that, as far as our recollection goes, it is not now just merely, or for the last few years that the cyclist world has been experimenting on the unicycle, but it is, at least, ever since the introduction of the bicycle that bicyclists and bike makers have been thinking of reducing the bicycle to a single wheel or unicycle. The reason...
of the continued failure of the many experiments was, at every experimenter had the faulty idea that without the aid of counterpoises in some shape or other under the wheel, it was positively foretold to them the impossibility of attaining equilibration. This was the very cause of the increased difficulty in turning the wheel, while Mr. Scuri's invention, on the contrary, enables turning to come with the greatest facility.

A YOUNG CHAMPION.—The maxim that "youth will be served" has received another proof. A young stripling of about eighteen, R. Howell, of Wolverhampton, has suddenly sprung to the highest eminence, and assumed the championship of professional bicycling, defeating, much to the astonishment of every one, those hitherto unvanquished veterans, John Keen and Frederick Cooper. It is true that Keen is said to be not in his best trim, and that Cooper has been suffering from rheumatism. Still, the manner in which young Howell has disposed of both of them, and the time he gave his opponents, is most meritorious. At a great gathering at Leicester he won a mile championship prize of a belt and £15 in 2 minutes 59½ seconds. He followed this up at Wolverhampton, where bicycling is considered one of the high arts, by winning a mile championship in 2 minutes 51½ seconds. The record for a mile still rests with Cooper, namely, 2 minutes 46½ seconds. The amateur record is the Hon. Ion Keith Falconer's, 2 minutes 16½ seconds, made at Cambridge last year at the same time in a race with Cooper.

GLEANINGS FROM EXCHANGES

THE MARTELL FAMILY.—Hearing the Martell family spoken of as something phenomenal in the bicycle trick act line a Courier representative visited York last Friday. On mentioning the nature of his business, he was courteously received by Mrs. Paul Falk, the proprietress. Shortly before the time for the Martell act the Courier representative paid a visit to the stage and there saw Mr. Harry Martell, who informed him that if he would wait to see the act he would be glad to see him after. As the bicycle act was next in order, the reporter returned to his seat. The Martells, Harry, William, and Minnie, appeared in very tasteful jockey costumes, and proceeded to do the usual preliminary riding, side saddle, without hands, step and pedal, etc. This introductory riding over, they executed some very intricate movements, riding at full speed while making evolutions of every description. William and Harry Martell then performed a very clever feat, William standing in the center, and while Harry was pedalling at full speed, turning a somersault on to the stage. Miss Minnie Martell proves herself an expert and graceful rider, and also stands on two machines while being ridden at full speed. Shortly after the conclusion of their act, which was received with hearty applause, Mr. Harry Martell came to the reporter and said: "If you are going to say anything in your paper about our performance, you would greatly oblige me by mentioning that our bicycle was designed by Mr. Wm. M. Wright. He has treated us in such a gentlemanly manner that I would not care for any notice unless that were mentioned." The scribe, having faithfully followed Mr. Wm. M. Wright, has come to the excellence of their performance. The other replied: "Well, I mean to reproduce all the tricks that I do in my carpet performance on the bicycle, and Mr. Wright is going to have the machines nickel-plated, so they will show up much better."

"Has your time been well filled?" Yes, splendidly; and I see no chance of a day's work. I go next week to the National Theatre, and we hope soon to see you."—N. Y. Sunday Courier.

On Saturday, July 16, Messrs. Lawson Underhill and Irving K. Taylor, of the Manhattan Bicycle Club, made a trip to Hackensack, N. J., where the first full-day bicycle race occurred at Chattanooga on the 4th inst., in connection with the town celebration on that day. A gold medal valued at $50 was offered as the prize. There were four entries: A. E. Howell, V. L. Cunyngham, D. D. McMillin, and J. W. Madden. Howell won the race. Time, 1:45.—Courier.

The Kings County Wheelmen have leased the old bicycle grounds, corner of Rutledge street and Bedford avenue, and it is the intention to rebuild the track and fit the place up for general headquarters.—Wheel.

We beg to call the attention of our park commissioners to reports in the present issue of the doings of wheelmen in this city, in Oakland, and the position held by bicycle riders in the East and England. In Boston, recently, 1,000 former members of the Grand Club, all of whom are now bicycle riders, and who own and drive many of the best bicycles, have organized a bicycle club. At Hampton Court, London, 2,300 wheelmen took part in the annual procession. For a long time a marked prejudice was manifested in England against riders by owners of horses and drivers of vehicles, but it has died out, and all the roads of Merrie England have for a long time been open to the riders of the silent steed. In the East, opposition is fading away, and all restrictions, save the ordinary rules of the road, will soon be forgotten in New York, Boston, Chicago, Philadelphia, and other Atlantic cities, who have placed unjust limits upon the movement.

But we have a grievance at home. San Francisco is justly celebrated for its bad roads. No city in the Union can boast of more wretched streets and roads than our own. We cannot imagine any one as being unjust to the bicycle, or bicycle riders, or to bicycle riding: that is, Golden Gate park. The drives are broad and smooth, and they are long enough to give room to a thousand riders without crowding either horsemen or the drivers of buggies and carriages. Will the bicycle riders be limited to a few roads and stated hours daily? The park drives are broad enough to avoid all risk of collision. What then is the plea for keeping the bicycle riders out of the park early and late hours of the day? The risk to horsemens and those who drive buggies and carriages?

Now, why should our park commissioners be so careful, so solicitous of the welfare of all who ride or drive in the park? Surely they are not hot-house plants, that would wither if a cold blast should dash against either cheek. The same horsemen and drivers would be imperilled if a bicycle met them in the park, run far greater risks when driving over the public streets where steam dum¬mies, hay wagons, and other unusual objects come in view at every turn. The danger of injury to life is infinitely greater if the bicycle is to be held hold good. It cannot be that bicycle riders injure anything, for nothing can be more harmless than their rubber tires. If we could find a reasonable excuse for this unjust exclusion we should not write another line to have it removed. But on the plea of space, safety, and harmless¬ness, everything is in favor of admitting the bicycle club at all hours to the park, and over all its drives and roads.

Beyond this, the element of justice comes in, for while the San Francisco Bicycle Club is limited to a few hours daily, and only permitted to ride over specified roads, several riders, reported to be personal friends of the park commissioners, have permits given them to ride in the park when they will and where they will. This action of Messrs. McC, Alice, Alvy, and Eldridge is unjust. In the park, which is the public's property, and not too sacred for their friends to desecrate with a bicycle, neither should it be tabooed to the San Francisco Bicycle Club. If the justice of this statement does not convince the park commissioners, we are sure the logic of it will show them that to continue to place limits and barriers before the gentlemen who compose the San Francisco Bicycle Club, as to when and where they shall ride in the park, will expose them to charges of unwarranted favoritism, which we shall not urge until they have had an opportunity to reconsider the matter.—San Francisco Olympian.

Clubs and Clubbing.

There is or was, in New York City or somewhere else (I don't want to locate this close enough to give foundation for antipathy) I met a man who was seldom spoken of in connection with his club. President Bates seems to think that this should be the desired fate of every bicyclist. Now, I don't care to dispute the very sensible president's assertions as to the benefits mental,
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moral, and physical, to be derived from clubs. I am willing to admit, for the sake of argument, all that President Bates says in favor of clubs; but I desire to call his attention to an emphatic protest against the police-captain style in which he proposes the clubs shall be used. Of course, a club has a perfect right to decide who shall be invited or admitted to club rooms, club diners, club races, and club rans. Gentlemen, whether club men or unattached, will not be likely to force themselves into company on such occasions uninvited, and no gentleman will be apt to find fault with the club for being as niggardly with its hospitality as it chooses. But when President Bates goes beyond this and says that a bicycle club is "a social organization which controls bicycle companionship within its district," he makes a foolish assertion which is not supported by facts, and puts forth claims which, if any club were to attempt to enforce, would make such club an organized impertinence and a social evil which would doubtless soon abate itself. As Dr. Watts remarks:

"Where'er I take my walk abroad,
How many poor I see —"

poor chaps, who don't belong to my church, or my lodge, or my political party, and yet I make companions of them (some of them); and if my church, or my lodge, or my political party were to attempt to control my companionship, I'd kick over the traces in about a York minute, and I think any gentleman of spirit belonging to a bicycle club would do the same, if that organization were to attempt to "control bicycle companionship within its district," and to discipline him for taking a run, or many of them, with the publicans and sinners of the "unattached" class. I will say to President Bates that if he comes here the unattached will treat him just as well as though he was not a club president, and when we go to Detroit we won't go to his club-room or join his club runs without a special invitation, and maybe not even if we are invited.

As to the racing part of the business, if any Leader member is in good standing, that is all the League can require, and the League has no more concern with my membership in a bicycle club than in a church or a Good Templars' lodge. The day that my L. A. W. badge and ticket are not the all-sufficient guaranties of my fitness and standing for entry into any contest or show or performance or festivity carried on under L. A. W. auspices, those dishonored bawbles will go back and the secretaries of the city, by first express, and I will go to work for the winding up of a concern which shows itself to be bankrupt by dishonoring its own paper. The L. A. W. is the League of American Wheelmen, not wheel clubs. Let it remain as it is, an organization to which all respectable riders of the silent steel in both sexes appeal for aid, comfort, and advice, whether they are club members or not, and in which every member has equal rights and privileges, and the unattached is just as good as a club member, even if he did pay twice as much as the average paid member for the privilege of joining the League. I don't want to be clubbed out of the League, and object to any ex post facto rules to that end.

Cyclos.

DUNKirk, N. Y., 15 July, 1881.

Club Life from a Back Window.

At first I was shocked. For four years I have lived in a quiet and decidedly unpretentious way, occupying a ten-by-twelve room on the third story. The view from my window is not one that would attract the artistic eye, nor are the breezes wafted in on any cloud, and yet it might be termed either fresh or salt. In fact, my only view is about forty square yards,—of sky, and a back yard which may be forty feet long, but is anything but square. This yard is the "entrée" and exit for market-jemen, jeemen, servants and the like, for some dozen families who live in true city fashion, on flats. As I said before, all these years have I lived in peace and quiet, with nothing to break the monotony but the prayers of the parson or occasionally a small child falling from a window or a servant slipping down the fire escape; when one day last winter, three young men appeared in the yard below talking earnestly with the landlord of the house backing up to ours, and in such a way that I thought the property must be changing hands, and visions came to me of a beer garden, a rat pit, or some such dreadful thing. But when, on second sight, I saw the young men seemed to be gentlemen, I mustered courage, and peeping through my blinds, listened, to gather, if I could, some reason for this unwonted intrusion. I was not satisfied, however, they did not raise their voices, and it was only now and then that I could catch a word; but "wheel" I did hear several times, then "captain" and club figured conspicuously. Next, the party went inside, and, after a few minutes, reappeared; but the only words distinguishable were "Massachusetts" and "no beer." This was comforting; but my curiosity was excited, and after the young men were gone I began to wish they would return, and the quietude of the place seemed greater than ever. I began to think it over, and to put the words I had heard together; "captain"? "club"? what might these mean? I was policed, although I had read of them in connection with clubs and captains, but never with "no beer." Then what was the often-mentioned "wheel"? Thus I reasoned; but it was no more after this incident that young men came, and so I supposed my worry was for nothing. One might think it strange that I did not ask some of my numerous neighbors, or that I did not send round and inquire of the landlord himself; but this is not my way. I am of a naturally retiring disposition, and work out for the world at odd jobs;—of whom I know very little,—I think I ever noticed what went on outside my blinds.

Winter passed, and spring threatened to come, and on one of those most promising afternoons in April, I was startled from a nap by an unusual hubbub in the yard below. Running to the window and looking out, I saw a bevy of—what? Boys or men? or men in boys' clothing? Certainly some of them were old enough not to be called boys, and yet they had on pants that came only to the knee, and wore funny little caps on their heads. My first impulse was to retire from the window, thinking they were not expecting to be seen, and that, perhaps, they were just going to continue dressing; but on further thought I decided that could not be at any rate, without a near look out at it. Just then a tall young man came in, wheeling before him a large splicer-like wheel with a small one in the air and grasping a sort of cross-bar by which he wheeled them. One after another of the party went out to the street and soon returned, each bringing with him a set of wheels exactly like the first. Then, and not till then, the thought struck me that these were the famous bicycles which my cousin had written to me about, but which I had never seen before. So this was the meaning of the former visit, and these were members of a bicycle club. As I remarked at first, I was shocked! To think of having a club-room in my immediate vicinity and these undressed-looking men disturbing my solitude, perhaps at all times of the day and night! This was too much. I immediately sat down and wrote to the owner of my room, giving notice that I should vacate by the end of the month. But where should I go? Alone in the world, and seldom venturing on the street, the thought made me homesick. I went back to my habit. The bicycles had disappeared, but the men were standing talking in such a quiet, dignified way, that I began to think I had been hasty, and that, perhaps, a bicycle club was not the worst thing to have in one's neighborhood after all. The days went by and still I did not send my note of warning. Each day brought new men and new bicycles. Where did they all spring from? Some of the new arrivals were large, gray, umbrella-like hats, while some went to the other extreme, their little round ones scarcely covering the tops of their heads. Some wore gray suits, and a few suits were of dark blue, but not one other, or any that I had ever seen before. As the season advanced, I began to get acquainted with a few faces or figures, so that I knew them, either by names I had heard them applied to by another, or by some I had myself given them. There was the "fat boy" and the "shadow," who often came and went together, making a striking contrast; then there was
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"Church," so called, I suppose, from his ministerial looks, and "Harry," who was quite a chip of the old block. My Miss, Pett, always kept her hair down, and never put it away with a single spot on its nickelled surface. One old fellow, on the shady side of fifty, I christened "Old Grouty;" he never seemed to enjoy himself with the race, but spent a long time oiling up and then put his oil can in a little leather bag strapped down side of the small wheel, — which I once heard him remark made him less likely to fall, — and trudged off more as if going to a funeral than on a pleasure excursion. This old fellow wore long boots nearly to his knees, which gave him, to say the least, a very unique appearance. Many others I might mention, such as "too thin," "Dodd," "saved off," and a dozen more; but I will spare their feelings. All this excitement made me feel that there was something in life, after all, and that these healthy, merry-looking fellows go more out of it than I did. It happened about this time that my cousin sent me a copy of the BICYCLING WORLD, which had some notes in it from his hand in regard to his club's movements, and I became much interested to see the extent to which bicycling literature was carried: so I wrote my cousin for back numbers, which he accordingly sent. In these I picked up bits of news and gossip which helped me in settling out my boys, as I call them; and I also found that my club, in which I had taken such an interest, was not one, but two clubs united, and that their rooms were called the "Boscauthietts." This was great news, and now I tried to separate the clubs; but to no purpose. There might have been forty clubs instead of two, by the variety of suits they wore. What was my surprise, one day, to see ten men come down stairs dressed alike, in handsome suits of dark-blue. I immediately referred to my WORLD, which my cousin now sends as a matter of course. Yes, there it was: "The Mas- sachusetts club take a large step forward Tuesday next, appearing in their new uniform." "Now I can tell them," thought I; "these are the blues; the many-colored ones will now be the Bostons. But my next paper stated that the latter were soon to break over their old rules of variegation, and would appear shortly in dark-green, throughout. And sure enough, one by one, "fat boy," "Old Grouty," and all the others appeared, looking as nearly alike as the discipline of face and figure would allow. A rugged-looking lot they are, always in a hurry, and always having a good time. I declare, my heart is with the bicyclers, and I am always glad to be old enough to ride the "festival" wheel or perish in the attempt. But my being destined to wear female apparel for my remaining days, the best I can do is to write my encouragement. But you will remember you need not look for me, for I am over forty, and I always keep my blinds closed.

LYDIA P.

RACES

The bicycle race, 2-mile heats, the first item on the programme of the Jockey Club meeting at the Bloomington, Ill., Fair Grounds, 30 June, was witnessed by a large number of persons, and was interesting, though a moody track prevented fast driving. Therbon Fell won the first heat in 5½: Elmer Folsom the second and third in 5:13 and 5:19.

THE Chicago and Ariel Bicycle Clubs held their first inter-club race at Central Park, June 25. Nearly a thousand people were present to see the fun, which shows an interest in the sport here. Twelve of the Chicago Club were on hand, but only four of the Ariels, so the race was called off so far as prize was concerned, and a mile dash was run, Mr. L. H. Conkling, Chicago Bicycle Club, winning. Time not taken, the track being unfavorable.

The annual race of the London Bicycle Club from Bath to London took place on Whit Monday. No less than 14 members ran the journey under 10 hours, but the winner, L. B. Reynolds, finished in 7 hours 56 minutes; A Barrett was 30 seconds behind, and H. R. Reynolds, the third man, was 2 minutes under 8 hours.

"KOL KRON" contributes the following summary of college records to the New York World: The two-mile races of Columbia, on the 25th and 27th of May, were both won by J. M. Stearns, '84, S. of M., whose times were 7m. 42s., and 7m. 13s. The latter race the Spectator called "the best event of the day. The three men kept very close and did the first mile in 3m. 30s. On the eighth lap Stearns forged ahead and won, with Clark and Reed well up. An exhibition half-mile run by L. G. Myers, the amateur champion, against G. H. Taylor, '31, who was the rider: three laps on a bicycle, was changed to a race of a lap, which resulted in a dead heat in 39s." At the intercollegiate race of May 28, on the same track, Columbia won four of the five men just named; Princeton by W. Chester, '83; Harvard by S. Williston, '82; and Yale by C. K. Billings, '82, who won the two-mile Yale race of May 4, in 7m. 17s. The ACTO said: "At the crack of the pistol Billings took the lead, but was soon passed by Taylor. Each of the men in turn had the lead. On the seventh lap Stearns had to retire with a broken pedal. Reed finally won in 6m. 51s., with Williston thirty yards behind. This is the best college record." The Harvard Bicycle Club held independent races on the 25th of May, the day after the regular field meeting, and the best times recorded were: 1 mile, 2m. 55½s.; 2m., 4m., and 7m. 55½s., for the mile; 47½s., and 51s. for the quarter-mile; and 7m. 37s. for the two-mile handicap. The two-mile race at Princeton was won by W. P. Field, '83, in 7m. 17s., or 2½ seconds. At Pennsylvania University, "when the race was called, J. E. Le Coate, '81, was the only man that came to the scratch. Reath, '84, who was also entered, but was standing among the spectators, was induced to start and ride once around the track of the course. Coteke rode the two miles in 7m. 20s." At the Bowdoin College race, according to the Orient, "the introduction of bicycles was something novel, but there was evidently no race in this respect, and the time made should have been much better. The record shows that Sewall, '83, covered the half-mile in 2m. 14s." At the Syracuse University sports, W. H. Olmsted, a non-collegiate rider, was given a gold medal for doing the half-mile in 1m. 38½s. At Michigan University, the mile race, on a poor track, was won in 3m. 57s. At California University "the bicycle riding was undoubtedly the best thing on the programme, and the skill and daring of the riders excited the admiration of all present. The mile race was won in 3m. 52s." At the Beloit meeting, "a large concourse gathered to witness the bicycle races. In the first race of a quarter mile, Clark and Hall came in ahead, the winner being John Knopp in 7m. 51s., Clark coming in second."

CORRESPONDENCE

Ten-mile Bicycle Races.

Editor Bicycling World: — A short time ago I noticed an article in the Bicycling World against ten-mile bicycle races; it compared them with the seven-day walking matches in New York, as being races merely for endurance. Now, let us look at both sides of this question. A ten-mile bicycle race is not a very long nor fattiging race for a person in good health to ride. I was told by a somewhat celebrated athlete, a few days ago, that he had rather ride a ten-mile bicycle race any time than run a five-mile race. On the other hand, a rider of a small bicycle has not near so good a chance in a short race as he has in a long race. For instance: My measure is 46 inches, but by stretching I can ride a 48-inch machine; now, a man with 48-inch legs in diameter goes about twelve and a half feet every revolution, while a 48-inch wheel goes about fifteen feet every revolution; consequently a rider of a 48-inch must work his feet much faster than that of a 58-inch to go at the same rate of speed. When I try to spur with my 48-inch, my pedals fly around so fast that it is almost impossible to keep my feet on the pedals; and yet I have plenty of strength left, could I find any way of using it to advantage. But in a ten-mile race I can start off at a good pace, yet not so fast but that I can keep my feet on the treads, and at the same time fast enough to win the race if I wish. A 48-inch wheel will be 5½ inches at first, perhaps, spurt ahead, it will finally have to come down to a good substantial pace, which in a ten-mile race would be about a four-minute gait. A 58-inch wheel will always beat me in any bicycle race short of five miles, yet in either a mile running or walking match, I can easily
distance him; which shows that, for some reason or other, I cannot use my plow for cashing in on my stake in both sports. Now I say, give the "shorties" a chance, and when you get up a lot of races, either have once race open only to 48-inch machines and under, or else have it a long race, and you can count on my entry every time. A 48-INCH RACER.

Editor Bicycling World: — The event of this season in bicycling circles was the exhibition of bicycles and saddles made by Mr. W. C. Scribner, on opening his Bicycle Agency and Riding School at Tallmadge Hall, in this city. About thirty machines of different makes were shown, from a new nickelled 56-inch "Challenge" with oval backbone, to ball pedals, etc., to one of Calvin Witty's ancient boneshakers. The comparison was suggestive. Among the machines shown were the "Royal," "Imperial," and "Extraordinary Challenge," the "D. H. F. Centaur," the "D. H. F. Premier," the "Yale," and Harvards too numerous to mention. There was a "Challenge" that is getting to be quite a curiosity in Washington.

Mr. Scribner has a fine hall with plenty of room, and as he is well and favorably known to the business community and is popular with the clubs, there is a general opinion that the business, which has long been dull here, will have a "boom." Messrs. J. M. Lewis, Jr., sub-capitain of the Capital Club, and Max Mausmann, L. A. W. director, start from here Aug. 1, for a month's tour, via Baltimore, Philadelphia, New York, up the Hudson, etc.

COLE DAY.

WASHINGTON, D. C., July 29, 1884.

Editor Bi. World: — Thinking that perhaps small items would be acceptable to you, I beg leave to offer a small contribution to your excellent paper. I am sorry that I cannot state that we have a club here from working up to organize one. We have three cities here in a radius of four miles; viz., Davenport, Iowa, Rock Island, and Moline, Ill., aggregating 60,000 population. There are two riders in Davenport, two in Rock Island, and one besides myself here. Our object now is to organize a "Tri- city" club, and the prospects look very favorable, as the sport is growing in this vicinity, and the wheel is becoming more and more popular all the time. Both the riders in Davenport use Columbias, 50-inch; those in Rock Island, 48-inch; and I am now riding a 51-inch Star, which I received last week. I am much pleased with it, and think I shall like it better than my old cranks machine. I intend to join the L. A. W. soon, as I don't wish to be out in the cold; although it would make wheeling very pleasant, as the thermometer is usually about 100 in the sun for nearly two weeks. I shall endeavor to keep you posted in regard to our doings around here, as we wish the East to know that we have as ardent 
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State. The date contemplated is Aug. 20, distance four miles.

The Grand Rapids Fair Association have voted $250 for prizes to amateur bicyclers at their fair the last of September. A $100 gold watch and a $75 tea set, both appropriate, engraved, are to be among the prizes. Dates and distances not yet definitely fixed.

Last year Michigan was in the front in the number of bicycle races held, and the elegance and variety of prizes bestowed. So far, this year, she bids fair to keep her place. Already agricultural associations are making arrangements for races, and unless resident bicyclers are careful, there will be the same conflict of dates that made some of the runs fizzle out last year to the disgust of both riders and people. A good bicycle race is a most interesting sight, but a poor one is a farce, and there are not enough riders in the State who care for racing to fill more than one race on a day.

Chicago Notes

While the steamship "Arizona" was being reported lost, there was considerable "blueiness" about Mr. Fairfield's establishment. About $2,500 worth of "Premiers" and sundries were on board, uninsured. We are talking up a big run here for this fall about exposition time. Our forces are being summed up, and if everything is agreeable, we shall get up a programme so our friends from outside can take in an enjoyable run over our boulevards. The roads about Chicago are perfect in the fall. A spin of about thirty-five miles can be taken over splendid drives, and we will not tire you out with hills.

We are watching the progress of the Central Park test case with much interest. It suits the wishes of the riders in New York; for should a favorable decision be reached, the restrictions placed upon us here will of course be removed, and then one of the finest bicycling grounds in the country will be open to us.

Dr. G. L. Henderson, now of Kansas City, and Fred. H. Browne, ex-capital, have been placed upon the honorary list of the Chicago Bicycle Club.

Mr. Brown is not going to be a bachelor any more, and therefore quite active bicycling for the present.

A. B. Holt, of Kankakee, W. T. Eldredge, of Columbus. O., Ed. S. Monroe, of Joliet, J. D. Cummings, of Waltham, and Elmer M. White, of Hartford, were among the "foreigners" who centred here in attendance upon the second annual Run of the Milwaukee Bicycle Club.

There was recently some disposition on the part of Chicago and Milwaukee bicyclers to form a North Western League. The basis upon which this was founded was the fact that our Western wheelmen are practically shut out from the advantages of the L. A. W., as enjoyed by our Eastern brethren, and that the cementing influence of the League had little effect upon us; that if we desired a unity of thought and action on matters of mutual interest to bicyclers, we would have to organize a separate institution from the L. A. W., including the territories in which the organization as would enable all members thereof, or at least a great majority, to get together once or twice a year for a discussion of wheel topics, comparison of notes, races, and for the purposes which we desire to make the exposition fair and not an act of exposition or fair for the exhibition of progress of the art of wheelmanship. But when the matter came to be seriously considered, and the basis for a constitution figured out, it occurred to us that the benefits we sought to gain were already embodied in the L. A. W., so far as the general interests of wheelmen were concerned; that the existence of one supreme body in the country was necessary to a thorough unification of ideas, and as that body was now in existence, it was but right for us to give our allegiance to the same. On the principle of strengthening and unifying, for our mutual interest, we should heartily co-operate and sympathize with the objects of the League of American Wheelmen, making its support paramount to any local organization which may be formed to suit the peculiar requirements of Western riders.

"Cads on Casters" is much appreciated by our riders as a name.

Mr. Workman has bought Mr. Aldrich's 52-inch "S. H. F. Premier," and it is too small for the latter, who has bought the 54-inch full-nickelled "Stanley," ridden by Mr. Fairfield, and which is well known in Milwaukee.

Vice-President Fairfield now rides a "Harvard" tricycle altogether; says he can get to the office with less exertion than on a bicycle, though of course slower time is made.

Mr. A. C. Miller, Nichols, Packard, Olds, Johnson, Conkling, and Ayer have struck a "Garden of Eden" at Hyde Park. This is what the "Sun" says of their last visitation: "You are welcome, boys, but you mustn't stay so late and make so much noise!"

A host of strange 'cyclers are running around evenings. The "untethered" have got to be so numerous here that there is no use keeping track of them. Three new "Special Clubs" have arrived recently from England with their owners. Our impression of the "Club" is that it is "too utterly utterly"—very light, but ungraceful. But we are wedded to the "H." and unity, and for it. Wish somebody would bring around a "Humber," or that the "Special Columbiast's" head was cut down low, spindle lengthened, more spokes put in big wheel to make it steadier, and a fine 22-inch back wheel attached. The "Special" would then be a "daisy," and "take the cake."

Mr. I. W. Johnson, Chicago Bicycle Club, weighs one hundred and seventy-five pounds, and rides a 52-inch forty.
Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make cheques, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dighton Wister, 233 N. 12th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City.

Names of applicants should be written plainly, with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 2c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickels-plated badge.


Additionals — Omaha Bicycle Club, Thomas Kimball, Omaha, Neb., American Bicycle Club, Fred. C. Aldrich, 2200 Calumet Ave., Chicago, Hercules Bicycle Club, John F. Allen, 450 Friendship street; J. C. Harris, 213 Greenview street; William E. Walton, 9 Messer street — Providence, R. I.


Consuls — The following consuls have been reappointed for 1881-2, for New York State: C. W. Minor, New York; A. P. Colh, Flushing, L. I.; M. Wringley, W. T. Wintringham, Brooklyn; D. Vaux, New York; R. O. Osborne, Peughkeepsie; F. B. Hubbard, Albany; En. Schenckerhorn, Schenectady; D. J. Mears, M. D., Greenport; G. E. Dorr, Greenwich; M. C. Smith, York; J. S. Allen, Garden City; J. T. Joslin, Newburg; G. A. Mosher, Troy; W. B. Gage, Saratoga; G. H. Simons, Poitdam; F. A. Ferris Harlem; E. F. Hill, Peekskill; E. K. Austin, Brooklyn; D. A. G. Coleman, Canandaigua; D. F. L. Chapin, Glen Falls, N. Y. The following have not been reappointed: Curtis H. Veeder, Plattsburg, and L. Delmouli, Sing Sing.

W. F. Gullen, Director L. A. W.

# Notes, Queries, Etc.

(We invite readers and correspondents to contribute queries, notes, and stories, etc., that may be of public interest.)

Editor Bicycling World: In answer to a query in last world as to keeping the stockings up, I would say that the best way possible, I think, is to sew a rubber loop on each side of the shirt at the bottom, and then take a piece of tape about a foot long and sew the middle of it to the outside top of the stocking. By this means you can tie the tape through the rubber loop on the shirt; it not only keeps the stockings up, but keeps the shirt from rolling up on the waist.

New York, 22 July, 1881.

H.

# Wheel Club Doings

The New Orleans B. C. Club now numbers over forty active members. The officers are: Dr. W. R. Mandeville, president; John F. Mintken, vice-president; R. P. Randall, secretary; John P. Roche, treasurer; A. M. Hill, captain; C. H. Genslinger, first lieutenant; Charles Wirth, second lieutenant; J. D. Patterson, Adjutant.

Edgewater Wheels, of Bergen Point, N. J., were organized the latter part of May, with the following members: J. K. Green, president; N. H. Day, captain; W. J. Duane, secretary; D. K. Estate, lieutenant; J. M. Duane, bugler; R. V. F. Schuyler, A. H. Harris, and S. L. Davis. Uniform is blue serge coat, gray corduroy knee breeches, blue stockings, and blue cap with letters E. W. in front. Instead of coats, gray flannel shirts to be worn in summer.

A Wheeling Adventure in Mexico.

By Roland.

In the fall of 1885, my friend Rupert and I made a successful beginning of a trip through Mexico. We left Galveston by boat for Brownsville, September 1, to start from there for a two months' excursion, and at the time my narrative opens, had reached Monterey, a thriving town of some 14,000 inhabitants. As yet we had not been troubled by the noted Mexican "Greasers." These fellows will take a wanderer in, feed, clothe and share with him the best he has, but should he find his guest to be the possessor of a poco dinero (little money), sometimes even the small amount of fifty cents, he will do his best to cut the throat of the very man he has befriended, and will free his conscience by going to the place of the grocery, for a few cents, will absolve him from his sins.

We had done the city as well as we could since morning, intending to push towards Saltillo the next day. Many of the streets of Monterey are well paved, the houses mostly of stone in the Moorish style, with flat roofs. We had just finished lunch at a posada, and were each enjoying a fine manilla corret, which the cactus had given us, when Rupert pulled out his watch with "Eh, old boy, can't we take a moonlight spin to-night to Guadalupe? How far is it? Do we want a guide? Is the road good?" and numerous other questions, all in a breath, and before I could give any answer, he turned to a rakish-looking fellow standing near the porch and made several inquiries (Rupert could speak a little Mexican Spanish), but either the fellow did not know much about the road, or did not want to convey the idea that he did, and referred us to el propietario. We at once sought this distinguished personage, and learned that Guadalupe was about twelve miles distant, in a southeast direction, with a good road for a greater part of the way. Thanking our host for his information, we passed to the rear of the house for our saddles. As we were looking them over, carefully oiling the bearings and seeing that everything was in good trim, a pretty Mexican girl, whom I had noticed several times about the place (perfectly natural I assure you), stepped up
to Rupert and said something to him which I could not understand. He laughed and replied to her in Spanish, at the same time pointing to me and drawing the but of his revolver from his hip. He was obviously drunk, but had everything in readiness, and tumbled our bicycles around to the front of the house.

Quite a crowd gathered; in fact we had been the observed of all observers who were there during the day, with our tight-fitting knee-breaches and short coats. We were about mounting, when I saw a rakish-looking friend — push his way through the crowd, and heard him ask Rupert if he wanted a guide; if he did he could get us one. Ah! thought I, he speaks a little English. Rupert made some reply, I could not hear what, and directly we were in the saddle, and bumping along over the pavements of the city. Soon we struck the road to Guadalupe and found it a good one. Here the splendor of the night burst upon our vision in all its grandeur, before us stretched a beautiful vista of our feet, coursed by the waters of the Tigre. It was by far the most magnificent night I ever witnessed. The moon seemed showering down a golden fluid all around, bringing out with great distinctness every object within our view. Even the stars seemed vying with each other, as it were, for brilliancy. We bowled along on our 56 "Standard" Columbia at a ten-mile pace, singing snatches of song or smoking cigarettes, as we felt inclined. It was our first moonlight ride in Mexico, principally because we had been cautioned against it. Everything seemed in keeping with our thoughts and surroundings, and little did we dream of what was in store for us; but I must not anticipate.

We had long since crossed the Tigre, and now entered the little village of Guadalupe, seemingly before we had accosted the distance of the distant waters. We disrode up to a ranch, dismounted, went in and regaled ourselves with some very poor aguardiente (a Mexican beverage). Something was evidently going on in one of the adjoining rooms, for music and sounds of dancing were heard. We learned that a fandango was the entertainment of the hour, and as we were "in for it," the time being not yet to o'clock, we bethought ourselves that we would enjoy some of the sport, and so entered a long, low-ceilinged room, filled with merry dancers, all masked. The women dressed in fancy costumes, short skirts, beads and fringes, and some large bandanas over their heads,—and dancers they were. If one wishes to see fine dancing he must witness it by a Mexican woman; for ease and graceful-ness, I have never seen them surpassed. Most of the men were arrayed in short frocks, with breeches tight to the knee, and from there down cut very loose, generally split and elbow-length. Nearly all had on fancy shirts. The evening of the evening I will pass over until some future time; let it suffice to say, the moments passed so rapidly that we were much surprised when we learned it was close to 12 o'clock. As we had an hour's ride before us, we hurried from the bowers, lit our flares (for the sky was overcast and threatened a storm), leaped into the saddle and started on our return. Having come over the road once, we felt comparatively safe.

We had ridden ahead and gone half the distance, when I heard hoofs rapidly approaching from behind. At first we thought nothing of the matter, but concluded it best to quicken our speed and keep ahead. The sky was every moment growing more and more threatening, and the elements betokened one of those severe rain storms which at certain seasons of the year come up very suddenly in this part of the world. A slight bend in the road brought us to a down grade. Just at that moment a vivid flash of lightning made the brightness as intense as the darkness had been before. Slightly turning in the saddle, I made out the horseman at a quarter of a mile behind. On we sped, our lanterns doing us good service in the almost impenetrable darkness. Our riders in the rear steadily gained on us, but our thoughts were so occupied by the road and what was before, that we gave them little consideration. The lightning soon became more frequent, and so blinding that, with the great darkness following each successive flash, it was with difficulty we could make out our way. I was beginning to feel somewhat uneasy, and at the next flash ventured to look back. An exclamation burst upon my lips, and I nearly lost my balance. Not more than thirty rods behind were the three horsemen, and I at once recognized by the long streamer on his sombrero, he who had offered to procure us a guide. I appraised Rupert of the fact; he simply smiled and informed us "We are horsemen," and instantly increased his speed. Oh, how we flew over the ground! but still our pursuers were coming nearer. Our lanterns were of no practical use to us now; in fact, between the flashes of light-ning they only served, by their red light in the rear, to mark the course of our flight. Another blinding sheet, followed almost instantly by "bang, bang, bang, whizza!" and a deafening peal of thunder! I shut my teeth hard and put all my strength into the pedals. If our lanterns were only out we could have thrown ourselves from our machines, and thus escape the "escopete." But, oh! I thought, I was not such we were positive they were) pass us. The storm had now broken upon us, the rain was pouring in torrents, and we were drenched to the skin. No more shots were fired, though it seemed intended to run us down, and had undoubtedly: thought of having an easy chase, not knowing of the wonderful merits of our steel steeds. On, on, we sped: could we only keep till we reached the river? It was up-hill grade from there, to be sure, but we could then avail ourselves of a turn in the road and dismount. On, still on; it seemed as if our very wheels had wings; but the hardy Mexican Mustangs were drawing closer; I could hear their heavy breathing and almost feel their breath against the back of my neck. Just slightly in advance of me. All at once my light vanished, accompanied by a heavy fall, and I dashed ahead. Instantly realizing the situation, I sprang backward from my machine, and landed on my back. Instantly, a second flash of lightning showed me the three mustangs, but only two riders. I had fallen to the ground. Picking myself up, I sent a bullet after our flying foes, but with no visible effect. Where my bicycle was I did not know, neither did I know that Rupert could not be far behind and immediately retracted my steps. I was satisfied that the bandits had not stopped, as I could hear their horses' hoofs growing fainter and fainter. At last something remoter than Rupert, "Hello!" was the immediate response, close at hand. Directly I found him, and learned that he had run into a ditch or gully at the side of the road, which occasioned a rather sudden dismount, but the force of the fall was greatly spent by his pitching into some bush. His shoul-der was hurt and pained him considera-bly, otherwise there was nothing wrong. He said that he had fired the shot at random, as the horseman passed, but knew it had hit its mark. I pulled his machine out of the brush and pushing it before me, we started to walk the remain-der of the way. The storm was dying away, with longer intervals between the lightning flashes. We had gone but a few steps before Rupert tripped and fell in the road. "Ah!" exclaimed he, "here's the cutthroat!" I stopped, lit the lantern (which by its fall was guished), and saw lying before us our latorn with the long streamer, dead as a stone. The bullet had entered his left side at the back, and probably penetrated the heart. At his side lay a short, bell-mouthed shaped gun, called an escopete. It is oftener the exception than the rule that a bullet from one of these fire-arms hits its intended mark, though they make a great noise. The best phrase I can use in describing them is to say they are like shearing hogs, "great cry and little wool." "The dog, let him lie; he has been paid with interest," was all my chauffeur said. We mounted and proceeded cautiously. A little farther on I saw the light of my own lan-tern, and fully expected to find my bicycle well battered up. On going to where it lay I found it had been designed to machine into his own hands, raised my fallen but faithful steed, and to my great satisfaction found (as well as I could then make out) that no harm had come to it. The only exception was a bent handle-bar. Not that I wish our faces in the saddle, we continued our walk
(I first taking the precaution to put out my light), but we met with no further opposition and arrived at! 4th Street, with the place at 1:30 A.M., turning in as quickly as possible after seeing that our machines were safely stabile.

The next morning, as we were wending our way towards the Government House to notify the authorities of our little skirmish, I exclaimed, "Say, old fellow, how do you enjoy moonlight rides?"

"Well," said he, "taking the latter part of our day as a sample, I prefer mine in the daytime; but if we are to meet such races as we so recently fell in with, we have the satisfaction of knowing that there is one less of their number to lay for us," and continued drawing away at his cheroot as if such occurrences were nothing more than every-day affairs.

Coming Events.


Sept. 1 and 2. Governor's Day, annual fair of the Governor's Agricultural and Mechanical Society. Bicycle races. Sept. 1, one-mile dash (open to all previous day contestants except winner of each prize); first prize, 50 bicycle; second prize, second place, medal. Sept. 2, one-mile dash (open to all previous day contestants except winner of each prize); first prize, 20 silver medal; second prize, silver medal. Sept. 3, one-mile dash (open to all previous day contestants except winner of each prize); first prize, 15 silver medal; second prize, silver medal. Sept. 5, one-mile dash (open to all previous day contestants except winner of each prize); first prize, 10 silver medal; second prize, silver medal. Sept. 6, one-mile dash (open to all previous day contestants except winner of each prize); first prize, 8 silver medal; second prize, silver medal. Sept. 7, one-mile dash (open to all previous day contestants except winner of each prize); first prize, 5 silver medal; second prize, silver medal.

Bicycle Club Directory.

The names of League clubs are printed in small caps; the name of city in italics.


Arlington B. C., Wasington, D. C. Sec., Howell Stewart, 106 Sixth Street, N. W.

Atlanta B. C., Brookyn, N. Y. Sec., E. E. Ercy.


Alex B. C., Richmond, Ind. Sec., H. J. Miller.

Adelphi B. C., Salem, Mass. Sec., G. E. Harris, 123 Lafayette street.

Ash B. C., Chicago, Ill. Sec., C. J. C. Spence.

Atlantic B. C., Milwaukee, Wis. Sec., M. F. Frenzy.

Atlanta B. C., Silem, Mass. Sec., C. F. Webb, 125 Lafayette street.


Avenue B. C., St. John's School, Sing Sing, N. Y. Sec., Morgan.

Brooklyn B. C., Brooklyn, N. Y. Sec., E. A. Carse.

Boston B. C., Boston, Mass. Sec., J. S. Dean, 115 West Street.

Brooklyn B. C., Brockton, Mass. Sec., F. Howard.

Buffalo B. C., Buffalo, N. Y. Sec., J. O. Munroe, 18 W. Eagle street.


Brinning B. C., Bremen, Germany, Sec., Warren Levine.

Bromley B. C., Bromley, Mass. Sec., E. S. B. Wagoner.


Charleston B. C., Charleston, S. C. Sec., L. M. Boge.

Cleveland B. C., Cleveland, O. Sec., A. Ely, Jr., 192 High street.

Colombia College B. C., New York, N. Y. Sec., H. S. Day.

Cincinnati B. C., Cincinnati, Ohio, Sec., H. W. Gilmore.


Chicago B. C., Chicago, Ill. Sec., W. B. Alderson.

Chillicothe B. C., Chillicothe, Ohio, Sec., C. D. Dudley, 34 East High street.


Northport B. C., Northport, R. I. Sec., T. B. Brown.

New Haven B. C., New Haven, Conn. Sec., F. A. Jackson, P. O. Box 139.


Mount B. C., Hartford, Conn. Sec., W. M. Miller, 123 Grove street.


Plainfield B. C., Plainfield, N. J. Sec., James Corey.


New Britain B. C., New Britain, Conn. Sec., J. J. Johnson.


Oama B. C., Omaha, Neb. Sec., A. G. Wood.

Oakland B. C., Oakland, Cal. Sec., C. L. Goodall.

Ogdensburg B. C., Ogdensburg, N. J. Sec., W. E. Thatcher.

Providence B. C., Providence, R. I. Sec., John M. Smith.


Providence B. C., Providence, R. I. Sec., John M. Smith.


Rockleigh B. C., Rockleigh, N. J. Sec., W. L. Woodcock.

Rochester B. C., Rochester, N. Y. Sec., W. L. Stone.


Rockingham B. C., Portsmouth, N. H. Sec., C. F. Shibley.

Round B. C., Brooklyn, N. Y. Sec.


Saranac B. C., Saranac, N. Y. Sec., A. R. McManus.


Saratoga B. C., Saratoga, N. Y. Sec., A. R. McManus.

Syracuse B. C., Syracuse, N. Y. Sec.

Troy B. C., Troy, N. Y. Sec.

Trenton B. C., Trenton, N. J. Sec., E. L. Anderson.

Tulsa B. C., Tulsa, Okla. Sec., M. F. Richards, 213 North Main street.

Toronto B. C., Toronto, Canada. Sec., J. C. J. Shield.

Trenton B. C., Trenton, N. J. Sec., E. L. Anderson.

Union B. C., Elizabeth, N. J. Sec., E. M. Kamp.

Utica B. C., Utica, N. Y. Sec., W. J. Walters.

Waltham B. C., Waltham, Mass. Sec., H. B. Colby.


Westchester B. C., Valhalla, N. Y. Sec. H. F. Pier.


Waterbury B. C., Waterbury, Conn. Sec.

York B. C., York, N. Y. Sec.
The Instalment Plan.

The system of selling bicycles on the monthly payment plan reminds me of the days when sewing machines were more expensive than now, and this scheme was devised by grasping agents and manufacturers to seize the hard-earned savings of the working man, who, in order to pay for machines to be made on a certain date, were obliged to give up their machines and be content with having had a few months' use of them at an enormous rental. The result would not be so disastrous if a bicyclist neglected or was unable to pay an instalment, as he would not be deprived of the means of support, speaking in a broad-and-butter sense; but simply in luxury the cost of which is beyond his immediate means; and to my thinking, he shows himself to be a man of very little resolution who cannot save sufficient in three months to pay for a bicycle without being compelled to thrifty measures from a dread lest his notes should go to protest, or his word be forfeited. It seems to me also, he must be a very foolish and unbusinesslike person who indores a note or stands security for a friend who desires to purchase a pleasure in this way. It injures the seller, because he loses caste with respectable merchants, who look upon such a method of disposing of goods as only fit for the smallness of a second-hand furniture dealer or pawnbroker; moreover, he has no right to place such a temptation before inexperienced young men, who cannot see the misery to which a number of such negotiations may lead. I can hear the pohl-pohis of the seller; but it is these very extravagances, these very desires for things beyond their means, that lead them to wager to fatten in their employers' cash drawers.

To throw the moral point of the question aside, for this is no sermon, the seller has no legal right to dispose of his goods on a system of usury. He may call it a bonus, or what he likes, to soothe his conscience and hoodwink his customers, the principle remains the same. Take, for example, the third, or three-months' method: I contract for a $100 bicycle, pay one quarter down, and agree to pay one quarter in thirty days, one quarter in sixty days, and the remaining quarter in ninety days. For this I am charged by the legal interest by averaging the payments at thirty, sixty, and ninety days, would be 7½ per cent. I am therefore charged an excess of 4½ per cent, or at the rate of 40 per cent per annum. For the machine of the same value on method No. 1, pay one half down, and in thirty days one quarter, it is to the seller's interest that I should not pay the last quarter, for he may then take back his bicycle with a clear profit of $75 for two months' rent. The answer to this may be, that the machine is then second-hand; but my experience has shown that this rider cannot do a bicycle more than from $5.00 to $10 worth of damage in so short a time. Altogether it is a shrewd and unprincipled way of making money, and the two New York dealers who lately refused to countenance the plan deserve praise. If our ranks are only to be augmented by wheels sold in this way, we will soon be overrun by a horde of foolish youths who will do us more harm than good. I might say, in conclusion, that this article will not alter the existing state of affairs one iota; the impecunious clerk will continue to be, rapaciously at the bait held out to him, and will even look with eagerness to the day when he may buy his cigars or treat his girl to cream on the same plan, while the shrewd merchant,

"Dat's foremost in de meanin' house for rainin' all de homes. But insays his 'ligion wid his Sunday pancake,"

will continue to wax opulent at the foolish clerk's expense.

SOUTH BOSTON, 22 W. 27th STREET.

HORSE ACCIDENT RECORD

[We desire readers and correspondents to inform us for this department of every horse accident, from any cause, which may come to their notice, either in the public press or by personal observation.]

15 July. In Quebec, a team ran into George Mitchell's carriage, badly damaging it; and another horse frightened at the lowering of a railway gate, smashed up his wagon.

16 July. In Montreal, a horse ran over and broke Angus Morrison's leg.

17 July. In Montreal, a horse, frightened Peter Clarke's skull.

18 July. In Waltham, a runaway horse wrecked a wagon.

19 July. In South Orange, N. J., Mrs. Wentworth was thrown from her horse, arm broken, and other severe bruises.

20 July. In Salem, two runaway accidents, one serious.

21 July. In Boston, horse frightened, threw a lady out with injury.

22 July. In Sutton, Que., boy of eleven years killed by kick of a horse.

23 July. In St. Louis, Elwood Kirby, associate editor of the St. Louis Republic, died from injuries received by a kick from a runaway horse.

24 July. In Woburn, Edward Stanley, foot crushed (necessitating amputation) by runaway horse.

25 July. In East Fleeetwood, Pa., Mrs. Hesland dragged in a rake by frightened horse all over a harvest field, which scored another team, throwing and severely lopping a boy.

26 July. In Porisa, Ill., a horse smashed up a sulky and severely injured his driver, Caesar Boardman, and himself.

27 July. In Providence, two runaways and four persons badly injured.

28 July. In Providence, runaway and three persons severely cut and bruised.

29 July. In New Bedford, frightened horse threw cut and crushed his driver, and another horse, frightened by a woman crossing the street, smashed his wagon to flinders.

30 July. In Jersey City, N. Y., horse frightened by a train, ran, throwing out Miss Etta and Mrs. Minckles the first injured, and the other injured slightly.

31 July. In Saratoga, Miss Anna Springer was run over by a horse and severely injured.

30 July. In Franklin, horse frightened by an umbrella, threw cut Mr. and Mrs. Pence, breaking bones; and seriously bruising another horse, which, another couple, seriously injuring them.

31 July. In New Britain, Conn., horse frightened by a bicycle, threw a lady from her carriage.

1 August. In South Manchester, Conn., Dennis Dicus, severely cut in trying to stop a runaway horse attacked to a lawn-mower.

2 August. In South Bristol, Conn., horse frightened at cars threw cut C. F. Isenhower, badly injuring him; and

at Honesdale, Pa., William Wick and wife were run into and upset and severely hurt.

24 July. In Newburyport, a horse was frightened by bicycle, and threw cut Capt. Nicholas Varina, his wife, daughter, and two grandchildren, all of whom were more or less hurt, and the carriage wrecked.

DIRECTORY

of BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.

ADVERTISEMENTS INSERTED IN THIS COLUMN FOR $5.00 PER YEAR.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO. OSORNE & ANDERSON, 435 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.

HARTFORD. BILLINGS & SPENCER CO., WOOD SEWING MACHINE CO., NEW HAVEN. AMERICAN BICYCLE CO., 98 Crown Street.

ILLINOIS.

CHICAGO. N. M. FAIRFIELD, Cor. State and Van Buren Streets.

 MASSACHUSETTS.

BOSTON. CUNNINGHAM & CO., 6 and 8 Berkeley Street; R. P. PERCIVAL, 96 Worcester Street; THE PEACE MFG CO., 575 Washington Street; ELASTIC TIE CO., 115 Washington Street.

MONTANA.

HELENA. W. E. NORTON.

NEW YORK.

NEW YORK. WM. M. WRIGHT, 160 Fulton Street; SCHUYLER & DUANE, 189 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA. GALE SHERMAN.

PENNSYLVANIA.

PHILADELPHIA. H. B. HARRIS, 83 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG. COLUMBIA BICYCLE AGENCY, Cor. 5th Avenue and Smithfield St.

RHODE ISLAND.

PROVIDENCE. CHAS. F. HANDY, 236 Westminster Street.

THE TRICYCLING WORLD

MANUFACTURERS' ADVERTISERS.

EDITED BY - R. C. N. BRITTAN.

Subscriptions received at this Office.

One year..............................$2.25

Three Months..........................60

 specimens copies sent from

140 Fleet St. - - London, E. C.

Subscriptions to both "Bicycling World" and "Tricycling Journal" only $2.00.

E. C. Hodges & CO., 46 WATER ST., BOSTON.
CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
(Balculated 1879.)
TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Sole Proprietors of the Famous
HARVARD ROADSTER.
Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords.

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES
deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

WM. M. WRIGHT,
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY.

BICYCLES
OF EVERY MAKE.

Bicyclers' Sundries.
SECOND-HAND BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.

Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST, 10 MILK ST,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND, BOSTON, MASS.,
IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. - Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers' Importer of
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 WORCESTER STREET, BOSTON.

Sells for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of

COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENG.

N. B. — I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

ALL BICYCLES SHOULD READ

THE 'CYCLIST,
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or interest to bicyclists fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by HENRY HILLSTON, author of "The Hilliston cycle,"

And C. W. BARNES, author of "The Bicycle Annual." PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

PRICE, ONE PENNY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6s. 6d.

From Illiffe & Son, the 'Cyclist' Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the BICYCLING WORLD and the 'Cyclist' only $3.50, from

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 WATER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction. IT IS EFFECTIVE: OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY BROKEN; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.


These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $2.00.

Send for Circular.


LE SPORT VÉLOCIPÉDIQUE
ORGANE BI-MENSUEL
Des Veloc-Clubs de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. DEVILLERS, Directeur.
RÉDACTION ET ADMINISTRATION : 35, RUE MONGE, PARIS.

Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at the BICYCLING WORLD Office.
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Colombias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Colombias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and nearest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Colombias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Colombias in preference to every other machine.

Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size —— —— —— —— —— —— —— Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston; Mass.
BICYCLISTS' SUNDRIES.

* The "TAKE-ME-TOO," for carrying coat, etc., does not interfere with mounting or dismounting; universally liked. 
  Send size of waist. .............................................. 80
* Wright's Anti-Rust. ............................................. 25
* Wright's Illuminating Oil ....................................... 25
* Ameo Stands ..................................................... 1.75
* Heb Lamp, nickel-plated, small size .......................... 3.50
  " " " large like "King of the Road" .............................. 4.00
* Leggings, send size of calf. .................................... 1.50
* Saddle Bags, similar to " Handy Tool Bag " .................. 1.25
* Bikes, brass ...................................................... 2.00
  " " " nickel-plated ................................................ 4.00
* Rubber Handles, in ordering mention make of bicycle. .... 2.00
* Horn Whistles ................................................... 60
* Shoes, canvas with corrugated rubber soles ............... 2.75
* Gong Bells ....................................................... 3.75
* Nickel-plated Oil Cans .......................................... 2.00
* Wrenches, Blue Monkey ........................................ 75
* The Wright Standard Holder, for Club colors, tool box, etc. 1.50
Articles marked thus * can be sent by mail.
Remittances may be made by P. O. Order on Station H, or check.
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JUST ISSUED!

"INDISPENSABLE"
BICYCLISTS' HAND-BOOK.
Orders taken at this Office.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
SALEM, MASS.

WE MAKE
SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with retail for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING,
BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL,
LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM
SUITS, ETC.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON,
OAK HALL,
BOSTON - - - MASS.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.
THOS. WM. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, 20, Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors,
PATENT, TRADEMARK, and COPYRIGHT causes a specialty.
Long experience with Bicycle and Velocipede Patents.
American and European Patents obtained.
63 Pemberton Sq. - - - BOSTON, MASS.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,
AND
YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON
INSTALMENTS
ON EASY TERMS.
Purchasers Thought to Ride.
Call and examine, or send 3-
cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
5 UNION STREET, BOSTON.

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
CURRENTE CALAMO

Our "Horse Accidents" are too much for us this week.

The Atlantic City (N. J.) Reclu says: "Bicycles frighten a few of the horses here."

Two riders on one bicycle have been attracting attention in the streets of Chicago, Mass., lately. Louisville riders gave their machines just names, the latest, Mr. Dickinson, christening his "Minnie." We learn from the New York Times that "a letter carrier in Cambridge, Mass., makes his rounds on a bicycle."

A State bicycle tournament will not be held at Alton 10 August; it is an advertising hoax.

After the report of the referee in the Central Park tour case, we shall expect Fred's artist to reproduce "The Judgment of Paris."

Two bicyclers in Newport lately had a collision. In broad daylight, in an open street, it smashed the vehicle of one and the rifle of the other.

And new bicyclers in New York are requested not to pay any charge for transportation of their machines when they cross the Staten Island Railroad, and if the charge is persisted in, to take the number of the conductor or baggage master, and forward the same to Mr. Rowland at 5, New street, New York City.

After sitting seventy-two minutes looking at the ceiling, with his pen over his ear, and his hands behind his head, the other day, our Busy Man presently asked if "Marblehead bicyclers ever took marble-heads?" and then became convulsed, and got two and a half hours' good work into the next hour, and thereby earned our forgiveness.

PERSONAL

Ex-Captain H. S. Mann, of the Boston, has returned to his bicycling with newly awakened enthusiasm.

W. M. Baker, Jr., of Boston, bicycled from this city to Newburyport, 27 July, between the hours of 6 A.M. and 10 P.M.

Red Revels, the wide-awake bicycling editor of the New York Sunday Courier, was in town this week and gave us a pleasant call.

John Bolton and F. W. Shewry, of Bosto, have been whelming from that place to Albany, and intend taking heston in their circuit before returning home.

E. F. Bradford and John F. Low, of the Chelsea Bicycle Club, steered a banana steamer, for a wheel tour through West Maine and the White Mountain region.

Ex-Captain H. S. Mann is now on his famous cutter yacht "Enterprise." Rear-Commander P. L. Bovley, commanding, on the Newport coast, 12th. Mass. should remember that he now has a splendid opportunity for missionary work, and that canvassers who can ride so gracefully and don't ride ought to be made to ride.

Mr. Frank W. Wescot is substituting for the proposed English tour's well-appointed vacation on board his schooner yacht "Miss." The first visiting whelming who does not find the deck sitting hanging over the taffrail should report the fact at this office; always remember that "The night is uncertain, and the morrow perhaps."

When Must settle down in the harbor."

We called at the Massachusetts General Hospital, corner of Beacon and Charles streets, Boston, last week, and saw Mr. Fred Nall, of the Massachusetts and Chelsea Bicycle Clubs, who, it will be remembered, we recently recorded as having broken his hip by a fall from a bicycle, at Fowellers. Mr. Nall's recuperative habits are so rapid and comfortably as can be expected, and in a best of spirits. It is not the result of reckless riding; that he had run the hill safely, and gone over everything when he met the three testing bends that they crowded him too near the gutter, and that his run was the result of the legs being very well set up. He can now say that he is feeling better. He has in the harbor, and will soon be up and weight upon his feet. He extends an invitation to members of his club and well wishing to visit him. He has in the Ward Hotel, room 4, and is permitted to receive callers daily, Sundays included, from 7 a.m. to 9 a.m.

The painful suicide of Fred. H. Browne, ex-capitan of the Chicago Bicycle Club, and more recently sub-capitan of the Milwaukee Bicycle Club, at Oconomowoc, last Tuesday, excites much regret from his numerous friends, and ours especially. He was a most genial fellow, and one would suppose him to be the last man to commit such an act. Mr. Browne was the pioneer bicyclist in Chicago, and was one of the first to speculate on the nation as the most graceful, elegant, and skillful rider. Considering his bright, cheerful disposition, connections, and many friends, his sad death is all the more shocking.

STENO.

We are just informed by the publishers that "Sturmeys Guide to Bicycling" is out of print but that a new edition will be issued in a few months. A new edition of the "Indispensable Bicycling" Handbook has just appeared.

The bicycle is harder to break than a two-year-old colt. The way to break it, if ever, is to get a woman. Most anybody will help you up and call a doctor.

— Lowell Journal.

CINCINNATI is the slowest city in the country to become "enthused" over bicycling. Other cities of its size number their riders by the hundreds, and do all they can to encourage the exercise; while here the riders, besides having the poor streets and roads to overcome, are attacked on all sides by authorities who are too narrow-minded and prejudiced to see that bicycling has come to remain, and is certain to become as popular in this country as it is in England, where 250,000 bicycles are in use, over 30,000 being owned in the city of London alone, where they are ridden by all classes of people in every branch of business.

— Cincinnati Enquirer.

The Longest Day's Tricycle Ride on Record. — Mr. W. T. Cunningham, of the Temple Bicycle Club, and Percy G. Hebblethwaite, of the Dewsbury Bicycle Club, left Wisbech on Friday morning, 8 July, for Barnet, where they had supper with Mr. Turner and Mr. Fox, respectively captain and secretary of the Stanley. Afterward they left for Hitchin via Lougswade and Henlow, arriving there at 10:15 on the morn of the 9th. This made 139 miles in less than twenty-four hours. Hebblethwaite was mounted on the 60-inch "Omnicycle," on which he rode second in the T. A. Championship; Cunningham on a "D. H. F. Premier." This is record distance for a tricycle, the previous best being Frank Allmunt, of Redhill, also on an "Omnicycle."

FINCHLEY TRICYCLE CLUB.—Four members and two lady tricyclists rode to Shenley on 13 July. The somewhat hilly journey was made by the whole party without a dismount, the ladies riding the ascents, including Barnet Hill, in splendid style.
As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of cyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufactures, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press on noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.
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THE HORSE.

All the testimony given in the Central Park test case, 19 July, in relation to the effect produced on horses by the appearance of the bicycle, goes to show the urgent necessity of some law regulating the use of those animals in public thoroughfares. In the first place, no livable-stable keeper ought to let a spirited horse to a lady or a stranger, without adequate vouchers for the person's courage and competency in the management of the animal. Second, a severe penalty should be incurred by the owner or driver of any horse which has exhibited unmanageable fright at any harmless object on the highway, who again brings the animal upon the public thoroughfare. The average horse is a stupid beast, at best; and that quality, combined with his activity and wonderful strength, makes him especially dangerous under the guidance of a timid or unskilful driver. When frightened, he can only be governed by fear,—fear of his driver; and in nine cases out of ten the driver himself is too scared to quell the animal by the counter-fright. Another source of danger from even tractable horses lies in the recklessness of drivers. The New York Herald, of 26 July, published a strong article in relation to this matter, showing that the hospital ambulances are kept in constant active service daily, bringing in the victims of careless and reckless driving alone; and in nearly all the cases the perpetrators of the crimes are teamsters and expressmen, and drivers of cars and other public conveyances.

The use of the horse in cities for business purposes, labor, expressing, and public conveyance, should have been abolished at the advent of steam locomotion. In this age of steam and electric invention, there is no longer any excuse for retaining the horse as a motor and force in practical business economy. Except for sport or pleasure, he is a nuisance. He keeps our streets in a filthy condition, producing an unwholesome stench in moist weather, and a poisonous dust in dry weather.

Maudlin sentimentality has too long paraded the beast as the "noblest" of the animal kingdom. Romance, as in the case of the "noble red man," has clothed him with mythical virtues and deluged the centuries with fables about his gratitude and intelligence; in the last he is below the camel and the elephant, and in both qualities the dog far surpasses him, as he does in courage. In short, the horse, like the hand fire-engine, has outlived his usefulness in the city, and like that once popular institution, should be relegated to the historical department of centennial parades.

The Golden Rule, Boston, contains an account of a lady in Prospect Park, Brooklyn, N. Y., having been knocked down and seriously injured by some reckless bicyclist, with attendant circumstances very discreditable to the latter. The driveways in the park are not open to bicycles, but they are allowed on the foot-paths; which condition of things is just the reverse of what ought to be. If the circumstances of the accident as we have the account are correct, that wheelman, if a club man and League member, should be expelled from both organizations.

LITERARY and artistic bicyclers have now an opportunity to both distinguish and enrich themselves, as well as the community, by entering into the prize bicycle essay competition announced in our last issue. It is the intention of the Pope Manufacturing Company to publish the prize article, and sketches in some standard periodical, something in the style of President Pratt's "Wheel around the Hab," in Scribner's last year; the object being, of course, to enhance and spread the knowledge of and interest in bicycling in this country. From the fact that Mr. John Boyle O'Reilly is on the board, we infer that articles in verse may be admitted to the competition.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

Boston to Lake George.

A request has been sent me to give through your columns a description of my trip to Lake George, with distances, condition of roads, and so forth. The ride was not taken with the idea of reaching my destination either by the shortest route or in the quickest time possible; it was my vacation, and my idea was to take it easy and enjoy the country, and to make plenty of stops at places of interest, so my running was but of little interest even to one intending to take the same journey. The start was made from Boston, on the morning of 7 July, the first day's run being to Providence, which was taken in a rather roundabout manner, making a distance of fifty miles. These roads are so well known that nothing need be said of them. The next day being rainy, a run was made to Cranston, four miles, between showers, and later on took the Plainfield turnpike, which was described as being the best route to Willimantic. But this ride was never intended for bicycling; the sand was very deep, and this the rain had turned to a very bad quality of mud, and it was only for short distances that riding could be had in the by-paths or gutters. Twelve miles of this was quite sufficient, as the farther I went the worse it became, and hills were added to bad roads. Leaving the lake for the nearest railway station, Hope by name, three miles distant, I had a pleasant run, but found on arriving that there was no way to get from there to Willimantic, this being the terminus of a branch road; but that four miles farther on I could get a train at River Point, which would leave in twenty-six minutes. The time was short for a strange country, but I decided to try for it. Up a flight of thirty stairs, and away at a ten-mile pace. Passed through the village of Phoenix, and saw a depot on a side street. Rushed up to the platform to find another station on the branch road; River Point, three quarters of a mile farther. Another station came to view; up a steep hill and on to the platform at the minute the train was due. What was my indignation to find River Point a quarter of a mile away, and just then to hear my train whistle as it left the station. No one had told me of the intervening stations, so I felt that it was a cold day for me. Having some three
hours to wait, I went back to Phoenix' and telephoned with Mr. Howard, of the Providence Club, who lives here, and was informed that had I taken another road I might have ridden directly here in about two hours. This was consoling after the six hours I had spent getting here. Ran across Rev. L. A. Pope, who was making parish calls on his wheel, but who kindly stopped and took me across town by a good road to Centreville, where I took the late train, arriving in Willimantic at nine o'clock. Here Mr. Adams, the pioneer wheeler of the place, met me at the depot, and next morning ran out with me ten miles to HEBRON. The roads were hilly and sandy, and the morning very warm; we were three hours making the ten miles, walking nearly half the way. From HEBRON to MIDDELTOWN, twenty-two miles, was an interminable succession of hills, many of them half or three quarters of a mile in length, and seldom any riding distance, on top or in the valleys. Five of these hills were not only too steep to ride down, but so much so that it was unable to hold my machine back, with the additional weight of the mailman, and I was obliged to invert the wheel, and with little wheel in the air, trundle it down hill's la wheel-barrow. The glimpses of the Connecticut Valley obtained from the tops of some of these hills were almost worth the day's hard work, and at six o'clock I reached Middletown Ferry, rather tired, but on the whole, rather glad of the experience of a day on the Connecticut hills. Crossing the ferry to Middletown, took a short rest for supper, and in the evening rode to Meriden, eight miles, where I was to spend Sunday with friends. Left Meriden 10:30, July 12th, and found good roads to Hartford, eighteen miles, where I spent the night, and owing to rains next day, remained till 3:30 P.M. Visited the Weed factory in company with Mr. Peabody, who proposed to me, also, to dine with Mr. W. Champney, whom I found at work in his studio on a fine painting of Ophelia, intended for the coming Mechanics' Fair Exhibition. Three miles more of good roads brought me to Greenfield. My intention had been to run to Brattleboro', and then to strike west for Bennington; but at Northampton and Greenfield everybody advised me to go west from the latter place, instead of going farther north, which would be twenty miles out of my way, and would give me rougher roads. I was referred to Judge Aiken's sons, of Greenfield, as the riders of the place, who could give me the needed advice. One of the gentlemen I met, and he confirmed all I had heard. So through his advice I ran to Shelburne Falls, nine miles, and took train through the tunnel to North Adams. This went rather against my conscience, for I was longing the whole distance; but finding I should have to walk both up and down a distance of twelve or more miles without any riding, decided it was wise to save strength, and took the train. On arrival at North Adams, rode to Bennington, eighteen miles. A good many hills on the last half, but groves and pleasant farms, enough to make even hill-walking agreeable. The hills, which I had found hard, and ridable, although often very steep, became here very deceptive, and the first one I struck taught me a lesson. The upper part of this one looked inviting, and a passing farmer said it was an easy descent; so I put on brake and started, back-peddling at the same time. But after an eighth of a mile of this, and having passed several "thank-yer-mams," a sudden sweep of the road threw me into the Gorge. Coming down at a good pace I plunged into three inches of sand interspersed with round stones, which with the steepness of the hill and the abrupt curve made me lose control of my machine, and I took a violent header. No harm done, but a slight bend in the rear fork, and the mud at the butt-end, which all broke away and left me with no way of fastening it on. As I walked along trying to invent some way of fastening it with nothing to work with, a carriage man met me and offered his services, and I drove up in a most unexpected manner, we being some miles from any village. The ladies very kindly handed me the strings which tied their lunchbox baskets up, and I put them on my feet again. One of the ladies remarked that she was visiting on Commonwealth Avenue, in Boston, last May, and saw eight hundred bicycles in a procession. This was enough; she had been to the Meet; we were old friends at once. Arriving in Bennington at noon I was obliged to stay the rest of the day to wait for my mail, which I had had forwarded to me from Brattleboro'. So I spent my time in visiting the old cemetery and other places of interest in the old town. Left Bennington the next morning at 8 A.M., rode through North Bennington and White Creek to Cambridge, eighteen miles of fine hard roads, and then north to South Bennington, and thence by a pleasant bridge to Greenwich, nine miles, rather hilly, but pretty good. Stopped here for dinner, and after an hour's rest went on to Schuylerville, five miles, deep sand and dust all the way; could not ride more than a quarter of the distance. From Schuylerville to Saratoga, twelve miles, the first six was fair, then deep sand for three miles, when I reached the boulevard, which for the other three was very good indeed. My day's ride of forty-four miles had been a mixture of the best and worst; but I came in fresh, and spent the evening seeing Saratoga. Inquired at the Hotel, and of the stable keepers for the best road to Lake George, and they all agreeing that the direct road was good, I innocently started. After four miles of gutter riding and sand walking, I was surprised by a wheeler pursuing me at great speed, and on a fine fine day. Who should it be but Capt. McNair, who had seen me pass his house a mile and a half back, and fearing it was some one who had mistaken the road, had gone off in search of me. He said if I had gone over by the Hudson River and taken the river road I might have ridden nearly the whole distance, but that this road had never been ridden. But I disliked the returning, which would give me at least twelve miles extra riding, and the captain himself hardly advised it, thinking I could get through the way I had started, so I pushed on. But the sand grew deeper and deeper as I went, until it became all walking and no riding. I reached a farmhouse in time to escape a severe thunder-shower, after which the farmer was to drive a wagon to Glens Falls, six miles, and I work with a carriage with two horses in behind, and ride with him into town. The distance from Saratoga to Glens Falls is, by this road, seventeen miles; by the river road about twenty-one miles. At Glens Falls I wanted to stop and give the only rider there. He has owned a
wheel some two years, and makes pro-

essional visits on it, but as yet has no

companions. He tells me that his prac-
tice ground is a half-mile trotting track,
and his only choice for riding lines be-
tween this and the nine miles of cor-
dures road, which I ever driven, is Lake
George. The doctor ran out two miles
with me, but a stiff head wind drove
him back, and I proceeded alone to Cal-
dwell, where I arrived at 6 p.m., the
twenty-six miles being done. My wheeling
trip virtually ended here, for on Monday
I took boat for Baldwin at the northern
end of the lake. Here I mounted once
more, and ran to Ticonderoga, two miles,
and dined. In the evening I took a run
to the old fort, some two miles beyond
the town, and after a few hours spent in
visiting the places of interest, returned
to the hotel, where my wheel soon be-
came the centre of attraction, it being
the first I ever driven there. Left for Albany on the 9.12 p.m. train,
connecting with the 2 A.M. on the Bos-
ton and Albany road. Here I was met
with the new regulations of the Boston
and Albany, and was taxed two dollars
for the transportation of my wheel. Ar-
iving in Boston at 9.25 A.M., I fin-
ished a trip which, although including
some rough experiences, I shall always
feel to have been one of my pleasantest
reminiscences of wheeling.

W. B. E.

In Connecticut.

Editor Bicycling World:—June 10, I
made a run from New Britain to Essex,
Conn., thirty-seven and a half miles;
time, seven hours, twenty-five minutes.
From New Britain to Middletown, the
road is generally good, with only a few
hills; but when I left Middletown I had
to climb a very long hill. From the top
I had a good ride of nearly a mile, when
I struck the meanest piece of road I ever
met; and some of the meanest people
too. At one house I wanted to buy a
drink, and was told by the man to pay
give or sell; and to cap all, they would
not even allow me to get a drink of water
at their well. I gave them my blessing
and mounted, and rode to the next house
and got a drink of water. But they
would not sell or give me any milk,
although they had two nice pailsfuls just
from the barn. Perhaps they all thought
I had been vaned. After getting over
the mountain, on the Haddam road, I
found sand all the way to Chester, nearly
fifteen miles. I do not think I rode five
of this fifteen miles. It is the poorest
road that I have found anywhere I
have driven in this State. From Chester to Essex, I found a good
road, and I got along nicely. I only had
one mishap on the trip. I was riding
along the edge of the road in Higganum,
and ran into a sand-hole, lost my bal-
ance, and made a fly switch into the
ditch alongside the road. I would warn
riders not to try this road from Middle-
town to Saybrook. They will find it
much more pleasant to take the cars over
the Connecticut Valley Railroad. I kept
count of horses I met on the trip, and
out of thirty-three, I only found one horse
that was really afraid of my wheel; and
this being a section of country (except Middletown) where there are no riders,
I think it is a good showing. I met one
old Dutchman, a milk pedler, and a
good, honest fellow, with no chalk and
water in his cans, who thought his horse
was going to be afraid. Says he, "You
will frighten mine horse." I got down
to his horse and spoke kindly to him
and he says, "You was a goot feller; you
don't want to frighten mine horse." "Oh
no," says I, "that would be bad for you.
"—"Yah, yah, he would tip me oud quick.
Vat you call dot ding?—" "It is called a
bicycle." —" So! a bicycle; dot vas
nice. Vas it hard work?" —"No," says I,
"but makes me hot and dry." —"So!" says
Dutchie, "von you have a trink of milk?"
Now, I did not think he would talk
like this, but in spite of all the pre-take,
improved the opportunity, and had a very
nice drink. Handing back the can,
he says, "vant some more?" I
thanked him, but declined. "So," says he,
"I have more if you want em." I told
him I must go, and bade him good by.
"Varn, good by; you was a nice feller:
you don't want to frighten mine horse."
This was the pleasantest incident of my
trip. I started at 4.30 A.M. from New
Britain, arrived at Essex at 11.55 A.M.
Stopped at Higganum for breakfast,
and also at Chester for bowl of bread
and milk, which used up about forty-five
minutes of the time.

CHARLES PEARSONS

RACES

A BICYCLE RACE, twenty-five miles, took place 24 May at Sydney, Australia.
It was won by Lister, who covered the
distance in 1 hour 19 minutes 341
seconds.

CANONBURY CLUB.—The members of
this club decided their twenty-five mile
annual race for the championship and
gold medal at Alexandra Park, 14 July.
Return: J. C. P. Tacagni, 1; A. Rich-
ards, 2; J. J. Cone, 3; T. Edwards, 0;
T. Neave, jr., 0; A. J. Wilson, 0; win-
ner's time, 1 hour 30 minutes 201
seconds; Richards, 1 hour 31 minutes 56
seconds; Cone, 1 hour 33 minutes 36
seconds. The win was a very popular
one. Tacagni won, having two years in
succession.

MISS ELSA VON BLUMEN, the female
pedestrian and bicyclist, contested against
her strongest competitors at the Cape
Driving Park, Blightham, N. Y., 25
July, the lady riding one mile, and the
horses being driven one and a half
miles. Miss Von Blumen won, coming in
three seconds ahead of the nearest com-

ponent. Time, Miss Von Blumen, one mile, 5
minutes 22 seconds; trotting and running
horses, one and a half miles, 5 minutes 25
seconds. T. A. Hayward, of Susque-
anna, Pa., gave an exhibition half-mile
spurt after the race.

THE HARTFORD WHEEL CLUB had
their monthly run at Charter Oak Park,
Saturday, 30 July. The track was quite
heavy, but taking everything into con-
sideration the time was as good as could
well have been expected, and the sport
was thoroughly enjoyed by all. The race
was made for the three club medals, but as so
few were present they decided to have
but two classes, and consequently only
two races. The following is a list of entrants
and the time made. First class: Clark
Lawrence, 3.27, 3.37; Thomas
Waite, 3.33, 3.44. In the second race,
for the second and third class medals,
Hitchcock and Waite collided, and Stebb-
sins easily took the prize. Following is the
time: Louis Hitchcock, 3.18, 3.50;
Arthur Waite, 3.40, 3.54; George
Stebbins, 3.43, 4.01, 3.51. The first
medal was awarded to Clark Lawrence,
the second to Louis Hitchcock, and the third
to George Stebbins, four riders coming
from East Hartford yesterday afternoon,
and did some good exhibition riding after
the regular race. It is expected that the
club will do some excellent work at the
meeting in September and October, made
during August little will be done. It is
to be regretted that these heats are not
better advertised, so that all lovers of
the sport may be enabled to enjoy them.

CORRESPONDENCE

Portsmouth, N. H.

Editor Bicycling World:—The many
wheelmen who have walked through the
long stretch of sand at Seabrook,
between Newburyport and Hampton, on
the otherwise excellent road from Boston
to Portsmouth, will be pleased to learn
that a new route has been explored by
Consul A. J. Philbrick, of Salem, who
recently made the sand crossing out-
go ing a number of extra miles through
Amesbury Village, which was the route
explored and laid out by him, Capt. Pope,
and the writer for the three days' run of the Boston clubs to Hamp-
bovine would have worn off a sixty-spoked wheel for a head gear, and the honored head of the club would have been — Well, the ox was considerable and we will not speculate. The first meeting of the club was held at the Wentworth, in Newcas-
tle, after partaking of an excellent supper, to which they were invited by the cap-
tain, who took this pleasant method of celebrating his five-thousand mile of road riding. During the evening, an exhibition of trick and fancy riding was given by Master Girard, in the open space in front of the hotel, which is lighted by electric lights. The club pride themselves upon the graceful expertise of this young amateur, who can just run a 36-inch wheel; and yet in a fortnight from his first trial he gave a public exhibition of over twenty different acts, having had only occasional prac-
tice on a borrowed bicycle. He aston-
ished his teacher by immediately learn-
ing to ride and mount, and then, much to his dismay, consented to show a steep hill "less easy." He quickly learned all the vaults into saddle, landing therein with one foot over handle, vaulting in from hub of rear wheel; and performing many double acts, the last of which is standing on the pedals in front of large wheel, and propelling it while riding backward, as his companion sits in saddle and steers. He has captured nearly all the feats performed at Music Hall on 30 May.

If wheelmen desire comfort on long rides, they should invest in a Barley saddle, cradle spring, rubber handles, long handle bars, a take-me-too, and a homely yet comfortable helmet.

A part of the marine bicycles here have been fitted with chairs by the inventor, and they can often be seen, being propelled against our strong tides by the lady friends of the club members, who are awaiting the completion of the "Sociable," to be propelled by two. The sister of the inventor recently made an afternoon trip of thirty miles without unusual fatigue.

If the horse-accident correspondents of the WORLD are at all faithful, the sub-
scribers may soon expect it and its double supplement arrayed in a new font of brilli-
ant type. Even one issue of a local paper in this small city had recently three serious and one fatal accident.

All of the New Hampshire consuls of last year have been appointed by the directors, and have received their new year's gift. One of the best men of this city, is numbered 1, he being the first L.A. W. consul appointed in the United States.

The size of the sidewalk committee which assembles to see the tricycle oper-
ators is not so great as the novelty wears off, but the committee will soon be in-
creased when the "American Star" ar-
ives.

Tlezar.

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World: — One great drawback we in Montreal, and in fact all through the Dominion, have to contend with, is having to wait so long after giv-
ing our order before we can get our ma-
chines out from the old country. This wait-
ing, as you can readily imagine, is very impatiently submitted to by all those who have the "fever" very bad. However, next season, judging from pre-

tent appearances, we will have several reg-
ular importers, all of them carrying full stock, from which there will be diffi-
culty in at once filling all orders. An-
other disadvantage we are under is not having a competent mechanic to do our repairs; by "competent," I mean one who thoroughly understands bicycles, not sim-
ply as a piece of machinery, but as a bicycle. However, I dare say that when the demand becomes somewhat stronger, it will not be long before the supply comes to the front. Of course we have plenty of machine shops here, but most of them look upon a bicyclist as legiti-
mate prey, and charge "accordant." Fancy charging $1.50 for straightening a handle bar that was bent about one fourth of an inch.

There are several unattached riders in our city. Imagine if they once enjoyed the pleasure of riding with others, they would at once and forever forsake lonely riding. I quite agree with Presi-
dent Bates about extending club privi-
leges only to members of other clubs, unless, as he said, there exists some valid reason why the rider does not be-
long to a club. We managed to have one

moonlight ride this month, despite of old St. Swithin, and went out to Lachine, nine miles. I noticed on the way out that the horses seemed much more afraid of the bicycles at night than they did in the daytime. We met one man driving a nice, spirited horse, and it was difficult to say at first who was most frightened, man or beast; however, our captain whistled us off, and taking the horse by the bridle, he soon had him quiet. It was suggested to the driver that we should bring a machine up to the horse, and let him smell it and become better acquainted with it, and let him see that there was nothing "uncanny" about it. This, however, the driver, in trembling accents, declined. It was then proposed that we let the driver smell a machine. This also, strange to say, he refused; and on he drove, muttering between his teeth something about "how very quick he would have us off the street, if he had his own way." Our "Growler" said, "Oh! of course he would sooner put his nose right into the committee, if they meets us, you know," and he glared through his spectacles at the retreating carriage in a manner that was positively alarming. Our captain merely said, as we mounted and rode on, "I hope they 'won't meddle with us," whatever that is. All went smoothly for some time, until, in going down Mackay Hill (a nasty, rough, and steep hill), our bugle came a fearful cropper, and lay flat on his face, with his horn entire submitted to it, but his bugle escaped damage, which was
very consoling. Our very efficient whipper-in was the first to reach him and lift the machine off and help him up, and (he (W. I.) could only be restrained by force from denuding himself of a tre mendous number of articles around his waist, “for the benefit of my poor back,” and which he confidently assured the bugler would prove a sure and speedy cure for sundry bruises on knees and elbows. In the fall, however, the bugler managed to ride along without the aid of the belt, as far as Blue Bonnets, nearly five miles out, when his machine, which had been cracked by the fall, broke down, and he suddenly found himself again in the lap of mother earth. He had to tramp it home from there, and if he had waited he would have had a companion in trouble, as on the way back from Lachine “Hungry Tommy” managed to break his hind wheel at just about the same place, and of course had to tramp it in.

By the bye, were you aware that we have a real live bugler on the Buzz. He is a good fellow all around, and practises very hard, and in fact makes the corner of Manse and Ontario streets a spot to be avoided by all peace-loving citizens. I am credibly informed that several parties living in the same row, with a tendency to, but a desire to overcome profanity, have moved to the extreme west end of the city. Oh he is a “bully” bugler.

One of our fellows, as soon as he leaves the city on any of our rides, forgets the English language completely, and speaks nothing but French, which he flatters himself he is just the proper person to do. Not long ago we were out on a new road, and not feeling very sure of our way, our Frenchman undertook to question a lad as to which road we should take; and after talking to him for about five minutes in the choicest Parisian French, in the end his feelings when the lad answered, “Je ne parle pas Anglais” (I do not speak English). He did not recover for several hours. More anon. MONTEAL, 27 July, 1881. K. K.

Waltham, Mass.

Editor Bicycling World.—The club have their weekly runs as usual on Saturday, taking a quick spin, for practice in riding, of from ten to twenty miles, with as few dismounts as possible. We find this practice of fast club riding does more, perhaps, toward perfecting the boys in riding, than anything else. Knowing an ample number of club riders around them, Mr. D. Nash Mitchell, of our club, rode to Newburyport and returned, in a day, a distance of one hundred and five miles without much fatigue, and he is one of our old riders. And you know that Stall is an accomplished, simply magnificent. The tricycle fever is spreading rapidly out here, several gentlemen owning machines, and roading over the country in good shape, the favorite out-of-town ride being toward Salem, where one of our gentlemen rode some time since, with his five-year-old son, in the extra seat behind. Seeing your chapter of horse accidents reminds me that we had a ludicrous one here last night. A horse became frightened at a double or “sociable” tricycle, and jaws down fence into a market garden, carrying buggy and driver with him, without, however, doing any damage, except to the fence and vegetables of the gardener. The young ladies come out on three wheels once in a while, and enjoy themselves hugely. We have been very free from serious accidents; I think my broken leg confined me the longest of any of them. I am able to hobble around with a cane now, and had a tricycle ride this evening, doing most of the work with my sound leg. If I am not able to ride a bicycle next summer, I shall have a tricycle and work it with a leg and a half. Many of the Boston riders will learn to regret that the popular Prospect House, consulate hotel for Waltham, is closed indefinitely. The owner of the building refused to sign the petition for license, consequently the hotel got none and is closed. The Central House will give same terms to wheelmen as the Prospect did, and I shall probably appoint it as an L.A.W. hotel. Some of the Massachusetts boys will remember their breakfasts out here with pleasure. I hope they will start the house again, but is doubtful. So much for our liquor laws,—we lose a good hotel. HENRY B. COWLEY. See Waltham Rs. C. and Canton L. A. W. WALTMAN, 20 July, 1881.

Webster, Mass.

Editor Bicycling World.—We have just returned from a trip. We have at present only seven members, but hope to increase the number before long. Our president, Samuel Slater, has been for the past two years a member of the Providence Bicycle Club, and our captain, John E. Brown, was, until we formed our club, a member of the Worcester Bicycle Club. We have a meeting to-morrow to decide fully upon our suits, and there is some talk among the members of having a bugler. We have some excellent roads here, the one from Webster to Worcester in particular. The distance is a good sixteen miles, and our youngest member, who has not been long in the club, made the distance in a little over two hours, after having his machine about two weeks. Four of us went to Southbridge on the 24th. The roads were in very bad condition, and we were two hours in completing the eleven miles. The wind was ankle deep almost all the way, and we were fully repaid for our long journey by the reception we met with from bicyclers in Southbridge. Six of them turned out with us, and we had the chance of a lovely run of five or six miles. On our return to the hotel, the club gave us an excellent dinner, and rode out about three miles with us in the evening, when we started for home. The day was one of the pleasantest we ever spent, and nothing could exceed the kindness of the Southbridge men. We hope to have the pleasure of entertaining them at an early day.

H. C. Bowen has invited the Webster and Southbridge Clubs to his park, at Woodstock, Conn., on the 20th of August. He offers a medal or a silver cup to the best rider. The matter will be discussed at our meeting to-morrow.

N. WILSON, Sec.

WEBSTER, MASS., 27 July, 1881.

Salem, Mass.

Editor Bicycling World.—Considering how dependent the comfort and pleasure of the wheelman is upon the nature and variety of the roads, it is surprising that so little interest on this subject — at least to the devotees of the wheel in Boston and vicinity—appears in the Press. There are two well known routes from Malden to Salem, and points beyond; one via Lynn and Swampscot (15 miles); the other through Wyoma Village, Lynn, and Peabody (144 miles). Frequent trips having rendered both of these somewhat monotonous, I made some explorations recently, in hopes of discovering a third, and have found that a wheelman going over the old Newburyport turnpike can reduce the distance to 144 miles. The road, which runs through the woods for a considerable distance, is delightfully cool and shady, and is, in the main, an excellent one for the wheel. The hills of which there are three or four, are all short, but should be descended with care, as they are generally stony, with beds of sand at the bottom. Leaving Malden square by Salem street, keep on through Maplewood till Broadway (4 miles) is reached (J. Walton, Goodman & Co.’s grocery store on corner), turn to the left and follow direct road for 6 miles to South Lynnfield, with its churches and country estate. Here, following the signboard, take right-hand road for Peabody and Salem. PEDAL PUSHER.

Salem, 30 July, 1881.

Boston.

Editor Bicycling World.—I have a suggestion, an objection, and a question to offer on three several points observed in reading your last two issues. First, in regard to keeping the stockings up, and avoiding any pins or suspenders from shoulder or waist, as recommended by others, it seems to me that it would be a very effectual as well as simple plan to have a long loop of elastic sewed to the stocking below the upper bottom of the breeches at the knee, and secure it on that. Even merely to pinch up the stocking and pass it over the button, if there is room enough, I find to answer the purpose entirely. The foregoing goes to show that I am a bicyclist in
good "standing," as to leg apparel; and I would object to such state allusions to "boots," etc., as why operate on females now in your paper of the 29th. Also, I think the writer does not pass for a lady any better by applying a coarse and inappropriate nickname in the rather malicious description obviously intended for my subject. Some wheelman bellicosly disposed toward me, let him come out from behind the petticoats. The question I have to ask is: What can be the meaning of your Milwaukee correspondent of the previous week, when he tells of three men climbing "a long angle of forty-eight degrees" on the bicycle, evidently. The extreme theoretical estimate is but forty-five degrees,— and perhaps "Lydia F." knows about that.

July, 1881.


Editor Bicycling World:—The ideas of Howard Bates in regard to the "unattacked" which strike the riders of this city quite favorably. Said a prominent horseman, a few days since: "Nothing is to be feared from bicycle riders who are members of clubs, for they are directly responsible to some one for their actions. If any serious trouble is caused by bicycles, I think it will be irresponsible riders who are unattacked." There is one thing that I think deserves the consideration of bicycle clubs, and it is this: What is to be done where unattacked riders copy the uniform of a club in their town or city, in some cases even to the buttons on their coats, and sail under the club colors? Is it not in the province of the League to take measures to protect clubs in such cases, where all parties are members of the League? Is it not a little rough on a club, who after having put out $500 or more for the uniform of a staid by and see their peculiar style of cut and combination of colors appropriated? There is one club that will enter a protest against any such party who applies for League membership, or renewal of membership. At present, our only remedy will lay in a change in our uniform.

A PHILADELPHIA correspondent sends us the following: "Henry H. Bentley, of the Local Telegraph Company, started July 28 on a bicycle tour of four hundred miles. He started from Poughkeepsie, N. Y., on the road to Boston Corners, a point where the State lines of New York, Massachusetts, and Connecticut meet; thence up Housatonic Valley, through Berkshire Hills to Pittsfield, to Great Barrington, to New Lebanon, thence as far as Bennington, Vt., returning to Boston."

"Hoosier," an Indianapolis correspondent, reports a very melancholy and unaccustomed apathy among wheelmen in that city. He says: "Ever since the State tournament last spring our city has not been troubled with the bicycle fever. The club which we thought we had organized and called the Cincinnati Cylce club, failed at the last meeting, and this year it has not had enough vitality to attempt one; in fact, it is never spoken of by members. Our streets are nearly all ridable throughout the year, but we have no fine roads. We have two gravel roads radiating from town of from two to two hundred miles in length,— all ridable,— and we have about one wheel per road, but can never get more than three together at once. Last Sunday I went down to Greenwood, a village eleven miles south. On the way I met a farmer and his wife, driving an apparently seventeen-year-old plug with top buggy. The road was level (we have no hills), straight, and had a three-foot embankment on my left. When within thirty feet of me the plug pricked up his ears, jumped over the embankment, upset the buggy, and came to rest in the midst of a bottom of a ditch. Three dollars and a square inch of court-plaster would cover the damage. How should I have acted?"

Secretary R. F. Randall of the New Orleans Bicycle Club, writes from Louisville, Ky., under date of 27 July, that Capt. A. M. Hill and he are on a general tour, will visit the different clubs on their route, and expect to reach Boston about three weeks later than date. He adds: "The New Orleans B. C. now numbers fifty-nine active members, in addition to which, there are several applications in waiting to be acted upon; we have a fine practice hall of seventeen laps to the mile, and are negotiating for a square of ground on one of our principal thoroughfares, on which will be laid a fine shell track of six laps to a mile; and in a short time we will have the electric light and style club furnishes practice machines to enable the members to learn to ride who do not own machines yet; due care is taken to save the learner from unnecessary tumbles. Only a few members own machines at present; but of those that learn to ride, all that are able will at once get machines."

"Bicyclist" writes from Charleston, S. C., under date of 27 July: "We have as poor roads for bicycling as any I ever saw,—there being only three that we can use with any kind of comfort. First, there is King street, running directly through the city from South Bay to Line street. This street is paved with Belgian blocks for about two and half miles. Second, from Line street runs "The Shell Road," which is very good indeed, and is three miles long; at the terminus of which is the Three-Mile House, where we get lemonade, eggs, etc. From the end of "The Shell Road" we have a beautiful corduroy road (only safe to travel with Cradle or Burley's Skeleton). Last comes our Battery, which was the best road of all until our respected chief of police refused riding there. Now we ride in the street around the Battery, Sullivan's Island Beach, four miles from city, affords a lovely riding place, and which we all take advantage of when the tide and moon suit. Our correspondence further refers to a newpaper clipping which shows a lamentable state of prejudice or stupidity in the Charleston police department.

The secretary of the Columbia Bicycle Club, E. C. Stanley, of Attleboro', Mass., sends us the following clipping from a local paper: "Men go to a fair in our streets unconscious that feats of strength or of intellect are being performed. Yesterday, Harry Tufts, of the Columbia Bicycle Club, North Attleboro', sat still on his machine three hours, from 9:15 to 12:15, and only complained of being hungry. The greatest feat of the kind previously performed was by a Baltimore wheelman who sat two hours and thirty-seven minutes, and at the end fell fainting from his machine. Hurrah for Tufts!" Mr. Stanley adds: "Tufts is also a fine fancy rider: he rides on his front wheel, the same as Chandler, and does fancy tricks with the wheel."

The L. A. W. Meet in Boston. Our club will give a grand race about the last of August; we shall give valuable prizes, and expect to have a 'big time.'"

F. A. Miller, president of the Susquehanna Bicycle Club, in a recent letter says: While riding in the suburbs today, I "coasted" a short hill, and an urchin exclaimed, "Look at it! Look at it!! and he ain't pumping it at all!!"

"Ren," of the Montreal Bicycle Club, sends us the following club items: Maine land is going to take the championship belt, so they say. I hope he may, but at the same time I would like to see him pushed a little more than he has been in the past monthly competitions. He ought to beat his fastest time, and will if he is forced, for he has the right stuff in him. . . . Trotter is the coming fancy rider, and deserves encouragement.

Would suggest that the best fancy rider, to be competed for monthly. Although a trifle imperfect under the restraint of club discipline, he is about the most plucky rider in the club.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

CHAMPION CITY B. C. CLUB, SPRINGFIELD, Ohio. — Am glad to inform you that our city at last boasts of a bicycle club. A few evenings since an enthusiastic twelve met and perfected an organization, to be known as the Champion City B. C. Club. The by-laws were adopted, and the following officers elected: President, J. S. Crowell; secretary and treasurer, D. E. Barnum; captain, T. J. Kirkpatrick; lieutenant, Frank S. Cook;辖官— Paul Stanley; club committee, J. G. Jacobs, Wilbur Gunn, and M. Crothers. A costume of gray throughout, with white helmet hat, was decided upon. At our last meeting three new members were admitted, and the entire club will join the L. A. W., adopting the League badge. As yet we have had no club runs,
but will as soon as uniforms are completed, when we expect to compare favorably with the clubs of any of our sister cities.

D. E. B.

Kings County Wheelmen, Brooklyn, N. Y. At a meeting of the Kings County Wheelmen, 21 July, F. H. Douglass was elected secretary, in place of Edward K. Austin, resigned. It was voted to have a picture taken of the club at the fountain, and a run on Staten Island was arranged for an early date.

F. H. Douglass, Sec.

Providence B. Club.— Editor Bicycling World: At a meeting of the Providence Bicycle Club, held Saturday, 16 July, it was voted that the thanks of the club be tendered to the publishers of the Bicycling World for the very handsome baglet presented them this day.

John A. Cross, Sec.

Providence, 23 July, 1881.

San Francisco.

At a meeting of the San Francisco Bicycle Club held at Messrs. W. Kerr, Morris Feintuch, Eugene K. Sykes, and Harrison A. Jones were elected members. The communication from the State Board of Agriculture inviting the club to participate in a bicycle tournament was taken up; and should satisfactory arrangements be made, from twelve to sixteen gentlemen will participate in the events, which will probably take place next September in Sacramento during the State Fair. On motion of Charles A. Butler, the secretary was instructed to respond to the above communication. The committee on invitations to unattached amateur riders reported that on account of the indefinite postponement of the races by the Fourth of July Committee, caused by the attempted assassination of the President, a messenger was employed to notify those who were selected to participate in the elementary evolutions preparatory to the drill, that it had been postponed, and the committee was discharged. Feintuch, chairman of the committee on balls, reported that Mr. Warshauer offered quarters in the Windler for the purpose of holding meetings; and the report was unanimously accepted, and a vote of thanks tendered Mr. Warshauer. James Sanderson, of the Olympian, was, by acclamation, elected to fill the vacancy on the club committee. From the secretary's semi-annual report, it appears that the club was in most flourishing circumstances, financially and numerically. One of the club members is composing a characteristic song for brother wheelmen, to be sung on "moonlight meets." A number of wheelmen were out early 17 July, morning; speeding through the Bay District park, looking remarkably well. Next their neat, new club uniform. Unfortunately for the complete success of the first airing, the new uniform had a tendency to distract the riders and to swerve their attention from their course, and in consequence headers were frequent. A movement for a sporting programme at the State fair, which has already been considered by the bicyclists, ... Eight members of the club, Messrs. Sykes, Finkler, London, Martin, and others, rented a ship, called "The U. S. F.," owned by Capt. Butler, captained by Mr. H. C. Eggers, took another spin 24 July, covering about thirteen miles coasting on the Cliff House road. The wheelmen attracted much admiration while returning in pairs to the point of starting. The distance travelled, as shown by the cyclometer, was thirteen miles. After disbanding Finkler crossed the bay with his wheel to enjoy the salubrious climate and excellent streets of Oakland, and was entertained by Dr E. S. Belden, a brother wheelman. The recent accident on Tyler street, which was said to have been caused by a bicycle, was occasioned, the bicyclists claim, by a small boy on one of the small modern machines.

L. Ong, president of the Wheel Club, will sail on the 1st of July, per steamer "Algiers," for London, England, where he will reside, continuing in the employ of the Russell & Erwin Manufacturing Company, of New Britain. George Corbin, sub-capitain, bought all his touring gear, including his new Harvard 32-inch wheel to a party in Torrington, Conn. He contemplates purchasing another wheel soon. Fred. Arnold has been spending a few days with his wheel in and around Providence, R. I. He reports having had a pleasant trip. F. H. Johnson went to Thompsonville, Conn., Saturday, 23 July, riding home from there Sunday. He reports fair roads, but very dusty. Racer on the Plainville track in the dark hardly paid. Result, three broken wheels. But there was lots of fun. Mr. Minor enjoyed his run home. Messrs George Stearns, George Corbin, E. Dwight, and Charles Pearsons took a very pleasant trip through some of the adjoining towns on 17 July, returning home via Shuttle Meadow Lake. In coming down a hill at the south end of the lake, Mr. Pearsons got a very bad fall, caused by running into a rolling stone and his tire coming out of the felloe of his large wheel. The hill is quite steep, and he was under good headway, and flattened his left wrist and injured his right shoulder, but broke no bones. His wheel escaped with a broken handle bar. If it was a very narrow escape from a more serious injury. After walking to the Lake House, the tire was soon tied on, and, exchanging wheels with Mr. Dwight, the party were soon home. Excepting the accident to Mr. Pearsons, it was very pleasant trip,—distance eighteen miles.

Mr. R. Lincoln Lippitt. — Bicyclists will remember that a few weeks ago a controversy sprang up over the disposi-

ATION of the Jesse Howard medal; that Mr. R. Lincoln Lippitt won, and was awarded the medal by Mr. Howard; and that, because of some alleged irregularities, he was hastily expelled from the Providence Bicycle Club. Mr. Lippitt represented the action of the club; the exposition was put into the hands of a board of referees, who have rendered the following decision, completely vindicating him:—

To Albert G. Carpenter, Esq., President of the Providence Bicycle Club, and to B. C. M. Thompson, Secretary.

The referees, to whom was submitted the question "whether Mr. R. Lincoln Lippitt has in his relations to the bicycle club conducted himself in any way so as to call for exclusion from membership," thereby, have, after a full hearing of all charges brought against him, their evidence in support thereof, and Mr. R. Lincoln Lippitt's defense thereof, and a careful consideration of the same, decided, and they so report, that they find nothing in Mr. R. Lincoln Lippitt's conduct, judged both by the special rules of the Providence Bicycle Club and by the general principles which should govern the conduct of gentlemen, which called for or in any degree justified his expulsion from said club. Respectfully submitted.

JOSEPH E. SHINN,
ALLEN T. JOHNSON,
Editors of the Bicycling World.
Providence, R. I., 24 July, 1881.

NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

[We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.]

Editor Bicycling World: — I would like to know what is the best oil for a bicycle lamp. I have had trouble in finding that will give a good light, and not smoke or go out on riding over the least bit of rough road. I see the English lamp manufacturers recommend Colza oil. I cannot get it here. Is it any better than the oils we have here? — J. S. T.

Editor Bicycling World: — Will some one give information on the road and route from Springfield, Ohio, to Sandusky, and oblige by writing to W. H. Reed, 295 George street, Cincinnati, Ohio? — T. C. S.

Editor Bicycling World: — Will you please forward the address of the manufacturers of the "star" bic.cle through your paper? I should like to hear from bicyclists who have ridden both the "star" and the common bicycle, which they prefer. — F. J. T.

Editor Bicycling World: — I notice in all accounts of bicycle races that the time is given, but the size of wheel is omitted. Now, I think this is a great mistake; for a bicyclist may be trying to make a good mile or two at a private trial with a 50-inch wheel, and he may have seen some article on a bicycle race, giving the time which was made with a 56-inch wheel with ease, and all the while he is becoming disco-raged because he cannot come near the time. If the size of the wheel was given, all might compare the time with their own if they wished. I wish (if it meets with your own views) to draw the attention of bicyclists to the fact, and requesting them to add the size of wheel to their reports. — R. C. Pearson.

New Britain, Conn., 20 July, 1881.

Mr. Editor: — To my thinking, the supporter sold for the purpose is the best
device for keeping the stockings up. If necessary, they can be worn under the skirt, and if drawers are worn, a small opening can be made just above the knee, through which the ends are passed before attaching the stockings.

Will some wheelman kindly send me a description of the route from distress road to Providence, sufficiently minute to be followed by one totally unacquainted with the roads in that direction? By so doing, they will earn the thanks of

A. S. AMES, Wheelman.

F. O. Box 190.

Editor Bicycling World—I would like to hear through your columns from some practical wheelmen relating to the most appropriate and simple whistle signals for the following: Fall in, Mount, Single File, Two Absent, Four Absent, Increase Speed, Decrease Speed, Diversion or Hall, Distress—(from the rear).
The above for use by a club.

Editor Bicycling World—I should like to know the best route between Boston and Baltimore; and if any of your readers have ridden over the route or any part of it (which no doubt they have), I should like to hear from them regarding roads and hotels, and any other information they could give me.

H. H. D.

231 W. Canton street, Boston.

Mr. A. J. Eddy, of Flint, Mich., writes us to know what has been done about the championship races for this country, and suggests that either the mile or two-mile race at Worcester, in September, be made a championship.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; $50 for a membership of clubs. Clubs are encouraged to organize membership drives. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Male checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to D. W. Winter, 233 N. 16th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be given very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notify the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league, will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to The Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

**APPLICATIONS.**

**Editor of the Bicycling World:**—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam, Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.


**MISSOURI BI. CLUB.**—Thomas Mier, president, St. Louis Swimming School; Richard Garvey, vice-president, 407 Chestnut street; Thomas H. Drew, secretary and treasurer, 819 St. Charles street; George G. Bain, captain, 2107 Park avenue; George Oeters, 491 Chouteau avenue; Arthur Young, 3138 Chestnut street; Fred. Beckers, 315 Chouteau avenue; E. H. Gregory, 3351 Washington avenue; Joseph Gazzam, all of St. Louis, Mo.

**HILL CITY BI. CLUB.**—Hillsboro, Ohio. John R. Callahan, Walter D. Ayres, Frank J. Bridwell, John D. Bell, Albert C. Shank, Rush E. Evans, Harry Glenn, George W. Bowen, already a member of the L. A. W.


**CHAMPION CITY BI. CLUB.**—Additional: Ed. C. Leffel, John P. Taylor, M. M. Hedges, all of Springfield, O. The address of the Toledo consuls, Messrs. W. F. Dewey and W. F. West, should be changed to Taylor, Rogers & Co., Toledo, O., instead of Cincinnati, O., as erroneously published in the Bicycling World of 15 July.

In our list of applications 22 July, "New Brunswick BI Club" should read, "Brunswick Bi. Club, of New Brunswick, N.J."

**DIRECTORY.**

**BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.**

Advertisements inserted in this column for $3.00 per year.

**CALIFORNIA.**

SAN FRANCISCO. Osborne & Alexander, 625 Market Street.

**CONNECTICUT.**

HARTFORD. Billings & Spencer Co., Weed Sewing Machine Co.

NEW HAVEN. American Bicycle Co., 93 Crown Street.

**ILLINOIS.**

CHICAGO. Jno. M. Fairfield, Cor. State and Van Buren Streets.

**MASSACHUSETTS.**


**MONTANA.**

HELENA. W. E. Norris.

**NEW YORK.**

NEW YORK. WM. M. Wright, 701 Fifth Avenue; Schuyler & Diana's, 189 Broadway.

**OHIO.**

LIMA. Gale Sherman.

**PENNSYLVANIA.**

PHILADELPHIA. H. B. Hart, 813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURGH. Columbia Bicycle Agency, Cor. 4th Avenue and Smithfield Street.

**RHODE ISLAND.**

PROVIDENCE. Chas. F. Handys, 236 Westminster Street.

**THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL.**

MANUFACTURERS' ADVERTISER.

EDITED BY — R. C. N. BRITTAN.

Subscriptions received at this Office.

One year...........................................$2 50

Six Months...........................................$1 25

Three Months......................................60

Specimen copies sent from 140 Fleet St. • • London, E.C.

Subscriptions to both the "Bicycling World" and "Tricycling Journal" only $3.00.

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 WATER ST., BOSTON.
CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
(ESTABLISHED 1857.)
TREMONT STREET, COR. OF BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
SOLE PROPRIETORS OF THE FAMOUS
HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords,

HARRINGTON'S PATENT, CRADLE SPRING AND
NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES

deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycles, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

WM. M. WRIGHT,
791 5th Avenue,
NEW YORK CITY,
BICYCLES
OF EVERY MAKE.
Bicyclers' Sundries.
SECOND-HAND BICYCLES
A SPECIALTY.

[Image of a bicycle]

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 CUMBERLAND ST.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,
10 MILK ST.,
BOSTON, MASS.
IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF
English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR
SINGER & CO. - - Coventry.

THE TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers' Importer of
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 WORCESTER STREET, BOSTON.

Sails for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of

COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENG.

N. B. - I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ
THE 'CYCLIST,
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by

HEART STEEDS, Author of "The Indian n-uhlde,

And C. W. NIBLEY, author of "The Bicycle Journal,"

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

PRICE, ONE PENNY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6s. 6d.

FROM ILLER & SON, the "Cyclist" Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the BICYCLING WORLD and the CYCLIST only 3s. 5d. from

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 WATER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.

IT IS EFFECTIVE:
OUT OF THE WAY;
NOT EASILY BROKEN;
HIGHLY ORNAMEN-
TAL.

The alarm is stopped by bringing a projecting rod against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.


These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail on receipt of $3.00.

Send for circular.


LE SPORT VÉLOCIPÉDIQUE
ORGANE BI-MENSUEL
Des Velos-Clubes de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. DEVILLERS, Directeur.
RÉDACTION ET ADMINISTRATION : 36, RUE MONGE, PARIS.

Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at, the BICY-
CLING WORLD Office.
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Columbias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Columbias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a fact to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and neatest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $50 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Columbias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Columbias in preference to every other machine.
Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.
Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size - - - - - - - Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
JUST ISSUED!

"INDISPENSABLE."

BICYCLISTS' HAND-BOOK.

Orders taken at this Office.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,

SALEM, MASS.

BICYCLERS' SUNDRIES.

* The "TAKE-ME-TOO," for carrying a coat, etc., does not interfere with mounting or crossing: universally liked. Send size of waist: $ 09.

Wright's Anti-Burst Oil...........................................25

Acme Stands..................................................1.75

Hub Lamps, nickelled, small size..................................3.50

" a " o large like " King of the Road " ..........................4.00

Leggings, size of calf.............................................1.50

Saddle Bags, similar to " Handy Tool Bag " ..................1.25

Bugles, brass..................................................2.00

" nickelled . ...................................................4.00

Rubber Handles, in ordering mention make of bicycle....2.00

" Horn Whistles.................................................6.00

Shoes, canvas with corrugated rubber soles...........3.25

" Gong Bells..................................................1.75

" Nickelled Oil Cans..........................................2.25

" Wrenches, Blue Monkey.....................................7.00

* The Wright Standard Holder, for club colors, torches, etc. 1.90

Articles marked thus * can be sent by mail.

Remittances may be made by P. O. Order on Station H, or check.

W. M. WRIGHT, 791 5TH AVE., N. Y.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

[12 August, 1891]

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST

It is to wipe it over every day. The next best is to use non-corrosive. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance, Price, 75 cents for "Bicycle Special." Express prepaid to any port in the United States or Canada for $1.00. Cannot be sent by mail. Address:

A. B. BROWN & SONS
CUMMINGS & CO., Boston Agents.

ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

THE BEST, MOST COMFORTABLE and only ADJUSTABLE SADDLE made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one. Send for circular with testimonials.

In order, state whether Cradle spring or otherwise. Price, $3.50. Nickel Plated, $5.25. Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE
Box 1133
Brighton, Mass.

NEW MARLBORO'.

A NEW, fresh, quiet, cozy HOTEL, on both American and European plan. Conducted as a first-class house; centrally located. Bicycles properly cared for. Rates, for rooms, $1.00 per day per person; rooms and meals, $2.50 and $3.50 per day. Charles H. Moore, Proprietor. 736 and 718 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

"THE AMERICAN GENTLEMAN'S MAGAZINE."

The only illustrated periodical published in America devoted exclusively to the promotion and advancement of all sports and pastimes, by field and water. Its contributors are amongst the best in the land, each article being written by the recognized authority on the subject. Every gentleman in any way interested in the growth of sporting matters in this country should be without it, as it is invaluable as a safe and reliable record. Send 15 cents for specimen copy to

MARIUS LAZARE, 5 New Street, N. Y.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction. IT IS EFFECTIVE; OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY REMOVED; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is mounted by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, until the bell is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.

No. 1, Columbia of 1879, No. 2, Standard Columbia of 1878, No. 3, Harnolds (Grip over brake), No. 4, Harnolds (Thumb brake), No. 5, Special Columbia, No. 6, Ordinary Columbia.

"These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $3.00. Send for circular.


FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, inserted for fifty cents.]

BICYCLE WANTED. I want to purchase, for $5.00, a second-hand machine, size, how long in use, and lowest price. Address THOMAS C. BOURSINGTON, Columbus, Ohio.

FOR SALE, CHEAP. A Standard Columbia Bicycle. Never broken, has not run forty miles. Address Lock Box G, Meriden, Conn.

SELF-INTERPRINTING PRESS. A small printer's devil. 18 Chases, 6 cents. Exchange for 52 or 54 inch bicycle, the Special or Standard Columbia, 1426 Columbia avenue, Phila., Pa.

FOR SALE, CHEAP. A 34-inch fast nickel-plated Standard Columbia Bicycle, pattern of 1890, in as good condition as new. The owner wishes to purchase a larger size. JAS. H. GILMORE, 25 Fayette street, Nyc., N. Y.

CURRENTE CALAMO

An amber-colored iron named Vedder Gore, where more than a spreader, So he mounted a bike. Cycle, but—O my! It is not impelled by a real-red-head.

QUINCY, Mass., will soon have a bicycle club.

The League Hand Book is expected to be ready for members at an early day.

There are about one hundred wheelmen in a membership of three hundred and fifty, of the Staten Island Athletic Club.

The street urchi's latest, on seeing a bicyclist with "legs over": "O Jimmy! look at the hoop-skirt running' away with the man!"

All bicyclists want, Brother Kempton, is equal rights, but we wish also to show that the other side has its objectionable facet.

Our wheelmen might deprive our adversaries of one argument used in the horse-scare testimony, by the more general use of bells or other suitable alarm.

Bicyclists riding in the vicinity of Readville and the Blue Hills are warned that the long hill leading from the base of Blue Hill to Paul's bridge and Readville station is regarded as especially dangerous to coast, owing to the number of large stones which teasers use to block their wheels with when pulling a load up hill. Wheelman who rode in the "Wheel around the Hub" will remember this hill as being quite a climb. Were it not for these stones the coast would be perfect, as the road-bed is smooth and hard.

Ballots have been distributed among the L. A. W. Directors for their votes on the following: Committees on Membership, Rules, and Regulations, Meetings, Rights and Privileges, the Autumn Race Meeting; to provide for prizes for distances and conditions other than the "League Championship Prizes," mentioned in Rule 11; to authorize the Meeting Committee to arrange for one or more additional race meetings, or events at race meetings, and one or more excursions besides the annual meetings; to request and authorize a committee, consisting of the treasurer, corresponding secretary, and W. F. Gullen, of Brooklyn, N. Y., to have published a hand-book for use of members of the League.

PERSONAL

The bicycling postman in Cambridge is Mr. C. H. Cutter.

Harry Turner, of the Chelsea, Mass., Club will wheel from that city to Logan Avenue, N. H.

A member of the Essex, N. J., Bicycle Club was in this city last week, but he forgot to call on us.

Col. Pope will go to Paris during his European trip, and expects to be at home some time next month.

W. M. Wright, of the Mercury Bicycle Club, of New York, deserted that city for a brief sojourn at Mt. Desert.

Capt. Hill and Secretary Randall, of the New Orleans Bicycle Club, both gentlemen enthusiastic wheelmen, gave us a pleasant call last Monday.

Sylvester Baxter, of Malden, is back from the Hazelton, Montemuma, and we trust he will resuscitate the lax interest in the Middlesex wheels.

It is reported that Capt. Hodges, of the Bostons and the yacht "Volante," keeps "open house" at the Highlands to the belted night-riders of the wheel.

L. W. Seeley, of the Capital Bicycle Club, Washington, vacated to Litchfield, Conn., and Messrs. Falls and Cook, of the same club, have taken theirs at Cottage City.

Director Eddy, of Michigan, is undecided about racing at the League Autumn Meet. He hopes the races may be conducted with some deference to reason and the "eternal fitness" of things.

Director C. H. Lamson and Mr. H. F. Libby, of Portland, Me., have been wheeling up and down Crawford Notch, in the White Mountains, and claim to have had a very enjoyable time.

Capt. Ayer, of the Solus Bicycle Club, Boston, had a severe fall coming down a hill in Brighton, Sunday, and when he called at our office next day, although by no means cast down, looked a little shook up.

Consul Dean, of the Bostons, is in the happy possession of a new 57-inch Yale racer. It weighs thirty-eight pounds, with saddle and pedals. L. H. Johnson, of Orange, N. J., has ordered a similar one, and Louis Frye, of Marlboro', contemplates it.

Mr. Julius Wilcox writes us from Brooklyn, N. Y., that the bicycling accident to a lady in Prospect Park, mention of which first appeared in the Church Union (whatever paper that is), and was enclosed to us from the Golden Rule office, has not been heard of in that vicinity.

The New York Sunday Courier says Louis Harrison, Conant Foster, and S. Baxter are probable competitors for the Pelham place, and enters C. H. Reed, C. J. Howard, and Joe Pennell for the "pièce puzzle." C. E. Hawley is also said to be reaching for the former, and there are lots of "coming" men, too.
Bicycling World

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclers generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to EDITOR OF BICYCLING WORLD, etc., 40 WATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in next column.

BOSTON, 12 AUGUST, 1881.

HORSES AND NIGHTMARES.

It would be amusing, were it not for the prejudice it creates against our cause among influential ignoramuses in the community, to read the opinions of parties testifying in the Central Park bicycle case, together with the comments of their sympathizers aside as to the effect the sight of a bicycle has upon a horse's nerves. One man naively confessed his fear of his own horse where one of these terrible bugaboos was about, which evinced either cowardice or inexperience on the part of the man; and it is a fact that most of these runaway accidents are the result of the drivers' demoralization, when presence of mind and a proper exercise of authority would readily bring the animals to subjection. This same man, when asked the question, said he had never tried to accustom his horse to the bicycle, and would not risk such an experiment! If he persists in such foolishness his neck will be broken some day, for he is fated to meet more wheelmen than ever. A correspondent sends us some clippings from Pittsburg, Pa., papers, containing an account of a bicycle scare in that city recently, and relevant editorial and popular comment thereon. The occurrence is thus described:

"Again the bicycle comes to the fore as the cause of a disastrous runaway, which, although resulting in considerable damage, caused no loss of life or serious injury. At an early hour this morning, a son of Mr. Otto Helmold, of Smithfield street, was driving on Forbes street, when a bicyclist came dashing along on his machine, and just as he came near Mr. Helmold's wagon, lost his balance and toppled over. The bicycle fell in front of the horse, but the rider jumped and thus escaped being trampled to death, as the horse became frightened and dashed down the street at a fearful speed. Young Mr. Helmold was thrown out and painfully bruised, and the jagger wagon was completely demolished, the horse being also painfully cut and bruised about the legs and body. Drivers are complaining loudly about the dangers which they incur from the bicycle nuisance; and they hold that for the safety of this class, the men who run the one-wheeled speeders should be compelled to confine themselves to unfrequented streets."

The last sentence shows how opinions differ. Now, we think, instead of bicycles being restricted to by-ways, that sort of horse should be withdrawn from the highways altogether. One of these papers says:

"Livery men and owners of road horses, in the East End more especially, but generally over the two cities, complain bitterly against the bicycle. They say that a horse perfectly accustomed to a locomotive or 'most any object that horses sometimes shy at will frighten at a bicycle, the principal reason being that it is new to them. A bicycle rider will often steer hard on one heel of the horse, and comes up from behind so suddenly and noiselessly that the horse is almost sure to frighten, no matter how gentle he may be. The horsemen urge that the bicycle steeds be confined to certain streets and certain hours of the day or evening, if they must be recognized at all.

That last clause of the article is in the same old strain. Now, we have known and heard of horsemen purposely driving up behind and beside bicycles in order to crowd and worry the wheelmen; yet wheelmen are generally too gentlemanly, and always too cautious for their own safety, to ever crowd or even necessarily approach a strange horse. The Pittsburg Leader reports an opinion in this way:

"Said a well-known business man of this city, who resides in the suburbs, and who drives horse every evening in a buggy, to some correspondents the other day: 'You should write up the bicycle nuisance in your paper, for if ever there was a nuisance and a thing that men who drive out the road are afraid of, it is those infernal bicycles. Within the last month there have been no less than fourteen smashups out the road, and a number of persons injured, some seriously, all of which was caused by these bicycles. A horse will frighten easier at one of them than anything else I know of. They come along mounted by riders, and they run, so readily heard, and they wabble in such a manner that a horse thinks it is going to run into it, and the animal becomes frightened and runs away. They also ride right across and in front of a horse. This causes him to shy, and the result is the buggy is backed into a fence or overturned and the occupants thrown out and injured. Why, it's not safe for a man to drive out the road nowadays, all on account of this nuisance. I know one livery-stable keeper on Third avenue who has three wrecked buggies and two badly injured horses in his stable caused by runaways on account of bicycles. Why can't these parties, if they insist on riding these bicycles, take some particular thoroughfare and ride them to their hearts' content, and not go on every street in the suburbs, and thereby be the cause of numerous mishaps and possibly deaths? This I tell you is a fact, and which every person who drives out the road will certify to. A well-known citizen told me yesterday that the next time any of these fellows ran in front of his horse he would ride him down; 'for,' said he, 'if I don't do so my horse will run me down, and I am going to get the best of it if I possibly can.'"

Without commenting on the truly Christian animus of the closing sentence in that last article, we affirm that all that catalogue of scares and disasters goes to prove the foolishness of horses in general and the incompetency of particular drivers. Here is an editorial in which the writer moralizes philosophically and non-committally:

"Why a horse should scare at a bicycle more than at anything else is rather a mystery. It is not at all singular that a locomotive should frighten an animal the first or tenth time he sees it. To the young horse from the country it must seem like some gigantic monster from the forest rushing on him, with fiery breath, loud bellowings, and at night a grand glaring eye in his forehead, to devour him. But a bicycle is not a frightful-looking thing; it is but a delicate, fragile-looking wheel, gliding rapidly along the road with a man astride of it. Why a horse should even notice it seems strange. The only theory on which we can easily explain why it should scare the beast is that he sees something weird and strange about it — that not noticing the wheel, there is presented to his vision the apparition of a man walking on nothing, some three feet above the surface of the ground, and moving with a noiseless,
gliding rapidity that gives him superstitious thrills along his backbone. But the horse is a most valuable helper in the supernatural. Can it really be that the horse imagines the bicyclist to be a spectre, and his spidery wheel to be the ghost of some buggy that he smashed in his young, wild days of breaking? Be this as it may, the fact has been abundantly attested by lively men and drivers, in the test case brought by the bicycle-makers themselves against the Park Commissioners of New York, that the best and quickest horses are rendered wild by the sight of the mounted bicyclist; and as will be seen by an article elsewhere published, the opinion of Pittsburgh horse dealers is to the same effect.

We candidly admit the correctness of these premises, but maintain that they constitute a strong argument against the free use of horses on public thoroughfares by any but cool and skillful drivers; further, with a view to reform in this matter, we suggest the establishment of a system of competitive examination of aspirants for the driving and using of horses in the thoroughfares, and only permit such as are duly licensed by the board of examiners to exercise the coveted privilege. Thus life and property would be safer; for even though the animals might occasionally scare at umbrellas, wheelbarrows, dog-carts, and even bicycles, the courage and skill of their drivers would prevent disastrous results. Meantime, if our suggestion should not be followed, and it becomes evident that the horse and the bicycle cannot both be tolerated,—why, the horse must go.

In starting our horse-accident record a few weeks since, we anticipated that it would speedily become too large an elephant to handle conveniently; and we were prepared to cease publishing it after a few weeks. We were aware that the record would be but partial, for our own time could not be devoted to looking up the accidents, while still less could we expect our readers to notify us of even a tithe of those which might come to their knowledge. However, interest in it was growing, and latterly nearly every mail brings us accounts of one or more. Our object was to accumulate a sufficient number for comparative data or reference for use on a possible future occasion; and, having attained that object, we shall no longer publish them, but will request our correspondents to continue to forward them,—that is, those only where persons are killed or injured. We have on record since our last publishing and occurring since 21 July, forty-two horse accidents, by which twelve persons were killed and forty-six more seriously injured. Three of the runaways were caused by bicycles, while other causes of fright were cars, umbrellas, sunshades, scraps of paper, gayly-colored dresses, a fashionable dogcart, a kite, a wheelbarrow, and many other common and simple objects,—all which goes to show what an ass the average horse is, and how unlit the average man is to be intrusted with the care of him.

The Central Park test case still “drags its slow length along,” and after three or four brief hearings before the referee (the last one the 9th inst.), continues “to be continued.” So far, little has been done since the arrest, 2 July, beyond the taking of testimony from horse fanciers and lively-stable men, the burden of which has been the inevitable scare the sight of a bicycle inspires in the animal, and which it is not worth while to reproduce in our columns, there being no new phase developed. Messrs. Wright, Foster, and Walker, the voluntary victims (;) have the entire metropolitan press and general popular opinion on their side, and it is doubtful that either the common-sense of the court or the obstinacy of the commissioners can withstand the pressure of these potent influences in favor of the wheelemen. It is rumored that testimony of horse men in Boston and vicinity, generally favorable to bicycling, is to be obtained before the hearing is closed.

The Bicycle in the Park.

JOHN V. CULVER, chief engineer and superintendent of Prospect Park, Brooklyn, was questioned by a Tribune reporter last week concerning the use of bicycles in the park.

“I have just received,” he said, “a communication from the corporation counsel of New York, asking me as to the effect of bicycles on horses. I will tell you substantially what reply I shall make. The Brooklyn Park Commission has under its supervision the park and boulevard and drives as far as Coney Island. In Prospect Park provision has been made for almost every kind of reasonable outdoor recreation. The parade ground, besides accommodating the military organizations of New York and Brooklyn, is probably the most extensive ground in the state for such sports as football, cricket, lacrosse, base ball, polo, etc., in the country. The turf spaces are broad and capacious, and croquet, lawn tennis, and other similar games are freely permitted everywhere, and the woods are in use as is the air in the neighborhood for exercise by special permission. Drivers and riders have been amply provided for: and when bicyclists applied for their share of privileges, I used my discretion as to the extent of permission I should grant for the use of the park for their needs. They have been permitted to use the walks of the park for years without restriction; they have also had the use of the parkways, the principal one being Ocean Parkway, leading from the south-west entrance of the park to the Concourse, at Coney Island. Upon the drives of the park the bicycles are not permitted to go.

“A great deal of the riding and driving is done by ladies and children and other not very experienced drivers, and our effort has been to make the park especially attractive and safe for this class of actors. Miss Porter’s fall was due, incidentally, to her horse being run into by a team, which, it was claimed, had been frightened by a bicycle. This sad occurrence suggested some occasion for caution. But for my own experience in driving and riding about the city, I find so many new and outlandish forms of vehicles, advertising vans, signs, etc., along the street, to which horses are forced to become familiar, if one uses the street at all, I feel that the bicycle rider is not without rights in the community. The one serious objection that I have observed is the almost noiseless manner of their moving, which is calculated, unless some proper mode of signalling is established, to cause accidents to horses which do not discover the presence of the bicycle until it passes swiftly by them.

“Aes Shyling horse, with the driver’s attention not particularly centred on it, is like to cause trouble.”

“Have you in mind any method of signalling?”

“The only one I have thought of is to have some kind of bell attached. The bicycle is found to be particularly obnoxious to the drivers of trotting horses, who, generally, as my observation goes, want all the road they can get, to the exclusion of everybody else. As a matter of fact, I think more accidents occur from their daring and reckless driving and assumption of the use of the road than will ever occur from bicycles. I know from experience that they never want to turn out or stop their horses; they always want you to do that. New horses have to become acquainted with novelties, and I believe that most horses will easily become acquainted with bicycles.”

“Have you ever allowed bicycles on the drives?”

“Only at times and temporarily. At the time of the convention I allowed bicycles to go through on the west side.”

“It has been stated that Miss Porter’s accident induced you to close the drives to bicycles.”

“That is not so. Her death did not occur in the park. A high-spirited team
of young horses, belonging to Mr. Roynton, was frightened by a bicycle and ran. In one of the streets it was frightened again by a pile of rubbish, which caused it to shy and strike against Miss Porter's horse. This resulted in her death. A junk wagon or a van would have frightened the horse just as easily as the bicycle did. I have a spirited horse of my own that does not notice bicycles, but it does shy at vans. One question that the corporation counsel asks in his note is, Have you seen horses shy at bicycles? I can reply that I have seen them shy at the rabbits in the park, and at the peacocks, and at the sprinkling carts. But we don't want to kill our rabbits, or murder our peacocks, and we cannot get along without our sprinkling carts.

"But here's one thing I have seen. I have seen fast drivers come up at a 2.40 rate, and frighten horses by the suddenness of their appearance. Yet I would not like to deprive Mr. Vanderbilt and Robert Bonner of the privilege of driving Mand S. and St. Julien. They have rights as well as bicyclists. If you start from Fulton Ferry and drive toward the park, you will encounter junk-carts, bands of music, vans, etc., and your horses must get used to them. In New York, they became used to the elevated roads and other things. When I was in Paris, in 1875, I saw bicycles used for messenger service on the boulevards, and they seemed to attract no one's attention.

"We believe in a chance for all. We watch these things, and if we find no harm comes, we extend privileges. The bicycle riders have the East Parkway extending to Bedford avenue, with its concrete surface. The fast drivers allow us the use of the Ocean Parkway at any speed they like. What they have themselves, they should give us. We have to propose to let the people get all they can out of the park. It cost enough, and the people ought to get the full benefit of it."

"Have you yet heard any complaints against the bicycle riders?"

"Occasionally from a old fel ow accustomed to jog along at a four-mile rate, whose Rip Van Winkle emotions had been disturbed."

In conclusion, Mr. Culver said with emphasis: "I would suggest that the New York Park Commissioners learn to ride the bicycle themselves. They would then have less time for wrangling and would learn more about Central Park than they seem to know now." — New York Tribune, 1 August.

THE BICYCLING WORLD

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Marlboro' B. Club. — At the annual meeting held Monday, 1 August, the club was reorganized, with the following officers for the ensuing six months: Arthur P. Curtis, captain; Frank A. Leland, secretary and treasurer; George E. Frye, bugler. It was voted to hold a club race every two weeks for the club championship.

Mount Vernon B. Club, Mount Vernon. — A meeting held 5 August, 1881, the Mount Vernon Bicycle Club was formed, with the following officers: Wm. Gilbert Clark, president and captain; Chas. F. Lauten, lieutenant and bugler; Philip W. Johnson, secretary and treasurer. The other members are Frank T. Davis and Frank W. White. Although very small now, we expect to increase our number in a very short time.

Rochester (N. Y.) B. Club. — At the regular semi-annual election of this club, the following officers were elected: H. G. Danforth, president; F. F. Chase, captain; R. A. Purnett, first lieutenant; C. A. Smith, first guide; John Kondolff, second guide; W. H. Pool, secretary and treasurer, care Bank of Monroe, Rochester, N. Y. — Club Committees: H. G. Danforth, president; F. F. Chase, captain; S. H. Pool, secretary and treasurer; W. H. Pool, second guide; Chas. T. De Pay, Warham Whitney.

S. H. Pool, Sec. and Treas.

Boston B. Club. — A. L. Woodward was elected 2d lieutenant, in place of E. P. Sharp, resigned.

RACES

Coming Events.

30 August. Columbus, O., State Fair.
3 September. Worchester, New England Fair, bicycle races.
3 October. Brookton, Brookton Bicycle Club races.
20 September. Sacramento, Agricultural State Fair, bicycle races.
22 September. Franklin, Pa., Venango County Agricultural Society's second annual fair, bicycle parade and tournament.
2 September. Governor, N. Y., annual fair of the Governor Agricultural and Mechanical Society, bicycle tournament.
21 September. New Jersey State Fair, bicycle races.
30 September. Atlantic City, Athletic Club.
30 September. Philadelphia, Pa., handson run amateur bicycle steep-winch, two miles, and amateur one-mile bicycle race.
30 and 31 August and 3 September. Morris County Agricultural Society, Morristown, N. J., Amateur Bicycle races. First day: one-half mile dash (scratch); second day: one-quarter mile race (scratch) and one-half mile race (scratch) for the latter to be run in three heats. Prizes — Winner's choice, value of $255; second man, $44. Second Day: one-quarter mile race (scratch) to be run in three heats. Prizes — Winner's choice, value of $225; second man, $44.
3 September. September. Marboro' (Mass.) Farmers and Mechanical Association Fair, bicycle tournament.
9 September. Joint meeting of the New York Athletic and Marlboro bicycle clubs.
19 September. Bicycle races.
21 September. Trunk road, 21 miles.
22 September. Proposed 20-mile race.
27 September. Mechanics Fair, 1st and 2d prizes, $15,000.
30 September. Rowayton, Conn.
30 September. Brooklyn, N. Y.
30 September. Philadelphia, Pa., handson run amateur bicycle steep-winch, two miles, and amateur one-mile bicycle race.
30 and 31 August and 3 September. Morris County Agricultural Society, Morristown, N. J., Amateur Bicycle races. First day: one-half mile dash (scratch); second day: one-quarter mile race (scratch) and one-half mile race (scratch) for the latter to be run in three heats. Prizes — Winner's choice, value of $255; second man, $44. Second Day: one-quarter mile race (scratch) to be run in three heats. Prizes — Winner's choice, value of $225; second man, $44. Third day: two-mile race (handicap). Prizes — Winner's choice, value of $100; second man, $60. Races will be held at 4 p.m. each day. Entries close 20 August, and may be addressed to G. H. Knight, secretary. Mansion House, Morristown, N. J. B. Connors, President; H. B. String, Treasurer.

Marlboro' B. Club, Marlboro', Mass. — The first club race took place 21 August, at Marlboro'. The first prize was $50. Second, $30; third, $20. Mr. George E. Frye, the winner, rode in 3:30, which was very creditable, as the track was quite sandy. Arthur P. Curtis came in second, in 3:33, and Gilbert H. Wheeler third, in 3:42. After the race, Mr. Lewis T. Frye, of the Marlboro' Bicycle Club, rode a mile against time (2:319), which would undoubtedly have been much faster, had he not met with an accident to his pedal on the last quarter, which obliged him to slow up considerably. After the South Wheelmen passing through Marlboro' to give Mr. Frye a call, as they will be sure of finding a genial companion, who is fully alive to the interests of the wheel.

L. A ONE-MILE BICYCLE RACE took place at the Exhibit on building, Halifax, N. S., 22 July, for prizes offered by the Stctston, Brooks & Dixon Combination, who were exhibiting in the building on that evening. The prizes were a silver bowl and tray to first and a silver cup to second, and they were won by R. McFarquhar, Halifax B. C., first, in 4m. 10s. 1. J. S. O'Bryan, second, in 4m. 15s.

A week later, 29 July, a second race was held on the same course as the first, but the number of entries was not doubled. First prize, a silver cup and medal for the championship of Halifax City, won by John Stairs, Jr.; second prize, a silver cup, won by Fred. Ward. On 6 August, a memorial run was held in Halifax with a view to having a contest for the championship of Nova Scotia; 11 August is the date fixed for the race, which will be likely more exciting than either of the previous ones. It is to be regretted that Halifax has not a good bicycle course. The above races were run in a building which necessitates over fifty sharp turns to the mile, and puts men who ride a big wheel to a great disadvantage. Under the management of Mr. W. R. Anderson, of Brooklyn, N. Y., who has been in Nova Scotia for the past month, bicycling has taken a most wonderful stride here.

O'B.

NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

(We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.)

Editor Bicycling World: — First, a suggestion: For the benefit of the anxious inquirer as to how to keep his stockings up, I will state that I have used this year, in 1,300 miles of bicycling, over all varieties of road, straps passing from the stockings to the waistband of the trousers, to buttons on the inside of which their upper ends are secured. These stockings supporters can be obtained at the ladies' trimming stores, and all that the inquiring bicyclist needs is to get his wife, or better still, some other female bicyclist, to make a pair for him.

Second, some information. I hear more or less groaning, especially among new riders (who are thick this season) about riding Milton Hill on the way to Quincy, the hill immediately preceding the Clifden Climb. This climb — and if it is a climb — can be avoided by going through Dorchester via Adams street instead of Washington street (taking Bowdoin street from Washington to Adams) and leaving Adams street just
before reaching the cemetery, a mile before Milton Mills is arrived at, a Granite street leads not far to the left, in a straight line to East Milton (Blue Bell), where it rejoins Adams street, the other side of Milton Hill. Granite street is a little rough in spots, but is perfectly ridable, and reduces the distance about a mile. I almost always take it if I am going twenty miles or more.

Third, as to road courtesy. It has been my custom, when meeting a brother wheelman on the road, to salute him either by a bow or a touch of the hat, and I believe I never failed to elicit a courteous response until the other day. While riding on Washington street, Dorchester, a mile or so beyond Grove Hall, I met two wheelmen dressed in white uniforms and white polo caps, trimmed, I think, with blue, — members of some club, I think, but am not sure, — riding rather slowly, one with arms serenely folded, and in the other generally with a somewhat dislofty air; the other following. I touched my cap courteously, and received for a response a cool "don't know you" stare, intended to be a reproduction, doubtless, of the latest English idiooy. Upon which I reflected that a handsomc uniform is not always fitted upon a gentleman, and that I had often noticed that the hands-off, arms-folded style of riders do very well as lady-killers, but soon "get left" on an all-day run.

MASSACHUSETTS.

"DARKNESS." — In the Bicycling World, Vol. II., No. 7, 24 December, 1880, Mr. F. A. Jackson, of the New Haven Bicycle Club, suggests: "The following may be recommended as forming an almost perfect oil for burning in the bicycle lamp: Best lard oil, four parts, best kerosene, one part. For each pint of the oils add one ounce of camphor dissolved in the kerosene previously to adding it to the lard oil. This will thoroughly test and know to be good. It will burn to the last drop; give a clear white light, and the wick does not incline to burn.

"WOODSIDE" may find what he wants in the following code of signal whistles adopted by the council of the Yale of Leven Bicycle Club in use at club runs and drills:

1. — first time, Fall in.
2. — second time, Mount.
4. — Two abreast.
5. — Slacken speed.
6. — — — Dismount.
7. — — — Halt!
8. — — — — — — Sounded from front. Answer from the rear.
9. — — — — — — — Sounded from rear. All right, go ahead.

The first ten calls are for the whistles of the captain or sub-captain only. No. 11, members are requested to use at all times when necessary.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to "J. A. W. H. Milliner, 233 N. 10th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fee, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of application.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary in any error made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World, and may be obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the WORLD. It is very important that every member should familiarize himself with these rules, and they will not be published in book form. As the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of 50c. for solid silver, or 1.00 for nickel-platedbadge.

NOTICE TO DIRECTORS.—Directors will please hurry in the appointments of officers. This should be published this fall, and it is very important that a full and correct list of consuls should appear therein. In sending the names, please state whether they are new consuls or re-elected. And give the full addresses, both residence and business. Fraternally,

Kingman N. Putnam, Cor. Sec.

Under application of Missouri Bicycle Club in the World of last week, substitute for Richard Garvey (already a League member), thes. P. Allen, Allen town, Mo.; and F. M. Gifford, Edina, Mo., already a League member.

Kingman N. Putnam, Cor. Sec.

CORRESPONDENCE

Chicago Notes.

CLUBS.—President Bates has opened this question with his view of the case, derived from experience in Detroit. He rather "sits down" on the "unattached," in defense of a man's body. I would say that we have quite a favorable impression of them here. They are the material from which our clubs have grown, and from which we are constantly receiving additions. We always invite these riders to our runs, and will continue to do so, if we wish in any way to place them under obligations to us to join, or to in awe in any way that our motive in inviting them is to secure their membership. We do not believe it necessary for every wheelman to join a club; any more than it is for every person to join a church, — although it may be desirable. Our policy has been (speaking for the Chicago Bicycle Club) to offer to members all the facilities for the enjoyment of bicycling that concentrated effort could procure; to overcome the prejudice of the people, and the tendency to adverse legislation which the introduction of this new vehicle naturally meets with; the promotion of a wide acquaintance among wheelmen, whether members or not. We have been successful in attaining our several objects, and hence congratulate ourselves. In the mean time bicycling in the city has grown and thriven, and the unattached now outnumber us more than twice. I dare say they are entirely unconscious of what benefit we have been to them. Our club members are coming to know and appreciate much of the unattached as members. — always have been. But we have yet to meet with an unattached rider who has repeatedly availed himself of our club privileges but what has finally become a member. We have now over 200 riders in all in Chicago, about 150 of whom are unattached. There is more of a tendency to ride in small parties of two or four than in a big club run, and it is quite difficult to get together a body of more than fifteen, on account of varied business pursuits and engagements; but every pleasant evening our popular drives are thronged with bicyclers in small parties, or frequently alone, and one cannot help wondering where they all come from. It shows a deep-seated interest in the wheel on the part of elderly gentlemen as well as young men although they may be a little slow in becoming members. There is only one tricycle in Chicago. — G. H. Craig, Chicago Bicycle Club, has sold his 65-inch "D. H. F. Premier" racer, and is now dismounted. Mr. Craig was badly beaten at Louisville during the Masonic festival, but the account of the affair in the WORLD fails to assign the reason. He fell in the first race while in the lead, and was disabled for that race and succeeding ones. He is now at Geneva Lake, substringing. — All the blank board fences in and about Chicago are now covered with signs in big 60-inch letters, "Columbia Bicycle," alongside of stove polish, bitters, and hotel legends. — We have in the week any more be some distinction maintained between our machines and the wooden ones. "Bicycle" is good, if it will work. Before the Central Park commissioners of New York bicycling in the city was begun, his testimony that while in Chicago his horse was run into by a bicycle, causing a runaway and serious damage to himself. This was caused by a small wooden
machine in the hands of a ten-year-old boy, so far as we can trace it up. The Times, in its cable dispatches from London, announces the arrival from Edinburgh, in excellent spirits, of Rev. A. Edwards and son, of the Chicago Bicycle Club, who have ridden the distance to London on the wheel... Messrs. Olds, Packard, Nichols, Blinn, Spruance, and Ayers, are the "standstill" experts of Chicago. Capt. Blinn has a monopoly of standing still in the saddle with auxiliary scenic effects; while Mr. Conkling cuts up all sorts of terrific scenes on his 60-inch "D. H. F." Fancy riding is getting popular, while racing is dormant... Messrs. Olds, Packard, Hamlin, Parker, Runnistein, and Seaverson have just got their new machines,—all "D. H. F."—and are now round town more than they used to be. Mr. White, of the Boston Bicycle Club, stopped here on his way West, and gave the city an audience. Mr. Crigan, of the same club, is now "one of us," being connected with Mr. Fairchild's establishment... Mr. Burnell, of the Marshalltown bicyclists, looked over our street machine, and expressed the expectation that the club has just 'returned' from a trip through New England and the East. The regular inter-club race of the Chicago and Ariel Clubs was omitted in July, on account of most of the riders being off on vacations and tours... Mr. Mel- necke, of the Milwaukee Bicycle Club, took a wheel around town last week. He has a brand new "D. H. F. Premier," nickelled all over. He says Milwaukee can show better bicycling than Chicago, but then he did n't go around and see what we have to show. Like every one else who sees our business streets only, he reports the wheeling bad. STENO.

Montreal.

Montreal Bicycle Club, Editor Bicycling World:—The following is a summary of club rides:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Season</th>
<th>July 1 to July 31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of rides</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total attendance</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By how many different members</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest attendance</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallest attendance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total mileage</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest ride</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shortest ride</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of morning practices</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total attendance</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By how many different members</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largest attendance</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smallest attendance</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further competitions for club mile, championship and belt are postponed till three "bona fide" competitors show up; and the August road race has shared the same fate till six B. F. C.'s signify their intention of going in for it... We have now thirty-six active riding members, most of whom are mounted at last... Our captain and secretary are in commu- nication with the executive committee on spectating races to be held on the Exhibition Grounds about 20th September. I hope their efforts will be crowned with success... As another correspondent has already informed you, a deputation of our club waited on the Park Commissioners and persuaded them to readjust their resolution prohibiting bicycles from being used in the park; in part; and they are now allowed there till A. M... I am sorry to say that Jack Muirhead, one of our new members, and a great acquisi- tor of new rides, has been down with typhoid for the last fortnight, but we have strong hopes that he will get over it. Our fifth lieutenant is also on the sick-list. the extreme heat of the last few days has affected his head so badly that he is usually so level—so badly that his doc- tor packed him out of town at a day's notice... By the way, Kanuck will find, if I can smell him out, that I can bite as well as bark. I long to fix my faxes in the thickest portion of his understand- ings; I think it would do him good... K. K., too, talking so disrespectfully about my master and his spectacles, had better take care, or the next time the last catcher at 8 A.M., on Common- wealth Avenue, trying to cut off a "cop" spooning a nice plump cookie, he 'n't persuade him to go in and change his coat and hat before he gets in to try to enlighten him to crack up the bugger so much, too, consid- ering it's himself; but I have heard him emit some ver' curious notes at times. That crapper of his on the Mackay Hill was caused only with a loose handle, which came off as he was about to dis- mount for a frightened horse, and served him right for not keeping his wheel in better order, as I would have told him if I could speak English. Hungry Tomm- ny has been in Toronto for the last week, so I have missed the crumbs of the breakfast he always brings up to morning practice loose in his jacket pocket along with his glove, cut to- bacco, etc... We lay claim to the inven- tion of another novel amusement on the wheel: "lanceless tilting," we call it, and some of our new members do it to per- fection; it merely consists of charging another fellow fellow-wheelman by yourself and seeing how much the machines are damaged. It's good for trade... The Royal Canadian is the newest thing in machines here. It is made specially for this market. We have over a dozen in use already. It is manufactured by Lane Bros., of Liverpool and Montreal. ....Allan Arthur has just imported two "Clubs"; both sold and a demand for more. CLUB REPORT. Montreal, 8 August, 1881.

New Bedford.

Judging from correspondence from that section, New Bedford wheelmen are zealously interested in the success of bicycling. We have the following sample, under date of 3 August, 1881, and hope Capt. Butler will continue to keep us in- formed of what goes on in his city: "I was glad to see our secre- tary's letter in your last issue. Our regular monthly meeting occurred Monday evening, 4 August. Two new names were proposed and admitted to our membership, making in all nine active mem- bers. It was voted to join the L. A. W. at once, and the necessary steps have been taken already to that end. We have every reason to be encouraged; our club is steadily increasing in membership, bicy- cling is becoming a very popular sport in this city, and we only have given down with the same courteous and business-like course as heretofore, our success for the future is assured. On the other hand, we have not a little to contend against. Our city is most favourably situated for yachting and boating of all descriptions, and this forms a great attraction for just that part of our population who would take up bicycling if these aquatic sports did not consume so much of their time. Again, our roads are, except within the city limits, very poor, although we have two good runs of about six miles each. These we take every rightful advantage of, and make most of our club drills and short runs upon them. We attempted a run to Fall River (a distance of fourteen miles) and return, on the afternoon of 4 July, but about half way over were overtaken by a violent thunder shower. We got through the deluge, without getting wet, and returned home... We hope to meet good roads and a welcome from our fellow-wheelmen. It is impossible to exhaust this very interesting subject. I may as well dismount, I find it so fascinating that I could write from sunrise to sunset, and then say something (?) to say. W. M. Butler.

"Captain New Bedford B. C. Club."

Gloucester, Mass.

With the delightful, though decidedly warm weather of the past week, cycling in this city has been altogether enjoyable... The Cadet camp at Magnolia, four and one half miles distant from the city proper, seemed to have its quota of visiting wheelmen... The road from Gloucester to this beautiful little spot, though of gravel and very soft in some places, is withal a very satisfactory road- way for the bicycle; the greater portion lying directly through the woods, and bordered with huge trees, making the ride deliciously cool and enjoyable... Another fine little spin is to Annisquam, four and one half miles to the north. The road, with the exception of two good rises, is hard and level, and lies for the most part along "shady lanes" and "riv- ers" bank... The Highland House, Cannery, and Yacht Club, is, where the 'cyclist should put up either for a good substantial meal or lodging... The next best run we have is that "around the Cape." First, four or five miles to Rockport, thence to Pigeon Cove (stop at Pigeon Cove House, or Ocean View),
and on around the Cape to Annisquam, and home via Washington street,—dis tantion of about nine miles; easily made in two hours. Gloucester has twenty-
one bicycles, and with the exception of two, all are this year's riders. A. F. Dodd has sold his go-inch "Columbia" to Mr. Charles Jacobs, and is talking about purchasing the "Star." Mr. Henry Parsons, who recently sustained an injury to his leg in falling from his machine, is about again, and very anxious to sit astride the "pigeon skin" once more. Mr. William Bradstreet, of the Waltham Club, has been "wheeling it" about town the past week. Will says he don't like our roads. Bicyclists visiting Gloucester are notified that the Atlantic House, corner of Main and Washington streets, is the place to put up at, the L. A. W. consul in this city has made necessary arrangements, and riders will be well taken care of. J. S. W., Jr.

Cleveland.

Editor Bicycling World: — In the way of Ohio news, there is a State Meet talked of to be held at Columbus during the State Fair, which I understand will give gold and silver medals for a bicycle race. Waggoner & Krag, of Coles, have it in charge. Had a letter from Mr. Gale Sherman, who said that he arrived home (at Lima) on 13 July, at 12:05 A.M.; by which I suppose he rode from Boston on his wheel. Miss Von Blumen, the lady 'cyclist, is, I believe, coming here soon. Mr. J. M. Osborn, consul for Fremont, writes me that wheelmen stopping there can put up at the Ball House at the following rates: One meal, fifty cents; one person, lodging and breakfast, seventy-five cents; per day, $1.50; in parties of four, $1.25 per day. The Cleveland Bicycle Club, in the spring, commenced taking early morning runs, starting at six o'clock, which have been enjoyed very much, and have been quite successful; the club now has eight active members and one honorary member. Under suggestions, please let me say that a record of fastest time, both amateur and professional, for the various distances in Europe and America, would be very acceptable to all your readers.

ALFRED ELY, Jr.,
Sec. Cleveland Bic. & Director L.A.W.
CLEVELAND, O., 1 AUGUST, 1881.

To Newburyport, Mass.

Editor Bic. World: — Messrs. Shaw, of the Crescent Club, Pratt, Nalge, and the writer, of the Chelsea Club, started with the intention of making Newburyport at 3:15, Saturday, 6 August; but unforeseen mishap, the Crescent man took the cars for North Hampton, where he intends to pass his vacation; the rest of us continued on to Newburyport, and in that city found the means of roads we ever encountered. We passed through to Salisbury Point, just five hours after starting, going the distance, according to my cyclometer, of forty-five miles, making nine miles an hour; we stayed over night at the Point, and Sunday; it is, for us, out of a total population of seven thousand, are not. By the way, does that proportion hold good throughout the United States? And though the members of the Washington Bicycle Club would probably look with disfavor upon our occasional hundred yards of level road, they would, I am sure, enjoy our glorious coasts. And the fraternitv at large may depend on us to do our share in building up the sport in our part of the world.

Alton, Ill.

Mr. C. F. Sparks, of Alton, Ill., sending his name as a subscriber to the World, says, under date July 31, "Your paper is very interesting; so interesting that I thought life not worth living without a wheel. So I ordered a 52-inch 'Standard' last week, and am anticipating my first header the coming week. Two wheelmen of St. Louis started on a bicycle trip to Chicago, but after traveling about fifty miles, returned to St. Louis by rail. Alton is so billy that it is not favorable to riding, but I am anticipating some joyful times at Ann Arbor next year."

The Championship Races.

Editor Bicycling World: — I have just had a hand a Vote No. 8, "That an autumn race meeting of the L. A. W. be held in New York on or about the first Saturday of October, 1881," etc. The vote I forwarded as requested, first changing the date to the 10th of September, for several reasons that seem to me to be of some importance.

In the first place, there are some three or four "champions" in the country all anxious to get at each other. It is necessary for the peace of mind of the bicycling world that several of these fast men be killed off. It is best to reduce the number early in the season. The English riders wisely hold their more important championship meetings early in the season, and place the matter beyond dispute or question.

In the second place, there are several races to be held before the first Saturday in October, notably the Worcester, and the one in New York 24 September. The results of these races ought to indicate pretty nearly who is the fastest rider in the country, and so take away the interest in the championship race. Possibly not a few riders will stay away from Worcester and New York on the 24th, wishing to remain in the dark for the League race.

Then, too, the last week in September is the favorite week for holding fairs throughout the country, and this year bicycle races are going to be prominent features of many fairs. To appoint the League championship race just the time when many club men find themselves to conduct home races is not fair towards many who may wish to attend.

At present there are few reliable records upon which to handicap, yet the New Jersey State Fair advocates a handicap race. The championship races should invariably be held early enough to give records to the one or two men who stand so far ahead as to be able to
take all races with ease. According to the proposed arrangement, a man who has little left in the active all summer for the championship race can go to all races, gather in the firsts, and turn up at the championship meeting the last thing in the season and show that in common fairness he ought to have been allo ed to compete in scratch races with men who had no ambition further than local. Championship races, held after the best racing month of the year is passed, and most of the races over, seem somewhat unnecessary, not to say absurd. Thursday or Friday is a better day than Saturday for all who live any distance from the place of meeting but if it is to be Saturday, then the roth of September is late enough. Most bicyclists, I am sure, would be glad to know the American championship time before all the fall races are decided; and whoever is to be the fortunate man, he would doubtless like to see his championship medal before he is obliged to hide it under a great coat.

Bicycles and Swill Carts in Winchester, Mass.

Editor Bicycling World: — In Bayard Taylor's "By-ways of Travel," many of your readers will recollect his account of the "Little Land of Appenzell," in Switzerland, and of the curiosity and delight experienced in his pictures of that rugged land, with some mention of the rude and simple customs of its inhabitants. It would seem that somewhat of this rugged simplicity may be found in New England. A few days since, on a bicycle tour with a companion tricyclist, we came upon a charming nook not ten miles from the Hub, which for the position of the land shall name the "Little Land of Winchester"; and while we halted to admire the beautiful scenery of this interval, my attention was politely called to one of the town regulations by one of a little bunch of unwashed beasts (who had been attracted by the novelty of my companion's tricycle) in this wise: "Bicycles and swill-carts are not allowed on the sidewalks!" A few steps farther on my summoner pointed to a pasteboard placard tacked to the barked of a tree, and in tone it resembled a "bark" more than the mandate of a law-maker. Surely enough, there was the incongruous prohibition, "Bicycles and swill-carts are not allowed on the sidewalks!" What a humiliation! To compare the elegant machine, so often designated in your advertising columns, as the "steel horse," the first-class roadster, the "model of finish," the "beautiful in form," etc., yes, think of irreverently and publicly naming such a "thing of beauty" in the same breath with a reeking, oozing, squirming, dripping swill-cart! Whew! What a dandy, and I mean it. It is better not to add that the sidewalks are in excellent condition, evidencing the thrift of the individual, while the roads were execrable, indicating that the great bulk of the heads of families and intrust the keeping of the public works to those who go afoot. I would treat these rude, untaught men kindly: teach them to ride the bicycle,—if they have not ridden the swill-cart, allow them a little of that luxury,—give them a cone-bearing machine uniled, with a hard saddle, a short handle bar, and narrow tire, and force them to ride over their own stony, rutty, sandy ways they call roads,—the worst, without exception, around Boston, I have ever ridden over.

Chas. N. Barnard.

MALDEN, Mass., 6, August, 1880.

GLANCES ABROAD

Male tricyclists have frequently won the ladies' races (5m.), that our sisters have taken so unmistakably to the trike, ought we not to establish a race to be known as the ladies' (s)m.? Sir Thomas Parkyn invented a tricycle which was propelled by a model steam engine, said to have been constructed, as to emit no sound, nor to allow the escape of any steam; thus, practically, the tricycle was no different from an ordinary man-propelled machine. Yet, because there is a law to protect the public and the roads from damage by traction engines, the appeal which Sir Thomas made from a police-court conviction has resulted in the declaration that the steam tricycle must not travel beyond four miles an hour, and must be in charge of three men, one of whom walks in front waving a red flag! It is lucky that the inventor of this tricycle is well-to-do. Had it been an ordinary mechanic who had undertaken the affair, this ridiculous decision would probably have resulted in his ruin. As it is, the only thing possible is for Sir Thomas to endeavor to obtain the insertion of a clause in the next修正, empowering some authority to grant exceptions for such tricycles from the traction-engine restrictions. The Alexander Palace is becoming a favorite resort of tricyclists, numbers of whom ride up in the cool evenings to hear the concerts in the illuminated grove and Triple Lakes. The slopes of the Alexander Palace are favorite practising grounds for ladies in their tricycling novitiate, with take advantage of the seclusion which predominates on "off days" to do quiet little rides round the grounds. An aesthetic belle was heard descanting upon the pleasures of tricycling as being "quite too intensely too." A Philistine standing by remarked that he should have thought "quite too intensely three three" would be more appropriate. — Tricycling Journal.

The annual races for the one-mile and twenty-five miles amateur championships, under the auspices of the Bicycle Union, were decided at Leicester, Eng., 16 July. The track was in excellent condition and the weather was good, but there were few people present. The mile event had seven starters, and was won by G. C. Shaw, in 3m. 19s. 20th quarter-mile being timed in 56i seconds; C. E. Liles was second by six yards in the final heat. For the twenty-five mile race there were seven competitors, and again did H. Sykes prove best, the distance in 3m. 45i. C. C. Merrick, third, by seven yards. On 20 July the professional championship at the same distances was raced for at Uddingdon on a new cinder path. The long race was won by G. C. Shaw, in 5m. 33s.; F. Capon, second, then 24 miles 4 laps; C. C. Merrick, third, 24 miles 1 lap. The mile race was also won by Shaw, defeating four others.

(The Cyclist, July 29.)
Bicycle Union Amateur Championship. — The first of the amateur championships under the management of the Bicycle Union, to be held this year, was decided at the Surbiton Grounds last Wednesday evening. The distance was five miles, for which there were sixteen entries, only three of whom were absentees. Details: Five Mile Championship Race. — First heat: C. E. Liles, Temple B. C., 1; C. Crete, Sutton B. C., 2; A. Tarling, Pickwick B. C., 3; won easily by fifteen yards; time 16m. 11s. Second heat: C. A. Palmer, Speedwell B. C., 1; W. Milner, Belsize B. C., 2; M. R. Dundas, I. Zingari, 3; J. H. Pullin, Pickwick B. C., 4; J. D. Butler, Danes B. C., 5; won by two yards; time, 15m. 12s. A protest against Palmer ended in the judge allowing Milner to ride in the final. Third heat: G. L. Hillier, Stanley B. C., 1; S. Kemp, Pickwick B. C., 2; W. Wyndham, London B. C., 3; E. S. Hassall, North Warwickshire B. C., 4; Surrey Surrey B. C., 5; won by twenty yards; time, 15m. 54s. Final heat: G. L. Hillier, 1; C. A. Palmer, 2; C. L. Liles, 3; W. Milner, 4. Milner acted as leader from the start, Palmer going second, and Hillier third, Liles being last. In this order they rode four miles and a half, only ten yards separating Liles from the leader. On completing that distance, Hillier put on a tremendous spurt, shot past the others and led several yards, Palmer answering with a spurt, which took him away from Liles, but only for a few yards. The latter was driven out rounding the top end, and held up his hand in protest. Hillier by this time was quite fifteen yards to the good, Palmer five yards in front of Liles. In the last lap Hillier went at a terrific pace, and left the others far behind, Liles and Palmer riding all they knew for second place. Hillier eventually passed the post fifty yards in front, Palmer just defeating Liles, Milner ten yards behind. The winner was carried into the dressing-room in his top coat, very popular. Times: One mile, 3m. 3s.; two miles, 6m. 17s.; three miles, 9m. 31s.; four miles, 12m. 46s.; five miles, 15m. 39s. — London Sportsman, July 23.

Lombard B. C. — The annual five-mile handicap for the Ladies’ Challenge Cup was ridden on Tuesday last on the Alexandra Palace track. J. Horn, scratch, won by two hundred yards from C. E. Crowden, 25s. start; G. M. L. Kellogg (holder), 3 s., retired at three miles. Time, 17m. 18s. — London Sportsman.

Mr. Edward Rylands, of Thelwall Grange, Warrington, writes to draw attention to the appearance at the decision of the Greenwich magistrates, who inflicted a fine on Sir James Parker for driving a steam tricycle in the public streets. Our correspondent declares that the machinery in question is under perfect control, “emits neither smoke nor steam,” and therefore furnishes a vehicle “which meets the wants of a large class of men of moderate means who either cannot afford to keep a horse or who do not care for the risk and trouble. Our correspondent suggests that some member of Parliament should take up this matter, so as to relieve the steam tricyclers from the restrictions of an antiquated road locomotive act.” — London Daily News.

Secretaries of Bicycle clubs are requested to notify us of errors or omissions in the Directory published in Bicycling World of 29 July; also please report changes they occur.

The board of select men of Winchester, Mass., decorate the town fence with the following legend: “Swill carts and bicycles not allowed on the sidewalks, and the roads of Winchester are the most execrable of any town within fifteen miles of Boston.”

A bicycling young Jew of Cordova had just learned to ride on a “Koer.” When his wheel struck a dent in the road, and he went...

A lady was recently rescued from drowning while bathing at New York, by members of the Manhattan Bicycle Club.

Hорace J. Ripphs and George H. Hood, Jr., of the Chelsea, Mass., Club, will soon make a White Mountain wheel tour, starting from Portland, 772 Hiram Gorham, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen House, Randolph, Jeffersbn, Bethlehem, Franconia, back to Fabian’s, Crawford Notch, Glen Station, North Conway, Portland.

The State Board of Agriculture of Ohio has made arrangements for the first bicycle race on the largest scale ever held in the State, to take place 30 August, during the State Fair at Columbus. Competition will be open to amateurs only, and the affair will be under the immediate direction of the Columbus Bicycle Club, one of the largest organizations of the kind in the State. It is expected that there will be at least fifty entries.

He sat in the study, Ereipheus open, “Egel,” he remarked, “How terribly warm! I can’t get the lesson in such terrible weather. Not even, I swear! though it be for a farm.”

Then up he strode and his bicycle mounted, And two hours.long did he ride in the sun, “It’s a beautiful weather!” cried Jack, the consistent, “Ah you, how delicient! Such glorious fact.”

Williams College Ann.

It was the leading bicyclist in the race who shouted back to his competitor, “There’s another and a better whirled.” — New York World.

At the Grocers’ Annual Picnic, held near Pittsburg, 22 June, 1881, O. G. Brown won a half-mile bicycle race in 2m. 25s. The track was over rough turf, which accounts for the poor time. There were four entries: O. G. Brown, Chas. Holmes, Thos. Wood, and Wm. Swagger. The winner was presented with a fine silver watch. — Wheel.

Wheelmen who have occasion to ship bicycles by mail, here and Boston will do well to address the New England Express Company, who demand the exorbitant rate of $4.35 on a crated bicycle, while the Adams and New York and Boston Despatch Companies are satisfied with $1.50 on each machine. The “New” company formerly charged $1.00.

Advertisements inserted in this column for $5.00 per year.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO. Osborne & Alexander, 625 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.

HARTFORD. Bills & Spencer Co. Weed Sewing Machine Co.

NEW HAVEN. American Bicycle Co., 98 Crown Street.

ILLINOIS.

CHICAGO. J. M. Fairfield, Cor. State and Van Buren Streets.

 MASSACHUSETTS.


MONTANA.

HELENA. W. E. Norris.

NEW YORK.

W. M. Wright, 791 Fifth Avenue; Schuyler & Duane, 189 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA. G. E. Sherman.

PENNSYLVANIA.

PHILADELPHIA. H. B. Hart, 813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG. Columbia Bicycle Agency, Cor. 5th Avenue and Smithfield Street.

RHODE ISLAND.

PROVIDENCE. Cha. F. Handys, 236 Westminster Street.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL.

MANUFACTURERS’ ADVERTISER.

EDITED BY — R. G. N. BRITTAN.

Subscriptions received at this Office.

One year..................$2 25
Six Months..................1 15
Three Months..................60

Specimen copies sent from 1121 Fleet St. - London, E. C.

Subscriptions to both the “Bicycling World” and “Tricycling Journal” only $6.00.

E. C. Holley & Co., 40 Water St., Boston.
Cunningham & Co.

Importing Manufacturers of
Bicycles and Tricycles.

(Established 1873)

Tremont Street, cor. of Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.

Sole Proprietors of the Famous

Harvard Roadster.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

Send Three-Cent Stamp for Catalogue.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords.

Harrington's Patent Cradle Spring and Nash's Patent Rubber Bicycle Handles

deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from Cunningham & Co., or their authorized agents.

Wm. M. Wright,

791 5th Avenue,

New York City.

Bicycles

of Every Make.

Bicyclers' Sundries.

Second-hand Bicycles

a Specialty.

Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular; and length of leg, inside measure, to ball of foot under the shoe.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

2 Cumberland St., 10 Milk St.


Importers of Various Makes of

English Bicycles and Tricycles

Sole Agents for the United States for

Singer & Co. - Coventry.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper - Coventry.

Chas. R. Percival,

Manufacturers' Importer of

Bicycles & Tricycles

96 Worcester Street, Boston.

Sells for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of Bicycles and Tricycles. Address while in Europe, care of

Coventry Machinist Co., Coventry, Eng.

N. B. — I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

All Bicyclers Should Read

The Cyclist,

Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best get-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by Henry Sturmey, author of "The Indispensable."' (all)

1st C. W. Harris, author of "The Bicycle Annual.

Published Every Wednesday.

Price, one penny.

Annual Subscription, 6s. 6d.

From Illis & Son, the Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and the Cyclist only $1.50, from


Goy, The Athletic Outfitter,

21 Leadenhall Street, London,

22 Leadenhall Street,

54 Lime Street, England.

For Bicycles, Tricycles (all makes),

Club Uniforms,

And every requisite for Camping, Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Football, Swimming, Running, Walking, Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Lacrosse, Rowing, Canoeing, Rowing, Skating, Boxing, Fencing and all Athletic Sports.

60% Calendar of Sports and Price Lists

Forwarded Free.

Le Sport Vélocipédique

Organe Bi-Mensuel

Des Veloce-Clubs de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. Devillers, Directeur.

Rédaction et Administration : 36, Rue Monge, Paris.

Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at, the Bicycling World Office.
SUGGESTIONS TO BICYCLERS.

It is a mistake to consider all English bicycles as the best.
It is a fact that a less percentage of Columbia Bicycles break or come to repairs than of any other make.
It is a mistake to regard all the latest modifications of English bicycles as improvements.
It is a fact that many of them are trade catches, and are abandoned before a season is over.
It is a mistake to infer that the Columbia Bicycle is always the same style of machine.
It is a fact that the Columbia Bicycles are of several patterns and styles of finish, to suit the most fastidious.
It is a mistake to imagine that English bicycles cannot be obtained through the Pope Manufacturing Company, who have always kept them in stock.
It is a fact that the Colombias are the only bicycles that are warranted throughout by the manufacturers.
It is also a fact that two thirds of all the bicycles in use in this country are Colombias, made by the Pope Manufacturing Company.
It is a mistake to suppose that either the Special or Standard Columbia is the same now that it was six months ago.
It is a fact that constant efforts are made for improvement in every detail of their construction, and that every new lot shows corresponding results.
Remember that the Columbia Ball Bearing is the best and neatest anti-friction bearing made.
Remember that the Columbia Pedal, the Columbia Rim, and the Columbia Tires are now the best made.
Remember that the Columbia nickel plating is the handsomest and most durable of any.
Observe that the prices of Columbia Bicycles range from $80 up to $147.50.
Observe that the Mustang is a cheaper grade for boys, in price from $50 to $65.
Reflect that the Colombias offer choices of more value for less money than any other make of bicycles.
Reflect that most of the older riders, and many whole clubs, are this season taking Colombias in preference to every other machine.

Every rider should call and examine them in stock, or send a three-cent stamp to the Pope Manufacturing Company for a copy of their July catalogue, twenty-four pages, with full information and price lists.

Notice that the principal offices of the Pope Manufacturing Company, makers of the Columbia bicycles, are at 597 to 601 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELEMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size — — — — — — — Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
Bicyclettes' Sundries.

- The "TAKE-ME-TOO," for carrying a coat, etc., does not interfere with mounting or swaying: universally liked. Send size of waist.................$ .90
- Wright's Anti-Rust.................. 25
- Wright's Chromelating Oil........ 25
- Acme Stands.......................... 1.75
- Hub Lamps, nickelled, small size "King of the Road"........... 3.50
- Leggings, send size of calf........... 1.50
- Saddle Bags, similar to "Handy Tool Bag"............. 1.25
- Baskets, brass......................... 2.00
- "nickelled ......................... 4.00
- Rubber Handles, in ordering mention make of bicycle............... 2.00
- *Horn Whistles ..................... 1.60
- Shoes, canvas with corrugated rubber soles.... ............. 5.75
- *Gong Bells .......................... 75
- *Nickelled Oil Cans.................. 25
- *Wrenches, Five Monthy.................. 2.00
- *The Wright Standard Holder, for Chub colors, torches, etc.................. 1.50

Articles marked * can be sent by mail.

Remittances may be made by P. O. Order on Station II, or check.

W. M. Wright, 791 5TH AVE., N. Y.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

The Best Way to Keep Your Bicycle From Rust

Is to wipe it over every day. The next best is to use non-corrosive. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance.

Price, 75 cents for Bicycle Special. Express prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00. Cannot be sent by mail. Address:

A. B. BROWN & SONS,


CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.


BURLEY'S

ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

THE BEST, MOST COMFORTABLE and only ADJUSTABLE SADDLE made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one.

Send for circular with testimonials.

In ordering, state whether Grunge spring or otherwise.

Price, $4.00. Nickel Plated, $5.25. Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE,

Box 1133.

Brighton, Mass.

NEW MARLBORO'.

A NEW, fresh, quiet, cozy HOTEL. on both American and European plan. Conducted as a first-class house; centrally located. Bicycles properly cared for. Rates, for rooms, $2.00 per day per person; rooms and meals, $2.00 and $2.50 per day. CHARLES H. MOORE, Proprietor.

736 and 738 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

"THE AMERICAN GENTLEMEN'S MAGAZINE."

The only illustrated periodical published in America devoted exclusively to the promotion and advancement of all sports and pastimes, by field and water. Its contributors are amongst the best in the land, each article being written by the recognized authority on the subject. Every gentleman in any way interested in the growth of sporting matters in this country should not be without it, as it is invaluable as a safe and reliable record. Send 75 cents for specimen copy to

MARIUS LAZARE, 30 NEW STREET, N. Y.

The "Automatic" Alarm

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.

IF EFFECTIVE: OUT OF THE WAY. NOT EASILY BROKEN: HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting rod against the moving rubber tire, when the rod is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.

Nos. 1, 6, 5, Standard Columbus of 1880. No. 2, Harivard (Grip lever brake). No. 3, H. H., Harivard (Thumb brake). No. 4, Special Columbus. No. 5, Ordinary Columbus.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over by bill upon receipt of $1.00.

Send for circular.


200 per cent Saved by Buying your Bicycles from England.

The best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England. It will be known to everyone as the great center for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical labor is fairly 75 per cent cheaper than any other town in the Kingdom, doubly facilitates us in offering Bicycles and Tricycles at full price per cent cheaper than any and where sold in England.

The Yorkshire Bicycle, 85 in. and 90 in., $5.50 and $7.50. The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster, 85 in., $9.00, rising 75c. per in. The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements; for excellence of manufacture it is unsurpassed. 45 in., $7.00, rising 25c. per in. Lists post free.

BURNETT & FARRAR,


I WANT TO PURCHASE BROKEN-UP BICYCLES

In any condition.

IF CHEAP.

WESTERN HEADQUARTERS for REPAIRING

Manufacturer of the

Fairfield Youth's Bicycle, Bicycle Bells, etc.

T. B. JEFFERY, 38 and 40 S. Canal St., CHICAGO.

CURRENTE CALAMO

A Bayliss, Thomas & Co. "Sociable" tricycle is now owned in Chelsea, Mass.

We heartily sympathize with a bicycling friend who, when asked why he had not been riding his wheel lately, replied: "Well, I've got ball bearings on both seats, and don't like 'em." Yes, we've tried 'em ourselves, and do care to again.

CAPTAIN HODGES, of the Boston Bicycle Club, has taken prompt action about the coming Meet at Worcester next month. Now let us hear from others.

A LEAGUE has three miles, but a Land League has an indefinite number of Paddy Miles.

SMALL BOY: Look at the monkey on wires! Bicyclist: Don't you wish you were a monkey? S. B.: You bet.

The Abington (Mass.) bicyclists, about a dozen in number, are projecting the formation of a club in that town.

PRESIDENT PRATT writes: "I could not help thinking while at Martha's Vineyard last week, how much the ladies might enjoy with tricycles there on the asphalt streets and walks of Cottage City."

A TRICYCLE of the "Royal Salvo" pattern, to be described next week in "The Tricycles," may be seen at the Parlor rooms of the Pope Manufacturing Company, and there is also a fine cut of the machine in the "Tricyclists' Indispensable Annual." By the way, the Pope has "flung out their banner on the outer roof" and it looks better than the big letters on the fences.

"TELZAH," our Portsmouth, N. H., correspondent, has mastered the "American Star" and will soon rise and relate his experience.

We hear through Detroit Chaff that President Bates is convalescing from a recent severe illness. If it had been some other president, now, we should probably have been flooded with bulletins about the progress of his disease and signs of improvement. As it is, we don't hear anything about the Det oits' beloved guide and moral instructor until he is about well. His physician is too modest.

PERSONAL

Mr. HERMAN H. DUKER, of the Crescent Club of Boston, intends wheeling from this city to Paris, and wishes to hear from any wheeler who has ridden over the whole or any portion of the route, as to the best way and the state of the roads. His address is 6 Devonshire street.

A REPORT has been circulated that Capt. Bidwell, of the Buffalo Club, and President Wood, of the Northboro' Club, were in Boston last week, but we doubt it.

The distance from Marlboro' to Boston by wheel is thirty-five miles. Mr. A. A. Akins, of the former place, has ridden it in 34 hours.

DIRECTOR J. L. TOMLINSON, president of the Baltimore Bicycle Club, wheeled from Durham to Raleigh, N. C., 29 July, a distance of thirty miles, in four hours' riding time. The Baltimore Club has a membership of forty-five, comprising many prominent men of that city.

A. F. WEBSTER, of the Massachusetts Club, is happily convalescing from a long illness, dating from just after the League Meet, 30 May.

CAPT. CARPENTER, of the Crescent Club, of Boston, is ill at Newbury, Vt.

The Entertainment Committee of the L. A. W. Boston Meet have presented Messrs. Allen and Chandler, of the Providence Bicycle Club, and Mr. "Rex" Smith, of the Capital Bicycle Club, each, with a handsome gold medal, complimentary to their fine exhibition of trick and fancy riding in Music Hall on the occasion of the great meet.

DETROIT CHAFF informs its readers that Capt. Howard (of the Detroit Bicycle Club) and his bride are honeymooning at Saline; that P. D. Warner has been in Detroit to arrange for bicycle races to come off at Farmington, 6 Oct., at the Union Agricultural Society's fair, and that the Bicycling World is "greatly improved, and deserving of every wheeler's subscription."
AMATEUR OR PROFESSIONAL?

Probably many of our readers are aware that on 1 August, among the entertainments projected by the Jackson Corps at their field day, in that city, was announced a bicycle tournament, and that a $500 medal was to be awarded by Elsa von Blumen to the winner in trick and fancy riding and racing. Well, we are informed that there were a number of entries, and among them the name of Mr. F. S. Rollinson, the well-known and skillful professional wheelman, and who, it turned out, was the only contestant that held to his entry and contested for the prize; and that he accomplished successfully nearly all the feats prescribed by the programme, and was awarded the prize. It appears that the others who had entered claimed to be all amateurs and when they learned that Prof. Rollinson had entered and would be awarded, notwithstanding their protest, to compete, they withdrew. The protesting amateurs were members of the Utica Bicycle Club, which is a L. A. W. club, and their names were W. J. Walters, secretary; J. A. Gilmore, Henry Edwards, and C. H. Metz. The latter had already won a Von Blumen badge, at Utica, as an amateur; and although declining to enter a prize competition with the professional Rollinson, subsequently obtained permission from the managers to wheel the course against the latter's time (which was 3.40), and which Mr. Metz failed to reach by four seconds. The whole affair has awakened much adverse comment among bicyclers and the Albany Press and Knickerbocker and the Utica Herald are disputing over it; the former claiming that the contest was called for both professionals and amateurs and that none but professionals entered for it, alleging that Mr. Metz was a professional through competing for the Utica prize. Now the secretary asks us if, under the circumstances of both contests being announced as for amateurs, Mr. Metz can justly be called a professional. We see it stated by the Albany Press that the competition was announced for both amateur and professional contestants, while the Utica Herald and Mr. Metz's friends say that and the Utica contest was for amateurs only. Assuming the latter to be the fact, we say that unless Mr. Metz has in previous races transgressed the rules which define an amateur and professional, he is not a professional. The simple fact that Mr. Metz endeavored to beat the record of Professor Rollinson does not of itself make him a professional. Anybody is at liberty to try and cut the records made in a previous race, and not be guilty of the charge of professionalism. If our information in regard to the race is correct, the only mistake was made by the judges in allowing Prof. Rollinson to compete in a race which was advertised to be for amateurs only. If there is any doubt in regard to the matter, and Mr. Metz is liable to suffer from the decision of the judges, the best thing he can do is to appeal to the League, and obtain their decision as to what his status is to be in the future.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

BOSTON BL. CLUB. — In response to an invitation of the Worcester Bicycle Club and the Æolus Wheel Club to attend the eighteenth annual fair of the New England Agricultural Society at Worcester, Tuesday, 6 September, 1881, the Boston Bicycle Club is ordered to appear in full uniform (including whistle cords) at the club house, Monday afternoon (time to be appointed hereafter), to take cars for South Framingham, from which place the club will run to Northboro'. Spending the night there, they will run to Worcester the following morning. As it is desirable to make as good a showing as possible, every member is requested to make arrangements to attend the run. Those intending to join on the run, are requested to send their names to the secretary immediately.

Per order,

E. C. Hodges, Capt.
J. S. Dean, Sec.
35 State Street.

THE MARLBORO' BL. CLUB. — The semi-annual business meeting was held on 2 August. The following officers were chosen for the ensuing six months: Arthur Curtis, captain; Leonard B. Metz, sub-captain; Frank A. Leland, secretary and treasurer; Ed. Frye, bugler. Two new members were admitted. We have club races once each week. The wheel is gaining in favor here, — our club starting with four members only, and now we have fifteen. F. W. Ellis.

August, 1881.

HONESDALE (Pa.) BL. CLUB. — A bicycle club was formed at Honesdale, Pa., at a meeting held on Tuesday, 3 August, at which following officers were elected: President, S. L. G. Atkinson; secretary and treasurer, E. P. Chambers; captain, W. D. Wood; guide, F. Ham; bugler, F. Dalmeitch.

F. C. H.

Saratoga, Pa., 5 August, 1881.

THE BROCKTON BL. CLUB has in active preparation its plans for the tournament and races of 5 October, when $500 in prizes is to be given. At a meeting last week, a number of committees were chosen to perfect the arrangements. A general invitation has been extended, and it is expected to have 150 wheelmen present. The Brocktons have also arranged to entertain the Waltham Club 28 August, in return for the courtesies shown them at Waltham last June.

OAKLAND (Cal.) BL. CLUB. — After the usual Saturday evening "run," 6 August, the Oakland Club held their regular monthly meeting at their rooms on Broadway street, Capt. Strong in the Chair. An application from the directors of the Golden Gate race track was read in relation to the coming races, 17 September, which will necessitate their building a track especially adapted for bicycling. The proposition is to build a five-lap track in front of the grand stand if the bicyclers would assent. A liberal but as yet insufficient amount was immediately subscribed, and it is hoped that our local riders, and others interested in the advancement of the sport, will co-operate with the Oaklanders, as it will supply a want long felt by all. Three gentlemen were elected members, which makes a roll of thirty-five. George H. Strong, Mr. London, and Dr. Goddard were unanimously re-elected the officers of the club for the term of one year.

San Francisco, 8 August, 1881.

A gallant young wheelman, while riding,
Saw before him his love's true-true dwelling;
And stopping, he kissed —
The ground; for he missed
His balance, and now is not riding.
L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire club is a member. Tuition membership is $5.00. For instructions apply to the secretary.

Applications accompanied by the fees, and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheets from letter to letter.

Applications should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclists generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary confidentially of any objectional or otherwise objectionable person applied for.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclists to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 50c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam, Secretary, L. A. W.

SOUTHERIDE BI-CYCLE CLUB.


Mount Vernon Bicycle Club.

Charles L. Luten, Franklin T. Davis, Frank W. White, Philip H. Lucas, all of Mount Vernon, Westchester County, N. Y.

Susquehanna Bike Club.


Missouri Bi-Cycle Club.

Additional: J. A. St. John, Central Type Foundry, St. Louis; Joseph W. Steen, Morrisville, Ill.; E. M. Senseney, 3011 Glasgow avenue, St. Louis.

Cleveland Bi-Cycle Club.

Additional: Fred. T. Scholer, Cleveland, Ohio.

Champion City Bi-Cycle Club.

Additional: H. S. Folger, Springfield, Ohio.

Crescent Bi-Club, of Boston.—Additional: William Parry Kennard, Boston, Mass.


Correction.—E. Felch, Cochituate, Mass., should be John E. Felch, Cochituate B. Club, Mass. A. M.Crothen, Champion City Bi. Club, should be A. M. Crothers, same club.

Directors.—Mr. Andrew A. Hathaway, captain Milwaukee Bi. Club, has been appointed director for Wisconsin In place of Mr. Hibbard, who was forced to resign, owing to a change of residence.

Editor Bicycling World:—Dear Sir,—The enclosed letter of resignation from Mr. Hibbard will be regretted by all League members, and I know your readers will unanimously indorse my hope that our loss in Wisconsin will be more than offset by the gain of an energetic and able director in Minnesota. Fraternally,

Kingman N. Putnam.

New York, 12 August, 1881.

K. N. Putnam, Esq., Cor. Sec'y L. A. W., New York.—Dear Sir,—A continued rush of business since my removal from Milwaukee has prevented my tendering to you before this my resignation as director for Wisconsin. It is with much regret that I do this, as the office has been one of great interest to me in connection with the development of bicycling in my native State. I shall always retain an active interest in the League, and wherever I may be I shall be glad to do all and anything I can to further its objects. I cannot at present regard my residence here as permanent, but hope before I leave to wake up what wheel interest there is already here to life and L. A. W. membership. I would suggest in order as my successor as Wisconsin director, Mr. Andrew A. Hathaway, captain of the Milwaukee Club, a gentleman well known and universally admired and respected as a leading bicyclist, and one whose pre-eminence and standing fit him for the position. Yours truly,

Angus S. Hibbard.

Minneapolis, Minn., 5 August, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World:—Please note that the counsel L. A. W., for Flushing, L. I., N. Y., M. A. P. Cobb, will be found by addressing F. O. B. 222, Tarrytown, N. Y., through September next.

W. F. Gullen, Director L. A. W. Brooklyn, N. Y., 11 August, 1881.

The Mail Vote.

Having received three one responses to mail vote on question, submitted to the Board of Officers, L. A. W., on 3 August, 1881, under Rule 13, I have counted and declared the votes as follows:

Mail vote No. 4. Whole number, 29.

C. N. Monroe, of New York. 20
L. H. Johnson, of Orange, N. J. 27
K. N. Putnam. 1

Mail vote No. 5. Whole number, 27.

For committee on rules and regulations.

C. C. Hodges, of Boston. 29
S. A. Masters, of New Haven. 29
F. S. Pratt, of Worcester. 29
J. P. Fitch, of Chicago. 29
G. J. Hope. 29
C. Pratt. 29

First three elected.

Mail vote No. 6. Whole number, 27.

For committee on meetings.

E. J. Waring of Pittsburg. 27
P. G. Lodge, of Washington. 27
A. Ely, Jr., of Philadelphia. 27
A. S. Hildard. 27
F. C. Hodges. 27

First three elected.

Mail vote No. 7. Whole number, 27.

For committee on rights and privileges.

S. A. Masters, of New Haven. 27
F. S. Pratt, of Worcester. 27
J. P. Fitch, of Chicago. 27
G. J. Hope. 27
C. Pratt. 27

First three elected.

Mail vote No. 8. Whole number, 28.

That a national meeting of the L. A. W. shall be held in New York on or about the first Saturday of October, 1882, at such particular time and place, and under such rules and arrangements, as may be designated by the committee as it stands. —Yes. 28

Anomalous to go to September. — No. 1

Conditional for a more Western city. — No. 1

Carried.

Mail vote No. 9. Whole number, 28.

That such prices may be offered, and for such distances and on such conditions, besides the "League Championship Prizes," mentioned in Rule 11, as the Committee on Rules and Regulations approve; provided that the amount to be expended from the League treasury for any such purpose shall first be approved by the Committee on Finance. — Yes. 27

No. 1

Carried.

Mail vote No. 10. Whole number, 29.

That the Committee on Meetings be authorized to arrange and appoint one or more additional race meetings, or events at race meetings, and one or more excursions, subject to Rules 3 and 4, at such times and places as the Committee designate, and at the autumn meeting before provided for; provided, that any expense to be incurred by such excursions shall first be approved by the Committee on Finance. — Yes. 23

No. 6

Amendment, to make it one race meeting and one excursion. — No. 23

To make it an excursion. — No. 23

To make it one or more race meetings and one excursion. — No. 23

Carried, with amendment to strike out the words "and one or more excursions.

Mail vote No. 11. Whole number, 29.

That a committee of three, consisting of the treasurer, corresponding secretary, and Mr. W. F. Gullen, of Brooklyn, be authorized and requested to publish a hand-book for the use of the members of the League, containing the constitution and rules, and names and addresses of officers and consuls, and such other useful information as may be obtained by inquiry; and to furnish the same at a small price sufficient to cover expenses. — Yes. 29

Amendment, to substitute C. K. Monroe for W. F. Gullen. — No. 29

Carried.

Charles E. Pratt, President L. A. W.

A correspondent writes us that he charged his bearings with plumago two months ago, and they run so easily as to enable him to run more than 400 miles in a day.
RACES

COMING EVENTS.

30, 31 August, Columbus, Ohio, State Fair. Meet of Ohio wheelers.


25, 26, 27 August, Buffalo, N. Y. At Buffalo Union Bicycle Club, a two-mile race, two rounds; a 150-yard dash for $1; a 100-yard dash for $1, and a wheel race.


27 August, Springfield, Mass. At Springfield Bicycle Club, a four-mile race.

September, Washington, D. C. At National Road Race. Bicycle.

September, New York, U. S. A. At National Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, New York, U. S. A. At New York Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Chicago, Ill. At Chicago Union Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, St. Louis, Mo. At St. Louis Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Detroit, Mich. At Detroit Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Philadelphia, Pa. At Philadelphia Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.

September, Cleveland, Ohio. At Cleveland Bicycle Club, a 100-yard dash for $1.
ing cool, but immediately on stopping experienced the severe effects of the summer heat, so much so they were obliged to return almost upon their arrival.

Editor Bicycling World: — Is reply to

"Woodside's" question as to signals the following are those used by the Montreal Bicycle Club: From the leader, one whistle, mount and ride single file; when mounted, one whistle, "single file"; two whistles, "double file"; four whistles, "four abreast"; or a short and one long whistle, repeated three times, "ride at ease"; three whistles, "dismount"; from the whirper in, one whistle, "Decrease speed"; two whistles, "increase speed"; three whistles, "dismount." The signals "fall in" and "dismount" are done by bugle calls.

To Alumni.

DEAR ALUMNI: Pray pardon me For addressing you in rhyme, I really mean no harm in what I wrote that other time. I'm sorry that my epistle Ever so much your taste Betray but very glad you've shot the boot Which once your fair legs graced. But if you doubtly fear I'll appreciate the fun, Jump on your fifty-two-inch wheel And take a turn or two. I will swell the riding throng, and bring Your spirit up to par. Don't let a maiden's pen again You ev'n temper mar. You flatter much your girlly pride, In thinking I can see The angle at which wheelmen ride Climbing the steepest hill. But did I mount the wavy sloop, I should prefer, I know, To take my rides on down-hill roads: Ascending is too slow. But as for coming from behind My petticoats — dear me! Your request is too awfully utter. Yours truly.

LYDIA P.

CORRESPONDENCE

Lawrence.

Editor Bicycling World: — For the first time Lawrence makes its appearance in the columns of the World, as a contributor to that sine qua non of bicyclists; and as we write into line and take our place among other correspondents, we too, following the example of those who have already taken their positions, in deference lift our cap to the bicycling public.

The wheel, when three summers ago it was first seen upon our streets, met with a decidedly cold reception. Mr. Branch, cashier of the Lawrence Gas Company, was the pioneer of this new enterprise, and wheelmen here feel much indebted to him for having first demonstrated the practicability of the machine for utility as well as for pleasure, and for giving the first impulse to this movement, now so popular. For a whole year Mr. Branch rode "unattached"; he had no one to attach to: a poor, lone bicyclist; but Mr. Branch has all his life been a lonely single man, which in a measure accounts for his good courage and lack of despondency during his first year's experience.

But the wheel grew in favor. We — i.e., the younger portion of the community — learned first to "endure, then pity, then embrace"; and to-day this city of loom and spindle prides itself on the possession of a club of almost thirty riders, with an immediate prospect of numerous accretions. Right here let me say that if anybody meets a wandering "cycler," strayed away from home, and it is desirable to know whether he hail's from Lawrence or not, just ask him what he'll "take." If he answers, "Lemonade," you may feel sure he is from Lawrence. Some of our members, since the day of the League meet, have acquired quite a reputation for lemonade. Our club, organized early last fall, has held regular monthly meetings, and since the riding season opened this spring we have done something in the way of drilling, Wednesday evening of each week being set apart for this purpose. Of course, we are always present at these drills, every man of us, in uniform, obedient to orders. For the correctness of this statement, we would refer all inquirers to our "gallant captain," R. T. Manders. The club has made several runs and short excursions during the season, notably to Haverhill (9 miles), an account of which was published in the American, and to Georgetown (10 miles). Altogether, the club is well organized for efficient work, and as soon as we secure a bugler we shall be happy; and rumor has it that a gentleman has been recently elected a member who can fill this position.

Lawrence is not noted for its fine roads. In fact, it is quite a difficult matter to say what Lawrence is noted especially for. Possibly that Walhain rider, who spent a week with us, is quite recently, discovered. We possess none of those sand-paved roads which form the substance of all bicyclers' dreams; and yet we have sand enough — more sand than is good for us; however, we, "to the manner born," felt quite well satisfied and contented with our roads, until a noted wheelman from Worcester came and settled in our midst. He tried our roads. He has long since given up the manly art. A 52-inch Harvard, all nickel, is for sale. Sorry.

To all bicyclists contemplating a visit to Lawrence, we say, Come by all means, — we shall be glad to see you; but don't expect too much from our roads.

The Andovers afford us some very good runs, and the ride to Ballardale (seven miles) is an exceptionally good one. Some extended touring has been done by club members, recently by Messrs. Eames, Dyer, and Webb rode their machines from Lawrence to Fall River and returned. They reported a good time, notwithstanding some poor roads and some pretty bad accidents. The Andovers, Branch and Spooner, together with the writer, took a two-and-a-half days' run to Salem, thence to Manchester, Gloucester, Essex, Ipswich, George-town, home, (seventy miles). Nothing particularly remarkable about the journey. We took the trip in easy stages, and experienced good roads for the most part, — and a thoroughly enjoyable trip. The last named trio went with their wheels to Hampton Beach, last Saturday, and spent Sunday there, shopping at the Ocean House. When asked by the people at the hotel if we came all the way by wheel, "56" would promptly answer with one of his blander smiles, "Certainly. Car-wheel to Exeter; bicycle-wheel to Hampton." The ride from Exeter to Hampton was not as good as we had anticipated it would be, for we had heard much in praise of this road; but some allowance must be made for the dry weather, which had continued for some time. The next afternoon, after the rain of the morning, we found the roads much better, and we were enabled to make the entire distance from the beach to Exeter in one hour and ten minutes, without a dismount. Secretary Cogswell left Monday morning on his wheel for Portland, intending to ride the whole distance. How he fared, and what time he made, we hope to give some account in our next letter.

GEO. W. HALL, Pres.

Lawrence, Mass., 12 August, 1881.

Providence, R. I.

Editor Bicycling World: — In your 5 August issue appears a letter from Mr. R. L. Lippitt, in regard to his expulsion from the Providence Bicycle Club. It was one of those disagreeable family jars liable to happen in any club, and which we hoped would not be pushed before the bicycling public, and we were disposed to let the matter rest; but I hardly think it justice to the club not to give our reasons for urging as we do, that Mr. Lippitt has some points in his favor, none will deny; and that he has done everything legally, is not denied; that the club did not give him a written notice of the meeting at which his expulsion was voted, and that Mr. Lippitt's conduct was not that of a gentleman is also believed by the club.

First. The Howard challenge medal was given by Mr. Jesse Howard as a ten-mile challenge medal for the championship of the club, to be run for at least once in six months (the winner three times to hold it) under certain rules and regulations. One of the rules was that all entries must be made one week previous to the race. The person holding the medal and the one challenging had the right to name the day and time. Mr. Lippitt, having three times tried to run this race, was not read at a succeeding meeting, so that the mistake was not discovered. Mr. Lippitt had won the medal twice, and wanted to own it; and thinking that Mr. Thurber was not a member, he asked one of the
members, a personal friend of his, to challenge him, and to make the race as soon as possible,—which the friend did, and they ran that day and the next. This friend was at that time under a doctor's care, and had a certificate from the doctor that he was unable to work. The club officers received their notice of the race from Mr. Lippitt Friday forenoon about eleven o'clock; the secretary had then to notify all members, and the members had to send their entries to Mr. Lippitt and the secretary by Saturday night. Mr. Thurber sent his entry, and Mr. Lippitt would not accept it. Mr. Lippitt, upon being questioned, said his reason for having the race so soon was that one member, who he admits can beat him, could not get into condition. The members of the club felt as though Mr. Lippitt was not acting as would be expected of a gentleman and member of the club, and for a medal which was supposed would be won by the best rider and not by the trickiest one. Mr. Lippitt claims that he had a precedent in his action because a previous race had been run with about the same notification (eleven days); but the Thurber brothers the other race had been talked of, and the members had been in preparation long before the challenge was sent, and that, although actually but two more days' time had been given, really they had had a number of weeks.

There were many opinions of the members may be judged by the fact that at the meeting when he was expelled, the only member voting for him was the friend who challenged him; and it hardly seems as though all the rest of the members (among whom are five or six personal friends of Mr. Lippitt) could be mistaken, and the one right. Mr. Lippitt, feeling aggrieved at the action of the club wished the matter left out to referees; and the executive committee, feeling strong in the right, wishing to give him all the chance for explanation possible, assented. They expected the question to be, "What was the conduct here of that of a gentleman?" but the referees gave their decision as to "whether he had been legally expelled." To sum up the whole, while the club have made some mistakes, and admit that Mr. Lippitt was not legally expelled, yet they are unanimous in the opinion that his conduct was not that of a gentleman, and what was to be expected from a club member, and that he deserved expulsion.

A Member Providence R. I. Providence, 16 August, 1881.

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Editor Bicycling World:—In reply to your inquiry concerning the progress bicycling has made in our city, I would state that Poughkeepsie is a very conservative place, and has received the bicycle from Mr. Watson very slowly it would seem; very quietly. We have a few riders, some thirteen in all, who own machines, and the ranks are not being recruited very rapidly; still we are gaining.

We have some fair rides in and about the place; but our city being built upon a hill and surrounded by lots of woods, it is a hard matter to go far in any direction without encountering what may be justly called "rough riding." Our best ride, and the one we take all visitors over, is to and around Vassar Female College. It makes a very pleasant ride of about seven miles, and is pronounced very interesting, especially while the college is in session. We have a club of ten members, but this also is imbued with the same drowsiness which pervades everything and everybody in and around Poughkeepsie. The last time a run was called, three members responded,—three out of a possible ten. This lack of interest has rather discouraged the captain, and no more runs have been called, although a month of good riding has elapsed since the last call. But it is a good club for all that; and, we may be pardoned for saying that we don't know about double-jointed, back-action, hump-backed, boneless, and fluted backbones, and patent detachable rear wheels and air brakes, you need not look in "Sturmy" to find out. The club has a bugler, too. You would be pleased to hear that bugle; you would be surprised to see the good women issue forth with pans and baskets from the houses along the road when he begins to blow it; and would be amused to hear the comments of the aforesaid g. w. as they sadly return to their respective firesides to tell their families how they "thought sure it was the fresh-fish wagon, or at the very least the clam merchant, and there it was only one of them pesky fellows riding of a wheel."
The horses around here are all getting used to bicycles,—very few now pay any attention whatever to them; and we have found that good horses under drivers who understand their business, very rarely show any disposition to scare: almost all the trouble has been either with crazy old plugs, or with riders just out of the country. The horsemen about here are for the greatest part townsmen, and have used us with almost uniform kindness and consideration. The bicyclers have tried to act in the same manner, and upon the whole we have very little to complain about on the score of the horse. It is not at all likely anything of importance will happen here in the bicycle line, unless perhaps the club should wake up and go to work, in which case I will report at once. Meanwhile we will keep on adding miles to our log, and will be pleased to have any visiting wheelmen call on us as they may be passing through, as we can always spare time to show them what interests in and around the city,—at least such objects as may be viewed from the top of a 45-inch wheel.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., 13 August, 1881.

Scranton, Pa.

Editor Bicycling World:—The interest in bicycling in this city is rapidly advancing, and the club just formed will soon have a large membership. Those inclined to become bicyclers, seeing the interest manifested by our pioneer members, Mr. Kolp, Sargent, Honesdale, and Pentecost, will undoubtedly rush forward. The party comprised Messrs. S. L. G. Atkinson, Frank Ham, Henry Dolmeitch, Wm. D. Wood, and James Pentecost, of Scranton. From the glowing account given by these gentlemen to your correspondent, we are inclined to think they enjoyed it much; they report the roads in this locality as among the finest. The distance from Port Jervis to Milford (eight miles) was made in forty minutes, easily, without a dismount. At the latter place they met a party from Bethlehem, Pa., comprising Messrs. Hunt, Linderman, and Neilsen, whom they found to be very gentlemanly cyclists. In the highest terms of the hospitality of the Milford people, who received them warmly, promising if they would pay them another visit, to give them a banquet and ball. The Honesdale Club, together with our own, are already arranging for another trip there. All the clubs in this vicinity will be invited, and we will be pleased to have wheelmen join us from other parts of the country. In a future letter we will give date and further particulars of what we propose to make an event long to be remembered. The first order of the agents of Messrs. Cunning- ham & Co. was filled last week, and included two Shadows in both sizes. The machines are sure to become popular when their merits become known. President: Atkinson, of the Honesdale Club, who weighs over two hundred, and who rides a Columbia. These machines are very trim, and we look for a close contest. Mr. A. J. Kolp, our genial captain and most enthusiastic wheelman, is spending his vacation in Lancaster County. He returns this week, and will doubtless furnish your correspondent with some interesting matter for a future letter. F. C. H. 8 August, 1881.

Columbus, O.

Editor Bicycling World:—During the summer of 1880, five of us got together and in an informal manner organized the Buckeye Bicycle Club, of Columbus, O. At that time we constituted the club by fifteen wheelmen in the city; our machines, with one exception, being standard Colombias. For a time matters stood in this manner, but gradually an interest began to be developed, and with it
came new members. The first of this year we formed a permanent organization, with officers, by-laws, rules, and a code of signals. Our club membership at present is twenty-five, which number will soon reach fifty. With very few or no exceptions we are League members. As we gained experience our machines improved in quality; viz., two Standard and twenty Special Columbia, one Xtra, one Royal Challenger, and fifty velocipeds, full-nickelled forming a good percentage. We take a club run every Wednesday night, part of the time being spent in drill; but as our members without an exception are gentlemen actively engaged in business, we don’t have the time we wish for. It has been our endeavor to make bicycling popular with all classes. So far we have succeeded, having had no accidents and only two unpleasant features. Twice, ignorant, half-drunken parties have tried to run down wheelmen. In the first case, after vainly trying to avoid it, a bicyclist was knocked down by his wheel and by a horse; the driver, who was over and badly injured the machine, drove away, and unfortunately escaped. In the second case the bicyclist escaped by running in an alley. The papers, without an exception, denounced such driving in the strongest terms; so in reality these occurrences, though not the most enjoyable, gained us much sympathy. Such little acts as dismounting when a lady is driving (whether the horse looks as though he would scare or not), when about to pass a team going the same way, asking, “Will your horse scare, sir?” I am happy to say,—these and many more small acts of courtesy have gained Columbus wheelmen respect, and the free use of all roads, parks, and driveways in or about our city. Ohio is unusually well adapted to bicycling; our roads as a rule are level, hard pikes, just enough hills being pleasant, very little of them having to be walked. Of course, there are occasional places where “if necessary to a tour,” a header can be taken. Every week some of our members take runs of from fifty to sixty-five miles in all directions. During these runs the condition of the road, hotels, etc., is carefully noted, so as to be able to give this information; and any one wishing to know about the roads within fifty or seventy-five miles of Columbus may be sure of having all the assistance in our power, and a hearty welcome should they visit us.

H. B. Hutchinson, Capt. B. Bi. C.

Chicago Notes.

Major A. W. McClure, president Chicago Bicycle Club, took the part of captain last Saturday evening, and gave the boys a rousing drill. Heretofore it has been found impossible to bring the club out in military trim, owing to the lack of a proper leader. Capt. Blinn is a jolly good fellow, but he is of the boys, and therefore lacks the august presence that is essential to quell undue
efficiency in the ranks. But when Mr. McClure got hold of them, it was wonderful to see the agility with which commands were obeyed. The mount in line, single file, two and fours, and dismounts in single file and without a single error, performed quite à la military, under the major’s skilful guidance. Lake Park, with its broad, winding cinder walks, affords a splendid chance to drill in, and the evolutions performed were much enjoyed by the five hundred as the three hundred of the big audience who came to see. . . Messrs. Blinn, Nichols, Losch, Conkling, and Ayers took a ride to Evanston last Sunday; that is, all started for that place, but only the two latter reached it. The distance is thirteen miles, and road level, but very dusty. There are three big cemeteries on this road, and the route is one continual funeral procession. We had the pleasure of involuntarily riding in several of them, and no doubt added much dignity to the line. Sunny-side, an elegant little hotel in a park, is on this road five miles out, and you can get a good cold drink for over a dollar. If anybody starts for a trip to Evanston, will advise that they s’op here, take dinner, and then get right home again; the road beyond is just too unsanitary for anything. It is only a five-dollar bill that separates New York, Boston, and Chicago wheelmen now. We trust no other and greater differences will rise between us than this low railway fare. Better come out and hunt Indians on the cycle! . . . Mr. Dean had a good offer for his “Standard” the other day, and sold it. He is now riding a D. H. F. . . . Mr. Crigan, of the Boston Bicycle Club, who is now one of us, has just received his full-nickelled Harvard. It has a splendid wheel, with five-e-chubs and eighty-four spokes. A five-inch hub adds wonderfully to the symmetry of a wheel, and imparts more solidity and strength to one than one would imagine. Bicycle hubs have grown from three and a half inch diameter, as in the original Excelsior and old nipped Coventry’s, to four inches in the old Standards, and now it is four and a half as a general thing; some make them five. This last figure is a good proportion, and as it ought to be. . . . The four- and-a-half inch gum-metal hubs on left sides of the D. H. F. Premiers of Blinn and Ayers have gradually collapsed, Ayers having got them in his. It does not throw the wheels out of true or impair their strength as yet, but shows the nonsense of making the hubs too thin. . . . Mr. Parker, while coming downtown on Saturday street at a tearting gait the other day, ran into an open man-hole in the middle of the street, and smashed things right and left. He has now got plasters all over his face, jaw, lips, chin, eyes, nose, ears, and teeth and knocked loose. We saw all this through a spy-glass— he won’t let you get nearer to him than a block. . . . Mr. Meldrum has just received his bicycle that he had to ride in England, — a “Swift.” He took it out into our streets and got run into the first thing, and now it is all broken up. Beats all how many people are getting run into now-a-days. Mr. Fairfield’s repair-room is full of wheels that have got mathematic—not physical—-Sachs’ and others, for they being too quickely the age. . . . J. C. Cone, of our unattached club, has returned to his Eastern home. . . . H. G. Rouse, of Peoria, where they make infernal machines (not Extraordinary, Stars, and such), was and Chicago Bicycle Club, will spend August in the East Worcester Mass., is his old home. . . . Mr. Nichols will spend this month and next up north, taking his wheel along, of course. B. A. Ayers, secretary Chicago Bicycle Club, spends the last two weeks of August in Dakota and the Black Hills. Steno.

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World:—There is considerable discussion going on just now as to the identity of "Kanuck." Suspicion rested strongly, for a while, on Mr. Pelican, but latterly Mr. Parnassus has been said to "can knock the blooming head off" any fellow who dares to say he is the man; so of course he can’t be the writer. The fact of having a "chiel among us," who not only "takes notes," but also "prents" them, seems to be too much for some of the delicate constitutions in our club. . . . We were favored last week with a visit from Mr. Winter, of the Newcastle Amateur Bicycle Club England. As was perhaps to be expected, he did not fall madly in love with our roads, and I think he paid quite a high compliment to the pluck and energy of our riders when he said that if they had as few good roads in Newcastle as we have here, he did not think there would be more than two riders in the whole city. . . . Gershom de Soles has been ordered off to the seaside for his health, but I was credibly informed that he did not think there would be more than two riders in Albans. I understand that there is an attraction there much stronger than any old Father Neptune can offer. . . . Jack Muirhead, down with typhoid fever, I am glad to say, is over the worst of it, and is pending fast every day. . . . Our morning practices, every Tuesday, Thursday, and Saturday morning, are getting better patronized every week, until now we can always count on having at least twelve machines on the ground. . . . We are trying to arrange matters with the Permanent Exhibition Committee, so as to have them lay a suitable bicycle track instead of curator’s ground, but they do so, it is the intention of our club to hold races on it, and we hope to offer prizes of sufficient value to tempt some of your crack riders to come over and show us how the race should be won. The exhibition opens this week promises to eclipse anything ever held in Canada. . . . Hungry Tommy returned last week from a trip to Toronto. He said he enjoyed himself very much, and that the only drawback to his pic-
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was the fact of only getting three meals a day on the boats. Poor fellow!... Our bugler does not seem to have been practising as much lately as he should. He is not careful we will take his bugle from him and give it to Jack Trotter, being the next best "blower" we have....

I am glad to see that "Auburn Jimmie" has again been selected to be the press, but he has got quite a considerable corporation to pull down, but after that is done he will be able to take his proper place.... "Long Mac" is a little shaky on his "36" yet, but is getting steadier every day....

THE BUGLE

Brockton, it, for purposely ISI ridable, a embossed be Capt. The Jno. size as. Our tricycle and brief indispensable Brockton, Medfield (10 different form delude East hill am Among the plain Milton and hundred Worcester following think weight perfect arrived fine very this this 19 ing bugler pleased but which them is take bicycle, trance, from prevailed not enough his when past Eggers all in of... Perkins uniform..."

On looking up the various characters in the League Meet photograph, my at-tention was attracted to the different uniforms worn by various clubs, and the very apparent unsuitability of many of them. As a matter of fact there was not much attention paid to regularly uniforming clubs; but during last winter and spring the live clubs foresaw the necessity, and prepared to meet it by adopting regular forms for the coming season. The result has be-come apparent, and now a club without a majority of the members in full uniform is considered rather slow and behind the times. A great many short-sighted clubs, however, adopted a uniform (7) without a coat, and many such appeared at the Meet. There is no doubt that a flannel shirt is very comfortable to ride in, but it is now seen and acknowledged by all that a coat is indispensable to the uniform. Attention was recently called in the World by a Worcester corre-spondent to a peculiar abuse which I find is sometimes practiced by local unat-tached copyists and imitating the uniform of some club. Whether the imitation is purposely or accidentally made, or whether it is a perfect copy, or just enough to delude outsiders, it is a direct injury to the club initiated, and some radical method should be adopted by which such practice may be stopped effectively. The most effectual method would be to add some distinctive markings to the uniform, that is, a name and number used; and this may be done by means of em-broidered letters on collars and caps, braid or cord on various parts of uniforms, shoulder knots, epaulettes, frogs, or embossed buttons of special pattern. Perhaps a uniform could be copyrighted in some way to protect it. (This is offered as a suggestion. I have no knowledge of law on this subject.) If this could be done, it would be a very effectual method of protection. It would be a good idea for the League to offer from the treasury, or from voluntary sub-scription, prizes of nominal value, say sets of colors, for best uniforms for of the League, or appearance, or service-ability; the review at next League Meet to decide for year, and prizes to be awarded at the time. This would furnish a stimulus for backward clubs to come forward, and would give us well-uniformed clubs.

Practical.

A QUADRICYCLE.—Editor Bicycling World: We have here a vehicle which might be called a quadricycle, made by a Chicagoan for his own use, of which the following is a brief description: Diameter of the front wheels, forty-two inches; diameter of the rear wheels, fifty-four inches; length of reach between axles, fifty-seven inches; distance from centre of front axle to centre of pedials, thirty inches; from centre of pedials to centre of rear axle, twenty-seven inches; distance between wheels, same as in driving carriage, weight (estimated), one hundred and thirty-five pounds. The pedals are swung on jointed pins, which are attached to the frame forward and to the axle rear, which is bent to form cranks of fourteen-inch stroke, seven teeth long. Now some might suppose this vehicle would start very hard, especially up a sharp grade, or in sand or mud; but the contrary is the fact, and it leads me to think that the makers of tricycles have made a great mistake in reducing the guiding wheel so much. In a tricycle the weight may be placed over the pedals at any place between the driving and the guiding wheel; and I think a larger guiding wheel, and a more even distribution of weight upon all the wheels, would make a vastly better road tricycle than we now possess. I will feel under obliga-tions to others who will give their experience, or ideas, on this subject. It may be well to state that the above vehi-chle has been in almost daily use for two years, and has been ridden from Chicago to Elgin, and return (eighty miles) in a single day. [NEW.]

NO. M. FAIRFIELD.

CHICAGO, P. AUGUST, 1881.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

Routes

Editor Bicycling World: — Taking a ride to Milford, Mass., the other day, I found the route to Medfield so pleasant that I mention it for the benefit of wheel-men. This route is via Dedham and West Dedham. The road from West Dedham to Medfield is as fine a bit of 4½ or 5 miles running as one could desire. A pleasant, though a trifle longer route than the most direct, is as follows: Trin-ity Square to Dorchester Mills (61 m.), Mattapois via River Street (14 m.), Hyde Park (2 m.), Dedham (35 m.), West Ded-ham (4 m.), Medfield (44 m.); total distance, 22 miles. While I am at it, let me recommend the ride to Brockton, where a hunter is required that is always away the stray wheelmen. The best route is to Quincy via Milton and East Milton, over the hill (10 m.), then through Braintree to South Braintree (2½ m.), Randolph (4½ m.), to Brockton (6 m.); total, 23 miles. Avoid Randolph turnpike, which leads from Milton directly to Randolph. It’s the ruttest, sandiest, and hilliest road within 15 miles of Boston. I’ve been there; and I arrived in Randolph the sickest bicyclist you ever saw, — that was a year ago, however. The above is also the best route to Taunton, which lies 14 miles beyond, and has the reputation of being a hard place to wheel to. The following route, however, is ridable, every rod of it, though best after a rain: To Brockton as above, then Campello, Groton (which be sure and inquire for), and Raynham. Riders should be careful to turn sharp to the left at the thermometer works (a small building not used now) in order to take the Raynham Road, which to the old fellow usually at work in the field opposite, as after addressing him, first politly, then persuasively, then indignantly, and last
abusingly, I found, in conversation with a
comely farmer’s wife over a glass of milk, that
he was stone deaf. The above is probably the only
ridable route to Taun-
ton, and is a very pleasant trip to a very
pleasant town. Massachusetts.

A Long Club Run.

Friday, 5 August, was chosen by
members of the Framingham Bicycle
Club for a good long run to the “Blue
Bell Inn,” and home through Boston.
At the appointed time, Capt. Bean, C. A.
Brown, P. C. Manson, C. F. Mills, and
W. D. Wilmot, one of the members, and
A. A. Metcalfe, of Ashland, were
ready to start. The road to South
Framingham is perfect, and a little less
than two miles. Here we stopped, and
sent in our order for dinner by telegraph
to the “Inn” at East Milton. Then we
rode to Natick (four miles), and found a
better road than the one generally taken,
and a little longer. This little ride will
point out some other time. At Natick we
were joined by Mr. Bent, of the
Cochituate Club, and proceeded to Welles-
ley (three miles) by the direct road,
which is good all the way; its hills being
fairly to coast and not hard for a good
rider to ascend. We rode straight ahead
through Wellesley till we came to a black-
smith’s shop, and here we turned short
to the left, taking the road to Needham
(3 miles), and arrived there at 9.15.
Here we met Consul Whitaker (formerly
captain Massachusetts Agricultural Col-
ledge Wheel Club), who accepted an
invitation to ride with us, and we spent
half an hour waiting for him to get his
wheel, stretched out on the grass of the
Common. We found him a nice
companion and a good strong rider. At
the end of the Common we made a turn to
the right, now proceeding eight in num-
ber, by a good road to Dedham (3 1/4 miles),
where we stopped for soda water. After
staying here till all were satisfied, we
moved on through Mill Village and
one other small place till within a few
miles of Milton, and stopped at a
large poultry-raising establishment,
to look around; but passing directly
through the yard we found a most de-
lightful retreat, where there was clean
grass and shade trees, rustic seats, and a
duck pond, and a spring which contains
the coldest and nicest water one ever
drank. As we had an hour to wait before
it was time for our dinner, we spent most
of the time here! Again after it was
12 m, and got to the “Blue Bell” at
12.15, having ridden 23 1/2 miles. Here
we served to a good dinner at $1.25
each, and those in charge did all in their
power to make our stay of three hours
pleasant. While the party were
resting, Manson and Wilmot rode five miles
to Quincy and back, and found a splendid
road; but one of the hills was easier to
climb than to ride up, and should be coated
with the bottom three places made across the street for
the water to run. While staying at East
Milton, one of the boys went into a store

after cigarettes and called for “Old
Judge,” but was surprised to have the
man say: “We don’t old lugs here.” At
3.25 p.m. we started for Boston, and
after crossing the railroad track at the
Inn, took the left-hand road and found the
first poor riding that we had met. For two
miles it was sandy and bad, and it
being 90° in the shade, we were quite
warm in the sun and sand. I think that
we made a mistake when we took that
road, though it was ridable; and after the
first two miles so we found good roads
all the way to the city, but did not know
very well how to avoid the paved streets.
My “Excelsior” cycloometer made the
distance we came to the rooms of the
Pope Manufacturing Company, 8 1/2 miles.
We now took a stop of two hours in the
city doing all kinds of errands, and met
at the rooms of Cunningham & Co. At
6.45 we started home and rode altogether
as far as Newtonville, where four stopped
for a lunch at the rest room. It was
full twenty minutes before they started
on again, and then it was one long
stroll till we caught the others at Natick, and
the way Capt. Bean led as was not slow.
We then rode together into Framingham,
arriving there at 9.15, making the run
fifty-four miles; but my ride to Quincy,
and some I had to do after I got home,
brung my cycloometer around to sixty-
four miles, and Bean and Manson rode
fully as much. We had many pleasant
experiences, but I have not attempted
to speak of them. W. D. Wilmot, Sec.

HORSE AGAINST BICYCLE.—The case of
Weygant against Joslin came to trial
week before last before Justice Bushfield,
of Newburg, N. Y., and was of unusual
interest, determining as far as that court
can the right of the bicycle on the high-
way. The plaintiff proved that the horse
was frightened by the bicycle, and ran
away and did him much damage. The
defendant proved that he was riding on
the right side of the road. The Court
held that there was no cause of action
that the defendant Joslin on his bicycle
had as good a right to the road as the
plaintiff with his horse. The action
was brought by the plaintiff before a court of
his own selection, in the country where
naturally the greatest prejudice exists
against the new method of travelling,
and will probably determine, as far as that
locality is concerned, the rights of the bi-
cycler. Mr. Joslin, having successfully
defended his case, will sue for damages
received by himself through the alleged
fault of Weygant.

London Bic. Club.—The seventh an-
nual race meeting of this club was held
at Sunbury-on-Thames, on Saturday, 23 July.
The weather was fine but cloudy, with
a strong southwest wind blowing, and the
attendance of spectators was only mod-
erate. In the five-mile scratch race Liles
and Hill were the only two in the race, and
though the champion managed to confirm his
Surbiton performance, it was only by dint of
riding right out, there being but one yard
between them at the finish. Hillier also
succeeded in winning the open handicap,
and his time for the two miles (5 minutes
38 seconds) against a strong wind must
be considered a very fine performance.—
Bicycling News, 29 July.
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BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 WORCESTER STREET, BOSTON.

Sails for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENG.

N. B. — I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

ALL BICYCLES SHOULD READ
THE 'CYCLIST,
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The favorite bicycle in America is the Standard Columbia, filled with our special ball bearings. The 1881 pattern has more reliable, actually proved good points, for all-around use, than any other bicycle made. A large assortment always in stock at our warerooms. Also, our light and staunch Special Columbia, and our Mustang, as well as Extraordinary Challenges and other English bicycles.

All the parts of our bicycles are kept on hand, and as the parts in our machines are interchangeable, any one may be easily replaced by a new one.

THE CELEBRATED TRICYCLES, the Challenge No. 2, the Royal Salvo, and other unexcelled English Tricycles, in stock and on short order. Our Triocycle, for three riders, now perfected.

BICYCLERS' AND TRICYCLERS' SUPPLIES AND SUNDRIES.

Niantic Stockings, ribbed, all-wool, long legs, good weight. Price, $2.00 a pair. Clubs supplied with any desired color.

Gossamer Rubber Capes, made expressly for bicycling and tricycling, cover knees and all, roll up very small, with enamelled cloth case; weight only 10 oz. Price, $2.50.

Canvas Shoes, with corrugated rubber lapa, sewed. Price, $4.50.


Pratt's "American Bicyclist," price, 50 cents; Chandler's "Bicycle Tour," etc., price, $3.00, and other bicycling literature supplied.

Send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and full Price Lists.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE COLUMBIA BICYCLES, ETC.
597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size — — — — — — — Price, $2.00.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
BOSTON, 26 AUGUST, 1881.

JUST ISSUED!

"INDISPENSABLE."

BICYCLISTS' HAND-BOOK.

Orders taken at this Office.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
SALEM, MASS.

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST

Is to wipe it over every day. The next best is to use NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance. Price, 75 cents for "Bicycle Special." Express prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00. Cannot be sent by mail. Address

A. B. BROWN & SONS,

CUNNINGHAM & Co., Boston Agents.

I WANT TO PURCHASE BROKEN-UP BICYCLES

In any condition,

IF CHEAP.

WESTERN HEADQUARTERS FOR REPAIRING

Manufacturer of the
Fairfield Youth's Bicycle, Bicycle Bells, etc.

T. B. JEFFERY, 38 and 40 S. Canal St.,
CHICAGO.
200 per cent Saved by Buying your Bicycles from England.

The best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England, well known to be "the great center" for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical labor is fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other town in the Kingdom, doubly facilitates us in offering Bicycles and Tricycles at fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other maker in England.

The Yorkshire Bicycle, the Workman’s Friend, is 48 in. and 50 in., $35.00. 52 in., $35.00. The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster. 48 in., $46.00; 54 in., $47.50. The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements for excellence of manufacture is unsurpassed. 48 in., $55.00; rising $1.50 per in.

BURNETT & FARRAR,

Adjustable Skeleton Saddle.
The best, most comfortable and only adjustable saddle made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one.

Send for circular with testimonials.
In ordering, state whether Cradle spring or otherwise.
Price, $4.00. Nickel Plated, $5.25.
Send money order or registered letter.
D. W. HYDE,
Brighton, Mass.

For Sale or Exchange.

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, numbered, for fifty cents.]

For Sale. Cheap. One 50-inch Standard Columbia Bicycle in first-class condition. Address A. S. BIXBY, 360 Whitney Place, Buffalo, N. Y.

Bicycle for Sale. Harvard Roadster, full nickel, silver-plated, spokes included; latest pattern, all improvements; 50-inch front wheel. Machine has been used but a few times, and is practically as good and looks like new. It is the best machine in the market. Will sell very cheap for cash. For particulars, address, with stamp, BICYCLE OWNER, Box 20, Castleton, Rutland Co., Vermont.

For Sale. A 42-inch Standard Columbia Bicycle, as good as new. Has not been run fifty miles. Address C. M. WINTON, St. Joseph, Mo.

Currente Calamo.
The Central Park hearing was resumed Wednesday, before Reoere Paris.

See the announcement in "Coming Events," of the Newport races, 7 September.

The managers of the Cotton Exposition, Atlanta, Ga., will have bicycle races in connection with the exhibition early in October.

Either Saturday or Monday would be the most available day of the week to have the League races next month in New York.

We have a few copies left of the photographs of the wheelmen at Newport in 1880, which we will send postpaid to any address for $2.50, $2.00, and $1.00, according to size and style. Address E. C. Hodges & Co., 40 Water street, Boston, Mass.

The Columbia Bicycle Club, of North Attleboro', will hold, 10 September, one of the best meets of the many announced for this season, judging from their very liberal outlay in prizes, accommodations, and racing provisions. The track is an unusually good one, hard and smooth as a floor, affording opportunity for making some fast time. There is good riding, nearly all the way from Boston, only about five miles being bad, while for those preferring to go entirely by train may do so at reduced rates, which Secretary E. C. Stanton will explain if applied to. The meet occurs on Saturday, which will make it especially convenient for many who cannot attend the Worcester races in the earlier part of the week. The prize medal designs are very elegant and unique as well as costly, and will be well received. The programme is published in our department of "Coming Events."

PERSONAL.

Mr. Fred. Brown, of the Chicago Bicycle Club, is said to have been in Boston last week.

A communication from "K. K.," of Montreal, arrived too late for this issue, but will appear next week.

Lieut. W. C. Ames, of the Columbia Bicycle Club, Attleboro', Mass., has recorded 1,600 miles' riding since April. Mr. Ames is one of the "heavy weights," turning the balance at one hundred and ninety pounds.

Mr. Charles E. Pratt, president of the Boston Club, Mr. S. A. Marsden, captain of the New Haven Club and Mr. Waldo Lincoln, of the Worcester Club, will probably be judges at the New England Fair races at Worcester on the 6th inst.

Mr. F. W. Blacker, of the Fulus Club, of Worcester, called on us Monday, he having, in company with Lieut. Biscoe, of the same club, wheeled in from Framingham. Mr. Blacker says arrangements are in progress by which it is hoped that all railroads converging at Worcester will transport passengers' bicycles free on the occasion of the great meet, on 6 September.

It is rumored that the recent illness of "St. Botolph" Webster was caused by "rounding" an unfamiliar curve at the time of the League meet. Mr. Webster says that he had rather be sick a month or two than go back on the principles of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club. After giving a dissertation on the advantages of Massachusetts hills never, he called for a libation of punch. We simply sighed, but he did not invite us.

Mr. William V. Gilman, a Nashua, N. H., wheelman, visited us Monday, accompanied by two others from the same town, Messrs. Charles E. Drew and Charles B. Beacon, they having wheeled from Nashua to Boston. The last two were intentioned to have a week of runs in this vicinity before returning home, but Mr. Gilman went back the same day. The wheelmen of Nashua are about forming a club, and if the three who called upon us are representative men, it will be one of the most creditable organizations in the League.

Shake-Speaks.

To ride, or not to ride, that is the question:—
Whether it be wise in a man to walk the earth Like those who have preceded him in the past Or, taking Taurus by the horns, purchase a wheel And conquer it. To ride—Call it fate.

Some note:— and could we but believe that we Should never have to learn the thousand difficult ways The thing can throw us.—t were a consummation Devoutly to be wished. To ride;—to fall:— To fall perhaps to hurt ourselves;—ay there’s the rub: For in those falls which we experience of broken shoes, cracked heads, and broken limbs, To give us laws. There is one respect For things which we are not competing for: We who would like to see themselves passed, While others mounted on the wheel staff take the cake And dash the gentle seaside wheelmen sometimes do? Oh, the tough toughness of the roughened things The more pederastries from these ridden tails! When they themselves might hamish all their woes By learning! Who would all these things bear, And groan and sweat and walk themselves to death, But that the dread of getting on the wheel From whose high perch perch so many riders pass To root old mother earth, checks our ambition; And makes us try to think the hills we have Are not to be compared with those we not of? Thus reasoning it makes cowards of us all, And so our native urge of incitement Is hedged about with resolutions not to try, And schemes of wondrous kind and Must from our thoughts be turned away, And given o’er to wheelmen.

A "Poem."
The following was sent us from Pennsylvania, and shows to what Parmaasian heights the juvenile mind may be lifted when its owner takes a header from his bicyclist Pegasus:

[Editor Bicycling World]—Excited find a poem written by myself although I dont know whether it is fit for publication. Therefore I will leave it to your judgment. For I am no fool at all am but a Stupid egg and am very interesting in bicycling but hesitate the means to buy one but with the assistance of my brother we constructed a rude machine (if indeed a machine it may be called) And had these versesalleted out of me in endeavoring to ride it. If you find it fit for publication I wish you would send me a copy with it in and thereby Greatfully Ode me. 1 Remain Yours as Ever A. F., Fryling, Clarion Co., Pa.

The Juvenile Bicyclist.
On the Bicycle I
Up high
And away
In the gutter I fly
It makes you sigh
For me
You think you fell from the sky
But in only a few feet high
You come down in a heap
With a splash
In the gutter deep
And come down in a sprawl
But oh the thrill
For it makes you loud.
THE BICYCLING WORLD
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FOR CONSIDERATION.

We would suggest to wheelmen that considerable discretion should be exercised in the use of the bell to warn overtaken horses and "be" to a clear, comprehensible, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clipping, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.  
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lights and alarms, based on aggregated individual experiences of both horsemen and bicyclists.

And now an inexperienced and unformed sub-editor of the Chicago Tribune has been tampering with the bicycle question in the columns of that very able and influential journal, and to about the same purpose as the callow sub of the Boston Transcript did last week. This vacation season is very embarrassing to any metropolitan daily which has but one competent leading editor, who, if he feels any pride in the conduct of his journal, must lose half the enjoyment of a pleasure trip in the fear of some convetemps of this sort on the part of his ambitious but often indiscreet associate. The Boston Daily Advertiser, which rarely if ever "slopes over," because its editorial staff is a strong one, comments thus on the Transcript's unfortunate article:

"It would seem to have been the last day of the old controversy about the rights of bicycles on the highway. It might or may not be wise to admit the use of them, and may be more properly restricted, on sidewalks and under the paths of parks; but in the street, at all events, they have such right to be as wheelbarrows and handcarts. Yet a Boston paper has just said that there are no interests at stake on the bicyclists' side except those of the manufacturers. The only purpose of the bicycle at present, it is said, is amusement or exercise. That, one would think, is a rather broad purpose, and the general pursuit of such objects by a large number of young men, whose appearance rarely frightens a horse which will not be frightened by a cart, would seem to create something of an interest and confer some rights."

It is not necessary to defend bicycling to our readers, and we refrain from attempting to argue the question with the Transcript. Besides, that journal has made amends honorable by publishing to its readers President Pratt's able rejoinder in its Thursday issue of last week.

Some Tricycles. VI.

THE ROYAL SALVO.

Whether my papers on tricycles are of sufficient interest to be continued must be decided by you, Mr. Editor; and that you may have opportunity of decision, I send you one more. The use of tricycles is steadily increasing, to be sure, but not by any means with such rapidity as attended the introduction of bicycles, which are not attended with so rapid an increase as is familiar with the possibilities of their use would be led to expect. In Massachusetts, for instance, there were one or two English tricycles imported in the winter of '77 and '78, and two or three more during that year; but it was not to be expected, with all the emphasis given to bicycling, that tricycling would receive much attention. Another reason why it did not, probably, was the fact that the construction of tricycles had not apparently reached a proper degree of perfection; yet that while some tricycles have been in use in this State for three years, the number at present, so far as I can ascertain, does not exceed fifty. Last spring, before the roads were in an inviting condition for bicycling, there were many good wheelmen who resorted to the tricycle, and found it safe and comfortable for short excursions, even on frozen and rutted roads, and snow and ice. It is certainly capable of use under some circumstances which make bicycling precarious, and many are beginning to avail themselves of it for use under such circumstances.

The ladies are also beginning to look more hopefully toward the tricycle for the most prominent lady tricyclers, who has accomplished much with her Challenge in the line of pleasure, pronounces it of peculiar advantage to ladies for shopping and making calls, and expresses the opinion that while ladies may find other means of locomotion for diversion, they will find this the readiest, most convenient, and most economical, and on the whole the easiest way of getting about within reasonably short distances, for practical and social purposes; and beyond this, she also thinks it a boon in the way of exercise and positive recreation. Now, it is substantially expressing for the ladies, just what the judgment regarding bicycles has settled down to for gentlemen. My own added experience in the way of tricycling only tends to confirm me in the opinion that as compared with any other form of tricycle, tricycling is the correct, enjoyable, and graceful thing; but that those who can use the bicycle will find it so much superior, that they will not relinquish it often for the tricycle. One may take a bicycle, for instance, and ride off nine miles an hour for forty miles, as easily and plausibly as he will ride six miles an hour for twenty miles, with any tricycle yet brought to my attention. That is about the comparative speed and distance of the two. If any one else has a different judgment to offer, I shall be glad to see it stated in print. But I am to describe a tricycle. In previous papers, I have already described eight velocipedes, and now I propose to say something for the Royal Salvo. This machine, though somewhat improved for the present season, has long been known as the Special Salvo, a name which has been dropped by Stanley Brothers, of Coventry, England, the makers, because of the patronage of the royal family, two of them having been purchased by the crown.

It is one of the easiest and steadfast
tricycles for hill work and rough roads of any which I have yet tried. It is made of two sizes: the one for ladies' use, and for such gentlemen as prefer it, having 46-inch driving wheels, and the larger one having 50-inch driving wheels. The driving wheels are of equal size, have 4-inch rubber tires, crescent rings, direct spokes, steel treads, and are set at about 12 inches from the width of tricycles. The guiding wheel is eighteen inches in diameter, with 4-inch tire, is held in a fork bearing in a socket head, and is guided by rack and pinion steering. It is placed directly in front of the driving wheels. This tricycle has a strong band brake, which holds both driving wheels, and which is very efficient. It has an adjustable seat or saddle, an easy double scroll spring, foot rests well out of the way and yet well placed on the perch over the guiding wheel. This perch extends beneath the driving axle, tapering toward the rear, and has a small steel wheel four inches in diameter at the rear end, which runs about six inches from the ground, and which operates as a stay or brace to prevent rearward overtopping. This stay wheel is seldom called into use; but as the rider is pretty evenly poised over the driving axle, it is very easy to lift the guiding wheel from the ground, and I have noticed that sometimes, by a sudden change of position of or lift on the handle, the machine is tilted so as to make this little wheel an element of safety. The handle is well placed, one for steering and support or lift, and the other for support or lift alone, the brake being applied by a separate lever. This tricycle may be classed, as to means of propulsion, as a crank-movement one; as to its driving as a double driver; and as to its steering, as a front steerer. It has a crank shaft bearing rubber pedals in the lower part of the frame, one end of which is a cog wheel, connected by an endless chain with a drum on the driving axle, slightly geared up for power; and this chain gear is covered by a guard to protect the rider.

Th. driving mechanism is very ingenious, and shows the ingenuity of the late Mr. Stanley, whose contributions to the perfection of bicycles and tricycles have been so much referred to in the newspapers. The drum on which the endless chain works contains three bevelled gear wheels, two of them of considerable diameter, and running in parallel vertical planes, and the other of small diameter, operating in a plane perpendicular to the others and between them. One of the larger bevelled gear wheels is fixed to the left driving wheel, which is free or moveable, and the other bevelled gear wheel is fixed on the axle within the drum. The axle extends across the machine through both wheels, and the right-hand wheel is fixed on the axle instead of being free, as the other one is. Outside of the drum are the other parts of the wheels, extending between the wheels and containing roller bearings, within which the axle revolves. These roller bearings each contain fifteen small rollers about two inches in length, very finely made and adhering to the small bevelled gear wheel between which the other two is such that when the machine is driven straight ahead it operates merely as a clutch, causing both wheels to revolve together and to operate as driving wheels, and the resistance, either through backward or forward; but when any deflection is given to the course of the machine, so that one wheel shall travel faster or slower than the other, this intermediate gear, turning on its axis, allows the gear connected with the left-hand driving wheel to take a different motion, and the wheel to turn free on the axle instead of turning with it; so that one wheel will be driven faster or slower than the other, and the other in the opposite direction at the same time.

C. E. P.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

Kron's Spring Vacation

When I finished my 50-mile autumn tour on the last Friday evening of September, by circling round the fountain in Washington Square, the old straw hat which had sheltered my head during the journey was "unanimously called in." Mortal eye saw it not again until the early dawn of the last Saturday in May, when the dozen bicyclers who rode in the baggage car from Fall River to Boston had the pleasure of inspecting that same historic head-gear. By that sign also was my identity revealed to the youth who had consented to take a two-days' ride with me, according to my proposal in the Bicycling World, and who, after a ten-mile ride on Boston suburbs, was awaiting my arrival in front of the Hotel Brunswick.

Mounting there at 8:30, we took a five-mile path to Harvard Square, stopping a half-hour at the Square, and proceeded through Cambridge, Malden, and Lynn, to Salem, where we tarried from 1:45 to 3 P.M. at the Essex House, 20 miles from the start; thence to Wenham, four miles, one hour; Ipswich, six miles, three quarters of an hour; and Rowley railroad station, five miles, three quarters of an hour. There we took the train to Portsmouth, N. H.; and after indulging in four miles more of wheeling, in order to visit the Kittery Navy Yard, in the State of Maine, dismounted for the right at the Rockingham House, at 8:15. The weather of the day had been favorable for the clouds threatened in the morning and a few rain-drops really fell, the afternoon was bright. The clouds of the next morning, however, were not only threatening, but they fulfilled their threat. We left Portsmouth at 5 o'clock, and reached the Merrimac Hotel in Newburyport, twenty miles on, at 8:45, in a thoroughly dampened condition, for the heavy mist of the early part of the day made it difficult to travel into rain during that period. Last five or six miles comprised the poorest roads encountered on the tour, and during the last two miles the mud became quite troublesome. Having breakfasted and cleaned our wheels, we had a fire made for the drying of our garments, and after they had been dried, took ourselves to reading, as a pleasant way of passing the time until the 5 o'clock train should start for Boston.

Even when we went down to dinner at 5:30, we had no hope of avoiding an unfavorable ending of our excursion, though the rain ceased to fall soon after noon. The bright sun, however, soon tempted an examination of the roads, and the examination tempted us to risk the mud and start along at 2:45.

Once clear of the shaded streets of the town, we found no trouble, for the soil and sunshine had absorbed the moisture of the morning, and the road, freed from the dust of the previous rain, was at its very best. The rain had freshened all the foliage and given life to the atmosphere; the fruit trees were in full bloom, and in many cases so overhung the road as to offer a roof to the biker. In fact, it would be hard to imagine pleasant conditions for riding. The pump on Rowley Green, six miles, was reached in an hour after starting, during which time it rained across the road. The second hour showed a record of eight miles more. The third hour, six miles and a half, brought us to Salem, in ample season for the train. When the time was arrived for the return, I had no hope of a dry ride. The hotel at the head of the Hotel Vendome, Boston, at 8:20 o'clock, the cycloometer indicated ninety-three miles for the two days. My companion proceeded a little further, and as he rode somewhat before joining me, his record for the two days was a dozen miles greater. Considering that he was a boy of eighteen, who had never before been on a tour or ridden more than twenty miles in a day, I thought with sixty or 105 miles without inconvenience or subsequent ill effects was a pretty good proof of the healthfulness of bicycling. He was a leader on the road more of the time than a follower, and he often robbed sand and rats when I myself, out of prudent regard for my more venerable bones, preferred to make frequent dismounts. Save for the six hours' delay, we should have covered the whole distance from Portsmouth to Boston on that memorable 29 May; and I am sure he will always be as glad as I am to recommend the track in question to all wheelmen who like not as yet had the pleasure of its acquaintance.

Nineteen and three quarter miles was my record for Sunday, the 30th, which included four miles in the tall of the great parade, and its partner, and a run to Chestnut Hill reservoir. The next day I did a similar distance, as one of a party of eighteen, who bunched at the Blue Bell Tavern in Milton, by invitation of the Boston men. Wednesday afternoon (1:45), I did not get home till 9 o'clock, because I did not "go home till tomorrow," from the orgies at St. Botolph's I went to Dedham, and rode some thirty-five miles.
over the admirable roads of that region, including another visit to the reservoir, and a coast down the hill there, when my wheel ran away with me but did n't quite throw me off. During about half of the time I had a right to believe that the chance companion in the person of a steady youth on a big wheel, who said his brother drove a sixty-inch, and who will himself, I doubt not, ultimately attain about my ambition for the crown of a similar monster. On Thursday morning, at 9 o'clock, having sent my baggage to Springfield, I bade adieu to the Hotel Vendome, and rode out to Cambridge for breakfast. I had planned to start at 5; but the rain was drizzling down when the waiter called me then, and I was glad to sleep for another three hours. Even at 9 the sun had not been shining long enough to dry the roads; but by noon, when I left Harvard Square, all ill effects of the rain had disappeared. At Mount Auburn Cemetery, the superintendent denied my vehicle the privilege of entering the gates, so I journeyed through Newton, via the Warren House in Lexington, where I stopped for lunch at 2 o'clock, some twenty-one miles from the start and ten miles from the college yard. I was told that the road towards Concord was inferior, and so went from Lexington to Waltham, an excellent spin of six miles and a half, in about three quarters of an hour. Leaving there a half-hour later, my first stop was caused in an hour by some road repairs in Wellesley, seven and a half miles on. At South Framingham, I took another rest, leaving there at 6, and reaching the hotel in Northboro', fourteen and a half miles on, at 7, making fifty-four and a half miles for the day.

When I made my next mount, at 5:30 on Friday morning, a chilly wind from the east blew against my back and threatened all the while to turn the rain pouring into a formidable rain. The best I dared to hope for was to reach Worcester before the roads should get too slippery. I did reach the railroad station there, nine miles, in an hour and a quarter, which I thought credibly fast travelling, considering the hills. Where the roads fork at about the middle of the journey, I took the "new" or left-hand one, and went down grade for about a mile to the railroad track, (where perhaps a tourist bound for Bos- ton might well take the road for West- boro' rather than the Northboro' road, down which I came). If any of the Wors- cester observers think that it was all a mistake,—a clear case of "a good man gone wrong." Trusting to the Grafton route described in "The American Bicyclist," I failed even to follow that with accuracy, and have wavered the whole width of a day in doing some twenty-five miles. I now wish to say that the proper track between Worcester and Boston is as good a one as any tourist ought to ask for.

The east wind and heavy mist were as threatening as ever when I finished breakfast in Worcester; but remembering the statement that "blows nobody good," I ventured to hope that I might be the body which this particular ill wind, cursed through the chattering of everyone else, was destined to miss. I mounted my machine again, and in an hour had got to the hill beyond the brick church in Leicester, nearly six miles. I stopped next at Spencer, an hour later, four and a half miles on. The mist here was almost thick enough to cut, and the shivering Spencierians, clad in overcoats, evidently felt murderous towards me for my apparent ability to keep warm without a coat of any sort. Brookfield, eight and three quarter miles on, was reached at 11:35, and West Brookfield, three miles, a half-hour later. When I started on again at 2 o'clock, the mist had lifted, but the east wind was as threatening as ever. The next seven miles, at 4:30, were occasional brief sprinklings of rain. At the hill by the lake side, about a mile beyond the hotel, where I should have taken the left-hand road to Warren, I took the right-hand one; and when I dis- covered my mistake, I determined, rather than retrace three miles of poor road, to push on to Ware instead, and complete my tour to Springfield by that longer (and probably rougher) route. Five miles more brought me to Ware, at 5:30 p.m.; and Thornton, eight miles on, was reached an hour later. A mile of good sidewalk riding led to Three Rivers. Jenksville, seven and a half miles on, was reached in an hour and a half, spire of several hills, and another mile of good sidewalk then led to Indian Orchard, at which place I should probably have arrived two hours earlier had I taken the Ware route.

The sun settled down, and darkness soon followed, with occasional rain-drops; but the east wind still helped me, and I rode nearly all the way across the plain, either in the rut or on the adjoining edge of hard gravel to the horse railroad terminus in East State street, Springfield, five miles, at 8:15. Then followed three miles of slow wheel- ing over the dimly lighted macadam of the city streets and the planks of the North bridge, whence I walked two miles homeward without trying a single mount. My day's journey of sixty-four and a half miles was completed at 9:45 to 10:00 p.m.; at which time, which had been threatening me every hour since daybreak, was pouring down in right good earnest. The cyclometer showed 389 miles for the seven successive days, of which an average of 47.0 miles a day was the first occasion of my mounting a wheel each and every day of a given week.

Two days later, 6 June, I devoted an afternoon to the roads around Springfield to the extent of twenty-three miles; and next morning, at 7 o'clock, started on a long ride up the Connecticut Valley. In an hour and forty minutes I reached the station at Smith's Ferry, just nine miles, and just two minutes ahead of the train which was to carry me through the sandy stretch to North Hadley. That last mile to the train was made in twenty minutes by running along a sandy road, and taking many short mount and two or threeumbles. But I did n't get dinner at North Hadley, leaving the town, and right in the middle of the field, I by mistake took the direct road on the west instead of the longer and better road on the east. I was therefore an hour on the way to South Deerfield,—less than six miles. Good riding then led to Greenfield, eight miles, at 11:45. After a mile of sidewalks, rather poor roads followed for perhaps three miles, and then an excellent track for a like dis- tance to the Bay State Hotel in Bernard- ton. A good dinner was served there for half a dollar; and after waiting nearly two hours to eat and digest it, I started on at 2:40 P.M., and reached the water trough near the slate quarry, eight and one quarter miles, at 4:30 p.m. When I got to Brattleboro', five miles, an hour later. The road was nearly all good, but the last hour included considerable hill climbing. The rain, which had overrunning me all day, then began to drizzle mildly down, and continued to fall with varying inten- sity through the night; nevertheless, after supper at the Brooks House, I ac- cepted the invitation of a party of local wheelmen, and took a spin with them out to West Brattleboro' and back, the return being made in the dark. This little side- walk sight of six miles brought up my day's record to forty-seven and a half miles. Next morning the mud below and mist above was far from encouraging, but I was told that the road was good for ten miles to Putney, and I made trial of it for a third of that distance before turning about and homeward.

Leaving the hotel in Brattleboro' at 11:30, I surprised myself by rising up the hill as far as the water trough before dis- mounting. The descent of the hill seemed pleasanter than the descent to- wards Brattleboro' the previous after- noon. Despite of the heavy and often muddy roads of this second day, I was five minutes less than before in covering the distance to Bernardston. As I dis- mounted at the hotel there, after riding without stop for two or three miles, a bystander drew attention to the fact that there was "something wrong" about my machine. Examination showed the back- wheel slightly bent, and the inner steel having been nearly all the way to the railroad station, and next day took it to its Hartford birthplace for repairs and improvements. To-morrow I hope to meet it there and do some more rid- ing. I have only a few hours this week for less important duties. I have no special grudge against the machine for giving out
as it did, for it was on its 3013th mile when the break took place; that was also my twenty-lstat mile of that day, and the 39th of my ten-days' spring tour Rendering.

KOL. KRON.
WASHINGTON SQUARE, N. Y., 1 August, 1881.

Louisville.    

Editor Bicycling World: — I have noticed the descriptions of bicycle trips in almost every part of the United States in your excellent paper, but have not seen any mention of a trip in Kentucky. Therefore I will see what I can do in the way of relating the account of a bicycle trip from Louisville to Simpsonville and return. We (by which is meant Henry Schimpeler, captain of the Falls City Bicycle Club; Ed. Owen; Fred. Dunnekake, president of Falls City Bicycle Club; and the undersigned) left Louisville on Saturday evening, the 6th inst., at 3 o'clock P. M., intending to run to Shelbyville, distant thirty-three miles, by means of the road which we have covered, about the Kentucky way, we left Mr. Dunnekake, who was unable to go further. The rest of us then pushed on, and when about three miles from Middletown was upon a "horse accident," which, by the way, was not caused by bicycles. Two drunken men had been scuffling in a wagon, and just as we were coming down a hill, one of them fell from the wagon, his neck resting on the shaft, and his head having in between the wheel and the shaft. It required the united strength of three bicyclers and several bystanders to so bend the wheel as to release the man from his dangerous position. In about twenty minutes he had so far recovered as to be taken into a house near by, and we started again on our way over the hills. The whole distance from Louisville to Shelbyville is up very steep hills. But now it had become dark, and we only had one lantern among us. "Chimp" took the lead on a 60-inch Harvard, Owen the centre, on a 6-inch Harvard, and the lamp, and I brought up the rear on a 10-inch new Columbus Standard. Unluckily for our moonlight ride, the clouds began to come up, and by the time we got to Long Run, eighteen miles from Louisville, it began to rain. When we had gone about two miles farther we had to get down and walk on account of bad roads, which had been rendered worse by covering them with dirt and loose rock. So on we tramped up hill and down hill, pushing our machines before us to Simpsonville, twenty-three miles from Louisville, after walking four miles in rain. The last mile was walked totally in the dark, as our lantern was broken by a bicycle. We ate supper at half past ten o'clock, and immediately went to bed, intending to go on to Shelbyville in the morning. When morning came, however, we were so frightened we did not think of going to Simpsonville that we concluded to pass the day there. At ten o'clock we were joined by Dunnekake, who had come on from Middletown, and Mr. Howard Thompson, of the Louisville Bicycle Club, who had come out on his 56-inch Harvard. Mr. Dunnekake rode his 46-inch Harvard. We left Simpsonville at 3:30 p. m., leaving Mr. Dunnekake, who came back on the train, and arrived home safe and sound, after having enjoyed a splendid run of forty-six miles. We have about fifty bicycles here: twenty-four in the Louisville Bicycle Club, twenty in the Falls City Bicycle Club, and eight or ten unattached. I would like to correct one error in your Chicago news for the 12th of August. Your correspondent states that Mr. Craig lost his race here, on the 22d of June, by falling from his machine. Mr. Craig did not fall from his bicycle, but was badly beaten by Messrs. Smith and Thomas, the latter of whom won the race.

C. H. J., Falls City Bicycle Club.
LOUISVILLE, KY., 10 August.

Louisville.    

Editor Bicycling World: — Being in Richmond, Ind., yesterday, I accompanied by two of the unattached of that city, rode out to Camp Morton, where the Fourth Regiment, Ohio Volunteer Guard, were encamped. Arriving at the guard line we were heartily received; our wheels taken to the guard tent, where they were proper cared for, while we passed a very pleasant hour. But it was the behavior of the hundreds of horses we met, that I wished to speak more particularly. The exercises at the camp had been extensively advertised, so that all the farmers within driving distance were there with their teams, while the railroads brought upwards of 3,000 people from Cincinnati, Columbus, and Dayton, Ohio, and Indianapolis and Logansport, Ind., and points between those cities and Richmond. This insured the all of the lively in town, and of course all the citizens who owned horses were out, and we were among them all, meeting them in drives where we would have to dismount because the road was too narrow to pass, meeting and passing them with our alarms ringing like those nightmare-giving clocks, where the people crowded so close to the vehicles that we had to ring for a clear track, meeting and passing them swiftly and noiselessly on the avenue; and not a horse did we meet that frightened, or even appeared timid at the sight of us. This, where there was music, beating of drums, blowing of bugles, firing of cannon, bright uniforms, and many other things calculated to make a horse excitable, speaks very well for the superior intelligence of the equine inhabitants of Eastern Indiana,—that is, if we may believe those Pittsburgh and New York gentlemen who pronounce the wheel such an infallible scarecrow.

Louisville, KY., 15 August, 1881.

A Better Way.

Editor Bicycling World: — Wheelmen passing through Beverly, en route for Ipswich, Newburyport, etc., can save themselves nearly two miles of very rough road, without resorting to sidewalk riding, with its attendant risk of being shot out of the saddle by overhanging branches, by going through the Reservoir grounds, the entrance to which is reached just after crossing the Gloucester Branch Railroad tracks. Cabinet street. If the driveway gates are closed, the wheelman can easily get his machine inside through the entrance for foot passengers. The walk up one side of the hill is amply repaid by the magnificent coast down the other; but in descending the eastern slope, towards Beverly, the machine should be kept well in hand until nearly half way down, elsewise the speed would be terrific, and the consequence of a fall serious. The view from the summit of the highway is very fine, our palace Hospital for the Insane, in Danvers, being a prominent object. If any wheelman avail himself of the foregoing, and succeed in climbing the slope without a dismount, let him send his name to the World for the veneration of PEDAL PUSHER.  
Salem, Mass., 20 August.  

Boston to Portland.

Editor Bicycling World: — In advance of a printed pamphlet descriptive of all the best routes, hotels, and side-trips in this vicinity, which I am preparing for free distribution to L. A. W. members, I would notify tourists who propose to go from Boston to Portland, that the Seabrook sands can be avoided by following the horse-car tracks from Newburyport via the Chain Bridge to Amesbury, instead of crossing the Merrimac River on the old travel bridge, near the railroad bridge at Newburyport. After crossing the Chain Bridge, wheelmen should take the second right turn at the guideboard marked "eighth mile," which road leads to the large Rocky Hill meeting house, where a guide-board is marked "Hampton, nine miles," which road ends at Methodist Church in Sea- brook, from thence the regular travel road can be followed to Portland. On the return trip the right-hand guide post at the fork of the roads at the Methodist church in Seabrook, marked "Amesbury Village, 33 miles," should be followed. Instead of the left one, "Newburyport, 41/2 miles." At the open space, about two miles beyond, is a guide-board inscribed "Newburyport, 2 miles," meaning the boundary line, not the city. This road leads to Rocky Hill meeting-house, instead of turning to the left, leads to horse-car tracks north of Chain Bridge. This road is only about a mile longer than the regular road, and with the exception of one sharp hill, the road is excellent, and free from sand. The trip of sixty-five miles from Boston to Portland, can be easily made in a day by a smart rider, and the road without a dismount for any hill or sand. I would also notify tourists proposing to continue the run east of Portland to
Portland that the car wheel is preferable to his own, unless he is accustomed to pushing his bicycle through three to ten inches of sand. For at least six miles the forest roads in Wells and Kennebec are sandpapered, but the paper is from five inches to a mile under the loose sand, and there is so side track or turfs. The road from Biddleford to land is known, and the side trip from Saco to Old Orchard Beach and return is excellent. The officers of the Portsmouth Club have recently been over the route, and any one wishes to undertake the trip, or any other in this vicinity, full details will be cheerfully furnished by the Portsmouth L. A. W. consil, C. A. Davis, or by C. A. Haslett, Director L. A. W.

Correspondence

The ‘Star’ Machine.

Editor Bi. World:—Having noticed a request from “E. J. T.” in your issue of the 5th, for information in regard to the “Star” bicycle from some one who has ridden one I thought I would reply, as I bought the first “Star” shipped by the manufacturers. Having ridden the old-style crank machines and found them very good and serviceable, I had some prejudice against this machines before I bought one; but I resolved to run the risk anyway, and can candidly say I am glad I did, as the machine has proved itself, so far, to be first-class. I was a little afraid of it when I got it out of the crate and looked at it, but soon overcame my fright. I mounted the first few times from a box, as I did not like the looks of the step at the side, and had no difficulty in riding it the third time I got on. This greatly encouraged me, so I tried mounting from the ground. This I found much harder than the riding, and it bothered me for several days to mount easily every time; but I think I must have been constitutionally awkward, which occasioned this trouble, for I soon got the hang of it, and could mount much faster and quicker than on the old crank machines. Since then I have had no trouble at all with the machine, except that as Mr. Reid, of the Rochester Club, says, I think the handle bars are a little too short; but that is a matter easily remedied. I have found the “Star” to be the best machine made for our city roads, which are macadamized and have some loose stones in them, as you have no fears of “headers” when riding the “Star.” I pay no attention to stones or sticks in the road when riding. As yet, I have had no good opportunity to test the speed of the machines, but feel confident that it will run as fast, if not faster than the crank machines. The saving in power is considerable, as there is no loss motion in the “Star.” as the levers come back to place at once. I was greatly pleased with the legs. In conclusion, I can only say that I feel certain that no bicyclist will think he has squandered his money if he gets a “Star”; for if they all prove as good as mine, they cannot be beat. I forgot to mention that my machine is a 51-inch, half-nickelled and is as fine a machine as anybody would like to hear more from “Jxion,” and other riders of the “Star,” in regard to their experiences.

Sylvan.

July, 1881.

The American Star.

Editor Bicycling World:—I notice, in your issue of 5 August, “E. J. T.” asserts to having ridden the “Star” bicycle. I have been riding a 51-inch some time, and must say, in my opinion, it is far ahead of the crank machine, and I like it much better. I can mount easier and quicker, though at first I thought it could not be mounted, but I soon got the hang of it. I find I can go up steeper hills and take much longer rides with less fatigue and danger.

E. F. Burns.

Brockport, N. Y., 15 August, 1881.

Wheel Club Doings

The San Francisco Bi. Club.—The regular monthly meeting of the club was held at the Windsor House, on Thursday, 11 August. The treasurer reported the finances in a very satisfactory condition. The captain reported a meet on 24 July, with a very fair attendance, and a most enjoyable time to all participants. Mr. Chas. L. Barrett, having discontinued riding the rickie steel, tendered his resignation. A communication was received from the State Board of Agriculture, stating that a gold and silver medal would be offered for a bicycle race during the coming State Fair, provided five entries be received. The matter was referred to the captain and secretary to ascertain how many members would go to Sacramento for that purpose, and to notify the State Board. The proprietors of the Oakland race track having signified their willingness to lay a five-lap bicycle track on their grounds, provided they receive sufficient encouragement from the riders of the silent steel, they are considered to open a subscription list among themselves, to assist in the good work, should it be deemed advisable by the proprietors of the race track, to lay said track. The color of the uniform pants was changed from gray to brown.

Geo. J. Hobey, Sec.

The Oakland (Cal.) Bi. Club held the first annual meeting, 6 August, 1881. The following officers were re-elected: G. H. Strong, captain; W. H. Lowden, lieutenant; C. L. Goddard, secretary. A vote of thanks was given to the retiring officers, and the hope expressed that the incoming ones would do as well. The club is in a flourishing condition; was organized 5 August, 1881, with eleven members. During the year many new members have been added; one has been lost by death, and a few have retired. The present number is thirty-six, using eighteen “Harvarads,” six “Columbias,” three “Duplex Excelsiors,” two “Clubs,” one “Hallamshire,” one “Premier,” one “Acme,” and one “Facile.” The sizes vary from 36-inch, five; 54-inch, twelve; 58-inch, seven; 62-inch, four; and 42-inch, two. Fifteen machines are full-nickelled, two half-nickelled, nine all bright, and eight painted. The suit consists of a blue coat, knee-breeches and stockings or black leggings. The captain, lieutenant, and secretary serve also as president, vice-president, and treasurer, thus avoiding too great a drain on the intellectual and moral force of the club. The captain is the pioneer wheeler of the city, and a very enthusiastic leader. The heaviest man is trying a “What-is-it,” in shape of a 42-inch “Facile,” probably fearing that some of the earthquakes of this country might be laid to him if he should fall from a higher machine. The next heaviest man glides on a shadow. Probably he will next be trying a moon-bearer, though, as he is a bachelor, we hope it won’t be of a honeycomb.

The roads of Oakland are level and well macadamized, and those to several towns a few miles away are in the same fine condition. Of course “watering places” are numerous along the way, but the proprietors were at first generally astonished by a call for “fresh milk,” though now they always know what to set out when they see a drove of calves approaching. The club room is at 597 Broadway, and the next meeting is held the first Saturday of each month, or as often as necessary. Informal runs are taken every Saturday evening. An “M. D.” has just been elected to membership, and will doubtless be made club surgeon, and taken on all trips to attend to general repairs. If any Eastern wheelmen happen in Oakland, the club will gladly receive them and enthrall them with the “gods of the gods.”

The Frankford Bi. Club.—Editor Bicycling World:—At this season, the riders in this section have eventually organized the Frankford Bicycle Club. It has been a long and somewhat tedious task for a few enthusiasts to stir up interest enough among the Frankford bicyclists to come together as a bicycle club. Our object is to make it a truly bicycle as well as a social club. At the first meeting for organization, 11 August, the following officers and members joined hands as the Frankford Bicycle Club: Joseph Dyson, president; W. J. Ovid, vice-president; John Crankshaw, secretary and treasurer; Daniel Lees, captain; Chas. M. Miller, sub-captain; H. Q. Mills, S. Smith, E. Hamilton, W. Lynn, John Ward, John Bannister, S. Ford, R. B. Swanson. Our “club room,” which is the largest part of a club, is not yet secured; but a committee has been appointed to forer one desirable localities for such a purpose have already several in view, among which is a room adjoining a fine 16-lap rink, which, if decided upon, will be utilized for winter
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riding. Next spring we have hopes of turning out in full force among the foremost clubs of Philadelphia and vicinity, and have no doubt you will hear from us then.

FRANKFORD, PHILADELPHIA, PA., 15 August, 1881.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $2.00 for individuals; $5.00 for each of members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to John Winter, 233 N. 10th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Augman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheets of paper.

Applications should notice names as published in the BICYCLING WORLD, and notify the correspondent of any error in name.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notify the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or other objectionable persons mentioned.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address upon application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the BICYCLING WORLD of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending ten to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Banners are to be obtained by any member on his own responsibility, full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-bitted badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the BICYCLING WORLD:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.


CORRECTION.—Under Missouri Bicycle Club, in the World, of 5 August, Thomas Mier should be Thomas Meier.

Fred Beckers should be Fred A. Beckers, Geo. Oeters should be Geo. C. Oeters.

RACES.

7 September. Baltimore County Agricultural Society’s Annual Fair, at Timonium, Md., Northern Central Railway, bicycle races.
9 October. Brockton, Brockton Bicycle Club races.
25 September. Sacramento, Agricultural State Fair, bicycle races.
27 September. Franklin, Pa., Venango County Agricultural Society’s second annual fair, bicycle parade, and races.
27 September. New Jersey State Fair. Bicycle races are run at 2 p.m., at Waverly, N. J., Wednesday, 24 September, 1881.
29 September. Minnesota (Brule) Farmers and Mechanics’ Association Fair, bicycle tournament.
29 September. New York Athletic Club, track meet, rules, 7:30 and 10:30 A.M. Entry fee 50c. Secretary, National Association of Amateur Athletes, P. O. Box 318, New York City.
7 October. Entries close for two-mile bicycle race at the grounds of the New York Athletic Club (championship), rules at 9:30 A.M. Entry fee 25c. Secretary, National Association of Amateur Athletes, P. O. Box 318, New York City.
24 September. Philadelphia. One-handicap run, amateur bicycle stephanois, two miles, and amateur one-mile bicycle race.
24 and 27 August and 1 September. Morris County Agricultural Society, Morristown, N. J. Amateur bicycle races.
25 September. Bicycle races at the Shippen, Agricultural Society’s Fair, (if thrown the following day), beginning at 2 p.m. The first race for amateurs, mile long, best three to receive a prize valued at $35; the second man to receive a prize valued at $25, on preference to the three-knot race. The second race will be a half-mile dash for amateurs, the winner to receive a prize valued at $25. All entries are free, and can be made to Fred W. Greene, 721 Thomas street, Newport, R. I.
10 September. North Attleboro’, Mass. The First Annual Meet and Races of the Columbia Bicycle Club will be held Saturday, 10 September. Headquarters during the meeting, Wannetta House, North Attleboro’, Mass. The Meet will be at North Attleboro, Mass., on Saturday, 10 September, at 11 A.M. Entries will be served at the Wannetta House, at 12. The line will be formed at one o’clock, and headed by the North Attleboro’ Corner Band, twenty-four pieces, and a color guard through the principal streets to the Fair Grounds. Prize medals in value. The races will commence at two o’clock sharp, and opened with a club drill. The following are the prizes, first race, gold medal, valued at $50; second prize, gold medal, valued at $45; third prize, gold medal, valued at $50. One hundred yards, slow race—prize, nickel-plated hub hubhubs. Two-mile race—first prize, gold medal, valued at $50; second prize, gold medal, valued at $45; third prize, silver medal, valued at $50. Fancy riding—prize, choice of any article valued at $50. Five-mile race, single dash—prize, gold medal, valued at $50. The one and two-mile races, best two in three heats. All races will be governed by the rules of the L. A. W. All entries should be made to E. C. Stanley, secretary of Columbia Bicycle Club, on or before one o’clock, on the day of the races; no entrance fee. The races will be held on the Fair Grounds of the Attleboro’ Farmers’ and Mechanics’ Association, and run on the fastest half-mile track in New England. The first prize in each race will be the Wannetta House, North Attleboro’, and at the Park Street Hotel, Attleboro’, for those desiring to stay over. Special rules have been issued for visiting wheelers. The entire control of the meet, parade, and races is in the hands of the North Attleboro Club, whose members will use every endeavor to make the day a successful one. E. C. Stanley, secretary. Post-Office address, Attleboro’ Falls.
21 September. Hingham (Mass.). Agricultural Fair. Bicycle Club, rules at 2:30. First prize, gold medal, and silver medals, $5 and $2.50. Half-mile, best two in three, gold medal, and silver and bronze medal. Professional: Two miles, $5 and $2.50. Show race for amateurs will be held at 10 A.M., and less than two clubs of at least nine men each allowed to compete; prize, silk banner, valued at $1.50. League rules to govern members of the fair grounds, fifty-five cents each. Early entries desired; right to reject any at discretion of Chauncey L. Ripley, president, 99 Summer street, Boston.

Editor Bicycling World:—I send you a few notes on the Brockport tournament held on 16 August. A very interesting event was the great race between Miss Elsa Von Blumen and her bicycle against the well-known trotting horse, Grey Eagle, the horse that won the mile while she rode three quarters. The appearance of the little lady in her tasty costume upon the track was greeted with tremendous applause by the crowd. Even thus early in the morning she had succeeded in making a great reputation as a lady rider, and the general opinion was that she would beat the horse. That they were right is shown by her winning two straight heats by several lengths. Time, 3:13 and 3:15.

In the amateur bicycle race, J. B. Barross, of Attica, N. Y., W. E. Booth, of Genesee, and W. R. Barnum, B. H. Punnctt, C. A. Smith, and T. Hovey, of the Rochester Bicycle Club, took first place, the prizes being two gold badges. The race was one mile, best two in three. J. B. Barross, of Attica, N. Y., took first prize, and C. A. Smith, Rochester Bicycle Club, second prize for speed; time, 3:16 and 3:17. R. A. Punnctt, Rochester Bicycle Club, took first prize, and J. A. Niven, Rochester Bicycle Club, took second prize in fancy riding; and C. A. Smith, Rochester Bicycle Club, took first prize, and W. J. Curtis, Rochester Bicycle Club, took second prize in the slow race. You will see that the Rochester Bicycle Club carried off few of the nine prizes. This is not bad.

W. H. LEARNED.

ROCHESTER, N. Y., 15 August, 1881.

JOHN KEEN v. F. DE CIVY.—A meeting between these men naturally created some little excitement amongst the crowds who favored the Crystal Palace with their presence on Bank Holiday, and as six o’clock drew near, some thousands flocked to the vicinity of the track to witness a start in the race between the above-named men. Keen conceded a minute start to his opponent, although the foreigner did not ask for it. Contrary to general expectations, Keen failed to get near the Frenchman, and before completing half distance had to retire, having lost some ground; De Civy completing the distance alone in very good time. The foreigner covered six hundred yards in his allowed time, going at a rare pace. Keen dashed off in his well-known manner, but when the leader completed his first mile (time, 3m. 45 s.), Keen had not gained a yard. De Civy rode the two miles in 6m. 58 s., the Frenchman going on at a very steady pace, gaining ground on his opponent, and when five miles had been ridden the respective times were, De Civy 15m. 45 s.; Keen 17m. 58 s. Rain, which had fallen from the start, now came down in torrents, and the competitors were covered with the black cinder. De Civy riding in very good form, still kept on gaining ground at each lap, and completed his tenth mile in 3m. 51 s. Jack Keen, two laps ahead, in 3m. 55 s. (not bad for rain and mud). Keen then
dismounted with cramp and left De Civry, to complete the distance. The Frenchman took it easy and finished the twenty miles in th. em. 18, having ridden eighteen miles two hundred and fifty-five yards in the hour. Mr. G. P. Coleman, the editor of the Rot C. U. T., rode the time. De Civry rode a 57-inch. by Clements et Cie., of Paris. A ten-mile race has been arranged to take place between the same riders, from scratch, on the same track. — Cyclist, to August.

FRANCE.—On the 15th of July an interesting road race was held at Tours in France. Among the contestants were Chas. Terront, the young Frenchman who visited this country a couple of years ago, and his brother Jules; a bicyclist of much renown in France named De Civry; and a third, or, if we have heard of any, long since. These men have already done their part in keeping everyone informed about all wheel matters through your welcome columns; and presuming that they are much in evidence in France, we need not elsewhere do more than mention the proper substance for lubrication in the form of their worthy commendation in the following—

To all tall and coarse bearings (though for coarse means must be the subject of your columns) the application of vaseline, with a very small quantity of finely ground graphite, once a year will be quite sufficient; when the bearings are thoroughly cleaned beforehand, and properly protected with paper and a film.

The mistake made by all who have used graphite is by having it at all times mixed with the oil, so that it is eventually built up in the bearings entirely, causing the oil to run promiscuously over the machine and leaving a residue that looks like so much moisture on your wheel, and even clean always? Merely because the oil will run over matter how much packing is used; but by using vaseline that difference is considerable.

SAN FRANCISCO, 11 August, 1881.

Mr. FRANK C. FREEMAN, III, writes that he intends coming from that city to Boston on the bicycle, and he would like to ascertain all possible information regarding the race, and the road, in time to have wheels made over it or any portion of it; and if any of your correspondents can help him, we shall be glad to publish such information as they can give him. Perhaps Mr. Gale Shurtleff, of San Francisco, can supply all the necessary information, and his account of that city is no doubt published in the New York Wheel, would post him on a large part of the route.

HEADQUARTERS FIFTH DIVISION, C. No. 66 N. 11th St.,

Cyclist Decorating.—A toasting party, members of the Philadelphia Club, proceeded from the Park to the Valley Road to Stanton's, perhaps further, and would gladly receive any information concerning the road, etc.

CHAS. H. HUEBNER.

PHILADELPHIA, 17 August, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World:—Will some one kindly inform me as to the best material, color, and cut for a fronting and general riding suit? Club masquerades, as a rule, are poorly adapted for either. Also, what are the various holders and chain protectors, and how are they attached to the machine?

FELIX PUSHER.

Editor Bicycling World:—Can any of your readers give me information as to best route from Philadelphia to Delaware Water Gap, thence to Orange, N. J., and then direct or east by way of Princeton, Morristown, etc., and how does one get there?


P. O. Box 853, Eddystone.

Editor Bicycling World:—In response to the question by "Darkness," in No. 13, I will state that after experimenting with all kinds of oil, regardless of expense, Chinese N. O. Oil answers the purpose in every particular, except that its odor is not as fragrant as the Oil of Roses.

SAN FRANCISCO, 13 August, 1881.

ASSAULTING A BICYCLER.—Last week Mr. S. T. Parker, of Wakefield, Mass., was wheeling down the Spot Pond road, in Stoneham, and when at the lower end, near the ice-houses, he met a young fellow walking on the side of the road, the right; and there being no sidewalk, Mr. Parker clearly had the right of way, and kept closely to the edge. The fellow advanced with the evident determination of not turning out, but did turn out, in order to escape a collision; and as the bicycle passed him he turned quickly, and putting his hands to Mr. Parker's back, gave him a shove forward, throwing him head first into the machinery, with a fall of some 20 feet, and upon which, cutting a gash in his breast and otherwise severely bruising him. Mr. Parker immediately obtained the fellow's name (Edward Ames), and of those of several witnesses to the affair, and had him arrested and charged with felonies as assault, and he was locked up until Saturday, when the parties were brought into court in Malden, before Judge Pettingill. The judge, however, declined to hear the case, because he was prejudiced against bicyclists, and set it down for Monday, when they again appeared, Assistant Justice Bancroft on the bench. The testimony was so clearly against the defendant that the judge promptly convicted him, and imposed a fine of $7,000 and costs, from which he appealed, and the case will consequently come before a jury.

Editor Bicycling World:—I send a list of the present officers and members of the Framingham Bicycle Club: H. B. Day, president; W. D. Wilmot, secretary and treasurer; H. W. Bean, captain; C. A. Brown, sub-captain; J. J. Valentine, assistant; W. H. Lynch, assistant; R. W. Hatch, C. T. Aldrich, A. Stetson, J. C. Felch, F. C. Manson, C. F. Mills, H. Weeks, H. C. Rice, H. T. Fales, F. H. Fales, J. Metcalf, T. L. Woods, O. Davia. The first thirteen are members of the L. A. W., and most of the others will soon join us. We do not have as many regular runs as some clubs, but 'most any time you can find several coming to or from the "Bicycle Corner," as the place around the consuls' headquarters at the Framingham Centre drug store is called Out of a population of about 6,000, twenty-two residents have purchased and ride bicycles, and all but seven have joined the club. W. D. Wilmot. See Framingham Bl. Club. Framingham, 15 August, 1881.

That lively English "three-wheeler," the Tricycling Journal, discusses, to August, 1881, the best way for bicycle factories to manufacture it. The company at once suggests the college of cardinals, but as their Emicines are not known to be supporters of cycling, an explanation is necessary. The company alluded to is one controlled by Col. Albert Pope, one of America's most notable wheelmen. His portrait and biographical sketch appear in the Bicycling World of 22 July. Col. Pope is at present in England, and one day last week visited the Coventry Machinists' Depot on Holborn viaduct. The subject of these notes is worthy of more attention than he is just now receiving from us, for he has done more for the other American to make cycling a wide-spread means of recreation in America. In conclusion, we may say that though Col. Pope is a broad-shouldered man, his weight is hardly up to that of Dr. Joseph Pope of London.

It may interest some of our cycling brethren to know that sweet oil well thinned down with turpentine forms an excellent lighting medium. — Cyclist.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

[26 August, 1881]

THE "INDISPENSABLE"

BICYCLIST'S HAND-300K FOR 1881

IS NOW READY! 300 pages. 150 Illustrations.

THE INDISPENSABLE

Gives full particulars of all the latest Novelties in Bicycle construction.

Gives minute constructional details of every Machine in the market.

Contains the only complete Directory of Manufacturers.

Has been thoroughly revised up to date, with Copious Addenda of Test Introductions.

It is the only reliable book published on the Bicycle, and Should be read by every Rider. Should be read by every one who intends purchasing a new Machine.

IS INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY ONE.


E. C. HODGES & CO.,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

DIRECTORY

OF

BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.

Advertisements inserted in this department, $2.00 per year.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO. Osborne & Alexander, 603 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.

HARTFORD. Billings & Spencer Co. Weed Newing Machine Co.

NEW HAVEN. American Bicycle Co., 98 Crown Street.

ILLINOIS.

CHICAGO. Jno. M. Fairchild, Cor. State and Van Buren Streets.

MASSACHUSETTS.


MONTANA.

HELENA. W. E. Norris.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.


NEW YORK.

NEW YORK. Wm. M. Wright, 701 Fifth Avenue; Schuyler & Dunn, 189 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA. Gale Sherman.

PENNSYLVANIA.

PHILADELPHIA. H. H. Hart & Co., 813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG. Columbia Bicycle Agency, Cor. Fifth Avenue and Smithfield Street.

RHODE ISLAND.

PROVIDENCE. Chas. F. Handy, 236 Westminster Street.
Cunningham & Co.

Importing Manufacturers of
Bicycles and Tricycles.

(Established 1872)

Tremont Street, cor. of Berkeley Street, Boston, Mass.

Sale Proprietors of the Famous
Harvard Roadster.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

Send Three-Cent Stamp for Catalogue.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords,

Harrington's Patent Cradle Spring and Nash's Patent Rubber Bicycle Handles
deserve special attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from Cunningham & Co., or their authorized agents.

WM. M. Wright,

791 5th Avenue,

New York City.

Bicycles

of every make.

Bicyclers' Sundries.

Second-hand Bicycles

a Specialty.

& Send 1-cent stamp for circular; and length of leg, inside measure, to ball of foot under the shoe.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,

2 Cumberland St., 10 Milk St.,

Manchester, England, Boston, Mass.,

Importers of Various Makes of

English Bicycles and Tricycles

Sole Agents for the United States for

Singer & Co. - Coventry.

Hillman, Herbert & Cooper - Coventry.

Chas. R. Percival,

Manufacturers' Importer of

Bicycles & Tricycles

96 Worcester Street, Boston.

Sails for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of Bicycles and Tricycles. Address while in Europe, care of

Coventry Machinist Co., Coventry, Eng.

N. B. - I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

All Bicyclers Should Read

The Cyclist,

Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best get-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclists fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by Henry Nerrine, author of "The Bicycling 'Universe,'"

And C. W. Harr, author of "The Bicycle Journal," Published Every Wednesday.

Price, One Penny.

Annual Subscription, 6s. 6d.

From Illiffe & Son, the Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and the Cyclist are $1.50, from


Goy, The Athletic Outfitter,

21 Leadenhall Street, London,

22 Leadenhall Street,

54 Lime Street, England.

For Bicycles, Tricycles (all makes),

Club Uniforms,

And every requisite for Camping Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Football, Swimming, Running, Walking, Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Lacrosse, Rowing, Canoeing, Rowing, Boating, Fencing and all Athletic Sports.

Goy's Calendar of Sports and Price Lists

Forwarded Free.

Le Sport Vélocipédique

Organe Bi-Mensuel

Des Vélocos-Clubs de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. Devillers, Directeur.

Rédaction et Administration: 36, Rue Monge, Paris.

Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at, the Bicycling World Office.
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

The favorite bicycle in America is the Standard Columbia, filled with our special ball bearings. The 1881 pattern has more reliable, actually proved good points, for all-around use, than any other bicycle made. A large assortment always in stock at our warerooms. Also, our light and staunch Special Columbia, and our Mustang, as well as Extraordinary Challenges and other English bicycles.

All the parts of our bicycles are kept on hand, and as the parts in our machines are interchangeable, any one may be easily replaced by a new one.

THE CELEBRATED TRICYCLES, the Challenge No. 2, the Royal Salvo, and other unexcelled English Tricycles, in stock and on short order. Our Triocycle, for three riders, now perfected.

BICYCLERS' AND TRICYCLERS' SUPPLIES AND SUNDRIES.

Niantic Stockings, ribbed, all-wool, long legs, good weight Price, $2.00 a pair. Clubs supplied with any desired color.

Gossamer Rubber Capes, made expressly for bicycling and tricycling, cover knees and all, roll up very small, with enamelled cloth case; weight only 10 oz. Price, $2.50.

Canvas Shoes, with corrugated rubber taps, sewed. Price, $4.50.


Pratt's "American Bicyclist," price, 50 cents; Chandler's "Bicycle Tour," etc., price, $1.00, and other bicycling literature supplied.

Send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and full Price Lists.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE COLUMBIA BICYCLES, ETC.
597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

PHOTOGRAPHS

OF THE

AMERICAN WHEELMEN

At Boston on May 30, 1881.

Large Size - - - - - - - - - Price, $2.00.

By Mail, securely packed, $2.30.

They show the greatest number of bicyclers ever together in this country, including many clubs and representative wheelmen.

Sent postpaid to any address on receipt of price.

E. C. HODGES & CO.

40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.
6. s 198 of - 4 of Brighton, cents stamp price, 1879.

BICYCLES

BOSTON. Illustrated

BICYCLES

BOSTON. Evening

We make

SPORTING GOODS

A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rules for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING,
BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL,
LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM
SUITs, etc.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON, OAK HALL,
BOSTON - - - - MASS.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.
THOS. W. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, 20,
Attorneys, Counselors and Solicitors,
Patent, Trademark, and Copyright causes a specialty. Long experience with Bicycle and Velocipede Patents.
American and European Patents obtained.

29 Pemberton St. - - BOSTON, MASS.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,
AND
YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON

INSTALLMENTS
ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.

Purchasers ought to write, call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
5 UNION STREET.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,
AND
YALE BICYCLES

Published Weekly. 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

William & Gilman, Editor.

$1.50 a Year.

7 cents a copy.

BOSTON, 2 SEPTEMBER, 1881.

Volume III. Number 17.

ADVERTISEMENTS

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
SALEM, MASS.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicyclebell, and gives complete satisfaction.

IT IS EFFECTIVE;
OUT OF THE WAY;
NOT EASILY BROKEN;
HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the tire is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY BICYCLE.

No. 6 Columbus of 1879, No. 1, Standard Columbus of 1880, No. 2, Harris; (Fret lever brake), No. 3, Harris; (Thumb brake). No. 4, Special Columbus. No. 9, Ordinary Columbias.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of $1.00.

Send for circular.


200 per cent Saved by Buying your Bicycles from England.

The best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England, well known to be "the great centre for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical labor is fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other town in the Kingdom, doubtless facilitates us in offering Bicycles and Tricycles at fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other maker in England.

The Yorkshire Bicycle, the Workingman's Friend, is a marvel at the price, $4, 50 50 00.00.00.00.

The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster. 46 in., $80.00, rising 75c. per in.

The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements for excellence of manufacture it is unsurpassed. 48 in., $5.00 50 00.00., rising $1.55 per in.

Burnett & Farrar,

BICYCLERS' RIDING SUSPENSORY.

The Bandage consists of a Silk Sack, made of the best Hand-Knit Silk Netting, which will not interfere with the action of the respiratory organs of the skin, with an Elastic Band which receives the body, and Elastic Strap passing over the Hips, and attached to the sack beneath, which keeps the sack in position, no matter in what position the person may put himself, the straps yielding to the movements. The Bandage is made in three sizes, Small, Medium, and Large. In ordering, state which size is wanted. Sent by mail on receipt of price, $1.00. Elks Hose Company, Highsville, Mass.


BURLEY'S

ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

THE BEST, MOST COMFORTABLE and only ADJUSTABLE SADDLE made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one.

Send for circular with testimonials.

In ordering, state whether Narrow spring or otherwise.

Price, $4.00. Nickel Plated, $5.25.

Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE,
Box 1193.

Brighton, Mass.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,
AND
YALE BICYCLES

SOLD ON

INSTALLMENTS
ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.

Purchasers ought to write, call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
5 UNION STREET.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,
AND
YALE BICYCLES

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
I WANT TO PURCHASE

BROKEN-UP BICYCLES

In any condition.

IF CHEAP.

WESTERN HEADQUARTERS for REPAIRING

Manufacturer of the

Fairfield Youth’s Bicycle, Bicycle Bells, etc.

T. B. JEFFERY, 38 and 40 S. CANAL ST.,

CHICAGO.

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP

YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST

Is to wipe it over every day. The next best is to use NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not affect its appearance.

Price, 25 cents for " Bicycles Special." Express prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00. Cannot be sold by mail. Address

A. B. BROWN & SONS,


CUMMING & CO., Boston Agents.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, nonpareil, for fifty cents.]

FOR SALE, CHEAP. 1} Horse Power Engine and a Horse Power Boiler, almost new, in fine order. Will sell cheap for cash, or will trade for any kind Bike, from a 4-in. to a 6-in.

Address: D. NEVINS, Attleboro, Mass.

CURRENTE CALAMO

All aboard for Worcester.

REMEMBER the Hingham races.

The Milwaukee Bicycle Club has seven members.

A member of the Milwaukee club has been seen riding on the Back Bay, lately.

A bicycle club has been organized at Salt Lake City, Utah, with twenty-two members.

All bicyclists should visit the New England Fair, and examine the exhibit of bicycles.

The Montreal wheelmen are especially anxious for Boston bicyclists to attend their race meeting.

When the floor of the exhibition building is cleared, it will be a good place to hold winter races.

The San Francisco and Oakland Bicycle Clubs talk of giving an exhibition at the State Fair in Sacramento, next month.

The prize medals for the Atteboro’ races of the Columbia Bicycle Club will be on exhibition in the window of Tilden & Thurber, Providence, on 1, 2, and 3 September, and at Dyer’s gentlemen’s furnishing goods store in Bowdoin square, Boston, 5, 6, and 7 September.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club will meet at Trinity square, Boston, at 8 A. M. on Monday, 5 September, for a run to Worcester, to attend the races on the 6th. It will dine at Hotel Wellesley on the 6th, and pass the night at the Marlboro’ Hotel, Marlboro’. Leaving there at 8 A. M. on the 6th, it will ride directly to Worcester.

All wheelmen are cordially invited to attend the annual race meeting of the Montrose Bicycle Club (particulars of which are given in our “Coming Events”), and they may be sure of an enthusiastic reception from the Canadians. Full particulars of hotel accommodations, etc., will be sent there on application to Secretary Tibbs.

At the Mechanics’ Institute Fair, Mr. Gooch, of Newton, has an exhibit of a nickel-plated bicycle, which compares favorably with any machine made in this country; but he has not taken advantage of the recessed hubs, and consequently the tread of the machine is broader than is necessary. The Pope Manuf. Co. and Cunningham & Co. have also fine exhibits.

E. P. TOLMAN, of Worcester, telegraphs us that all railroads in Worchester will transport bicyclists to and from the New England Fair free of cost. This includes the Worchester and Nashua, Boston, Barre and Gardner, New York and New England, Providence and Worchester, Northampton and Albany, and Old Colony Railroads.

CONSULT W. D. WILMOT, of Framingham, recommends the Framingham Hotel to all bicyclists passing through or visiting that town, as an excellent one in all respects. The prices are reasonable, and a discount of twenty per cent for single meal, and twenty-five per cent by day or week, will be made to L. A. W. members. Mr. Wilmot may always be found at the drug store opposite, and will be glad to welcome and tender courtesies to wheelmen calling upon him.

We understand there are to be some novelties introduced at the Worcester Meet, next Tuesday, in the line of company maneuvering, showing that a parade of six or more men on bicycles may aspire to something more than an exhibition of simple column riding. The new features will be interesting alike to the crowd of spectators assembled at the New England Fair, and to the fortunate participants in the parade. As free use of buggies and whistles is to be permitted throughout the line, there will be a merrier spectacle than is usually presented on such occasions.

PERSONAL

‘ARRY PERCIVAL is the coming racing man.

‘JUVENIS’ says that ‘bike’ and ‘trike’ are vulgar expressions.

Mr. Cross, of the Providence Bicycle Club, gave us a call last Saturday.

MRS. BELVA A. LOCKWOOD, female lawyer of Washington, rides the tricycle.

C. A. PITKIN, of the Boston Club, has been wheeling in New York and Vermont.

Mr. Eddy, of Flint, Mich., is in town, and is stopping at the New Marboro’ on Washington Street.

CAPT. OWEN, of the Capital Bicycle Club, of Washington, has been in town during the past week.

CONSUL SHILLABER and DEAN have adopted the "Star Tom" bell, and report it a quite a success.

CAPT. SCATTERGOOD, of Albany, N. Y., is in town. He is the guest of Mr. Foudriat, of the Boston Club.

JOHN W. WILSON, professional, has purchased for his five-year old brother a 24-inch bicycle, which the youngster has mastered and rides in fine style.

It is rumored that ‘old’ Alden of the Massachusetts is in active training, and will soon challenge ‘Juvens’ of the Boston Club to a ten-mile race.

The Champion American amateur, L. H. Johnson, captain of the Essex Bicycle Club, of New Jersey, will compete in next fall for the world championship.

‘IKE’ SHILLABER is selling lots of Phosphate to the Massachusetts Club. He claims it is just as stimulating as beer, and that the after effects are not so bad. We wonder ho’v he knows the effect of beer is.

HOWARD E. PARKHURST, ex-lieutenant of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, and organizer of Mt. Vernon Church, has declined a call to a professorship of music in Drury College, Springfield, Mo., at a salary of $5,000.

THE BICYCLING WORLD

[2 September, 1881]
As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America.—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meetings, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication. For our terms of subscription and rates for advertising, see announcement of Rates and Terms in another column.

BOSTON, 2 SEPTEMBER, 1881.

To Contributors.

BICYCLERS should remember that they have political as well as social privileges and influence in their local communities, and see to it that they exercise them in the matter of the election of city and town officers. Let them use their influence and votes to secure the election of town officers and road commissioners who will be most likely to improve and keep in good condition the public streets and highways. The first impressions made on the minds of strangers driving through a town are produced by the condition of its streets; and no person of taste and judgment, seeking a location for a suburban residence, will ever choose a badly kept thoroughfare for a dwelling site,—a fact which too many town authorities are apt to overlook.

It is a health sign for bicycling, and strongly indicative of its growing importance in the community, that leading metropolitan journals throughout the country are seriously discussing the relative rights of wheelmen and the proprietors of other vehicles in public thoroughfares. Nor is it less a matter of congratulation that nearly every paper of any considerable influence arrays itself on the side of the wheelmen in their claim for equal right of way with other vehicles in public streets and driveways; for with the aid of this powerful moulder of public opinion, in conjunction with the intelligent and gentlemanly persistence of bicyclists themselves, these rights must speedily be conceded everywhere.

**A POUGHKEEPSIE CORRESPONDENT writes to know what are the rules governing bicycle races, and whether allowance is made for the size of wheels competing. The rules governing the bicycle races under the auspices of the city of Boston are as follows:**

1. Entries and awards will be confined strictly to amateurs; and persons entering for these races who are not members of a bicycle or other athletic club whose rules of membership exclude professionals, must satisfy the judges that they are not professionals, either by their own statements or by other evidence to the satisfaction of the judges.

2. An amateur is any person who has never competed in an opening race for professional money, for public money, or for gate money, or under a false name; or with a professional for a prize or gate money is charged; nor has ever, at any period of his life, taught or pursued athletic exercises in a manner of livelihood.

3. Any competitor without a fade must be disqualified.

4. Choice or change of machine, and choice of costume, are not limited.

5. Each competitor will receive from the judges, before the start, a card bearing a number, which must be worn during the race.

6. The drawing for positions in each race will take place at the judges’ stand before the races.

7. All starts will be from a starting-block, and the machines are to be held in position until the word "go" is given by the starter. Any contestant starting before the word is given shall be placed one yard behind the starting line, and an additional yard for each repeated false start.

8. Riders must pass on the outside (unless the man passed be dismounted), and must be at least a clear length of the bicycle in front of taking the inside; the inside man must allow room for his competitor to pass on the outside.

9. Any competitor guilty of foul riding will be disqualified.

10. Any protest against a competitor respecting his qualification as an amateur must be lodged with the judge and in writing before the race. If protest respecting foul riding or breach of rules must be made to the judges immediately after the race is over.

11. Competitors may dismount during a race at their pleasure, and may have more than one man on the machine, but they wish to (a) and must keep to the extreme outside of the path whenever dismounted.

12. The right is reserved to the judges of refusing or cancelling any entry if necessary, before the start, of advertising any questionable entry, of deciding any other point not provided for, and of making any alteration in the programme that they may deem necessary.

13. The decision of the judges will in all cases be final.

These may answer the purpose of our correspondent; and we will add that the same things would constitute a foul in a bicycle race as in a foot race, such as passing on the inside, touching a fellow-competitor, or taking the Inside pole when less than a length ahead. Of course, there is no allowance for a false size of the wheel, and it would be unjust if there were. On a rough track, with a strong wind, the small wheels generally have the advantage. As to starting a bicycle race, the English method of firing a pistol is, we think, to be preferred to the word "go"; and the starting line should be designated by a piece of red tape.

**EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.**

From Rhinebeck to Boston.

The writer is, he thinks, the first clergyman in the city of Brooklyn to own and ride a bicycle. The capabilities of the steel horse in the direction of attractive out-door exercise, and especially in its practical value in making vacation tours, led him to venture upon the thin ice of popular prejudice. 9 July he mounted for the first time, immediately taking the initiatory header. Thenceforward he rode with increasing ease and dignity, a morning spin on the concrete in Bed ford avenue and one Saturday afternoon trip to Coney Island and return (22 miles) serving as preliminary training for a much-dreamed-of vacation tour.

The ambitious dream was a journey to Niagara by way of the Hudson to Rondout, thence along the line of the Ulster and Delaware. Realizing that the road northward to Fonda, on the New York Central, and so westward to the great catacar, The swift “Mary Powell” brought him on 2 August to Rondout. Thence next day he joyously spun westward over two or three miles of the best macadam; but beyond that to West Hurley (where the train was boarded and the western trip abandoned) stretched seven miles of so-called “stone road,” hilly and abounding in ruts, a veritable night mare to a bicyclist. An Irishwoman, standing in the door of a shanty, hailed the demure pedestrian trundling the joc—inch nickelled “Club” in front of him, “Say, Cap, do you grind tools with that?”

We resolved on trying the eastern bank of the Hudson, and found the good report of the roads of Dutchess County not without foundation. Three or four long hills lie between Rhinecliff and Rhinebeck; but thence, through Red Hook, Clermont, and Livingston, to the Blue Store (1½ miles), there are few hills and little sand. From that point four miles of clay and hills are followed by six miles of smooth wheeling on a descending grade to Hudson. North of that city, for four or five miles, we found the clay rather bumpy; but through Stockport and Styvesant Falls to Kinderhook (12½ miles), the slate roads were delightfully smooth, and continued so for four miles farther into Schodack, when a stretch of a few miles of rough, unrailable hills prepared us to appreciate the fair gravel road from Schodack Centre to East Greenbush and Albany (6 miles). This ride of sixty miles during that week, when the thermometer marked 88° and 100° at noon, decided us in heart and body at Albany, and taking an excursion by rail to Saratoga. Not many days passed, however, before we began to long for the saddle again, and had decided upon a trip from Albany to Boston.
From the summit of the hill at East Greenbush to West Lebanon (21 miles) the saddle can be kept for the most part, the most notable exception being the long and rough descents into the New Lebanon valley. From West Lebanon to Shaker Village (5 miles) is a good gravel road, and to the summit of Pittsfield Mountain (2 miles) a machine must be pushed, but after that one need scarcely dismount before he rides into Pittsfield (6½ miles). Beyond Pittsfield a network of bicyclers' roads begins, and hardly ceases for the forty miles thence to Westfield. To the summit of Washington Mountain and North Becket (about 13 miles), few miles of the sandy road can be ridden, and the nine miles thence to Chester, over another mountain, must be travelled on foot. Thence to Westfield (18½ miles) we rode between the tracks of the Boston and Albany Railroad, a dangerous and desperate measure to which the sandy roads drove us. The gently descending grade and the fine scenery were compensations for two or three heavy falls and the haunting presence of peril. The smoother riding between the summit and the Connecticut River bridge in Springfield was heartily appreciated after the experience that had preceded. The route from Springfield to Indian Orchard, against which much has been said, is, I presume, the plainest; but from Jenksville to Palmer, a stretch of nine or ten miles, like the "forlorn and shipwrecked brother" in Longfellow's "Psalm of Life," we trod in the footsteps left upon the sand by all the brethren of the wheel who have gone that way. The road from West Brimfield to Boston (78½ miles) is too well known to bicyclers to call for a description. Nearly all of it can be ridden without dismounting except for hills.

The cyclo meter distance from Albany to Boston is 182½ miles, and the writer was somewhat over four days in making it. The walking detracted little from the pleasure. We have been down the Breithorn astride an alpenstock, have jumped down the ashly cone of Vesuvias, have glided through the bazaars at Cairo on a blooded donkey, have run a horseback race with a clerical friend in the Jordan Valley, have threaded the sweet Swiss valleys, only to find on our common roads at home an excursion quite as unique and almost as enjoyable.

M. D. E.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

SOUTHRIDGE (Mass.) Bl. Club.—The bicycle wheel has struck this town, and the deadwood was gathered about part, eleven members, offered as follows: President, Geo. M. Lovell; clerk and treasurer, D. A. Reeves; captain, N. E. Funks road; secretary, the summit of Standard Columbias, two English 'squires, and one Harvard. The first official club run was to Webster, 28 August, where our brother wheelmen entered us in a pleasant and courteous manner. We were taken to Union Point on the shore of a beautiful lake, where a clam-bake was served, including everything necessary to make a first-class dinner. The Webster brethren evidently understand how to conduct an affair of this kind, everything being done up Brown. Brothers Speares, of the Eolus Club, and Tolman, of the Worcester Club, were present, the former entertaining the company after dinner with a specimen of his fine dancing, which, it is well known, cannot be beaten by any other rider in the State. We wish to return our hearty thanks to the Webster brethren, and hope to be able to return the courtesy before long.

Diving Reeves, So.:

NATICK Bl. Club.—At a meeting of Natick bicyclers, held 12 August, a club was formed and organized by the choice of the following officers: President, O. H. Burleigh; captain, Willard Norton; sub-captain, Frank Young; secretary and treasurer, Geo. Oeters and Richard Garvey. The name of the club was decided upon, temporary officers were chosen, and a committee on constitution and by-laws was appointed. It was resolved that the club join the League of American Wheelmen. The uniform selected could hardly be improved upon for beauty, utility, and service, consisting of blue shirt, blue knickerbockers, blue stockings, and white top caps. This will be the costume in use during the summer, and in the autumn, English corduroys will be adopted. After this the meeting adjourned to meet 26 July, when the latter committee was appointed. The next meeting was held at the same place, the president in the chair; he afterwards appointed Mr. Garvey to the chair, and then formally resigned his position as president. In offering his resignation, Mr. Meier stated that he was intending to visit Europe this fall, on business and pleasure; in the mean time, he would make all possible observations, and note everything that would be of any interest or benefit to the club. This resulted in an election of permanent officers, the office of vice-president being incorporated with that of captain. Mr. George Oeters was then appointed captain pro temp. The club is now magnificently; it is already on a most substantial basis, and its club roll embraces the names of a number of the most active, enterprising, and energetic young men in St. Louis. The rules are


L. A. W.:

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $5.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dillyown Wistar, 233 N. 16th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fee, or at other and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be entered in the rolls of the club in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applications should note the following as published in the BICYCLING WORLD, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the notices, and inform the corresponding secretary confidentially if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulators, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the BICYCLING WORLD of 2 October, and may be obtained, by small payment, to the office of the world. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Bages are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated bages.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam,
Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.


MASSACHUSETTS BICYCLE CLUB.—Additional: Samuel T. Parker, 29 Market street, Boston, Mass.

ROSEBURY Bl. Club.—Additional:
Coming Events.
24, 26 September, Philadelphia, Pa., Belleview Stadium, Gunny and Darby's "Flattening Track" sports. Bicycle races. Prices valued at $20. Amateur twomey bicycle single-throw, over sixteen obstacles, which are lined plane twelve feet square and two feet high in the middle. On the track, gold bicycle emblem and two gold medals. One reload bicycle flat race; three gold medal prices. Entrance fee, $3 00; close, 10 September. Add. Address, 100 South St., Philadelphia, Pa.
25 September, Dayton, O., bicycle tournament and races. $200 in prizes, mile heats, best two in three. Southern Ohio Fair Association.
25 September. Annual race meeting of the Montreal Bicycle Club, to be held at Montreal, Quebec and 1st September. "Flattening Track" sports. Bicycle races. Prices valued at $20. Amateur twomey bicycle single-throw, over sixteen obstacles, which are lined plane twelve feet square and two feet high in the middle. On the track, gold bicycle emblem and two gold medals. One reload bicycle flat race; three gold medal prices. Entrance fee, $3 00; close, 10 September. Add. Address, 100 South St., Philadelphia, Pa.
25 September, Boulder Bicycle Club Meet. Three club and three open races.
26 September, Northern Ohio Fair Association. Bicycle race. Mile championship of Ohio, best two in three. Entries free and open to amateurs only. The prices will be as follows: 1st, $5, 2nd, $2.50, 3rd, $1.50, given by the Northern Ohio Fair Association, and the race will be under the auspices of the local club. Entries must be sent to Alfred Ely, Jr., Exc. Cleveland Bicycle Club, on or before 5th, September, 1881.
27 September, Kington (Mass.) Agricultural Fair. Bicycle races at 3 p.m.
28 September, North Attleboro, Mass. The First Annual Meet and Races of the Columbia Bicycle Club will be held at 2 o'clock, September, 28th.
30 September, Brockton, Brockton Bicycle Club races.
30 September, Paterson, Franklin, Pa., Venango County Agricultural Society's second annual fair, bicycle parade, and tournament. 1st and 2nd September, Governor, N. Y., annual fair of the Governor Agricultural and Mechanical Society, bicycle parade and tournament.
27 September, New Jersey State Fair. Bicycle races at 11 a.m. at Waverly, N. J., Wednesday, 27th September, 1881.
27 September, Marlboro (Mass.) Farmers and Mechanic Association Bicycle tournament.
September, Joint meeting of the New York Athletic Club and the Philadelphia. Three-mile bicycle race; scratch; entrance for fifty cents. Entries close 7 September. To secretary of games, F. O. Box 3101, New York City.
13 September. Entries close for two-mile bicycle race at the grounds of the New York Athletic Club (championship game), 9 a.m. and 10 p.m. for $5, 16 Secretary National Association of Amateur Athletes, 200 Broadway, New York. 29 September. Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, handicap race, amateur bicycle single-throw, two miles, and amateur one-mile bicycle race. 10 and 11 August and 8 September, Morris County Agricultural Society, Morristown, New Jersey. Bicycle race.
September, Bicycle races at the Aquinacook Agricultural Society's Fair (if stormy, the following day), beginning at 2 p.m.

John Keen won the mile professional bicycle race for the championship, a gold chronograph worth $150, and $100, at Wolverhampton, England, 3 August.

Keen and de Civry.—The Revue des Sports says of the ten-mile race at Wolverhampton, which took place about a week after the twenty-mile race at Crystal Palace, described in our last issue:—

"A second victory has been won by our Champion. He ran his race with J. Keen, on Tuesday, 8th inst., at Wolverhampton, thus substantiating our confidence in him, and confirming our estimates of the first race with the redoubtable English champion, who, until now, has not been beaten in nine years in any race of from ten to twenty miles. This time it was ten miles only that our competitor had to run. Notwithstanding the fact that he did not desire it, his competitor insisted upon his taking thirty seconds' start. As at Crystal Palace, the weather was frightful. At seven o'clock, the time for the race, the rain fell in torrents, but notwithstanding that, a thousand people were in position on the grand stand. The track, which only measures about 320 metres (five laps to the mile), was very heavy and full of water. During his first mile, which he made in 5 m. 28.30 seconds, he overcame his rival by the margin of the 275 that he made in his thirty seconds' start; but at the close of the second mile (6m. 18s.), he had regained the lost ground and 15 yards more, which he increased to 30 at the end of the third mile (8m 25s.). After the heat, the Frenchman made himself quite familiar with his adversary, Jack Keen was overtaken, making the Frenchman one lap ahead. Pretending, then, that his arm was lame, Keen threw up the race and declared himself beaten, and invited de Civry to dismount, which he did at the end of four miles, run in a beating rain in 12m. 55s. These two successive victories of the French champion over such a competitor should place him without doubt at the head of the best English racers."

Marlboro.—The second club race of the Marlboro Bicycle Club was held at Riverside Park, Hudson, on Monday, 22 August, distance, one mile. The following is the summary: Arthur Curtis first, in 3:31; George E. Frye, second, in 3:33; John Sawin, third, in 3:35.

Martha's Vineyard.—At Cottage City 3,000 persons assembled about Oceca Park, Friday afternoon, 19 August, to witness the bicycle race in the famous series for the Herald and citizens' prizes. The course around Ocean avenue and the cottage fronts along Ocean avenue were thronged with spectators. For the race were: H. E. Lombard, Cambridgeport; Abbot Lawrence, Lawrence; Sir John Whittaker, England; S. T. Kauback, Malden; H. S. Owen, Washington. Whittaker won the three successive heats, being pushed by Kauback in the first two. Kauback came in a good second. The time for the two miles was 7m. 418.5, 8m. 143.5, and 7m. 51.8. Considering the course, this is very good running. The final race in the series was run on Friday of last week. The entries were: Kauback, Whittaker, Chas. M. Stowe, Hudson, Henry Percival, Boston; Joseph Pat y, Hudson, and E. M. Bent, Cohocton. In the first heat Kauback and Bent had it most of the way, closely followed by Paty on the last lap, with the other trailing behind. Bent won in 7m. 40.8, thus lowering the record. In the second Bent crossed the line the winner of the heat in 7m. 35.5. In the third heat, the race was all done by Bent and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5. The judges then decided to have the tie between Bent and Whittaker run off within half an hour, but subsequently decided, as Bent was very much fatigued and somewhat ill from the bicycle driving, and Paty, Whittaker contenting himself with one lap, and then retiring. As between Bent and Kauback, the run was a pretty one, but Bent was first at the finish, as usual: 7m. 43.5.
for each of his five completed miles, was respectively as follows: 4:43, 9:12, 9:20, 9:09 9:00. The last mile was not completed in time, for by 1:18, with Brown second, in 1:56. Higgins had the mistake to get thrown from his machine at the quarter pole by striking a bad place in the track, which was to be regretted, as the three leaders were in a position for an interesting finish. The two-mile race was won by Higgins in 7:39, with no one near him during the time. Spiers did not start. For the fancy riding, Spiers, Spiers, and Brown entered. Spiers and Higgins scored 293 points each, and will therefore keep the badge and colors that they won in July till the September Meet... We have inaugurated a morning drill at 5:30; and of the officers, we turn out on Wednesday last, nine men, and Saturday, eleven men.... We are anticipating a large gathering at the New England Fair races. The Fair officials desire to do all that is possible to make a perfect track and both clubs will do all they can for the comfort and pleasure of their guests.

**NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.**

(We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.)

A SAN FRANCISCO correspondent asks concerning bicycling by ladies in this section, and would like to learn from personal experience about the utility of the three-wheeler.

We are continually receiving requests for individual and disconnected extra miles of the merits and demerits of the "American Star" bicycle, from such as have who do not own. We have several. Spiders will not follow this, and our columns are open for more. We have understood there is one in the Crescent Club of Boston: if so, will the reader please rise and explain?

**Editor Bicycling World:**—"Pedal Pusher" will find that not too much, but enough, to serve, in a 2 1/2-inch and as serviceable for wear as anything he can have. In regard to color, a dark gray is preferable to black or brown, on account of not showing the dust. The lawmen holder made by Jackson & Frithole, of New Haven, is probably the best down of his kind for carrying a lamp, although a lamp is not desirable for a long tour over rough roads. In this case, the best rider can rarely escape without a header, and few care to ride at night after a day's journey. — A V. OLOUER.

At the Caledonian Club(boston) games at Arlington, Mass., Thursday, there was an amateur three-mile bicycle race for gold medals,—three prizes,—but there were only two entries, Messrs. Harry Percival, of Boston, and S. T. Kaulback, of Malden; and these gentlemen competed, but the track was not good and the speed was not sufficient to win much interest, nor was the time recorded. A number were taken out by both gentlemen, but without serious accident to either except a slight wrist sprain to Percival. Kaulback took first prize and Percival second. The former rode a 14-inch machine, and the latter a 20-inch machine. There was a so a professional race, one mile, for the third medal, competed for by John W. Wilson, Luther W. Porter, and James E. Edwards, all of Boston. Porter took the lead, followed by Edwards, but Wilson passed both on the second lap (the track was eight circuits to the mile), and kept the position to the end; Porter second.

**CORRESPONDENCE**

Montreal.

**Editor Bicycling World:**—What has come over our "Club Dawg"? I am afraid something must have disagreed with his canine stomach, as I see much running hand him meal. The idea of saying that I, "K. K.," and the "bugle" are one and the same person! Why, Mr. Editor, I would not know what end of the bugle to put to my mouth should I try to blow a pleasant trip last Saturday (13th) and now methinks I see sundry of our wesacrees looseing their collars, settling their spectacles, and exclaming, "Oh, yes; it is very easy to tell who wrote that piece!" but even at the great risk of revolving for another fellow, I will go on and tell you of the jolly time put in last Saturday and Sunday by the Montreal Bicycle Club. We left the city Saturday afternoon about 3 p.m., and started out on the Boulevard, with a stiff gale in our teeth the whole distance. We had five riders with us who were experiencing the delights of their first road ride, in this case their pleasures being augmented considerably by the high wind. After sundry adventures, we arrived at the half-way house, about five miles out, where, after refreshing our inner man, the "tyros" compared their wounds and bruises, which seemed to afford them great satisfaction. They all seemed to be fitted with "boil bearings" to both seats, but it must be confessed they bore their pains with heroic fortitude. On the way out, A. was seen to ask a friendly contest with his machine as to which could stand on their heads the longest within a given distance. The judges gave the preferre ce to the machine, on the ground that A. invariably was stretched out on the ground, while his "52" stood erect with the little wheel waving triumphantly in the air. Well, time passed on until the hour arrived for the return; we then had better take the opportunity of calling them that now, for in a week or so they will be quite old riders (return) which they did, with the pad, which still kept up, in their rear, while the gallant few again resumed their weary struggle with rude Bores. Sauldt Rue Collectot was at last reached all safe and sound with the exception of the bugler, who came a pretty "crumpler" case, three runs after the other. When do get up the handle of his "54" was bent like a "Yale," only more so. However, a smilith on the roadways soon put it to rights again. After a few minutes' stoppage, Sauldt Rue Collectot, and we wheeled for St. Vincent de Paul, and certainly the road for about six miles was a sufficient recompense for the tough time experienced in getting that far. Imagine a road running straight away for nearly three miles on the footpath alongside the fence, about three feet wide, as smooth as the palm of my hand, and entirely guiltless of stones, large or small. Then add to that the very fine gardens—one in particular, attached to a convent—that we passed, and I think you would agree with me in saying it was worth while undergoing a great deal of toll to enjoy such a pleasant ride. We soon reached the ferry,—a primitive old arrangement, consisting of a flat-bottomed scow large enough to take on a large hay wagon and a team of horses, yet easily navigated by two small boys, when we started out for the ferry. The bugler by an old one-armed Frenchman, who smilingly demanded "D'zouz, Moutreiz, sit'sous plait." We crossed safely, and
Chicago Notes.

The Bicycling World: Messrs. Dean and Runnion concluded to take the wheel trip to Joliet last Sunday,—forty miles. The road was dusty for them, however, and when they reached Lemont they concluded it was far enough, and turned back. The highway was broad enough for any ordinary people, but a Texas steer happened to have the right of way, as he thought, and took off at the bicycle. This is what we call bull-headed reasoning; and why some park commissioners are likened unto the bovine. Mr. Dean happened to be ahead, and Mr. Bull made a dash at him, locking his horns in the spokes, and tossing machine and rider over his back. Mr. Dean landed in the hay very much the same as a pair of saddle-bags would, and had a free ride for a moment until he fell off. Mr. Runnion immediately secured a resented seat in the peanut gallery, a neighboring thicket, and safely viewed the fracas. True to say, the only damage done was a spoke slightly bent, not even the paint of Mr. Dean's machine being scratched. For the first time in the history of the Chicago Bicycle Club, we failed to have a quorum at our last business meeting. Cause, everybody out of town. . . . We are revising our bylaws. At present they are too cumbersome and weighty, and it is suspected that the awful penalties and things contained therein scare off a good many would-be members. If secretaries of other clubs will kindly send us their rules, the courtesy will be appreciated. Of all the club regulations we have seen thus far, those of the Massachusetts Club are the most concise, and are gotten up in very neat form. We shall probably imitate their style somewhat. . . . We have it copy righted! . . . A most fearful and wonder- ful machine has appeared at Mr. Fair- field's repair room, in the shape of a French bicycle, bearing the simple name of "C.N. Novel Biciclette, Brussels." The wheel consists of one hundred fine planar- oes, the spokes running into the hubs, two spokes to each nipple; making a most beautiful wheel, but bad to true up. . . . The new Premier elliptic spring, as used by Pres- ident McClure, is probably the best thing it is the easiest thing we have ever seen in the way of patent springs; but after all, there is nothing like the plain spring as used on the "Columbia" or "Harvard," provided it is made to weight. But the majority of people buy a machine with springs calculated to carry an elephant, and then find fault with the principle because they do not carry a light weight easily. The worst feature of the plain tail spring is the rattling in the loop or slide. The socket slides has proved very agreeable in our experience, and gives no trouble, except perhaps the oozing out of oil used in lubricating. "A Har- vard" bicycle has a very pleasant appearance here as a candidate for favor. It is undeniably to be a favorite with the Montreal Bicycle Club, and on that ground Mr. Fairfie'd bought one to try its merits. It has direct spokes laced into gun-metal hubs, Stanley head, adjustable step like the "Centaur" (which, by the way, is the most preferable way of adjustment), and double-ball bearings, needed to do the work for this latter feature is a good one. On the whole, while possessing some good points, it is an ordinary machine, not to be compared to the "D. H. F. Premier," or "Harvard." We used to have great fear of gun-metal hubs and direct spokes, but so far they have proven to be much less trouble than the nipples. They look better, are easier cleaned, make a more rigid wheel, are probably less liable to allow the wheel to break, and altogether are more desir- able. Such has been our experience, and nearly every machine in Chicago, so far as we have seen, are now direct spoked. . . . We are anxiously awaiting the report of the Chicago French Com- missions in that test case. It seems to go along slowly, but we trust surely for the interest of the defendants. . . . Mr. I. W. Johnson departed for England a week ago, to be gone a year. Mr. Crain, of the Boston Bicycle Club, who has been one of us for a month, has gone to Warsaw, Ill., to reside. . . . Secretary Ayers is back from the Black Hills, and reports the wheels of the Connecticut and Dakota perfect. The natural roads of that region, untouched save by the itiner- ant wheel of the prairie schooner and freight wagon, are smooth, hard, and without dust. They resemble asphalt in appearance. The calling of the black- ness and roads, consisting of two smooth, level ruts, branch out over the prairies in every direction. There are frequent gradual rises of ground that could easily ascend the black knob but which would make a splendid coast down again, of three or four miles in length. . . . Mr. A. G. Beaufont, ex-sec-
Cleveland.

**Editor Bicycling World**: — The State Meet at Columbus and race for one-mile championship, to take place, third 9 September, are at present the topics of conversation among local wheelmen, it reaching its culmination on Friday, 10 August, when the club decided to wheel out to the track and see what could be done. We do not feel any better, and in fact are fast recovering, as mile heats in 5.52, 5.12, 4.20, and 4.22, and quarters in 1:01, 39J, and 3:23, about took the wind out of our sails, and we returned wiser, but not more certain. While at the same time things were made a great deal livelier than the time made would indicate, by jockeys, rubbers, and hangers-on in general setting a ferocious bulldog upon the riders. The youthful unattached, after going out to the track and making a mile in 90, is crazy to enter in a race. One of our new club members, on a recent run, took nine headings, by a government gauge, and wanted more: than half-way home. Three brothers have been giving an exhibition with a bicycle on a tight wire, strung over Rocky River, for the last ten days. They use an ordinary bicycle with tire removed, to which at the hubs is attached a double trapese, on which two do various blood-curdling feats, while the third on the machine propels them across the wire, a distance of about eight hundred feet. — A friend and myself had an elegant ride on Thursday, 12 August, from here to Elyria (30 miles). Starting from the city at 3 P. M., we rode out Detroit street to Rocky River (10 miles), over a very dusty road; then, by foot, to the railroad. While waiting for the train, a number of athletes on tight wire, mentioned above, and refreshing the inner man, we proceeded on our journey, and almost immediately struck sand for about a quarter of a mile, after which we found very good riding to Elyria (for this section), excepting about a half mile more of sand between West Dover and Ridgeville. Few incidents worthy of note occurred during the trip, except being caught by a little shower just as we had dismounted to go under a tree, and when an excited woman exclaimed, "Sarah, look at them tight-rope walkers!"" Arriving in Elyria at 7.15 P. M., we proceeded to the Beebe House where we, it having one minute, filled the hotel office with an excited crowd, the majority of whom had never seen a modern bicycle before. While "washing up," a tall man, with full beard, stepped up to me and said, "Member of the press; what time did you leave Cleveland?" I was scared, but by a hard effort I calmed myself sufficiently to say "three o'clock," and at his mystically disappearing a minute afterwards was about the right time. After eating supper, we sailed out in full uniform, and after making a call, finally took a late train for home. The subject of club headquarters is being agitated at present, with a prospect of having them some time this fall. The uniform of the club at present consists of knee-breeches and short coat, buttoning to the neck, with a cadet collar, material, white flannel, dark-blue sashings, and hat of the Massachusetts Club pattern. This makes a very pretty uniform, thought quite startling at night, and has been much admired since worn. There is a rider here who has caused some little notoriety by his solitary habits, and the queer manner in which he rides his machine, and many funny things are told about him. He is said to ride with his instep on the pedal instead of the ball of his foot; and a pair of rubber boots, up Euclid avenue in a terrible rain, clad with a rubber coat, while the cobblestones were covered with an inch or more of water and mud. On another occasion, a club member was so carelessly touched his hat, while he looked on in blank amazement with mouth open. We had the pleasure of a call from Mr. Herbert N. Kitchell, of the Cincinnati Club, and brother of Director Kittichell, who, with Capt. Reed, of the Cincinnati Club, had just wheeled from Cincinnati to Sandusky in five days.

**Cleveland, O., 21 August, 1881.** RECYCIL.

---

**Scranton, Pa.**

**Editor Bicycling World**: — Since my last letter, interest in cycling in this city has advanced somewhat by the arrival of several new machines, among others a light "Harvard roadster," of which your correspondent is the happy possessor; several other "Harvards" have been received by various members in our club. Our captain, Mr. A. J. Kolp, who has been spending a vacation in Lancaster County, this State, returned last week. I make a few extracts from his log-book, which will be of interest to readers of the World: "20 July. Left Scranton for Harrisburg by rail, arriving at 3 P.M. ; remaining over night with friends, I left at 11.25 with my wheel for Marietta, distance twenty-five miles. Rode one half mile on towpath and one half mile on turripake to Baldwin (1 tree miles), arriving at 12 M. Preferring towpath to road, I left at 12.15 P.M.; arrived at Middletown (nine miles) at 1.45. Experienced great trouble from tree branches overhanging path; although protecting one from the sun, it prevents making good time, knocking off one's cap, and in fact, riding the rider sometimes. I experienced one such mishap when, after dodging a small limb, I struck a large one, which swept my wheel from the path. Clutching it with my hands, I found it would not bear my weight, and I fell to the ground, landing on my back. I left Middletown by towpath at 3.15. The limbs causing so much trouble, after riding five miles I tried the road again, which proved so billy, my brake being also broken and useless, I gave it up, taking the train to Marietta. Left here for Mountjoy by turnpike at 6.25 P.M.; found it excellent wheeling, the road being limestone. Made the distance (nearly seven miles) in forty minutes, without a dismount. This being so fine a run, I made the trip several times during my stay at Marietta, where I spent most of my time. I can recommend this road to all members who may visit this part of the State." The proposed excursion from Honesdale to Port Jervis and Milford will occur about 15 September; the run from Honesdale to Port Jervis (55 miles) will be made by towpah. It is expected from twenty-five to thirty wheelmen will make this trip, and that we will be joined at Port Jervis by others. The roads in this locality to Milford, Bushkill, Delaware Gap are the finest. In my next I will give the programme of the trip complete, in order that clubs may make their arrangements to join us. Our club received a card from Middletown last week, so we are now full-fledged L. A. W.'s. Mr. Frank Hisman, of the New Haven (Conn.) Bicycle Club, was in town last week. During his stay he showed some fancy riding, and gave us points of interest in the art. Mr. Hisman is a gentlemanly bicyclist and we are always glad to meet such. The Honesdale Club, while taking a turn in the park one evening last week, were agreeably surprised at the appearance of a member of the Essex Club of Orange, N. J., mounted on a 58-inch machine, having made the run from Port Jervis (55 miles) by towpah, in eight hours. — The Lackawanna Agricultural Fair, 26, 27, and 28 September promises to be a success. During the fair there will be two races for amateur.

**Scrantford, Pa., 27 August, 1881.**

---

**Milwaukee.**

**Editor Bicycling World**: — For some time past, up to the present writing, wheeling notes among chubmen have been scarce; but this unnatural dulness is only the usual concomitant of the "summer" vacations which usually occur at this season of the year among the wheelmen who form the Milwaukee Bicycle Club, and on account of the absence of many prominent club members from the city, the Friday evening drills and runs have been discontinued until 9 September, when we hope to see the usual large attendance at all the meetings thereafter. Last Wednesday evening twenty "green and grays" wheeled over the drives in Schlitz Park, and by special invitation of the manager, they marched into the spacious hall and took seats reserved for their guests; and listened for two hours to Claude's delicious music, and partook of the sparkling beverage. "Did you say beer?" During the intermission the audience were convulsed with laugh-
Dastardly Assault.

Editor Bicycling World: — Mr. E. A. Durrell, a member of the Portland Bicyc- 
le Club, was yesterday attacked by a youth, Mr. Russell, who tried to 
clip some money from his pocket, but Russell was able to get away. 

Mr. T. T. Gilmer, from whom we 
shall be glad to hear at any time, writes, 
der his eighteen years, is a most 
valuable member of the 
Club, and will probably 
organize a club in the 
fall. The World is read with interest by all, and 
I hope to send you several subscribers 
long. One of our veteran riders, 
W. E. Shaw, had a bad fall recently, 
which will incapacitate him for riding 
till 158 weeks.

Our Nashua (N. H.) correspondent, 
“Nashoonom,” says that wheelmen in 
that place look for the weekly arrival of the 
Bicycling World with much interest, 
and he extends his hearty wishes for 
our prosperity, for which we 
gratefully thank him. He adds: “The 
cyclers of Nashua will give a public 
exhibition of trick and fancy riding, 17 
September, at which time Master Geo-
gie Gerard, of Portsmouth, who has 
been riding a ‘Mustang’ for only 
the past two months, under the personal 
 supervision of Director Hazlett, will be 
the main feature. He is also expected 
to be at Worcester the 6th. He is the 
most plucky boy we have seen, and his 
manor of handling the bicycle is won-
derful. Director Hazlett and Consul

Davis will accompany him, and assist at 
our first and miniature ‘Meet,’ on 
which occasion the time will be consum-
ated, and we shall expect the birth of a 
vigorous boy, who will be christened 
‘The Nashua Wheel Club;’ and we 
trust to sec it speedily develop into rug-
ged manhood.”

MISHAP TO BICYCLE RIDERS. — Yes-
terday afternoon Martin Rudy, Jacob 
Shirk, and Thad. S. Herr started to ride 
to the Volksfest on their bicycles. They 
did fine progress through the streets of 
the city, proceeding in the order named, 
and attracting considerable attention by 
their graceful and skilful riding. Arrived 
at the park, on entering the grounds Mr. 
Rudy, observing the steep decline, slack-
ened speed, while Mr. Shirk, who was 
directly in the rear, kept on and went 
ahead. Rudy, seeing this confidence in 
his companion, fell in behind at a rapid 
pace. Shirk glanced backward for an 
instant, which was an unwitting thing 
for him to do, for it caused him to lose 
control of his bicycle, and over he went 
spawling on the ground. Rudy, to avoid 
routing over his friend, quickly turned 
out, not observing a deep gully alongside, 
when over went his machine, and he, too, 
plunged head foremost, burying his face 
completely in the thick red dust. Herr 
managed to dismount from his bicycle 
unhurt. Rudy’s and Shirk’s bicycles 
were somewhat damaged, but the injuries 
to the riders consisted of a few trilling 
bruises and scratches. The mishap 
being observed by a number of the pick-
ickers, they were liberal in their expressions 
of sympathy, and gave the unfortunate 
as most cordial welcome. This hill falls at 
an angle of about forty-five degrees. — Lan-
caster (Pa.) Intelligencer, 24 August.

BOOKS AND PAGES.

Schrinner’s and St. Nicholas for 
September are at hand, and filled, as 
usual, with good things of the litera-

ture kind. In the former, the illustrations 
are generally exceptionally fine, scarcely 
if at all behind the August (midsummer) 
number, and the articles are as varied 
in character as one can desire, no less than 
interesting in matter. The young people 
must be delighted with St. Nicholas, for 
it is seldom that even this charming 
juvenile is more richly stocked with en-
tertaining and instructive reading, or so 
elegantly and tastefully embellished.

The Russell Publishing Company of 
Boston ought to and no doubt does 
feel proud of its charming little monthly, 
Our Little Ones, for very youngest chil-
dren out of swaddling clothes. Our 
limited space forbids a detailed list of its 
numerous contents; so we will only 
say that while they are all exceedingly 
nice, both in text and illustrations for the 
“little ones,” the story and pictures of “Three Little Sailors” pleased us most, 
and is alone worth three times the price.
of the September number which contains it. "The "Indispensable."—Henry Stur-ney's really indispensable bicyclists' hand book for 1881 contains all that is of any value in the previous issue, and much more of new and valuable mention and description added. Among others, he devotes space to "Theear bicyciles"—"the "American Star," the "Hall," the "Sun and Planet," "Little Shieldy," and the "Devon Safety." The author, in his preface, says: In issuing this, the fourth annual edition of the "Indispensable," I have found it necessary to omit from its columns a large number of obsolete parts of the bicycle, a list of which is appended at the end, in order to make room for the novelties introduced for the present season. This really makes the "Indispensable" more than ever a record of the bicycles of the present day, as the reader is not fogged over a multitude of parts which are now not made, and but rarely used. See advertisement in next column.

Tezlah's "Star." "Which do you like the better?" and "Will it supersede the crank bicycle?" are the questions I'm hourly asked while riding my American "Star," and I invariably decline to express an opinion; as a comparison between a machine which has carried me with safety and satisfaction over 6,000 miles, and one which I have tried but a short time, might be unfair and prejudiced. I shall now only give my first day's experience in learning to ride, and note the differences between the old and new as they appear to a novice laboring under the disadvantage of not having a teacher, and found that I not only had to learn to ride and mount, but also to find out and teach my assistant the best way to hold the "Vice Versa." I selected him a week previous from a number of club applicants who were just itching to see the captain taste the dust in flies with his latest hobby. He secured the position by promising that in case I should fall on him, being the only married man in the club, he would receive more wisely sympathy and home-made Balm of Gilead than would any of the bachelor members.

Our attempt to run the wheel backwards from the yard was an utter and awkward failure, and one of which even experience does not wholly prevent repeated trials. Between us we wheeled it in a zigzag course to our famous "campground," at an hour when we thought no club member would be around. Owing to the persistency with which the small wheel would ascend each time, an effort was made to mount. It was some time before I was in the saddle, but once mounted there was a sharp push from behind, a reminder to keep forward, and I was off alone,—not on the ground, but actually riding the "Star," and pumping away for dear life with ever-changing long strokes and short strokes, sometimes alternately and sometimes together. Every now and then I had to revive my first struggles amid the iron posts at 87 Summer street. The little eleven-inch easy turning handles gave me a world of thought; and did I attempt to sit upon the handles, then the steering wheel would rise a number of inches. An irregular letter "a" course marked my progress down the street. I succeeded in turning and running up and down the level banks several times. This emboldened me to attempt a sharp incline in the road, where, outrunning my assistant, I found myself aiming directly for a tree on the opposite side of a gutter. The handle of the powerful brake was then a trifle too low for my fingers, even had I been able to let up on my vice-like grip on the handles long enough to reach it. Then I back-pedalled, or thought I did; anyway, I held them down solidly, out all the time, and I found the coming nearer at a ten-mile-an-hour gait. My assistant was frantically shouting in the distance, "Lean forward," but I voluntarily did what three years' experience had instilled; I backed myself, and even wanted to sit back on the spring, when up went the little wheel, buzzing around amid the lower branches of the tree, while I landed safely on my feet behind the big wheel. I then leaned the back towards the ground without any success. Mounted again after one or two trials, I succeeded in running up a grade that the "greenies" don't get over the first week; but it took every pound of strength I had, as the inability at first to pull up on the handles is a decided drawback to an old bicyclist. Before an hour passed I could dismount by the step, over the handles, or by the hub; I could also cross my feet over the steering rod and coast quite a hill. Then I wanted the whole club for an audience, for I had done it all without a fall, or what I feared the most, a "backer." I even proposed calling on the members on the "Star," but my assistant thought it would be better to hold them first. We had studied the instructions, and imagined how easy one could pull on the handles and swing to the seat. We tried it. I landed in the street and the spring landed on the calf of my leg, which was afterwards decorated its whole length with black and blue. Yet the success had been enough to invite the club to an evening exhibition. Numerous spectators assembled with them, and discussed the merits and demerits of the new animal. Some declared that the curved backbone of the old bicycle was more graceful than the straight; garden-syringe-looking and glass-throated to be the regular click of the ratchets and the rattle of the poorly attached brake. I showed them the useful quality of my 51 "Star" as a family machine by allowing members riding from 36 to 56 inch wheels to pedal it. I went through my little performance successfully. A non-believer suggested that I show them the mount. My call suggested a negative, but pluck said, "Try it." With a confident smile I mounted. The handles of the bicycle were somewhat too high for the machine slowed down, while the little wheel whirled around back and forth in the air. I thought it time to dismount, but my assistant thought otherwise; consequently, I did not. Mother Earth suddenly sprung up fifty-two inches and daubed my elbow and thigh with black, blue, and a shading of yellow to match the call. Something must also have struck my head, for I saw half a million "American Stars" all my own; but somehow I didn't seem to appreciate that I was the largest bicycle owner in the world. However, declining all offers of Balm of Gilead and sympathy, I mounted and rode it home. That evening I could boast that I possessed the largest left arm and calf muscles in the club. I did not feel as happy and confident as I did when I invited the trial, but the "Star" didn't twinkle as brightly as in the morning.

At daybreak, Dame Nature having changed the swellings into dark colorings, I worked out the stiffness by an eight-mile run in my bicycle, and swam in the surf. With the assistance of the front fence, I mounted the "Star" and ran off several miles into the country. Where I went and how I returned, and whether the "Star" is for sale, to usurp the place of the "first lord," I may relate another time.

Tezlah.

PORTSMOUTH, N. H., 15 August, 1881.

Mr. George R. Clark has invented a rest for the back to be attached to the bicycle. Those who have tried it speak favorably in regard to it. It is doubtful if there will be much demand for such a thing, although it may afford rest on long journeys.

Sedalia, Mo., has a goodly number of bicyclists, the following gentlemen having their own bicycles in riding:


The British postmaster-general, Prof. Henry Fawcett, in his annual report, states that "in order to afford relief to letter carriers, and to expedite the delivery of let-

ters," he has had tricycles introduced in many places. Since the government has thus recognized the utility of the machine as a rapid and practical motor, there can be little doubt of its general adoption in all branches of out-door occupation. The tricycle has also been successfully utilized in many of the police districts.

On the occasion of the Eighteenth An-
nual Fair of the New England Agricultu-
ral Association, Tuesday, 6 September, members of the reception committee will be at the union station until 12:15 p. m., to
escort visiting wheelmen about the city or to headquarters. Dinner will be served at 12:30 P. M., after which the company will parade in the park and witness the races. The committee extending the invitation wish to know by the test pro the member intending to be present from each club. It being important that they know how many they are expected to entertain, members will please notify the secretary of their club by the 30th inst., if they intend being present.

The horse is a ridiculously timid creature, as everybody knows, and the addition of one or two bicycles here and there won't make much difference after all, where there is so much else to frighten him.—Boston Sunday Budget.

Dealers say the bicycle trade in this country is booming splendidly.

**DIRECTORY**

**OF BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.**

Addresses inserted in this department, $5.00 per year.

**CALIFORNIA.**

SAN FRANCISCO. Osborne & Alexander, 626 Market Street.

**CONNECTICUT.**

HARTFORD. Billings & Spencer Co. Weed Sewing Machine Co.

NEW HAVEN. American Bicycle Co., 96 Green Street.

**ILLINOIS.**

CHICAGO. Jno. M. Fairfield, Cor. State and Van Buren Streets.

**MASSACHUSETTS.**

BOSTON. Cunningham & Co., 6 and 9 Berkeley Street.


**MONTANA.**

HELENA. W. E. Norris.

**NEW HAMPSHIRE.**


NASHUA. Bicycle and Tricycle Agency, Gilman Brothers.

**NEW YORK.**

NEW YORK. Wm. M. Wright, 791 Fifth Avenue; Schuyler & Duane, 189 Broadway.

**OHIO.**

LIMA. Gale Sherman.

**PENNSYLVANIA.**

PHILADELPHIA. H. B. Hart & Co., 813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG. Columbus Bicycle Agency, Cor. Fifth Avenue and Smithfield Street.

**RHODE ISLAND.**

PROVIDENCE. Chas. F. Handy, 136 Westminster Street.

**THE BICYCLING WORLD**
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[CUNNINGHAM & CO.]

**IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.**

(Established 1877.)

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

*Sold Proprietors of the Famous* HARRISON ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords, HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycles, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

WM. M. WRIGHT,

791 5th Avenue,

NEW YORK CITY,

BICYCLES

OF EVERY MAKE.

Bicyclers' Sundries.

SECOND-HAND BICYCLES

A SPECIALTY.

Send 1 cent Stamp for Circular; and length of leg, inside measure, to ball of foot under the shoe.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,

2 CUMBERLAND ST.,

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND,

HILLMAN, HERBERT & COOPER — COVENTRY.

10 MILK ST.,

BOSTON, MASS.,

IMPORTERS OF VARIOUS MAKES OF

English Bicycles and Tricycles

SOLE AGENTS FOR THE UNITED STATES FOR

SINGER & CO. — COVENTRY.


BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

The favorite bicycle in America is the Standard Columbia, fitted with our special ball bearings. The 1881 pattern has more reliable, actually proved good points, for all-around use, than any other bicycle made. A large assortment always in stock at our warehouse. Also, our light and strong Special Columbia, and our Mustang, as well as Extraordinary Challenges and other English bicycles.

All the parts of our bicycles are kept on hand, and as the parts in our machines are interchangeable, any one may be easily replaced by a new one.

THE CELEBRATED TRICYCLES, the Challenge No. 2, the Royal Salvo, and other unexcelled English Tricycles, in stock and on short order. Our Triycle, for three riders, now perfected.

BICYCLERS’ AND TRICYCLERS’ SUPPLIES AND SUNDRIES.

Niantic Stockings, ribbed, all-wool, long legs, good weight. Price, $2.00 a pair. Clubs supplied with any desired color.

Gossamer Rubber Capes, made expressly for bicycling and tricycling, cover knees and all, roll up very small, with enamelled cloth case; weight only 10 oz. Price, $2.50.

Canvas Shoes, with corrugated rubber taps, sewed. Price, $4.50.


Pratt’s "American Bicycler," price, 50 cents; Chandler’s "Bicycle Tour," etc., price, $3.00, and other bicycling literature supplied.

Send 3-cent stamp for illustrated catalogue and full price lists.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE COLUMBIA BICYCLES, ETC.

597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers’ Importer of
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 Worcester Street, Boston.

Sails for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of
COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENG.

N.B.—I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers’ list prices.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL
AND
MANUFACTURERS’ ADVERTISER.
Edited by CHARLES CORDINGLEY.
Subscriptions received at this Office.

One year. .................................................... $2.25
Six Months .................................................. 1.15
Three Months ............................................. 60

Specimen copies sent from
140 Fleet St. - London, E.C.
Subscriptions to both the "Bicycling World" and
"Tricycling Journal" only $4.00.

E. C. Hodges & Co., 40 Water St., Boston.

The "Indispensable"
BICYCLIST’S HAND-300K FOR 1881
IS NOW READY! 300 pages. 150 Illustrations.

THE INDISPENSABLE

Gives full particulars of the latest Novelties in Bicycle construction.
Gives minute constructional details of every Machine in the market.
Contains the only complete Directory of Manufacturers.
Has been thoroughly revised up to date, with Copious Addenda of Latest Introductions.
Is the only reliable book published on the Bicycle, and should be read by every Rider. Should be read by every one who intends purchasing a new Machine.


ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ
THE CYCLIST,
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by HENRY STERNEY, author of "The Indispensable.

And C. W. N. ALFORD, author of "The Bicycle Annual.
PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.
PRICE, ONE PENNY.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6d. 6d.

GOY, The Athletic Outfitter,
21 Leadenhall Street, LONDON,
22 Leadenhall Street, ENGLAND.

FOR BICYCLES, TRICYCLES (all makes),
CLUB UNIFORMS,
And every requisite for Camping Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Football, Swimming, Running, Walking, Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Lacrosse, Boating, Canoeing, Rinkling, Skating, Boxing, Fencing and all Athletic Sports.

GOY’S CALENDAR OF SPORTS AND PRICE LISTS
FORWARDED FREE.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
A BARGAIN!

Fifty-Six-Inch Harvard Roadster, new last April. Has never fallen. Full nickel-plated, including rims, Cradle, Joints, Nudh Rubber Handle, Automatic Alarm, Handy Bag and Exellent Cylomter. Cost $68.50; will take $25.00 cash. Reason for selling, ride 37-inch.

L. H. JOHNSON, E. Bi. C.
Orange, N. J.

200 per cent saved by buying your bicycles from England.

- The best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England, well known to be "the great centre" for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical labor is fully 25 per cent cheaper than any other town in the Kingdom, doubly facilitates us in offering Bicycles and Ticycles at fully 25 per cent cheaper than any other maker in England.

The Yorkshire Bicycle, the Workingman's Friend, is a marvel at the price. 48 in. and 50 in., $25.00; 52 in., $27.50 up to 60 in.

The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster. 48 in., $20.00; rising $1.00 per in.

The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements; for excellence of manufacture it is unsurpassed. 48 in., $25.00, rising $1.00 per in.

Lists post free.

Agents Wanted: BURNETT & FARRAR,


BURLEY'S

ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

The best, most comfortable and only adjustable saddle made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one. Send for circular with testimonials.

Price, $4.00. Nickel Plated, $5.25.

Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE,
Box 1153
Brighton, Mass.

WE MAKE

SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading houses in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING, BICYCLING, FOOTBALL, BASE BALL, LAWN TENNIS AND GYMNASIUM SUITS, ETC.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
OAK HALL,
BOSTON - - - MASS.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.
THOS. WM. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, Esq.


29 Pemberton Sq. - - - BOSTON, MASS.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD, AND YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON INSTALMENTS OR EASY TERMS anywhere in New England.
Purchasers Taught to Ride. Call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
5-UNION STREET-BOSTON.

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
Steel Crescent Form Bicycle Rims, Wheels, Cranks, Horn Handles, Bells and Stands.

Repairs parts of every description for English Bicycles.

Second-hand Bicycles in any condition wanted.

T. B. JEFFERY, 36 AND 40 CANAL ST. - CHICAGO.

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST

Is to wash it every day. The next best is to use NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six months, or longer, next time it appears. Prices, 75 cents for BICYCLE SPECIAL. Enquiries prepaid to any post office for $1.00. Cash expected in full payment. Address A. B. BROWN & SONS, Worcester, Mass.

CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, nor for, fifty cents.]

BICYCLE FOR SALE. Harvard Rebounder, full D nickel, silver-plated, spokes included; latest pattern, all improvements; 50-inch front wheel. Machine has been used but a few times, and is practically as good, and looks like new. It is the best machine in the market. Will sell very cheap for cash. For particulars, address, with stamp, BICYCLE OWNER, Box 10, Castleton, Rutland Co., Vermont.

WANTED, A second-hand American Star, 46 to 50-inch. State full particulars and lowest price. MISSOURI CYCLE BICYCLE, 409 Chestnut street, St. Louis.

WANTED TO PURCHASE. A Star bicycle, second-hand. Must be in good condition and cheap. Address, with size and price, J. D. D., 406 Penn street, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE. A 34-inch Nickel-Plated "Special War," in excellent order, complete with saddle, oil can, wrench, tool bag, hub-strap, M. I. P. bag and cyclemeter for 30-inch wheel; will sell for $60.00. Address O. W. THOMAS, Jr., Louisville, Ky.

CURRENT CALAMO

Who saw Comet C? See? He, he! Last week we ho'd for Worcester, and this week we ho-cho! for Attleboro', and have just time to ho-ho! for Hingham.

Don't forget the Attleboro' Bicycle Meet this Saturday. For if you don't go to that bicycle show, You'll afterward feel sore.

A HARBOR trip to Nantasket, and a wheel run thence to Hingham, is fun enough for one day, — provided it be next Tuesday.

The Evening Star calls the moon the "silent friend of the gas companies." She was their invisible friend nearly all last week.

The Ohio wheelmen, under the auspices of the Columbus Club, had a grand meet and parade in that city on 30 and 31 August, with racing at the Fair grounds, and organized a State League for the future health of bicycling interests. We reported the news too late for this issue, but shall give an account next week.

An English dog-cart driver has just had to pay $50 and costs for brutally running down a bicyclist, although the wheelman was unhurt and his machine but slightly damaged.

The Dayton (O.) Bicycle Club's invitation and programme for their 29th September event is a very neat and tasteful one, but we hope none of the members will abandon the amateur platform.

KEEN, the English professional, has been singularly unfortunate (?) in his contests with the Frenchman, De Civry, in that he has lost five of six, and somehow when it becomes evident that the Gaul has the race his own way.

The L. A. W. Hand-Book, which was to have been ready for distribution at this time, is unavoidably delayed, but will probably be put off for a week or two. It will contain a correct list of the board of general officers, State directors, consuls, the constitution, by-laws, and rules and regulations, a complete list of members of the State Board, general and particular information in relation to roads, racing rules, etc., and will be sold for about twenty-five cents per copy, to cover expense of publication.

There was a young fellow from Brewster, Proposed to a maiden of Worcester: But the chanced was extruded. And the poor fellow conld, When she laughingly said, "I refuse ter."

Or: There was a young lady of Worcester Once wooed by a fellow from Brewster: But the wooer was slow About proposals, and said She accepted another young rooser.

Or: A red-headed girl once near Gloucester (Her name was ereement — an excellent one) Crossed a field where a hill Up against a wall She caught his eye, and he kissed her and thereupon called her:

The judges at Hingham bicycle races, 13 September, will be C. E. Pratt, E. C. Hodges, and C. P. Shillaber. Races at 3 P.M. Amateur: — First race, one mile: first prize, gold medal value $50; second prize, silver medal, value, $10. Second race, half-mile, best two in three: First prize, gold medal, value $20; second prize, silver medal, value, $10; third prize, bronze medal. Professional: — 2 miles: First prize, $50; second prize, $25. Slow race, for medal. Club parade and drill; silk banner, value $15. Among the entries for amateur races are Lewis J. Frey, Wm. W. Stall, E. M. Bent, G. E. Alden, Harry Percival, W. C. Woodward Professionals: John W. Wilson, John S. Prince.

An exchange correspondent takes the WORL for task to recently, in our "Current Calamo," recommending to readers an article from "The Herald" on "Bicycles for Ministers," written by a clergyman, which article, the correspondent avers, somewhat severely animadverts on President Bates's good-natured confession to a preference for a Sunday wheel run to a church interior. Our paragraph was based on a strong eulogy of the Zion's Herald article from several parties (for we had not seen the article) as being an unusually good argument on the side of the bicycle; and because we allowed the recommendation to go in. We promptly apologize for this indiscretion, and withdraw our indorsement of anything in the article which may have the least reflect on the beloved president and moral preceptor of the Detroit wheelmen.

PERSONAL

CHARLES JENKINS, of the Louisville (Ky.) Bicycle Club, has a half-mile record of 1:35.

CORRESPONDING SECRETARY PUTNAM, L. A. W., was in Boston and vicinity during the past week.

COL. POPE has returned home from England, and we shall expect to see a boom shortly in bicycle novelties and manufacture.

FRANCIS CRAIN, of the Boston Bicycle Club, started at 7:30 A.M., 9 September, from the headquarters of the Chicago Bicycle Club in that city to wheel to Boston.

SECRETARY PUTNAM has been vacant during the past two weeks, and has been obliged to neglect League matters to some extent; but having returned, refreshed and invigorated, we trust, his correspondents will be promptly attended to hereafter.

HARRY PERCIVAL and John L. Ayer were traveling on Columbus avenue Saturday, when an express wagon collided them, upsetting and giving severe sprains to both. The former, in consequence, withdrew his entries from all but the half-mile races in the Wisconsin League.

The name of Pratt has another claim upon the regard of wheelmen. With President Pratt, Director Pratt, Consul Pratt of Painesville, and other Pratts of the League, the whole Pratt family of Marlboro' are now pleasantly thought of by those whom they so agreeably entertained on Monday evening.

DIED. — On the 1st inst., Ben-Israel Butler, aged twenty-eight years, at Bay View, Mass. Those who knew him were won by his quiet, gentlemanly bearing; and among the multitude of his friends who mourn his loss, none do so more than his fellow wheelmen, who lose a true friend and companion.

To the members of the Boston Bicycle Club: You are hereby ordered to wear a small crape bow under your badge, when on the wheel, for thirty days from date, in memory of our recently deceased member, Ben-Israel Butler, of Lowell.

The above can be obtained of the club secretary. Per order.


BOSTON, 9 September, 1881.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, properties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest to our readers in this country. Communications, correspondence, new items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc, at WATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.

Advertising Rates.

One inch, one insertion, $5.00; each additional insertion, $1.75; for one: month, $7.00; three months, $20.00; six months, $35.00; one year, $70.00. Twelve months' insertion, $35.00; for each additional insertion, $1.75; for one month, $12.12.5; for three months, $35.00; six months, $60.00; one year, $119.50. Three inches, one insertion, $5.00; each additional insertion, $2.75; for one month, $18.18.12.5; for three months, $55.00; six months, $100.00; one year, $205.00.

Four and one half inches (one half column), one insertion, $6.00; each additional insertion, $3.45; for one month, $24.00; three months, $60.00; six months, $100.00; one year, $200.00.

One column, one insertion, $25.00; each additional insertion, $9.50; for one month, $37.50; three months, $110.00; six months, $200.00; one year, $400.00.

To Contributors.

Brief communications intended for publication will be inserted in the editor's hands by Tuesday morning, and longer articles by Monday morning.

BOSTON, 9 SEPTEMBER, 1881.

"The Bicycle Nuisance. — Suppress It!"

The above heading appeared in the Daily Graphic of 2 September, under a full-page cut of a bicyclist on a new and unique machine. The artist is certainly of an inventive turn of mind. In some mysterious manner the forks of the machine are attached to the hubs of the wheel, inside of the spokes, although the forks pass outside and above the tire, in the usual manner. The artist does not state wherein his patent lies, but in our opinion the wheel must run on thin air, which is recommended chiefly by its cheapness. At the right of the sketch, an athletic-looking gentleman with a dyed mustache is trying his best to pull a thousand pounds of horseshoe into the buggy, while his companion, from his attitude, is evidently engaged in selling pools on the chances. At the left a timid-looking man has thoughtlessly thrown his reins away at the first appearance of danger, and is gracefully trying to recover them, while his horse is "going it alone" up the road. This is the only correct idea in the cartoon. This is exactly (with a little exaggeration) what causes the majority of accidents on the road. A cool head and steady hand will bring almost any spirited horse through the most alarming trouble. Notwithstanding the fact that the artist has done so well with the subject, the editor deems best to back him up, and accordingly delivers himself of the following, under the heading of "Pictures of the Day":

"Bicycle riding in itself may be a harmless amusement, although even that assumption is open to argument; but when it is indulged in on the public drives, it becomes a nuisance that should be abated. Its devotees do not undertake to deny that horses are frightened by the queer vehicle, and that scores of people have been maimed in consequence, but they say that when horses get used to it all these dangers will vanish. This may be all true enough, but the getting-used-to it process is objectionable. If the bicycle was a great public convenience, like the elevated road, there would be good reason for compelling owners of horses to run the risk of being killed in the attempt to familiarize their animals with it; but the bicycle is but a toy at its best, and to ask that it be given the same privilege to mangle people as an elevated train enjoys is asking too much. If there is any large number of bicycle riders, a path or roadway might be set aside for their use in Central Park; but that is as much as they can expect the community to do for them."

The above needs no comment from us. We have equal rights in the public streets with the editor and his spanking team: the only question now before the courts is, Have we a right to the public parks and drives? This question we hope to have settled by the test case, in Central Park, now before the courts; and that being once settled, the much-vexed question will be over, and the editor will have to look elsewhere for material for sensational cuts and comments.

In anticipation of the fall meeting of the board of officers of the League, we wish to offer a few suggestions which we think will not be amiss, and which will echo the sentiments of the majority of the members of the League.

We would like to see the abolition of club delegates, as we think the League is composed of "wheelmen" and not of clubs, and that a club as a club should not have any standing in the League, further than is necessary to render the annual parade manageable. It was manifest to all observers at the last meeting how defective the delegate system is, and we advocate a complete change.

It has been the experience of the Bicycle Touring Club that, in order to insure a hearty response from the members, it is necessary that each member should be given a chance to vote for the officers according to his individual preference; as this cannot be done where presence is a qualification for the right to vote, some new method must be devised to overcome the difficulty. We don't pretend to advocate one method in preference to another, but we think the subject should receive the careful attention of the board.

The directors, we think, should be elected from their own States, as this would insure the selection of men who in their own State, at least, are considered as proper persons to assume the governing power of the League; and in this respect we only advocate what has been found in the Bicycle Touring Club to be the best and most practicable way.

The office of commander should be abolished, and a chief marshal appointed from the place in which the League Meet is to be held. This change does not need argument, as one can readily see under what disadvantage the commander must labor when the Meet takes place in a city of which he is not a resident; as the number in the parade increases this will be aggravated to a great degree.

The officers who have nurtured the League through its infancy so successfully should in weaning it endeavor to place it on legs both strong and symmetrical. We feel that the League is an assured national success, and our only desire is to see its organization so strong and lasting that it will preclude the possibility of any attempt to establish a similar institution in this country.

Construction: An English View.

Editor Bicycling World: — As an ardent lover of the wheel, and as one of its earliest devotees, — my initiation dating from the advent of the bone-shaker from France,— I was delighted some months since to become one of your regular subscribers. Week by week your numbers reach me, and it is with
feeling of great pleasure that each copy is perused, and afterwards added to the file for the binder. Among other articles, the series on "A Comparative Study of the Bicycle" were particularly interesting; and it has long been my intention to exhibit a few thoughts on paper, and hazard the chance of their being consigned to the utmost depths of your waste-basket. And first with regard to the articles by "H." Seeing that he labored under the great disadvantage of being so far removed from the natural home of the bicycle, the conclusions he draws and the criticisms he urges are as a whole wonderfully correct, but I would supplement his remarks by a few of my own. After going through every intermediate stage, the favorite roadster of the present day in England would average the following description:

**Handle bars**, 24 to 26 inches.
Distance from fore, 5 inches.
Rubber, 3 to 5 inch.
Sprocket, 50 to 50 and 20 to 30.
Crank, detachable and adjustable, and from 4 to 6 inches throw.

**Bearing**, single or double ball to both wheels.
Pedals, hall, rat-traps, or rubber.
Size of wheels, 5 to 11; i.e., a 24-inch driver to an 18-inch trailer.
Saddles, Rambles, and Brown's suspension.
Colours, dark nickel, or half nickel with a finely lined body color.

To particularize:

**HEAIDS.**
I grant that low handle bars are a desideratum, but unfortunately they generally bring one of the worst possible evils in their wake; I refer to the shaky and flabby steering inseparable from short centers. A few makers recognize the fault, and provide for it in various ways: notably Hillman & Herbert in their new pattern of Stanley head, Rucker & Co. in their "Rucker," and last, but by no means least, Simpson & Son in their "Special Tubular Defiance." In this latter make the handles are made adjustable to within three inches of the rubber, and yet the centres of the head are from six to ten inches asunder. It is questionable if, with the immense strength this style of construction provides, any improvement in head pieces is possible.

**HANDBLES AND HANDLE BARS.**
A sudden rage for long handle bars has recently set in here. Would that all crazes were as theoretically and practically correct as this one! My own experience is that 26 inches is more suitable than anything over or under this measurement, but it is obvious that length of limb must ever be a factor in this calculation. As to tips, I have for many years used, and always swear by, ivory billiard balls two inches in diameter. These fit the hand in every position, and give by far the greatest comfort on a long journey.

**HUBS.**
My experience leads me to believe that a deeply recessed hub with large flanges is the right and proper thing. But don't throw the hub out of the bearing well inside, the tread is narrowed and the spread or dish of the wheel not decreased; thus insuring plenty of margin against the risk of backing.

**THE TUBULAR SYSTEM** is now universally adopted, but I have always failed to see that its application to spokes and handle bars is an advantage. In the case of a misstep to the latter, only the maker can efficiently repair the damage.

**BACKBONES.**
The circular tube is, and probably always will be, the favorite; but it certainly does not possess the undeniable strength of some of the sections in use. For instance, one firm uses a tube which is pressed into this shape:

![Diagram of a tube](image)

and this embodies four arches (two of them inverted) in one section. I think Friend "H." slightly underestimates the advantages of rigidity in a backbone. I may be wrong, but I have ever held it to be the correct principle to make the framing of your machine as rigid as possible, but have a sensitive spring to relieve the rider of all unnecessary concussion. The back-kicking of the hind wheel in most bicycles is a wretched defect; and the only way to remedy it is by seeking rigidity of framing and steadiness of steering, by employing sections of tubing which in practice exhibit the greatest strength, and in separating the centres of the head as much as possible.

**FORKS.**
Each maker sticks to his own pattern, of course; but I much prefer a broad, deeply fluted, and nicely tapered single hollow fork to anything else.

For the back wheel a very efficient and light pattern of half-tube — i.e., one tube split as it were in two, and carried half to each side of the wheel — is now often used.

**BEARINGS.**
The structures Friend "H." heaps upon cones, I fully indorse, the created wear solely for the sake of adjusting it. Plain Sheffield bearings always give the greatest satisfaction; but after all their apparent contradictions, I firmly believe good double balls to wheels and pedals make a difference or gain of at least twenty-five per cent on a long day's journey. As now made, they are practically dust-proof, as I have proved by extended experiments.

**PEDALS.**
It is questionable if for all sound purposes anything better than a good ball pedal with rubber bars; but if a rat-trap is needed, Butler's slider will be found to answer the purpose, or better still, the new grip attachment made by Garwood. In the latter case the middle of the boot is gripped and held down, so that it is possible to pull a little as well as push. They are a great advantage on the racing path. All good ball pedals are covered in at the ends, and so made dust-proof.

While agreeing most cordially with "H." in the majority of his predictions, I must take exception to that in which he foretells the application of springs to the ordinary wheel. So far they have been anything but successful; and this goes to prove the correctness of my theory of using a perfectly rigid frame, more particularly in roadsters.

"**Ab Initio."**

N. E. Institute Fair.
We made a visit to the New England Institute Fair, last week, and made a cursory survey of the different bicycles which are on exhibition. The Pope Manufacturing Company has the largest exhibit, showing several sizes of their three styles, "Standard," and "Mustang," all of which are so well known that it will not be necessary to discuss their merits or demerits. However, we are inclined to think that the "Standard," with Pope's excellent ball bearings, is the best. We should like to see more spokes in the front wheel, as the motion of the hub is more readily and steadily transmitted to the rim, and where the spokes are numerous the loss of one is not felt so much, and the wheel is not so apt to buckle. The machine is well adapted to roads, but its lightness and rigidity would be increased by hollow forks, and its beauty increased by a little lower head. There is also the triicycle, which looks exceedingly social with its three seats and good space in the centre, where ample luggage and other conveniences could be carried. Their exhibit of sunrises is also good, and deserves the attention of all who are in want of any of the adjuncts of the bicycle. We referred last week to the excellent machine exhibited by Gooch, of Newton. The machine which he shows is a good sample of American industry and skill. The machine is exceedingly graceful in its outline, but would be improved by being built closer. Last but not least, we come to the exhibit of the pioneer firm of America, Cunningham & Co. After weathering the storms for four years it comes to the front with an exhibit of over seven different makes, including its well-known "Harvard," with goodly backbone, strong mechanical head, and good bearing; being universally admired, and receiving the praise of the
groups of young men who may always be seen around this exhibit, eagerly discussing the merits of the different wheels. Right beside a 30 "Harvard" is the "Matchless," which is oaken, and trim-looking, which promises comfortable riding on rough roads and pavements. Its weight is rather more than most riders desire. This machine is fitted with Hancock's non-slipping tires, which prove thoroughly satisfactory on pressure roads. Next, the neat, close-built, and trim-looking "Rudge," the machine which is such a favorite in the South of England, commands our attention; this machine is well liked by light riders, and deserves all the praise which has been bestowed upon it. In the center of the group is a "Special Timberlake" roadster, well known as a strong machine, but rather expensive. There is also another "Yale," with its curved handles, hollow rim, and strong oval backbone. This machine is strong, rigid, and very light, and is similar to the one ridden by Cortis in nearly all his races. Also exhibited are a "Hamber" and round-fork "Stanley." The whole exhibit is an interesting one to bicyclers, and opinions of visitors are considerably varied as to the comparative aesthetic and mechanical merits of each.

Chicago Wheeling.

Pavement in the city of Chicago is undergoing a complete change. Herefore we have had nothing but wooden blocks. Smooth oblong blocks laid closely together, with no spaces between, make splendid wheeling; but our few streets so paved don't seem to pan out well in point of durability. Another species of wood pavement consists of narrow half-inch-wide blocks, packed closely together. It is perfection itself in the way of bottom, fully equal to asphalt. Our square-block pavement, laid with slight spaces between the blocks, is being rapidly superseded by the round cedar block. Both are excellent and pleasant to run over when new, provided you have an inch tire; but when the edges of the wood wear off, bicyclers have no further use for the street. Now, all our side and residence streets are being paved with yellow and gray macadam. The latter is much easier for the bicyclist, being equal to concrete when new. The former has more of a tendency to stick to the wheel. Such has been the judgment passed upon the two "shades of macadam" by our wheelmen. Then comes our Haddington, consisting of blocks of concrete, laid closely together. It is about the same thing as an ordinary smooth concrete 3/4" cement, only more durable. Of asphalt, we have a little—just enough to hold it down; while we are prolonging a bicyclist's life, it nevertheless pounds a horse to pieces. Nearly the whole business portion of Chicago is now newly paved with round cedar blocks. When it is a foot over, they are dina stone, next-door neighbor to cobbled stone, will follow, and then good by to slick runs down-town; but by that time the rest of the city will be entirely paved, the boulevards will be finished, and we will then have no occasion to use the down-town streets.

Two of the most elegant drives in the country are now being rapidly pushed forward to completion in Chicago. On the south side, Michigan avenue boulevard from Lake Park and Exposition building to the boulevard, four miles, is to be finished this year, and will then give our riders a straight seven miles of magnificent driveway to Hyde Park. On the west side, West Washington street, from Halstead street to Central Park, four miles, is being rapidly converted from a street to a boulevard, and is expected to be finished this fall. This will make a clear connection for our bicyclers between the business centre west to Central Park, five miles. From thence, an elegant drive winds through the open country northward to Humboldt Park, three miles, and south from Central park, six miles, three miles. From Douglas to South Park the system is incomplete, also that portion between Humboldt and Lincoln Parks. When these drives are finished, they will form an oblong square, thirty-five miles around, with the city in the middle, connecting together in one chain six splendid parks,—Lake, South, Douglas, Central, Humboldt, and Lincoln.

As to our rights and privileges on the boulevards, we cannot say that we have been entirely excluded from their use. The feeling of the park commissioners towards us is quite friendly; and when we want to ride on the drives, all we have to do is to telephone them for a permit, and it is cheerfully granted. We have always used the drives evenings without the special permit. When applied for a removal of all restrictions on the bicycle, the commissioners have expressed sympathy in favor of us; but say that there is a feeling of uneasiness on the part of drivers of horses, and that as this class is in the majority, their wishes would have to receive first consideration. Just as soon as the bicycling public grew into respectable proportions and assumed the appearance of a fixed and permanent class, then their rights would be recognized in full. They have never denied the rights of bicyclers on the drives, contending only that our number and doubtful permanency was the only drawback. On the whole, their position has been so very fair, considering the circumstances. And they have been so obliging when they have had occasion to ask favors of them in the way of temporary suspension of the prohibitory rules,—even rendering us an escort of park police when we have proposed a bit of trivialities,—that we have made it a point not to annoy them by unduly pushing our claims, but have laid the matter on the table; on the whole, content to wait until our numbers increase to a point that would entitle us to consideration as a class of riders, equal in every respect to eques-

trians and drivers of carriages: and the wisdom of our policy is daily manifest. We have the good-will of the commissioners. Opposition on the part of horse owners is weak, and lately our friends have had it for a fact announced by the Chicago Chronicle that they were being rapidly acquired. In our population of over 500,000, there ought to be at least 50 bicycle owners to constitute an institution. We have now over 150. Our ratio of increase has been from half a doz in 1879 to about fifty in 1880, and about 150 in 1881. Granting a continuance of the ratio of increase, we will have our desired proportion,—50—next year.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Please accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dillwyn Walter, 233 N. 16th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 33 Wall street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter.

Applicants should notify names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to write the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary confidentially if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Clerks, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 50c to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $0.25 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS

Editor of the Bicycling World.—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam, Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.

Complimentary testimonials to exhibition performance.

Dr. 33 78
Dinner. 762 00
Care of machines.

Sunday expenses.

$6,380 46

In addition to this, the L. A. W. paid from their treasury $165 for rental of Bumstead Hall and headquarters at the Hotel Brunswick, and numerous small bills were donated by our sub-committees, hence it seems the cost of the League Meet must have been, in round numbers, about $1,500.

Chas P. Shillaber,
Treas for the L. A. W. Ent. Com. for 1881.

Bicycle Racing Events.

21 September, Philadelphia, Pa., Belleview Station, Gransley and Dawson's "Pastime Park". Special bicycle races.

22 September, Buffalo Bicycle Club Meet. Three club and one open race. Alloa & St. Andrews, and one club race.

23 September, Hallingham (Mass.) Agricultural Fair. Bicycle races at 7 p.m.

23 September, North Attleboro, Mass. The first Annual Meet and Races of the Columbus Bicycle Club will be held on the second Tuesday of September.

25 October, Brookton, Brookton Bicycle Club races.

26 September, Capital City State Fair, Bicycle races.

27 September, Franklin, Va., Yenersage County Agricultural Society's second annual fair, bicycle parade, and tournament.

27 September, Dayton, O., bicycle tournament and races. $200 in prizes, mile Beasts, beat two in three.

28 September, South Ohio Fair Association.

28 September, Annual race meeting of the Montreal Bicycle Club, to be held on the Montreal Lorraine Grounds

29 September, New Jersey State Fair. Bicycle races at 1 p.m. at Westfield. Bicycle Club race, Saturday, 29 September, 1881.

29 September, Marketville (Mass.) Farmers and Mechanics' Association Fair, bicycle tournament.

30 September, Johnson County, New York. Athletic and Manhattan Athletic Clubs. Three mile bicycle race. $200 in prizes, evening, competition, 3 p.m.

30 September, Entries close for two-mile bicycle race at the grounds of the New York Athletic Club (championship event), at 30th street, between 5th and 6th street.


28 September, Lackawanna County Agricultural Fair, Scranton, Pa., bicycle races; open road amateurs.


A bicycle race, half-miles, three in five, for $25, $15, and $10, took place at the fair grounds, Cynthia, Ky., 25 August. It was won by Thomas Skillman, who took the second, third and fourth prizes. Henry Skillman won first heat (second), and Harry Millward, third. Time, 2:11, 2:10, 2:06, 2:05. All the riders, who included Alex. Morgan and Robert Barr, are members of the Lexington Bicycle Club.

Twenty-Mile Race between J. Keen and F. de Cuvry.

The Professional Record Beaten.—The expectation of witnessing a close finish, together with the fact of its being "firework day," caused a large muster of spectators at the bicycle track of the Crystal Palace on Thursday afternoon, when a race was witnessed between J. Keen, the English professional champion, and F. de Cuvry, the present champion of France. The weather was all that could be desired, and there was scarcely a breath of wind blowing to harass the contestants; whilst the path, which measures exactly three and a half miles to the mile, was free from the recent heavy rains, in first-class condition. Six o'clock was the hour appointed for the start, and both having mounted, Mr. G. S. Venables fired the pistol at exactly fifteen seconds past the appointed hour. De Cuvry from the outset made the running, and riding in capital form, cut out the pace at a sharp rate. At the end of the first mile he led his opponent by some five yards, and this advantage he managed to keep for several miles. Five miles occupied 5m. 1/2, officially, Keen still keeping slightly in the rear, though at times he was seen to hold the daylight between the two machines. The seventh and eighth miles occupied somewhat longer. At the completion of the last-named distance Keen, who had been waiting for an opportunity, rushed to the front, and led his rival by some half-dozen yards. This advantage he maintained till the last lap of the tenth mile, when De Cuvry, with a tremendous effort, made up the lost ground, and keeping up a terrific pace, completed the half distance a few yards ahead, in the very creditable time of 31m. 50s. Five laps later, Keen, who it had been noticed had, since losing the lead, been working with his left hand only, was obliged to retire with a distinctly injured his right wrist, which he had the misfortune to sprain a short time back. In the mean time De Cuvry had been rattling along at a good pace, and expressed his intention of beating record time from ten to twenty miles. This he ultimately succeeded in doing, completing the full distance of twenty miles in 1h. 4m. 21 1/2, or 35s. quicker than the previous professional best on record. The winner, who rode a 57-inch bicycle of French make, showed splendid form, and amply demonstrated both his capabilities of speed coupled with the powers of staying. He was, however, far too tired to lead at the finish, and if pressed could undoubtedly have done 30s. better. Keen, who rode a 55-inch "Eclipse," of his own manufacture, on the other hand, was evidently far from feeling the strain of the contest. A good rest will certainly do him much good. The following times were taken.
by Mr. G. P. Coleman, the official time-keeper of the Bicycle Union. The laps were scored by Mr. P. M'Kinlay, Mr. G. P. Coleman also officiating as judge. The distances were measured by Messrs. H. A. Hazlett, of the Rockingham, the second division. In this order the column took up the line of march for the park, entering the track at the second division and turning to the left, the second division to the right, in open order, and when meeting around the track, each passing between the files of the other and repeating the movement; after which both divisions returned to close order, passed each other twice — each on the right; the second division then counter-marched, and the whole column re-formed in fours, riding one around, and dismounted.

This whole parade was carried out in fine style, and formed a most beautiful and attractive feature of the gathering. At its conclusion, preparations were at once made for the races. The judges were C. E. Pratt, of the Boston; S. A. Marsh, of the New Haven, and Waldo Lincoln of the Worcester. Messrs. G. H. Whitney, F. H. Blake, and E. S. Knowles, of Worcester, acted, by request, as timekeepers. The first heat of the mile race was called at 3.20, the starters being C. T. Carpenter of the Columbia, E. M. Bent of the Cochituate, John E. Brown of the Webster, L. H. Johnson of the Essex, and amateur champion of the United States, H. E. Lombard of Cambridgeport, and G. E. Whittaker of the Hudson. The track was half a mile, and the race was for gold, silver, and bronze medals, best two in three. Bent took the lead, with Brown, Whittaker, Lombard, Johnson, and the rest in that order close behind. At the end of the first lap the order was Bent, Carpenter, Whittaker, Brown, Johnson, and Lombard. The second heat was called by Johnson, Warner, and Carpenter, Bent, Johnson, Brown, in order, Lombard and Whittaker dropping out. The next lap Johnson spurred and took and kept the lead, Carpenter second, and Brown third; and at the end of the half-mile the order was Warne, Lawrence, Wheeler, Brown, and Whittaker in 6.42. The first heat of the twice-mile race for gold, silver, and bronze medals was next run, the starters being L. J. Frye of Marlboro', Brown, H. G. Wheeler of Marlboro', T. Waite of Hartford, and Clark Lawrence of Hartford. Wheeler took the lead, followed by Frye, Lawrence, Brown, and Waite; and at the end of the first mile the order was Frye, Lawrence, Wheeler, Brown, and Waite. — Frye leading by ten lengths. The finish showed Frye first, in 2.13½; Lawrence second, in 3.24; and Waite and Wheeler together in 3.29½. Frye increased his lead from the start, and rode a waiting race. The first heat of the half-mile race for gold, silver, and bronze medals came next, the starters being E. P. Butler of South Windham, Conn., B. W. Potter of South Windham, Conn., and W. W. Stall of Wal-
years, from Bellman, Fullerton close up. The second heat resulted again in a victory for the champion; Fullerton, however, taking second place, with Bellman fifteen yards in the rear. Mr. Johnson, having won two straight heats, took first prize. Fullerton and Bellman ran off for second prize; a capital race ensued, Fullerton holding his own all the way, and winning by about half a yard, hands down. — N. Y. Sunday Courier.

WORK FOR THE LEAGUE.—A resolution adopted by the National Association of Amateur Athletes, on date of 21st June, reads as follows:—

"No person competing in games other than those given by an associate or approved club, shall be allowed to compete in games given by associate clubs, nor at the championship meeting. This resolution shall not affect members of clubs located beyond a radius of fifty miles from New York city, except when competing within such radius."

According to this rule, bicyclists who compete at Morristown, Waverly, or Worcester are debarred from competing in the championship or any races under the direction of an athletic club. We hear that an application was made by the Waverly committee for the sanction of the N. A. A. A., which was peremptorily refused. Surely the League should take some action in this matter. — Courier.

MONDAY evening, 22 August, the directors of the California State Fair held a meeting at the Baldwin Hotel, and decided that a mile dash should take place on the 24th of next month. The track is to be specially prepared for the occasion, and we suggest to wheelmen not to endanger themselves by racing on a track which is not in proper order. It is with much hesitation that gentlemen from this city enter in these races, as they are heavily handicapped by the Sacramентans, who have all the facilities for training, and are accustomed to the hot weather which prevails there. Mr. Flint, of Sacramento, who has been training for some time, will undoubtedly reduce the time considerably at the coming race on his big 56-inch wheel. — San Francisco Call.

CORRESPONDENCE

Scranton.

Editor Bicycling World:—I promised to give you date of our excursion to Port Jervis and Milford. As we have decided upon the same, I hasten to give the information to the readers of the World, many of whom, we hope, can make it convenient to join us. We propose starting from Scranton Saturday, 17 September, at 2 P.M., for Honesdale, where we expect other wheelmen. Sunday morning at 5 o’clock we will set out for Port Jervis (fifty miles), via towpath, stopping at Lackawaxen (twenty-five miles) for breakfast. Remaining over night at Port Jervis, we start for Milford and other points Monday. A reception will be given at Milford on the evening of the 19th. We can promise bicyclists who will join us at Port Jervis a most enjoyable time, as the roads in this vicinity are the very best, and the people most hospitable.

F. H. C.

Scranton, Pa., 4 September, 1881.

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World:—Allow me to present my report of the proceedings of the Montreal Club for the month of August:—

| To end of | During July-Aug. of |
|——————|——————|——————|
| Number of rides | 367 | 1158 |
| Attendance thereat | 206 | 155 |
| No. of different members | 20 | 21 |
| Largest attendance | 50 | 50 |
| Smallest attendance | 2 | 2 |
| Total club mileage | 470 | 170 |
| Longest ride | 50 | 50 |
| Shortest ride | 3 | 3 |
| Number of prizes | 12 | 12 |
| Attendances thereat | 255 | 170 |
| No. of different members | 27 | 27 |
| Largest attendance | 35 | 35 |
| Smallest attendance | 10 | 10 |

Bogler and Second Lieut. Miller is leading for his prize of $10. The club has a "best mile race," with a score of 420, and for "frequency and punctuality at practice," with a score of 42,—late only four times. Bully for him!... F. C. Holden won the third competition for the club mile championship belt in 3:56, on Saturday, 27 August, defeating Maitland Smith, the former winner, and "Tommy" Lane, but not by much. A two-mile race was contested the same afternoon, which Holden, who is only eighteen years of age, won; "Jack" Trotter, second; "Mosquito" Barclay, third. T. I. gave you for giving such prominence to the announcement of our races. I hereby challenge any other dog of my weight to run a mile there for a bank. Fourth Lieut. Whitham has resigned, and Sixth Lieut. G. DeSola, of Boston fame, promised to fill the vacancy. Mr. Trotter was appointed fifth lieutenant in his place. During the month, we had the pleasure of visits from several wheelmen from distant parts, viz., Mr. Winter, of the Newcastle, England, Amateur Bicycle Club; Messrs. N. K. Bayly, L. M. W. O., and Mr. Carruthers, of the same place, both of whom have now the right to add M. B. C. to their signatures; and last, but not least, Mr. Greatal, of the Falls City Club, Louisville, Ky., returned.

Montreal, 5 September, 1881.

Providence.

Editor Bicycling World:—Owing to the absence of many of the Providence Club during the summer, no official races have been held, but a great deal of night riding has been enjoyed in squads of threes and fours. Many trips have been made after tea, up and down on either side of the bay, and wheelmen have patronized the summer gardens extensively. A few weeks since, since our club took an informal run out through the park, and on our return took in the "Mascot" at the Garden, occupying half of the front row. In the second act Bittina (Mrs. Carter), while stepping under the restraint imposed upon her by her lord and master, exclaims, "Oh, give me, give me a bicycle!" The hard-hearted, Lorenzo replies, "No bi; no bi."... The writer was surprised a few weeks ago by the announcement that all wheelmen are charged $1 a dollar for the carriage of their bicycles from this city to Boston. In conversation with one of the baggage masters, he remarked to the writer that he, personally, was always glad to carry the wheels, having had some thirtieth or more in his car on the way to the Meet in May last, and he thought he knew something about it; but that shortly after, a Dedham wheelman chanced to have a couple of spokes knocked out while in transit to Boston, and becoming very wroth, was for suing the company for damages. Immediately after this, the superintendents issued orders that a tariff of fifty cents should be levied upon each wheel carried upon the Boston and Providence Railroad. Would that this youth had sent us his bill for repairs, than we should hereafter suffer this extra tax! Of course, the Providence Club has a very pleasant club room in the heart of the city, heated by steam, and with an elevator near at hand. Visiting wheelmen will always be most welcome. At our last regular meeting C.T. Grammont and E. C. Danforth were admitted to membership. The latter gentleman has taken up a temporary residence in our city, which we trust may result in his remaining here permanently. Though the writer has ridden with him a number of times since his arrival among us, he cannot recall more than one "real aesthetic" header that he has indulged in, and then he rode home, some seven miles, minus a handle. . . . At our last meeting the resignation of R. L. Lippitt was accepted. — Jake.

Providence, R. I., 6 September, 1881.

Transportation.

Editor Bicycling World:—I would like to call the attention of the officers and members of the L. A. W. to the subject of the charges made by the different railroads for carrying bicycles, when accompanied by the owners. A little experience of myself and friends will serve to show the utter absurdity or disregard of any regular rate for transporting machines. Wishing to take my machine a distance of fifty miles, I was told by the railroad officials that it was very doubtful if I should be allowed to take it at all! After some "chin," it was finally taken at a charge of seventy-five cents. Returning by the same route a few days later, I was charged but fifty cents. A friend wishing to go forty-four miles into the country was charged fifty cents; but on his return, the grasping baggage-master wanted a dollar and a half! Refusing to pay it, a compromise was come to. Our club have lately secured a very pleasant club room in the heart of the city, heated by steam, with an elevator near at hand. Visiting wheelmen will always be most welcome. At our last regular meeting C. T. Grammont and E. C. Danforth were admitted to membership. The latter gentleman has taken up a temporary residence in our city, which we trust may result in his remaining here permanently. Though the writer has ridden with him a number of times since his arrival among us, he cannot recall more than one "real aesthetic" header that he has indulged in, and then he rode home, some seven miles, minus a handle.

. . . At our last meeting the resignation of R. L. Lippitt was accepted. — Jake.

Providence, R. I., 6 September, 1881.
tute an important movement towards re-
form in this direction by requesting the
managers of some of the principal railway
lines to fix a rate, and thus prevent the
wily baggage smashers from getting rich at
the expense of unfortunate wretchedmen.

Bi Ro

Hartford, Conn., 1 September.

A Gentle Protest.

Editor Bicycling World:—To a man
up a tree, and who, therefore was not at
the League Meet, and consequently does
not know all the facts in the case, it
would seem that the communication of
"Bernard," in the Bicycling World of
17 June, not only bore a strong odor of
sour grapes, but was freighted with un-
warrantable sarcasm, and untruthfulness
withal. It is very like an Italian, how-
ver, to stab in the back; but when he
cuts at our worthy president, he irritates
the whole body of the League. Hence the subscriber’s
spine has been curved like a cat’s ever
since reading the ugly production; but
as he has been vainly waiting for some
better known contributor to resent the
brooding evil thereby, I must, at this
Mr. Pratt and Col. Pope, he will now
rise in his place and speak a word for
Pennsylvania.

On 30 May last, the L. A. W. held
their business meeting in Bunker Hill,
Boston, for the election of officers for
the ensuing year, and we then elected
Mr. Charles E. Pratt to be our presi-
dent. He was chosen and elected, not
because he was in any way connected
with any manufacturing establishment, or
because any manufacturer wanted him,
but because he was our choice; because
his heart and hands were in the work;
because, in recognition of his past
valuable and appreciative services; be-
cause he was and is a popular gentleman;
and because we, the majority of bicycling
enthusiasts, promoters, and well-wishers
of the League, wanted him. If “Bern-
ard” can mutter such criticism, and
have been in much better form and taste
for him to have spoken “right out in
meetings” like a man, and had his full
say, and if overruled by numbers, then
to have gracefully bowed to the will of
the majority, than to have sneaked off
home and endeavored to get the dis-
appointed bille off his stomach by throw-
ing mud à la ward politician, through
the columns of the Bicycling World,
and behind the mask of a non de
plume. This writer is no more anxious
to make enemies than to curry favor:
but while he holds it to be an undisputed
fact that Mr. Pratt is the Man, of the
League, he would have done more for the cause of bicycling
in this country than any other dozen men.
He is constrained to make a protest when
attacks of this character are made upon
such champions of our sport as these
gentlemen are, and to maintain that their
worth in the promotion and growth of
our favorite pastime is indispensable,
and should be so recognized by every
member of the League. To this end Mr.
Pratt has worked earnestly and success-
fully ever since the club began to roll
in New England; and this is what we
call “getting up a record” that will be
as enduring as the outer portals of
Kingdom Come.

Decidedly we are not of "Bernard's"
religion, and it is sincerely to be hoped
that he will revise his edition.

F. B. W., Consul L. A. W.

Mr. Lippitt Again.

Editor Bicycling World:—In reply
to the letter in your issue of 19 August,
signed “A Member Providence Bicycle
Club,” allow me to say that on 31 May I
received a challenge to race for the
Howard medal. Among the entries for
the race was Mr. Thurber, who, as I
understood, did not belong to the Provi-
dence Club, to the members of which
the race was limited. Accord-
ingly I wrote him that my opinion
he was not eligible, but if there was any
doubt about it I would join with him
in having the matter thoroughly discussed
and the right or wrong proved.” On 6
June, the secretary sent me word that
Mr. Thurber was a member; and on in-
quiry, told me he had resigned, but his
resignation had not been accepted. I
determined to inform Mr. Thurber that
I had been mistaken, but before doing so,
asked to see the secretary’s records.
Under date of 19 February, I found
that his resignation had been laid on the
table; but turning over, I found under
date of 9 April that it then had been ac-
cepted. The secretary who made the
record subsequently told me he was con-
fident it was correct; and Mr. Thurber
has acknowledged that he received a
notice of the acceptance. This record
of 9 April had been scratched out, and
Mr. Cross, the present secretary, who
now accuses me of acting ungentlemly,
confessed it had been done by him. In
other words, he had, without notifying
the club or inquiring of me whether such
knowledge was correct, and without
scratching the acceptance of Mr.
Thurber’s resignation from the
records, and written me he was still a
member of the club. I was of course
surprised; but, anxious to settle the mat-
ter, I made a written proposition to the
club to postpone the race one week, and
that I would allow any member to enter
up to the day before the race, at the
same time saying I thought Thurber not
a member; and at a subsequent meeting
I sent a friend to repeat the proposition,
and explain the reasons for my course in
the matter. After several discussions,
under the guidance of Cross, the seven or eight
members who were at the meeting re-
fused to listen to my explanation; and
feeling that it was no longer proper for
me to remain in the club, I handed in my
resignation at the next meeting. For
the next week these members indulged
in a great deal of hard talk; and at the
end of that time, in a fit of boyish pet-
ulance, without notifying me or asking
for any explanation, they passed a reso-
nation of expulsion. It was published
that I had been expelled for conduct un-
becoming a gentleman.

The matter had now become too
public to be passed without notice, and I called
the attention of the executive committee
to the Constitution, which declares a member can only be expelled after seven
days’ notice and a fair hearing, and de-
manded a trial. Against the wish of the
members who had been active in the matter, and who declared there was no necessity for discussing it further, the
committee agreed. A disinterested com-
mitee of three was appointed, one by
me, one by the club, and the third by the
other two. Their written instructions
were to consider my conduct “both ac-
cording to the rules of the Providence
Bicycling Club and the general principles which should govern the con-
duct of gentlemen.” Their written and
unanimous verdict was, that they found
nothing in my conduct which called for
or in any degree justified my expulsion.”

As the facts have become known, several
members have expressed their approval
of my course, and Mr. Cross, the presi-
dent, said he thought the club had been unfair. As an indication of the opinion of those
conversant with the affair, I quote from
a letter of Mr. Howard, who presented
the medal to the club, and of whom, on
10 June, I asked advice. He writes:

“AfTer carefully examining the matter,
I consider you have in every respect com-
plied with the rules and regulations under
which I presented the medal to the club,
and the interpretation you have put upon
them corresponds with what I intended
they should mean when I made the gift.”

To show what the person to whose gen-
erosity the club owe the gift, thought
of this matter, Mr. Pratt, on 19 August,
the day after I wrote to the club that they
had failed to comply with the conditions of his gift, he withdrew the medal, and he subse-
quently presented it to me, saying I was
fully entitled to its possession.

Your correspondent of 19 August has
acted wrong in again making public a matter which the officers of his club
agreed should end with the verdict of the
judges. He is wrong in pretending he
wrote in reply to a letter of mine, as previ-
uously to this “I have never written you on
this subject; and he is more than wrong
when he says the verdict of the judges
was given on any legal or technical point
whatever. The trouble was to a great
extent due to the petulance and boyish
ignorance of the managing coterie of the
club. Had Cross known that the proper
way to treat a supposed serious case was
for the club to give the matter a fair
hearing, and make a resolution of the club;
and not by quietly erasing it and acting
as if it never existed, or had they known
the way to settle a misunderstanding
was to consider the both parties con-
cerned—then they would not have refused
to listen to my explanation, and they
would not have endured the humiliation of
seeing the medal withdrawn from their pos-
sessions. Had they known it was proper
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expel a member only after careful consideration of the reasons for his conduct, there would not have grown the billy at being their impulsive decision reversed by a board of judges whose impartiality no one questions; and if, having made a formal agreement the matter should end with the verdict of that board, they had as a club denied the responsibility of the letter in your issue of 19 August, as I made a written request they should do, it would not have been necessary for me to make these matters public in your paper.

R. LINCOLN LIPPIT.
PROVIDENCE, R. I., 27 August, 1881.

NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

[We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.]

W. TO F.

Editor Bicycling World:— Under the title "Kershaw's Spring Vacation," we notice a very frank reticence of the statements concerning the road from Worcester to Framingham. Our esteemed friend says the other track is as good a one as any tourist ought to ask for; but you may be sure he is actually taking the "right road"; for it is clear, from his taking the "new" road and going down grade to a railroad track, that he is again going to be misled. Fixen. I am sure the next time you come this way, don't take any "new" roads, but call on

Yale Light Roadster.

Editor Bicycling World:— Is answer to "Ixion," I will give my experience of five or six hundred miles on a "Yale Light Roadster" (thirty-seven pounds ready for the road, 4-inch tire) on good and bad roads.

1st. The wheel is more rigid and is far stronger than the ordinary one. It has never buckled. It is as true as a wheel can be. Judging from the tone of the elbows and shoulders, I am satisfied with it. The hand wheel is a great comfort, but also as much or more of a comfort than a spring, and when a sudden descent must be made on the upper crack side with the upper leg caught under the handle. It is a help to hill climbing, and gives a natural, easy position on the machine. Upon the whole, the writer peddles the straight handle. The effect of stones is not different from that on any other form of rim. It is next to impossible for a stone to strike the side of the rim to indent it. The tire holds as well as any other. There is no question as to the strength and rigidity of the "Yale Light Roadster," but the vibration of the roads, and the narrow tire on soft ones, are facts which convince the writer that this machine will not be popular for rough usage.

H. WORCESTER, 3 September, 1881.

BOOKS AND PAGES

"FICTION" is the appropriate title of a new weekly publication, just issued by Keppler and Schwarmann, of New York, the publishers of Punch. Fiction is a thirty-two-page pamphlet full of readable stories, both serial and completed, and is printed in large, clear type, very attractive to the eye. From a hasty but comprehensive glance at its pages, we should say that it fills a need in popular light literature, the stories in this initial number being excellent in character and entertaining in character; and we shall welcome its weekly appearance with pleasure.

"YOUTH AND PLEASURE" is a pleasant little packet of stories and pictures for young people between the ages of nine and eighteen, and is edited by William H. C. Lawrence, the publication office being at 141 Franklin street. The leading among the call in the first number, is a serial medieval romance entitled, "The Story of Master John," and with the other stories and articles is finely illustrated. It has a puzzle department, a music department, and a very useful and beautiful title-page, and is altogether commendable for old and young of both sexes.

The Century Co., publishers of Scribner's Monthly (to be known as "The Century Magazine" after October), will soon issue a portrait of Dr. J. E. Hall in the which will be a remarkably fine likeness; it is the photograph of a life-size crayon-drawing of the head and shoulders, recently made by Wyatt Eaton, and will be about the size of the original picture. It is to be offered in connection with subscriptions to The Century Magazine.

TOURS ON THE BYCLE.—Henry H. Bentley, president of the Philadelphia Telegraph Company, is an enthusiastic votary of the pleasures of the rapid wheel. During a recent business trip which he made through various parts of New York, the bicycle was a frequent companion, and he thoroughly liked it; he is imbued with a sense of the benefits to be derived from such trips, that he intends to make an extended tour, accompanied by his son George and another gentleman, through portions of New York and New England, in September and October. "I should have thought," said he to a reporter, "that by this season the people throughout the country would be accustomed to the sight of bicycle tourists; but my little trip this week shows me that such is not the case. Country people are prone to regard bicycling as a boisterous pastime, and remarks made by many of them are anything but complimentary to the dignity of the rider. If bicycling is a boisterous pastime, all I have to say is, a great many gray-haired men make boys of themselves. The hard work is well compensated by the improvement in physical condition produced by such trips. A man who rides a bicycle cannot indulge in intoxicating drinks, for if he did he would not ride far. The tourist must keep good hours, live on plain wholesome food, and rest from all those vicious habits which tend to erassent him. I have found that the man who uses tobacco on a tour generally falls to keep pace with the others, and is compelled to go home or take to the railroad.

Germantown Times.

Among the many wheelmen who cycled Worcesterward this week, were "baker's dozen" of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, who think that they were remarkably favored with good weather, good roads, good company, and good cheer. A part of them started at eight o'clock this morning, had a glorious dinner" at Hone's Welley, and then met at South Framingham another party (including some of the Boston Club) which left Boston at 2 p.m., and their esteemed Marboro' members, Messrs. Atkins, invited them to meet at their club, and escorted them to the Central House at Marlboro', where the whole party spent the night. Of seven new members voted in at the last meeting of the club, five were of the party; and to our old friends, Mr. Pratt of Marlboro', belongs the credit of one of the most delightful entertainments and pleasant surprises which the club has enjoyed. Invited to his residence for a "little call," the throng was well welcomed by his family and lady friends, and several members of the Marlboro' Bicycle Club, and after a social hour, were seated about a table loaded with delicacies. The Massachusetts Club seldom fails before such an array, but it felt now that this was too much; when cheers were heard, and a large and lively re-enforcement appeared in the shape of a dozen members of the Boston Bicycle Club, who, invited by Mr. Pratt, had ridden over from Northboro' in a "bus!" (the Boston men are always careful of their wheels); and joining forces with the Massachusetts men, full justice was done to the feast which has been most enjoyable evening, the company broke up, voting Mr. Pratt and his friends the best of hosts.

Tuesday morning the start was made for Worcester, and excepting one bad "header" by a new member on a Shrewsbury bi., an entirely successful run from Boston to Worcester was completed. The thanks of the club are due to Mr. A. L. Atkins, its Marlboro' representative, for his active exertions in its behalf.

MASS.

We have a few words to say this week about "Sociables. Ever since we saw a lady and gentleman starting an Easter tour this spring on one, we have had a great desire to try a double "trike." Some months of careful economy enabled us last week to acquire the machine we had been longing for; and we can honestly say that the ride was a very good to the future of tricycles, where the riders sit side by side, and are able to converse. They only want to be tried to be appreciated. Even with only a daughter for a companion, we had a most delightful ten miles' spin on the first evening; while we can well imagine the pleasure with which the gay youths of the wheel world will be perversed when they find that by virtue of double trikes they can enjoy spooning without giving up riding. There are certain inconveniences, of course. A man may not care to risk the cost until he is sure of the pleasure, unless he will take our word for it. The difficulty of storage is hardly greater than with any ordinary tricycle, for with the small geared wheels used the machine can be inserted lengthwise into a doorway, for which it would be too wide if wheeled in the ordinary way. The only drawback that we can see—and after all that is not a very great one,—is that, blow high or blow low, the journey must be ridden out, as taking a train with a tricycle is a most ridiculous thing. The weather can always be shirked by leaving the machine, as one does a boat on the
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A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
SALEM, MASS.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, unpaved, for fifty cents.]


200 per cent Saved by Buying your Bicycles from England.

The best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England, well known to be "the great centre" for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical labor is fully 75 per cent cheaper than in any other town in the Kingdom, doubly facilitates us in offering Bicycles and Tricycles at fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other maker in England.

The Yorkshire Bicycle, the Workman's Friend, is a marvel at the price. 48 in. and 50 in., $25.00; 52 in., $35.00 up to 60 in.

The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster. 48 in., $35.00, rising 75c. per in.

The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements, and for excellence of manufacture it is unsurpassed. 48 in., $35.00, rising 75c. per in.

Lists post free.

AGENTS WANTED.

BURNETT & FARRAR,

WE MAKE

SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING,
BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL,
LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM
SUXTS, ETC.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
OAK HALL,
BOSTON — - - - - - MASS.

48-Inch Hall Bearing Standard Columbia Bicycle for Sale.

Has been ridden but little, and is bright and exactly as good as new. Reason for sale, owner unexpectedly going to Europe. This machine cost $25.00, but will be delivered on board cars or by mail at Peoria, Ill., or receipt of $15.00, and guaranteed as represented; or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege of examining, on receipt of sum sufficient to cover charges both ways. Address, GEO. W. ROUSE,

Peoria, Ill.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,
AND
YALE BICYCLES

SOLD ON
INSTALMENTS
ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.

Purchasers Taught to Ride. Call and examine, or send 5-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
5-UNION STREET-5
BOSTON.

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
CURRENTE CALAMO

Who goes to Montreal?

Next Wednesday will be a lively day for the Canadian wheelmen.

The Holyoke Bicycle Club has just been formed, with twelve members.

An interesting paper from President Bates, received too late for this issue, will appear next week.

St. Mark's College at Southboro', Mass., has thirty pupils, and twenty-eight of them have bicycles.

The medals for the League championships will be made by Messrs. Jacques & Marcus, Seventeenth street and Broadway, and will be on view one week previous to the race.

-Friends sending reports of events in their sections are requested to despatch them as soon as possible after each occurrence that they may appear in the earliest subsequent issue of the World.

The events to come off between this and our next issue are, 17 September, Nashua, N. H., meet; 21 September, Montreal meet and races; 21 September, Waverly, N. J., races; 22 September, Franklin, Pa., parade and tournament. All bicyclists should attend such of these gatherings as may be convenient, and so do their part towards enhancing and adding to the display.

Commander C. K. Munroe announces that owing to the recent action of the National Association of Amateur Athletes which practically debars our best racing men from competing for their medal, the L. A. W. has decided to offer a gold medal, valued at $50, for the amateur championship of America, open to all amateurs; the medal to become the property of the winner. Entries to be made to C. K. Munroe, commander L. A. W. Mr. Munroe asks that if made according to deal as furnished, our medals will be the handsomest for the cost he has ever seen.

To-morrow the Nashua, N. H., bicyclers will organize as the Nashua Wheel Club, and have arranged for a grand time. Invitations have been sent to adjoining towns and cities, and they hope to assemble quite a number of wheels. League Director Hazlett of Portsmouth, with Consul Davis and Master George Girard, will be present, and the latter will exhibit some of his tricks on the "Mustang" after an experience of two months. His courage and pluck was literally encoraged by five thousand witnesses at the New England Fair, in Worcester. It has been a matter of regret with us that we inadvertently omitted mention of the bad in our Worcester report last week. In addition to his wonderful skill and grace as a rider, the boy's personality is unusually attractive. He is modest and unassuming, without diffidence, handsome in face and winning in manners and expression, and while active and spirited, bears himself with a quiet and gentlemanly dignity which wins a respect from his elders which few grown-up young men can boast. We understand that his feats at Worcester were so well appreciated by an experienced fancy-riding wheelman that he removed the gold badge himself had won and placed it on Master Girard as an acknowledgement of the latter's superior worthiness to wear it. Our instructor and friend, is justly proud of him.

PERSONAL

Rollinson, professional rider, was at the Attleboro' meet last Saturday.

Captain Hodges of the Boston's has gone to the woods of Maine for "birds, beasts, and fishes."

Recording Secretary L. A. W., Samuel T. Clarke, of Baltimore, was in Boston this week on business connected with the League.

Elsa Von Blumen, the graceful and popular member of the fancy-riding feature, has given an informal exhibition of riding at the rooms of the Pope Manufacturing Company last Friday.

Francis Cragin of the Boston Club, who left Chicago at 9 a. m., 5 September, to bicycle here, has sent us "way" cards from Kankakee, Ill., the same day; Kankakee, 7 September, and the wilderness between St. Anne and St. Mary, Ill., 11 September.

Mr. L. D. Ross, general ticket agent of the Keokuk and St. Louis line, and several other enterprising young business men of Keokuk, have organized a bicycle club, which now numbers thirty-five.

Treasurer Dillwyn Wistar telegraphs that the Fairmount Park commission of Philadelphia will to-day, Friday, 16 September, remove all restriction whatever against bicycle riding in the Park.

President A. W. Gump, of the Dayton Bicycle Club, writes us that gold and silver medals have been substituted for the $100 prizes in money to be given by the Southern Ohio Fair Association to the winners in each of the bicycle races, to occur at their grounds, 21 September. We are glad to learn that such wise action has been taken, and trust that the Ohio wheelmen will have a grand and successful Meet on that occasion.

Mr. Deker, of the Crescent Club, of Boston, proposes to start on a wheel trip to Baltimore, next Monday, and will be accompanied as far as Springfield by Mr. Woodward, of the same club. The Crescent, Massachusetts, and Boston Clubs will meet Monday morning, at six o'clock, in Trinity square, to escort the gentlemen a few miles out of the city, and would be pleased to have other wheelmen join the run to give them a good send-off. A breakfast at Wellesley may be a feature of the ride, so that gentlemen may return directly to the city and to business.

The Buckeye Bicycle Club of Columbus, Ohio, has the following very excellent road rules: 1. In riding on city streets, within one mile of the State House, there must be no greater than 10 miles an hour and you must not be attired. 2. In using park avenues, speed greater than six miles an hour must not be attained. Racing should never be indulged in, especially with horses, as it endangers life and limb.

Bicyclists must always keep to the right of the road, and if possible, never pass a vehicle going in the same direction on the wrong side, as, in case of an accident you are liable for damages. In passing a team, a lead of ten yards should be given before taking the pole. 4. Care should be taken not to startle a horse by passing at a high rate of speed; and in meeting one which shows signs of restiveness, a dismount should invariably be made, and in as quiet a manner as possible. 5. A bicyclist should not ride by a horse from behind without speaking, and should give him as wide a berth as convenient, and should not close in immediately in front of him. The voice is a great calmer; when a bell or a whistle might startle or alarm, a word or two will quiet and reassure. 6. The horse is a very expressive animal, and by observing him as one approaches, particularly his ears and poise of his head, one can tell at once whether it is necessary to speak, or to ride slowly to one side, or to dismount. 7. Bicyclists must always endeavor to keep their machines well under control, and in crossing a street running at right angles, must not ride at a speed which would prevent them from turning quickly in either direction.

It is a courtesy of the road to turn out more than the law requires. It is polite to use more care when meeting or passing ladies; and if several be riding bicycles together and meet a lady on horseback, or driving alone, if the horse or the lady appears at all disturbed, it is courteous for one to dismount and lead the horse by.

SAN FRANCISCO.—The bicyclers of the city are in close consultation as to the advisability of applying to the Supreme Court to prevent the enforcement of the restrictions placed upon them. The wheelmen claim that they have a perfect right, as taxpayers and citizens, to enjoy themselves as they may feel disposed, by bicycle or in carriages. . . . The regular monthly meeting of the Oakland Bicycle Club was held on Saturday last, and fourteen members signified their intention to take part in the tournament and races on the 17th inst. Entries can be made with the captain, George H. Strong, at 202 Sansome street, this city. . . . On one evening this week, the wife of an enthusiastic bicyclist of Oakland will ride the tricycle, and on the same evening C. L. Leonard will perform a number of pretty evolutions on the bicycle, and will afterwards ride the "One Wheeled."
As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, foreign items, inventions, charities of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.
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To Contributors.

Brief communication intended for publication in the next issue should be in the editor’s hands by Tuesday morning, and longer articles by Monday morning.

BOSTON, 16 SEPTEMBER, 1881.

We publish elsewhere an account of the recent hill-climbing contest, which will be found interesting, and will, we trust, induce similar trials on some of the smooth up-grades in this country. We should imagine that the English hill was a difficult one, even for Britons, not only from the description, but from the fact that only nineteen of the forty-five starters succeeded in accomplishing the feat. These contests might be made an interesting and exciting feature of bicycling, besides inviting our wheelmen more generally to practise up-hill work than many of them care now to essay, and so better qualify them for summer touring through the mountain districts, as these long trips are growing more popular every year. Another variety of competitive wheeling

might be instituted to advantage, also,—pedalling through a hundred yards or more of soft or sandy road of a practicable and uniform but difficult depth. As experienced bicyclists know, bad roads and steep grades are quite as often conquered by skilful wheeling as by brute strength, and wheelmen in localities where these drawbacks are the rule soon master the conditions from necessity, and show to better advantage on country roads than riders of longer experience in better roaded districts. All these novel and uninviting contests, therefore, are useful and instructive and assist in training the muscles to meet emergencies and conditions which must often be encountered in extended tours.

We have heard it stated, and with some authority, that several of the leading amateur wheelmen who have been conspicuous in recent races will not compete against each other in the League contests. Now this shows either a rare David-and-Jonathan spirit of friendship, an ultra-refined sentiment of delicacy, or an abject fear of defeat and consequent diminution of laurels won in less ambitious contests. It should be borne in mind that the League races are instituted to determine who are the "best men," to use a technical phrase, on the race track. Differing from the irregular and generally local character of bicycle races which have hitherto obtained in various parts of the country, these League contests are national in their scope, and to all American amateur wheelmen will be the authority for comparison, for reference, and for record. They will be the first really official amateur events in the history of American amateur bicycling, and it is therefore to be hoped that the best wheelmen in the League will enter any or all of the races without respect to who their competitors may be; for, no other legitimate objection interposing, failure to compete must presuppose fear of the result. Friendship ought not to interfere with the desire, for the contest is a friendly one, and any delicacy in the matter is so utterly absurd that the least suspicion of it should subject the considerate individual to all the punishment which satire and ridicule can inflict. No gentleman of the race-course, do not let such weak considerations bar you from the prizes which you feel confident you can win. In justice to the League, which has instituted the official and only standard national competition, for the honor of your club and section, and for your own credit as well, go boldly, confidently, and may the "best man" win, and the "second best" be the first to cordially congratulate him on his victory!

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Boston Water, 253 N. 10th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 34 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or other objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulares, etc. regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The details of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should familiarize himself with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World: — The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

KINGMAN N. PUTNAM.

Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.


Unattached. — Harry C. Keefner, Frederick, Md.; E. W. Herrick, Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, N. H.


Cincinnati Bl. Club. — Additional:
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W. H. Innes, W. L. Hudson, E. A. Hart, R. A. Holden, Jr., Chas. Allen,—all of Cincinnati, O.

RACES

Coming Events.

21 September. Annual race meeting of the Montreal Bicycle Club, to be held on the Montreal Lacrosse Grounds.

23 September. New Jersey State Fair. Bicycle races at 3 p.m., at Wavert, N. J., Wednesday, 23 September, 1851.

September. Marlboro (Mass.) Farmers and Mechanics Bicycle Club bicycle tournament.

September. Joint meeting of the New York Athletic and Manhattan Athletic Clubs. Three-mile bicycle race, scratch; entrance fee fifty cents. Entries closed 7th September. 1st secretary of races, P. O. Box 3101, New York City.

24 September. Two-mile bicycle race at the grounds of the New York Athletic Club (championship races), at 10 a.m. and 1:30 p.m.

26 September. Philadelphia, Pa., Boulevard Station, Gopher and Davidson’s “Pastime Park” sports. Bicycle races.

28 September. Philadelphia, Pa., handicap run, amateur bicycle steeple-chase, two miles, and amateur one-mile bicycle.

29 September. St. Louis, Mo., One-mile bicycle race (championship race), prize $100, presented by Richard Garrett, president of Missouri Club. The club offer an additional membership and one year's free membership to the first rider making a threemile record. (Eight entries to date.)

30 September. One-mile bicycle race for the championship of the Boston Bicycle Club will be held at Boston Park, Saturday, 22 September, at 8:30 P.M.; entries to be made to J. S. Dean, secretary, 25 State street, and E. G. Hodges, captain, 25 State Street.

5 October. Lansing, Mich., Central Michigan Agricultural Society, Bicycle race. Race to be for the one-mile championship of Michigan, to be run under rules of A. W., in mile heats, bets 1 to 3; open to all amateur riders in the State; entries free. First prize, silver trophy valued at $35. 2nd prize, gold trophy, value $25; 3rd prize trophy, value $15. Entries closes 1st October.

6 October. Brockton, Brockton Bicycle Club races.

6 October. Manhattan Polo Fields, New York. Fall Fair and Bicycle Race Meeting.

8 October. Philadelphia Fall games of Young America Cricket Club, of Germantown, held at Westover. Three-mile bicycle race for gold and silver medals.


GOUVERNEUR, N. Y. — The first day's race here, i September, was won by Chas. H. Olsonstead of Potsdam, N. Y. (prize, Columbia bicycle); Starr King Smith of Watertown, N. Y., taking second prize, silver medal. Time, 4:16. The second day's race was won by Geo. H. Simmons, Potsdam, first prize, gold medal; Chas. Porter of Watertown taking second, silver medal. Time, 4:4. The track was very heavy, which accounts for the slow time.

RACING IN GERMANY.—The Berlin races, given by the bicycle club of that city, proved to be a great success, and will interest, undoubtedly, many of your readers. They were held on Sunday last, at Motz & Ed. Bächtold, Flora Botanical Gardens, in Charlottenburg, about three miles outside of Berlin. The course was the broad walk round the entire garden, two and one half laps to the mile, rode off, and in good condition. The slow time was caused through several twists and turns, and stopping up to the terrace. The weather was fine, and nearly 3,000 people present.


Final heat — H. H. Koop, Jr., Berlin (1), 3m. 38s.; T. H. S. Walker, Berlin (2), 3m. 47s.; B. A. Molling, Berlin (3).

Two-Hundred-Yard Race (for Berlin Club): H. Göhring, scratch, 8m. 42s.; J. M. Dumastrey, 85 yards, 2m. 11s.; O. Schmidt (3), 140 yards.

One-Mile Open Race: Paul Pieper, Berlin (1), 3m. 57s.; J. M. Dumastrey, Berlin (2), 4m. 0s.; B. A. Molling, Berlin (3).

One-Hundred-Yard Slow Race: H. H. Koop, Jr., Berlin (1); H. Hennerl, Munich (2); J. M. Dumastrey, Berlin (3). No time (tie).

Five-Mile Race (open for German clubs): T. H. S. Walker, Berlin (1), 20m. 40s.; H. H. Koop, Jr., Bremen (2), 21m. 26s.; H. Göhring, Berlin (3), 21m. 27s.

This was undoubtedly the best race of the day. Walker taking the lead from the start and retaining it to the finish. In the eleventh circuit, a game struggle ensued between Koop and Göhring, the former eventually carrying off second honors by 7s. Walker rode a 56-inch "Howe" semi-racer, and Koop a 52-inch "Royal Challenge" roadster.

The club intend holding another day's races at the r.o. of September. Many thanks are due the energetic captain, Mr. T. H. S. Walker, Mr. F. R. Freisleben, and the starter and timekeeper, Mr. F. P. E. Freundlich.

WARREN LEELE,
Hon. Sec., Bremen B. C.
BERLIN, 7 August, 1851.

HUDSON, N. Y. — In a contest at the Hudson (N. Y.) Fair Grounds, 6 September, Messrs. George E. Patton and Walter J. Beebe, two Chatham bicyclists, were the only starters, although quite a number of wheelmen were present. These two got off evenly, but Beebe soon took the lead, and at the quarter pole was two lengths ahead. At the half-mile Patton drew to the fore, but Beebe was soon at his side, and held his place for a few seconds, when Patton slowly gained and passed ahead, winning the race by two and a half lengths. This was his third victory over his own best time. Mr. Patton rode a 52-inch wheel. The prize was a gold badge, presented by Miss Von Blumen, who on the same occasion won two races against horses after having given a smile for the running horse Little Jocker against the lady's half-mile, best two in three, and Elsa won the first two in 1:20 and 1:39. Her second victory was over the trotting horse Gray Stranger, in the first heat, the lady to make two circuits to the horse's three, was not severely beaten and played out, in the second heat No Name was substituted, but fared no better, being distanced by the lady in 3:59. Her time against Gray Stranger was 4m.

FORT EDWARD, N. Y. — A bicycle race was held at the county fair, Thursday, 6 September, by the local bicycle enthusiasts, and was for a gold medal. There were three contestants, viz., supervisor A. R. Wing, railroad ticket agent James Barber, and landlord W. B. Milliman, of the Eldridge House, all of this village. The contest was to be best three in five, half-mile heats. In the first heat, Mr. Milliman took the lead and held it finely till within fifty yards of the goal, when Mr. Wing closed upon him, and the judges deemed it so close a finish as to call it a "draw" between the two, with Mr. Barber third. Time, two minutes. Mr. Milliman, deeming that he was a clear winner of the heat, and had not been fairly treated by the judges, left the fair, from which he returned for the second heat, Mr. Barber was an easy winner in 1:47. Then came the final trial, in which Mr. Wing gave up at the end of the quarter, and Mr. Barber made a slow run home, winning the heat, race, and medal. The time was not taken. Mr. Barber claims that he can drive the steel steed a half mile in 1:35.

NANTUCKET FAIR RACES.—The bicycle races at the agricultural fair at Nantucket, Wednesday and Thursday, were witnessed by a large crowd of people. Three riders entered for the prizes: F. H. Johnson, president of the Brockton Bicycle Club, Merton Holmes of Bridge water, and Charles Marshall. The first heat was won easily by Johnson, on his big 56-inch machine, in 3m. 34s., Holmes winning in second place, and Marshall third, time not taken. In the second heat, Johnson's pedals became heated and "stuck," which compelled the rider to dismount for repairs, Marshall winning in 3m. 53s., Holmes coming in 10 seconds later. In the last heat, Johnson won the race in 3m. 12.45s., closely followed by Holmes, whose time was 3m. 18s., with Marshall but three seconds to the rear. The first prize, an elegant silver ice-pitcher, was awarded to Johnson, and the second, a silver cup, bestowed upon Holmes.

TIMONIUM, Md. — The bicycle races at the Baltimore County Agricultural Society Fair, held here 7 September, had the effect of drawing the largest crowd witnessed at the fair for many years, and in the intense heat, and were fairly exciting to the country folk, whose interest had been awakened by often seeing the Baltimore wheelmen glide swiftly and noiselessly by them on their usual evening rounds. The races, open to all amateur riders, were held according to the L. A. W. rules, comprised a half-mile race for a $50 plate and a $10 medal, and a two-mile race for a $50 plate and a $10
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medal. The start in each race was standing from scratch; and in the first, the starters, Abram G. Powell of the Germantown Bicycle Club of Philadelphia, Samuel T. Clark, and G. notified the bicycle world; G. H. Boehm of the Baltimores, and G. W. Coale of the Baltimores. This race was won by A. B. Powell, Samuel T. Clark taking second. Mr. Powell also won the two-mile race, while, as before, Mr. Clark bore off the second prize. So Mr. Powell proved the “dark horse” to the B-timoreans; but while his graceful and excellent riding was cordially applauded by all, his good fellowship dissipated any feeling of annoyance on the part of the home club at both the first prizes going away from their town. Mr. Clark, of the Baltimores, who secured both the second prizes, is the recording secretary of the League of American Wheelmen. The run back to Baltimore after the races was enjoyed by all, although the heat was fearful; but the inhibition of frequent lactic acid blunted the disagreeable effects of the latter, and encouraged the riders to extend their run several hours after nightfall through the Park and over the smooth roads at Druid Hill by moonlight.

MEET OF OHIO WHEELMEN. — RACING AT THE STATE FAIR.—BANQUET AND ORGANIZATION OF A STATE LEAGUE.—Under the auspices of the Buckeye Bicycle Club, of Columbus, O., a grand meet and judging of wheelmen was held in that city on Tuesday and Wednesday, 30 and 31 August. About fifty wheelmen were present, representing the Buckeye, Cincinnati, Hill City (Hillsboro), Delaware, Toledo, Cleveland, Canal Winchester, Springfield, Dayton, Washington Court House, and Upper Sandusky Clubs, and some unattached riders. Visitors were promptly received and taken care of by the home club as they arrived. At 3 P.M. Tuesday, the line formed at headquarters and proceeded to the fair grounds, making a fine show as they passed along the route. These entered the grounds just as the trotting, and between the heats of these gave an exhibition run down and back in front of the grand stand, their handsome uniforms and wheels flashing in the sun, and their whole appearance fascinating in the extreme, eliciting frequent applause. The race was a one-mile dash for gold and silver badges, and the starters were W. T. Elderidge of Columbus, J. E. Pease of Columbus, S. S. Mott of Dayton, W. H. Reed of Cincinnati, J. T. McCune of Columbus, J. P. Taylor and Baldwin McGrew of Springfield, and Harry Glidden of Cleveland. The Springfield Club entered a protest against Mr. Mott, on the ground that he had ridden for money, but Capt. Hutchinson, of the Buckeye Club, said the gentleman denied the charge; and it was ruled that he might enter, but would forfeit the prize if he were found after to be shown he was ineligible. With that understanding, the matter was dropped and the race proceeded. Soon after starting it was evident that the contest would be between three men only, the rest being well distanced. These three were Fredon, and Mott, who finished the race in the order named, the former winning in 3.55%, the others but a few seconds behind. The judges were Alfred Ely, Jr., of Cleveland, and T. C. Oramdoff of Columbus. In the evening the visitors, by invitation of the Buckeyes, attended the performance at the Grand Opera House, and next morning were photographed in State House square. In the afternoon they rode out to Shadeville, ten miles, to dinner, returning to the city about six o’clock in the evening. Later all assembled at the Park Hotel and effectuated an organization of the clu of the State under the title of the “League of Ohio Wheelmen,” with the following officers: President, H. B. Hutchinson, Columbus; vice-presidents, Alfred Ely, Jr., Cleveland, H. S. L. Hermits, J. S. Crowell, Springfield; secretary and treasurer, D. E. Barnum, Springfield; executive committee, the officers, and T. C. Ormandoff of Columbus and C. H. Walbridge of Toledo. A constitution was adopted, and after the transmission of some minor business the wheelmen adjourned at ten o’clock to partake of a splendid banquet prepared for them by the home club, and during the sitting much fun and much excellent vocal music and congratulatory speeches were enjoyed, and the assembly broke up at a late hour. The meet was a grand success, passing off without an unpleasant feature, and it cannot help but promote good feeling and elevate bicycling interests in this State. It has drawn the wheelmen of Ohio closer together and given them an opportunity to compare different makes of machines, most all the leading varieties being represented. But, better than all else, it has contributed to develop and increase a loyal feeling of friendship, and created a bond of friendship among the bicyclers who were present.

HIGHLAND, MASS. — In the contests here Tuesday, John S. Prince of London won the professional two-mile race in 8.95, over J. W. Wilson of Boston in 8.93, and F. S. Rollison of New York in 9.01. T. J. W. Frye of Marlboro’ won the first and second heats in 1.45 and 2.01; H. H. Decker of Boston second in 1.55 and 2.01; H. E. Lombard of Cambridgeport third in 1.55 and 2.25. In the one-mile amateur, W. W. Stall won in 4.021; G. E. Alden second, in 4.25; Harry Percival third, in 4.27, all of Boston. Poor track.

CORRESPONDENCE

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World: — I am certain your readers must be heartily sick of the very personal and flippant style of your correspondent “K. K.,” whoever he may be who skewls under that “anonyme” (I see that he denies being identical with our respected and well-beloved bugler). I therefore feel impelled to send some items of a more refined character, and better calculated to suit the palate of your clientèle. That trip to Terrebonne, so wretchedly described by “K. K.” proved so enjoyable, and the young ladies whose acquaintance we made at our various stopping places were so fascinating, that we decided to repeat the dose at short intervals. Accordingly, after the races promoted by the “Thistle Society,” on Saturday, 27 August, we started, fifteen strong, for the above-mentioned town; but the weather was so threatening and the men so scared of getting wet that our party gradually dwindled down to two. We had not gone very far before Jupiter Pluvius opened his st’ice-gates upon us in right-down earnest, and had we been any other fellows in the club I believe we would have turned back. But Jack Troquet was looking so terribly true-born Britons, (ahem!) never hesitated for a moment, and consoling ourselves with the reflection that the rain would be just as wet going backward as forwards. We pushed on towards our destination. After a short halt at Sault au Recollet, for purposes unnecessary to
mention to any one who knows the capacity of our mutual thorax, we hurried on to the Styx, when the one-armed Charon ferried us and our metallic equines rapidly across. Leading down to the river is a steep and steeply down which Jack Trotter insisted on riding, despite my urgent prayers that he would desist. Pride comes before a fall; and hastening after him afoot, was just in time to see him prone on the scow and his machine standing on its head at their last point of contact, viz., the wharf. I just saw this by the waning light, and by the time we were across the raging torrent, it was pitch dark; so that being landless, we thought it prudent to walk the rest of the way to our hotel at St. Vincent de Paul, where, after a piping-hot rummer of grog and some supper, we turned in, none the worse for our ducking. The rain having ceased some half an hour before we got in, our clothes were nearly dry; our machines were not improved, though, mine being, if possible, rustier than ever. Next morning, after "mass", we started for Terrebonne; and arriving there too early for dinner, proceeded to the "course a trot", where Mr. Lane (sometimes irreverently alluded to by that low person "K."

"Hungry Tommy") is confidently expected to show grand form in the mile race for the Terrebonne cup next Wednesday. After taking a turn or so round the track, which we found a trifle lumpy in places, we made for the hotel du Boulevard, where, attended by a most charming Hebe, we offered copious sacrifices and libations to man's god (his stomach), and then returned to town over the same route. Our recital (made in a report in my best style to the committee at their next meeting) of the pleasures of this trip so stirred the sluggish fluid which percolates in the veins of my followers, that nothing would do but we must go out again; and accordingly last Saturday, 3 September, we left the club house (nine of us all told) and pursued a quite different route to the same destination. We rode through the city and the eastern suburb of Hochelaga and continuing past the race-course at Lepine Park, halted at Longue Pointe at an old-fashioned inn overlooking the St. Lawrence from its lock windows, and with a sight of the well-filled huskian asylum there, eight miles from home. Here a deflection of four occurred in our ranks, and that number returned to town, pursued by ironical notes from my bugle and by my minions from the handbell. "Growler," who must I say is a first-class shot at the running deer. The remaining five, a couple of minutes after, rode off in the opposite direction, accompanied by a police officer, and with the aid of a banana in our appearance from twoisons lossies, leaning out of the window of an upper and unhappily inaccessible chamber. The next village was Pointe-aux-Trembles, still on the river bank, and all the population turned out to welcome us; but much to their disappointment (and mine too), the captain, thinking we had quite enough cargo on board for the careful riding that would be required later on, did not tarry there for a season, and I doubt if the "stock" stuck, the captain gnashing his tongue and gnashing his teeth in the rear. A few miles farther on, my 54 inch "Northern" cast a spoke on the off side of the front wheel, which necessitated a new "Growler," who, in his usual efficient manner, acted as whipper-in throughout the trip, speedily settled matters by plucking the other end of the spoke out and casting it from him. Nothing more of any importance occurred till we reached our halting place for the night, — Bout de l'ile, 201/2 miles, — which we only did after navigating half a mile (the last) of fiendishly bad road, where the captain got in a narrow rut, five inches deep, and demonstrated the perfect control he has over his machine by riding some two hundred yards therein without coming off. At the hotel, "Arry and I found two dairies of our acquaintance, the proprietress of whom we incon tinently cut out; and much to the disgust of the other three, we had the young ladies to ourselves, chatting on the veranda until our attention was attracted by a fearful noise in the parlor, which was occasioned by the captain playing a Highland Fling on an old pair of bagpipes he had found in the corner, while "Stubby Charles" did his best to accompany on the piano, and the "Growler" executed some marvellous gyrations with his lower extremities on one square of the carpet, snapping his fingers and yelling lustily the while. The proprietor of the hotel, fearing for the stability of the house, hastened to announce "Safep;" and this, alas! I proved the signal for the departure of our two fair friends for the city with their crest-fallen cavaliers. "Arry soon recovered himself from the emotion over his dog, and accompanied him by his flight, and hastened to cast sheep's-eyes at the neat-handed Philis who waited on table, but it was no go; she had got it into her head that we were burglars, or something of that nature; so much so, that she would not even leave the jan cupboard unlocked while she went out of the room. Of course after supper we had more music (sic) from the captain; while the "Growler" sang "The Opera," only becoming lively (like the B-flats) about bed-time, when he had to stand a regular siege of our bed-room, which he attempted to storm both by door and window. In the night the wind rose, and the rain came down in a torrent, so that I had to make "Stubby Charles" to get out and shet the window. Next morning old Sol was very sulky (in fact we only saw his Majesty twice all day), and over the city we could see forked lightning playing very prettily; however, the storm came no nearer than four miles to us, and after a hearty breakfast we ordered out the horse-boat, which I must describe. It is extraordinarly well made, the paddle-wheel between the two hulls. Just in front thereof is an inclined plane covered with boards, fastened separately on an endless chain. The machinery is stopped by a band brake. Two deft-looking horses are led out and cajoled on to this sort of treadmill; they are fastened to the wheel, and unmoored, and the brake lifted, and the weight of the unfortunate quadrupeds causes the boards to move down, and them to move up to preserve themselves; this revolves the wheel, and in this manner we rapidly crossed the "Rivière des Prairies" and "Ile Jesus River" and ascended the "L'Assomption River" a short distance, passing Repentigny on the right, and landing at Charlemagne. The three rivers above named make their junction with the St. Lawrence at this place. We mounted at once and rode (along a mud road, which in some places was improved by the rain of the previous night, and in some places deter orised by the same cause) through Lachenaie to Terrebonne, fifteen miles. We received our usual enthusiastic welcome there; and after a good dinner, served in the boulevard and some music by the captain and singing by the "Growler," whose clogmen suits his voice as well as his disposition, we mounted and went through some evolutions in the square in front of the hotel, for the benefit of a bevy of fair damsels over the way at a big stone house. After doing all we knew, we left for home about 3:45 P. M., leaving one man with a disabled machine to come in by train. The nearer we got to town the mudier we found the roads, except of course in places where we took the foot-path; and when we got to Saulieu Recollet, we had all had quite enough. Josephine and a new arrival attended to our healthy appetites, and the poor "Growler" was unable to eat, through devoting too much attention to the new waitress, who, as he confidently asserted, "is a dear girl, and I know her very well." "Early to bed" was our maxim on that occasion, and about two o'clock I was awakened by "Growler," who desired to draw my attention to the rain, which was coming down in one shower. I said never a word; my heart was too full for speech. We drove in this morning, leaving our wheels behind us; the roads were too bad even for a

KANUCK.

P. S. — I hope lots of you Bostonians and others will come on to compete at and otherwise adore our races on the 21st inst. There will be an additional attraction in the mile (in heats) race for hand some prizes, to be contested on the 22d, at the Athletic Tournament on the Exhibition Grounds here. A man can easily include both these events and yet get back to Yale. You will no time for the League meeting on the 24th.

Let "Steno" disabuse his mind at once and for ever of the idea that the Howe machine is a favorite here. More male dictions have been hurled at it than at any other one make, I believe. Front
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Falls City Bicycle Club.

Editor Bicycling World:—Our secretary, on his return from a visit among our Canadian brother wheelmen, would no doubt have written you in regard thereto had he been able to do so; but you see, in the midst of our welcome, in an unguarded moment he perpetrated that pun about "boli bearings," and immediately the joyful congratulation of the club was turned to tempestuous indignation, and we fell on him tooth and nail, telling him to the ground, and in the end he had not heard it before you knew it. That same secretary delights in tantalizing us by exasperating descriptions of a run to Lachine, speaks of a nice, smooth, shady road running along the edge of the St. Lawrence River, near the hiring of the Rapid River, and near them as to be within reach of the spray; but we think this is a little embellishment just to make us envious. He says that the Montreal wheelmen treated him with a royal hospitality such as it had never before been his lot to experience, and we believe him to be sincere in this, since he let it leak out that when driving to the depot, he bore, without a murmur, the loss of a pipe, a book of tobacco, and sundry other small articles, and it is not one never get had his heart not been opened out in some unaccountable way, his natural inclination to growl would have led him to behave in a manner that would leave the conduct of the Israelites in the desert completely in the shade. In answer to our inquiry with regard to the members of the Montreal Bicycle Club, he said "They're just bully fellows" (that awful language again). Secretary Tibbs is his jolly companion, and has a very distinctive appearance; in fact, a presence well calculated to lend dignity to the office. Capt. SIDEY, one of Scotia's noble sons, is essentially hot camarade and an ideal companion. But we have never met him beyond Lieut. DeSola, notwithstanding that he seems to entertain a great liking for that gentleman; whenever he mentions his name he mutters something about Chateau La Rose twenty years old, puckers up his mouth, and rushes off, to return smelling of cloves.... One of our members is suffering from typhoid fever, and we learn with regret that some of the Montreal wheelmen have shared the same fate. Our member was informed by his physician that the disease was caused by bicycling. A small boy was recently rescued from the danger of falling a victim, but his mother called him away just as he was looking at a bicycle through a window. Physician stated that he had had a narrow escape.... We are having some improvements and extensions made in the park, and will probably have some fine drives in the vicinity.

CLUB REPORTER.
LOUISVILLE, 7 September, 1881.

Cleveland.

Editor Bicycling World:—The Columbus Meet is a thing of the past, and to say the least was a perfect success. Let you Easterners imagine a club of four in 1880 and twenty in 1881 engineering into a perfect success a State meet which sixty riders attended, and whom they entertained in the best possible manner—then consider and wondering that all wheelmen, the State Board of Agriculture, the press, and Mr. J. W. Bookwalter, Democratic nominee for governor, attended, and at which a local dignitary gave excellent addresses; and that the same evening a State organization was perfected, to be called the League.
of Ohio Wheelmen, its objects being the promotion of amateur bicycling in Ohio and for the holding of annual meets. Now a word about the State organization. Some of the L. A. W. officers and members will perhaps think that it is a blow at their organization, but it is not so at all, it only being for the purpose of getting together once a year at some centrally located place, all the wheelmen amateurs of Ohio; its not providing for the protection of members proving that it is not against the L. A. W., and last, but not least, I am sure that most of its members are L. A. W. men, and as zealous for that organization as members of the League in any other State. The Cleveland Club took a short run to Bedford, thirteen miles, on Thursday, 25 August, having a very pleasant time. They will join the L. A. W. this week. The club will meet for drill every other evening at 6.30 for some time, and as we have a chance at C. we shall take the road. The race at Columbus was a great success, having nine starters, and was won by Pease of Columbus, in 3.61, Reed of Cincinnati second. The track was in very poor condition; on it was surftaced sand from six to eight inches deep. The prizes were very artistic, being modelled after bicycles, and were perfect in every respect, even to being able to put on the brakes; the first prize was gold, and the second was silver with red-gold tires and hubs. They were modelled after the "Royal Challenge," the race for one-mile championship of Ohio came off yesterday, and was a great success. The time was slow, owing to the track, and a small gale which blew directly in the faces of the riders for half a mile. There was a large number of entries, but the starters were only five. Messrs. Osborn of Fremont, Beckwith, Gilchrist, Norton, and Ely of Cleveland, who drew positions as follows: Beckwith, Ely, Norton, Osborn, Gilchrist. They were given the word at the first attempt, and Beckwith immediately captured the lead, and held it uninterupted to the close. He was followed by Osborn, Ely, Gilchrist and Norton. At the quarter, the positions remained the same until near the half, when Ely went ahead of Gilchrist, which positions were held until an eighth of a mile from home, when Ely, who had been at one time an eighth of a mile behind, spurred and passed Osborn, capturing second place and going for the leader, but could not quite capture him, he passing under the wire in 3.85; the rest in the following order: Beckwith, Ely, Osborn, Gilchrist, and Norton; Beckwith getting first and Ely second prize. The state of the roads for the week may be inferred by the amount of rainfall in the last two months. In July, 1/1 of an inch of rain fell; in August, 17 of an inch, making in two months a total rainfall of 1.08 inches. We went up, and nothing but burnt grass and dust can be seen anywhere abouts. When will we have the best bicycling records? RELCYCLE.

Cleveland, 10 September, 1881.

Chicago.

Jackson street is now completed up to the railroad tracks, two blocks beyond Western avenue stands the yellow and gray macadam, and is very smooth when new. One of our wheelmen took a ride up this street, the other night, on a tour of exploration. A new moon was shining, and the numerous carriages on the road were unusually bright. Here was in every horse on the track, with the usual indifference to the bicycle on their part, one of them, at sight of the full-nicked machine glinting in the moon-light, shied out, and turning sharply around fled in the opposite direction. The bicyclist, charmed, dismounted and walked a block or two to wait until the driver could rein in the frightened animal and return. After waiting ten minutes he observed them coming back, and so hid the machine in the deep shade of the trees. But the bicycle was not the only scarecrow on that street. Our ‘cycler’ had a clear view of the horse blocks up and down the road, and that horse was seen to shy at everything. First, an easy-trotting white horse, hitched to a low buggy, passed by and nearly drove him wild with fright. Then a lady dressed in a light gown crossed the street a hundred feet ahead, and he came near jumping over the sidewalk. Then a peculiar-shaped tree would make him jump, and the people fitting to and fro on the sidewalk kept him continually on the shy. This shows an inherent weakness on the part of the horse; and the evidence in this case, and others that we have met with in our cycling travels, shows that the animal that will break at the sight of a bicycle will do the same at other objects, such as trees, women, and even a creature of his own species whose color does not suit him. And yet one would not think of tearing up the trees, shutting up the ladies, and excluding other people on the road, and giving all the white nags a coat of black paint, just to please this one fractious horse. And yet a few people think that the bicycle,—a vehicle of great usefulness, as has been practically demonstrated by many gentlemen in this city,—should be excluded from the streets because one horse in fifty shows an easily controlled fear at first sight of it. I say a few people, because the majority of our folks are sensibly neutral on the subject, content to let the thing go on its merits. They have been doing this for a long time, and in the absence of any evidence to convict, are gradually giving their verdict in our favor. Our most prominent daily, which has heretofore abused the bicycle and its riders most roundly, being very aggressive in demanding that it be denied the city, has now become the advocate of trying to reason people against it. But the paper has no influence either way, and we shall miss its funny, pungent criticisms. In fact, it is getting to be too popular a thing to dare to denounce. The Chicago and Central Bicycle Clubs are now agitating the question of fixing up a joint headquarters or club-room. It certainly is needed badly enough, and the only difficulty in the way is that of securing a suitable room to ride in. Mr. Fairfield is planning for a new riding school this fall and winter, and it is placed so that we have our headquarters near at hand,—in the same building, if possible. As soon as this question of location is settled, we may look for a snug joint club-room. The Club has used Mr. Fairfield's establishment for a club-room and headquarters, and he has donated gas bills and incidentals freely. But both he and our club are growing, and as the room space continues to be the same, it remains for either Mr. Fairfield or the club to move; and it is more than likely that the latter will be the case. The Waukegan Fair bicycle races, the latter part of September, are being looked forward to with much interest. The eight who went up there last fall remember the good time we had there, and will do it again this year. Our ‘cycler’ feels that the track is excellent, and the manager do everything to make it pleasant. The small boy and his bicycle are getting to be very frequent. We have occasion to fear these little fellows, on account of the careless management of their machines. When ye small boy is abroad, everything else must clear the track. One of our bicyclers was running up the street last week, when a boy attempted to thrust a stick through the spoked wheel. These attempts have been made too frequently of late, and our ‘cycler’ got off and gave the kid a shaking in the way of correction. Just then one of the city officials came along, and wanted to give the chastiser a licking, being highly indignant that an innocent little boy should be abused. We sho'd like to have that “innocent” poke a stick between his legs, and then appreciate the beauty of being brought East to live. H. D. Nichols, of our distinguished unattached, will shortly leave for New York City to reside. Francis Cragin left on the 5th Instant, for his wheel trip to Boston. He went up in the morning, and got off, about a dozen of our riders intending to accompany him as far as Joliet, forty miles. But it rained on the day set for the start, and therefore our arrangement was changed. Cragin is splendidly equipped for the journey, having every modern convenience for comfort. If he only could have been
induced to pull a palace car along behind, he would have been complete. The route will be Joliet first day, forty miles; Wilmington, next day; and thence via Richmond, Ind., to the national highway, when all will be serene to Cincinnati and beyond.

Steno.

Buffalo.

Editor Bicycling World:—Our annual run, appointed for 6 September, was indefinitely postponed, subject to my call. Our roads are covered by from four to six inches of dust, and we are waiting for a little water to take with our weather. When we do get this rain, long prayed for, we intend running first to Hamburg, thirteen miles, for breakfast; then to Lake View, ten miles, to dinner. The order for the afternoon will be bathing, base ball, and a good time generally. The "home run" will be made between 5.30 and 7 p.m., about fifteen miles. Next Wednesday will see the first annual tournament of the club, of which I enclose programme. A total of fifty entries have been made up to date. The most closely contested race will probably be for the club championship and the Reigle & Robinson gold badge, valued at $100. Our fastest riders, among whom are J. T. Gard, W. H. Walker, Fortney, and an oil worker were all entered, and if the track is in good condition, fast time for a three-mile dash will be made. I think the winner is in the quartet mentioned, and there is no choice, barring accidents. The managers of the driving park are making every endeavor to render the track suitable for the wheel, but unless we get a little rain it will be somewhat heavy. We would like very much to meet some of the Boston amateurs in these contests, and will promise to "push them" down the home stretch at no waiting pace. Will write further after our tilt on the new "spinning wheel."

Captain Buffalo Bi. Club.

Buffalo, N. Y., 10 September, 1885.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

Hamilton (Ont.) Bi. Club.—The following officers were elected 24 August: President, W. H. Glassco; secretary and treasurer, A. Rideout; captain, A. E. Jarvis; lieutenant, F. Glassco.

Brunswick (N. J.) Bi. Club.—At a regular meeting of the Brunswick Bicycle Club, of New Brunswick, N. J., held 1 September, Frederic Fisher was elected secretary in place of Elliot Mason, resigned.

Frederic Fisher, Sec.

Crescent Bi. Club.—Mr. H. H. Duker has resigned the secretaryship of the club, and the undersigned has been elected to fill the vacancy.

Arthur E. Brown, Sec.

P. O. Box 2199.

Boston, 9 September, 1885.

English Railway Rates.

Occasionally, by reason of a breakdown, or other cause, the train is compelled to "train it," so the following rates may be useful:

Great Eastern:—Rates for bicycles and velocipedes, accompanied by a passenger:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Distance (in miles)</th>
<th>Rate (per mile)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Muswell Hill Competition.—The idea of holding a hill-riding trial, in which a prize is given to every bicyclist who succeeds in riding up a certain steep hill on a specified date, is due to the Surrey Bicycle Club, which inaugurated and successfully carried out an affair of the kind last year, the acclivity being Reigate Hill, and the date 4 September. On that occasion twenty men, out of forty-three who started, were successful in tackling the slopes. So eminently practical was the result of this novel experiment that an annual repetition was talked about, but up to the present no definite steps have been taken by the Surrey towards repeating the trial. Immediately after the Reigate trial, the idea was mooted in the Bicycling Times of some North London club or clubs holding such a trial at Muswell Hill, which had, up to that period, been successfully scaled by only two or three bicyclists. Nothing more was heard, however, for some little time, until the proposition was formally brought forward by Mr. H. Blackwell, Jr., which resulted in the Canbury and Hendon Bicycle Club going forward the project, and a sub-committee was at once appointed, consisting of two members of each club; viz., Messrs. Blackwell, Jr., and English, of the Canbury, and Messrs. Greene and Frout of the Hornsey, the last-named being elected honorary secretary. Saturday last, 27 August, was the appointed day, and upon the entries closing a week previously, it was found that sixty-three candidates had entered the lists. In the case of the Surrey Bicycle Club trial, no charge had been made for entrance; and as a result, there were over one hundred and fifty applications, out of which only seventy-six were accepted. Upon the present occasion, however, the orthodox "race-meeting" fee of half a crown was charged, and entries were accepted from all amateurs who chose to compete. In addition to the sixty-three who competed, some twenty entries in the specified time, some fifteen additional entries were received too late, and had to be returned. Out of these sixty-three entries forty-five started, —just two more than the number who started for the Reigate Hill trial last year; and of these forty-five, nineteen succeeded in riding to the top of Muswell Hill without stopping or dismounting, —one less than accomplished the ascent of Reigate. Of those who started on Saturday, only three succeeded in riding up Reigate Hill, and only two had attempted and failed last year at Reigate. Muswell Hill is not so long as the latter, but is steeper than that hill, the following being the gradients from start to finish: From the Victoria for 310 feet the rise is 1 in 14.2; for the next 470 feet, 1 in 12.2; 330 feet, 1 in 11.280 feet, 1 in 8.7; 230 feet, 1 in 22.5. Total length, 2,400 feet, or 800 yards. Total rise, 107 feet. Average gradient, 1 in 12.73. It is thus seen that upon starting to ride up the hill, the bicyclist finds the gradient get gradually steeper until 1,430 feet have
been traversed, as an easier bit of riding occurs for 300 feet, followed by 310 feet steeper than any other part of the hill, the gradient — 1 in 8.7 — being very severe. This point is the great test, coming as it does at the top of the hill, calling upon the rider to exert his utmost power just when his strength has been severely taxed by riding up the 1,750 feet; this steepest piece once passed, the ascent is virtually accomplished, the remaining 340 feet to the winking post being a mere walk.

A wet week was wound up by a brilliantly fine day on Saturday, a warm afternoon, with the sun shining brightly overhead, and not a breath of wind stirring, favoring the aspirants to fame on Muswell's frowning heights. As we reached the top of the hill from the Finchley end, the double-faced notice board, supplied by the Bicycle Union and erected by the Canonbury Bicycle Club, was being scourged by some score of curious pedestrians. Passing down the hill, a stranger could not have failed to be struck by the impression that there must be something unusual on the tapis, little groups of people standing on the footpaths and in the middle of the road chatting together, and cyclists in uniform and out of uniform, ascending and descending the hill, or well-dressed riders going downhill, enjoying a contemplative pipe or talking to fair young ladies. Lower down, the stranger's curiosity would be still further excited by encountering a young gentleman with a red, and a brown, and blue ribbons in his button-hole, armed with a packet of woisters which he dispensed to applicants in return for the sum of twopence each. Had our typeical stranger invested two bronze coins in the purchase of one of these papers, he would have learnt but little therefrom: the outside sheet merely containing the legend, "Hornsey and Canonbury Bicycle Clubs' Muswell Hill Competition, 27th May, 1887," followed by a list of the names of the judges (J. W. Benningfield, Pickwick Bicycle Club), starter (William Turner, Stanley Bicycle Club), committee, stewards, and secretary, whilst the inside contained merely a list of competitors,—a counterpart of that published in the Bicycling Times last week. Upon reaching the foot of the hill, the broad open space in front of the Alexandra Palace gates was thronged by several hundred bicyclists, tricyclists, and pedestrians of all ages and classes; whilst opposite, in the stable yard of the Victoria,—the headquarters for the day,—wheelmen were wiping down, screening, and oiling their machines. In the committee room the officials were dispensing numbered cards to the competitors, for attachment, by means of safety pins, to the back of their coats. Losing not by this any other part of the hill, the gradient — 1 in 8.7 — being very severe. This point is the great test, coming as it does at the top of the hill, calling upon the rider to exert his utmost power just when his strength has been severely taxed by riding up the 1,750 feet; this steepest piece once passed, the ascent is virtually accomplished, the remaining 340 feet to the winking post being a mere walk.
CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
(Established 1877.)
TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

The Bicycling World

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND
NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES
deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycles, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

BICYCLERS' SUNDRY.

* The "TAKE-ME-TOO," for carrying a coat, etc., does not interfere with mounting or dismounting; universally
liked. Send size of waist

- Rod. - 30

Wright's Anti-Rust... - 25

Wright's Illuminating Oil... - 25

Acme Handle... - 25

Hub Lamps, nickel, small size... - 3 75

" Large... - 1 25

Leather, size of calf... - 1 50

" Portable Bag, similar to "Handy Tool Bag."... - 1 50

Pipe... - 3 25

" Tornado... - 3 25

" Buck... - 2 00

Rubber Handles, in ordinary size, in front... - 2 00

Nickel... - 4 00

Horn Whistles... - 60

Shoes, canvas with corrugated rubber soles... - 3 75

Gong Bells... - 2 00

" Nickle Oil Cans... - 2 00

Wrenches, Wise Monkey... - 75

The Wright Standard Holder, for Club colors, torches, etc... - 1 50

Articles marked thus * can be sent by mail.

Remittances may be made by P. O. Order or Station H., or check.

SECOND-HAND BICYCLES A SPECIALTY.
6c. Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular; and length of leg, inside measure, to ball of foot under the shoe.

W. M. WRIGHT, 791 5TH AVE., N. Y.

Steel Crescent Form
Bicycle Rims,
Wheels, Cranks,
Horn Handles,
Bells and Stands.

Repar parts of every description for English Bicycles.

T. B. JEFFERY,
38 AND 40 CANAL ST. - - CHICAGO.

STODDARD, LOVING & CO.
2 Cumberland St., 10 Milk St.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND; BOSTON, MASS.

SINGERS & CO., COVENTRY.

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP
Your Bicycle from Rust

Is: Wrap it over every day. The better way is to use
NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance.

Price, 25 cents for "Bicycle Special." Expressed prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00.

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

The favorite bicycle in America is the Standard Columbia, fitted with our special ball bearings. The 1881 pattern has more reliable, actually proved good points, for all-around use, than any other bicycle made. A large assortment always in stock at our warehouses. Also, our light and staunch Special Columbia, and our Mustang, as well as extraordinary challenges and other English bicycles.

All the parts of our bicycles are kept on hand, and as the parts in our machines are interchangeable, any one may be easily replaced by a new one.

THE CELEBRATED TRICYCLES, the Challenge No. 2, the Royal Salvo, and other unexcelled English Tricycles, in stock and on short order. Our Triicycle, for three riders, now perfected.

BICYCLES' AND TRICYCLES' SUPPLIES AND SUNDRIES.

Niantic Stockings, ribbed, all-wool, long legs, good weight. Price, $1.25 a pair. Clubs supplied with any desired color.

Gossamer Rubber Capes, made expressly for bicycling and tricycling, cover knees and all, roll up very small, with enamelled cloth case; weight only 10 oz. Price, $2.50.

Canvas Shoes, with corrugated rubber soles, sewed. Price, $4.50.


LAMPS, BELLS, BELTS, CYCLOMETERS, and all other bicycle and tricycle supplies and outfits kept in stock.

Pratt's "American Bicyclist," price, 50 cents; Chandler's "Bicycle Tour," etc., price, $3.00, and other bicycling literature supplied.

Send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and full Price Lists.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,

MAKERS OF THE COLUMBIA BICYCLES, ETC.

597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,

Manufacturers' Importer of

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES

96 WORCESTER STREET, BOSTON.

N. B.—I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL

AND

MANUFACTURERS' ADVERTISER.

Edited by — CHARLES CORDINGLEY.

Subscriptions received at this Office.

One year.............................................. $2
Six Months.......................................... 1
Three Months..................................... 60

Specimen copies sent from

146 Fleet St. — London, E. C.

Subscriptions to both the "Bicycling World" and "Tricycling Journal" only $2.00.

E. C. HODGES & Co., 40 WATER ST., BOSTON.

The "Indispensable"

BICYCLIST'S HAND-300K for 1881

IS NOW READY ! 500 pages. 150 Illustrations.

THE INDISPENSABLE

Gives all particulars of all the latest Novelties in Bicycle construction.

Gives minute constrictions of every Machine in the market.

Contains the only complete Directory of Manufacturers.

Has been thoroughly revised up to date, with Copious Addenda of Latest Introductions.

Is the only reliable book published on the Bicycle, and should be read by every Rider.

Should be read by everyone who intends purchasing a new Machine.

Is INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY ONE.


E. C. HODGES & Co.,
40 WATER ST., BOSTON.

LE SPORT VÉLOCIPÉDIQUE
ORGANE BÉNÉVÉOLE
Des Véloce-Clubs de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. DEVILLERS, Directeur.
RÉDACTION ET ADMINISTRATION : 36, RUE MONGE, PARIS.

Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at, the Bicycling World Office.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ

THE 'CYCLIST,'
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best go-to-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by HENRY SYDSEV, Author of "The Janus B.P.

And C. W. Sayll, Author of "The Bicyclist's Almanac," Published Every Wednesday.

Price, one penny.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6s. 6d.

From ALFREDO, & Son, the 'Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and the 'Cyclist' is $2.50, from E. C. HODGES & Co., 40 WATeR St., BOSTON, Mass.

GOY, The Athletic Outfitter,

21 Leadenhall Street, LONDON,

22 Leadenhall Street,
LONDON,

FOR BICYCLES, TRICYCLES (all makes),

CLUB UNIFORMS,

And every requisite for Camping Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Geo. & bath, Swimming, Running, Walking, Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Lacrosse, Boating, Canoeing, Rinkin, Running, Skiing, Fishing, and all Athletic Sports.

GOY'S CALENDAR OF SPORTS AND PRICE LIST

FORWARDED FREE.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, nonpareil, for fifty cents.


200 per cent saved by buying your Bicycles from England.

The best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England, and known to be "the great centre" for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical labor is fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other town in the Kingdom, double facilitates us in offering Bicycles and Tricycles at fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other maker in England.

The Yorkshire Bicycle, the Workman's Friend, is a marvel at the price. 48 in. and 30 in., $15.00; 50 in., $17.50 up to 60 in.

The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster. 48 in., $30.00, rising 50c. per in.

The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements; for excellence of manufacture its unsurpassed. 48 in., $33.00, rising 50c. per in.

Lists post free. Agents wanted.

BURNETT & FARRAR,


BURLEY'S
ADJUSTABLE SKELETION SADDLE.

The best, most comfortable and only adjustable saddle made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one.

Send for circular with testimonials.

In ordering, state whether Cradle spring or otherwise.

Price, $4.00. Nickel Plate, $5.25.

Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE,
Box 1133, Brighton, Mass.
For Sale Cheap.
Fifty-four-inch Harvard Rondeler, in good condition. Half-skidled. Rails to both wheels. Sold because owner requires larger machines. Price, $50. Full particulars on application to
HERBERT W. KNIGHT,
36 Broad Street,
Newark, N. J.

CURRENTE CALAMO

Who went to Montreal?
Will any of our Virginia friends inform us if the Whirling Leader is a bicycling journal?
A "Brezzo" is scattering "Chaff" all over the country, and everybody seems to rather like it than otherwise.
The Evening Star asks editorially: "Has Gov. Long any backbone?" If he will get a bicycle he'll have one.

Our three-wheeled English contemporary, the Tricycling Journal, is meeting with deserved success and has enlarged.
The Natatorium, the St. Louis swimming institution, is to be used for bicycle riding in the winter. It would be a good place for ladies' bicycle practice also.
Six members of the Boston Bicycle Club made a run to Lexington, Sunday, took dinner at the Massachusetts House, and afterwards made the run home (ten miles) in forty minutes.

Knee-Breeches and knickerbockers are beginning to be worn by other men than bicyclers, and modest wheelmen will soon be relieved from uncomfortable conspicuousness in this respect.

A serious runaway accident occurred on the Loudounville road near Albany, recently, and a bicyclist and his wheel were called into service and dispatched to obtain assistance, which was thereby more speedily rendered.

A correspondent tells a story about a well-known bicyclist, who at the Worcester Meet answered numerous inquiries about his opinion of the "Star" with this instance, "I have sold it"; but the following week, at Hingham, he condensed his answer to "sold."

The same prominent wheelman who found such difficulty in getting admittance to the Hingham race ground because he was without a uniform, was met Sunday, riding in the same uncouth condition, by half a dozen members of his own club, who failed to recognize their respected president.
The great September Wheel Puzzle, propounded during the present month in a circular signed by Frank G. Varey, secretary, and announcing bicycle races somewhere, under the patronage of some citizens' committee, at some exhibition grounds, on Thursday, 25th September, has been solved. The solution: Montreal, Canada.

We have received "The Tragedy of Abraham Lincoln"; or, The Rise and Fall of the Confederate States, in Five Acts," with a request from the publisher, Dr. C. W. Selden, 128 Lexington avenue, New York, to criticise and send bill. Wishing to have the work examined carefully, we turned it over to our youngest business man, who is tolerably ingenious, and whose taste for sentimental literature has not become jaded by years of critical experience. He read it clear through, hastily called in the stenographer, and after ejaculating, "It's the most idiotic mess of d—n nonsense I ever saw!" fainted dead away. Our charge is $25—

to cover moral damages.

PERSONAL

Thank you, Friend Jenkins. Same to you.

MESSRS. DUKER AND WOODWARD reached Springfield Tuesday, in good condition.

H. W. Keyes, bugler of the Crescents, of Boston, is quite ill at Hotel Brunswick.

Mr. Wilson, of Boston, professional bicyclist, announces that he shall enter no more races this season.

Hart, the colored pedestrian, is vigorously tackling the bicycle. Now let Anglo-Saxon professionals look out.

W. M. Wright, of New York, offers League members free accommodation for one hundred and fifty bicycles during the October Meet in that city.

Any inquiries respecting the marine bicycle can be addressed to Director C. A. Hazlett, of Poughkeepsie, N. H., who can give all desired information.

The National Association of Amateur Athletes refused the application of L. H. Johnson for permission to compete in their coming championship races.

An eleven-year-old boy named Louis Francke is astonishing Louisvillians by some remarkable fancy bicycle riding. Hazlett had better pit Master Girard against him.

The N. Y. Sunday Courier says: "Mr. F. K. Grant discovered eighteen humble-bees nesting in the backbone of his machine recently. It's lucky they didn't get into his saddle."

W. M. Wright of New York is about to marry Miss Edith May. We wish them all joy, and may the happy bridegroom at once procure a "Soporte," that not even a bicycle shall part them.

About twenty bicycling friends of Messrs. Duker escorted him on his start for Baltimore, last Monday morning; as far as Wellesley, where after a good breakfast, they bade him good speed.

E. H. Hill, of Worcester, has just returned from a two-weeks' tour in the White Mountains, and will soon give our readers a minute description of the roads wheeled over, he having kept a log of each mile traversed.

E. H. Snyder, vice-president of the Essex Bicycle Club, of Orange, N. J., was in Boston a day or two last week, and gave us good cheer from that country.

He don't seem like a foreigner, though.

We publish this week an interesting account of the wheel trip from Philadelphia to Boston of Messrs. Eaton and Cressman, of the Germantown Bicycle Club. Mr. Cressman has returned to Philadelphia, but Mr. Eaton will remain here a few days longer.

Mr. Francis Cragin, en route from Chicago to Boston, posts us from Iroquois, Ill., 12 September, and from Lafayette, Ind., 14 September. He also mails us from the latter place an account of his trip up to that point, which we shall publish next week.

WHAT THEY SAY OF US.

Many of our contemporaries are continually reproducing complimentary press notices of themselves, in order to convince incredulous or unappreciative readers that they are really smart, wide-awake journals. Our innate modesty has hitherto deterred us from calling attention to these kind testimonial to our merit; but at the urgent request of friends, we have at last reluctantly consented to exhibit, from time to time, a few of the thousands of kind allusions which we daily clip from our contemporaries. This is what they say of us:

The Bicycling World is the funniest comic paper on our exchange list. Its "horse-accident record" would make even a horse laugh.

We are Puck, but every copy of the Bicycling World we receive makes us pucker. "Puck. [We think this joke of our esteemed contemporary is not new. — Ed. World.]"

It is the handsomest and best edited paper in the country, as bicycling is one of the best and most utilitarian of healthful exercises. While we recommend and heartily admire bicycling as one of the proudest achievements of modern progress, we are aware that the only artist on our paper who drinks, and the greatest jackass on our editorial staff, have once or twice combined their peculiar qualifica-
tions to produce a different impression; but we trust our readers will not believe everything which is stated in our columns. — Daily Graphic.

It has long been the inspiration of our "Fact and Fancy" man. — Boston Transcript. [We are not certain whether this is intended for a compliment. — Ed. World.]

We are the Clipper, and whenever we take up the Bicycling World we have to clip. — N. Y. Clipper.

We were at first prejudiced against the bicycle, but the brilliant and enter-
taining Bicycling World has entirely won us over to the view that not what our lively-stable men say any more. In all that pertains to sound sense that bright and wide-awake journal leads the,

— Pittsburg Leader.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles, as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Mass.

To Contributors.

Brief communications intended for publication in the next issue should be in the editor's hands by Tuesday morning, and longer articles by Monday morning.

BOSTON, 23 SEPTEMBER, 1881.

JAMES A. GARFIELD, President of the United States, shot in Washington on 2 July, 1881, by the assassin Charles J. Guiteau, died at Elberon, N. J., on 19 September, 1881, at 10:35 P. M.

A somewhat "fresh" New York Herald reporter, a few weeks since, furnished that journal with a very crude and misleading article on the bicyclists of New York in particular and America in general, which, although intended to be favorable to the wheelmen, contained many inaccurate statements; but the Bicycling Times has quoted largely therefrom, although recognizing the more apparent errors in the article. It makes us smile to read, "It is safe to say that there are at least five times as many bicyclists in and around New York to-day as there were five years ago," when scarcely one was to be seen there three years ago; and further along he says that from the first, Boston "took kindly to the wheel" (that was about four years ago), and that "it did not reach New York until some years later." Again: "The number of more or less enthusiastic and skilful bicyclists in and around New York may be computed, not merely by hundreds, but by thousands!" which is just a little in excess of the fact, because Boston don't claim quite so many, and we doubt that New York can rank even second as to the number of its riders. In enumerating and commenting on the clubs of New York he omits the oldest and one of the most important, viz., the New York Bicycle Club. He says again, "Bicycling has a literature of its own. There are several journals devoted to its interests"; yet the only paper he mentions is the Gentleman's Magazine, a sporting periodical which we have heard was only started two or three months since, and of which we have never seen a copy. It is very evident that this Herald novice was tackled by some misch- loving Mercury boys, and his bicycling information (?) most unmercifully guyed into him.

The Edinburgh Stationery and Trade Review, one of the most readable and best informed on American matters of our foreign exchanges, has an alleged commercial traveller's "Reminiscences," in which is given original the well-known anecdote of the American drummer's alternating positions of drummer and customer with his dissatisfied employer.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

HAMILTON (Ont.) Bic. Club.—The club here in Hamilton is getting along very successfully. Officers have been elected, and to-morrow evening there is to be a meeting to make arrangements for procuring some place where wheelmen can practise daily. The drill shed is spoken of as a good place to practise on, but the ground is rather rough, and a hurdle is apt to result seriously.

A. B. C.

HAMILTON, Ont., 24 September, 1881.

HERMES Bic. Club.—The annual meeting of the Hermes Bicycle Club, for election of officers, was held at Capt. Nicholson's residence, on Tuesday evening, 13 September. An elegant supper was provided by Mr. Nicholson. The election resulted as follows: President, Frank Mauran, Jr.; captain, Wm. T. Nicholson, Jr.; secretary, treasurer, and bugler, Charles S. Brayman, 304 Bay street; lieutenant, Clarence H. Gardiner. G. C. ALLEN.

PROVIDENCE, R. I., 17 September, 1881.

SAN FRANCISCO.—At the last meeting of the Oakland Club, Messrs. Aldrich and Sylvester were elected as members. Yesterday some of the expert riders of this city went to Oakland, where they were joined by sixteen wheelmen. When the junction of Peralta and Centre streets was reached, drilling preparatory to the tournament took place, which lasted until the spectators became so numerous that the bicyclers found it necessary to depart for a more spacious locality. The regular meeting of the San Francisco Bicycle Club was held last evening at the Windsor House, at which Mr. F. A. McLaughlin was elected a member. Mr. Waterhouse, the president, notified the members that an invitation had been extended to them to perform a few evolutions to the Mechanics' Fair. Messrs. Aldrich and Leonard accepted, and performed many movements on the wheel, which were well received by the audience. A number of the other members rode miscellaneous machines, notably the tricycle. The annual tournament of our local club, which occurs on Thanksgiving, will necessitate some drilling, which will take place in Golden Gate Park, just below the superintendent's house. These evolutions will be practised twice a month, on Sunday mornings, between nine and ten o'clock. This is extremely attractive, even to participants, and it is hoped there will be a good attendance. At the coming State Fair handsome prizes will be given to the bicyclers. The distance to be run is one mile, and the race is to come off on Saturday, 24 September, at 1 p.m., and the entries are: H. C. Eggers, H. Finkler, San Francisco Club; Messrs. McNeer, King, and Smith, of the Oakland Club; and H. Flint, of Sacramento.

SAN FRANCISCO, 22 September, 1881.

RACES

Coming Events.

24 September. Two-mile bicycle race at the grounds of the New York Athletic Club (championship race), at 10 A. M. and 11 A. M.

25 September. Philadelphia, Pa., Bellevue Station; German and Dawson's "Passaic Park" sports, bicycle race.

26 September. Philadelphia, Pa., handicap run, amateur bicycle-steeple-chase, two miles, and amateur one-hour bicycle race.

26 September. St. Louis, Mo., One-mile bicycle race (championship of Missouri). Free, silver medal presented by Mr. Garvey, president of Missouri Club. The club offer in addition a membership and one year's dues paid up, to the first rider making a three-hundred record. (Eight entries to date.)

26 September. The two-mile bicycle race for the championship of the Boston Bicycle Club will be held at Boston Park, Saturday, 24 September, at 2.30 P. M. Entries to be made to J. S. Dean, secretary, 25 State street, and E. C. Hodges, captain, 28 State street.

27 September. Lackawanna Agricultural Fair, Scranton, Pa., bicycle races; open to all amateurs.

28 September. Framingham, Mass., Middlesex
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To Contributors.

Brief communications intended for publication in the next issue should be in the editor's hands by Tuesday morning, and longer articles by Monday morning.
soonumbled, for they could go fast, but to do it slowly was another thing; and they were followed by all except Moodie and Doolittle. The latter got ahead, however, getting across the winning line about twenty yards ahead of Moodie. As showing how few they did go, I give the official time for a quarter-mile: 10 minutes and 9 seconds. The two-mile championship race was the most interesting, the prize being a gold medal presented by Ald. Bonstead, of Toronto, who is president of the bicycle club of that city. It must be won for three successive years, before the winner can put it away as his own property. Doolittle, Hoch, Carter, Moodie, Morgan, and McMillan started, the first-named being the winner by forty yards, in 925 minutes. Morgan was in second, while the remainder did not consider it worth their while to finish. In the one-mile race the starters were Moodie, Carswell, Hoch, Carter, Williams, and Morgay, and Moodie, won, and then Moodie and Carswell did their level best for second, and Carswell got it, Moodie being third, and Jopling fourth. In every race Moodie was handicapped. The addresses of the prizetakers are: John Moodie, Jr., Hamilton; P. Doolittle, Aylmer; W. J. Morgan, St. Catharines; B. Hoch, Toronto; W. E. Carswell, Toronto. Doolittle's fine riding was the admiration of all, and it would be no easy task to excel it.

A. B. C.

HAMILTON, ONTARIO, 14 September, 1881.

Hudson, Mass., 15 August.—The third club race for the mile championship of the Marlboro' Bicycle Club was held at Riverside Park, Hudson, 15 August, with the following result: John Sawin, 640, 3,318; George E. Frye, second, 3,324; Arthur Curtis, third, 3,339. The next club race is looked forward to with considerable interest, as each of the contestants named has won the club medal once.

Milford, Mass.—27 August, at Charles River Riding Park. One-mile bicycle race,—L. E. Frye, Marlboro', 3m. 25s. Two-mile bicycle race,—G. E. Frye, Marlboro', 7m. 25s.

State Island.—10 September, the annual fall meeting of the Staten Island Athletic Club was held on their grounds at West New Brighton. Mr. E. Myers, the champion runner, officiated as starter. Rain fell during the greater portion of the afternoon, and the track was not in condition for fast time. The two-mile race was won by A. J. Eddy, of Flint, Mich., with A. B. Rich second. Time, 8m. 55s. —Wheel.

Buffalo Bicycle Tournament.—The first grand tournament and races were held at the Buffalo Driving Park, 14 September. Everything passed off in fine style. It was a splendid day, and the events were carried out as announced, with the exception of the fancy riding exhibition of F. S. Rollinson and the straightaway. We expect every reason to expect Rollinson to be here. An extract from his letter to our chairman reads: “Dear Sir, yours just to hand. I will agree to come for $30 within travelling expenses, as you state. The terms are perfectly satisfactory.”

Rollinson.” Relying on this assurance, Mr. Rollinson was advertised largely; but imagine our mortification and the disappointment of the spectators who had been induced to believe that he would not be here, and read the following dispatch: “Boston, Mass., Sept. 13. Machine broke down. Can races be postponed to Thursday? Raining here. F. S. ROLLINSON, 400 Kendall street.” Does any intelligent wheelman think Mr. Rollinson could not have found in Boston a wheel of the same size as the broken one (if it really was broken) to keep his engagement?”

The grand stand at the driving park was fairly filled with spectators when the opening race was announced at half past two o'clock, many ladies being present. About one hundred horses and carriages were ranged along the inside of the enclosure, after the fashion prevalent at the trotting meetings. First in the order of the tournament came a half-mile heat race, best two in three, open to members of the club only. The starters were C. K. Alley, J. B. Newman, J. Williams, F. W. Sherman, W. Thornton, F. W. Caulkins, and D. Dakin. Alley taking the lead of the field from the start. It was an exciting struggle between the others for the whole distance, and the pace was a very fast one down to the half-mile pole, where the riders rushed past the deciding point in the following order: Alley, Newman, Williams, Sherman, Thornton, Caulkins, and Dakin. Time, 1:40. The second and final heat resulted in a victory for Alley, the finish being made by the five men above named. The following is the order: Alley, Newman, Thornton, Sherman, and Williams. Time, 1:41. The first prize, of a gold medal, was accordingly assigned to C. K. Alley; the second prize, of a cyclometer, to J. B. Newman; and the third prize, of a pair of Indian clubs, to William H. Thornton. Second on the card was the race in mile heats, best two in three, for members of the club only. The starters were W. H. Otis, D. Dakin, A. W. Smith, and Louis Hohl, all of them young men seeking a record in bicycling, and each one anxious to do his best. At the
word the quintet got away evenly from the wire, Otis taking the lead, but closely pressed by Dakin, Smith, and Woodruff. Hohl fell off at the quarter. Half-way round the track Dakin was leading. Smith was riding in splendid form, however, and it was a comparatively easy matter for him to overhaul Dakin and capture the lead at the head of the home stretch. In this order he took the heat, with Dakin a good second, Otis third, and Woodruff fourth. Dakin was followed by Woodruff, Smith took the pole by virtue of his victory in the first heat, and got away with every appearance of having an easy time of it. His competitors were Dakin, Woodruff, and Otis. While on the second quarter, with a lead of a few yards, Smith was taken with nausea and was obliged to retire. Dakin, Otis, and Woodruff swept past him in the order named. The first two were going at a tremendous pace, keeping breast and breast for the next quarter of a mile. Otis finally captured the lead from Dakin, coming in the winner of the heat in 3:50. In the third heat Smith did not start. The three contestants had the same quarter of a mile, with no perceptible advantage having been gained by either, but at the half-mile Dakin forged ahead, with Otis second. Otis finally secured the lead, finishing the mile in 3:34, Dakin second, Woodruff third. Otis consequently took the first prize, a gold medal; Dakin second, a gold medal; and Woodruff third, a nickel-plated cyclometer. The most animated race of the tournament, the one which should determine the championship of the club, came next. It was a straight-away race, distance three miles, and confined to non-contestants in all other races of the day. Messrs. Walker, Gard, Milley, and Forbush entered. Forbush, who rides one of the biggest wheels in the State, bent to his work so earnestly that for the first half-mile it seemed impossible to overtake him. His exertion proved too much for his endurance, however, and the easy riding of Milley enabled that individual to pass him before the first home-stretch was reached. Gard also passed him toward the finish of the first mile. Walker advanced to second place and gave Milley a tussle for the lead. Forbush recovered his wind sufficiently at the last few hundred feet to regain second place, and the men passed under the string in the following order: Gard, Forbush, Milley, and Walker. Time for Gard, 3:33. On the second mile, the men went skirrving around in the same order, no change being made till the half was reached, when Milley crept up on Gard and rode abreast of him for some distance, with Forbush and Walker paired in the distance. The second mile was finished by Milley, Gard, Forbush, and Walker. Forbush dropped out at this juncture, Milley held his lead of about twenty yards all around the track, finishing first in 11 minutes; Gard second, and Walker third. The prizes were a gold medal valued at $50, a prize not named, and a sickle-crowned cyclometer. Owing to the non-appearance of Prof. Robinson, G. H. Craig, of Chicago, took his place in the race against a horse, and succeeded in defeating him, giving a fine exhibition of speedy riding. In recognition of his winning the race, the bicycle club will present him with a handsome medal, valued at $25. In the slow race, 220 yards, fifteen or more started, but one by one they fell off, and only two men, R. H. Forbush and B. Newman, of Buffalo, succeeded in keeping their machines going. It became a musical test between these two for the last half of the distance. Newman won, being two feet in the rear of his competitor. The time for the 220 yards was 5:38. The prizes were a silver ice pitcher from Pratt & Co., and a revolver from Latlin & Rand. The amateur race, run in mile heats, was won in third place, in a victory for J. V. Bannister of Attica, who won by half a wheel. Time, 3:23. The five-mile straight-away was not contested, there being no entries. The bicycle club gave an elegant banquet at Gruener's Hotel in the evening.

J. O. M.

BUFFALO, N. Y., 13 September, 1881.

FRENCH WHEEL NOTES.—The principal bicycle races in France are run on Sundays. The city authorities of Paris have organized a series of races to be held in the Place du Carrousel, on Sunday, the 25th of this month. It will be a great day for French wheelmen; there will be three races for amateurs and three for professionals. If the track and weather are both favorable on that day, we shall doubtless hear of fast times.

When M. de Civry returned to France recently, after his successful tour in England, he was greeted with much enthusiasm by some of the principal bicyclers of the country, and the victories were discussed over a grand dinner. De Civry was one of the following races: 1st, at Crystal Palace, 1 August, 20 miles in 1 hour, 6 minutes, 1 second. Keen, who had given him one minute start, stopped on the tenth mile, having lost instead of gaining ground, and, at Wolverhampton, 8 August, 10 miles. On the fourth mile Keen acknowledged himself beaten, and invited De Civry to dismount. The latter had thirty seconds' start in the race, and at the time Keen gave up he had widened the distance a good deal. 3d, at Cardif, 10 August, 1 mile in 2 minutes, 37 seconds, beating Keen, who had given him over twenty yards' start, nearly one hundred yards. 5d, at Cardiff, 10 August, 10 miles in 33 minutes, 18 seconds. Keen, who persisted in giving De Civry 30 seconds' start, gave up the race before the finish, as usual. 5th, at Cardiff, 13 August, 20 miles in 48 minutes, 38 seconds. Very strong wind. This time the Frenchman started even with Keen, and beat him 22 yards, making that advantage on the last lap. 6th, at Taunton, 15 August, 15 miles in 49 minutes, 5 seconds. Keen dismounted when the race was half over. 7th, at the Crystal Palace, 18 August, De Civry made 20 miles in 1 hour, 4 minutes, 21.5 seconds, the fastest professional time for that distance ever made up to this date.

At Hoboken, N. J., 13 September, a bicycle race occurred, the following being the result: "Half-mile, best two in three heats. First heat: G. E. Chamberlin, Ridgewood, N. J., 1st; F. W. Fullerton, Manhattan Bicycle Club, 2d; won by about twenty yards. Time, 11m. 42s. Second heat: Fullerton got off with the lead, which he held throughout, Chapman taking a severe header at the quarter pole. Third heat: Same result, varied only by Chapman taking his header earlier in the race, his machine having been damaged by the first fall. No time later.


The Scranton (Pa.) Bicycle Club will hold a tournament at the Lackawanna County Fair in the latter part of this month.

Sylvan" writes from Moline, Ill., under date of 22 September: "An 18-mile race announced for the 8th was not a success. Mr. J. A. Fleming, of Davenport, Iowa, was the only rider who made his appearance. That gentleman ran the half-mile in 2:15, and was awarded the first prize, a gold medal, worth $10. It was the first public bicycle exhibition ever given in that place, and attracted much attention.

Charles Jenkins, of the Falls City Bicycle Club, won the first prize at the Bowling Green (Ky.) Fair races two weeks since. He took in the fancy-riding premium, also.

President Bates Reappears.

The readers of the Bicycling World have been given a rest from me for quite a long time. I have been ill for a month, after which I took a trip up the Great Lakes to recruit. Then came the terrible disasters by fire in the counties bordering Lake Huron, calling me on a professional visit to that quarter. I start for the Huron region again to-morrow, and a government steamer loaded with relief supplies for the sufferers. The wheelmen of the continent, who all read the World, are to be congratulated on the fact that I can be chucked off, although it required sickness, and the sorrow, suffering, and deaths of a vast public calamity to do it. Ah, if they all realized what a calamity! Its extent is almost immeasurable,—indescribable. Twenty thou-
sand people are wholly or partly burned out. At least ten thousand are homeless, shelterless, foodless, half-naked families. Hundreds of men, women, and children are skulking about the burned out cities of bad burns on the feet, legs, faces, hands, and necks, and the willing of children in pain and hunger is incessant. There are no medicines till relief reaches them. The establish and struggling lives burned out also. Thousands have been sleeping in the open air, shelterless. Hundreds are still almost blind from the smoke, and with sore lungs. The fires swept clean a territory of irregular shape equal in size to twenty-five miles wide by sixty-five miles long. Twenty or more small villages were completely destroyed. The loss of property is among the millions of dollars. Over three hundred human beings have been burned or suffocated to death. Thousands on thousands of cattle, sheep, hogs, and poultry have perished. The dense smoke covered Lake Huron, one hundred miles wide and two hundred and fifty miles in breadth so that the sun could not be seen at midday, and steamers kept their fog-whistles sounding to avoid collisions, and could only enter ports by the aid of whistles blown on shore. The broad surface of the waters was strewn with the dead bodies of tens of thousands of birds, and flecked with floating insects of all kinds.

On the opposite coast, in Canada, fires have also swept great tracts of forest, but without such sad losses of life and property. The awful things I have seen and heard are not of a sort to develop cheerfulness or humor; and the WORLD is not the paper to fill with descriptions of them. Nevertheless, the wagoner's journal may well spare enough space for the above bare and brief statement in outline of so great and terrible a public catastrophe.

Several weeks ago I suggested that the L. A. W., should create a bureau to take charge of all bicycle races, so far as to establish rules for their government, require and receive official reports from consuls, directors, or officers of clubs, and hold a general supervision over the subject. Some of your correspondents disputed the wisdom of the suggestion, and appeared to resent the idea of attempting to establish any authority over the freedom of action of bicycle riders anywhere. But in this, as in everything, that liberty is best which is regulated by law, so as to be exercised under the direction and protection of a harmonious and wise general system. The existence of any club, and of the League itself, is a restraint and regulation of freedom, without which there could be no organization or system of any sort. We are entirely convinced because the whole feel that it is good to be governed by some system of rules and regulations for the accomplishment of desirable objects, and to have somewhere among us an established body which can systematically enforce the general will within certain limits.

In the State of Michigan, this year as last year, numerous county fairs and other public organizations are offering premiums for bicycle races. They make many errors in their published terms, such as offering money prizes, gate money or portions of it, making races open to all, with no distinctions between amateurs and professionals, and with no authority at the races to decide who may enter and run and who may not. These errors the officers of neighboring clubs are expected to have rectified, and I receive many and some puzzling questions concerning such races from officers of agricultural and other associations. Every week the column devoted to athletic and other sports in the public journal with which I am connected contains more or less notes on this subject in answer to letters of inquiry. There is no other form of athletic sport which is not regulated by some central and general authority. Rowing, athletic games, baseball, cricket, etc., all are governed by rules and regulations enforced through local or State agencies under the control of some large central organization. In this way uniformity and systematized sport is secured, and public interest therein promoted.

Why should not the L. A. W., through its consuls, directors, or other agents, exercise a similar supervision over bicycle contests? Why not establish a bureau to take charge of this large and increasing interest? Is it not highly desirable, not only to have bicycle races systematized, governed by wise and well-enforced rules, and conducted under the management of skilled directors, but also to have the exact official record of each race preserved, and all these records collected and published annually for the information of wheelmen, and so that we may all know exactly the progress in popularity and the improvement in speed which bicycle contests are developing in America? I think that if the L. A. W. shall permit another year to pass without such regulation and such records, the wheelmen of the future will have good reason to complain of us of the present; and moreover, many abuses will spring up difficult to remove hereafter, and many disputed cases likely to cause us some serious troubles. If I am mistaken, or if any one can suggest a better plan, I shall be glad to be corrected. Only I beg that those who rise up eager to dispute will remember that I am a bald-headed codfish, and not attempt to pull hair.

B. DETROIT, 10 September, 1881.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

Bicycles through the Crawford Notch.

C. H. LAMSON and H. F. Libby, members of the Portland Bicycling Club, left Portland, 30 July, 1881, at 8 A.M., after a heavy breakfast, for a trip through the White Mountains. When we left Portland there was a very dense fog, and it looked very much as though it would be a rainy, dismal day; but nevertheless we started out with the intention, if it did not rain too hard, to stick it out until we reached Bartlett. To our delight, however, we found as we rode on it kept growing clearer; and before we had been out an hour it was what we called the 'boss' day for a spin. Although it was quite a hard road, we were able to pick our way along through the sand and over the hills with very little difficulty, and with very few dismounts, considering the number of hills we had to climb. We reached North Windham about 10.30, and stopped there about three quarters of an hour for a luncheon, and then mounted and ran for Raymond Village, reaching there twenty minutes before one, where we took dinner. The Portland stage, with four horses and with but three passengers, which left Portland half an hour ahead of us, arrived at Raymond about fifteen minutes after we did. After resting and regaining our strength which we had largely refreshed, and continued our run for Bridgton. The people on the road were greatly surprised to see us moving along at such a rapid rate, and we had to answer numerous questions, the most common being “Where in thunder did yer come from?” and “Where yer goin’ to?” After leaving Raymond we encountered a number of very steep hills which caused us some concern. We soon gained in four miles of Bridgton, when we struck into a nice road which continued until we got to the Bridgton House. We put up there, and were much pleased with the house during our stay. We reached Bridgton at 5 o’clock, having been nine hours on the road, with about three hours’ rest. Our register showed forty-two miles; we averaged seven miles an hour, over as rough a road as can usually be found in the state. In the evening we held a meeting and had a hearty supper which made fine good full meals during the day) we started out for a little spin around town, and rode about four miles; Lamson then wanted a tablespoon. Sunday, 31 July, we went over to the Pleasant Mountain, which is in the western part of Bridgton (the mountain is 2,018 feet high), took dinner there, at the Mt. Pleasant House, and returned to Bridgton at 6 P.M. Monday morning, 1 August, we started for Fryeburg, a distance of fourteen miles, and reached there at a quarter of eleven, having been two hours and fifteen minutes on the road. The last three miles we had to walk nearly all the way, it being very deep sand. We took dinner at the Oxford House, and learning that the road beyond Fryeburg was very sandy, took the train over the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad to Upstate to bartlett, and there, with our wheels and continued over a very mountainous but picturesque road to Bemis, where we stopped for the night. The house at which we stopped was the old A. H. Wright's, where the old house is mentioned in the book about 1752; it was at that time only a log cabin, but has since been en-
largoed so that it now contains thirty-eight rooms. In the morning (2 August) we started about eight o'clock to go through the village of Bemis to the Willey House. We crossed the Willey House we found to dismount pretty

. We reached the Crawford at ten o'clock, and after resting half an hour, started back for Upper Bartlett. On our return trip we enjoyed some very exciting
tasting, took dinner at the old "Abel Crawford House," at Bemis, and reached

Upper Bartlett at 2:30 P.M.; thence we took the train to Fryeburg. Mr. Lamson continued on the train to Portland, while I stopped at Fryeburg over night, and went to Bridgton Wednesday morning. I remained in Bridgton two weeks, and found some first-rate roads. There was no end to fun, as I got acquainted with some very nice young ladies from Boston, who were stopping there for a summer vaca-
tion. They were very jolly, and I contributed greatly to my enjoyment during my stay, so much so that I was really homesick when I had to return. I would recommend Bridgton as a place where bicyclists could enjoy themselves hugely for a few weeks during the summer. Messrs. Faulkner and Sleeper (members of the L. A. W.), of Lynn, were there during my stay, and Mr. Faulkner fa-
voured my wish, to take some very nice riding during his stay. Hon. Charles E. Gilbs gave a social "hop" at his hall, Friday evening, 12 August, 1881, compli-
mentary to the visitors at Bridgton. It was a very nice affair, and was enjoyed hugely by all who were present, and

especially by the writer. The evening was particularly noticeable for the large num-
ber of very pretty young ladies and the many beautiful dresses. In closing, I will say our summer vacation this year was taken with my bicycle, and it was by far the most enjoyable I ever had.

BENT.

We induce our correspondent’s recommendation of Bridgton to Boston. It is

joyed on a similar trip last year the pleasures and beauties of the roads, and the cordial hospitality of the proprietors of the hotel.—Ed.

Philadelphia to Boston.

Editor Bicycling World:— Monday, 3 September.—At last the much-favored
time for travel arrived; the alarm clock sounded the time for departure. Hastily
strapping on our valises, filled to the top with a miscellaneous assortment of indis-

penables, we bade good-bye to our frigates who kindly rose so early as to lead us off. Walking half a square, we were able to mount our 54-inch "Columbia Bic’s" on the Belgian blocks at the Public Build-

ings. Everything was in the best condition. Occasionally the stillness was broken as we crossed over a loose car track; but on we sped through the darkness, going along as cautiously as possible, with high

expectations of accomplishing great things before night. Passing over ten miles, into Frankford, we heard the cocks crow-

ing, which betokened the breaking of
day. After inquiring our way, we were able to reach Bristol, over roads covered

with sand and loose stones. Having breakfasted at Bristol, we pushed on towards Trenton. The sun, which had been obscured for some time, now shone forth with great power, causing us to perspire freely, and, together with the heat of the water and wind, was quite unpleasant. We however crossed the Trenton Bridge at noon. After a light

lunch we started for Princeton. The roads heretofore were bad enough, but from Trenton to Princeton they could not be worse. Sand everywhere! in some places fully six inches deep; but we struggle bravely on, biting the dust occa-

sionally, but doing no damage. We would have been contented if we could have found a side path, but there was none. We had to make frequent stops for water and to rest. Everything was against us, and we were wellnigh exhaust-
ed when we saw Princeton in sight, where we air, and the sun came on our back.

The roads then to New York City were in better condition, and it was quite a relief to ride any great distance without dismounting.

We crossed the Jersey City Ferry into New York City almost lugged out. Here we had to run the gauntlet, as a circus was about to pass, and all the bootblacks and street Arabs supposed we belonged to it, grabbed our wheels, and followed us, yelling after us, Crownd-

ing our way, unadorned, through the streets, we dropped into the first hotel we came across.

Tuesday. — By way of recreation, we took a trip on the steamer "Albany" up the Hudson. We enjoyed the ride very much, and it no doubt did us good, as we were soon on our machines spinning around the walks at West Point. After dinner at West Point Hotel, we took the ferry boat and arrived at Garrison’s.

After climbing a rather steep hill, we were able to mount and ride some dis-

cance, stopping, however, at the famous Indian Falls, which is quite a romantic place. The road was good, and we encountered very good roads, especially along the Hudson to Fishkill. Here the roads were not so good, and in some places went directly up the mountain side. We nevertheless were able to reach Pine Plains very late that evening.

Wednesday. — After a refreshing night’s rest at Pine Plains Hotel we intended

making an early start for Winsted, but were told that the roads were unfit for "bic’s," as they were very mountainous. We then concluded to take the train as the next best thing. Having ample time, we went to one of three lakes here, called by the boys "Bittermill Lake," where we had a delightful bath. After washing out our soiled clothes, and having a good time generally, we took the train for Winsted, where mounted our wheels. It would have been great things before night. Passing over ten miles, into Frankford, we heard the cocks crow-

ing, which betokened the breaking of

and at a short time afterward we rode

into Hartford. After attending to the wants of the inner man we paid a visit to Mr. P. C. Penfield an enthusiastic wheel-

man, and an editor of the Hartford Cour-

ant, who kindly entertained us.

Thursday. — We spent the greater portion of the morning going through bicy-

clothes. Thanks to Mr. Lamson for showing us through the build-

ings, and Mr. Day for making himself agreeable by his kindness. We also had the pleasure of riding a tricycle, which was quite a novelty to us. Leaving Hart-

ford with some reluctance, about noon, passing through Windsor, Windsor Locks, to Springfield, making good time, as the roads were excellent. Arriving at Spring-

field in the afternoon, we pushed on to Palmer, but were unable to reach there before night overtook us, so we stabled our steeds at the Indian Leap Hotel, at Indian Orchard; distance from Hartford, thirty-three miles.

Friday. — Believing an early start desir-

able, we left Indian Orchard little after six in the morning, attracting no little at-
tention. Just as we were crossing the railroad track at Palmer, a flagman hailed us, asking if we were the two Philadel-

phians mentioned in the Springfield Re-
publican. We dismounted and he showed us the following item:

"A couple of dashing wheelen, hail-

ing from Philadelphia, pedalled to the city yesterday, and after eating something, related some of their muscle-stirring achievements. They say they started from Hartford at 11 a.m., and stopping on the way to wash off the nutmeg dust in the restoring waters of the Connecticut, and by a desperate turning of the cranks, reached Springfield ground at 4.30. This is said to be remarkably good time for a Philadelphian."

After inquiring of him where we could procure a copy of the paper, we reached Warren at twelve o’clock, taking dinner there. Then through West Brookfield to Spencer, finding the roads heavy in some places, but nevertheless, good. After crossing the river, the good side path. Night overtook us as we entered Worcester. Saturday found us again mounted on pigskin, but we were encouraged with the hope of soon reaching our destination. Using telegraph poles as guideboards, we passed through Framingham, then through Natick, Lower Falls, Newton, and finally to Boston, making the distance (forty-five miles) in five hours, which, considering our worn-out condition, was not bad; but the roads being in excellent condition, we were able to make the distance from Framingham without a dismount.

Taking the trip altogether we have had quite a pleasant time. Excepting Mon-

day and Wednesday, the weather could not have been better suited for our pur-

pose, as the sun was rarely seen. We took few hazards on account of the bad roads we were over. As for kind treatment, we could not have had better, especially in Connecticut and Massachusetts, where we were frequently
treated to delicious cake and milk, with pears and peaches for dessert.

FRANK G. EATON,
CHAS. H. CRESSMAN,
Germantown Bi. Club.

Nashua.
A GALA DAY AND A PLEASANT OCCA-
SION. — One of the most successful and
pleasant of bicycle gatherings which have
taken place this season occurred in
Nashua last Saturday. The wheel has been establishing itself slowly
but surely in that thriving city within
the past three years; the pioneer rider being
Mr. Edward M. Gilman, the junior mem-
ber of the firm of Gilman Brothers, bicy
cycle agents, the senior partner of which is William V. Gilman. They are
both young men of influence and vigor-
ous business enterprise, have grown up
with the city, and are connected with one
of the oldest and largest paper manufac-
turing interests in the country, and are
withal zealous advocates and devotees
of bicycling. There are now seven or
eight wheelmen in Nashua, comprising
some of the best young men in the com-
munity, and these have wisely concluded
that by organizing their forces much
more might be accomplished for the
cause, and mutual enjoyment promoted;
so, acting upon this idea, they fixed upon
Saturday, 17 September, to form them-
soever into a club to be known as the
Nashua Wheel Club. Desiring to make
the occasion one of public interest, as
well, the Gilman Brothers arranged for
a public parade and exhibition, and carried
it out on the most liberal scale, them-
selves assuming the entire responsibility
and expense. They invited the wheel-
men of the neighboring towns of Pepperell
to participate, besides inviting several
bicycling friends from more distant local-
ities as special guests, among the latter
who accepted and were present being
Messrs. Hazlett and Philbrick, of Ports-
mouth, G. B. Gerard, the boy wheel-
man, and the editor of the BICYCLING
World. The visiting wheelmen as they
arrived were received and entertained
in the most cordial and hospitable man-
er, the strangers being escorted to
points of interest about the city, until the
hour assigned for the public demonstra-
tion (three o'clock), when the line, num-
bering about twenty, formed in front of
the city hall, and under the command of
Director Hazlett, proceeded through the
principal streets of the city. A halt
was sounded at the residence of H. G. Bixby,
by request, where Master Girard, under
the direction of Mr. Hazlett, gave an ex-
hibition of trick and fancy rid-
ing, eliciting, as usual, admiration and
applause from the spectators. Through-
out the route the wheelmen were followed
by a large number of citizens in carriages,
while the admiring vanguard of trudged
valiantly after on foot. The Nashua people very generally entered
into the spirit of the occasion, gather-
ing in the streets where the riders were to pass; and even the discipline of
the various manufacturing establish-
ments was relaxed to allow the em-
ployees to throng the doors and windows
to gaze upon the interesting and novel
sight. The most interesting incident to
the wheelmen was the grand parade occurren-
cing in front of the residence of
Mr. C. P. Gage, where the inmates of
the mansion and a number of ladies were
assembled on the portico to welcome the
riders and witness Master Girard's skill.
The street here was narrow and descend-
ning; nevertheless, Master Georgie ac-
quitted himself in a creditable manner
and delighted a large congregation of
spectators. As the close the young bicy-
cler was presented by the hand of a
pretty little miss with an elegant bouquet
of flowers, after which a tastefully deco-
rated pedestal surmounted by a vase filled
with nosegays was brought to the front;
and, Commander Hazlett marching his
dismounted troop past in single file,
three beautiful ladies, representing more
than that number of graces, proceeded to
decorate the surprised and delighted
wheelmen, each in turn, with these hands-
some and fragrant floral tributes.
Remounting, the riders repossessed the house,
saluting the ladies by uncovering as they
rode by. The line was then continued
through several more streets, the final
halt being at the Laton House, where all
dispersed as they pleased until six
o'clock, when they reassembled in front
of Noyes's Block, where a large crowd
was assembled to witness, according to
announcement, Master Girard's riding,
this being the third exhibition he had
given during the afternoon. Among the
many facts the lad (who rides a 36-inch
wheel) performs may be mentioned as
especially noticeable: Dismounting at
speed and picking up a handkerchief
and remounting without stopping his wheel;
amounting from the step to the backbone
and driving the machine without touching
the saddle, with feet on the spokes, astride
the handles, and with both legs over the handles.
He also drove and performed some of these feats
on a 48-inch wheel, and mounted, unas-
sisted, and performed on a 52-inch.
These exercises over, the riders pro-
ceeded to the driving park, a splendid
practice ground, five eights of a mile in
length, where a half-hour or more was
spent in drill exercise, after which they
returned to the excellent Laton House to
take part of an elegantly set and appe-
tizingly prepared bicycle dinner, gener-
ously provided by the same liberal-spir-
ted gentleman to whom Nashua is
indebted for the facilities generally conceded
to be most enjoyable gala day for her
citizens. In addition to the wheelmen,
Mayor Fletcher, and Mr. Buzzell of the
Nashua Gazette, were present at the din-
er; there also present, in a brief ad-
dress, complimenting the bicyclers on the
success of their public meet, and
expressing his approbation of the institu-
tion and his gratification that it should
call together in fraternity such an excel-
lonable body of young men. The club was
organized during the evening, the follow-
ing being the officers: President, Wil-
liam V. Gilman; secretary and treasurer,
Fred. N. Hodgman; captain, Edward M.
Gilman. The company broke up at ten
o'clock, and the Nashua wheelmen
and their guests escorted the Pepperrill
men to the station, where, after mutual
congratulations and cheers, the farewells
were said and the party dispersed.
There are nearly twenty wheelmen in
Pepperell, but they have no club organi-
zation, which is a pity, for they comprise
a fine set of men, and would find much
more enjoyment by uniting, not only
the relic season, but in the winter months,
when, as a club, many pleasant social parties might be projected
under their auspices; or perhaps, owing
to the superior local advantages of
Nashua, and their easy proximity to that
city, they would do better to unite with
that club, which would strengthen both,
and form the nucleus of what we think
will become one of the best organizations
in New England.

CORRESPONDENCE

Pittsburg.

Editor Bicycling World: — "A gentle protest" in BICYCLING WORLD, No. 15,
brings up very fresh "Bernard's" malicious insinuations. "F. B. W.'s" article has not
spoiled by being kept since 7 July, but I am sorry it was not published earlier;
particularly as it comes from a Pennsyl-
vania. Being one of the members of the
L. A. W., whose vertebras were irri-
tated, 1 wish to indorse "F. B. W.'s" re-
marks, and say that all members of the
L. A. W. in this vicinity are well satisfied
with the "record" of Pres. Pratt. Had "F. B. W." been so fortunate as to have
been at Bumstead Hall, he would have
seen there was nothing but unanimity there
in regard to the election of the president.
As to the L. A. W. in this vicinity we have few
interesting events this summer. Hot
weather and dusty roads can account for
much inactivity among them. At present
they are having more opportunities to
best their expertise, spend, and endure
ance at the county fairs than they can
well take advantage of. There is a
general complaint about the want of
liberality and the kind of prizes offered
for bicycle riding. While they ride much
for the fun and glory, they are put to
some loss of time and money to attend
these events, and think there are more
desirable prizes than the thin gold or
silver medal. An order for the amount
of prize on some jewelry or bicycle 
establishment would enable them to
select something of use as well as orna-
tment. . . . There seems to be a "long-
felt want" for a set of rules for bicycle
races, for the guidance of judges. It is
hoped the L. A. W. Hand-book will con-
tain rules to cover cases that arise in
racing..... It is possible one or two 56-
inches "Special Columbias" will be
entered from here for the L. A. W. races.

THE BICYCLING WORLD [23 September, 1881]
next month, but the owners will have to ride them more than they have done to hope for a good finish. Can you not give your readers a full description of the track that the L. A. W. races are to take place on? All who were at the Meet in Boston will need no urging to attend this meeting, but to others I would advise them to be there by all means. E. J. W. Pittsburh, Pa., 13 September, 1881.

Cream City Curriculum.

Editor Bicycling World:—Another fortnight of elegant wheeling weather has passed away, much to the regret of the local bicyclers, who have been enjoying the pleasant moonlight spins along the Whitefish Bay boulevard. The roads leading to suburban resorts are in splendid shape, and of late several members of the club have "beefed" out to Lakeside or Waukesha, whichever way romantic fancy led them. Not long ago Mr. F. G. Stark had the misfortune to jolt the brazing of the front forks of his D. H. F. Premier apart, where they are joined together at the head; and the following day Mr. F. H. Hickey had a similar accident to his wheel, while passing over some rough pavement. Both machines are the 1879 pattern of D. H. F. Premiers, in which the two front forks are brazed at the head, while now they are made of two tubular pieces of steel, instead of four, as in the old make.... P. H. Smorson returned from Boston last Saturday, where he enjoyed a two-weeks' vacation with Mr. Eddy, of Flint, Mich. He says Eastern wheelmen, especially those hailing from Boston, and the Pope Manufacturing Company, are the most hospitable and genial gentlemen he ever met, and reports bicycling on Back Bay as the finest in the land. E. L. M. Irish, of the Detroit Bicycle Club, was welcomed by local wheelmen last week. The Milwaukee and Chicago Bicycle Club have received invitations to meet at the Waukegan Fair, which takes place during the latter part of this month. This afternoon, Messrs. H. W. Rogers, F. L. Pierce, T. K. Birkaigher, H. O. Frank, W. B. Weller, A. C. Jones, and Howard Gilson left the city to attend the Jefferson County Fair at Jefferson, Wis., where they will participate in a prize drill and races. Mr. George Clark, a member of the "Gentlemen's Club," is now owning a Good Standard. Although he measures but 36 inches, he has a patent crank attachment, by which he pedals the "infant" along at a surprising rate, at the same time looking like a straddle-bug, aloof from the crowd. E. F. Gilson is touring through the State on his 36-inch Harvard; at last accounts he was stopping at Pond du Lac. H. O. Frank now bestrides a gracefully built 44-inch Marquis, the only machine of that description in the city; and those who have ridden it on our rough pavements speak very highly of its ease of motion, although the 4-inch tire and unusual weight would not insure easy road riding. Local wheelmen rejoice greatly that one man has the sand to wheel from Chicago to Boston, and we all look forward to a full report of Mr. Cragin's run and condition of roads. Won't he be a little tin god on wheels? We should like to hear of Mr. Wright's experience with his brass and copper plated wheel, as to durability, finish, and the necessary care of it. Also, how it compares with nickel plated wheels. Mr. A. Richardson has a fine exhibit at the Industrial Exposition, now being held in this city; he is also negotiating for the use of the old steam supply house during the winter. Eastern wheelmen should come west to Wisconsin, the fine roads and low fares from Boston and New York offering extra inducements, and Milwaukee cyclists would be happy to see them.

Editor Bicycling World:—Our funny men were in great force the other day. Some of us were looking at a ma- machine and a man that I thought ought to have been written up and wished to sell, when one f. m. remarked that Mr. "Winter" wanted that machine "summerily disposed of before the fall," while another f. m. said if he did he would have to "spring" around pretty sharp. They may be able to ride in two or three weeks, but it is very doubtful... "Jingling Johnny" has captured a good many feats of fancy riding, and now he excites our worthy captain's ire by insisting on his (the captain's) ordering us all to do this same fancy business while drizzling; when, bless your heart, it is all some of us can do to keep in our saddles. J. J. will expiate for hours (if he can get any person to listen to him) on the beauty of the "still mount" when performed in line by say sixteen men, not to mention the quite too utterness of the same sixteen coming along abreast of one each on the saddle, and the other waving cheerily in the breeze... I think our club presents as many contrasts as any I ever heard of. We have a rider weighing two hundred and twenty-five pounds, and one who kicks the beam at seventy. We have a rider who straddles a "56," and one who gracefully controls a "42." We have one as handsomely dressed as an Admiral, and one from the land Adelaida. William S. must have had in view when he portrayed the beauties of Caliban. We have one with long legs and short body, and one with long body and short legs. We have one rider about forty-five years of age, and another who is not yet fourteen... I have just received my number of the Bicycling World, and I have taken notice of "Kaneck's" scurrilous attacks upon me; but I have not time and opportunity to properly reply to them. But let him beware! He is certainly a most "despicable" fellow. I must also omit an account of our voyages after glory and renown, when we went out to Terrebonne to race; but will perhaps be able to tell you all about it in my next.

K. K.

Useful Prizes v. Medals.

Medals are doubtless very nice things to win and wear, but after a man has taken half a dozen or so he looks rather "too" if he puts them all on; and by the time he wins a few more it becomes rather too much of a good thing; gets monotonous, and the whole lot is relegated to the box and remains there, representing a certain value from which there is no income or enjoyment. Finally they are lost, stolen, or given away, and no trace remains of the trouble and expense incurred in winning them. How much better it would be to replace the "white elephants" with something useful,—say gold and silver watches, stop-watches, jewelry, bicycles and bicycle material, subscriptions to bicycle publications, etc., etc! Such prizes would be better appreciated by riders, and draw better and larger fields by offering inducements to good men to train.

Having contested in a number of races, I now own the happy (?) possessor of five gold medals, valued at $125. On inquiry I find they probably cost in the vicinity of $60, and the metal in them is valued at probably $35 or $40. I further find that some expenses incurred in the five races have exceeded the intrinsic value of the medals, and I have literally invested that amount in a very unproductive stock which I am not allowed to dispose of; and furthermore, every race I win henceforth is only adding to my original investment. The system of winner's choice is growing rapidly in favor in England, and to some extent in this country. By this system the winner is given an order for the amount of his race prize, which is good at any one of a number of houses in different lines of business; jewelry, guns, or bicycle talcum powders, etc. The wise man may select some article which he really wants, and which will be of some service and repay him for his trouble and expense. I sincerely hope this system will be adopted whenever possible henceforth, and particularly call the attention of fair managers to the subject as worth of consideration.

Practical.


Editor Bicycling World:—It has been my desire, all through the Lippitt trouble with the Providence Bicycle Club, to keep still, and not appear in print, either for or against. But the wholesale abuse which the gentleman who wrote the article signed "R. Lincoln Lippitt" heaps upon Mr. Cross in the World, of 9 September, gives me a chance, as many of the statements contained therein are not facts. From certain circumstances, which I do not feel it necessary to name in this article because of a personal nature, I know that the entry on the club records which
states that Mr. Thurber's resignation had been accepted incorrect. At that meeting a secretary pro tem. had about all he wanted attended to a little later. Mr. Cross was elected as the permanent secretary, and on looking over the previous records saw this mistake. He spoke to one or two of the members in regard to it and then drew a line through Mr. Thurber's name. It appears, however, by Lippit's article, that the name was scratched or erased. Such is not the case, as the records will show to-day, and did show when Lippit saw them weeks ago. This would be no need of any reply to Lippit's article, if it were only to be read here in Providence, where Mr. Cross is known; but I cannot let a statement which is not a fact be read all over the country, without trying to correct it. Mr. Cross is incapable of doing what Lippit's article implies that he did do, and it is very unfortunate, to say the least, that Lippit did not consult either "Webster" or "Worcester" for the definition of the word, or erased, before allowing his article to be printed.

ALBERT G. CARPENTER, President Providence Bicycle Club.

PROVIDENCE, 17 September, 1881.

* Erasing or expunging, as applied to correction of revision of the records, does not necessarily imply literallly erasing. A line drawn through or around the expunged words is the common method, as it defaces the page less. [Ed. World.]

RACE RULES.—The rules of the L. A. W. are not as definite concerning racing as they might be; but at the meeting held 18 September, 1880, the following definition was adopted: "An amateur is a person who has never competed in an open competition, or for a stake, or for public money, or for gate money; or under a false name; or with a professional for a prize, or where gate money is charged; or who has never personally taught or pursued bicycling or other athletic exercises, or has a means of livelihood. No person shall be disqualified under the preceding rule on account of being or having been a member of a firm, or an officer or stockholder of a corporation carrying on any business connected with bicycling, or on account of carrying on or being connected with any agency or riding school, or other branch of business relating to bicycles, provided he be not objected to under that rule."

The rules of the English Bicycle Union are now definite. They provide that a bicyclist forfeits his right to compete as an amateur, and thereby becomes a professional by (a) Pursuing the art of riding the bicycle or any other athletic exercise as means of gaining livelihood, (b) Riding the bicycle or engaging in any athletic exercise for a money prize, or for gate money, (c) Accepting remuneration for riding the bicycle, or for engaging in any athletic exercise, (d) Accepting payment for training or coaching others for bicycle racing, or for any athletic exercise. (e) Receiving payment for services personally rendered in teaching bicycle riding. (f) Competing with a professional bicyclist in public, or for a prize, according to paragraph 2 of the definition. Bicycle manufacturers and agents, such as salesmen or peddlers, are to be considered as professionals, but are cautioned that to personally teach bicycle riding as a means to effect the sale of the machine will be taken as infringement of the clause a.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen. Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; $2.00 for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and shall be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dillimay Whitzer, 233 N. 10th Street, Philadelphia, Pa. Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written in full, with a desire to have names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice. Applicants are notified of names as published in the BICYCLING WORLD, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclists generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies. Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the BICYCLING WORLD of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 25c to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not perfected. Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 to be held, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the BICYCLING WORLD:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

KINGMAN N. PUTNAM, Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.


DAYTON BI. CLUB.—A. W. Gump, president; W. J. Rosse, secretary; G. F. Kuhns, treasurer; Chas. G. Stoddard, captain; S. S. Mott, sub-captain; Chas. Van Ausdale, J. E. Peirce, W. B. Patterson, Sidney A. Reed, H. C. Gump, Frank M. Fritsch, N. T. Whitcomb.

ROCKINGHAM BI. CLUB.—Additional: Joseph T. Cunningham, Portsmouth, N. H.

MISSOURI BI. CLUB.—Additional: C. D. Comfort, D. C. Thatcher, J. S. Lehman, F. E. Hadley, Paul L. Montomery, all of St. Louis, Mo.

CHAMPION CITY BI. CLUB.—Additional: Levi Millice, Geo. A. Warder, Chas. Shepherd, C. E. Maxwell, Estabrook, Frank Warder, Wilber F. Guinn, all of Springfield, O.


HILL CITY BI. CLUB.—Additional: John H. Bowen, Hillsborough, O.; Geo. Kramer, Hillsborough, O.


A NEW WONDER.—When Col. Pope visited England a fortnight since, he was accompanied by Mr. Overman, who brought with him a tricycle of his own invention and construction. The latter was poor in the extreme, but notwithstanding this, it would perform some wonderful things. An open-fronted double driver, it would not tip up forwards, although he was seated exactly over the axle. He could walk with either one or both feet, and take any length of stroke at will, and could always drive the outer wheel in turning, as well as keep his feet stationary when on a down gradient; but the most wonderful thing of all was the power it possessed for placing the wheels "dead" against the bottom of two steps, when with one pressure on the pedals he could drive it up over both steps on the space beyond. Mr. Overman's object in bringing it to England was to get some manufacturer to take it up in this country, having already made arrangements for its manufacture in the States; and we believe we are right in stating that one of our largest Coventry firms have come to an arrangement with him, and will produce it as soon as the tools and appliances can be got ready, so that it will probably appear as one of the novelties in tricycular construction for 1882.—Cyclus, 31 August.

The bicycle is just as easy to ride as a horse, and is far less expensive to keep, because it goes right straight along, with-
out stopping to eat or drink. It is true that some horses can be bought for three or four dollars apiece, which is less than what you have to pay for a good two-wheeler; but it should be borne in mind that such a horse is always in need of repairs of one kind or another, which makes it dearer in the end than a bicycle, without counting its feed. We have only arrived at this conclusion after a good deal of experience with both. We have not referred to the mule in this connection, because a mule is apt to stop in the middle of your journey, and throw you off where there are no houses or inhabitants. The mule is less reliable than either a horse or a bicycle. — N. Y. Clipper.

At Hingham, not very long since, A "professional" skill did erris; That's better he got, He defeated the lot, And you may just bet your bottom dollar he can do it again, every time, for his name is John Shilling Prince.

DIRECTORY
OF BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.
Addresses inserted in this department, $2 per year.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO. Osborne & Alexander, 629 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.

HARTFORD. Billings & Spencer Co. Weed Sewing Machine Co.

WASHINGTON. American Bicycle Co., 79 Orange Street.

ILLINOIS.

CHICAGO. Jno. M. Fairfield, Cor. State and Van Buren Streets.

MASSACHUSETTS.

BOSTON. Cunningham & Co., 63 & 8 Berkeley Street.

MONTANA.

HELENA. W. E. Norris.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.


NASHUA. Bicycle and Tricycle Agency, Gilman Brothers.

NEW YORK.

Wm. M. Wright, 791 Fifth Avenue; Schuyler & Duane, 189 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA. Gale Sherman.

PENNSYLVANIA.

PHILADELPHIA. R. H. Hart & Co., 813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG. Columbia Bicycle Agency, Cor. Fifth Avenue and Smithfield Street.

RHODE ISLAND.

PROVIDENCE. Chas. F. Handy, 536 Westminster Street.


The Best Way to Keep Your Bicycle from Rust is to use non-corrosive paint. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance. Price, 75 cents for a Bicycle Special. Express paid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00. Cased so by mail. Address A. H. Brown & Sons, Worcester, Mass. Cunningham & Co, Boston Agents.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords, Harrington's Patent Cradle Spring and Nash's Patent Rubber Bicycle Handles deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycle, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from Cunningham & Co., or their authorized agents.

BICYCLERS' UNDRES.

STEEL CRESCENT FORM:

Bicycle Rims, Wheels, Cranks, Horn Handles, Bells and Stands.

Reparis parts of every description for English Bicycles.

Second-hand Bicycles in any condition wanted.


25 Pemberton St. — BOSTON, MASS.
THE FAVORITE bicycle in America is the Standard Columbia, fitted with our special ball bearings. The 1881 pattern has more reliable, actually proved good points, for all-around use, than any other bicycle made. A large assortment always in stock at our warerooms. Also, our light and stanch Special Columbia, and our Mustang, as well as Extraordinary Challenges and other English bicycles.

All the parts of our bicycles are kept on hand, and as the parts in our machines are interchangeable, any one may be easily replaced by a new one.

THE CELEBRATED TRICYLES, the Challenge No. 2, the Royal Salvo, and other unexcelled English Tricycles, in stock and on short order. Our Triocycle, for three riders, now perfected.

BICYCLERS’ AND TRICYCLERS’ SUPPLIES AND SUNDRIES.

Niantic Stockings, ribbed, all-wool, long legs, good weight. Price, $2.00 a pair. Clubs supplied with any desired color.

Gossamer Rubber Capes, made expressly for bicycling and tricycling, cover knees and all, roll up very small, with enamelled cloth case; weight only 10 oz. Price, $2.50.

Canvas Shoes, with corrugated rubber taps, sewed. Price, $4.50.


Pratts’ "American Bicyclist," price, 50 cents; Chandler’s "Bicycle Tour," etc., price, $3.00, and other bicycling literature supplied.

Send 3cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and full Price Lists.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE COLUMBIA BICYCLES, ETC.
597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers’ Importer of
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 WORCESTER STREET, BOSTON.

Sails for Europe July 18, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENG.

N. B. — I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers’ list prices.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL
AND
MANUFACTURERS’ ADVERTISER.
Edited by — CHARLES CORRINCLEY.
Subscriptions received at this Office.

One year............................................$2.50
Six Months.........................................1.50
Three Months.....................................0.75

Specimen copies sent from
145 Fleet St. - London, E. C.
Subscriptions to both the "Bicycling World" and "Tricycling Journal" only $2.00.

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 Water St., Boston.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ
THE ‘CYLIST,
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting ones. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by HENRY STURMY, author of "The Indispensable," and E. C. W. W. B. P. A. M. author of "The Bicycle Annual," published every Wednesday.

PRICE, ONE PENNY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, £1. 6d.
From ILLIFFS & Son, the ’Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and the ’Cyclist only £1. 10s. from E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

GOY, The Athletic Outfitter,
21 Leadenhall Street, LONDON,
22 Leadenhall Street, LONDON,
54 Lime Street, LONDON.

FOR BICYCLES, TRICYCLES (all makes),
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FOR SALE. 52-inch Royal Challenge, balls to both wheels, nickel-plated, new this season, and very little used. Designed in every respect. Address, J. W., 1284 Dean street, Brooklyn, N. Y.

FOR SALE CHEAP. A 51-inch American Steel half-nickedled. In first-class condition. Owner going West, where he has no use for it. E. H. SLEIGHT, Moline, III.


FOR SALE. 52-inch half-nickled Royal Challenge. Pope Cyclometer, King of the Road Lamp, Handy Tool Bag, and extra saddle spring. Address, "BICYCLER," P. O. Box 3,546, New York.

FOR SALE. 48-inch Harvard Roadster. Nickel-plated, except spokes, which are bright, and rims, which are painted. In first-class condition. Includes automatic alarm, hub lamp, rubber handles and cradle spring. Address, F. H., P. O. Box 89, New York.

ENGLISH TRICYCLE. Special Centaur for sale very cheap. "A" size drivers, ball-bearings, front steering, strap brakes. In perfect order. Address, L. H. JOHNSON, Orange, N. J.

COLUMBUS, HARVARD, AND YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON INSTALMENTS ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.
Purchasers Train to Ride. Call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO., 5 UNION STREET, BOSTON.

COLUMBUS, HARVARD, AND YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON INSTALMENTS ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.
Purchasers Train to Ride. Call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO., 5 UNION STREET, BOSTON.

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.

THE AUTOMATIC ALARM

Meets all requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction. It is effective; out of the way; not easily broken; highly ornamental.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell. EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY CYCLE.

No. 1. Columbus of '89. No. 2, Standard Columbus of '89. No. 3, Harwood (Grip lever brake). No. 4, Special Columbus. No. 5, Ordinary Columbus.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Sent by mail upon receipt of 35c.


WE MAKE
SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send on request for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading houses in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING, BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL, LAWN TENNIS AND GYMNASIUM

G.W. SIMMONS & SON, OAK HALL, BOSTON - - - MASS.

48-inch Ball Bearing Standard Columbus Bicycle for Sale.

Has been ridden but little, and is bright and exactly as good as new. Reason for sale, owner unexpectedly going to Europe. This machine cost $25.00, but will be delivered on board ship at Portico, Ill., on receipt of $20.50, and guaranteed as represented; or will be replaced by a new, equally fine machine.

Address, GEO. W. ROUSE, Portico, Ill.
Look out for the Celebrated

HUMBER

Bicycles and Tricycles,

which will be ridden by the English bicyclists

in their

forthcoming visit to America.

HUMBER, MARRIOTT & COOPER,

manufacturers,

BEESTON NOTTS — — — — ENGLAND.
TWELFTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION OF THE
TOLLAND CT. EAST AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY,
At Stafford Springs, Conn, Thursday and Friday, Oct. 6 and 7, 1881. Bicycle Race, Friday, Oct. 1st at 3 P.M., Gold Medal, value $50; Silver Medal, value $30; Bronze Medal, value $15. All wheelmen are invited to compete for the above prizes.
R. S. HICKS, Cor. Secretary.

THE BICYCLING WORLD

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America.—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, and other matters of interest. Pedestals of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest to American wheelmen. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of BICYCLING WORLD, etc., 40 WATER STREET, BOSTON, MASS. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.

Advertising Rates.
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To Contributors.
Brief communications intended for publication in the next issue should be in the editor's hands by Tuesday morning, and longer articles by Monday morning.

BOSTON, 30 SEPTEMBER, 1881.

BICYCLE LITERATURE.

Those of our readers who have given the matter any thought are doubtless aware that the time allowed for competitions for the prizes offered by the Pope Manufacturing Company, for the best literary article on the uses of the bicycle, and the best series of bicycling illustrations, expired the 15th of the present month; and that by to-morrow the decisions of the judges must be rendered. We had the privilege of glancing over the various MSS. submitted, and cannot but express gratification that so much of literary excellence is shown in these articles. Almost all, if not all, were evidently written by practical wheelmen. And we wish to add that we find it a peculiarity of bicycling, that in no other sport, pastime, or recreation, can so much of individual education, culture, refinement, and social standing be found as among the ranks of the wheelmen. We especially realize this in our capacity as editor of the BICYCLING WORLD. The correspondence of this journal extends to the four corners of the United States and the Dominion of Canada, and its representatives in the various sections number more than a hundred, who are more or less regular in sending their contributions of bicycling information to our columns; yet to find one illiterate or slovenly writer in twenty is a rare exception. Our contributors are such as please an editor's heart, (except that occasionally one is too prolix!) for seldom is he obliged to rewrite or copy, or even revise or correct M.S., but can submit it to the compositor just as it is received. A few experienced ones occasionally send us sheets written on both sides, but not so often as to deter us from rewriting if suitable in other respects. When we consider the zeal and enthusiasm with which wheelmen adhere to their favorite pastime; the rapidity with which it is spreading throughout the country, and the often remote and isolated sections where its devotees are found, we cannot but think this a remarkable showing, and an unusually strong argument in favor of its ultimate universal and permanent adoption as a common and practical means of locomotion, no less than a sport and recreation.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS.

CAMBRIDGE BICYCLE CLUB.—At a meeting of bicyclers held at Pythian Hall, Cambridgeport, Mass., on the evening of 15th September, a club was organized, under the name of the "Cambridge Bicycle Club," with the following officers: Jas. M. Gilmore, president; Frank W. Power, secretary and treasurer; H. E. Lombard, captain; E. R. Benson, first lieutenant; A. E. King, second lieutenant.

HOLYOKE BICYCLE CLUB.—E. C. Clark is elected president and captain of the Holyoke (Mass.) Bicycle Club, and J. S. Newton is secretary and treasurer.

The total membership is eleven, and the club headquarters are at 63 Main street.

CURRENTE CALAMO.

The Philadelphians' jubilation is wisely tempered with discretion. The Montreal boys had a glorious old time last week, and Capt. Sidey "still holds the fort."

SPRINGFIELD the 4th Brockton the 5th, Attleboro' and New York the 6th,—which shall it be? Let's toss up for it. That man on the New York Graphic's idiotical staff has been at it again. He headed a report of the Attleboro' races, "Hubs, Spokes, and Idiots."


Three noted English bicyclists are coming to the country by the end of October; viz., Keen and Cooper, professionals, and Vesey, amateur. The first two will ride a few races here, and Vesey will enter any amateur events which may come in his way during his visit. These gentlemen all ride the "Humber" machine.

Wheelmen should bear in mind that the possession of L. A. W. tickets of last year is not to be considered a proof of this year's membership; and as will be seen by reference to a communication from Corresponding Secretary Putnam, in the L. A. W. department of the BICYCLING WORLD, it will be necessary to exhibit the L. A. W. ticket for 1881-2, in order to obtain free entrance to the race grounds in New York next week.

PERSONAL.

W. H. PACKARD, a Chicago wheelman, was in Boston last week.

L. T. FRYE, of Marlboro', is entered for the one-mile League race.

J. S. DEAN, of the Bostons, made a mile in 3.24, on the Beacon Park track, Monday.

H. H. DUKER, from Warren, Mass., 20 September; Thompsonville, 21 September; and Bridgeport, Conn., 22 September.

E. W. POPE and W. S. SLOCUM of the Massachusetts Club, have been wheeling together about Northern New England during the past fortnight.

LOUIS HARRISON'S exhibition of rapid and graceful riding at Beacon Park last Saturday was much admired. He reminded us of "Madeline's" Grenadine. It is said that a sister of L. H. Johnson, of Orange, N. J., makes her professional calls on a bicycle, she being a medical practitioner. Is n't it a tricycle?
C. J. Krug, of the Buckeye Bicycle Club, writes to correct an error in our Cleveland correspondent's mention of the prizes at the Columbus meet in describing a badge as patterned after a "Royal Challenge" bicycle. It should have read "Special Columbia." At the club contest Saturday, Dean's first five miles was made in 20.40, and Stall's in 20.59; Dean's ten miles was 41.40, and Stall's 40.27; fifteen miles stood, Dean, 62.38, and Stall 61.30. Mr. Clark's ten miles was made in 43.40, and Clark's in 44.03. Clark's fifteen miles timed 63.35.

We are in receipt of postals from Francis Crigan, since our last issue, as follows: Pendleton, Ind., 7.50 a.m., 19 September; Newcastle, Ind., 11.45 a.m., 19 September; Richmond, Ind., 7 p.m., 20 September; Dayton, O., 4.45 p.m., 21 September; Springfield, O., 2.20 a.m., 24 September.

Where passing through or temporarily stopping at Holyoke, Mass., should make a point of calling at the Club headquarters, 63 Main street, in that place. President and Captain E. C. Clark called at our office last week, and wished us to extend a cordial invitation to any and all to call upon him there.

W. J. Langley writes from Newport, R. I., that he will be in Boston 14 October, and the next week wishes to bicycle to Worcester, and would like an agreeable companion for the trip there and back. He adds that his wife, looking over his shoulder while writing, insists that it must be a man companion, or he shan't go; he therefore modifies his request in accordance therewith.

Few visitors to the Mechanics' Fair fall to see that stupid-looking automatic bicycle rider dressed in the League uniform has won one of these same uniforms all summer and has seemed well satisfied with his appearance therein. "Billy Bernhardt" and "Ike" visited the Fair recently for the first time; and upon hearing this, this gasly-looking wheelman lazily turning the pedals, "Ike," exclaimed "Billy," "I have been insulted, most too utterly quite insulted, and did not know it till now. This afternoon I was riding down Columbus avenue, and just as I was tipping my hat to my best girl, little wretches on the sidewalk commenced to shout and laugh and point at me, and one of them cried, "Say, Tommy, there goes the staffed thing we saw at the Fair."

CORRESPONDENCE

In Fairmount Park.

Editor Bicycling World,—Taking advantage of the resolution of our Park Commissioners removing all restrictions to its use, Fairmount Park, the Philadelphia Club, which was called by its captain for a meet on Saturday afternoon, extended their run through the different drives of the park, when we met many unattached riders, and members of our home clubs. I do not purpose giving an account of the drives, as they lead one up hill and down dale, along the river front, and through shady glens,—a diversified scope of scenery, covering 3,000 acres of as beautiful a country as any city need be proud to possess in it. But it is that much abused and vilified animal, whose general good sense and demeanor of almost fearlessness was so plainly displayed during our ride, to the disadvantage of his driver. It is very evident where most of the trouble lies: horses that we met who did not in the least show any signs of restlessness or nervousness were an astonished example to their own drivers, who seemed to be under great apprehension and fear until the seeming danger had passed; their actions were plain, as shown by the tight gathering of the lines, the sudden forward movement in the seat, and the ground of the whip, all indications of preparation for a break on the part of the horse, which never occurred. Among the hundreds which we met, there was but one horse that we were obliged to dismount for, and his actions were not of an alarming nature: a word and a pat was all that was necessary to allay his fears and start him peacefully along. There is a general feeling among our wheelmen that the same amount of watchfulness and care on the part of drivers as the riders of bicycles display, will tend greatly to educate the horse, accustom him to our appearance, and bring our pastime more into public favor. Many drivers do not perceive the bicycle rider until he is within a few yards, distance while the bicyclist has had his eyes on both horse and driver for several seconds, noting the actions of the horse and the inattention of its driver, making it necessary to hesitate or hustle at the slightest provocation. Instead of giving the drivers some warning beforehand, the instant the bell, either of which, in a measure, is more likely to frighten the horse than the mere appearance of the mounted rider. The granting of these privileges on the part of the drivers is policy; if not made wisely an experiment, left to the decision and judgment of those who drive through the park; whether we shall be declared a nuisance or allowed the same rights and privileges as other taxpayers on those drives and bridle-paths set apart for the mutual pleasure and benefit of the city at large. It is to be hoped that extra care and attention, combined with gentlemanly demeanor, will be constantly exercised on our part, and the public made to feel that though an "odd pastime," bicycling is a rational one, both in its moral and physical nature, and promises to be the most popular one yet introduced.

KAMPTEN.

PHILADELPHIA, 20 September, 1884.

Chicago.

Self-made men are generally admired, but this cannot be said of a self-made bicyclist. Let a young man just commencing to think that he will buy a bicycle and learn to ride it, buy the size of machine he desires, which, in nine cases out of ten, is about four sizes too large for him, teach himself and form habits such as his strength will stand, and the result is anything but a tendency to elevate the bicycle to a "thing of beauty." The bike may be all right, but the thing on it isn't. Its only recommendation is that it is cheap, and at the very moment it is frequently reminded by the small boy. As time goes by the discrepancy in size of wheel is noticed, and with the assistance of handy plate-glass windows in the storefronts, the broken-ground attitude is observed and noted. The machine is sold, and a big one bought, generally the biggest one that can be reached; and now self-preservation requires a straight, upright posture, and steady points, and one naturally falls into a proper shape. But still some self-developed errors are apparent, and as every one possesses some sort of a beam in his own eye, he does not attempt to pluck out that in his neighbor's; continued, perhaps, to ridicule a few of his idiosyncrasies behind his back. A graceful wheelman, striding his wheel with all the ease and apparent lack of the use of any effort whatever to keep him there, will stand in a beeline along the street without the dizzy curvings of a "toddler," is always admired by everybody, and is an ornament to the street. It may be a little difficult for a person with selfish tendencies to glide along the pavement and endure the storm of criticizing eyes that his elevated position challenges from the numerous pedestrians; under these circumstances the old difficulty of finding something to do for the hands is somewhat overcome, as they now have a natural occupation, but until the slightly bashful rider learns to "brass it" a little, the situation is quite "awful."

Of the young men engaged in the art of 'cycling, and have formed bad habits of riding in one way or another. Therefore the advent of Prof. Rollinson among as an exponent of the bicycle is very much appreciated. The men are of opinion that the riding school which Mr. Fairfield will soon open under his charge will prove of great benefit in giving old bicyclers a polish, as well as teaching the uninitiated how to ride. The Waukegan Fair bicycle races will come off Saturday, 1 October. About a dozen of our wheelmen are getting ready to go, and a very close race is expected. The Fair Association offer free expenses, and $15, $10, and $5.00 gold medals to the winners of the five, three, and one mile mile races, with a hub lamp and bicycle stand to the second and third men of each race. Then, Waukegan Fair bicycle enthusiasts have a convenient place to go to, and the run down to Chicago on the wheel next day will be a feature. At our last business meeting a committee was appointed to hunt up rooms for a headquarters. They have this tough job on to do, for there is hardly an unengaged room in the whole town, and so far it has been impossible to get the kind of accommodations we require for "love or money."
That "Freshness."

Editor Bicycling World:—In a recent editorial you blandly insinuate two things: first, that a certain New York Herald reporter was "fresh"; and second, that he was stuffed like aThanks
giving turkey, by a "mischief-loving
circular." Circulars printed, or at least handed bar on the "American Star," and whether he thinks a longer one would be better? I have had the pleasure of a visit from Mr. Flottman, of the Buckeye Bicycle Club, last week, he having been touring in the eastern part of this State, where he met with a very unfortunate accident while riding one day, he being run down by a wagon containing himself and machine, which last was minus a lot of spokes when he was here. I have a good one on the League kamm (badge), which is as follows: After the League badge came out I put off getting one until the Meet, when I did, but without my League number on it; so a short time ago I took it around to have my number engraved on. I did not like to put it in the return box, so I called for it and they were going to return it; so after telling them to change it I went my way, afterwards getting it as I wanted it, and apparently the same as when I gave it to them. A few days after, I went to get the engraver again, and was handed a piece of metal, which, on close scrutiny, proved to be the old handlebar of my League badge; and to make a long story short, it seems that the handlebar of the League badge is made of lead with a shell of silver pressed around it. A jeweller here says he could make them for $1.75 a thousand. The news of the death of our beloved President has just reached us, and every one here is in mourning.

KELLYCH.

Cleveland, Ohio, 20 September, 1881.

That "Freshness."

Editor Bicycling World:—In a recent editorial you blandly insinuate two things: first, that a certain New York Herald reporter was "fresh"; and second, that he was stuffed like a Thanks giving turkey, by a "mischief-loving circular." Circulars printed, or at least printed, the same to be sent to every one that buys a bicycle, through the agents and others. 

I think this plan was used by the National Association of Amateur Athletes of America, as I remember receiving their definition soon after I first rode. I would like to hear from others on this subject. Edgar L. Davenport, Manhattan Bicycle Club, who is with M. B. Curtis's St. Louis Bicycle Company, was here during the past week, and several of us had the pleasure of showing him the true inwardness of some of the Northern Ohio roads; and I probably now think as we do, that for badness they cannot be beaten. Will "Tezah" kindly tell me how he likes the short

* If bicyclists would subscribe for and regularly read the Bicycling World, they would have no excuse for ignorance. One copy a month will be sent to those who are constantly reading the condition's ten cents will procure a copy of the Bicycling World for a quarter. Oct., containing the rules of the L.A.W.
EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

Chicago to Boston on "Wheel."—I.

**Monday, 5 September, 1881.**

At seven o'clock I indulged in a good substantial breakfast with the treasurer of the Chicago Bicycle Club, and at nine o'clock set sail for the "Hub." I was accompanied by D—as far as Western Avenue, and taking leave of my pleasant companion, turned my trusty steed for Blue Island. The day was extremely warm and the wind was blowing a gale, and at times it was difficult to keep anything like a straight course along the rough road, as the wind blew directly across my path.

After leaving Archer Avenue the road was tolerably fair; but this was not to last long, for after a few miles the ruts began to show themselves, and the path was as gently curving. My first resting-place was at a farm-house about ten miles out, where I stopped nearly an hour to cool off. There was a sign nailed upon a tree near the house, and on it was written "Forest Road." The name brought back many very pleasant recollections of several runs taken through another place of the same name (I refer to Forest Hills, a part of Boston), with the club as well as alone. It made me think, for the first time, how many miles I should have to cover before reaching its vicinity. Here I commenced the pedestrian part of my trip, by walking two miles in a broiling-hot sun and a gale of wind. At the end of that distance, the road allowed of riding, or rather crawling along on the verge of deep ruts; and this change of affairs brought me at last to Morgan Park, and somewhat better roads. I rested here for two hours and a quarter, and refreshed the inner man with some excellent milk. As Blue Island was only a few miles beyond, I thought it better to push on instead of waiting until the cool of the afternoon; so resumed the pleasure of riding over imitation cobble-stones and jumping ruts until I reached my destination for that day, at four o'clock p. m., having ridden and walked four out of the seven hours, and only travelled a distance of twenty-two miles. Stopped at the Union House, the only one in the place,—a sort of German restaurant,—and fancied pretty well.

**Tuesday, 6 September.**

Up bright and early next morning and off at 5.45 a.m., and bounded along the road to Matteson, twelve miles, arriving at eight o'clock. The roads were about the same,—rough as ever. From there to Frankfort, sixteen miles, and on a little further to a farm-house, where I dismounted, and rested from 11.30 until 3.30, as the day was excessively hot. In the afternoon continued five miles to another farm-house, where I stayed over night, arriving at six o'clock. The night was magnificent: not a cloud to be seen, and the moon at full. I must admit that it tantalized me a little to be unable to take a moonlight ride, but account of the bad condition of the road.

**Wednesday, 7 September.**

In the saddle at 5.40, and away to Manteno, fifteen miles, where I stopped for lunch and to have my shoes tapped, arriving at 10 A.M., having stopped on the road one and one half hours.

Left at 2.30 for Kankakee eleven miles, arrived at 3 P.M. First of the rough road, then fair, and last part good. When I struck that piece of road leading into Kankakee, I began to think my good roads were after all commenceing to show themselves, but I was not to revel in such refreshing conjectures long. At Kankakee I stopped with the intention of remaining only that afternoon and the following morning, and the very rough road had somewhat chafed me. I registered at the Commercial Hotel with B. B. C. in full after my name; and on returning to glance over the book, after a refreshing bath, and finding a raw egg dropped into it, I noticed two names below my own. After one was written "La Fayette Bl. Club," and after the other, "Kankakee Bl. Club. My first duty was to patch up the man of the Kan kakee Bl. Club, who I did immediately, and soon found him. He was the only wheelman in the town, and much to our mutual regret, had the week previous sent his wheel to Chicago to be sold, as he intended riding a larger machine. Although he was the first and only wheelman in that part of the State, I believe I have the honor, if such it may be termed, of being the first mortal ever seen in knee-breeches and short coat in that section, and you can imagine how amusing were some of the chance remarks that caught my ear as I strode through the town.

**Thursday, 8 September.**

The day was clear and beautiful, and gave me a good opportunity to see the place at its best. During the evening, while sitting in a hammock in a garden, I thought of the "Masher" and our two-days' wheel around the "Hub," and my last run from Gloucester with the club. My pleasant recollections were suddenly upset, however, by a lively thunder-storm that came upon us so quickly that we had just time to get to the house, though not without a good sprinkling. It rained hard all night. I had to console myself with the prospect of waiting one more day for the roads to dry.

**Friday, 9 September.**

This morning, on looking out from my window in the hotel, I was greeted by a beautiful day as the previous one had been. So after breakfast I started, and about town during the morning, and in the afternoon took a spin a little way out to see the condition of the road. The view was not very promising, but I decided to start the next morning and risk it.

**Saturday, 10 September.**

The day opened a little cloudy, and at 6.40 I was again in the saddle and off for Waldron, four miles distant, and on to St. Anne, nine miles more, arriving at eleven o'clock, after riding three and walking ten miles. Left St. Anne at 11.30 and walked to within two and a half miles of St. Mary, when I was caught in another storm; and making for the nearest house, a quarter-mile off, got under cover; but not in time to prevent a good wetting. Although there is no particular fun in being wet through, at the same time I could not help smiling at my condition and surroundings. There I was in a little wilderness, under a rude shed that did not keep out much of the water; and my machine completely covered with prairie mud of the best sticking quality. I never saw a wheel in such condition before. My very head and face were rendered the comfort of being well provided for such a trip, and considered myself very fortunate in having taken certain extras in case of wet weather. Before starting, I had provided myself with a piece of light rubber cloth, lined with linen, two feet square, to roll my coat in before strapping to the handle bar; and now, after changing my wet clothes for dry ones, from my M. I., I revealed in a warm, dry, coat, although my breeches were prairie mud. Here let me advise all wheelmen anticipating long tours to take an extra pair of breeches, as they are sure to need them.

After a while the rain abated, and then I commenced cleaning my wheel. I am afraid that nothing will ever convince me that a painted wheel is any better for touring than a full-nickelled machine, for mine looks as well to-day as it ever did, and I did not spend a prairie mud. I have always been through it and had to walk in it. It is black as jet, heavy as lead, and sticks as well and better than cement.

After cleaning my wheel I took the precaution to wind thin strips of chamois leather around the axle of the front wheel between the bearings and hubs and cranks, also on the rear wheel, to keep the oil from getting on it; and shall never be without them again. I passed the night where I was, and also the following day, Sunday the 11th and night.

**Monday, 12 September.**

Started at 7 A.M. The day was clear and bright, but the roads were in an awful condition. I walked the remaining two and a half miles to St. Mary, and there the character of the roads changed from black loam to heavy brown sand. It was all the same to me, though, for I could not ride over the one any better than in the other; so on I trudged to Donovan, six
miles, arriving at 9.40 A. M. The road from St. Mary to Donovan is absolutely impassable to riders on a bicycle at any time of the year, as the sand is over six inches deep over a good part of the distance. I did manage to ride from Donovan to Iroquois, four miles, and arrive here just before the roads were dry enough to travel through and full of ruts. Dined at a miserable little inn, called by courtesy a hotel. Off for Sheldon at 2 p.m., six miles, arriving at 3.45. Stopped here over night at the hotel.

Tuesday, 13 September.

Off in the morning at 6.15 for Earl Park, fifteen miles; arrived at 6.35, having walked four miles of the distance. Stopped one and one half hours, and on again to Fowler, six miles, arriving at 12 m.; walked about two miles. I was getting tired of being asked the same questions at every town by dozens of wondering people; so I went through Fowler on the run, and stopped at a farm-house a mile the other side, for dinner and rest. From there I continued my travels at 4.15 to Oxford, ten miles, arriving at 6 p.m. Stopped on road twenty minutes, and strange to say, only walked a quarter of a mile. From Fowler the road was good, as I thought, and supposed I should be able to make a good sort of run, but I was fooled again. Riding three miles, for then my old enemy, the ruts, appeared again, and continued for two miles; but the last part, though very hilly, was good, and I re-deemed myself by entering the town of Oxford at a good pace that made the country boys open their mouths wide. Here I stopped for the night at a little public house, small, but neat and clean.

Wednesday, 14 September.

I was off again early at 5.45 for Otterbein, nine miles; arrived at 8.15, having walked four miles. Waiting there half an hour for work at 8.45, passed through Montmorenci, four miles, at 9.45; walked again some of the way; but this was the last of the walking, as I soon found, for on the other side of the town stretched a magnificent gravel road into Lafayette, ten miles. You may well guess that I did not dismount at Montmorenci, with such a road before me. I was so glad to get a smooth track under me that I could not wait for anything. The road was all uphill and down, but that did not matter to me, and away I went,—no sooner past and over one hill than the next would loom up before me, and so it kept on all the way for the ten miles; and I dismounted at the post-office in Lafayette at 10.35, having had the only good run from town to town without a single dismount. With the exception of this road and the little run to Kippus five miles, I traveled over the remaining forty-four miles of the road from Fowler to Oxford, and the first ten miles out of Chicago, making in all thirty-one miles of good road. I have ridden over roads just as rough as stone paving, on a track made by the horses from twelve to twenty inches wide, and between a ridge three or four feet high and one side and two from three to twelve inches deep on the other; and considering I had one hundred and thirty-six miles of it, I think I fully deserved the spin of my last ten miles.

Crookshanks.

The human legs being in such severe use in Japan, one would suppose it might be practicable to introduce successfully the modern bicycle and tricycle there, the only drawback to their use being that they are not intended as freight carriers, and that the rider must be his own horse. But these vehicles ought to compete fairly with the jinrikisha at the same time, unless the passenger is too vigorous or lazy to use an exertion of their own. Improvements in roads might be necessary, but hardly any better thing can be introduced in any country than what will compel them to improve their roads. The character and quality of its roads, as well as anything else, mark not only the age of a country, but the degree of its civilization. "Packing" marks the beginning of the process; the steel horse propelled by great natural forces or by the rider himself—marks the farthest advance civilization has made as yet. —V. Y. Times.

RACES

Coming Events.

4 October. Springfield, Mass. G. A. R. Field Day. Amateur bicycle races, at Hampden Park, 3 p.m. Long rules to govern races. Events: One mile, best two in three, gold, silver and bronze medals; half-mile dash, flying start, silver and bronze medals; slow race, 100 yards, nickel-plated hub laster. Entries free. The recommendation will meet at 11 Main street, and join in the grand parade to the park, after which the bicycle races will take place in the following order: Bicyclists' grand parade, bicycle races, half-mile dash, 100 yards race, mile race, slow race, half mile, mile race.

5 October. Williamstown (Conn.) Farmers' Club Fair. Bicycle races at Field Park, free.


5 October. Vermont Bicycle Club races.

6 October. Philadelphia Bicycle Club races.


8 October. Philadelphia Fall games of Young America Cricket Club, of Germantown, held at Stanton. Three-mile bicycle race for gold and silver medals.

Interesting bicycling events are promised at Springfield, Mass., 4 October, on the occasion of the first grand field day of E. K. Wilcox Post 16, G. A. R. Extensive preparations are making, and visiting wheelmen are assured a cordial and hospitable welcome. In addition to announcement in our Coming Events, any classes not mentioned may be stated. Entries should be made with C. K. Ferry, Secretary Springfield Bicycle Club, on or before 3 October: Half-rate tickets will be sold on railroads entering the city, also on the limited coaches. Members of the club will be at the depot on arrival of the morning trains, and escort visitors to the headquarters, or over some of the favorite rides about the city. The entire control of the meet, parade, and races is in the hands of the Springfield Bicycle Club, whose members will use every endeavor to make the day a successful one.

French Notes.—In the International races, probably run in Paris last Sunday, no money prizes were offered the professionals; like those for the amateurs, they consisted of works of art and medals....In the bicycling column of the last number of the Revue des Sports, the following appears: For some time the inhabitants of Mons have been greatly perplexed: a question of the most profound gravity weighed upon them, and no one could solve the problem. The question which was, whether bicyclist or footman, could sustain for the greatest length of time, one the exercise upon the bicycle, the other the exercise of walking. Now the matter has been settled. Two residents, much excited over the situation, challenged each other to a ride. The footman was able to travel a natural manner around the circle formed by the boulevards of the city until one of the two should be forced by fatigue to acknowledge himself defeated. At eight o'clock in the evening the pedestrian gave up, overcome with fatigue; he had made less than thirty-five miles, while his partner had accomplished three times that distance without experiencing undue weariness; in fact, he declared himself ready to commence again.

TERRERONNE, P. Q., 7 September.

One-mile, members of Montreal Bicycle Club: A. T. Lane, 3m. 28s.; G. M. Smith, 2; T. C. Holden, 3.

CARTHAGE, O., 9 September.

Half-mile, best three in five heats, members of Cincinnati Bicycle Club: First heat. W. H. Reed, tm. 458s.; J. G. Kittrell, 2; H. N. Kittrell, 3; J. C. Allen, 4; J. F. Maeder, Jr., 5; S. M. Livingstone, 6; C. F. Allen, 7. Second heat, Reed, tm. 458s.; H. N. Kittrell, 2; J. G. Kittrell, 3; Norton, 4; Maeder, 5; Livingstone, 6; Allen, 7. Third heat, Reed, tm. 508s.; H. N. Kittrell, 2; J. G. Kittrell, 3; Norton 4; Maeder, 5; Livingstone did not start.

At the Lawrence County Agricultural and Horticultural Society, Highland Park, Newcastle, Pa., Sept. 15, T. F. Hoover, Keystone Bicyl. Bl., won the one-mile race in 4.18 on a 50-inch wheel. He also got the prize for best riding. Slow race was won by T. S. B. Wood, unattached, of this city, on a 54-inch wheel. Strong wind, and as usual, a horrible track for bicycling, prevented good time being made. Much interest was taken in the races, however, and the result of the one-mile race was quite a surprise. Mr. V. C. Place, of Sandy Lake, on a 54-inch wheel, was expected to make the best time. This week interesting races are expected at Butler and Franklin, Pa., in which Keystone Bicycle Club boys hope to show up well.

NEWCASTLE, PA., 13 September.
THE BICYCLING WORLD

MONTREAL, 21 September. — The Montreal wheelmen had excellent weather for their races, last week Wednesday, and the affair was a grand success, notwithstanding the non-appearance of several wheelmen who had entered their names for various contests. The first and longest race on the programme was the ten-mile handicap race, open to members of the club. For this race there were fifteen entries, but only eight put in an appearance. J. Robertson was given seven minutes' start; H. Plow and A. Arthur followed next, with five minutes' start, than R. Campbell, two minutes' later; followed by P. Barclay, with two and a half minutes' start. T. De Sola had two minutes' start from the scratch, and J. Trotter one minute, while C. J. Sidey started from the scratch. The race, though very well contested, was won easily by C. J. Sidey, followed by P. Barclay, with T. De Sola third. The one-mile championship of Canada race (in heats) was also very well contested; while the wooden wheels were on exhibit a great deal of amusement by its novel character, and also by the manner in which “the boys” went to work. The slow race was remarkably slow, and some magnificent music amongst the spectators by the band. L'Harmonie de Montreal, which furnished music on the grounds, playing the Dead March in Saul while the race was in progress. The best contested race of the day was the two-mile championship of Canada race, for which there were four entries: Messrs. W. Witter, Newcastle (Eng.) Bicycle Club; J. G. Hay, Woodstock, Ont.; F. C. Holden, Montreal B. C.; and J. Moodie, Hamilton, Ont. The race was between Holden and Hay. At the start Hay took the lead and kept it until the last round; but Holden’s excellent staying powers enabled him to keep closely behind, and at the finish he had a splendid start and passed the winning line half a minute ahead of his antagonist. Holden’s strength seems to lie in his staying powers and the manner in which he turns the corners of the course, where he gains considerable way on his antagonist. Mr. J. Trotter was the only one that entered for the fancy riding, of which he gave several exhibitions; but in one of his feats, he came to grief, and his bicycle was badly damaged. In the one-mile scratch race, for which there were three entries, Messrs. J. Trotter, F. C. Holden, and C. J. Sidey, Holden gave another splendid exhibition of his riding, winning both first and second, while Trotter was third. The fourth competition for the one-mile championship belt, which was expected to be one of the most interesting of the races, was not contested, as the members of the club were instructed to complete the programme of races, twelve members of the club in full uniform were put through their drill by the captain, C. J. Sidey. The members went through the different evolutions with great precision, and the drill formed very pretty effect. The day’s amusement closed with the playing of the National Anthem by the band. We subjoin a complete list of the winners, with their time. Ten-mile handicap race (club), eight entries: 1st, C. J. Sidey, 57 mins., prize, 1st.; 2nd, H. M. Plow, 1:01Pr.; 2d, P. Barclay, 1:05, gold scarf pin; 3d, G. De Sola, 1:14. One-mile championship of Canada race (in heats), four entries: 1st, J. G. Hay, prize, set of diameter pins; 2d, C. J. Sidey, 1:32, gold box; 3d, Boys. Kids race (handicap, five entries: 1st, C. J. Paton, 5½ mins., prize, gold cup button; 2d, D. D. Maggivari, 5½ mins., silver cup button; 3d, J. Trotter, 6 mins., scarf pin. Two-mile championship of Canada race, four entries: 1st, F. C. Holden, 7½ mins., price, silver sleeve links; 2d, D. Holden, silver scarf pin; 3d, C. Archibald, silver pencil case. Slow race (club), two hundred yards, won by J. Trotter; prize, silver sleeve links. Two-mile championship of Canada race, with entries: 1st, H. MacCullough, 4½ mins., prize, gold and silver scarf pin; 2d, S. M. Baylis, 5½ mins., gold scarf pin; 3d, S. M. Baylis, 5½ mins., hub lamp. One-mile scratch race, open to members who had never ridden in a bicycle race before, six entries: 1st, H. MacCullough, 4½ mins., prize, gold and silver scarf pin; 2d, J. Trotter, silver pin; 3d, S. M. Baylis, 5½ mins., gold scarf pin; 3d, S. M. Baylis, 5½ mins., gold scarf pin. Three-mile championship of Canada race, with entries: 1st, F. C. Holden, 21 mins., prize, 1st.; 2d, J. Trotter, silver sleeve buttons. One hundred yards, in heats (scratch), won by G. H. Wood, Montreal Fire Brigade; prize, gold medal.

FRANKLIN, PA. — The bicycle races of the Venango Co. Agricultural Society, at Franklin, Pa., came off to-day according to programme. About 20 wheelmen were present, and paraded on the track before the races, to the satisfaction of over 600 spectators. The silver cup for best riding was won by Mr. Brown, of Oil City, who, in addition to his other fancy riding, introduced a number of very beautiful and daring double acts, with the assistance of a small lad of twelve years. For the gold medal for best mile, there were four entries, Will H. Lane, of Titusville, beating O. G. Brown, of Pittsburgh, but ten inches. Time, 4 minutes. Mr. Lane won the inside position at the start, which in this case gave him the race; Mr. Brown winning the second prize, a diploma. They were close together from beginning to end and both men were overcome by the heat and exertion. V. C. Place, of Oil City, in a run against their time immediately after, made the mile in 3.59. The track was not smooth, and the wind was high, considering which the time was good. A bicycle clock, the prize for slower than one hundred yards, was won by Mr. Hamblin, of Franklin, beating D. D. Grant about three feet, in 2.47. These races were suggested and conducted for the society by D. D. Grant, and have proved by far the most paying investment, judging by the large number of people from Franklin, Oil City, and the surrounding country towns. The society, the spectators, and the bicyclers were all very pleased. The bicycle has so far been allowed unlimited freedom in Franklin, but the streets are so narrow, and the miles of fine stone sidewalks. The reason of this freedom is that the riders appreciate the privilege and never abuse it. The gentlemanly bearing and safe and dainty riding of a Frankilin man must have given additional assurance to the citizens of this beautiful city that the bicycle is not a nuisance, but a safe and practical vehicle.

FRANKLIN, Pa., 21 September.

Those who were at the races held by the Middlesex Agricultural Society, at Framingham, Wednesday, 21 September, had the rare pleasure of seeing the champion W. W. Stall, work the whole length of a mile, and then only win on the home stretch by one half-second. There were two races, a half-mile and a one-mile; but as there were no second prizes, and every one knew who must win, there were few entries. In the half-mile race, George E. Frye, Lewis T. Frye (champion), and Willard A. Norton, Framingham Bicycle Club, faced the track and started off in the order named. At the quarter pole it was changed to Champion Frye, Geo. E. Frye, and Norton, and so remained to the end. Time, L. T. Frye, 1:42; Geo. E. Frye, 1:45 (both Marlboro Bicycle Club); Norton, 1:47. The second heat was a repetition of the first, only the champion put in a little of his reserved power, and ran away from them on the home stretch. Time, 1:38; G. E. Frye, 1:45; Norton, 1:46. In the one-mile race no one started, but G. W. Brown, sub-captain Framingham Bicycle Club, and W. W. Stall of the Boston Bicycle Club. Mr. Brown drew the pole, and they got a good start, one on a 2-inch, the other on a 3-inch. Mr. Brown was closed up on him, and all expected to see him pass in the usual way; but the little fellow spurted up finely, and the champion had to fall back again. On the second quarter Mr. Stall pushed him again, and in the whole mile there never was but a few feet between. On the last quarter Stall put in his best, and just crossed the line a length ahead. Time, Stall, 3.22; Brown, 3.23. After the race Mr. Stall shook hands with Mr. Brown, and said to him, “Young man, you gave me the best race I’ve had this year.” The track being in very poor condition, the time made was very good, and it is due Mr. Stall to say he had a very hard track to pass on.

W. D. W.

BUTLER, Pa., 22 September. — At the annual exhibition of the Butler County Agricultural Association at Butler, Pa., of the most interesting features was the bicycle race, for which three prizes were offered, and in which all the members of the Keystone Club of Pittsburgh were entered. These were Frank
At Marlboro, last Friday, there were three races for ordinary, which proved very interesting, although the distance is not definitely stated, but is about three quarters of a mile, and no time was taken. In the race for those who had never won second prize, John Sawin was first, and Henry Gleason second. For those who had never won first prize, A. P. Curtis was first, and John Sawin second. In the third race, free to all amateurs, Lewis T. Frye took first prize, and George T. Frye second. Prizes were gold and silver medals.

Boston Bicycle Club Annual Twenty-Mile Race. A fair number of well-attended races were held in Beacon Park, Saturday afternoon, 24 September, the occasion being the second annual long-distance championship race of the Boston Bicycle Club. The distance run was twenty miles, and the prizes were, first, a gold championship medal, with silver medals for the competitors covering the distance inside of an hour and a half. Four competitors entered, viz.: W. W. Stodd, J. S. Dean, C. L. Clark, and F. S. Morris. The time of the various competitors in the first ten miles was: Stodd, 40m. 27s.; Dean, 41m. 47s.; Morris, 43m. 105.; and Clark, 44m. 65s. The Morris retired from the contest. The time of the remaining competitors at the completion of 15 miles was as follows: Stodd, 1h. 1m. 32s.; Dean, 1h. 2m. 38s.; Clark, 1h. 3m. 55s. The time of the finishers of the twenty-mile contest was: Stodd, 1h. 23m. 56s.; Dean, 1h. 24m.; Clark, 1h. 29m. 43s. Incidental to the race was a fine exhibition of rapid riding by Mr. Lewis T. Frye, of Marlboro, who covered a mile in 3m. 23s., which was the fastest time of the day. At the beacon Park track. The time made in this race was far better than that of the previous year; and, taking into consideration the fact that the track was wet and heavy, was remarkable. The judges were Messrs. A. L. Woodman, W. E. Gilman, Mr. E. C. Churchill officiated as time-keeper, and the position of starter was filled by Mr. L. K. Harrison. The gold medal, which was won by Dean last year in 1h. 26m. goes to Stall this year, but must be won three times to become the property of the holder. In addition to the medal, the club offered one of silver to any member or members making the twenty miles in less than 1h. and 30m. Taking into consideration the wind, the time is considered exceptionally good, and an honor to the club. Mr. Morris came unprepared to race, and only went in for the run after much persuasion. The machines ridden were: Stall, 58-inch Harvard; Dean, 57-inch Yale; Clark, 52-inch Carver; Morris, 52-inch Matchless.

Ten-Mile Scratch.—At the Surrey Bicycle Club autumn race meeting, 10 September, the most interesting event was the ten-mile scratch race, the absence of the amateur champion giving all racers an opportunity to show that the competition would be of a much keener description than has been the case for the last year or two. This proved correct, for until the last mile it was odds on any of the tracks; but as the ninth mile was covered, Liles and Griffith commenced racing in real earnest, getting away from Hassall, who had until then pressed them very hard; and sparring the whole of the last lap, Griffiths managed to secure the race by a really clever piece of riding by about eight yards from the ex-Temple man, who rode most pluckily throughout. The form exhibited by Dondas was also surprising, as hitherto none had thought him a good man at the distance. The ground, which was, on account of the rain, very holding, is accountable for the comparative slowness of the times. Altogether we are happy to say that, despite the crowding of the events, the meeting proved an unbounded success, a great and immensely popular hit being made by obtaining G. L. Hiller to present the prizes, which he did with his accustomed "air de Sceveur." There were quite a number of starters, but the principal competitors proved to be J. H. Griffith, Surrey; C. E. Liles, L. A. C.; and E. S. Hassall, Speedwell. The competitors were Mr. Dondas and Vesey for the first mile, but at the completion of this distance Vesey retired, his "treadle having become loose." Garrod was cut-paced from the commencement and was in a part of the list to win it up, whilst Butler got behind at half distance, and appeared far from being in staying condition. The whole field kept moving in a cluster at a medium pace, Hassall frequently causing some excitement by occasional spurs. Liles and Griffiths, however, were never close to the leader, Beaconsfield, but followed him, so that, despite his game efforts, he could never get clear. At the commencement of the ninth mile, Milner suddenly rushed to the front, and assumed a commanding lead for about half a lap; but it was only a fling, the heaviest grass course evidently not agreeing with the movements of the Belsize flyer. The excitement again calmed until the first lap of the last mile, when the three leaders, Liles, Griffith, and Hassall, began palpably to race; and as the bell rang out its announcement of the near approach of the struggle, Griffith got about a length's lead of Liles, Hassall being about ten yards off. This lead he kept, despite the game efforts of Liles, and eventually won the best ten-mile scratch race which has been seen here (since Horgan beat Derkinderen by a foot), by about eighteen yards; and the times were as follows: 1st mile, 3m. 493.; 2d, 7m. 506.; 3d, 11m. 273.; 4th, 1m. 148.; 5th, 19m. 48s.; 6th, 22m. 58s.; 7th, 26m. 52s.; 8th, 30m. 42s.; 9th, 34m. 25s.; 10th, 37m. 55s.

—Cyclist.

The Rival Salettes. 25-Mile Match for a £5 50 os. Cap.—This looked-for match has at last taken place, and to those who ignore the "under-sized" jiggers, the result as to times will be a veritable eye-opener. As arranged, the competitors — Mr. J. W. Boothroyd, riding a 40-inch "Facile," and Mr. W. Alexander, riding a 40-inch "Sun and Planet" — were in readiness at the thirty-third milestone, a little after to A. M., on Monday morning last. At 10.30 both gentlemen were seen on their twenty-five-mile journey by Mr. Harry Etherington, of the Cyclist and Sporting News, mounted on a 44-inch "Rucksack," who acted as referee, in conjunction with Mr. H. S. Carpenter, of Keble College, Oxford (mounted on a 54-inch "Timberlake"). At the word "go," the "Sun and Planet" went off at a "husking" pace, and the miles were polished off in no mean time. "Under five," "under five," each milestone came by; and five miles, Mr. Alexander, some one hundred yards ahead, was passed in 23m. 28s. So things went on, but the Welwyn and Dysnessel Hills were side stitchers for the leader. Ten miles were passed in 45m. 47s., and Hatfield Railway bridge was met with comfortably. Thus thirteen miles were about covered in the first hour, and fifteen miles 1h. 3m. 36. The order of progression was Alexander, some five hundred yards ahead, slowest but surely coming; Hassall had an almost steady going of Mr. Boothroyd; and at the foot of the hill, just before entering Potter's Bar, Boothroyd had made up lost ground to within one hundred yards,
and ere the top was reached the “Facile” was some fifteen yards in front. From that point twenty miles, 18th 34m. 30’s, a neck-and-neck race ensued for about one quarter-mile; but the race was virtually over, the “Facile” going farther and faster away through Barnet and on to the Finchley, eighth milestone (twenty-five miles), which was passed in the magnificent time of 1h. 58m. 58’s, the winner finishing with a bit in hand; Mr. Alexander’s time being 1h. 59m. 28’s, an honorable defeat. The roads were heavy in places, and a drizzling rain came down for the first fifteen miles. On the road, an “Extraordinary Safety,” a “Devon Saf-ety,” and several “Cyclist Ordinaires” were left in the rear. — Cyclist.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; $5.00 each for members of clubs taken when the entire active membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and must be returned in case of refusal. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dillway Wistar, 223 N. 14th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above, and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York, N. Y. A copy of the application form is enclosed, together with an application letter. Applications should be accompanied with a statement of the makes and models of the bicycles owned, and the names of the makers.

The League issues a monthly magazine, the Bicycling World, and notifies the corresponding secretary of any error made. Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent on the request of applicants to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the Bicycling World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World: — The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam, Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.

New Bedford CluB.—Wm. M. Butler, captain, P. O. Box 354; L. D. Dillwyn, treasurer, Ac. Ave., New Bedford; J. B. Bradford, 179 Ac. Ave.; O. Frank Bly, New Bedford; & Alden White, with Smith Bros.; Edgar M. Almy, with Hathaway, Soule & Harrington; Frank E. Clark, 22 Sycamore St., New Bedford; and Wm. H. Putnam, 235 Court Street; Abbott Small, Morse Twist Drill & Machine Company.


Correction.—In World of 23d inst., A. H. Estabrook should be A. L. Estabrook.

To the Board of Officers, League of American Wheelmen:

Gentlemen,—As you have already been notified by circular, the regular fall business meeting of the Board will be held at the Metropolitan Hotel, New York City, on Thursday, 6 October, at 8 p. m. Many important questions are to be considered, and it is earnestly requested that every one who can possibly come will be present.

It is also requested that the officers report their arrival to the undersigned, who will be at the headquarters of the New York Bicycle Club, 791 Fifth Avenue, all the morning of that day, and on the polo grounds at the races in the afternoon.

If any gentleman desires to have a room engaged at any particular hotel in the city, the secretary will take pleasure in securing it, although at any of the large hotels it will hardly be necessary to do so, at this time of year.

All wheelmen will rendezvous at 791 Fifth Avenue and ride up to the polo grounds. Yours, fraternally,

Kingman N. Putnam.

New York, 21 September, 1884.

ALL members of the League present- ing League tickets of this year, 1884, will be admitted free of charge to the races.

Wheelmen contesting in the League race for members must show their League membership tickets for 1884, or be charged $1.00 entrance fees. Any person who competes in such races will be challenged. Per order,

C. K. Munroe, Com.

Kingman N. Putnam, Cor. Sec.

BOOKS AND PAGES.

GREEN'S STATIONERS' ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE is received, and is a handsome supplement to the publisher's elegant and valuable hand-made sets of stationery, and some of the finest specimens of Illustrated Books ever published in this country.

SCHINNEN'S MONTHLY, for October, closes the twenty-second volume, and with flying colors. The next number (November), to be issued in the first week of October, will be christened with the new title, "The Century, Schinnen's Illustrated Monthly Magazine of the Arts and Literature." The Agon's, the first number in this line of publications, is now in the press, and we almost dread the contemplation of what will be our task, if we be able to see it digested and digested a second time, wherever the best illustrated articles are Muris' "Coniferous Forests of the Sierra Nevada" and Sadowski's "Fremont Californias," and on these pictures the eye loves long to linger. Its reading matter is of variable excellence, being, with few exceptions, the most interesting and instructive kind, although rather overloaded with poetry.

ST. NICHOLAS, for October, also winds up a volume, and in so splendid a style throughout that there is no excuse for anything but unmitigated praise; and we can appreciate the wild delight with which the young people will revel in its stories and pictures.

SCIENCE AND HEALTH, a monthly magazine devoted to general science and the preservation of health, on hydropathy and related principles, is a neatly printed, and we should judge a valuable addition to medical literature. It is published by Shamp & Fech, Lewiston, Pa.

FICTIOKEEPER & SCHWARZENBURG's new paper of 54 pages, is a short story annually, is issued with which it commenced. Ten cents will buy a specimen copy.

Mr. Charles Kunz, one of the founders of the Falls City Club, died at his residence, on lower Walnut street, Monday, 11 August. Mr. Kunz has been confined for a month with typhoid fever, but nothing serious was apprehended until last Saturday, when he commenced sinking rapidly. Mr. Kunz was loved by all, and no bicyclist stood higher in the estimation of his companions. The last meeting of the Falls City Bicycle Club was held on Thursday evening last, and the following resolutions offered:—

WHEREAS, In view of the circumstances which have sustained by the decease of our friend and fellow-wheelman, Charles Kunz, therefore be it

Resolved, That in the death of our friend and companion, this club laments the loss of a member whose untimely decease was considered a severe blow to its prosperity.

Resolved, That the heartfelt sympathy of this club be extended to his family in their affliction.

Resolved, That these resolutions be spread upon the records of the club, and a copy thereof be transmitted to the family of our deceased member, and to the Louisi-ville Commercial.

MESSRS. HENRY AND THOMAS SKILLMAN, ALEX. MORGAN, H. MILWARD, R. McMICHAEL, BARK, AND ROGERS, of Lexington, having competed for money prizes, have surrendered all claims of being called amateurs. Amateurs should remember that the money they are out to earn is the cash stake which makes them professionals. . . . One of the Louisville boys, who has received rather more than a fair length of legs, while riding through a country town a short time ago, was called by a young lady, who, after looking at him attentively for a few moments, said, "That gentleman is having a ride so much he has almost ridden himself in two." . . . The Louisville Fair has been held last concluded that a bicycle race would form a very attractive feature of their exhibition, and expressed their willingness to make an appropriation therefor; but the
boys decided that there was not sufficient time to prepare, and it will probably be postponed until the spring meeting, when a good race is assured. — Louisville Commercial Notes.

**Patent Applied For.**

**EDWIN'S ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.**

The best, most comfortable and only adjustable saddle made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one. Send for circular with testimonials.

Price, $4.00. Nickel Plated, $5.25. Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE,

Box 1133.

Brighton, Mass.

**DIRECTORY**

**OF BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING SCHOOLS, OUTFITTERS, ETC.**

Address inserted in this department, $2 per year.

**CALIFORNIA.**

SAN FRANCISCO. Osborne & Alexander, 628 Market Street.

**CONNECTICUT.**

HARTFORD. Billings & Spencer Co. Weed Sewing Machine Co.

**NEW HAVEN.** American Bicycle Co., 79 Orange Street.

**ILLINOIS.**


**MASSACHUSETTS.**


**MONTANA.**

HELENA. W. E. Norris.

**NEW HAMPSHIRE.**


**NASHUA.** Bicycle and Tricycle Agency. Gilman Brothers.

**NEW YORK.**

NEW YORK. Wm. M. Wright, 791 Fifth Avenue; Schuyler & Duane, 189 Broadway.

**OHIO.**

LIMA. Gale Sherman.

**Pennsylvania.**

PHILADELPHIA. H. B. Hart & Co., 813 Arch Street. PITTSBURG. Columbia Bicycle Agency. Cor. Fifth Avenue and Smithfield Street.

**RHODE ISLAND.**

PROVIDENCE. Chas. F. Handy, 236 Westminster Street.

---

**Cunningham & Co.**

IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

(Established 1877.)

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sole Proprietors of the Famous

**HARVARD ROADSTER.**

Acknowledged throughout the country as the being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

**SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.**

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords,

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES

deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing jar and vibration, can only be obtained from Cunningham & Co., or their authorized agents.

**BICYCLERS' SUNDRIES.**

**- The "**TAKE-ME-TOO,"* for carrying a cost, etc., does not interfere with mounting or coasting; universally liked. Send size of waist ................................................................. $ 0.50

Wright's Anti-Rust .......... 25

Wright's Illuminating Oil ...... 35

Ance Stands ......... 1.75

Hub Lamps, nickel-plated, 1 did. large like "King of the Road" ........ 5.25

* Leggings, send size of calf. .... 2.50

* Saddle Bags, similar to "Holy Load Bag" ...... 1.25

Bags, brass................ 3.00

* Studded ..................... 4.00

Rubber Handies, in ordering mention make of bicycle. * Horn Whistles .......... 1.25

Shoes, canvas with corrugated rubber soles .......... 1.75

* Gong Bells ............... 0.75

* Nickel-Plated Oil Cans ...... 0.75

* Wrenches, Blue Monkey .. 0.75

* The Wright Standard Holder, for Club colors, torches, etc........ 1.50

Articles marked thus * can be sent by mail.

Rendittances may be made by P. O. Order on Station H, or check.

**SECOND-HAND BICYCLES A SPECIALTY.**

BR Send 1-cent Stamp for Circular; and length of leg, inside measure, to ball of foot under the shoe.

W. M. WRIGHT, 791 5TH AVE., N. Y.

Steel Crescent Form

Bicycle Rims,

Wheels, Cranks,

Horn Handles,

Bells and Stands.

Repairs parts of every description for English Bicycles.

Second-hand Bicycles in any condition wanted.

T. B. JEFFERY,

38 AND 40 CANAL ST. — CHICAGO.

**PATENT LAW OFFICE.**

THOS. WM. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, Esq.

Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors,

Patent, Trademark, and Copyright cases a specialty.

Long experience with Bicycle and Velocipede Patents.

American and European Patents obtained.

29 Pemberton Sq. — BOSTON, MASS.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.

2 Cumberland St., 10 Milk St.,

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND; BOSTON, MASS.

Importers of various kinds of

ENGLISH BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

Sole Agents for the United States for

SINGER & CO., COVENTRY.

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP Your Bicycle from Rust Is to wrap it every day. The next day is to use NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six months, or longer and does not injure its appearance.

Prices, 6 cents for "Bicycle Special." Express prepared to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.50. Can be sent by mail. Address

A. B. BROWN & BROS., WOCESTER, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

The favorite bicycle in America is the Standard Columbia, fitted with our special ball bearings. The 1881 pattern has more reliable, actually proved good points, for all-around use, than any other bicycle made. A large assortment always in stock at our warehouses. Also, our light and stanch Special Columbia, and our Mustang, as well as Extraordinary Challenges and other English bicycles. All the parts of our bicycles are kept on hand, and as the parts in our machines are interchangeable, any one may be easily replaced by a new one.

THE CELEBRATED TRICYCLES, the Challenge No. 2, the Royal Salvo, and other unexcelled English Tricycles, in stock and on short order. Our Triicycle, for three riders, now perfected.

BICYCLERS' AND TRICYCLERS' SUPPLIES AND SUNDRIES.

Niantic Stockings, ribbed, all-wool, long legs, good weight. Price, $2.00 a pair. Clubs supplied with any desired color.

Gossamer Rubber Caps, made expressly for bicycling and tricycling, cover knees and all, roll up very small, with enamelled cloth case; weight only 10 oz. Price, $2.50.

Canvas Shoes, with corrugated rubber taps, sewed. Price, $4.50.


Pratt's "American Bicycler," price, 50 cents; Chandler's "Bicycle Tour," etc., price, $5.00, and other bicycling literature supplied.

Send 3 cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and full Price Lists.

THE POPE MANUFACTURING COMPANY,
MAKERS OF THE COLUMBIA BICYCLES, ETC.
597 Washington Street, Boston, Mass.

Chas. R. Percival,
Manufacturers' Importer of
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 Worcester Street, Boston.

Sails for Europe July 18, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of Coventry Machinist Co., Coventry, Eng.

N. B. — I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL
AND MANUFACTURERS' ADVERTISER.
Edited by - Charles Cordingley.

Subscriptions received at this Office.

One year...............................$2 75
Six Months............................1 50
Three Months.........................60

Specimen copies sent from
140 Fleet St. - - London, E. C.
Subscriptions to both the "Bicycling World" and "Tricycling Journal" only 10 cents.

E. C. Hodges & Co., 40 Water St., Boston.

The "Indispensable"
BICYCLIST'S HAND-BOOK for 1881
IS NOW READY! 300 pages. 200 Illustrations.

THE INDISPENSABLE
Gives full particulars of all the latest Novelties in Bicycle construction.
Contains the only complete Directory of Manufacturers.
Has been thoroughly revised up to date, with Copious Addenda of Latest Introductions.
Is the only reliable book published on the Bicycle, and should be read by every Rider.

Price, 50 cents, including postage. Orders taken at this office.

E. C. Hodges & Co., 40 Water St., Boston.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ
THE 'CYCLIST,
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclers fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by Henry Sturmy, author of "The Indispensable," and C. W. Axom, author of "The Bicycle Annual." PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

PRICE, ONE PENNY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6s. 6d.

From Illiffe & Son, the 'Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and the Cyclist only $5.00, from E. C. Hodges & Co., 40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

GOY, the Athletic Outfitter,
21 Leadenhall Street. LONDON,
22 Leadenhall Street. ENGLAND,
54 Lime Street.

FOR BICYCLES, TRICYCLES (all makes),
CLUB UNIFORMS,
And every requisite for Cycling Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Fencing, Swimming, Rowing, Walking, Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Lacrosse, Boxing, Chess, Skating, Shooting, Boating, and all Athletic Sports.

Gy's Calendar of Sports and Price Lists Forwarded Free.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, unpayable, for fifty cents.]

FOR SALE.—A 46-inch full-nickelled "Harvard" front-rider, with complete attachments. Almost new, price (craned free), $120.00. For further particulars, address D. Roe, 609 Middlesex Avenue, N. H.

FOR SALE CHEAP.—A 54-inch American Star bicycle. Full-nickelled, in first-class condition. Owner going West, where he has no use for it.


OUR SUPPLY OF THE "BICYCLISTS INDISPENSABLE HAND-BOOK" is exhausted, and we are daily expecting a second invoice. As soon as received orders now pending will be filled.

E. C. Hodges & Co.

299 per cent Saved by Buying your Bicycles from England.

The best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England, well known to be the "great centre" for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical labor is fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other town in the Kingdom, doubly facilitates us in offering Bicycles and Tricycles at fully 75 per cent cheaper than any other maker in England.

The Yorkshire Bicycle, or the Workingman's Friend, is a marvel at the price. 48 in. and 50 in., $35.00; 52 in., $37.50. Post free and razor points.

The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster. 48 in., $40.00, rating 75 cents per in.

The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements; for excellence of manufacture it is unsurpassed, 48 in., $55.00, rating 80 cents per in. Lists post free.

Burnett & Farrar,

WE MAKE

SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a fine of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING, BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL, LAWN TENNIS AND GYMNASIUM SUITS, ETC.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON, OAK HALL,
BOSTON — — — MASS.

48-Inch Ball Bearing Standard Columbia Bicycle for Sale.

Has been ridden but little, and is bright and exactly as new. Reason for sale, owner unexpectedly going to Europe. This machine cost $87.90, but will be delivered on board or ship at Provincetown, on receipt of $80.00, and guaranteed as represented; or will send by express, C. O. D., with privilege of examining, on receipt of sum sufficient to cover charges both ways. Address, GEO. W. ROUSE, Provincetown, Ill.

COLLEBRIA, HARVARD, AND YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON INSTALMENTS ON EASY TERMS anywhere in New England.

Purchasers Taught to Ride. Call and examine, or send 3-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,
5-UNION STREET, BOSTON.

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
Look out for the Celebrated

HUMBER

Bicycles and Tricycles,

which will be ridden by the English bicyclists

in their

forthcoming visit to America.

HUMBER, MARRIOTT & COOPER,

manufacturers,

BEESTON NOTTS ——— ENGLAND.
Bicycling World

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clipplings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 40 Water Street, Boston, Massachusetts. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full names and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.

To Contributors.

Brief communications intended for publication in the next issue should be in the editor's hands by Tuesday morning, and longer articles by Monday morning.

BOSTON, 7 OCTOBER, 1881.

PROFESSIONAL AMATEURS.

As will be seen by our recent issues, several would-be amateurs have so far transgressed the rules established by the League as to make themselves professionals. It is the old story, "did not know it was loaded." Ignorance accompaniment, panic by greed has placed these young men in no enviable position. There are some who "do not care" whether they are professionals or not. To these we have nothing to say. It is with those who really desire to be amateurs, but who have done acts which make them professionals, that we refer. What shall the League do with them? Shall it re-instate them? Or shall they be compelled to stay in the strata in which they have placed themselves? While we are sorry for them, we do think that the League should stand with a steady and firm hand to guard the rule which has caused so much controversy. The precedent established by refusing to reinstate these transgressors would, no doubt, be very salutary and would do much to keep the amateur ranks clean. There are a sufficient number of amateurs who are in spirit professionals, without swelling our ranks with those who are technically professionals. Yet it is difficult not to feel sympathy for beginners at bicycling, where belonging to no club, and never having the subject of League membership broached to them, and consequently no call to understand the relative status of amateurs and professionals; and we think some consideration might safely be shown them if on applying to the board of directors of the L. A. W. and having their cases investigated, it should appear that excusable ignorance only was the occasion of their errors. Or, if it is necessary for the sake of precedent that their ignorance should be punished perhaps a probation of six months or a year might serve as a penalty and deter others from similar delinquencies. It certainly is a matter of considerable importance, and one which the L. A. W. should give prompt and decisive attention to.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

The Lake George Region. I.

By Kol. Kron.

This title is designed to cover the report of my entire August tour of 452 miles, distributed through sixteen different days and four different States; for though it began and ended in regions far remote from Lake George, the lake was my chief objective point, and the title will help fix the attention of those who were interested in "W. B. E.'s" account of a July pilgrimage thither as presented in the WORL D. of 5 August.

On the second day of the month I took my machine out of the manufactury in Hartford, where it had had an eight weeks' interval of the "violet" mist of a surgical operation implied in receiving a new backbone, and started to drive it up the valley, spite of the liquefying stickiness of the weather. Before reaching Springfield, however, in whose neighborhood I intended to take a three-weeks' "outing," a sand-gully in the sidewalk caused a sudden stop, when, rather than save my wheel by taking the risks of a header, I thought to save my bacon by resorting to what Telzah calls "a backer"; in other words, instead of pitching ahead and letting the machine fall on the top of me, I jumped back and then tumbled violently forward on top of it. As a result, the driver was sprung sideways about an inch out of the true, and the little wheel was made to interfere with it by about that interval, while the right crank was loosened on the axle, the latter mending the matter betel me before. With the aid of a convenient boy, I pulled the concern intoridable shape again and maneuvered on. The yawning rents in my breeches were concealed by the friendly approach of dusk, and by the fact that they bore no hue to contrast them with the drawers beneath.

Another argument for always touring in white!

On the 18th of August, I rode back to Hartford, starting at 5 in the morning, with a threatening northeaster wind behind me. At the end of a mile I had of course to walk up the church hill in West Springfield, but from there rode without dismount to the bridge over Agawam River, two miles, turning westward at the suspension and then southward on the left-hand road, perhaps a third of a mile on over the railway track and by a curving course along the river to the bridge. Crossing this, the left-hand road is followed eastward, and soon leads into the main street of Agawam, which runs due south until, at Porter's distillery, it makes junction with the river road leading from Springfield. This road should be taken by tourists to the north if they wish to visit that city, though the most direct and easiest road up the valley is the one down on which I came. The distillery was six and a half miles from the main time, almost two hours. Four miles and more beyond, on top of a hill, is a white school-house, where one turns into a lane leading eastward and down to the river bank at the head of the canal. This was exactly seven miles from the start, and was reached at 7 o'clock. With the wind helping me, I rode along the embankment without stop to the bridge, two and a quarter miles, and then two miles more to the end at Windsor Locks, here I stopped a half-hour for breakfast. At 8.30 I reached the railroad crossing, and knowing the next two miles of highway to be poor, I was tempted to try the hard gravel between the tracks; riding along it for a half-mile, I was forced to walk the remaining mile and a half to Hayden Station, at which point the highway, or the sidewalk thereof, becomes good again. Sooner or later, this bare country was well-nigh deserted, and the morning grew into unmistakable rain, and the red clay roads of that region, by no means bad in dry weather, grew unridable. So I kept the sidewalks pretty continuously during the whole day, though I had quarters spent between Hayden's and the Wood Sewing Machine Company's works in Hartford, ten miles,—ending my journey at 10.45 o'clock, twenty-eight miles from the start. The worst part of it all was the final stretch of muddy and watery macadam in the city limits. Essaying the sidewalk flags as preferable, I got a "backer" on a slippery cobble-stone crossing, which once more made my wheels interfere. I pulled them apart, however, sufficiently to prevent my rainy ride being finished afoot. DECENCY DEMANDED AN IMMEDIATE CHANGE OF COSTUME, AND THE ADVANTAGES OF WHITE FLANNEL WERE ONCE AGAIN THE ORDER OF THE DAY. HAD MY TROUSERS BEEN OF A COLOR THAT GAVE LESS PROMINENCE TO THE DECORATIVE EFFECTS OF MUD, MIST, AND SWEAT, I MIGHT HAVE BEEN TEMPTED TO KEEP THEM ON.

When my map had been "trued up" and otherwise put in proper trim for the fall campaign, the rain had stopped.
and the sun was shining. So I had a pleasant return run on the sidewalks as far as Hayden's Station, though I was an hour or so later on the way home than as on the unpleasant forenoon when I was hurrying to get through. Threats of rain again appeared here; and as two miles of bad road were just ahead of me, and as I could at best only hope to reach them by nightfall, I decided to take train to Springfield, whence I rode home four miles through the rain and darkness, ending thus at 8 p.m., a day's tour of forty-two miles. I may add that on the occasion of my ride from Hartford, a fortuitous before, I hired a man at the end of the canal to row me across the river to Thompsonville, whence I passed through Enfield and Longmeadow to Springfield. I took this east-side route on my first tour to Hartford in 1879, but all my other rides have been on the west side, and I am sure the west-side route is the best. Indeed, in making the tour of the valley from Hartford to Bellows Falls, the tourist has nothing to gain in crossing the river. Judging from the sad story which "M. D. B." tells in WORLD of 2 September, about the nine miles of sand between Jenksville and Palmer, I did not make such a bad mistake after all, in the case of my June ride from Boston to Springfield (described in the issue of 26 August), in taking a roundabout course through Ware and Thedford to Jenksville, instead of the direct one through Warren and Palmer to the same point; for though I had several hills to walk, I encountered no long stretches of sand. At Indian Orchard, which is a mile west of Jenksville, a tourist on the way to Hartford might, instead of taking the uninteresting through perfectly rideable path across the plains to Springfield (seven miles to the corner of State and Main streets), go through the Falls, Chicopee, Putney, and West Springfield. The distance to the church hill in the latter place is a little more than nine miles, and the last five of it, from Chicopee Falls may be made without a dismount in either direction. Between the Orchard and the Falls are several stretches of sand which must be walked through, but most of the road is rideable, and some parts of it along the river are shaded in a very attractive manner. In Chicopee Falls one may ride several miles without stop on the concrete sidewalks, and a good walk of dirt or concrete extends continuously on the west or north of the road to the town hall in Chicopee, where one first takes to the street and then to the brick walk on the right of it in going down towards the bridge, over to West Springfield. In reaching the bridge through the little town, the route from Indian Orchard to Agawam, as preferable to the usual one which includes the city of Springfield, I need only add, as a final attraction, that he has the faculty of going in front of the house where I was born, "so many years ago." The place is rendered otherwise remarkable by the presence of "the largest and handsomest maple tree in the State of Massachusetts." No extra charge for sitting in its shade, and the only drawback is that the bookstores. Beware of the dog.

At seven o'clock on Monday morning, 22 August, having dispatched my valise to the Fort William Henry Hotel, on Lake George, I started due north from this big town at two miles an hour, with only two dismounts. A hill between the two, that caused these stops, was ridden up by me for the first time. Reaching the station at Smith's Ferry, two miles on, five minutes in advance of the train, at 8:30, I disembarked therefrom at 9:10, and wheeled eastward for fifteen minutes to the river road at Hatfield Corner, a mile and a half; then northward two miles in the same length of time, to the sand rut under the maple trees. The third stop was caused by a hill at the foot of Mount Sugarloaf, a mile and a half. A mile beyond I made my fourth stop, at a store in South Deerfield, to compare distances with record of 7 June (WORLD, 26 August), when I came from Hatfield by the more direct and more sandy road. I found the distance on the present occasion a mile and a half more, and the time five minutes more. Nevertheless I urge all riders to try the river route, on which only one dismount is needed in the five miles between the station at North Hatfield and the hill at Sugarloaf. From this hill one may easily ride without dismount, mostly on sidewalks, for eight miles, through South Deerfield and Deerfield, to the water-trough on the hillside; and if a rod or two of troublesome sand can here be got through, the ride may be continued another half-mile to the Cheapside bridge, whose tracks none but a reckless person would venture to trust his tires to. Just a half-mile beyond this is the railroad track. The steepness of the slope after crossing the track may be ridden up by taking the sidewalk on the left, and the route due north continues good to the cross roads, two and one half miles. For a similar distance the roads are sandy and generally unreadable till a little cemetery on a little hill is reached. Thence one may go without top, over a hard track of constantly increasing smoothness, for another two and one half miles, to the New England Hotel, in Bernardston (mistakenly called "Bay State Hotel," in report of June visit). Reaching there at one o'clock, I started on 2:30, and arrived at Brattleboro at 5:10. A wheelman there told me that hardly any riding had been indulged in locally since the little run that was taken to West Brattleboro,' in my honor, a dozen years ago. At this Hotel in Putney, about ten miles beyond, and fifty-two and one half from the start, was reached at 7:12 P.M. Bright sunshine and a bracing breeze from the northwest prevailed throughout the day, and none of the conditions of pleasant riding were absent. They told me at Putney that the roads to the north were unfit for the bicycle; but as no train left in that direction until 11 A.M., I thought I would at all events push as far as Bellows Falls, forty-two miles, before resorting to the cars. Of three possible routes, the "river road" was said to be sandy and the "hill road" rough; so I was recommended to take the 'middle road,' and I did so by no means less than I afforded many beautiful views and much good riding. There would have been more of this except for the "road repairs." Leaving the hotel at eight o'clock, I went up hill for a mile, walking most of the way, though the road was rideable in the other direction; and I reached Westminster, eight and one half miles, in two hours. Thence to Bellows Falls the road was sandier and less rideable, and I was an hour and a half in getting over it, though I hurried as I drew near the end. Had the train been on time I should have just managed to catch it, but its lateness allowed me a view of a very pleasant dinner. Starting at noon, I had a two-hours' ride "over the mountains" to Rutland, passing through a thunder shower on the way. There I was told that a smooth and level twenty-two mile, and a short hill, having done six and one half miles in fifty minutes. I rested here for perhaps a quarter hour, and made my second dismount at four o'clock, and four and one quarter miles on, before a soda-water fountain in Castleton. Here a local rider joined me and encouraged me to roll up a big hill (called my "middle") by taking a second and a quarter mile. Thus far the material of the roadbed seemed to be a sort of slaty gravel or fine sand that packed closely together; but beyond Fairhaven the material began to be a peculiarly hard, black, flint-like clay. In places recently repaired, the indications made by wheels or hoofs would glint in the sun, as if they had been freshly chipped from solid stone. Just after a rain this material would be unrideable to the bicycle; My habit of spending a longest spell of dry weather, it is said to be worn to perfect smoothness. I took it at a time about midway between these extremes, — it was all smooth enough to be rideable, but it was not fair enough for fast riding, besides there had been rain within a few weeks. I rode up and down several considerable hills on this rather rough clay, however, and reached the Open House at Whitehall, twenty-five miles, and after a ten o'clock, having made a day's run of thirty-nine miles. This ride from Rutland I cannot too highly praise. It
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To the White Mountains.

Wednesday morning, 7 September, I mounted my 52-inch wheel and rolled out in the country. I had often ridden the same road before, but I was now determined to see something; in fact, I was bound for the world-renowned White Mountains, situated nearly a hundred miles away, and through the most hilly part of the State. The morning was quite cool, but as I rode along, I began to feel the sweat trickle down my back. Several dismounts had to be made, on account of hills. My first adventure was in meeting an old farmer driving a pair of mild-eyed oxen, who, at sight of me rushing towards them, became terribly frightened, and made a break for freedom; but a stone wall suddenly springing up, they stopped. The driver in the cart appeared scarcely less frightened, jumping out and falling over a heap of stones and breaking his good. I could hardly keep from laughing at the sight, but nevertheless did my best to reassure both man and beast, and rode on.

Wakefield was reached in two hours and fifteen minutes. Stopping to get a drink of water and a moment's rest, I again mounted and drove my wheels over hills and through valleys, finding it more hilly as I advanced. The roads now became strange to me, as I had never ridden beyond Wakefield; but I pushed on, and such hills! At one place I was obliged to push my machine up the side of a mountain, while the other side I dared not ride down. At last I came to a farm-house on one side, and on the other was an old woman, minus a leg and several fingers, I stopped to chat with him, and he gave me some apples about as large as walnuts, and a very stiff glass of cider. After a while I again mounted, and had gone but a few miles when I took a violent header while riding in a foot-path, making it hard work. I placed one hand on the seat, throwing me several yards ahead, on other nice soft stones. As I struck, I very naturally thought of the bicycle, and throwing myself over, I threw up both hands, and succeeded in catching the backbone with one hand, while the other went up through the spokes; but it saved me from being killed. In the fall I broke the "ball bearings" to the balance-wheel of my watch; also the crystal. It was then ten o'clock. I could not seem to guide my machine after my spill, so looking to it for inspiration, I dined at the Carroll House, Osbpie, which I reached at noon. Looking at the cyclometer I found I had made just twenty-six miles for the forenoon. An excellent dinner was disposed of for fifty cents. It being very warm, I stopped here until 3 p.m. Mounting again, I found splendid roads and little stone, and in some places very fast riding, but all at once I struck sand, and had the pleasure of doing some tall walking; and then long hills began to confront me, and I made but six miles. Upon reaching Tamworth, I found an excellent stopping-place, and after taking a bath, sat down as good a supper as one could wish for. I thought I never should satisfy myself, and others thought so too, probably. I had rolled up forty-two miles for the day, which I thought enough. After tea I went on the piazza, took off my shoes, and found a blister on my heel about the size of a potato; but lighting a cigarette, I crawled into a hammock and gave myself up to the enjoyment of the evening. The day had been very warm indeed, but the evening was delightful to a tired bicyclist. Two pretty girls assisted in making the evening enjoyable, which, with music and lively conversation, passed quickly away.

Next morning I arose with much refreshed and after eating a hearty breakfast, prepared to make the rounds; but I see my steel steed they all came out to see me mount, which I did at 8.50, after bidding the girls farewell. The morning was delightfully cool, and as I rolled along, viewing the ever-changing scenery, I wished for some other wheelman to enjoy it with me. Mount Chocorua, which I had seen several miles back, now loomed up grandly, while at its base splashed the waters of the lake. A stiff breeze now sprung up, making it hard work. I passed through several small towns, attracting considerable attention, and reached North Conway at 11.30; rode around the place a few times, and was well pleased with its fine, smooth streets. I liked this place better than any I had visited. All the hotels were full of boarders; while here and there on the road, and on the sides of the mountains, I saw a little camp-fire of the tourists. The scenery at this place is magnificent; and after seeing what I could, I again struck out and passed several small hotels and boarding-houses. At several of these places they were playing lawn tennis, the white suits of the players making a striking contrast with the deep green of grass. I dined at the Pequawket House this day, and was well satisfied with the fare; fifty cents seemed to be the ruling price for a dinner, at all places on the road. Mounting again, I rode slowly along, the more fully to enjoy the country, and became more interested as I went on, until I reached the little hamlet of Bartlett, the last village before striking the "Notch," I concluded to remain all night. My distance for this day was thirty-five miles, thus making seventy-seven miles for the two days. Stopping at the only hotel in the place, I found it well supplied with everything for which I might care. The charges were very light, being only $1.25 for supper, lodging, and breakfast. Next morning was not so clear as I had wished. It was raining on the mountains, and I put on overcoat and muff. The clouds broke away about noon; the sun came out hot, but a strong breeze coming down from the mountains cooled me off. I did no riding to speak of, during the whole distance; at some places I could ride fifty yards or so, but it was not worth the trouble of mounting, and I did not care to ride, as I could obtain a better view while walking. No houses were to be seen for miles; all was woods, dark and dismal. At one place I was obliged to wheel across the railroad bridge, with nothing but a three-inch board for a track. It required considerable nerve to attempt it. I had wheeled the little half way across, when I decided I would look around. Nothing but woods and mountains in any direction I would gaze, while many feet below rushed the Saco River. After crossing the bridge the woods became less dense. I at last reached the place of Dr. Bemis, and then the old Willey house, made famous by the Willey slide. Here lies the lowest part of the valley; on either side high mountains lift their summits to the very clouds, while down their sides deep gullies are worn by the continual rush of water. While walking along I heard a train of cars, and, on looking around, I beheld, far up the mountain side, the train of the Portland and Ogdensburg Railroad working its way laboriously up the grade. I now began to ascend in earnest; at one place there is a rise of four hundred feet in two miles, and I found it very hard work. I was obliged to get behind the machine and push with both hands. I at last worked myself up through the Notch, when the Crawford House met my view. It was with feelings of relief that I once more gained level ground. I mounted and rolled up to the hotel in as good style as my tired legs would permit. I here learned I had been five hours on the way. Fahy's lay four miles beyond; to reach it I would be obliged to push through sand five inches deep, and on going, arriving one hour later, making the entire distance of ninety-seven miles by bicycle, I feel never able to do it over the same route. Arriving at the hotel, "washing up," and getting shaved, I was then ready to sit down to a good supper, to which I did full justice; I had eaten my dinner, but had breakfasted with blackberries while coming up the Notch. That evening, it being cloudy and smoky, nothing could be seen, so all one could do was to sit on the piazza and enjoy a smoke. My heel, which had
Run from Bremen.

Bremen, 16 September, 1881.

Editor bicycling world:—The first club run of the Bremen Bicycle Club was held on the 28th of August; the route selected being the Chaussée to Rotenburg and return. Five members responded, and mustered with their trusty steeds at 7.15 A. M. on the Osterrich, from which place the start was sounded. The weather proving propitious, and the road in good condition, the spirits of the whe-celmen naturally ran high; thus the distance to Ottersberg, our first halt, was accomplished inside of an hour. One member scord the tumble of the day, while essaying to ride from the footpath on to the road; his airy revolution in the air, as well as the creditable performance of his cycle standing on its head, were loudly applauded. A buckled wheel, resembling the figure 8 and easily sprung into place, was the only result. A simple breakfast was partaken of in Ottersberg, when, mounting the saddle, we sped down the road to Rotenburg, where we arrived at 11.30 (twenty-seven miles), three hours twenty-five minutes from Bremen. Ordering dinner at the principal hotel on the side of the road, we hound the way back to our homes.

STREATOR B. C. —The Streator Bicycle Club of Streator, III., has the following organization: President, Fred. W. Lukins; secretary, F. S. Allen; treasurer, Will H. Boyl; captain, Bert Lukins. The members of the club are George E. Roe, Harry Lukins, Frank Whiting, and John W. Foronet.

PHILADELPHIA B. C. —Editor bicycling world:—Enclosed herewith please find a copy of the circular issued to all Philadelphia (and vicinity) riders by the Philadelphia and Germanstown Bicycle Clubs, and also sent to the park committee. I also enclose the new "whistle code," adopted by the Philadelphia Club, omitting, of course, the "club code," which is for members only. We think its simplicity recommends it. This club has forty-three members, and it is steadily increasing its membership and facilities. The club-room is now an indispensable acquisition, and before long it may be found necessary to move the quarters nearer to the park limits. At a recent meeting of the club, a resolution of thanks was sent to the park committee for their late action in regard to Fairmount Park, and at the same time a suggestion made that the death of President Garfield, and the room committee had the room appropriately draped both inside and outside. At last meeting the initiation fees were increased, and copies of the amended by-laws and List of Members furnished each member. In the thirty or forty miles of park riding I have done since the 17th inst., I have seen but one horse show any uneasiness, and that was the one referred to by "Kempton" in his communication of 20 September to the World. I think I can safely say that I have passed and met from three hundred to four hundred horses during these rides. The horse-frightening bugle has become a great "arrows" in the minds of drivers, and they seem really surprised to see their animals take the "toy" so indifferently!! A certain bicycle rider of this city was lately run into by a buggy in the park "the motion was clearly in the right, and so acknowledged by the "guard," and the matter is being investigated quietly. Unless amicably settled, you will doubtless hear more of it.

"WOODSIDE."
now proposed to inaugurate a series of weekly handicap races for suitable medals, open to 50 members of the club. Messrs. Stall, Deen and Dalton propose to handicap the rest, so that all may have a fair chance of securing the coveted prizes. We understand that Mr. Louis Harrison has gone into active training, and some of the other members look upon him as the coming man. Mr. Morris feels the eyes of the bicycling world are upon him, and is said to be also actively though quietly striving for a record. Billy Bernhardt, it is reported, has secured the services of John Shillington Prince as coach, and is living on gos; while your humble servant finds relief in Murdock's Liquid Food for infants.

CARVER.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each to incorporated clubs when the entire entire club membership joins. Fees must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to A. M. W. to and directed to Messrs. Winders, 233 N. 16th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fees, as above and other communications, should be addressed to A. M. W. at 54 Wall street, New York City. Names of applicants should be written very plainly with first names in full, given full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of application.

Applications should not be published in the Bicycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made. Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary (confidentially) if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting deserving bicyclers to join.

Circumstances, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The list of applicants are given in full in the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 50c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they will not be published in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badges.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as a Constitution.

KINGMAN N. PUTNAM.

Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.


NASHUA WHEEL CLUB.—Edward M.,

Gilman, 8 Prospect street; John F. Bix- by, 35 Concord street, —of Nashua, N.H.


RACES.

Coming Events.

8 October. Philadelphia. Fall games of Young America Cricket Club of Germantown, held at Stanton. Three-mile bicycle race and 35-mile foot race. All prizes.

10 October. Washington, D. C., National Fair Association bicycle parade and races: Quarter-mile dashes, winner medals; three-quarter mile, the best two in three, one mile, first, gold medal; second, silver medal; 24 miles, champion-ship of the United States, gold medal; club drills, silver tape; four-mile dash, first, gold medal; second, silver medal; half-mile for boys, forty-inch wheel limited, first, bicycle lamp; second, bicycle bell. No entries fees are required. No applications accompanied by machines will be admitted for that day free to the public. No applications will be accepted before 10 a.m. on the day of the race. No entries will be in extra condition, and will be given up entirely to wheelmen on bicycle day, and no horse racing will be attempted in the bicycle races. As is frequently the case, much to the disgust and detriment of riders and wheels. Fuller particulars will be gladly given on application to H. J. Carpenter, case National Fair Association, Washington, D. C. Correspondence is invited.

WAVERLY PARK, N. J., 21 SEPTEMBER.

—Bicycle tournament, under the auspices of the New Jersey State Agricultural Society. The path was made expressly for these races, a sixth of a mile in circuit, nearly circular in shape, sloping gradually up from inside to outside, twenty feet wide, and tolerably level, not more than three feet difference between highest and lowest points. It was made of the natural soil covered with red clay, and had been well rolled. The temperature of the weather left it somewhat soft and dusty. A light sprinkling of fine ashes, well watered and rolled, would make it a fine path for bicicling. It is the intention of the society to make bicycle races a permanent feature of their meetings, and the track will, no doubt, be put in perfect order for next year. The weather was warm and pleasant, and of the ten thousand people in the enclosure, as many saw the bicycling as could find place to stand in a treble line entirely around the ring. Ample seating room will be provided next year, thereby adding much to the comfort of spectators. The entries were by no means as numerous as had been expected, owing entirely to the failure of the management to have the meeting formally approved by the National Association of Amateur Athletes. In the absence of this approval, nine debarred members of the N. A. A. A., as well as those non-members who wish to compete at the championship or other associate meetings. —Half-mile, best 2 in 3 heats, distance past at 50 yards. First heat: W. M. Woodside, Manchester Bicycle Club, 1, by 4 feet; 2, F. Collins, Manchester Bicycle Club, 2, by 8 feet; full. Fullerton, Manchester Bicycle Club, 3; A. G. Powell, Germantown (Pa.) Bicycle Club, 4, just saving his distance; F. DuMont, New Brunswick (N. J.) Bicycle Club, distanced. Second heat: Fullerton, tm. 42s.; Powell, 2, by half his wheel; Woodside, 3, by about the same distance; Gideon did not start. Just before the heat, Woodside, Gideon, and Powell had ridden a two-mile race. Final heat: Woodside, tm. 43s.; Powell, 2, by 30 yards; Fullerton, 3, by three lengths. Fullerton was quite well, suffering nausea from his exertion in second heat, and would not have started but that failure to do so would have forfeited him second prize won by his victory in second heat. —One-mile championship, 35 miles, winner's cup, open only to residents of the State, best 2 in 3 heats. First heat: L. H. Johnson, Essex Bicycle Club, 3m. 31s.; E. R. Bellman, Essex Bicycle Club, 3m. 37s.; merely a friendly ride by the two club mates. Bellman waived a second heat, and Johnson won by default. —Two-mile: G. D. Gideon, 7m. 28s.; A. G. Powell, o; W. M. Woodside did not finish, stopping twenty feet short of the line; L. H. Johnson stopped on ninth lap. This result caused great surprise, as Johnson was thought a sure winner. He had, however, just finished his one-mile race, and did not seem to be in good condition, looking pale and worn. Woodside led in the mile, in 3m. 39s., but when challenged by Gideon could not respond. —One-mile handicap, 100 yards limit: G. D. Gideon, 15 yards, tm. 23s.; W. M. Woodside, scratch, by 60 yards, 2; A. G. Powell, 5 yards, 3; F. DuMont, 80 yards, 4. Gideon seemed to stand the successive races better than his competitors. During the afternoon, E. Burt, Smithville, N. J., won his fourth consecu- tion on the American Star bicycle, which has the small wheel in front, and a complicated mechanism instead of the usual crank and pedals. After the races about thirty wheelmen joined in an informal parade.

NEW YORK ATHLETIC CLUB, 24 SEPTEMBER. —Two-mile bicycle race: C. A. Reed, N. Y. A. C., tm. 68s.; J. A. Lafon, N. A. C., 7m. 12s.; G. H. Taylor, N. Y. A. C., 3; W. H. Austin, W. A. A., stopping on eighth lap. Lafon led at the mile, made in 3m. 27 3-5s., but could not keep up the pace, which was, however, ridiculously slow for a championship race, and elicited much languid com- ment from the English guests, who never before saw so slow a race. Reed is only eighteen years old, 5 feet 10 inches high, weighs 135 pounds. Last year L. H. Johnson, N. A. C., won in tm. 56 4-5s. and Taylor was third, eighty-five yards behind the winner. The best Ameri- can amateur record is 6m. 27s., by W.
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ST. LOUIS, MO., 24 September.—The one-mile race for the championship of Missouri was opened on Saturday, 24 September, resulting as follows: G. G. Bain, 54-inch, 1st, in 3:20; Fred. A. Beackers, 5-inch, 2d, in 3:22; Arthur Young, 46-inch, 3d, in 3:23; and Geo. C. Ochoa, 5-inch, 3d. The wind was blowing a gale or better time would have been made by Mr. Stockwell of the Missouri Gymnasium, and Mr. Binckley, an Eastern bicyclist, acted as timekeepers. Richard Garvey, president of the club, officiating as starter. 15 October, a five-mile race will be run at the same place (Fair Grounds); and if the weather is favorable, good time is looked for.

MARLBORO', MASS., 27 September.—Editor Bicycling World:—The fourth club race for the mile championship of the Marlboro' Bicycle Club, held at Riverside Park, 27 September, proved to be quite interesting, as the contestants were very evenly matched, each having won the club medal once. The start was made at 5:30 p. m., and was closely contested by Geo. E. Frye, provost marshal, in 3:26, followed by Arthur Curtis and John Sawin, in 3:27 and 3:28, respectively. I consider these club races very beneficial to the club, as they bring the members together in a social way, and also, at each race the time has been gradually improved.

MARLBORO', 1 October, 1881.

MARSHALL, Mich., 28 September.—When the wheelmen came upon the grounds, their neat uniforms and nickel-plated machines attracted considerable attention. It proved a feature of the track programs, and their performances gave excellent satisfaction. The judges informed them of their positions, which were as follows: Cramton 1st, Gorham 2d, Howard 3d, Adams 4th. The riders were dressed in blue suits, and made a very pretty platoon as they came up for the word. Cramton took the lead from the start, and worked hard to keep it. The "wheelers" came home in the following positions: L. H. Cramton 1st, C. Adams 2d, M. E. Howard 3d, C. E. Gorham 4th. Time, 1:52. In the second heat, Cramton went off with a determination to win, and forged ahead, going into the upper turn. He kept the position for the half-mile and came in in pretty good shape. Coming down the home stretch Adams dropped his shoe and lost his second position. As they went under the wire Cramton had the lead, Howard 2d, Adams 3d, Gorham 4th. Time, 1:52. The wheelmen started in the third heat with Cramton, winner of the first prize, out. Adams was an easy winner in 1:51; Howard 2d, Gorham 3d.

INDIANAPOLIS, IND., 29 September.—The bicycle contest at the State Fair, 29 September, half-mile heats, was engaged in by Frank Hatch of South Bend, W. M. Tucker and Austill of Terre Haute, and A. R. Hopkins of this city. The race was thought to belong to either the Fort Wayne or Terre Haute contestant; but Mr. Hopkins, comparatively new and a rider of the fiery and esteemed steel, won the race by an excellent effort. In the first heat, Smith was thrown from the machine in an endeavor to avoid colliding with a carriage being driven across the track. Hopkins took the heat in 2:02; Hatch was second, Swain third, and Tucker fourth. In the second trial Smith took the lead and kept it to the home stretch, when Hopkins again came to the front by a pretty burst of speed, winning in 2:01, taking both heat and race. Second money was given to Hatch and third to Smith. Hopkins rode an excellent race, keeping his power well in hand, and saving his strength till he could use it to advantage.

DAYTON, OHIO, 29 September.—The success of the bicycle tournament was far beyond the expectations of those who arranged for the races. There was a good attendance, the weather was favorable, and the races produced great enthusiasm among the participants as well as the spectators. The grand stand was fairly filled, and a large number of ladies and gentlemen occupied carriages about the grounds. The procession attracted a large crowd while forming, and excited a good deal of favorable comment on its route by the tasty costumes of the riders, and their graceful riding. The juvenile club particularly—that is composed of members from ten to fifteen years old—attracted special attention. The wheelmen were led by Captain Mott, of the Dayton Bicycle Club, and the women by the Fourth Regiment Band. On arriving at the fair grounds, preliminaries were arranged by appointing as judges, Mr. Mike Nippen, Mr. John Dickson, and Mr. Al. Pease. The racing events of the Dayton Bicycle Club was prepared at the Phillips House, by the Dayton Club. The prizes were awarded and short speeches were made all around, the party breaking up on the best of terms.

WILLIAM ENGLE ATHLETIC CLUB NEW YORK, 1 October.—Two-mile bicycle race: A. R. Peck, N. Y. B. C. (one minute start), first; W. Hutusin, W. A. C. (thirty seconds), second; E. F. Fisk, W. A. C. (thirty seconds), third; won easily; time, 12m. 13s.

CORRESPONDENCE

Halifax.

Editor Bicycling World:—Allow me to mention a few of the names of our wheelmen during the past month, which may be of interest to other riders, particularly those who reside in this vicinity. On the 30th ult. three members of the Halifax
Bicycle Club, including myself, left Halifax for Hubbard's Cove, a distance of thirty-two miles. The start was made at 7 A.M., the eight-mile house was reached in forty minutes, with but one dismount, the road being very good; after stopping about ten minutes, started for the hot, sandy, well and favorably known by all tourists as the Lakeside. This part of the road was very hilly and condition, very sandy over half the way, though good time was made for the condition of the road; the distance, five miles, we rode in forty minutes. After getting through with refreshments, catered by mine host Wilson, we felt in good trim for the remaining nineteen miles, which we rode in three hours, the road in places being very sandy, and some parts quite hilly. I might mention that during the run down our headers numbered but one. We remained at Hubbard's Cove (commonly called the "Garden of Eden," being so beautiful) until 2 P.M. the next day, when we started, with nineteen miles to travel. It was warm, but well, we did not mind it much, but pushed on, reaching the Lakeside in three hours. Feeling as though we deserved a brace-up, we ordered a cocktail, which drink I recommend to all riders of the steel horse; but I leave them to judge what kind, though I might add, we are all strictly temperate (?). We left the Lakeside after an hour's rest, with a good strong tail wind, and ten miles before us on which we determined to make good time, it being late; the distance was thirteen miles, which we rode in one hour and ten minutes, without the least fatigue. I might mention that on the road from the Lakeside to Halifax we passed the stage coach and several carriages: this being the first time a bicycle was ridden on that road, it created great interest among the inhabitants, and numerous questions were asked. On the 12th inst. this ride was again taken, but returning same day, making the sixty-four miles in eight hours and ten minutes inside of twenty-four hours. This is a distance and a road which was thought impossible to be traversed with a bicycle; but these rides have given a great stimulus to the sport, and by next season I hope to see our number of riders doubled. Another ride, taken by a Windsor bicyclist, the particulars of which I have not yet got, was from Windsor to Truro via Maitland and several other routes, accomplishing a distance of about 200 miles on his machine in five days; this proves the bicycle to be a practical roadster, and soon to take the place of horses. The particulars of this ride I shall furnish you as soon as I receive them.

LEAGUE OF AMERICAN WHEELMEN.

As yet this association has not developed largely in our province, but as a director has been appointed, and so I trust that we may hope to be represented fairly in the League next year. I had a visit from Mr. H. G. Godard, the consul for St. John, N. B., on Monday last. He is the right man in the right place, for he seems to be a live wheeler, and full of the sport. The only thing I regret is, that his stay was so short,—remaining with us only two days.

TRICYCLING.

We have as yet only one tricycle here, and that has changed hands three times the present month. It is not very popular, and I think will never grow in favor on our billy roads. Some are under the impression that tricycling is much safer than bicycling; but as we have not had for some time to record an accident in bicycling, I can now put one credit (?) of tricycling, the rider having dislocated his elbow while practising on the 13th inst.

BICYCLES.

As an ardent lover of the sport, I am watching closely the improvements made in this machine, and with Col. Pope's new experience I think we are justified in looking forward to far better things for the "Columbias." I think with hollow forks, a lower head, and a greater number of spokes, the Columbia would be the machine for us, surpassing for our road any English make.

BLUENOSE.

Abington, Mass.

Editor Bicycling World:—The Sunday Herald, of 2 October, in its report of the Weymouth Agricultural Society's fair, states that W. E. Trufant, A. McDonald, A. F. Haverhand, and myself, members of the Abington Bicycle Club, competed in a one-mile bicycle race for a purse of $10. The report of the fair, so far as the bicycle race is concerned, is an egregious misstatement of the facts. Messrs. McDonald and Haverhand are members of the Abington Bicycle Club, neither are they members of the League. We did not compete for a purse or prize of $10, but for an "Excelsior" cycloometer and an "Acme" bicycle stand; and had we been the brilliant and able exhibitors of the fair for the Herald taken the trouble to perform an ablation of his auricular orifices, Mr. Trufant and myself would have been saved the unpleasantness of this explanation. True, the advertised prizes were $10 for the mile race, and $20 for the best appearing club; but in consequence of our request that the prizes be medals, or something other than money, it was announced from the judges' stand prior to the race that the contest would be for a cycloometer and "Acme" stand. Mr. Trufant and myself are newly elected members of the League, and prize too highly its benefits, and the good fellowship of its members to wantonly discard them for a paltry prize of $10. Mr. Frederick Reed, of South Weymouth, is the gentleman who had charge of the bicycle races, and I suggest, caused the prize to be changed. He will bear me out in the above statements.

ALFRED R. PRATT.

Abington, Mass., 3 October, 1881.

Milwaukee Miscellany.

The weather has been so unsettled of late that wheling has been indulged in by only the more adventurous spirits, who invariably prefer to dass through the drifts through mud and water, and by men who find the bicycle a popular, as well as practical means of locomotion,—especially bank messengers and reporters. Our Fair did not take place, owing to a severe thunder storm, which opened the ball at a late hour in the morning, and continued until sundown. Early in the morning the people from the surrounding country began to pour in; old horned-fisted grangers with their wives, country maidens accompanied by numerous beaux, down to infants in arms, seated in conveyances of all descriptions, from the more aristocratic phaeton and platform-spring wagon to the primitive milkman and springless farm wagon, all heading towards the fairgrounds. On all sides, scattered throughout the country, large posters and handbills with such enlivening words as "Thrilling and Daring Evolutions on Bicycles by the Great American Wheelmen, with Prize Drill and Races for the Milwaukee Bicycle Club," in green, gold, crimson, and black letters. At nine o'clock Messrs. Rogers, Pierce, and Birkhauser appeared on the track for a preliminary whirl, and were greeted with cheers and applause from the delighted audience. The races had to be postponed indefinitely, as the track was rendered very heavy by a drenching rain. In the afternoon Manager Craig treated the "cyclers to an elegant banquet, and later furnished a carriage and express wagon to transport "man and beast" to the fair grounds. Where the aforementioned "man and beast" were placed on exhibition. In the evening Mr. Craig, at auction, came in for the rescue, and presented the attending wheelmen with seats and admissions to the elegant opera-house. On returning to the hotel they found all the rooms occupied; so Messrs. Jones, Rogers, Pierce, and Birkhauser cycled to the races, and then pranced around the room in the most primitive coverings, or, as they would say, "wooping" her up. In fact, they brought the house down, at their door, with their hideous shrieks. Oscar T, then opened the door, and at an opportune moment, closed it. On returning to the city, the boys expressed themselves as being highly de-
CURRENTE CALAMO

"OVER THE WHEEL," advertised in our columns, is worth sending ten cents for.

We shall publish reports of the Springfield, Brockton, and Attleboro meets next week, together with the L. A. W. race meeting.

A British bicyclist, named Clonamondel, once rode a tricycle most coquettishly; and told him to scold.

We have interesting communications from Francis Crain, from "526," St. Louis, from C. H., of Scranton, Pa., from Poughkeepsie, N. Y., from "Fatty," of South Boston, and others, which we shall soon publish.

The Wheel entered on its second volume last week, and the initial number, in addition to an excellent array of bicycling matter in its regular pages, embraces a two-page supplement. We wish you continued success, comrade!

Two little carbonics, W. A. du Pont, Maine, Met a Boston Club man, and both of 'em were thin.

There are frequent complaints made that the managers of race meetings award prizes of less than the advertised value. Our legal editor gives it as his opinion that the managers are liable, as he expresses it, "to an action in the case for deceit." The Bicycle Union are looking up the subject. This is a step in the right direction, and we hope some good may come of it.

At the Cotton Exposition to be held in Atlanta, Ga., during the present month, there is to be a grand bicycle tournament, and the wheelmen of the South Atlantic States are preparing to participate in the parade and races. There will be exhibited by the修理, at the fair, and Mr. H. B. Brackett has gone to look after the interests of the Pipe Manufacturing Company in the display. Mr. C. R. Drew, of Boston, who has been wheeling through the Middle States, is moving in that direction, and will doubtless be present at the opening.

The bicycle tournament at the National Fair Association in Washington next Monday, is a matter of great interest to all who have been interested in the bicycle movement. We have been assured of their appearance, and will doubtless be present at the opening.

The Boston Herald bicycle reporter had a corner on bicycling clergymen last Sunday, recording the Rev. Herman S. Titus, of Newton, as the chief clergyman of the bicycle movement in that city, and the Rev. S. H. Day, of Scituate, at present touring among the White Mountains.

A committee has been formed for the purpose of raising a suitable memorial to the late Mr. James Starley, in recogni-
tion of the great skill and genius displayed by him in connection with the bicycle and tricycle of to-day, and which conduced so greatly to bring it up to its present state of excellence. — Cyclist.

"OVER THE WHEEL."

A neat little book, finely illustrated, and containing excellent hints to riders.

Price — — — — — 10 cents.

P. T. BARTLETT.
105 Summer Street - - Boston. (Room 27.)

PHOTOGRAPHS
OF THE
WHEELMEN AT NEWPORT IN 1880.

We have a few copies left. Prices, sent postpaid to any address according to size and style, $2.50, $3.00, $5.00. Address,

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 Water St., BOSTON, MASS.

DIRECTORY
OF BICYCLE MAKERS, DEALERS, AGENTS, RIDING LEAGUES, ETC.

Addresses listed in this department, $12 per year.

CALIFORNIA.

SAN FRANCISCO. Osborne & Alexander, 628 Market Street.

CONNECTICUT.

HARTFORD. Bills & Spencer Co. Weed Sewing Machine Co.

NEW HAVEN. American Bicycle Co., 79 Orange Street.

ILLINOIS.

CHICAGO. Jno. M. Fairfield, Cor. State and Van Buren Streets.

MASSACHUSETTS.

BOSTON. Cunningham & Co., 6 and 8 Berkeley Street.

C. R. Percival, 20 Worcester Street.


MONTANA.

HELENA. W. E. Norris.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.


NASHUA. Bicycle and Tricycle Agency. Gilman Brothers.

NEW YORK.

NEW YORK. Wm. M. Wright, 791 Fifth Avenue; Schuyler & Duane, 189 Broadway.

OHIO.

LIMA. Gale Sherman.

 PENNSYLVANIA.

PHILADELPHIA. H. B. Hart & Co., 813 Arch Street.

PITTSBURG. Columbia Bicycle Agency. Cor. Fifth Avenue and Smithfield Street.

RHODE ISLAND.

PROVIDENCE. Chas. F. Handy, 336 Westminster Street.

BICYCLISTS' SUNDRIES.

*The "TAKE-ME-TOO," for carrying a coat, etc., does not interfere with mounted or coasting: universally used.

Bike. Send size of waist: .......................................................... 50

Wright's Anti-Rust ................................................................. 25

Wright's Illuminating Oil ....................................................... 25

Acme Stands ........................................................... 1.75

Hub Lamps, nickel-plated, small sizes, ................................ 2.25

*"Kite” of the Road*................................................................. 2.25

*Loggings, send size of calf .................................................. 2.50

Brogues, brass .......................................................... 2.25

Saddle Bags, similar to "Hardy Tool Bag" ......................... 1.00

Rubber Handlebar grips, to improve motion of bicycle ........ 4.00

Horn Whistles ...................................................... 60

Shoes, canvas with corrugated rubber soles ........ 2.25

*Gong Bells* ........................................................................ 1.75

*Nickel-plated Oil Cans ......................................................... 2.25

*Wrenches, Blue Monkey* ................................................... 4.00

*The Wright Standard Holder, for Club colors, torches, etc.* 1.50

Articles marked thus * can be sent by mail.

Remittances may be made by P. O. Order or Station H, or check.

SECOND-HAND BICYCLES A SPECIALTY.

$2 Send three-cent Stamp for Circular; and length of leg, inside measure, to ball of foot under shoe.

W. M. WRIGHT, 791 5TH AVE., N. Y.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,

SALEM, MASS.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.

THOS. WM. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, etc.

Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors,


29 Pemberton Sq. - - - BOSTON, MASS.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co.

2 Cumberland St., 10 Milk St.,

MANCHESTER, ENGLAND: BOSTON, Mass.

Importers of various kinds of

ENGLISH BICYCLES

AND TRICYCLES.

Sole Agents for the United States for

SINGER & CO., COVENTRY.

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP YOUR BICYCLE FROM RUST

Is to wipe it over every day. The next best is to use non-corrodent. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance.

Price, 75 cents for "Bicycle Special." Express prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00.

For further information, Address

A. H. BROWN & SONS, WORCESTER, MASS.

GUARD & CO., Boston Agents.
$75.00

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

WE have in stock less than one hundred and fifty of our well-known Cone Bearing

"STANDARD COLUMBIA"

Bicycles, in 46 and 48-inch, half bright and painted, which we offer at the reduced price of $75.00 until they are sold. We have a few 50-inch, full nickel, which we will sell at $95.00. The bearings of these machines are so well made and hardened as to be remarkably easy-running. The thousands which are in use have earned a good reputation. When kept clean and well lubricated they frequently out-spin and out-coast any other bearings; and they are easily adjustable. This offer affords an opportunity to purchase good, serviceable, new Bicycles at a bargain while the stock lasts. Only these three sizes and two styles, and but a limited number are so offered.

For catalogues and particulars of other sizes and styles of Bicycles and Tricycles and their supplies, address with three-cent stamp enclosed,


CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers' Importer of
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 WORCESTER STREET, BOSTON.

Sails for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of Bicycles, and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of

COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENG.

N. B. — I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers' list prices.

The "Indispensable"

BICYCLIST'S HAND-BOOK for 1881
IS NOW READY! 350 pages, 130 Illustrations.

THE INDISPENSABLE

Gives full particulars of all the latest Novelties in Bicycle construction.
Gives minute constructional details of every Machine in the market.
Contains the only complete Directory of Manufacturers.
Has been thoroughly revised up to date, with Copious Addenda of Latest Introductions.
Is the only reliable book published on the Bicycle, and Should be read by every Rider.
Should be read by every one who intends purchasing a new Machine.
IS INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY ONE.


E. C. HODGES & CO.,
40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ

THE CYCLIST,
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best got-up bicycling newspaper in Europe.

Everybody of importance or of interest to bicyclists fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycling paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by HENRY STURMY, Author of "The Bicycling Weekly.

And C. W. XIX., Author of "The Bicycle Annual.

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

Price, One Penny.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 5s. 6d.

From ILIFFE & SON, the Cyclist Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and the Cyclist only 25-39, from

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 Water St., Boston, Mass.

GOY, The Athletic Outfitter,

21 Leadenhall Street, LONDON,
22 Leadenhall Street, LONDON,
54 Lime Street, LONDON,

Can supply any make of English Bicycle or Tricycle at a liberal discount for cash from manufacturers' price lists.

CLUB UNIFORMS,

And every requisite for Camping Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Football, Swimming, Rowing, Walking, Cycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Llau, Boating, Canoeing, Racketing, Sailing, Boating, Boxing and all Athletic Sports.

GIFTS CALENDAR OF SPORTS AND PRICE LISTS

FORWARDED FREE.

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 Water St., Boston, Mass.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, for sale, for fifty cents.]

FOR SALE.

56-IN. EXTRAORDINARY CHALLENGE.

Ball bearings to both wheels. All plated except rims. Cradle seat, handy tool bag, wrenches, extra spokes, peddles, caps, lubricators, etc. Reason for selling machine: too large—must ride smaller machine. Address A. F. F. Box 75, Dedham, Mass.

FOR SALE.—A 48-inch full-nickelated "Harvard" roadster, with complete attachments. Almost new. Price (quoted free), $10.00. For further particulars, address D. Box 600, Nashua, N. H.

HARVARD 48-INCH. Latest pattern in performance. Made in two colors at same price. Must be sold. No reasonable offer refused.

L. H. JOHNSON,
Orange, N. J.

FOR SALE, Cheap, a lot of second-hand Bicycles, as good as new. It will pay you to send room to GUMP BROS., Dayton, Ohio, for list. State size you want.

WE MAKE SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALITY.

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING, BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL, LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM SUITS, ETC.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,
OAK HALL,
BOSTON—MASS.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF THE WHEELMEN AT NEWPORT IN 1880.

We have a few copies left. Prices sent, postpaid, to any address according to size and style, $1.00, $2.00, $3.00. Address, E. C. Hodges & Co., 40 Water St., BOSTON, MASS.

WE MAKE SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALITY.

We make sporting goods for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

I. Harvards, the best and cheapest bicycles are now being manufactured in Leeds, England, well known to be the "great centre" for producing steel and iron, and where mechanical skill is fully per cent cheaper than any other town in the Kingdom, is fully, 75 per cent cheaper than any other miller in England. The Yorkshire Bicycle, the Workingman's Friend, is a 48 in. and 50 in., $3.00; 52 in., $3.50, up to 50 in.

The Tourist Bicycle possesses all essential improvements, and is a thorough roadster. 48 in., $4.00, rising 75 per cent.

The Standard Bicycle embodies the latest improvements, and is unsurpassed. 48 in., $9.50, rising $1.55 per in.

Lists post free. Order Wanted.


COLUMBIA, HARVARD, AND YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON INSTALMENTS
ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.

Purchasers taught to ride, call and examine, or send 3 cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.
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**CURRENTE CALAMO**

**FRYE cooked the New Yorkers' fish past week.**

"When shall we three meet again?"

To-morrow afternoon, at Beacon Park.

BICYCLING LOUISVILLIANS are so effeminate and fond of taffy that they baste their salted beef.

**BOSTON** is elated at bringing away three of the League medals, and out of them the championship.

**QUERY.**—If Winter had not discon- tented us, would it have been such a glorious summer for *Smith*?

**LAFO's "Yale Invincible"** is one of those "trifles light as air," and the heavy weights proved too much for it.

We thought it couldn't be a bicycle that Sister Johnson rides, and now the *Herald* gracefully retract, and allows her another wheel.

**CHORUS by Woodside, Johnson, and Lafo.**

*Frye is a lesson you should heed;*

*If at first you don't succeed, frye, frye, frye, again.*

**The L. A. W. has done a wise thing in erecting so genial and well-informed a gentleman and experienced bicyclist as its director for England.**

**A NUMBER of the Crescentaurs and Massachusetts men were at Beacon Park Saturday afternoon, the latter trying men for their three-pley team against the Boston to-morrow.**

At the Barnet Meet, held 24 September, there were forty-five clubs repre- sented, comprising three hundred and twenty-five men, besides fifty-one unat- tended, making a total of thirteen bicyclists, making a total of three hundred and eighty-nine wheelmen.

The League races and business meet- ings, reports, and accounts of other current matters occupy so much of our space this week, notwithstanding we give four additional pages, that many interesting communications and papers, already in hand, are necessarily laid over for future publication.

**HALF A DOZEN** Chelsea bicyclists rode to Marblehead last Sunday, taking dinner at the American House, and speak in high terms of J. W. Kimball, the proprietor, and Geo. F. Young, the clerk, as gentlemen and cordial entertainers, and heartily recommend all wheelmen pass- ing that way to call and get an excellent meal at a reasonable price.

The New York wheelmen did not make a very strong bid last Thursday for the honor of having the annual Meet in that city, some time in the near future. Hardly a county fair bicycle parade and race has occurred anywhere in the country, east or west, this season, that has not turned out more wheels and developed more enthusiasm than were shown at the League Race Meeting.

**WHEELMEN in Boston and vicinity should endeavor to be present at the great ten-mile return race between Massachusetts and the Boston bicycle clubs, to-morrow (Saturday) afternoon, at Beacon Park. Both clubs are very much in earnest, and the Bostons are deter- mined to win back the honors, while the Massachusetts men are just as positive that they shall retain them.**

**BICYCLERS intending wheeling from Boston, easterly to Lynn, Saugus, Na- hant, Swampscott, Salem, Marblehead, etc, are advised to take the ferry to Chel- sea and start by way of Everett avenue. They will thus cut off several miles of disagreeable roadway over pavements and horse-car tracks; besides, they will find the ferry officials, from the excellent Superintendent Rollins to the deck hands, genial and accommodating gentle- men, with no prejudice against the wheel.**

**PERSONAL**

**LEWIS T. FRYE, the League champion, is located in business at 30 High street, Boston.**

Mr. LEMUEL HITCHCOCK, of the Marl- boror Bicycle Club gave the club a supper, at his father's residence, Monday evening, it was an occasion of unmixed enjoyment.

Consul Fred. T. Sholes, of the Cleveland Bicycle Club was in Boston during the week, and confirms the good account of bicycling in that city which *Relicycb* records.

**John Shillington Prince can't find a professional in this country who dares race him in the half mile or upwards. If he keeps his offer open until keen and Cooper arrive, perhaps one of them will accommodate him.**

Mr. A. E. Swartout, of Auburn, N.V., is not only an enthusiastic wheelman, but a rousing business man. He is a manu- facturing clothier, the Auburn agent for the sale of bicycles, and editor and proprietor of a thriving paper with a circulation of 15,000. In a recent number, we noticed several articles relat- ing to the bicycle.

**NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.**

**[We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.]**

**WOODSTOCK, Ont., October 7, 1881.**

**Editor Bicycling World:**—Will somebody that knows kindly inform me through your paper if frosty or damp weather has any effect on loosening the tires on bicycles, and oblige?

**BOSTON, October 8, 1881.**

**Editor Bicycling World:**—What is the relation of *I* to *A Bicycle*? Nash, who asks, "What is the object of a confidant?" I would say simply,"**

**METERO.**

**MARBLEHEAD, Mass., October 8, 1881.**

**Editor Bicycling World:**—Will you please state that Mr. C. T. Heath, the winner of the Hope price for composition, is a resident of Washington, and an active member and president of the Capital Bicycle Club?

L. W. SKELEY,
Secretary Capital Bl. C.

**Editor Bicycling World:**—By pulling on the crack of my breech and keeping the rim of the wheel station- ary, the hub and spokes move slightly. I have examined several other machines, but have found none that move like mine. The *American Bicycle*, in a chapter on "Manufactures," says: "The yield or elasticity of the suspension wheel under the pedals, as well as under the forks, is one of its chief advantages; and a perfectly rigid wheel in a bicycle is so much retrograde towards the 'bicyclemaker.'" From this paragraph I should think my wheel was all right; but as I have not noticed the same effect in other bicycles, the natural conclusion is that something is wrong. Will not some bicycle kindly enlighten me on this point?

**L. R. H.**

**MARBLEHEAD, Mass., October 10, 1881.**

**Will "2048 L. A. W." send us his full address?**

**FRENCH NOTES.**—Baron de Graffen- reid is dead. He was well known among French wheelmen, and was highly es- teemed. He was among the first to use the bicycle on long journeys. In 1878 he made a long tour through parts of France, Italy, and Switzerland. On this journey, according to the "American Bicyclist," he accomplished nearly 2,500 miles in forty days.... **A summer correspondent of Le Sport Velocipedique observed a watch and clock maker who goes about the country on a tricycle. This man has one leg shorter than the other, and is, moreover, a hunchback.... As might have been expected, the three races of Miss Von Blumen have excited some interest, from their novelty, in France. *La Revue des Sports* gives a very good account of her race with the trotting horse "Dan," describing the race at Chaillot, Y., and also between Patton and Beebe, the whole being a very nice translation from the Bicycling World, 2 September.
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THE LEAGUE RACE MEETING.

The League Race Meeting has been held, and we publish this week a full report of that, and of the quarterly business session of the Board of Directors. We cannot be enthusiastic over the remembrance of this important and long-anticipated gathering of "fast men"; neither as regards the races, the attendance of wheelmen, nor the local interest manifested. This should have been, next to the Annual Meet and parade, the most important bicycling event of the year. It should have been anticipated with enthusiasm by New Yorkers themselves, as an opportunity to justify the strong stand they made last year for the honor of holding the first annual meeting in that city, no less than as an occasion to test the metal of wheels and the mettle of riders. It should have been announced loudly, and pushed boldly upon the attention of their community; the daily press should have heralded, and the whole sporting fraternity of New York should have anticipated it, as one of the most interesting events of the day. It could and it should have been made to attract as much attention and interest in the sporting world as a boat race between Courtney and Han-
Montreal Athletic Association, 1 October, the following is the result of the three-mile bicycle race: P. C. Holden, M. Blatchford, J. Wetzel, A. C. Bic, 2.; C. J. Sidley, M. Blatchford, J. Wetzel, W. H. Barcay, M. Blatchford, C. J. Sidley led for a mile, but tired, and gradually dropped back. Lane rode a gallant race, especially near the finish, but could not take the winner. Last year L. H. Johnson, Manhattan A. C., won in 1 hr. 12s.

WILLIAMSBURG, N. Y., 1 October.—At the annual fall meeting of the Williamsburg Athletic Club, 1 October, the three-mile bicycle race resulted as follows: A. B. Rich, New York Bic. C., 60 seconds first, in 12m. 13½s.; W. H. Austin, Will. A. C., 30, second, by a lap and a half; E. F. Finke, Will. A. C., 30, third; Will R. Pitman, N. Y. City, scratch, fourth; J. M. Austin, Brooklyn, 15, fifth. This was a very interesting race throughout.

SPRINGFIELD, MASS., 4 October.—About 6,000 people were present to see the bicycle parade and races given in connection with the G. A. R. field day at Springfield. There were not as many wheelmen present as was anticipated; the threatening aspect of the weather, no doubt, largely contributed to deter attendance. A rather cold wind also marred the pleasure of the occasion somewhat, as well as prevented very fast time; although, considering these circumstances, it was not bad. J. C. Thompson of New Haven, George A. Murray of Worcester, and E. C. Dumbleton of Springfield officiated as judges. There was no encirclement around the track near the grand stand, and the crowd was so dense that in its eagerness to see, it frequently surged in the way of the riders, and caused much inconvenience. In the mile heats in the Charles E. Whipple of this city, Capt. Paul Blatchford of the Amherst Club, and Clark Lawrence of the Hartford Club, entered. A short way down the track, several persons got in the way, and running into one, Whipple was thrown violently to the ground, striking on his head and receiving severe bruises there on his limbs. He was up immediately, and jumping on his wheel started again. Though he had lost more than an eighth of a mile by the accident, he made up a large part of the distance by plucky work on the back stretch. Blatchford and Lawrence had a close contest, alternately forging ahead, and Blatchford finally won the heat by several lengths in 3:35. In the second heat, Whipple appeared with bandaged head, and was received with hearty applause. The three chug together well all round, Whipple and Blatchford giving Lawrence a hard push at times; but the latter easily took the lead on the home stretch, and came in several rods ahead in 3:41, with Blatchford second and Lawrence third. Lawrence won the third heat in 3:52. Blatchford led on the home stretch; but when within a few rods of the wire, Lawrence pushed ahead by a powerful effort. Whipple gave the others a hard contest, but on the home stretch the crowd again surged in on them. In this respect he was much better off. As in the other heats, the riders came up the back stretch against a strong wind, which was a serious hindrance to them. In the half-mile dash these entered: Harry S. Miller of West Springfield, Louis Hitchcock of Hartford, Charles S. Mills of the Amherst Club, and S. J. Billings of the Springfield Club. At the start Miller fouled Mills, the latter going over. The others kept well together until near the finish, when Miller, who had never raced before, came down the stretch in fine form, and won by two or three lengths in 1:47½; but on Mills's appeal, Miller was ruled out, and the result declared Hitchcock first, Mills second, and Billings third. In the slow race, for 100 yards, Whipple, Billings, and Lawrence entered; but the first two fell at the start of the race, and the last turned down to the wire in 3:06. He was closely pressed by the crowd, who were with difficulty restrained from feeling of the wheel to see what it was made of. After the first heat had been wheeled, the officers sent a squad of men to clear the way with the bayonet, and an open space was maintained at intervals thereafter, although the crowd would break through at times. Some of the wheelmen gave an exhibition of riding after the races, although they were skilled riders, the sight was an interesting one.

ELKTON, MD., 5 October.—Bicycle races took place at Elkton to-day (agricultural fair) only Baltimore riders taking part. Six started in the half-mile, best two in three heats, and won by H. H. Duker, first time, 1:40; J. H. Fisher, second time, 1:58. Prizes $50 gold medal and $15 silver medal. The mile race was won by J. H. Fisher, first, 5:50; S. T. Clark, second, 5:38. $30 gold medal and $14 silver medal. Slow race was won by H. H. Duker, and consolation race by F. Cole, all of Baltimore. On the whole things turned out only against the wind, a gale of wind. I was requested to write you about the races.

WILLIMANTIC, CONN., 5 October.—The one-mile bicycle race, advertised for 5 October, was postponed on account of the cold and wind, but the half-mile race was run by the following contestants: Ernest P. Chesbro, Samuel Chesbro, and Horace A. Adams, of this place, and E. P. Butler and Bradford W. Potter, of South Windham. In the first heat a good start was made, the Messrs Chesbro taking the lead and holding it, Samuel Chesbro first, Ernest P. Chesbro second, by a foot. Time, 2:18. In the second heat Mr. Adams forged ahead, followed close by Mr. Potter, and won the second heat in 2:15, Mr. Potter second, four feet. The third heat was a repetition of the second, Mr. Adams taking the lead from the start and holding it to the finish, though closely pressed by Mr. Potter, who crossed the line but a foot or so behind him. Time, 2:15. The time made is quite creditable to new riders, considering the track and the weather. There had been riding only a few months, but bids fair to prove a fast and expert wheelman. The prizes were a solid-silver medal, won by H. A. Adams, and a miniature bicycle, won by B. W. Potter. Occasional.

BROCKTON, MASS., 5 October.—The Brockton Meet was eminently a success in all respects, except in the races, these being marred by the excessively high wind which amounted to almost a gale, and prevented fast time being made by the contestants. Early in the forenoon the visiting wheelmen, either by clubs or singly, began to arrive, and were promptly welcomed by delegations from the Brocktons, and escorted to their headquarters in Sawtucket block; and by 12:30 P. M., as they passed into the hall, where a large meeting was held, the entry was received, under the auspices of the home club, one hundred and fifty-two were counted. This number was considerably augmented during the afternoon, and it would be safe to say that there were at the fair grounds very nearly two hundred wheelmen, although many of them were ununiformed and without their wheels. Probably one hundred and forty wheels paraded in line, and these made a pretty sight as they circled the track, singly, in twos, and by fours, at the sound of bugle. The parade ended, the races were next in order, but the non-appearance of many of the entries and several of those announced as judges necessitated some delay beyond the hour set for the beginning. However, the first race, two miles, best two in three for medals valued at $60, $45, and $25, was finally called, and J. Wattles of Canton, Charles F., Carpenter of the Columbia Club, Attleboro, W. W. Stall of the Boston Club, and Leo F. Robiti of Boston Highlands, faced the track, out of thirty-one entries. A good start was made, Stall taking the lead, followed by Wattles, Carpenter, and Robiti, until the second lap, when Carpenter passed Wattles, and pushed hard after Stall; but the latter easily kept his lead to the finish of the heat, winning in 8:23, with Carpenter second in 8:35, Wattles third in 8:45, and Robiti distanced. In the home stretch of each lap Stall coasted down the track, legs over, gaining thereby in speed by running free in the last few yards, and winning by a very narrow margin at the same time. The second heat was more interesting, the wind being a trifle less fierce, and all three competitors working more steadily, although making less time, than in the first heat. Stall again leading easily in 8:37, Carpenter following in 9:01, and Wattles marking 9:41. The contestants in the mile race were A. F. Rivard, of the Waltham Bicycle Club; George E. Frye, of Marlboro; A. D. Claffin, of the Massachusetts Club; F. A. Hyde, of Boston; Byron F. Blackington, of the Columbus; F. Crouch, of the
Stougham Club; E. G. Morse, of the Crescent Club, of Boston; and Fred W. Whitcomb, of the Weymouth Club. A good start was made, with Frye at the front and increasing his lead to the end, although well pushed by Blackinton, Clarck and Jenkins, the last two wearing the watches at 4:00, 4:05, 4:10, and 4:15, respectively. In the second heat Claffin withdrew, but the other three faced the music and got off in good shape, Frye first, Rivard second, and Blackinton last until the first half of the second lap, when the Attleboros' man passed Claffin; and in this order they all kept the remainder of the heat, and just close enough together to make the race exciting, and the probabilities doubtful. The race was so earnest that much better time was made by each than in the first heat, the scores being 3:47, 3:53, and 3:30. E. E. Blackinton of North Attleboro, A. F. Curtis and John Rivard of the farthorpe, George W. Field of the Brockton Club, Charles W. Clark of Waltham, and E. G. Morse of the Crescent Club, started in the half-mile race; but immediately after, Curtis and Rivard fell out of the race, thus leaving but four contestants, Saywin soon leading the rest, but all keeping pretty close together, and coming home in the following order and times: Saywin, 1:59; Morse, 2:01; Blackinton, 2:03. In the second heat Saywin was again the leader at the close, his time being 1:59, while Morse and Blackinton crossed the line abreast, with Field almost lapping their wheels, in 2:03; but just as Blackinton crossed the scratch line he foolishly let go his handles, when, his wheel turning, he took a violent header, the fall breaking his left wrist.

This ended the races, which were very interesting, notwithstanding the wind and the consequent slow time recorded; and the only serious damper to the general satisfaction was the unfortunate accident to Blackinton, of Attleboro, whose arm was injured ascertaining whether he was broken in two places. Although both he and Morse crossed the line abreast, the judges awarded him a quarter of a second less time, and the second prize, Morse being awarded third. The Brockton medals were especially valuable and elegant in design, and pronounced by many superior to any that have been given in this vicinity. The officers of the day, the chief marshal, Johnson of the Brockton; aids, G. C. Holmes of Brockton, Northup of Attleboro, Putnam of Beverly, Bristol of Charleston, S. C., and Morse of Boston; judges, Louis Harrison of Boston, and E. F. Tolman and Waldo Lincoln of Worcester.

The League Races, New York, 6 October, 1881. The race track of the Manhattan Polo Grounds, where the L. A. W. races were held last week Thursday, was in very good condition; but it is one of those irregular-distance courses which have to be considered in the event of entering intervals in order to designate miles. For instance, it required fourteen and one half laps to measure five miles, and in a stated distance race did the scratch and the finish coincide. However, the course was previously arranged for the various races, and no question or dispute was raised at any point, and the results were all begun and completed amicably. Early in the afternoon, most of those intending to compete had come upon the grounds, and a few other wheelmen without wheels or uniforms were encountered about the grand stand, or the dressing rooms, examining the racing wheels and their riders, and speculating on the chances. Still there was no enthusiasm, no excitement, no apparent interest felt by any one. It was really the lowest occasion of any sort of sporting contest we remember ever to have attended. The anxiety of the contestants would naturally make them quiet and reserved; but one would have supposed that the importance to wheelmen of the anticipated events, that among the non-combatants and friends of the various riders, would be not only signs of deep interest, but of frequent, excited, and enthusiastic discussion. Even when the gates were opened, and the small number of spectators began to stir in, it seemed more like the arrival of visitors at a funeral procession, than the grand stand was taken with as grave decorum as those at a country church on Sunday morning. Shortly before the time announced for the races to be called, the procession of bicyclists who had wheeled from the club headquarters arrived, and paraded once or twice around the track. There were but about thirty of them, representing different clubs; and although they individually made fine appearances, their mere numbers were disappointing, so far as those who have witnessed the large gatherings of wheels at nearly all the New England race meetings the present season. The field officers were,—Referee, Mr. J. H. Dean of the Boston Bicycle Club; judges, Edward W. Pope, Massachusetts Club; F. S. Pratt, of the Worcester Club; C. A. Hazlett, Rockingham Club, of Portsmouth, N. H.; Fred. Brunner, Manhattan Club; S. A. Marsden, New Haven Club; and W. F. Gulben, of Brooklyn Club, clerk of the course, S. T. Clark, of the Baltimore Club; starter, C. K. Munroe of the New York Club. The first race was the two-mile scratch for the amateur championship of America, open to all amateurs. The entries for this were L. H. Johnson, Essex Club, William M. Woodside, Manhattan Club, Joseph Laton, Manhattan Club, William Smith, Bristol (Eng.) Club, and A. H. Llewellyn Winter, Hyperion Club of England. Mr. Laton withdrew his name, and Mr. Winter, in attempting to ride his bicycle, left the grounds that day, having been thrown from his machine, disabling that and bruising himself, which prevented his participating in either this or the next race, for which also he was entered. It was a great disappointment to Mr. Winter, who earnestly desired to compete in these events. The other gentlemen entered for the track, however, and at the word made a good start, with Woodside leading, Smith second, and Johnson third; but before the completion of the first mile Woodside fell to the rear, and for the rest of the race made no effort, but allowed the space before him to lengthen, leaving Smith and Johnson to struggle untrammelled. This made an exciting race between these two, the latter pushing hard, but Smith, who appeared nervous throughout, but never once broke his pace, which was at times just a trifle erratic. He came in winner in 6:35, followed closely by Johnson in 6:36, Woodside being distant. This gentleman's subsequent performances lead us to infer that he might have made the others work still harder for their medals. The one-mile handicap found only C. K. Munroe, of the New York Club, and Fred. Jenkins, of the Manhattans, on the track, Mr. Winter, the only other entry, having withdrawn. The latter gentleman was to have started from scratch, but he fell twenty-eight yards, and Mr. Jenkins one hundred and fifty yards. This race was more amusing than exciting, both gentlemen smiling all around the track, and Jenkins easily keeping his lead to the finish, which he won the medal in 3:31. The next race was for five-miles, scratch, open to League members only; and from the number and names of the entries bade fair to be the most interesting in the series. The entries entered were Lewis T. Frye of the Marlboro Club, John J. S. Dean of the Boston Club, Laton, G. E. Alden of the Massachusetts Club, and Woodside; but Messrs. Frye, Johnson, and Laton withdrew. The others took their positions, however, and got off well, Dean leading and Alden second; and in this order the trio completed nine or ten circuits with about four or five yards' interval between each. At the finish, this time the race was both exciting and uncertain. Suddenly, however, and to the surprise of everybody, Woodside shot ahead and took first place, and despite several gallant spurts by Dean, he eventually increased his lead so much as to make victory certain, and enable him to ease up for a slight rest while facing the wind on the north track. When Dean saw the first prize was out of his reach, he made no further effort, and Alden took it easy also, merely continuing around the track to complete the race for third medal. Woodside's time was 19:35, and Dean's 19:32. Alden's not taken. For the three-quarter-mile ride-and-run race there were four entries: Munroe, Kingman N. Putnam of the New York Club; Jenkins, and C. A. Knight of the Essex Club, of New Haven; N. H. Both Munroe and Jenkins appeared on the track, however, and these started in good shape; but Jenkins got the lead and kept it to the end, although Munroe was close at his heels. The mounting and dismounting at each half-lap was capital done by
both wheelmen, and the race was a very interesting one. Jenkins' time was 3.52, with Monroe less than a length behind. In the interval between this and the race for the championship of the town, Capt. Howard of the Mercury Club gave an interesting exhibition of fancy evolutions on the wheel, which were much enjoyed. For the one-mile League championship were entered Woodside, Lafon, Johnson, and Putnam, and when the race was called, all were on the track. A good start was effected, Frye shooting splendidly to the front, followed by Johnson, Woodside, and Lafon, in that order, and all so close that the interest was intense by the time they were half round the lap. Frye, however, not only held his lead, but it was evident that he was gaining; while as they neared the grand stand the second time, Woodside was observed to sport for second place, and a fine struggle for some moments was made between him and Johnson. He proved too much for the latter, however, and dragged slowly ahead, and by the middle of the last lap was a clear length in front of his particular competitor. Meanwhile Frye was still gaining on both, and reached the finish in splendid form, amid the hearty cheers and congratulation of the spectators, in the excellent time of 3.132. Woodside came in second, in 3.183, with Johnson scarce a length behind, and Lafon distanced. This proved the most exciting race of the series, and the most satisfactory in its progress, of any in the series. The final race was with tricycles, twice around the course, the contestants being G. H. Fowler of New Haven and Kingman N. Putnam of New York. This race was not as exciting as the two-wheelers, but was not without interest, the men keeping closely together, with Putnam in front until the home stretch, while Fowler spurred in, and came in within 3.540, with the other landing him. It is but justice to state that Mr. Putnam never mounted a tricycle before, he having taken the place of Mr. Johnson (who was engaged against Fowler) at short notice in order to make the race, and he certainly made a creditable showing. The sizes and styles of bicycles ridden were as follows: Lafon, 584; "Yale"; Dean, 57; "Yale," Jenkins, 58; "Rudge," in the mile handicap, and 50, "Harvard," in the ride-and-run race; Alden, 56; "Special Premiers"; Frye, 58, "Light Harvard Roadster"; Johnson, 57, "Humber"; Woodside, 56; "Humber"; Smith, 57; "Rapid Racer."
satisfactory dinner, and all were struck with the absent-minded way in which Shorty passed his plate for a fourth supply of provender. He said he was "hungry," and he appeared to be. We stayed at the hotel about an hour and a half, and then remounted our machines for home. We were all in our respective homes by five o'clock, and the run was voted "an immense success." We are all sure soon will be "American Stars" ever made. ...I might add in conclusion, that the "Dutch cocktail" (beer and soda) has been adopted as the club drink on all runs.

"Nameless" Runners.

Editor Bicycling World: — Were you aware of the existence of an infant club in Boston? There is one, but as yet it is without a name. It was formed 14 September, and consists of nine members. Great things are expected of it, and the delay in naming the baby is in order to select a good and appropriate cognomen. "Billy Bernhardt" is a member; and if you (or anything near you) by the party, who called him "Joe Carmel," he will have a good chance at an interview with our "Fighting Man." (Oh yes! We've got one, and we warn you in season.) Sunday, 18 September, was apair by a few of the members for a quiet little run out to Needham and return. At the corner of Fourth and Dorchester streets, at 9.45 that day, were gathered "Cap." Shorty and "Charlie." These were shortly joined by "Fatty," and the four wheelied to Upham's Corner, where they found the Mashers awaiting them. We rode by Oakland Garden, and through Mattapan and Hyde Park to Dedham. On the way through Mattapan, Cap, who was leading, I am sorry to say on the sidewalk, caught his pedal in the stone wall, and immediately got off his machine to pick up an apple on the other side of the road. And it was of the Masher, who, after being close behind, tried to ride over Cap's machine, which had been carefully laid on the walk; and failing, he went over the walk to help Cap find his apple. The scene as they went over the walk was laughable in the extreme, and would have been a fit subject for Mr. Reed, of Scribner's, to preserve on paper. No damage being done, we proceeded to Dedham, stopping long enough to engage dinner for a "DUY Frozen." We then rode on to Needham over a most execrable road, and but for the exception of a few (?) words with three pretty (?) damsels, who were out riding in a buggy, the ride to Needham was without incident, and dry withal. You know how dry bicyclers will get sometimes. Don't you, Mr. Editor? (Were you ever in Worcesters?) We proved to be no exception to the rule; and under the guidance of the Masher, we filed up to an antiquated mansion (don't ask me where it is), and had some hard cider. The old gentleman who gave it to us said it was a "wonderful lubricator," and it was. Returning to Dedham, we discussed a very

Telzhay Says:

Editor Bicycling World: — In reply to "Relcylib"'s question in the WORLD of 30 September, as to how "Telzhay" likes the short-handled bar on the "American Star," I would answer that I do not like the ten and a half handle bar at all, and consider its shortness a decided drawback in several respects, especially on account of the unnatural position of the hands and arms. As now constructed, there is nothing, in case the rider loses control of the handle, to prevent them from revolving around. I have not tried long handles, and much prefer that "Relcylib" make the first trial. Let him eat a hearty bicyclist's dinner, then mount the "Star" with long handle bars, and allow the steering wheel and connecting handle bar to turn around, and perhaps the punch he may receive from the handle will convince him that the inventor had sufficient reasons for the short handle bars.

Allow me to make several weak statements, and to answer several questions I have lately received. That inquiries about the marine bicycle should be addressed to Major David Urrch, Ports- mouth, N. H. That, his boats being fitted with air-tight cabins, they have been run outside in rough weather. That none have as yet been placed on the market. That inexperienced bicyclers will find that the easiest way to lift a machine over city curbstones or steps is to take the handle with the left hand, and with the right take hold of a spoke of the large wheel near the step, and by turning the wheel the bicycle will mount the obstruction without the usual jar to the wheel. That a paper washer will often prevent a nut from slipping or unturning, especially the one on the steering head of several patterns of bicycles. That a tourist should always carry a few screw eyes and pieces of ropes with which to fasten his wheel in the baggage car; it pleases the baggage master, and he is satisfied with a smaller fee. That Mr. W. W. Mitchell, in the respective States, before another season, interview the railroad officers, and have, if any, a fixed charge for transporting bicycles. At present, the charge often depends upon the temper and personal wants of the train men. The chief baggage master at Eastern Depot, in
Boston, declares the rate to be one cent per mile. A number of the baggage masters on the trains say a quarter is sufficient; and yet the same week, after paying these various charges, a baggage master tried to beat me out of fifty cents for the heavy ride. He held out his hand, and said it was a good while for the extra quarter, but he did not get it, and had to acknowledge that his charge was excessive. At the Boston and Albany Depot, a part of the Boston Club were charged fifty cents; others twenty-five cents to Northboro. One of the party recovered the extra quarter he had paid, by claiming that he could stand the loss of the quarter, but he could not stand the loss of those who had paid less. That part of the expensive breakfast charge at the Medford House, that “Massachusetts” justly complains of, was probably for admission fee to the “picture gallery.” That the silver badges of the Bicycle Touring Club, so long delayed, have just arrived from England, and are very neat. That in case a new design is adopted by the L. A. W., the present cart-wheels can be hung over the doors of hotels. That the easiest dismount is from the left leg, when it is down; if stepped (not jumped) from, it is done without the least jar to the wheelman. That the best remedy that bicyclers can apply to barking dogs is the skillful throwing of large torpedoes which have been doctored with a dose of cayenne pepper; they don’t cry for a second application. That Director Lamson, of Portland, Me., has invented the cheapest, lightest, and most convenient bundle carrier for attachment to the handle bar that I have ever tried; that Stall must have smiled at a recent account of his close victory; that E. B. W.’s criticism of Bernard’s slings against President Pratt were manly and just; that Georgie Girard is just as smart at school, and expert at roller skating and various athletic sports, as he is when on his bicycle; that the editor has little compassion for wheelmen who won’t subscribe for current bicycling literature, and so continue to ride over sandy roads instead of taking the good ones laid out and explained for them; that the infantile Nashua Wheel Club held the best and largest meet ever held north of Massachusetts, at which the liberal and enthusiastic Gilman brothers proved themselves the best host; that the numerous wheelmen who have visited and rode with us over our excellent roads to the aquarium, the beaches, and the marine bicycles, will in future miss the hearty welcome which was always extended to them by Consul Davis, he having left the city to prepare for college; that we are off to-day for Brockton and New York, and so we will not burden you with another “That.”

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World: — I promised in my last letter to give you an account of our journey in search of glory to Terrebonne; and now, as an honorable man, and not like a despicable creature such as your correspondent “Kanuck” must be, to judge from his effusions, I hasten to make good my promise. Our captain and “Little Fred” started in the morning, as the captain wished to call at the Bicycling Post for his machines, which had been left over there on account of muddy roads. However, they found that the train did not stop at the Rock River, and he was consequently forced to walk out on the “Little Fred” whirling slowly by his side. Our “Growler” went out by the afternoon train, and he engaged a cab to drive him to the Mile End station; and as he was very busy, he did not leave the city until the very last minute. Fancy his feelings, then, when the cabby stopped about half-way out, and refused to go any farther, as he had an engagement in the city. However, by paying an exorbitant sum, he managed to secure another cab, and succeeded in catching the train, though without a second to spare.

On his way out, he looked through the rear window of his cab, and there, looming out of the cloud of dust, he saw a manified Smith, who was plugging along against a high head wind. It seems to me that we almost always have a strong head wind when we ride out that road. On boarding the train, the “Growler” and Smith were accosted by two other riders, who had got on at the Hochelaga Station. Between the four they had five machines, for which the expressman wanted to charge twenty-five cents each, as he said he could not make out a bill for anything less than twenty-five cents; but the “Growler,” with excessive cunning, suggested his making out a bill for the whole lot, and charging $1.00, which was accordingly done. On arriving at Terrebonne Station, we were met by an antiquated contrivance, hitched behind two old horses, in which we and our machines were speedily packed, and escorted to the “Course au Trot.” The bottom of the trap seemed to be made on a new principle, all full of holes, apparently for the sake of drainage; but they caused some hard work to prevent our machines from dropping through. It was a moving sight to see our captain with a face like a bottle of night-blooming seriousness, standing erect on one leg, while he upheld two machines, one in each hand. Our worthy secretary, out of the great love he has for, and from the excessive care he always takes of, our riders, strenuously denied the right of any other but himself to handle the reins; and as the driver objected, and the other secretary, reasoning with him for awhile, and finally convinced him by gently kicking him about a quarter of a mile up the road, and then back again to the wagon. As a driver, our secretary perhaps could be a fully developed ... success, but I would back him against any one I ever saw to drive harder and with fewer mishaps.

After going about two miles, we left the main road, and after passing behind a large barn, we had to go about one mile through the fields; and here our driver shone out, to the great admiration of all except the unfortunate creatures on the wagon. Lashing his lean and angular leg muscles, and with a blistered hand hanging down, he brought us on to the “Course au Trot” at a hand gallop; and as it was just between the heats of a race, he drove us past the grand stand, where our advenant was hailed with a cheer upon cheer. The only sensible thing that I could see in “Kanuck’s” last palty letter was when he predicted that Mr. Lane (“Hungry Tommy”) would show good form at this race; and the result proved that “Tommy” does not eat for nothing, as he did his mile in 3:28½ over a somewhat lumpy track. On starting for Terrebonne after the races were all over, our secretary again rescued the relics, and PCN went flying down a hill, along a very narrow path; however, we reached the bottom all safe and sound, except that “Freddy” had the board he was sitting on knocked from under him, and he was landed on the bottom of the wagon. That day, we were all seated round mine host Bernardin’s table, doing full justice to the many good things with which it was loaded. After dinner we proceeded en masse, about two hundred strong, to another hotel, where the prizes were distributed, and where the landlord of the Hotel du Boulevard sang his favorite song, commencing “Bon soir, mes amis.” By the by, the “Pelican” has since been heard singing it; but in his hands — or mouth, rather — it proves a very dismal performance. On starting back for our hotel, our captain whistled “Single file,” and marshalling the whole crowd into order, each man with his hands on the shoulders of the one preceding him, we marched through the village to the Hotel du Boulevard. On arriving there, one of Terrebonne’s prettiest daughters handed our captain a messenger; a large gentleman’s engraved card in the centre, with the inscription, “Felicitation a vous tous,” nicely written on it. On leaving for the station, we got another kind of trap that would only hold four machines, so Holden and Smith rode down to the station, over a fiendish road, in the dark, and without a lump or a spill. On reaching the city, the moon was shining brightly, and we all rode safe home, except the “Growler,” who took a “header” into the curbstone, but fell right side up with care. Our only regret during our little trip was at the absence of our bugler, whose handsome face (?) and merry talks were much missed, especially by our worthy scribe. On Saturday, 17th inst., by special invitation, we started to ride to Richelieu, twenty-three miles, but only rode into the town. We were in the city that day on account of our exhibition, we could only muster three men. We took the ferry to Longueuil, and had breakfast there. We met a rather hilarious party there who had been
up at a ball all night, and who had con-
tracted the very bad habit of mixing rum
and milk in their bedroom water jugs.
We left Longueuil about 10 A.M., and
after some five miles of most dreadful
roads, we came to somewhat better
riding. Our "Growler" was run into by
a bread cart, but suffered little dam-
age. At Richelieu, the young ladies and
the orchards proved so tempting that we
stayed over all Saturday night. On Sun-
day we had a bath in about two feet of
water. Our secretary lost his "specs"
while in bathing, and had to come out and
get his eye-glass before he could find
them. At St. Hubert, on our return
journey, we scared a full-blooded stallion
that had been left standing alone, and he
ran for about three miles: no damage.
Met a man driving a fractionless horse, and
he (the man) kindly informed us that we
were in the wrong place. Our "Growler,"
with excessive facetiousness, inquired
where we should go; whether we should
crawl along the top of the "snake"
fence, or whether we should try the
ploughed fields. On this point, however,
the man was unable to give us any reli-
able information; and on the fellow be-
coming somewhat impertinent, "Jingling
Johnny," transfixing him with his "eagle
eye," asked him "was his grandmother a
monk?" and, as the captain, with the
bearing of one who was going to give his
days and nights to Ecclesias-tes forever
more, expressed his intention to "gie
him a clout i' the cheek" the held. We
went home without any further adventures,
feeling very well satisfied with our jaunt.

K. K.

14 October, 1881.
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Chicago.

At a recent meeting of the Lincoln Park
commissioners, it was voted to allow
bicycles the privilege of the park. The
wording of the Act would lead one to in-
ferr that the commissioners had given
bicycle riders, but subsequent in-
vestigation shows that the walks only
are intended to be open. The action on
the part of the commissioners was entirely
voluntary, and we therefore take it that
their intentions were good. It is an
evidence of the passing away of prejudice,
and a voluntary recognition by eminent
authority of the merits of the bicycle.
Two years ago, we were excluded from
the privileges of this park owing to an
unfortunate accident. A boy riding a
wooden machine ran into and frightened
a horse, with serious results, and of
course the commissioners took it for
granted that this was a common practice,
to be naturally expected; and as they
did not allow locomotives to run loose in
the grounds, they would sooner do so
than allow this destructive toy (so-called),
which is useless and much less
responsible for its actions, to go abroad in
the park. The restriction was impera-
tive and relentless, and has been more
rigidly maintained than that of the other
parks,—even an attempt at a night ride
resulting in ignominious expulsion. But
those two years have developed a class
of gentlemen who ride the bicycle, and who
understand thoroughly its management.
They have demonstrated it to be a
thoroughly practical and useful road
vehicle, capable in all respects to all
devices for transportation which have
hitherto been in use for business or
pleasure on the public highway.
When the bicycle first made its ap-
pearance in Chicago, three years ago,
everything was open to it and it flew
high. But it got too "fly," and its wings
had to be cut. What restrictions have
been placed upon it have been due to the
carelessness of unskilful riders. We
have seen with chagrin the closing of one
park after another against us, and even
the privilege of the city streets has only
been retained by vigorous fighting and
watchfulness. As each park was shut
against us, the same all-sufficient cause
would be apparent,—careless and un-
skilful management of the wheel by its
rider. South Park was closed to us after
a person had taken advantage of its
smoothness to learn to ride his ma-
chine: he ran up into a horse the first
thing.
The west side held out longest, but
one day a too freshly fresh "amateur
went dashing up Wellsington street
b-ulevard, juggling everything in the way
of horsefeather and route; and then the
West Park board pulled in their latch-
string. In every case our troubles have
been caused by careless verdants, who,
though possessing the commonness of
sense in other matters, seemed to lose
their heads and judgment in bicycle rid-
ing.
But through the influence of club or-
ganization, a policy has been outlined that
has tended to reduce to the minimum the
 chances for accidents or cause for un-
favorable criticism. Club organization in
Chicago has saved to our bicyclers the priv-
ilege of riding anywhere on the public
streets; has directly promoted the
knowledge of the wheel; has banded
together a society of wheelmen who find
enjoyment in exchange of ideas on a mu-
tually interesting subject; has in num-
orous ways supplied those petty conven-
ences and adjuncts to enjoyment so
essential as a whole, but which are unfelt
singly; and now that the key to the
whole chain of Chicago parks and drivers
is apparently within our reach, it is to the
interest, and shall be the aim of our
clubs to see that no accidents happen.
As the future now looks, it is evident we
are to have this privilege of our parks and
bicycling in advance and independent of
the Central Park test case decision, and
the action of our commissioners cannot
help but influence that test case to an
early and favorable issue.
I have been riding in Chicago for the past
three weeks. The sun's rays have been worse
than angels' visits, in that they have n't been
seen at all. Mud, thicker and blacker than campaign lies, is in the
majority. In the country, where nature
is the roadmaster-in-chief, the roads have
turned upside down, for a change, and
present stretches of humid real estate,
forty cubits deep. Our Waukegan Fair
races have been completely spoiled,
and our anticipations of a grand good
time, like the six days' ride, have been
ruined by a heavy rain. Prof. Rollinson
went up there last Friday, to run against a
horse, and to prepare the way for us the
following day. But the rain shut him up, as it shut
us up, and we have to record a big failure,
—all on account of the drizzle. But one
good thing has come to light. It has dem-
strated that we have at least twelve bicy-
clers who are much interested in having
a race, and perhaps we can make use of
this "talent" this fall and winter, if we
can get a good course to run on. The
exposition building, with its smooth gal-
ley of four laps to the mile, will be just
the thing. Lack of professional ele-
ments in our midst has caused a luk-
werm feeling among our wheelmen in
regard to racing, or in fact, improving
upon the talents already possessed. But
we are to have a riding school this fall
with Prof. Rollinson's guidance.
The south side Natatorium, corner
Michigan avenue and Jackson street, has
been leased by Mr. Fairfield, and it will
at once be placed in shape. This is a
move well placed for two reasons. Con-
gestions are pending with the Chicago Bicy-
cle Club to fit up the elegant first-floor
corner rooms in same building for a
headquarters. This will be a most
happy and agreeable arrangement.
Our old South Chicago friend Alex.
Period is dead. He will be remembered
by many of our bicyclers, who have been
the recipients of his hospitality in our
many happy runs to South Chicago.
A jolly gentleman, and prince of caterers,
his place will be hard to fill....Friend
Cragin seems to have a hard time of it
so far on his trip from Chicago to Bos-
ton. Mr. Rollins's experience, in a
bicycle trip to England, was much better,
but then he rode a different kind
of machine from Mr. Cragin.

Capt. Lyon, of the Ariel Club, is
out of town recuperating from a serious
illness. I. W. Johnson is home again
from a stay in New York....Ed. T.
Ide, Elgin Bicycle Club, passed through
town on his way to Dunkirk for a visit.

....President McClure, who used to ride
a 46-inch Columbus, last year, is now on
a 24-inch D. H. F. ....Capt. Binn is
having his all-bright 23-inch D. H. F.
painted black all over,—spokes, spine,
cranks, fork and handle bar. Says he's
sick of scrubbing rust. ... Ed. F. Brown
has his Ariel in top condition, handle bar
ster nickelled, and the spokes bronzed.
At first glance, bronzed spokes look the
same as if they were rusty,—just the
same as they used to look before Ed.
which "spoke"! ...The Boston Bicycle Club, is home again from a trip
to Worcester. Thinks he likes it better
out West after all. ...A. A. Dean, of
our unattached, while visiting in Buffalo
recently, entered in a race at the fair
Amateur bicyclers everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c each for members of clubs when the entire active membership of the club, and a list of names and address, is submitted on the application, and will be returned in case of rejection.

Applications accompanied by fees, as above, and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York. Further, the application should be written very plainly with names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applications should notice names as published in the *Bicycling World*, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made.

Applications generally are requested to notify the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary confidentially if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Applications, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the *Bicycling World* of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 25c to the office of the *Bicycling World*. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they should be in book form at present, as the organization is not yet perfected.

Badges are to be obtained by any member on his forwarding his full name and address and membership number to the Treasurer, with a deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for nickel-plated badge.

**APPLICATIONS.**

*Editor of the Bicycling World.* — The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

**Kingman N. Putnam,**

**Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.**

**Missouri B. Club.** — Additional: Louis Leeder, 920 Washington street; Louis Klein, Belleville, Ill.; Samuel Anderson, Belleville, Ill.; Henry Tallcott, Waterloo, Ill.; Mack Evans, 407 Chestnut street, St. Louis.

**Toronto B. Club.** — Additional: W. E. Carswell, Dominion Bank, Toronto; H. J. Jopling, Toronto; Edward Macklin, Toronto; W. S. Reed, 33 Temperance street, Toronto.

**Cleveland B. Club.** — Additional: F. P. Root, Cleveland, O.


**Corrections.** — Henry Chauncey, in World of 30 September, should be Henry Chuancey, Jr.; John H. Bowen should be John H. Bowers.

**L. A. W. Quarterly Meeting.**

The quarterly business meeting of the officers of the League of American Wheelmen was held at the Metropolitan Hotel, New York, on Thursday evening, 6 October. The following were present: Charles E. Pratt, president; C. K. Munroe, commander; Kingman N. Putnam, corresponding secretary; S. T. Clark, recording secretary; Dillwyn Wistar, treasurer; Geo. A. Macfarlane, Honorary Vice-President, Haven, Conn.; C. H. Lamson, Portland, Me.; Clymer White, Baltimore; Fred. S. Pratt, Worcester, Mass.; C. A. Hazlett, Portsmouth, N. H.; L. H. Johnson, Orange, N. J.; J. F. C. Smiley, Playfield, N. J.; W. F. Gullen, Brooklyn; Alfred Ely, Cleveland, O.; E. J. Waring, Pittsburg, Pa.; John Ferguson, Philadelphia, Pa.

The meeting was called to order at 8:30, when the chairman (Mr. Pratt) said: I will take the liberty of breaking the usual order of business by one or two innovations. In the first place, I wish to call the attention of the officers to the fact that we have one or two gentlemen present in the room, and in the hotel, who are members of the League, but not members of the board of officers. I presume it is the unanimous wish of the board that these gentlemen be extended a welcome to our meeting, and I would suggest that a motion to that effect is in order. It affords me great pleasure to know that we have with us a member of the League from the Old Country, and member of the board of directors of the Hyperion Bicycle Club; and I am sure the Board will afford him a hearty welcome to our meeting.

Mr. Ferguson moved that a committee be appointed to wait on the gentlemen referred to, and tender them a cordial invitation to be present at the meeting. The motion was carried unanimously, and the Chair appointed Mr. Ferguson such committee, and that gentleman discharged the duty imposed upon him to the entire satisfaction of the meeting.

The chairman intimated that Mr. Dean, of the Boston Bicycle Club, was present, and had a few suggestions to make regarding the instructions given to consuls, etc.

Mr. Dean was thereupon invited to address the meeting. He said: On 29 May, about sixty consuls took a run to Waitham, Massachusetts. New meeting was held, and I was appointed a delegate to appear before the Board to request that more specific instructions be given to the consuls in regard to their duties, and that, if possible, some hotel tariff should be established on which we could work. At present the consuls feel a little at sea, and don't know exactly what their duties are. If the directors would give us more definite instructions, it would assist us in our work, and be advantageous to the League in every way.

The **Chairman.** — Have you not some further suggestions? I think you have some well-defined ideas as to the duties of consuls.

**Dean.** — There was a good deal of discussion at the meeting to which I have referred, as to whether there should be a general hotel, or a reduction, say of twenty-five per cent, from the established prices of the hotels. The general impression, I think, was that it would be impossible to have a regular tariff in this country, as they have in England,—so much for bed, breakfast, dinner, etc., because the hotels vary so much in price and quality that a regular tariff would not equalize things. I would suggest that a tariff of abatement, and certificates signed by the proper officers of the Board, and countersigned by the consuls of the district, should be sent to the hotels, to be posted up in some conspicuous part of the office, setting forth the tariff in that hotel would help us, and help all members of the League.

Then, I have published a list of hotels, published in the *Hand-Book*. League hotels, I would also suggest, should have some sign on the outside to distinguish them from other hotels.

The **Chairman.** — I will take the liberty of bringing up another matter before proceeding with the regular order of business; namely, the question of the League badge. I know that the officers of the League take great pride in having their League badge, and that it has sometimes been called [Laughter]. But that badge was a compromise badge; and whatever may be said of its beauty as a work of art, or its significance as an emblem of the League, it has, in all its own merits, — there has been a desire among some members, and I confess I am one of the number, to have some other badge which should be recognized as a distinctive badge of members of the League, — that should be sufficiently emblematic to be recognized and sufficiently unobjectionable that it could be worn by any gentleman on any occasion,— that should answer the same purposes as the Mason's square and compass or key-stone, or be like the Loyal Legion bow for the button-hole; something that could be worn either as a scarf pin or a charm on the watch-chain, or anywhere to which it could be attached. The present gentleman looking for it, so that he might recognize a brother anywhere. I talked the matter over with one of our directors some months ago, and the result was that the directors had the kind consideration and generosity to make a specimen one for me, and I have worn it since the League met in May; and I can say truthfully that every one...
who saw it, whether a member of the League or not, approved very much of the design. In order to secure it and have its use restricted to the members of the League, Mr. Lamson has had the design patented. If the League desires to make arrangements for the badge, it need not supplant the present badge. Many members will perhaps like to have both. Others who do not like the present badge would like to wear this, and perhaps many would wear the other who would not wear this. It has occurred to some of us, however, that the Board of Officers might like to consider the question.

The badge was handed round for inspection. It was of fine gold, and the workmanship was of the most perfect kind. The design consists of a bicycle wheel. Three wings rest on the spokes; and radiating from the hub and nearly touching, but between those wings, are the letters L. A. W. ornamental laid on the spokes. A small stone is set in the center.

Mr. Lamson made a few additional remarks on this subject at the request of the Chair. He said: "The badge has given so much pleasure to yourself, Mr. Chairman, and to those who have seen it, that I would of course like to see it adopted. It could be used as an alternative badge recognized by the League. I will keep the patent and furnish the badge if desired. I thought of having them made in two or three popular styles, so that they could be worn by all wheelmen. Those who wished a fine badge could have it made of heavier and finer material, and those who wished a cheaper article could have it made of plated material at an expense of $1.50 to $2.50.

Mr. Putnam.—If this were adopted as a League or alternative badge, and the holder of the present badge should wish to exchange, could he demand and receive back the deposit made on the old badge?

The Chairman.—The Chairman has considered the rule bearing on that point, and has come to the conclusion that a member who has received his badge has no option to give it up and ask for the return of his money, but that the League has the option of demanding back the badge whenever he ceases to be a member. That, however, is my personal opinion.

Mr. Winslow.—I have sent out a number of notices for dues, and quite a number of resignations have been sent in, accompanied by a lot of second-hand badges, for which the parties requested the deposit should be returned. Those badges are battered and utterly worthless, and I think the rule referred to ought to be made an absolute one. We might take the ground that the deposit for the badges should be sunk for the benefit of the League. When a member is expelled under the rules, his badge is called in and the deposit returned; but when a member resigns, I think his deposit should be sunk for the benefit of the League. We cannot deal in second-hand badges. I may state that several members have asked whether we had any gold badges.

Mr. SMILIE.—The question is whether it would not be placing a premium on gaining expulsion from the League in order to get back the deposit.

The Chairman read Rules 34 and 35, bearing on the matter of badges, and otherwise. He said: I do not think that there is anything in the rules which can convey the impression that a member could demand back the price of his badge on returning it.

Mr. SMILIE.—The question is whether the pecuniary wording of the rules would not leave the impression that the $2.00 was paid in the shape of a returnable deposit.

Mr. Ferguson.—I would say that if the League is in a shape to return each member the $2.00 without embarrassing the treasury, it might be well to recall the old badges and substitute the one under discussion. I fail to see that the small badge is much more desirable than the present one; and I have not formed such an attachment to our present badge to feel that I would not like to part with it for a better. If the League can stand paying for the withdrawal of the one now worn, I can see no difficulty in the way of making the change. I would like to ask the cost of a badge similar to that on the table.

Mr. Lamson.—The gold badge could be made at a cost to suit the purchaser. You can make a heavy or light article with the same die. If we made many of them, I think the proper way would be to have a gold plate; at the average price members would like to pay. A gold badge could be supplied for $5.00, and a plated one for $2.00; and if the purchaser wanted a stone, he might have a garnet or a ruby, or any inexpensive stone at the same price.

Mr. Johnson.—Would this badge be as durable as the military badges that are worn?

Mr. Lamson.—The badge in gold is more durable than in silver, and this in its present shape would be as strong as anything we could get. I do not think it is necessary for the League to own these badges at all. It might adopt the design and let each man take his own badge. This is done in other organizations of a like kind. With regard to others than wheelmen wearing them, each wheelman could carry his ticket, and show it if he should be challenged.

Mr. Johnson.—I hardly think it would be a good plan to have two badges of different kinds, because neither badge would have the significance of being the badge of the League.

The discussion dropped, and the matter passed over for the time being.

Mr. Clark, recording secretary, then read the following appointments, made to fill vacancies since the last meeting: T. W. Moran, of Louisville; J. D. Shatford, Central Wharf, Halifax, Nova Scotia; Richard Garvey, 477 Chestnut street, St. Louis; W. Noble Campbell, Quebec. The appointments were unanimously confirmed.

Mr. Munroe, chairman of the Committee on Membership, reported that since the last meeting of 30 May, in Boston, a committee of six members, having passed upon the rolls, had amended the same to 451, making the present membership of the League 2103. Two names, one from Worcester and the other from New York, had been before them. Mr. Firstman informed there was no evidence to be taken on both sides of his case that such a proceeding would be impossible. Mr. Munroe, on concluding his report, said: I wish to take this opportunity of resigning the chairmanship of the Board of Membership. I shall be absent from the city during the winter, and will accordingly be unable to fulfill the duties of the office. The report was accepted.

The Chairman next called for the report of the Committee on Rules and Regulations.

Mr. Clark.—The chairman of the Committee is not present, and as the second on the list, I may state that I have had no notification of any meeting, and am of the opinion there is nothing to report on.

The Chairman said the report of the Committee on Finance was next in order.

Mr. Putnam.—I would remind the Chair that he presides over that committee.

The Chairman.—Well, the report of the treasurer will include such report as I could make. If there is anything to supplement after we hear his report, I will do it. I call upon the treasurer.

Mr. Putnam.—My last report up to the 26th of May, inclusive, and I have brought the figures down so as to include the 31st of May, and the 31st of the present month. There have been received for dues, during that period, $804; for new membership, $258.50; for badges issued, $320; total, $1,382.50. I shall have to approximate the expenses, owing to some bills that have not come in, and a few unsettled items. The total expenditure during the same period is very close to $645.30. The balance in bank is $1,117.30; with $27.50, as I make it, still due from Mr. Parsons, ex-corresponding secretary, who acted temporarily as treasurer. The treasurer has issued 270 badges, besides 51 issued by Mr. Parsons, at the time of the Boston meeting. The number of members still owing dues for 1881 is 681. The amount advanced on account of the League races to-day was $305.

The report was accepted.

Mr. Munroe, the commander, in mak-
ing his report of the races, said: We had only one medal left over from last year, but it was conceded to be a handsome one. Other amateur associations having invited us with a want of enterprise in giving a hand to the National and the National Association having told us that if we would get up a meet, and showed we meant business, they were ready to drop their two-mile championship race, we determined to try. The race was advertised in the official organ of the League, I am sorry to say but one, instead of three or four weeks; but I have no doubt the omission was an oversight. The medals were made to order in this city, and I think it is only due to the firm who made them to say that they were the best designed and the most thoroughly executed of any I have seen, and were certainly worth racing for. For some reason or other, the entries came in slowly, and some of the medals went begging. We were well advertised by bill posters, and the New York press kindly gave us free notices in their news columns. Enough gentlemen made a dash to say the races would be tomorrow, and perhaps some may go to the grounds to-morrow, in consequence thereof. One reason why we did not have so large an attendance as we expected was, that our distinguished French visitors reviewed a division of the National Guard to-day, and people, of course, flock to a free show of that kind. For our first race meeting, I think we were successful enough. We had one or two good races. I heard that some ladies asked whether our meeting was a fit place for ladies to attend and I hope that those ladies who did attend will tell their friends that it is correct to go to future League races. I have to thank the gentlemen who acted as judges. I have a medal left over, and would like to know what disposition to make of it. The number of $835, included in that medal, which had to be partially made over. We got back about $80 in gate money, and are, therefore, about $200 out of pocket. I do not think we shall be out of pocket another year. We must consider this as an experiment, and be thankful that it has not cost us any more. The two-mile championship has gone to England. We have another English visitor with us to-night whom we should all have been delighted to see ride and take a medal, and we all regret the unfortunate accident which prevented Mr. Winter from participating in the racing.

Mr. WINTER.— With regard to the ladies keeping away from our races, I would suggest that if members find it absolutely necessary to ride in lights they should adopt dark colors.

The report of the Committee was accepted.

The CHAIRMAN.— The Chair will say, for the Committee on Finance, that the expenses to be incurred by the commander in past races were for and by the committee and approved by it. It was expected that the receipts at the gates would reimburse the treasury for the amount advanced, but I do not think we need look upon the money expended as a bad investment. The annual race meeting is something we expect to properly interest the public, which will result in interest to the League members and interest for the public, and will in future, more than to-day, be a credit to the League. There always has to be a beginning. When the beginning is small and apparently adverse, we must look to the future for better things.

Mr. PUTNAM presented the report of the Committee on Hand-Book. He said: The committee report that they were appointed to prepare the Hand-Book by 15 August. They immediately set about the work, and have rushed it through with all possible expedition. A great deal of matter had to be gathered over and rearranged and criticised very thoroughly before putting it into form for publication. The book is now finished, and the edition will be ready for distribution tomorrow. The expense will either be covered by the sale of the book, and the books may be had from the officers of the League, from the directors, or from the official organ, upon the payment of twenty-five cents. Fifty copies have been bound in flexible morocco for the use of the officers; the balance have been bound in card covered with imitation morocco. Blank pages have been left in all practical places for any amendments or additions which may be published between this date and the next edition of the book. It contains the constitution and all the rules and amendments made up to date; a list of the officers; a list of the directors by each State, and their addresses; a list of consuls, with their business address and residence; two or three pages of general information, showing how to join the League, giving some suggestions as to the best way to ride; a list of the officers and members, 1,652, up to 30 May, 1881; and a code of racing rules. The riding rules were put in by the committee without the authority of the League, and we submit them to-night for the ratification of the Board, if it sees fit.

The report was accepted.

The CHAIRMAN then brought up the question of instructions to consuls, introduced by Mr. Dean.

Mr. PUTNAM.— I gathered from Mr. Dean’s remarks that he thought it would be a good idea to have a committee appointed on the question.

The CHAIRMAN asked considerable conversation with Mr. Dean on the subject, and his suggestions seem to tend to this point: That at present there was no concerted or unanimous action on the part of the directors of the several States, and the consuls are not co-operating in any systematic work in their departments; and his idea was that we should establish special hotel rates, and secure such other information as may be valuable in the hand-book, or convey to members of the League in some other way. His disposition was to stir up the Board of Officers, and ascertain whether something cannot be done in the direction indicated.

Mr. MUNROE seconded the motion.

He said: I am strongly in favor of stirring up matters in this direction. The best thing the League can do is to get its members something to eat at cheap rates. We hear a great deal of that sort of thing in England. Our members should travel somewhat on the same lines as the commercial railways,—that is, a great deal on their check,—and get meals where other people would starve.

The CHAIRMAN.— The Chair suggests that it is the special committee on directory. Shall we take charge of the consuls, and it may appear that the directors need stirring up.

Mr. CLARK.— I think the great difficulty is in convincing the hotel keepers who the members of the League are. I have found, in my experience, that after talking to a hotel man in regard to his duty to the League, he has turned round and asked me what it consisted of. I would suggest that this committee, if appointed, should be authorized to issue a circular which, when presented, would explain everything of this nature to the hotel keepers.

Mr. MUNROE.— Cannot we also have our League tickets accepted as railroad passes?

The CHAIRMAN.— The Chair feels that there is a wide field for consular work, under the supervision of the director of the States; to do some sort of action should be taken to secure, if possible, special favors in hotel rates, and special favors from the railway companies. The railroads have taken making charges for carrying bicycles. Those charges are not uniform on the different roads, and not uniform or equitable on any one road. Those two matters should engage the attention of directors and consuls. I will take the liberty of inviting Mr. Winter, as an English member, to offer any suggestions he has to make in regard to consuls and their duties.

Mr. WINTER.— Mr. President and fellow-wheelmen: I think the question of hotel tariff is a very vital one in this organization, the same as it is in the Bicycle Touring Club of England. It was said a point of the actual body, that the club nearly disbanded, although it had nearly 3,000 members. We found a universal tariff of great advantage to men touring throughout the country, but there were obnoxious inroads to it. A man should go to a hotel and have dinner, and be charged at the rate of eighteen-
pence for attendance, simply because the tariff called for it. Without the tariff he would simply have paid by the meal. Again, a man would have to pay for a chariot run, whether he wanted his uniform, or not. (Laughter.) This may be reduc-
ing the matter to a reductio ad absurdum, but there are many things to be thought of in connection with the question of a hotel tariff. If, instead of arranging for a special tariff, you took it out through the consuls which are the best hotels to go to, and obtain a reduction in prices, I think it will be found more satisfactory. A regular tariff may make a reasonable-priced place expensive, and allow charges in certain other places which never existed before you suggested them through your tariff. Such a tariff has not worked well in England, and I do not think it would prove satisfactory here.

Mr. WISTAR. — Have you any system of publishing good routes from one point to another, on the authority of the consuls?

Mr. WINTER. — There is a very good system for consuls in England. Each consul makes out a list quarterly of the different roads within a certain radius of his place of abode. He then sends it to what we call the chief consul of the district, who may have twenty or thirty consuls under him, who send such quarterly reports of the state of the roads, the hills in the district, and everything bearing upon the practicability of the roads for riding. A book is issued yearly by the chief consul, giving every particular of the roads in his neighborhood and under his control. It is considered one of the first duties of the ordinary consul to send these reports to his chief.

Mr. PUTNAM. — As I understand it, the chief consuls in England correspond to our directors.

Mr. WINTER. — Yes, sir.

The motion to appoint a committee was then adopted, and the chairman selected Messrs. Hazlett, Hodges, and Waring to serve as such committee.

Mr. MUNROE. — I do not think it would suggest that we ought to have a head-centre in England, to whom American riders could apply for information and advice. Of course we are always treated well by our brother wheelmen in England; but I think it would be better to have a man there representing the League, with whom we have a right, beyond that of courtesy and hospitality, to consult. I, therefore, move that we have a directorship in England for the benefit of English members of the League and American members abroad; and I move that our first director be our distinguished visitor, Mr. A. L. Winter.

Mr. WINTER. — This proposition has taken me by surprise. At the same time, should it be decided in the affirmative, I need only say that anything I can do in England for American brothers of the wheel will be done with hearty good will.

The motion was carried unanimously; and Mr. Winter briefly thanked the Board for the compliment.

Mr. HAZLETT. — I move that the matter of sign-boards and certificates for members be referred to the committee for the consideration of consuls, and that such committee be requested to report as speedily as possible to the president, so that the report may be submitted to the Board of Officers before the next meeting, or in time for the next edition of the Hand-Book.

The motion was adopted.

The CHAIRMAN. — The question of the League badge is next in order.

Mr. ELY. — Would it not be as well to find out how many of the present badges are out? I understood the number is 300, and I think they could be called in. Mr. WISTAR. — The defective record of my predecessor does not enable me to state how many badges were issued by him, but 300 badges have been issued since I came into office. I think it would be poor policy to undertake to make the treasurer pay back the deposits. The old badges would be a poor investment.

Mr. FERGUSON. — I hope Mr. Wistar will lose no time in making the treasurer of the League. He evidently wants to hold on to the money, and he is just the man we want. If there are only 300 badges, and we could induce members to take the new design, the price might be so arranged as to produce some revenue to help the treasury. I like a treasurer who holds by the strings.

The CHAIRMAN, having called an officer to the chair said: I do not want to make it appear that I am advocating any chage; in favor of any particular badge; but I am strongly impressed with the opinion that, for the interest of the League, something must be done in regard to badges. Whatever may be said of it, is a badge to be worn in uniform, is certainly not one which can be worn with an ordinary suit. If any member does wear it on ordinary occasions, it is stuck as far back on his interest as possible. Now, if the League of American Wheelmen has anything on board it is ashamed of, the best thing to do is to get rid of it. We want everything connected with the League to be such as to command membership, and make it a privilege to be a member. Properly speaking, a badge for an order like this League should be worn for distinction; worn like the Masonic emblems, for members to recognize each other. It need not be the test of League membership. The membership of a doubtful person can be verified by calling for his ticket. But suppose I am going back from New York by boat, train, or steamboat, and I meet a gentleman wearing one of those badges, how pleasant it would be to enter into conversation with him, as a brother wheelman? If it is shown to be a badge that many members have the present League badge to-day, after the League has been organized fifteen months, and after the badge has been adopted a full year, there must be something the matter with that badge, or else there is something the matter with the League, and it is time we tried something to remedy it. With regard to the impending bankruptcy in case we adopt the new badge, I do not think it would bankrupt the League if all present badges were turned in; but at the same time I would be sorry to see them come back and be redeemed at their face value. I have thought the matter over, and it seems to me they would not come back. Probably many members would prefer a more conspicuous badge than the one under discussion, and would keep it. There might also be a great many glad to own two badges; the new one recognized by the League, and keep the old one as a memento, or as part of the belongings of League membership. But such a trifling matter as the cost of the present badge would not induce many to return their badges. The matter is un

Mr. CLARK. — That is without reference to recalling the other badge.

The CHAIRMAN. — Nothing is said about recalling the other.
Mr. Ferguson. — I think there will be great difficulty in floating a badge at the price this will cost.

Mr. Smiley. — There is a manifest improvement in this design over the old one.

Mr. Marsden moved as an amendment that the badge known as the Lamson design be recognized as a design for a League badge, and that the Committee on Rules and Regulations be instructed to make such arrangements with Mr. Lamson as they may deem fit.

The amendment was accepted, and the motion, as amended, was carried.

The matter of the Pitman application for membership was then called up; but as the two weeks notice of application had not expired, and no special motion was made, it was passed over.

Next in order was the resignation of Mr. Munroe as chairman of the Committee on Membership. On being put to a vote the motion that it be accepted was lost.

Mr. Munroe explained again that it would be impossible to fulfill the duties of the position, owing to his absence from town during the coming winter. The resignation was then accepted, and on motion of Mr. Munroe, Mr. Putnam of New York was elected to fill the vacancy.

Mr. Wistar moved that the Committee on Membership have authority to accept resignations, and that the corresponding secretary should notify the member wishing to resign that his resignation is accepted, provided a notice has been received from the treasurer that all dues have been paid by such resigning member, and that the badge has been returned. The motion was adopted without debate.

Mr. Marsden, of the Committee on Rules and Privileges, reported: We have not been able to have a meeting of our committee as yet. A communication has been received from Cincinnati, asking if the League cannot help the members of the Cincinnati Club with regard to some disputed highways. I have talked with an associate on the committee, who seems to think that at present the League can do nothing in this matter, especially as the Central Park is not yet settled.

The Chairman. — I may state, in addition to the report of Mr. Marsden, that we have received within the past few days a statement of the expenses of Col. Joslin, of Newburg, N. Y., in obtaining a favorable decision in a suit brought by the driver of a carriage against him for the alleged fright of a horse on the highway, by his bicycle. The bill amounts to $24 or $26, which he submits to the League to pay, if it sees proper. Mr. Marsden has sent it himself. We are also in the receipt of a request from the secretary of the Providence Bicycle Club, that the League shall assist Mr. Howe, who is a member of the League, in a matter which appears to be a very aggravated one. He was riding on a street in Providence, on his own side of the way, and was obliged to get out a little on account of a team. A hack approached with the right wheels in the street-car track, and the driver, while avoiding it, ran into Mr. Howe, causing personal injury and injury to the machine. The owner of the hack, upon being appealed to, said he didn't care a d—n for the bicycle or the owner. He might have had a bill of damages against Mr. Howe for scratching the hack with his machine. This hack owner is the same citizen who presented a petition asking the prohibition of bicycle riding on the streets of Providence.

The New York affair has turned out to be a severely contested case. Both upon facts and law; a great deal of testimony has been taken, but no decision has been arrived at. The suit has already been an expensive one, but the expenses have been borne outside the League treasury. I have been endeavoring to induce the president of the company, who has been bearing costs to this extent, in addition to the present counsel, the services of some able constitutional lawyer, of commanding character, to argue the question of law at the final hearing. The expenses so far have been $2,000, and the expense I wish to have incurred for the purpose named will not be less than $500. You can see how much we could do with the League treasury in a suit like that. I have no doubt myself of the favorable result of the case, but lawsuits move slowly. Perhaps a decision will be reached before November. The question as to how far the League can go in aiding those who have legal contests is an important one, and I would suggest it be referred to the Committee on Rules and Privileges to consider all these cases as well as the general subject, and make a full report. It evidently was not intended by the losing party that the low rate of membership fee, that the League should be an eleemosynary institution to protect members from all the ills citizens are liable to; and yet it would be for the interest of the League, if it could aid in bearing the law costs in some of those suits. There ought to be some general plan in regard to this matter. My own view is, when members are brought into court for damage done by them, they ought, if they are able, to defend themselves; but when appeals are taken to higher courts, it seems to me the League should step in and see that the cause of good wheelmanship receives no detriment through cases going by default. The wheelmen of Cincinnati are forbidden by the owners to ride on the best road in the city, and one which is looked upon with as much longing as New Yorkers look upon Central Park.

Mr. Marsden. — It would be wise to determine just how far we can go in such cases. I think a test case should be carried through the courts for our future guidance.

Mr. Winter. — I am afraid if you champion all those cases, you will find your funds very quickly disappear. You will become a legal-assistance association instead of a League for the good of the cause. The subject has been at issue.

At the suggestion of the Chair, a motion was adopted continuing the Committee on Hard-Book in office, to make such corrections as might be deemed proper and complete the publication of that work.

The Chairman. — It seems to some members that the racing rules in the Hand-Book might be extended to cover team races between clubs, and heat races, and to determine other matters which come up in connection with meets.

Mr. Putnam. — The rules printed in the Hand-Book were based upon those under which the races in Boston on 4 July were run, with one or two slight amendments and corrections. They were drawn up by Mr. Commander and submitted to the committee, and printed in the Hand-Book, subject to the approval of the Board of Officers. I move that a committee of three be appointed by the President to draw up a set of racing rules for the League, to be printed in the next edition of the League Hand-Book, after approval by a mail vote.

Mr. Wistar moved that the time of payment of dues be changed from 1 June to 1 October, and that ninety instead of twenty days' grace be allowed, and Mr. Putnam seconded the motion, but after a brief discussion it was lost.

The Chairman appointed Messrs. Johnson, Whyte, and Ely the Committee on Racing Rules, and the question of riding rules was also referred to them.

Mr. Putnam read a letter from Mr. J. G. Kitchell, one of the directors of Ohio, charging certain members with racing for money. Referred to the Committee on Membership.

Mr. Putnam then read a letter from Mr. Ely, of Ohio, in regard to proceedings in the Senate that the wheelmen of that section did not exactly understand what constitutes an amateur, and suggested that the League definition should be printed separate from any other matter, and circulated through the consuls. Referred to committee.

Mr. Putnam. — On 21 September, Mr. Burrill, secretary of the Manhattan Club, left a note, with $1.00 enclosed, as fee for admission into the League of Mr. William Smith, of England. Mr. Smith's name was subsequently published in the Bicycling World as a member of the Manhattan Club. A note was sent to that paper immediately that Mr. Smith was not and never had been a member of that club. I think this is something the League should take action upon. The two weeks' notice required before Mr. Smith's name could come before our committee does not expire until the 14th inst.
Mr. Johnson.—It is a weighty matter, and one which should be discussed with a great deal of deliberation.

Mr. Winter.—It appears to me the nomination would be void because the particulars were not correct.

Mr. Whyte.—I do not think Mr. Burrill's mistake should affect Mr. Smith's application. Let him send in a new application.

Mr. Clark.—If he should be rejected now, the corresponding secretary ought to apprise him of the reason therefore. He could put in another application as an unattached wheelman. It would appear very strange, now, after he has won the amateur championship of America, they withdrew his membership without having anything to do with the League on account of this erroneous letter. It would seem a little like pique or jealousy.

Mr. Putnam.—It was either a mistake or a misrepresentation on the part of Mr. Burrill. It is a question whether the secretary of the Manhattan Club should not be censured or criticized in some way or other.

The Chairman.—The Board of Officers. I do not think it proper to pass a vote of censure without having the matter investigated.

Mr. Putnam.—I do not think myself a vote of censure should be passed without affording Mr. Burrill an opportunity to explain. I move that the Committee on Membership be instructed to report the name of any member in whose application a misrepresentation has been made, as they would in the case of an application where objection has been made.

The motion was seconded.

The Chairman stated that he had received a communication from the Arlington Club of Washington, announcing their withdrawal from the League as a club. So far as he knew, the rules did not contemplate any club membership. Several members of the Arlington, he was informed, retained their membership in the League.

Mr. Whyte.—I understand the reason they withdrew as a club is, that they see no advantage in belonging to the League I think it results from the fact that the League meeting was not held in Washington.

Mr. Putnam moved to refer the matter to the Committee on Membership. Carried.

On motion of Messrs. Putnam and Wistar, allowances of $250 each were made for the expenses of the corresponding secretary's and the treasurer's offices, an accounting of the expenditures to be made to the Board.

The meeting then adjourned.
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CUNNINGHAM & CO.,
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
(Established 1870.)

TREMONT STREET, COR. OF BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

HAROLD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords, HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES deserve special attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycle, wholly absorbing jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO. or their authorized agents.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
SALEM, MASS.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.
THOS. W. CLARKE, F. F. RAYMOND, Esq.
Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors.

23 Pemberton Sq. - - - BOSTON, MASS.

STODDARD, LOVERING & CO.,
2 Cumberland St., 10 Milk St.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND; BOSTON, MASS.

Importers of various kinds of
ENGLISH BICYCLES
AND TRICYCLES.

Singer Agents for the United States for
SINGER & CO., COVENTRY.

The best way to keep your Bicycle from Rust is to wrap it up every day. The next best is to use non-corrodent. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance.

Price, 50 cents for "Bicycle Special." Express prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00.

Cannot be sent by mail. Address
A. E. BROWN & SONS, WORCESTER, MASS.
CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.
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$75.00

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

WE have in stock less than one hundred and fifty of our well-known Cone Bearing

“STANDARD COLUMBIA”

Bicycles, in 46 and 48 inch, half bright and painted, which we offer at the reduced price of $75.00 until they are sold. We have a few 50-inch, full nickel, which we will sell at $95.00. The bearings of these machines are so well made and hardened as to be remarkably easy-running. The thousands which are in use have earned a good reputation. When kept clean and well lubricated they frequently out-spin and outlast any other bearings; and they are easily adjustable.

This offer affords an opportunity to purchase good, serviceable, new Bicycles at a bargain while the lot lasts. Only these three sizes and two styles, and but a limited number are so offered.

For catalogues and particulars of other sizes and styles of Bicycles and Tricycles and their supplies, address with three-cent stamp enclosed.


CHAS. R. PERCIVAL,
Manufacturers’ Importer of

BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 WORCESTER STREET, BOSTON.

Sails for Europe July 16, and will return in September, with a full line of the leading makes of BICYCLES and TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe, care of

COVENTRY MACHINIST CO., COVENTRY, ENG.

N. B.—I will receive orders for any makes of machines at the manufacturers’ list prices.

THE TRICYCLING JOURNAL
— AND —
MANUFACTURERS’ ADVERTISER,
Edited by — CHARLES CORDINGLEY.
Subscriptions received at this Office.
One year................................. $1.25
Six Months ......................... 65
Three Months .................... 40

Specimen copies sent from
140 FLEET ST. — LONDON, E. C.
Subscriptions to both the “Bicycling World” and “Tricycling Journal” only $2.00.

E. C. HODGES & CO., 40 WATER ST., BOSTON.

The “Indispensable”
BICYCLIST’S HAND-BOOK for 1881
IS NOW READY! 300 pages. 150 Illustrations.

THE INDISPENSABLE
Gives full particulars of all the latest Novelties in Bicycle construction.
Gives minute constructional details of every Machine in the market.
Contains the only complete Directory of Manufacturers.
Has been thoroughly revised up to date, with Copious Addenda of Latest Introductions.
Is the only reliable book published on the Bicycle, and
Should be read by every Rider.
Should be read by every one who intends purchasing
a new Machine.

INDISPENSABLE TO EVERY ONE.


ALL BICYCLERS SHOULD READ

THE ‘CYCLIST,’
Which is not only the cheapest, but the largest and best get-up bicycle newspaper in Europe.

Everything of importance or of interest to bicyclists fully reported, attention being given to matters of general and universal interest rather than to local and comparatively uninteresting news. The only English bicycle paper giving attention to American Wheel Matters. Edited by

H. H. STURKEY, Author of “The Indispensable,”

And C. W. HARE, Author of “The Bycicle Annual,”

PUBLISHED EVERY WEDNESDAY.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION, 6s. 6d.

From ILLYRIS & SON, the ‘Cyclist’ Office, Coventry, England. Subscriptions to both the Bicycling World and the ‘Cyclist’ only $1.00, from


GOY, The Athletic Outfitter,

21 LEADENHALL STREET, LONDON,

54 LIME STREET, ENGLAND.

Can supply any make of English Bicycle or Tricycle at a liberal discount for cash from manufacturers’ price lists.

CLUB UNIFORMS,

And every requisite for Camping Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Football, Swimming, Running, Walking, Bicycling, Tricycling, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Lacrosse, Boxing, Canoeing, Rowing, Skating, Boating, Fencing and all Athletic Sports.

GOY’S CALENDAR OF SPORTS AND PRICE LISTS
FORWARDED FREE.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, Printers, Boston.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, no payment, if fifty cents.]

FOR SALE.

56-IN. EXTRAORDINARY CHALLENGE.

Ball bearings to both wheels. All plated except rings. Cradle spring, handy tool bag, wrench, extra spidets, pedal pins, caps, handles, etc. Reason for selling machine: too large—must ride smaller machine.

Address:

A. F. F., Box 75, Dedham, Mass.

FOR SALE. A 56-inch half-nickelled “Howard” bicycle, ball bearings, bell, hub lamp, and all complete, only used one month, good as new. A beautiful machine. Price $50, or will exchange for first-class singing birds.

Address:

Lock Drawer 11,

Galt, Canada.

WANTED. To purchase a second-hand “Star” bicycle. Must be in good condition, and cheap. Send size and price to J. L. L., 402 Penn street, Philadelphia, Pa.

FOR SALE. The greatest bargain yet offered. A nickel-plated 50-inch “Special Columbia,” guaranteed to perform running order, complete with saddle, hill spring, wrench, tool bag, M. J. P. bag, hub lamp, and forward and backward coasting for 50-inch wheels: will send on receipt of $50, or will send by express C. O. D. with privilege of examination, on receipt of sum sufficient to cover charges both ways.

Address:

I. W. Thomas, Jr., Louisville, Ky.

FOR SALE, BICYCLES.

56-inch half-nickelled “Special Columbia,” run forty miles, $60.

48-inch “Special Columbia,” run ten miles, $20.

56-inch half-nickelled English bicycle bearings, new, $25.


48-inch “Mustang,” new, $50.

Price list for stamp, G. W. Bates, Dayton, Ohio.

EXCHANGE—I have a 54-inch Columbia, which I wish to exchange for a 56-inch machine, or will sell the same.

Address:

Bicycle, P. O. Box 1757, Boston, Mass.

WE MAKE

SPORTING GOODS

A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading house in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING,

BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASEBALL,

LAWN TENNIS AND GYMNASIUM

Suits, etc.

G. W. SIMMONS & SON,

OAK HALL,

BOSTON—-MASS.

“LAMSON’S LUGGAGE CARRIED,”

Or BICYCLE SHAWL STRAP

Promounced the best thing yet invented for carrying a coat or bundle on a bicycle. It does not interfere with the use of the brake or “legs over.” Puts the weight in the right place. Send 75 cts. for one to G. H. Lamson, Portland, Me. Also, will be sent by the principal bicycle manufacturers and agents.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,

AND

YALE BICYCLES

SOLD ON

INSTALMENTS

ON EASY TERMS

anywhere in New England.

Purchasers Tought to Ride.

Call and examine, or send 5-cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO.,

5-UNION STREET—BOSTON.

Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
League Hand-Book.

The L. A. W. Hand-Book is out. It contains information that every member of the League should have,—constitution, rules, officers, directors, consuls, list of members, and general information—rules for racing, road-racing, etc., etc. It is bound in new imitation morocco, is of convenient size and shape for the pocket, and will be sent postpaid, on receipt of thirty cents. Only a limited edition has been published, and members who have not received it should send for them at once to either of the following addresses:

BICYCLING WORLD, 40 Water street, Boston, Mass.

The Writer, 75 Fulton street, New York.

Kingdon N. Putnam, Corresponding Secretary, 54 Washington, New York.


Wm. H. Wright, 751 5th avenue, New York.

J. V. Waldoon & Bro., Boston, show some very pretty designs in the way of monograms for clubs, and their prices are moderate.

CURRENTE CALAMO

The Boston Bicycle Club has an emigration scheme on foot.

The Massachusetts Bicycle Club will have a two-days' run next week, probably the 26th and 27th, to Gloucester via Lynn and Salem, spending the night at the Favourite. They will gladly welcome the company of any of their bicycling friends for the whole or any portion of the run.

Every wheeler should have one of Director Lamson's handle-bar attachments for carrying a coat or other package. It is the neatest and cheapest thing for the purpose we have yet seen, and is small enough to put in the pocket when not needed on the bicycle. It can be obtained for twenty-five cents of C. H. Lamson, Portland, Me., or of the Pope Manufacturing Company.

The Central Park test case is still progressing quietly, and on the 13th inst. commissioners began taking testimony in Philadelphia before William Herbert Washington, Esq., of 704 Walnut street, Cecil C. Higgins appearing for the bicyclers, and Edward L. Paris for the Park Commission. Superintendent Thayer of Fairmount Park, L. A. W. Treasurer Wistar, and Capt. William Rennson of Bridgeport, appeared before the commission on behalf of the strong and effective testimony on the side of the wheel. It is to be hoped that a hearing will be held in this city before the case goes to the New York Supreme Court for final adjudication.

PERSONAL

Jenius is gaining inspiration for the winter campaign by taking Sunday rides, we understand.

"LYDIA P." is about to lose her neighbors, as both the Boston and Massachusetts Bicycle Clubs will give up their present headquarters.

MR. LEGGE, of the Bradford (England) Club, is in town. He has taken a few short rides around Boston, in company with Chief Consul Weston, of the Boston Club.

The Louis Harrison whose name and portrait is associated with that of the charming Alice on the big amusement posters about the city and suburbs, is not our Louis. He occasionally does give himself away, but not in that a-way.

It was W. M. Wright, of the Mercury Bicycle Club, of New York, who gave the interesting exhibition of fancy riding on the occasion of the League races, and not Capt. Howard, as erroneously stated in our report last week.

MR. WILL. R. PITMAN's marked courtesy and kind attention to the welfare and convenience of visiting wheelmen at the League Race Meeting in New York, was such as to greatly disarm prejudice and win their hearty good-will.

Morris of the Bostons says if Carter of the same club will forego his last forty-winks nap some morning and meet him at Newton Corner about 7.15 o'clock, he will permit C. to "coach" him some thirty-five minutes or so. "Here's larks!"

RECORDING SECRETARY L. A. W. S. B. C. CLARK got a disagreeable fall a few weeks since, spraining his wrist and bruising his face. Although carrying his arm in a sling, he did good and active duty at the League races, as clerk of the course.

It is but justice to state that Mr. Parkhurst was not expecting to participate in the inter-club race at Beacon Park last Saturday, and only consented, after much urging, to substitute for Mr. Alden rather than let the race go by default. He had to enter without previous preparation, and race in his club uniform, and he certainly made a most creditable sub-stitute.

HANDY ANDY is a bright writer, and a valuable addition to the Wheel; for—

He's a writer of poems young man;
An exceedingly smart young man;
He's a sheetrofquilts, a taker of spills;
A native of Chester young man.

MR. PARKHURST, after the team race, on being asked why he allowed Dean to go by him on the last lap, said:—

I'm a steady, church-going young man;
I'm a reader of prayer books young man;
I'm good for a punt, when I know it don't hurt;
I'm a bloworoforgans young man.

MR. BURT, who will be remembered as a member of the railroad committee to the time of the League Meet, has returned from his European trip. Our poetry man says he only wants room for one more:—

He's an owner of wheels young man;
He's a lender of money young man;
He knows about "flying," and also of "tikes;"
He's a buyer of railroad young man.

NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

[We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.]

Editor: Bicycling World.—The Bay State Wheelers, chartered at Waltham, Mass., went out last week in the presence of Capt. Alden, of Newton, and came back by tarpole, started from Waltham at five minutes of two, and reached City Point at exactly the same time. Is it right? Why not? Don't you see? We met some of them at the hotel in Waltham, and one had a "British Challenge," and the "Master" remarked to him that he was a nice machine, he turned his back, with the remark that it was a "good machine," I appeared to be offended because we spoke to him; and I have noticed it to be a general rule with the Leaguers to be "show-up" and stiff. Every one knows that it is common courtesy to salute a brother wheeler when meeting on the road, and it is very seldom one gets a reply from one of these Crescent boys... Is it an advantage worth investing in to have a machine so marked? A bicycle marked "tractor," lettered in size and style, is fitted with ball bearings to the front wheel.

BOSTON, JUNE 10, 1881.

Editor: Bicycling World.—Would I be informed through the columns of the World what it costs to have a bicycle shipped from London, Eng., to New York or Boston?

ANDREW, MICH., 1 October, 1881.

Editor: Bicycling World.—Can you or any of your readers give me any information concerning the Yorkshire Bicycle Manufacturing Company, of Leeds, Eng.? Are they reliable? Are they good? What are the freight and post charges on a bicycle from England?

A. J. STARR, L. M., MI., 2 October, 1881.

Editor: Bicycling World.—I would say to "Meteor" that I have tried corduroy (and am still trying it), but have not as yet found out what there is objectionable about it. I would really like to know what the objection is. Will "Meteor" kindly tell me?

J. M. W., 17 October, 1881.

Editor: Bicycling World.—One of your correspondents recently stated in the World that camphor dissolved in the oil used in bicycle lamps would prevent crusting of the wick. I do not know what kind of oil he used, but my experiments with camphor dissolved in the oil showed that the wick crusted very much more, and I consumed four or five matches in trying to light the wick. I experimented with both the dressings of camphor, using new wicks each time. I have always used two "King of the Road" lamps in trying oils for burning, using one as standard which contained a mixture of two thirds linseed oil and one third one hundred and fifty degrees fire-test burning oil. This mixture gives the whitest light, and is hard to blow out in high winds, or shake out on a rough road, when the wicks are properly attended to. Some riders want an oil which will never crust the wicks or necessitate trimming them; but I cannot recommend any oil to serve them so faithfully. Pure lard, sperm, olive, and coconut oils will all satisfy. Linseed oil has been used, but it is difficult to light, and all but winder-bleached sperm congeal at any temperature below thirty-two degrees Fahrenheit; that oil standing about zero cold test. Petroleum burning oil, one hundred and ten, one hundred and fifty, or even three hundred degrees fire-test, are not suitable, as they give too great a heat, and the last-named explodes too readily to be safe. I would like to have something about lubricating oils, but will defer that for the present.

OLEUM.

PHILADELPHIA, 17 October, 1881.
friends of the local wheelmen. We certainly have no sympathy with Manager Draper and his associates, as in no report which we have seen do they show to advantage. Their conduct was arbitrary, unjust to their patrons certainly, and unjust in the extreme. That they had a perfect right to charge all, race competitors as well as spectators, an admission fee to the grounds, whether their circulars so stated or not, nobody will deny; but that they were justified in depriving their patrons of an entertainment for which the latter had come to the grounds and paid their money expressly to see, because it would lessen their gate receipts a few dollars, nobody will admit. Their obligations were greater and more binding to the spectators than were those of the wheelmen, whose services were gratuitous, and tendered only to the managers themselves, and not to the managers' customers. Yet, as we have intimated, we think it would have been wise, if not graceful, for the bicyclers to have, after publicly protesting against the meanness and moral injustice of the management, carried out the programme as announced, and so satisfied the expectations of the public, and won its entire sympathy, instead of partially, as is now the case. Not only is their action to be regretted on general grounds, but if the resolve of the Farmers and Mechanics' Association, excluding the local wheelmen from their track forever, is adhered to, it is unfortunate in the particular consideration of depriving them of the use of the best track in Massachusetts.

Respecting the question of charging persons an admission fee to grounds or halls where they are to form a part of the entertainment which the public pays money to see, we must say that it is very unusual, if not unprecedented, even when the entertainment is given for a charitable object. It is very common for religious, charitable, literary, and other organizations to engage both paid and gratuitous attractions to swell the receipts at the door; and it is just as customary, not only to admit the entertainers free, but often to furnish them with complimentary tickets for friends whom they may wish to bring. In this Atteleboro affair the bicyclers were the main attraction at the fair. They were solicited personally and by advertisements by the managers to come,—not only those who would compete in the races, but all who would,—to give a riding exhibition and parade. Many of the wheelmen came from a distance, at an expense of time or money or both. They would not have attended for any other attractions the fair might be offered so that the Association would have lost nothing by admitting them free to the grounds; while the expectation of their presence drew thousands of spectators who would not have attended else. In view of these facts it evidenced a meanness of spirit on the part of Manager Draper and his associates which places them in a most unenviable light, and they will be the ultimate and permanent losers in this affair, and not the wheelmen. Nevertheless, we earnestly enjoin bicyclers to exercise discretion always when they are publicly brought into conflict with other interests, and to yield a point or two to seeming wrong and injustice, rather than forfeit the sympathy and good-will of a powerful, but often misapprehending public.

By consulting the Pope Manufacturing Company's special announcement on the last page, our readers may perceive that there is now an excellent chance to get an excellent bicycle at a greatly reduced price. Those intending to get bicycles "in the spring" are reminded that there is no better time than now, with two months of the best weather and best condition of the roads for wheeling before them. It is also a mistake to infer that with the advent of the winter months bicycles must be relegated to the storehouse until spring; for experienced riders find many opportunities for both pleasant and profitable wheeling in every month of the year.
cost eighty-five cents, they were a great bargain. At 10.25 I was in the saddle, and once more on my journey, accompanied by R, about five miles out. The road was in very bad condition, so we kept in to the sidewalks while they lasted, and then the footpaths. Reached Reynoldsburg, ten miles, at 11.40, stopped for dinner, and on to Etna, six miles, arriving at 12.45, and on to Zanesville, 2.30, arrived at Hebron, eleven and one half miles, at 3.45. The last mile was made at a flying rate, for it had commenced to rain very hard, and I was getting some experience of a fisherman's luck. At Hebron I stopped for the rest of that day and night, at the Arlington House. There was no place for my wheel but the rooms; so I went, and stacked it in the corner, side of a billiard table, momentarily expecting to see one of the players land his cue into my spokes. If you wish to find real dirt, good genuine clear dirt, you must stop over at some of these miserable little country taverns, and there you will find half your money's worth thrown in for seventy-five cents. It took me good fifteen minutes' hard work to find the bottom of my wash-basin, but that could not hold a candle to the ever. I should advise any one to hold a candle or any kind of light, for the view is not pleasing to the eye. You will do better to go it blind, for you will enjoy it more. Thursday, 25 September.—Left Hebron, M. passing through Jackstown, four miles, at 6.30. Roads very heavy from the previous day's rain, and full of ruts. Arrived at Lynnville, four miles, at 7.20, stopping ten minutes, and on to Brownsville, four and one half miles, at 8.45; stopped for lunch. I cannot remember of ever having such an enormous appetite as I have enjoyed in this run, so far. I have averaged six meals a day, though really they were not so good as they fall, as they consisted of bread and milk through the day, and a hearty meat dinner at night. I was getting into hilly country now, and it began to tell on me somewhat; for it was not on hill once in a while, but a continuous up and down, with scarcely an intermission. Left at 9.15 for Zanesville, sixteen and one half miles, passing through Mt. Sterling, I believe, is considered one of the highest points between Columbus and Wheeling; the other is a hill just beyond Norwich, where I stopped later on. At Zanesville I met several very pleasant wheelmen; among them Mr. Bell, who was the prime mover in that city. Took dinner at the Zane House with Mr. Bell, and thoroughly enjoyed myself while in town. This was another of the many places that I was very reluctant to leave; but the State of Ohio was to be crossed, and it could not be done very conveniently by remaining in Zanesville. I rather surprised some of the boys there, so they afterwards said, by coming up the jump, and crossed their over their pavings,—a thing which they seldom do, if they can avoid it. I had to excuse myself for doing it, by reminding them that after prairie roads they would not stop at Belgian paving. Left at 4.15, and struck a hill the first half-mile out that was almost as steep as the famous one at the bottom of which a man as a thief or an incendiary, or something worse. It was rather comical to hear the excuses from the different places that I tried to stop at for the night. The three houses that I tried at first, I was in earnest about; but on learning that there was a hotel in the next town, only three miles off. I made up my mind to go on, but was bound to have some fun out of the simple old rambunctious on the way, so I stopped at seven or more houses after that, just to see what they would offer for an excuse. One man with two spare rooms in a large house would not take me because some of his neighbors had raised objections to it, and that the other six were no better. At last I arrived at Norwich, the town mentioned, and found to my surprise I was expected; for they had seen an account of my trip in a Cincinnati paper, and were on the lookout. I had a good time there with the old people, and raveled in good things to eat. I walked the greater part of the remaining three miles of the day, except a little of the road between the trees; but these rides were very short, and not at all numerous, for the road was through thick woods, and most of the way as dark as a pocket. Friday, 30 September.—On my wheel again at 7 A.M., and off for Cambridge, thirteen miles, arriving at 9.20, stopped on road thirty minutes. The hills were getting very steep and rough, and covered with loose stones. Left Cambridge at 9.45. Arrived at Zanesville, eight miles, at 12.45. Was obliged to walk the greater part of the way. Had quite a tumble down the first steep hill, and although going very slow, managed to cut my hands up pretty well on the sharp, loose stones. Although the walking was tiresome, and the up-and-down hill work was telling on me, I enjoyed the beauty of the country thoroughly, and preferred it to the flat, uninteresting prairies. At Washington there was a big fair, and of course every one thought I was going there to race. You should have heard the yelling as I flew down a long hill right through the middle of the crowd, and passed on without stopping. Left Washington at 1 P.M. Day very warm, although there was a good breeze at my back. At 1.30 I stopped at an inviting-looking quarter away the side, and curled myself up in the shade, and went to sleep until three o'clock, when I resumed my Napoleon-like march across the Alps. Arrived at Middlebourne, five miles, at 3.30, feeling pretty good. Stopped for lunch, and had half an hour for lunch, and then on to Fairview, six miles, arriving at 5.45.

Stayed at the Guernsey House. The dirtiest, most miserable place that I have had the misfortune to get into. The Arlington is a paradise compared with it. Saturday, 1 October.—At 5 o'clock the house was sour, so I started at 6.30 off without breakfast until I could reach some nice, clean farm-house, which I did some five miles out. Two miles out, I saw two little girls milking nesta the road, so I stopped and asked if they would sell a glass of new milk. One of them brought down a pail, and I filled my rubber tumbler twice out of it, and it was good. I asked one of them what it was worth, and she said, "Oh, about a nickel"; but when I opened my purse to get it, the little one spoke up, and said, "Make it a dime, sir,"—so I did. About a mile farther on, I came upon another milking scene. Everyone of those milkers has their milking either close to the road, or on the road as this woman was doing; so I stopped again, and twice filled my cup, but she would not take anything; so I thanked her and walked on up the hill. A little farther on, two or three hills, I stopped for my breakfast of two big bowls of bread and milk, and then felt ready for any kind of hard work. Arrived at Morrisstown at 9.15, stopped fifteen minutes, and on to Lloyds ville, four miles, at 11.45, where I stopped for lunch at a grocery store. Left at 11.50 for St. Clairsville, five miles, arriving at 2.45, and left my o'clock for Wheeling again. When out about a mile caught in rain, and waited at a very picturesque little cottage, with a wide veranda, perched on the side hill near the top, and commanding a magnificent view of the surrounding hills. At four o'clock the storm passed over, and I again mounted my Pegasus, arriving at six o'clock at office of Capt. Hoge, of the Nail City Bicycle Club; and after meeting some of the other members, I registered at the Stamm House, which I found to be excellent. I only made twenty-nine miles during the day, and must confess that for the first time since leaving Chicago I felt completely tired out. It was all due to the continual up-and-down hill walking, though the five miles just before reaching Wheeling was almost level; and the last hill was just a measured mile from top to bottom, and as crooked as a snake's track through a dusty road, and very rough and steep,—so much so that I walked down the entire length, rather than risk a second tumble. After a good bath and supper, I retired early, and awoke the following morning feeling thoroughly rested and ready for anything. Sunday, 2 October.—Wrote up my log and read during the morning, receiving calls from nearly all the other men. The river crossed the river to the new State Fair grounds, to see the half-mile track; and it is a good one, quite level, and course well raised. Monday, 3 October.—Had a slight repair made, but I was ready for the road, by falling, however, for it was only the cone in the bridge of the forks that had
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Scranton to Port Jervis.

Editor Bicycling World:—Our contemplated trip to Port Jervis and Milford, which we had been anticipating for some time, is now an event of the past. I will endeavor to give you an account of the same, as readers of the World are always glad to learn through accounts of such trips where they can find the best roads and other points of interest. Although our party was not as large as we had expected, yet we can safely say, that combined it rendered us with pleasure what proved a most interesting trip throughout. Leaving Scranton, 17 September, at 2 p.m., we numbered four,—Messrs. Carpenter, Mercer, and Sturdevant, of the Wilkesbarre Bicycle Club, and your correspondent; and at Carbondale we were joined by President Miller and Captain Hayward, of the Susquehanna Bicycle Club. We arrived at Honesdale, at 5 p.m. (thirty miles), where we were met by members of the club there, where we spent a most pleasant evening as their guests; and in the discussion of the always interesting subject of bicycling, and making our plans for the trip so auspiciously begun, we found much pleasure and profit. The party, including representatives of the Honesdale Club, were made comfortable by mine host of the Allen House; and after a delighted night’s rest, and a breakfast such as a cyclist relishes, we were ready for a start shortly before 7 A.M. next morning, our route for the day being from Honesdale to Port Jervis (fifty miles), via the Delaware and Hudson Canal tow-path. Mr. Hayward of the Susquehanna Club was elected captain for the day, and Mr. Wood, of the Honesdale Club, guide. All being in the best of spirits, and the weather favorable, the prospects for a fine run were good; and the tow-path, which usually affords easy riding, was found rather heavy and dusty from recent repairs and want of rain. Hawley (ten miles), however, was reached in an hour and twenty-five minutes. From this point the path improved a little, yet in order to make good time it was necessary to ride within a few inches of the edge of the water, and the canals, even at low water, rendered it smooth; and this made it necessary to watch our wheels very closely, notwithstanding which three of our party were treated to a bat of the way. Once beyond this, we were helped to make it quite interesting, as each was expecting his turn to come next. After one would become warm, and suddenly take a cooler, we would stack our machines and assist the unfortunate in drying as best we could, and start on until another would meet the same fate. An interesting incident of the trip was a reception we received at the residence of Mr. Rowland, at Rowland’s Station, where we were most hospitably entertained, and we will remember with pleasure this pleasant episode. At this point, much to our regret, Messrs. Wood and Dolemich were obliged to leave us and return to Honesdale. We reached Lackawaxen at twelve o’clock, where we took dinner. The trip from this point to Port Jervis was made without incident. Arriving at Lackawaxen shortly after 6 p.m., we remained over night. The next morning, before proceeding to Milford, we rode through the streets of Port Jervis and vicinity, finding the roads so fine that we were not at all anxious to leave; but at eleven o’clock we started. We found the road through the very best, making the eight miles in less than fifty minutes, easily. The roads in and around Milford were all they represented to be, and we can assure bicyclers it is a perfect highway; and yet, with such facilities for enjoyment, these places are without a club or even a single wheel; yet the people here are by no means lacking in hospitality, for our stay was a most pleasant one. A reception and hop was tendered us at the Saxkill House, on which occasion we were introduced to the young ladies, always so agreeable to cyclists. This event was one which we will remember with the greatest pleasure. To bicyclers who desire a pleasant resort and the finest roads, we can recommend Milford, without reserve. Our party returned home Tuesday, the 21st, by rail, and all so delighted with their experiences of the trip, that it will not be our last visit to that vicinity. F. C. H.

Scranton, PA, 23 September, 1881.

RACES

Coming Events.

2 November. Philadelphia, Pa., Schuylkill Navy Races, three-mile bicycle race, open to all comers.

26 October. Brookline Park, Boston, at 3 p.m. Regular Saturday races of the Boston Bicycle Club. Speculators invited.

RACING IN MICHIGAN.—At Mason, 29 September, in a race, mile heats, best three in five, prices $15, $10, and $5.00, winners’ choice, E. F. Woodcock of Lansing was first, S. H. Culver of Mason, second, and S. H. Culver of Mason, third. At St. John’s, 30 September, five-mile race, prizes $25, $15, $10, winners’ choice, E. F. Woodcock of Lansing was first, H. C. Weathersby of Laingsburg, second, and H. N. Keys of St. John’s, third. No official time given in either of the above races. At Lansing, 5 October, a one-mile heat, 2.12.1, in a four-mile race, was won by Woodcock of Lansing; F. H. Escott, of Grand Rapids, second; H. C. Weathersby, of Laingsburg, third; and L. F. Jenison, of Lansing, fourth.

The prizes were a silver water set, a silver stem-winding watch, a split second time piece, and a nickel-plated cycloimeter. As it rained nearly all day before the race, and the track was naturally soft, very bad time was made, and it was made in mud two inches deep: 3.22, 4.25, 4.20. At Plainwell, 6 October, for an elegant gold watch, presented by A. Porter, for second prize, in half-mile heats, but three in five. Ed. F. Woodcock, Lansing, took first; Will Gunn, of Grand Rapids, second. There were several entries made in the fancy contest; but as it rained during the other races, the fancy riding did not come off. The prize was for a silver water set. Most of the bicycle races at our county fairs this year been on the most unfavorable days; either rain all the day before the race, or on the morning of the race. Michigan will shortly start some of the Eastern riders yet with some fancy riders; one good club is to be established in the World, and in an exhibition in the hotel did some very clever riding. At the bicycle race held 13 October, 1881, on the grounds of the Musical Fair Association, Brighton, Livingston County, Mich., Edward F. Woodcock, Lansing, captured first prize in three (3) straight heats,—L. F. Jenison of Lansing, coming in a close second; H. Daniel of Lansing, taking third place. The race was in half-mile heats, best three in five, for prizes of $25, $15, $10, winner’s choice; the track was soft, and the time was necessarily slow. The race was advertised for the 12th, but as it rained all day, it was postponed till the 13th. Time, 2.10, 2.15, 2.12.

DARTMOUTH COLLEGE, 5 AND 6 OCTOBER.—At a bicycle race on a grass track, one mile, G. S. Hatch won in 5.59.

CANTON, ILL., 7 OCTOBER.—The Peoria Bicycle Club participated in a race at the Canton Fair, 7 October, a large and interested force of spectators being present. At 2.30 the race was called, and five wheels sped under the wire. The riders were: Fred Patee, Steve Tripp, John F. Coykendall, and Charles Vall, of Peoria; and Frank Porter of Canton. The flying start was what a prominent horsemanship present said was “the prettiest thing he ever saw,” Vail immediately took the lead, which he held till after the first half-mile was finished, when Tripp gradually pulled up and passed. Coykendall’s pedal broke in the first quarter and he was compelled to withdraw. Tripp held the front till the last, and won by a comfortable margin. The race for second place between Vail and Patee was a pretty one. Vail lead by a length till within a very few feet of the wire, when Patee, by a superhuman effort, passed him and came in first, beating Vail three inches ahead. Time, 4.09; Vail, 4.09. Porter was so far behind he did not finish, but pulled out at the first quarter. It is but proper to state that Porter had
ridden a steel wheel but a few times before the race, and did exceedingly well under the circumstances. The prize was a handsome gold medal, valued at $2; the second a silver coffee cup and saucer. The track was quite soft from recent rains, and a stiff wind was blowing. As it was the first race any of the contestants had participated in, and all the wheels were "Standard Columbia's,"—Coykendall's expected,—we are not ashamed of the record. During the race the most intense excitement was manifested, and at the close hearty cheers greeted the victor. Every one was enthusiastic in praise, and more than one said, "It beat any horse race" they ever saw. The press of Canton and Peoria gave the matter wide publicity, and it is assured that there will be more races.

NEW YORK, 8 October.—At the games of the American Athletic Club, held Saturday, 8 October, at the Polo Grounds, a bicycle race was ridden, the distance being two miles, and the competitors W. Smith of the Bristol, Eng., Bicycle Club, C. A. Reed of the Athletic Club, Louis, the Lenox Bicycle Club, H. G. Cortis of Brooklyn, W. H. Austin and G. F. Fisk of the Kings County Wheelmen, and J. M. Austin. Smith and Reed started from scratch, Stearns took twenty-five seconds, Cortis, W. H. Austin, and Fisk thirty seconds each, and J. M. Austin thirty-five seconds. Cortis got a good lead from the start, but was soon passed by Fisk and Austin. Stearns now pushed hard, and passing the others gradually but surely, took first place on the fourth circuit, when Smith let out for a win, and drawing ahead of all others, joined Stearns, and the two struggled desperately to the finish, with the Briton two feet in advance. — Reed coming in third, just twelve seconds behind Smith, who made the excellent record (for this country) of 6.08$. The whole contest was an exciting one, and was witnessed with delight and satisfaction by all.

STENTON, PA., 8 October.—At the games of the Young America Cricket Club, of Phiadelphia, at Stenton, Pa., 8 October, George D. Gideon, of the Germantown Bicycle Club, won a three-mile race in 1:2:33; W. P. Field, of Princeton College, second; and A. G. Powell, of the Germantown Club, third.

BALTIMORE, MD., 10, 11 and 12 October.—Mr. H. H. Duker sends us accounts of races at the recent Oriole celebration in Baltimore. On 10 October, the Baltimore Club, the Capital Club of Washington, and other riders gave an exhibition parade and drill in the Biddle Street Rink. They were led by Capt. Whyte, of the former club, and were heartily applauded by the large audience present. The fancy riding of the Baltimore Club and the Capital Club was voted immense. Rex Smith of Washington also did some splendid fancy riding, and Messrs. Duker and Ullman gave a gun drill on the wheel, which was very effective. In the mile race there were the usual three starters, Messrs. H. H. Duker of the Boston Crescent Club, J. Ullman and Henry Fisher of the Baltimore Club. There were fourteen laps to the mile. This race proved very exciting, and was won by Mr. Duker. Mr. Ullman fell off during the latter part of the race, and was declared out. Duker's time was 3:35; Fisher second, 3:39. A slow race was won by J. McKay Borden, of the Capital Club, the distance being 120 feet. A one-mile race was ridden by three Capitals, Messrs. Owen, Borden, and Seeley, each coming in in that order. Messers C. E. Pratt and C. F. Shillaber of Boston were present.

On the 11th, at Newington Park, under the auspices of the Baltimore Athletic Club, there were two bicycle races, the first being a one-mile dash between H. H. Duker of Boston and A. Boehm of the Baltimore Club; the former winning after a close struggle on the last lap, in 3:53$. The next race was for two miles, the contestants being F. Fisher and H. S. Owen; the latter, who rode a Cochinch wheel, winning in 8.04. On the 12th, at Druid Hill Park, several scrum races were made for prizes to be given at a later day; the grand Oriole prize race for a $50 cup, arranged for the day previous, having been postponed two weeks on account of wet weather. The first race was for half a mile, the contestants being Duker, Fisher, Samuel Clark and J. B. Morris, and the finish was made in that order, all pretty close together, and Duker's time being 1:40. Morris lost in starting, and could not recover his space. The second race was a two-mile contest for all comers. The starters were H. S. Owen and Samuel Barbor, George W. Wieseneke and Dr. Wilcox of Baltimore. Owen won easily in 7:52: Barber second, Wieseneke third, and Wilcox fourth. The third race was a mile and a half, starters, H. H. Duker, F. Fisher, G. Le Cato. This was won by Duker in 6:09$, the others being close behind.

ST. CATHERINE'S, ONT., 11 October.—The following races occurred: Third of a mile, best two in three; first heat won by M. Neelon in 1:50, Johnstone second, and Carman third; second heat, Johnstone first, Neelon second; third heat, Johnstone first, Neelon second. The prizes were a silver medal, a box of cigars, and a lamp. A mile handicap was won by W. J. Morgan, scratch, in 3:50, Johnstone second, and Neelon third. The prizes were a silver medal and a clock.

ELM PARK, SHERMAN HOUSE, COCHITuate, MASS., 14 October.—The second race of the Framingham Bicycle Club for the club medal was held at the Sherman House track, Cochituate, on the 14th. The track was good and the day perfect. The time was four and one quarter seconds better than that of last week. The contestants were H. W. Bean, the winner last week, W. A. Norton the second, and J. E. Felch the sixth last week. Bean took the lead and held it till the last quarter, when one of his toothed "pedal slippers" came off and fell into his wheel, and before he could re-cover his pedal, Norton took the lead, winning in 3:26; Bean fell off the hind. Felch retired at one half mile, but kept up well on his little 46 Columbia. This is the second time Bean has lost a race by those steel plates coming off his pedals, and he advises riders not to trust too much to them.

W. D. W.

NATICK, MASS., 15 October.—The races at Elmwood Park were well attended and very interesting, although a high wind very materially affected the speed of the contestants. Both races were for one mile in heats, best two in three, and the prizes were of the value of $15 and $10, winner's choice for the amateur, and $50 and $25 cash for the professional. The amateur race opened first with L. T. Frye and G. E. Frye of Marlboro', T. Hayes and H. W. Bean of Framingham, W. A. Norton of Natick, and H. D. Carey of Brookline, at the scratch. In the first heat the League champion won in 3:28$; Norton second, in 3:30. The second was also won by L. T. Frye in 3:28$, with G. E. Frye almost in the rear. Another heat had to be run for second place, and it was so earnestly contested that the winner, Norton, lowered the champion's figure in the first heat, recording 3:47, with G. E. Frye well in advance of the rest, in 3:29. The professional race was contested by J. S. Prince, who at present claims the championship of America, and Henry Hersey, of Boston. In the first heat, Prince broke his handle bar at the beginning, and Hersey travelled the track easily in 3:51. In the second heat Prince borrowed a "Yale Invisible," and won first place in 3:46$, with Hersey an exploit of 3:52. In the third heat, Prince broke his handle bar again, and in the last heat, Hersey, with no assist, won in 3:46, and was declared the winner. The final heat was won by Prince in 3:46$, Hersey scoring 3:47. The track was a very good one, half-mile circuit, and a well-shaped ellipse, and will doubtless become a good substitute for the Attleboro' loss. Fred. B. Graves of the Rochester, N. Y., Bicycle Club, Percy A. Legge of the Bradford Eng., Club, and F. W. Weston of the Boston Club officiated as judges.

THE BOSTONS vs. THE MASSACHUSETTS.—The second ten-mile contest between the Boston Bicycle Club and the Massachusetts Bicycle Club occurred Saturday afternoon, October 13. Our readers will remember that the first race came off at the same place last June and resulted in a victory for the Massachusetts team. Recently the Bostons sent a challenge to their conquerors for a second contest, which was accepted, and Saturday afternoon, 15 October, at three o'clock, was set for the race. At the appointed
time a large number of members from the two clubs and other wheelmen were on the grounds, and the teams—three from the club and one from the 5 Club. These were, for the Bostons, W. W. Stall, J. S. Dean, and C. L. Clark; and for the Massachusetts, G. E. Alden, A. D. Chaffin, and M. H. Hardwick. Alden of the Massachusetts had promised to come, and, after nearly an hour's delay, Mr. H. E. Parkhurst was persuaded to take his place in order to make a team, and at about four o'clock the race was called. Dean drew the pole, and following came Stall, Chaffin, Clark, Parkhurst, and Hardwick. Stall, however, as usual when the track is somewhat cramped for the number of contestants, took position in the rear for a short flying start, the rest starting from standsstill. The riders all got off well, but before the first lap was completed, Stall had passed all the rest and taken the lead, and they reached the first barrel in the following order: Stall, Dean, Parkhurst, Hardwick, Chaffin, Clark,—Stall’s first mile recording 3:25. The next mile showed the same relative positions, only Stall was continually increasing his lead. At the end of the third mile Parkhurst was second, Dean third, Chaffin fourth, Hardwick fifth; and another mile placed them thus: Stall, Dean, Parkhurst, Chaffin, Clark, Hardwick. The end of the fifth mile had again reversed the positions of Parkhurst and Dean, the others being in the same order and so continuing to the end. Stall’s five miles was covered in 18.49, Parkhurst’s in 19.06, and Dean’s in 19.27. The main interest now centred entirely in Dean and Parkhurst, the positions of the rest being definitely settled, as Chaffin was riding a handsome and steady gait for fourth place, and Hardwick showed signs of exhaustion or illness and was not even holding his own against Clark. During the laps of the sixth and seventh miles, Dean and Parkhurst were continually alternating positions. The former’s fifty-seven-inch latitude tending against him in the strong head wind of the home stretch, while on the back stretch he overhauled Parkhurst’s fifty-inch wheel, and so in these miles counted No. 2 by half a length each. The eighth and ninth miles were exciting in the extreme, and were won by Parkhurst, Dean in the last being several lengths behind, indicating victory for the Massachusetts man; when on the back stretch, Dean made a splendid spurt, passed his adversary, and came into the finish by a handsome lead. In the last lap of the eighth mile, Hardwick, who led in the early part of the race between the teams, had a side pain pluckily kept on, became so exhausted that he was forced to dismount in a fainting condition; he was evidently not in condition to enter the race at the first, for with the distance over the course unusually hard or extreme, and told but lightly on the other participants. The following is the summary, showing time, and positions at each mile:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MILES</th>
<th>TIME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Stall, B.</td>
<td>1:00:15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dean, B.</td>
<td>1:00:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parkhurst, M.</td>
<td>1:00:32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chaffin, M.</td>
<td>1:00:35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clark, B.</td>
<td>1:00:37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This gave the victory to the Bostons. Stall’s time in the first mile was 3:25, and his ten-mile time of 36.22 spoils the best previous record in this country. The judges were Geo. Pope of the Massachusetts Club, R. M. Dine of the Boston, and Fred. L. Sloane of the Cleveland. E. C. Danforth of the Massachusetts, officiated as scorer, and Capt. Hodges of the Bostons as starter.

Racing Notes.

CHARLES A. SMITH, of the Rochester Bicycle Club, won the annual five-mile race for club medal in 18.36.

At Surbiton (England), 27 September, H. E. Lockington won the ten-mile race in 34.30; and at Polsoke Park, 30 September, the 5-mile race was covered by G. B. Batten, in 34.25.

A professional race, to come off when the fair closes, in the New England Manufacturers’ and Mechanics’ Institute building, on a seven-lap track, is talked of, in which J. S. Prince and C. W. Harrison may compete.

Bicycle contests were announced to come off 11 October, at a fair at Fort Allegheny, Miss Von Blumen to compete against the trotting horse Rosa Lee for a purse of $200, and H. Marsden, of Buffalo, N. Y., and J. A. Cornwall, of Wyoming County, N. Y., to race, professionally, for a purse of $100.

The Boston Herald says:—"In answer to the challenge of George Harrison, John S. Prince writes that he is ready to ride a bicycle match against Harrison for $200 a side, any distance from one to fifty miles, on any fair grounds in America, the winner to keep all the money in Boston preferred; and he will cover any deposit made at the Herald office."

Our esteemed contemporary, the Spirit of the Times, sagaciously takes us to task for having used recently a couple of reports of races from its columns without due credit. We confess it without as much shame as we ought to feel, because we are not alone in these errors of omission, having more than once seen items of uncredited bicycling information in the Spirit which must have originated in our columns. Still, our error was a grave one, because of the length and excellence of one of the articles we appropriated, and it was an oversight which is not common with us. We do not often give nor expect to receive special credit for paragraph notes which are as likely to be second-hand as not, but we do know that detailed reports are procured at some trouble, and often at much expense, and it is but just that the journal first publishing them should receive acknowledgement. The Spirit errs, however, in saying we got "William Engle" from the Boston Globe. We never saw it there—never saw anything worth taking from it. We got that notation from a New York sporting paper, but forget which one,—possibly the Spirit. We bear you no malice for reproving us neighbor, for we deserved it.

L. A. W.

Amateur bicyclists everywhere are cordially invited to join the League of American Wheelmen. Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c. each for members of clubs when the entire active membership joins. You must accompany the application, and will be returned in case of rejection. Make checks, drafts, or postal money orders payable to Dillwyn Wistar, 233 N. 7th street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Applications accompanied by the fee, as above and other communications, should be addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New York. Names are published very plainly with first names in full, giving full address, and on one side only of separate sheet of white paper.

Applicants should notice names as published in the Cycling World, and notify the corresponding secretary if any error is made. Regulations generally are published with notice of the names also, and inform the corresponding secretary confidentially if any professional or otherwise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the influence and benefits of the league by inviting desirable bicyclers to join.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be sent to any address on application to the corresponding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in the Cycling World of 2 October, and may be obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the World. It is very important that every member should be familiar with these rules, and they may be obtained at the office of the World.

Applications.

Editor of the Cycling World.—The following names have been proposed for membership in the League of American Wheelmen, and are sent you for publication, as required by the Constitution.

KINGMAN N. PUTNAM,
Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.

UNATTACHED: F. M. Harris, 169 West 40th street; Frank A. Egan, 751 Fifth avenue,—both of New York City; Rev. A. J. Hovey, Stoneham, Mass.; A. R. Hildreth, 96 Howard street, Lowell, Mass.

ALBANY, N. Y. CLUB.—Additional: Clarence Wendell, 120 Lancaster street, Albany, N. Y.

APPOINTMENTS OF CONSULS: CONNECTICUT, New Britain, George W. Corbin, No. 195, in place of Leonard Doolin, resigned.

MARITIME PROVINCES.—Windsor, N. S., Clarence H. Dimock, No.197.
wheeleman from Everett, Malden, Stoneham, and Maplewood. Letters and telegrams were read from absent members of the old club, expressing their hearty co-operation in the movement, and regret at their inability to be present. After social greetings were exchanged, the gentlemen present nominated Mr. Chauncey Reynolds for the unexpired term. Mr. Winslow, on taking the chair, called the meeting to order; and after reading the call, requested Mr. Sylvester Baxter to explain the occasion of it, and inform the company of its purposes. Mr. Baxter, quite unprepared, in a dashing little speech, evidently drawn extempore from his mother's wit, gave the club some of his early experiences on the wheel, and stated that within one year there had been a phenomenal increase in the number of wheelmen in Malden and vicinity; and expressed the opinion that while last year there were not more than ten or twelve, there were fewer than between seventy-five and one hundred wheelmen in Malden at present, and he confidently predicted the number would before next fall be increased fourfold. He stated the object of the meeting to be for the purpose of reorganizing the club for the spring of 1882, completing an organization, newly uniforming the club, renting or purchasing a club house befitting the character and social position of the gentlemen who were at present favoring the pastime. He stated his belief that there were 500 gentlemen in Malden who admired the wheel, and would soon brace up and learn to ride a bicycle or tricycle. It was voted to reorganize the Middlesex Bicycle Club of Malden, Mass. It was voted that the name of the new organization be the "Middlesex Bicycle Club of Malden, Mass." The following officers were then elected: Hon. President, L.S. Ipsen; vice-president, John P. Gale; secretary and treasurer, Charles N. Barnard; captain, Edwin F. Russell; lieutenant, Summer Kauback; bagler, Chauncey R. Winslow. Preston park being taken possession of, the chair, made an off-hand speech, thanking the club for the honor conferred on him, and related in a witty style the day's adventure, being the incidents of a spin to Belmont. On the way, being pressed to the curb by a careless cartman, President Ipsen dismounted hastily and not very gracefully, and clutched the bridle of the cartman's horse to save a fall. The horse kindly raised his head and held the worthy president while he alighted on his feet. Turning to discharge a Parrott gun at the head of the bewildered driver, the president said the B. D. was in the act of making such a graceful apology that his gun was spiked, and he pleasantly answered upwards of fifty questions, about which most idiots are curious, such as: "Is it hard to learn a? Can it go as fast as a horse? Does it tire you as a horse? How much does it cost?" etc. President Ipsen related among other things an account of an interview he held with Col' Albert A. Pope since his return from En land, where, by invitation, the colonel drove with the company of a Society Manufacturing Company, composed of the oldest and influential men of Coventry; who, after expressing their thanks to Col. Pope for his pioneer labor in America, stated to him that while they had been engaged twelve years in the manufacture of bicycles and tricycles in England, yet they felt after their experience that they had only begun to meet the demand, and that they expected the use of them to increase yearly. Mr. Pope said: "If we have on this small island between 250,000 and 300,000 bicycles and tricycles, how many do you think it will take to meet the wants of the whole United States? The president accordingly nominated Mr. Sylvester Baxter, with full powers. At a late hour the meeting was adjourned till the first Friday (4th) of November.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

BREMEN BI. CLUB, Editor Bicycling World.—The fourth meeting of the Bremen Bicycle Club was held at Sedenburg's Hotel the 23d of September, upon which occasion the resignation of the Hon. Secretary, Mr. Warren Leete, was tendered and accepted with many regrets. The ballooning for the succeeding officer was hereupon undertaken, and resulted in the unanimous election of Mr. Norman Leete. . . . Two members of our club took a run (?) to Bremerton the 28th of last month, but found the Chaussee something horrible. Riding was out of the question, so they pursued their fatiguing journey on foot, and quite often found it a matter of difficulty to lag the machine forward. They arrived, nevertheless, at their destination at 3.20 p.m., having been on the go since 7.30 A.M., the distance was thirty-seven miles. This trip verified the general belief that only plucky cyclists can appear in the city of Bremen; really good riding is not to be found, for the police even restricted our wheeleing on the magnificent wall and contrescarpe.


MIDDLESEX BI. CLUB, MALDEN, MASS. —Pursuant to call, a large and enthusiastic meeting of amateur bicyclers was held at Social Hall, in Malden last evening, to reorganize the Middlesex Bicycle Club. The attendance might modestly be called a rousing demonstration on the part of the gentlemen of Malden and vicinity in favor of the wheel, being represented by...
CORRESPONDENCE

In Montana.

Editor Bicycling World:—Bicycling in Helena does not look very encouraging at present. We have six riders and two machines. I own one, and Mr. Har rison of the United States Assay Office owns the other. Both are Standard Colombias. We should have three bicycles, but we are so far away from transportation (railroad) that it takes from six months to a year to get one here. I had shipped to me on the twenty-sixth day of last May, a full-nickelled ball-bearing 52-inch Standard Columbia, and have not heard from it since. There has been a tracer started after it, but up to date I have not heard anything of either it or the bicycle. The roads about Helena have been in good condition all summer, being very hard and free from rocks. To do it is very hard, with a prospect that it will continue for some time. We are expecting the Marquis of Lorne from Canada today, and my brother, J. E. Norris, has gone out with others to meet him and escort him to the city. If the snow-storm continues, I am afraid my brother, who went on his bicycle, will have to turn back, as there is also a hard wind blowing. We intend to start a club as soon as all can get machines, and join the League.

W. E. NORTIS.

Helena, Mont., 9 September, 1881.

To Brockton and Return.

Editor Bicycling World:—The distance from Codman's Church, in Dorchester, to Brockton, is just twenty miles, via Norfolk street, Brush Hill turnpike, Canton avenue, Stoughton, Taunton turnpike, and Pleasant street. It was run last Wednesday without a dismount, except where they were leveling a hill in Canton, by two of the Roxbury Bicycle Club, in one hour fifty-five minutes; and after a collation by the Brockton Bicycle Club and a parade out to and around the race track, three times, we started at three o'clock alone—not being able to find any one else for company who had grit enough to face a twenty-eight mile wind for twenty miles—for Boston; we arrived home at six o'clock, having made the distance in two hours and forty minutes, resting twenty and only walking three hills. My cyclometer registered fifty miles for the day. The roads were in beautiful condition, and no one enjoyed the day more than "Jim," and

SHORTCRANKS.

Brockton, 8 October, 1881.

Peoria, Ill.

Editor Bicycling World:—At the invitation of the secretary of the Peoria Bicycle Club, which, as I hear, is fair, the Peoria Bicycle Club participated in a bicycle race held in Canton, Ill., fair, the Peoria Bicycle Club participated in a bicycle race held in Canton, Ill., Friday, 7 October. As this was the first occasion of the sort in this part of the country, there was a great interest both among wheelmen and the general public. Presuming you are interested in the development of the manly sport in this, as well as all other parts of the country, I send an account of the event. [See "2 Races."—EDITOR.] Through the kindness of the Wabash officials we were given a chance on the transpor tation of ourselves and wheels. Un troubled by the crowded condition of the train behind us, we enjoyed a royal time till we arrived at Canton, where we were met by our many friends, the fair officials, and the solitary bicyclist of the place, Frank Porter, who escorted us to the grounds and assigned us a room in a neat little building overlooking the track. Coming home, our special car was omitted, for some reason, and we had to intrust our wheels to the under mercenaries of a brawny baggageman, who received them with very poor grace, and expressed his estimate of the riders in very uncomplimentary terms. Coy kendall, who is connected with the general office, reported the case the next day, and we had the satisfaction of knowing that the offender was chivied over the coals. Capt. Tripp invited the club to an elegant supper on the evening of the 9th, and a very enjoyable time was had. We have succeeded in winning the entire city press to our side, and have no more trouble on that score. We have just reading the Chicago Tribune, and possess our souls in peace.

H. G. ROUSE, Sec. P. B. B. C.

Peoria, Ill., 10 October, 1881.


The public, especially bicyclers, are generally informed that the contestants at the Attelesboro’ bicycle races, as above, refused to compete, and as my name is mentioned in the various reports, and especially in a villainous attack by the Boston Daily Globe, I will explain our side of the question, and give our reasons for doing as we did. When the races were arranged those were interested in the usual programme, and very pressing invitations given to the riders who were at Attelesboro’ on September 29, myself included, to participate. Subsequently similar circulars were issued, without notice of change, or reference to first issue, with the addition of a bottom line:—"N. B.—An admission of thirty-five cents to the fair grounds will be charged." Those who were fortunate enough to possess an "improved" programme naturally supposed the thirty-five-cent clause to refer to those who attended for the purpose of seeing the entire programme of the United States, including the grand parade, and not to the riders who were to furnish the entertainment. It will be remembered that at Hingham the same clause appeared, but the riders were not only allowed to enter free, but were treated with kind and gentlemanly manner. Imagine the surprise of the uninitiated when every man was mulcted to the tune of thirty-five cents before being allowed to enter the grounds, including the competitors, who had been invited to compete, and assured of a welcome. On further inquiry, it was found that the judges consisted of a number of gentlemen totally unknown to the competitors, who, although evidently at home on horse back, were not known to the rules, or the requirements of bicycle races. On remonstrating with Mr. O. N. M. Draper, who was in charge, in a gentlemanly and quiet manner, and requesting him, after suitable explanation, to give us the privileges which belong by right of inviolable custom, we were informed to the effect that having made his arrangements to suit himself, he proposed to carry them out, and if we did not approve, we were at liberty to stay out and not compete. Thereupon, Mr. Draper was informed that it was the intention of all the competitors to refuse to appear unless granted their rights. Soon after, on being informed by a spy that I had explained our side of the case to a number of the spectators who requested to know the trouble, Mr. Draper approached and threatened to put me off the tracks if I "did not keep my mouth shut." Finding I could not be intimidated, and knowing perfectly well he had no authority to do so, as I was only expressing my opinion, and exercising my right at a place without causing a disturbance, he did not again attempt to interfere, although we continued to explain whenever called upon to do so.

Knowing that the competitors had refused to appear, and that he could not fill out his programme, Mr. Draper allowed the people to fill the grand stand (fifteen cents each) and after about an hour’s delay the Columbus Bi. Club went on the track; much against their inclination, as they had been left out in the cold, their offered assistance in managing the races and providing judges having been refused, and every man made to pay an admittance fee of thirty-five cents, in face of the fact that the competitors were promised Mr. Draper previously a club drill and some fancy riding, they manfully kept their promises, and then joined the rest in demanding their rights. The drill and fancy riding over, Mr. Draper called the races in order, giving five minutes for the competitors in each race to appear until the end; when, no one appearing on track he expelled the Columbus Bicycle Club forever from the track, after they had carried out their promises to him in full, and followed by expelling the other bicyclers present.

The bicycle men present acted throughout in a gentlemanly and quiet manner, which was much in contrast with the conduct of the managers. The spectators were generally in sympathy with the riders, and openly expressed their disapproval of Mr. Draper’s conduct. The hissing at which he threatened to put the spectators off the stand; but as there was only one policeman, and fully 1,000 people on the stand, it may be imagined that they did not cease, the unknown friend called on Draper to “give them their back their money”, and it was proposed to
Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

Editor Bicycling World: — In a previous communication, I promised to report if anything of interest in bicycling matters transpired in our vicinity. At that time I had very little idea that anything would happen of sufficient moment to report; but contrary to expectation, some things have happened, and to make good my promise, I will proceed to tell about them.

The first something to which I have reference was a bicycle race at the fair of the Dutchess County Agricultural Society, at Washington Hollow, 21st September; open to all amateurs residing in the county. Mile heats, best two in three. First prize, gold badge; second, "Excelsior" cyclometer; third, pair bicycling shoes. The entries were R. O. Osborn, T. H. Ransom, J. Becker, S. Lockwood, and C. Ostrander, all of Poughkeepsie. Osborn won first prize in two straight heats, Ransom second, and Becker third. First, heat 1st, 4m. 10½s.; 2nd heat, 4m. 13s. Quite a display of skill on the part of the participants in this race on account of an accident which befell Lockwood, who, while riding around the track for the first time after arriving upon the grounds, ran into a sand hole, which threw him, spraining his wrist and elbow so severely, that it will be some months before he will be able to use his arm. Notwithstanding the management promised that the track should be sprinkled, rolled, and no horses allowed upon it until after the bicycle race should be over, no attempt whatever was made on their part to fulfill any of the promises, and the track was in the worst possible condition. So bad was it that many owners of horses who had entered the races withdrew, not caring to run the risk of injuring their animals in the hope of winning the purses offered. So the participants deserve some credit, if the time does appear to favor that of a "slow race." It will probably be a week before the Dutchess County Agricultural Society will be able to fill another bicycle race with Poughkeepsie riders, although every one acknowledges that the fair would have been a total failure had it not been for the race. More than four times as many people were present on Wednesday, the day of the race, than on any other of the four days upon which the fair was held. ... The other interesting event was no more of less than a visit from "Kol Kron" to Poughkeepsie. That gentleman arrived at noon on Monday, 26th September, and after dinner the club escorted him on a ride about the city to Vassar College, where some of us went to meet him. From there we took the road to the Hudson River State Hospital. Notwithstanding the dusty condition of the roads (we having had no rain for nearly a month), and the intense heat, the ride was greatly enjoyed by the club members, and they hope also by their guests. It is rumored that the captain requested the bugler to forget to bring his bugle, out of respect to Mr. Kron's expressed preference for quiet rides; and it is also said that the bugler's feelings were so badly hurt by the evident failure on the part of the captain to appreciate his valuable services, that he (the bugler) has decided to quit Poughkeepsie for good and all. We understand he has taken up his abode in Philadelphia, where he hears there are no restrictions on bicycles; and no doubt he will soon make himself famous there as he was here, not only as a bugler, but in many other ways. The Society's last endeavor to give a detailed account of Mr. Kron's stay, but hope he will think well enough of us and our city to make an account of his visit a part of one of his entertaining articles which appear from time to time in your excellent paper.

...In the World of 30 September, 'Steno' says, and says truthfully: Nine out of ten novices in bicycling, when purchasing machines, get them about four sizes too small; and he does not say whose fault it is that they do so. In my opinion, it is caused by the idiotic rules for measurement given in the catalogues. For instance, my measure calls for a 46-inch machine of close build. I bought first a 46-inch "Special Columbia," afterwards sold it, am now riding a 48-inch of the same make, and if I have good success in disposing of that, I shall get a 50-inch. From this it will be seen that there is a grave error in the tables... If I am not taking up altogether too much of your valuable space, while finding fault, I would like to grumble a little at the system of numbers in the L. A. W. My first
CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.
(Established 1877.)
TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.
Sold Proprietors of the Famous

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords.

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES
deserve especial attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the eminence of the Touring Bicyclist, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.

THE BEST WAY TO KEEP
Your Bicycle from Rust

Is to wipe it over every day. The next best is to use NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance. Price, 75 cents for "Bicycle Special." Express prepaid to any part of the United States or Canada for $1.00. Cannot be sent by mail. Address

A. B. BROWN & SONS, WORCESTER, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO., Boston Agents.

Loughman, G. M. Douglas, A. E. Precece, A. Lowry, H. Spencer, H. Langdon, and R. W. Mountford. The following officers were elected: E. C. Farr, captain (re-elected); T. Searell, sub-captain (re-elected); J. F. Norris, honorable secretary and treasurer. Committee: Messrs. Olivier, Douglas, Spencer, Dalton, and Dunfords. The opening run for the season was to Woodland, on Saturday, 3 September. Owing to the stiff north-east breeze blowing, only six members and a friend appeared at the starting point, the General Post-Office, for the opening run of the season, on Saturday last to Woodlands. The head wind was too powerful to allow the bicyclists to proceed beyond Kalapoi, where a good tea was partaken of at the Pier Hotel in company with two other members. They then indulged in music and singing till 8 P.M., at which time lamps were lit, the advance blown by the bugler, and the homeward journey commenced. The wind being in the rear, a pleasant pace was kept up till Christchurch was reached, and the members dispersed, having thoroughly enjoyed the outing.

A little son of Col. A. A. Pope, and who, by the way, an expert bicyclist, recently fell from a stone wall near his residence, in Newton, and sustained a double fracture of the leg. He is a bright but daring little fellow, always essaying perilous feats, and in this case was exercising his especial proclivity. He has never got hurt yet by bicycling.
$75.00

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

WE have in stock less than one hundred and fifty of our well-known Cone Bearing

"STANDARD COLUMBIA"

Bicycles, in 46 and 48 inch, half bright and painted, which we offer at the reduced price of $75.00 until they are sold. We have a few 50-inch, full nickel, which we will sell at $95.00. The bearings of these machines are so well made and hardened as to be remarkably easy-running. The thousands which are in use have earned a good reputation. When kept clean and well lubricated they frequently out-spin and outcoast any other bearings; and they are easily adjustable.

This offer affords an opportunity to purchase good, serviceable, new Bicycles at a bargain while the lot lasts. Only these three sizes and two styles, and but a limited number are so offered.

For catalogues and particulars of other sizes and styles of Bicycles and Tricycles and their supplies, address with three-cent stamp enclosed,

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.

MANUFACTURERS OF

BICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done easily and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,

SALEM, MASS.

PATENT LAW OFFICE.
THOS. W. CLARKE, F. P. RAYMOND, 20,
Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors,
Patent, Trademark, and Copyright causes a specialty.
Long experience with Bicycle and Velocipede Patents. American and European Patents obtained.
29 Pemberton Sq. - - BOSTON, MASS.

LE SPORT VÉLOCIPÉDIQUE
ORGANE B-MENSUEL
Des Véloce-Clubs de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. DEVILLERS, Directeur.
RÉDACTION ET ADMINISTRATION : 36, RUE MONGE, PARIS.
Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at, the BICYCLING WORLD Office.

ALFRED MUDGE & SON, PRINTERS, BOSTON.
BOSTON, 28 OCTOBER, 1881.

WE MAKE

SPORTING GOODS
A SPECIALTY

And give particular attention to Bicycle Suits for individuals and clubs. We have a special circular with samples and prices, which we will send with rule for self-measurement to any correspondent.

We have imported this season a line of English Bicycle Suits, made to our special order by the leading houses in England, and would be pleased to show them.

YACHTING, BOATING, HUNTING, BICYCLING, FOOT-BALL, BASE-BALL, LAWN TENNIS and GYMNASIUM SUITS, ETC.

G.W. SIMMONS & SON, OAK HALL,
BOSTON - MASS.

"LAMSON'S LUGGAGE CARRIER," OR BICYCLE SHAWL STRAP,
(Patent applied for). Pronounced by the most experienced riders to be the "cheapest, lightest, neatest, and most convenient handle carrier for attachment to the handle bar; ever invented." It may be put in the pocket when not in use. Sent by rail for 75 cents, by C. H. LAMSON, Portland, Me. Also for sale by the principal bicycle dealers.

COLUMBIA, HARVARD,
AND
YALE BICYCLES
SOLD ON
INSTALMENTS
ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.

Purchasers Toughtte Ride. Call and examine or send 3 cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & Co., 5 UNION STREET, BOSTON.
Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
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BURLEY'S
ADJUSTABLE SKELETON SADDLE.

THE BEST, MOST COMFORTABLE and only ADJUSTABLE SADDLE made. It is so made that when it becomes slack it can be easily and quickly tightened. No rider who values comfort can afford to be without one.

Send for circular with testimonials.

Price, $4.00. Nickel Plated, $5.25.

Send money order or registered letter.

D. W. HYDE,
Box 1123.
Brighton, Mass.

THE "AUTOMATIC" ALARM

Meets all the requirements of the perfect bicycle-bell, and gives complete satisfaction.

IT IS EFFECTIVE; OUT OF THE WAY; NOT EASILY BROKEN; HIGHLY ORNAMENTAL.

The alarm is sounded by bringing a projecting roll against the moving rubber tire, when the roll is rotated rapidly and operates the hammer of the bell.

EASILY ATTACHED TO ANY CYCLE.

No. 9. Columbia, 55 cents.
No. 10. Columbia, 50 cents.
No. 11. Peoria, 35 cents.
No. 15. Ordinary Columbia.

These alarms are finely finished and nickel-plated all over. Send by mail upon receipt of 25 cents.


FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, always, for fifty cents.]

FOR SALE.

56-IN. EXTRAORDINARY CHALLENGE.

Ball bearings to both wheels. All plated except rims. Cradle spring, handy tool bag, wrenches, extra spoken, pedal pins, caps, lubricators, etc.

Reason for selling machine; too large. Must ride smaller machine. Address

A. F. P., Box 75, Dillham, Mass.

FOR SALE.

A 45-inch half-nickelled "Howe" bicycle, ball bearings. Bell, hub lamp, and all complete, only used once, good as new. A beautiful machine. Price $25, or will exchange for first-class speaking bells. Address

Lock Drawer C.
Galt, Canada.

FOR SALE.

A 52-inch "Special Challenge" bicycle, ball bearings to front wheel, newly painted in perfect order, and as good as new. Must be sold. Reasonable offer refused. Address: EDWARD B. FOX, 924 Chestnut street, Philadelphia.

FOR SALE.

The greatest bargain yet offered. A nickel-plated 4-inch "Special Columbia," guaranteed in perfect running order, complete with saddle, oil can, wrench, tool bag, M. P. P. bag, hub lamp, and velocipede (for 90-inch wheel); will send on receipt of $25, or will sell by express. Address MISS J. D. (Patent privilege of examination, receipt of same sufficient to cover charges both ways.

I. W. Thomas, Jr., Louisville, Ky.

FOR SALE.

24-inch "Harvard," made this year; has been run but very little, and is in perfect condition; will sell for $150. Can be seen at 33 Main street, Marlboro', Mass.

A. P. Cureton.

EXCHANGE.

I have a 44-inch Columbia, which I wish to exchange for a 52-inch machine, or will sell the same. Address

BICYCLE, P. O. Box 1377, Boston, Mass.

FILE & BINDER
FOR THE
Bicycling World.

SOLD ON INSTALMENTS
ON EASY TERMS
anywhere in New England.

Purchasers Toughtte Ride. Call and examine or send 3 cent stamp for Illustrated Catalogue and Terms.

W. H. HERVEY & CO., 5 UNION STREET, BOSTON.
Furniture and Carpet Warehouse.
BOUND COPIES OF VOLUME III. MAY BE HAD AT THIS OFFICE, On or about Nov. 21, 1881, for $2.00 EACH.

We will bind numbers, in Cloth, for our subscribers for $1.00 each.

THE BICYCLING WORLD OFFICE IS REMOVED TO 8 Pembroton Sq.

League Hand-Book.

The L. A. W. Hand-Book contains information that every member of the League should have — constitution, rules, officers, directors, name, list of members, and general information — for racing, road-riding, etc., etc. It is bound in stiff paper covers, in convenient size and shape for the pocket, and will be sent postpaid on receipt of thirty cents. Only a limited edition has been published, and members who desire copies should send for them at once to either of the following addresses:

Bicycling World, 5 Pemberton square, Boston, Mass.

New York, N. Pottas, Corresponding Secretary, 54 Wall street, New York.


Wm. M. Wight, 749 5th avenue, New York.

Bicycling Literature.

We have a supply of the following bicycling literature, which we will send postpaid at prices named:

Bicycling World, Vol. 1, bound in cloth $2.00

Patent File and Register for World 1.00

American Bicycling Journal, bound in cloth 4.00

L. A. W. Hand-Book, 1880 3.00

Sturany's Indispensable, 1881 5.00

1881 5.00

American Bicyclist, by Charles E. Fritz 6.00

Veloceipede, History of 2.00

3.00

Wheel World Annual, 1881 3.00

Photographs of Wheelmen at Newport. $2.50 each 1.00

Our second order for Sturany's "Indispensable" for 1884 has not yet been filled, but we are daily expecting it, and will forward copies to applicants as soon as received. We have on hand a few copies of the edition for 1880, which we will furnish postpaid for thirty cents each. These remaining copies in postage stamps will greatly oblige us by enclosing exact one-cent stamps, as we have little use for those of larger denominations.

E. C. Homer & Co.

CURRENTE CALAMO

The Bay State Bicycle Wheel Club made a run to South Framingham and return last Sunday.

Algeron Cholmondeley Jones objects to the use of the bugle by wheelmen. "It is quite too utterly foolish, you know."

The New Haven Tricycle Club was organized 15 October, 1881, with ten members. So far as known, this is the first tricycle club in America.

Our old friend, Russ B. Walker, puts his card out for the attention of bicyclers who wish to dance while bicycling is impracticable, and we think the suggestion is a good one; because it gives us an agreeable chance to cultivate the social graces with prospective tricyclecresses.

A Blue Mound, Ill., subscriber sent us the following to us on a postal card: "Do not send that paper more, as it is a nuisance to me, as I hardly ever read it since I sold my bicycle. Bicycles are an outrage on civilization in this fertile country, where we have no roads fit for self-propelling vehicles of any gender."

PERSONAL

Mr. H. S. Kempton has given up the conduct of the bicycling department in the Boston Sunday Herald.

Cragin has been "masking" the Suckersesses, Hoosierines and Buckeyettes along his track from Chicago, so he says.

President Pratt has started up a hornet's nest by his expression at the League meeting last month of his views on the conditions of League badge possession.

Stall joined the Harrison-Foudrier-Miller-Whittaker-Gilman party at South Natick, Sunday afternoon, just after dinner, and accompanied them back to the city as far as Brighton.

W. H. Miller, president of the Buckeye Bicycle Club of Columbus, 0. 0. in town. He is himself an enthusiastic wheelman, and reports bicycling in the mid-West as rapidly and permanently increasing.

The Boston Bicycle Club have purchased the Massachusetts Club's share of the up-to-date fittings of their joint headquarters, and will transfer them to the new quarters of the club — when they secure the new quarters.

Francis Cragin had arrived in Washington, Va., at 6:35 P. M., 17 October. We accidentally sent the third installment of his manuscript to the printer last week. We shall publish the second installment in our next issue.

Fred Jenkins, editor and publisher of the Wheel, has sent us a box of handsome stationery bearing the imprint of the new L. A. W. badge on both paper and envelopes. It looks very neat, and if wheelmen will send five cents to 75 Fulton street, New York, they can soon see a sample sheet.

W. Gaylord Bell of Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory, while riding one morning last week, in attempting to turn a sharp corner, tripped on a large pine knot in the road and took a header, breaking his arm and otherwise sustaining bruises. He expected, at last advice, to ride again in a very short time.

Messrs. Harrison and Foudrier of the Boston Club, and Mr. Gilman of the Chelsea Club, accompanied by President Miller of the Buckeye Club of Columbus, O., started for a run into the country Sunday. At the Brookline reservoir Consul Whittaker of the Cornet Club of Needham joined the party and escorted them to Needham, South Natick, and return by way of Wellesley, Newton, and Brookline. The party had an excellent dinner and were well treated at Bailey's Hotel, South Natick, and recommended wheelmen to go there.


As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America.—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, routes, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondence, news items, suggestions, clippings, or other aids will be appreciated, and should be sent to Editor of Bicycling World, etc., 8 Pemberton Sq., Boston, Mass. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.

To Contributors.

We shall be glad to hear from our friends in foreign countries of any events of interest. It is proposed to publish a quarterly full of information of interest to our foreign correspondent. Contributions are welcome and shall be used as far as possible.

BOSTON, 28 OCTOBER, 1881.

THE LEAGUE BADGE.

The adoption of a new badge design by the League, at its last quarterly meeting, and the opinions expressed during the discussion, respecting the relative rights of the organization and its individual members in the matter, have begun to elicit opinions from the latter, to whom we accord space in this issue; and it must be confessed that their criticisms on several points are very pertinent. Respecting the new League badge, we understand that the regulation size and style as adopted by the League are that represented in the cut in Mr. Lamson's advertisement, and may be of silver, of gold, or partly of both, as purchasers may choose; but we do not understand that this will preclude members from having the design in other sizes and styles, such as in the form of scarf-pins, bosom-suids, uniform buttons, or imprints on ribbons, except that, as the design is Mr. Lamson's property, manufacture must be through him, or by his permission. Neither does this design arbitrarily supersede the present League badge. Either may be used and recognized as the proper emblem of the L. A. W., and it leaves the choice with individual members; for possession of a badge is no proof of membership, the League certificate for the current year being the only legitimate voucher. So far as the badge being the property of the League, subject to reclamation from a member who resigns or is expelled, such a condition is only nominal, having no legal tenure in an unincorporated organization like ours, and its surrender to the League is only a question of morals. We quite agree with those who disagree with the opinion expressed at the League meeting, to the effect that a withdrawing member has no option but to return his badge, while the League possesses the option of retaining or returning the money deposit therefor. In fact, since the badge is only a symbol and not a guaranty of membership, and like Masonic or Odd Fellowship emblems, may be owned and worn by non-members, we see no advantage in the League owning it. As a financial speculation, it may hold the patent and sell badges, or loan them for a sum which will bring a profit; but beyond this we recommend the League to abandon all claims.

Some Tricycles. VII.

DELTA, ETC.

I believe it has been observed before, but it may bear repeating, that the tricycle does not appear to have received from makers or from critics so much mechanical attention as the bicycle. There are numerous points yet uncovered. I once tipped Mr. Frank Weston a hint, which I see no evidence of his having taken to practical purpose, and now I tip it to others; that is, if he wished really to make the "Harvard" tricycle anything different from the "Excelsior No. 1," of Bayliss, Thomas & Co., or if he wished to make it apparent that it was built for American use and entitled to an American name, he should have it made with the large driving wheel on the right-hand side instead of the left. With a single driver, and a smaller supporting wheel opposite, it is very awkward to ride with the large wheel higher or with the supporting wheel on the lower side of the road. For English use, where the rule of the road is to turn out to the left, the "Excelsior" or the "Harvard" is rightly arranged in this respect; but for American roads, where the rule of the road is to turn out to the right, and where one must ride up a slightly slope of the road, the arrangement of the wheels should be reversed. There is another point, applicable alike to either single or double drivers, but important to rear steers. Of course it is well recognized that the pedals should be brought pretty well under the body of the rider, so as to utilize weight in driving; but now in this class of tricycles the pedals should be brought well under the axle of the driving wheel or wheels, because there is about forty per cent of the weight of the rider on the pedals all the time, and from that upwards to ninety per cent of the weight of the rider, as the driving becomes more rapid or more difficult. If, therefore, the pedal shaft be geared forward of a perpendicular through the axle of the driving wheels, when more than half the weight of the rider is thrown upon the pedals there is a tendency to tilt the machine forward and destroy the steering and the brake gear. This might be obviated by bringing the pedal shaft to a point substantially vertically beneath the axle of the driving wheel. It is true that the weight would then rest considerably on the small wheel, when not drawn upon most for driving; but this would tend to make the machine steadier, and the difficulty of driving would not be much increased. A brake on the rear wheel would then be worth something, and the steering would not be precarious. This point happens to be well observed in the "Delta," made by the Birmingham Small Arms Company, England, and one of which I have recently had the opportunity to examine and try. This is a double-cramped forty-two inches in width, with front driving wheels fifty or fifty-six inches in diameter, and a rear steering wheel twenty-two inches in diameter. It has hardened parallel bearings, a double band brake acting on both driving wheels at the same time. The propelling mechanism consists in a double-cranked pedal shaft, adjustable on the lower ends of the hay-fork frame, and which is connected with a toothed drum at each end, over which endless chains pass to corresponding toothed drums on the hubs of the driving wheels. The peculiarity about this driving mechanism lies in the ratchet drums of the single crank shaft. The drum is loose on the shaft, and the shaft bears a four-way cam on each end, which operates within two cams of the same thickness within each drum, being held toward each other by spiral springs, and adapted to their central concave sides to the cam on the shaft, while their peripheral sides are in the arc of a circle of the same diameter as the interior of the drums. In operation, as the rider sits with his feet on the pedals he may hold his feet at rest, the pedals not moving while the machine goes on, as for instance down grade; or he may back-pedal or forward-pedal without any change of the mechanism or touching anything but the pedals,—this effect resulting from the fact that when the pedals are at rest the semicircular cams in the drums are brought to a right angle and do not operate, but with a sudden motion of the foot, either forward or backward, the shaft cams drive them apart, and they engage as friction clutches with the drums. This tricycle may therefore be classified as a rearster, double driver, and the wheels are...
capable of independent motions, as in turning curves; and it has some other advantages. The frame is so constructed that the crank shaft is brought well under the axes of the driving wheels, so it is a pretty sure steerer, and the front-wheel brake applying to both wheels makes it steady. In this respect, it has also the safeguard of back-pedalling. It is mechanically well made and finished, and is of about the same price as the "Salvo," described in my last paper. The driving mechanism should not be recommended, however, without some word of qualification; since, although it has a crank shaft, it is really a clutch driver, and clutches on any velocipede have their disadvantages. One disadvantage, which they have on most machines,—of making it impossible to backpedal,—is obviated in this one, to be sure: but a clutch is more likely to get out of order or to fail to operate than a keyed crank or wheel; and at high speed every clutch is difficult to operate, from the fact that the foot must move so much quicker than the point which the clutch is to operate on. But disadvantages on any machine have to be balanced against advantages. There is an American tricycle not yet fairly upon the market, which I have tried, and which has a clutch driving mechanism, and which is apparently quite satisfactory. I have been promised a cut to make my description better understood, or else should have furnished the readers of the Bicycling World with a description before this. Perhaps in my next paper I may describe it fully.

C. E. P.

CORRESPONDENCE

Newburyport Gossip.

Editor Bicycling World:— Doubtless you have wondered, and probably several wheelmen have, why Newburyport has never been heard from through the columns of the World, except in the way of bad roads; and I thought a few notes from this city would be interesting to your readers. The pioneer wheelman of this place, I think, was Mr. Wills, now of the Massachusetts Club, and for a long time he was obliged to ride alone. Until within a year the bicycle was but little known here, and well does the writer remember when he ran a mile to the principal hotel of the city, and there was allowed to gaze upon that mysterious machine and hear the riders talk of open heads, backbones, tangent spokes, ball and cone bearings, etc., which was as unfamiliar to them as the Romance languages. But now how different! He has been fully introduced to the tricks and intricacies of the silent steed, and has conquered it.

Here in this city, now, nine machines, and one in the neighboring town of Newbury. The sizes and makes are as follows: One 54-inch "Special Challenge"; two 52-inch "Standard Columbias"; three 50-inch "Standards"; one 50-inch "Harvard"; one 48-inch "Standard," one 46-inch "Milestones," and one 42-inch, which, well, I can't class it; it is homemade, 54-inch, with most of the material purchased of the Pope Manufacturing Company. There are also two 42-inch wheels, manufactured by Wilkinson, of Chicago, run by both. Scotch "green," or no name, has also reckoned among our number. Our most favorite runs are to Rowley and Ipswich, seven and twelve miles distant, respectively, the roads being first-class; or for a short spin, to the "Oysters-shell road," about three miles distant from the city proper, a ride over which will amply repay the wheelman for the exertion in climbing gravel hill just this side. Our men, when on a run, present a motley appearance. Some appear in helmets, some in polos, some in neither; some with knickerbockers, some without; and shirts, some appear in gray, others in blue, and a variety of colors, and some with none at all, but in jackets.... There is but little interest taken in club affairs here, but a few, the writer among them, are working hard to organize a club, embracing the town of Amesbury, five miles distant, which possesses four wheels and is likely to have more. If we succeed, we shall probably have a riding hall and club-room this winter. The drivers of horses in this city are, as a general rule, courteous and obliging to wheelmen; but once in a while we encounter some narrow-minded man who wants the whole road to himself. We have had some fancy riding here; some that is not often done, and is not among the feats of the Astrol Club, such as riding over fences, down flights of stairs, etc. One of our men, soon after receiving his 52-inch "Standard," was taking a trip on the mail (the name for our common) when he was seen to ride upon a seat, over a fence, and down an embankment on the other side; no bones broken. Another was practicing on his 54-inch, in his attic, and from the attic windows, stairs leading to the floor beneath, with no rail surrounding them. Suffice it to say that he takes his practice spins on the road now. Ipswich, for a time, was shunned by our wheelmen, as the very air seemed to have the taint of accident in it. First on the list was a rider of that town who broke his nose; next was a Newburyport wheelman who buckled his wheel while in that place; then followed the sad accident to Bosson, of the Chelsea club; following him came a Newburyport porter, who buckled his wheel there; and lastly, one of our men fell while on a walk with his wheel on his wrist. Ipswich people regard the bicycle as a dangerous article.... Two of our men took a run to Amesbury last Saturday; distance five miles, most of which is side-walk. They had Bannister's hill,—and they did climb it,—the main street of the town was reached, which rode as if it was paved with bricks placed endwise, and two or three inches apart. They dismounted and walked through the town. While there they found with Mr. W. W. Smith, a genial and courteous gentleman, who thinks of purchasing a wheel. We sincerely hope he will: such men as he add dignity to the pastime, and tend to raise it in the estimation of the general public. Whistles are getting quite popular here, bells being disdained, as they are easily broken and they interfere with coasting.... I have nothing to say in defence of the roads in this city. They are bad, they are respectable; but I have a word of apology to offer, and that is that water has lately been introduced into the city, and the road bed has been dug up considerable in consequence. Still, there is nothing like getting used to it, and one can get through the city without much difficulty, if he knows where the good patches of road are. Road, did I say? sidewalk, I mean. Don't give it away, but we ride on the sidewalk a good deal down here; nobody seems to notice it, except once in a while, when we meet a refractory female who stoutly declares there "those things have no right on the sidewalk," and sometimes indulge an offhand remark; but as you approach them, they generally squeeze out room enough to pass. If this does not interview your waste basket, you may hear from me again, in regard to wheel doings in this city and vicinity. If any of your readers dare venture over the "meanest roads they ever encountered" (I believe that is a Chelsea expression), and come this way, no one will be more glad to see them than your correspondent.

ELLSWORTH.

Newburyport, Mass., 4 October, 1881.

Canandaigua, N. Y.

Editor Bicycling World:— The worthy secretary of our bicycle club has several times promised me that you should receive a communication from old Ontario Country, and I see you can draw a section from his pen in your paper, I have been led to send you a few random thoughts. Returning from the Meet of the L. A. W. last June, so brimful of enthusiasm that in less than two months so much had been imparted to others that we had a well-organized, active club of sixteen members in our place of 6,000 inhabitants. Although the pioneer in bicycling, and years in our county, I feel about as young as any of the boys. Two weeks ago we had a very delightful time at Elmira, visiting the State Fair, and enjoying the hospitality of the Elmira Bicycle Club, as their guests. Returning, we left the cars at Havana, visited the Glen there; and then, mounting our wheels, in twelve minutes were at Watkins, distance three miles, having ridden over as fine a road as Iobston can boast of, with a descending grade all the way. I would speak of the wonderful Glen we visited, but it must be seen to be appreciated. It is well worth a visit. A trip of forty miles from Watkins to Geneva, over
Seneca Lake, afforded rest and refreshment, bringing us within sixteen miles of home. Last week our club enjoyed the hospitality of the Geneva Club, and took part in the Thanksgiving Day meet of our county agricultural society, held this week, the bicycle races did not amount to very much; but the trial riding of George Hayes of Canandaigua and Fred W. Binns was very superior, and they captured the two gold medals in order above mentioned. I would like to give you a description of a little improvement that I have made; although original with me, it might have been suggested to some others. It is the combination of my "Excelsior" cyclo- meter and "King-of-the-Road" lamp, so that I can carry them both at the same time. I first removed the attachment from top of lamp that kept it in centre of axle; made a pattern for two brass castings that should fit the top of lamp and cyclo-meter, so that when connected, the handle goes down below the cyclo-meter stand above the axle and revolves on its opening for axe of wheel; removed the screws that held the cyclo-meter together; drilled out the same holes a little larger, and fitted new screws sufficiently long to pass through both parts of the cyclo-meter, cutting the thread of the brass castings for same. Thus my cyclo-meter was firmly secured to the attachment. I then fitted the attachment to top of lamp, and when placed in position, drilled through the two, and fitted two bolts with nuts, which secured the brass attachments to the lamp. The old hinge of lamp was thus closed up, but I saved through the same attachment on top of lamp where the two joined, and easily made a new hinge for opening the front door. The top of the lamp that revolved on the axle could just as well have been entirely removed; but by attaching, as I did, it made the lamp hang lower, giving a better light and appearance. To prevent the dust from getting into the cone bearings of the little wheel of my "Rover" I fastened a collar of three-fourth inch rubber tubing, one inch wide, and slipped them on the axle when the wheel was removed, but before doing so, countersunk by trimming the end that came up against the hub of the wheel. The thin edge of the rubber produces very little friction, and most effectually keeps out dirt.

A. G. C., Captain Canandaigua Bl. C.          

Halifax.

Editor Bicycling World:—During the past week we have been honored with a visit from Mr. C. H. Dimock, consul for the League of American Wheelmen for Wisconsin, the first of the Wisconsin bicycleists in the province. During his stay with us we tried to get up races; but owing to the roughness of our trotting tracks, were unable to make satisfactory arrangements with the committee who had it in charge, and only got a couple of races in on which we should run, or they would withdraw prizes. This was on the occasion of the Dominion exhibition, when the city offered prizes for all sports; but owing to their ignorance of bicycling we were confined to the trotting track in the exhibition, which was not strong enough for the carriage, we certainly refused to compete on this course, valuing our necks more than the prizes that were offered. Arrangements are now being made to hold races open to the province, at Truro, or about the 25th inst. On the 26th inst., two members of the Halifax Bicycle Club met for a run to the Lakeside (thirteen miles); the day was fine, and the ride was one of pleasure, meeting at the Lakeside several ladies, with whom a pleasant afternoon was spent. The return was made at 5:30 P.M., and five miles traversed, when darkness prevailed; but it seemed to impede the progress of the riders but little, for the remaining eight miles was made in fifty-five minutes, which I think good time in "the dark," having no lanterns to light the way. I have, however, had a "skeleton" saddle for the last fortnight, and for riding long journeys, I think it a good saddle; but for ordinary use I would give preference to the "suspension" as furnished with the "Columbia" bicycles. It might be improved for ordinary use by making the edges a little rounder, for as they are I find a little difficulty in mounting and dismounting; this is the only fault I have to find with it. In looking over the log I find since the 1st of September I have 250 miles registered; but until the high wind which has been blowing for the past three days decreases, I will have registered very few miles, for I dislike to ride against a strong wind. To the list of tricyclists there has been one added since the 10th inst., a gentleman having imported a folding "Challenge," which appears to be a very nice machine, and a great improvement over the "Salvo," the only other tricycle here. I am happy to have to report no accident lately in either tricycling or bicycling. With the suggestion of "C. H. L." in the World of the 7th inst. I "vote agree," and have named my bicycle "Mary." BLUESOGE. Halifax, N. S., 13 October, 1887.

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World:—How little are our worthiest efforts appreciated by a coarse and unfeeling world! How often has it been the lot of many of us to hear the young gazelle, and find, etc., etc! Also that some days and yet so it is. These gloomy thoughts have been suggested partly on account of the very wet day, and partly on account of the lamentable ending to a trip out into the townships indulged in by four of our members, a few weeks ago, with the desire to add to the glory of our club, the "Big 4," "Arry," "Gezwe," "Jingling Johnny," and "Macspece," started for Sweetsburg to capture the medals offered for a two-mile race. On arriving at the town, they wended their way, the observed of all observers, to the principal hotel, where they—rather incautiously, perhaps—indulged in a hearty dinner previous to adjourning to the race-course. On arriving there, the four heroes at once stripped for the competition, for the carriage, though for the carriages, we certainly refused to compete on this course, valuing our necks more than the prizes that were offered. Arrangements are now being made to hold races open to the province, at Truro, or about the 25th inst. On the 26th inst., two members of the Halifax Bicycle Club met for a run to the Lakeside (thirteen miles); the day was fine, and the ride was one of pleasure, meeting at the Lakeside several ladies, with whom a pleasant afternoon was spent. The return was made at 5:30 P.M., and five miles traversed, when darkness prevailed; but it seemed to impede the progress of the riders but little, for the remaining eight miles was made in fifty-five minutes, which I think good time in "the dark," having no lanterns to light the way. I have, however, had a "skeleton" saddle for the last fortnight, and for riding long journeys, I think it a good saddle; but for ordinary use I would give preference to the "suspension" as furnished with the "Columbia" bicycles. It might be improved for ordinary use by making the edges a little rounder, for as they are I find a little difficulty in mounting and dismounting; this is the only fault I have to find with it. In looking over the log I find since the 1st of September I have 250 miles registered; but until the high wind which has been blowing for the past three days decreases, I will have registered very few miles, for I dislike to ride against a strong wind. To the list of tricyclists there has been one added since the 10th inst., a gentleman having imported a folding "Challenge," which appears to be a very nice machine, and a great improvement over the "Salvo," the only other tricycle here. I am happy to have to report no accident lately in either tricycling or bicycling. With the suggestion of "C. H. L." in the World of the 7th inst. I "vote agree," and have named my bicycle "Maria." Bluesoge.

Halifax, N. S., 13 October, 1887.

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World:—How little are our worthiest efforts appreciated by a coarse and unfeeling world! How often has it been the lot of many of us to hear the young gazelle, and find, etc., etc! Also that some days and yet so it is. These gloomy thoughts have been suggested partly on account of the very wet day, and partly on account of the lamentable ending to a trip out into the townships indulged in by four of our members, a few weeks ago, with the desire to add to the glory of our club, the "Big 4," "Arry," "Gezwe," "Jingling Johnny," and "Macspece," started for Sweetsburg to capture the medals offered for a two-mile race. On arriving at the town, they wended their way, the observed of all observers, to the principal hotel, where they—rather incautiously, perhaps—indulged in a hearty dinner previous to adjourning to the race-course. On arriving there, the four heroes at once stripped for the competition, for the carriage, though for the carriages, we certainly refused to compete on this course, valuing our necks more than the prizes that were offered. Arrangements are now being made to hold races open to the province, at Truro, or about the 25th inst. On the 26th inst., two members of the Halifax Bicycle Club met for a run to the Lakeside (thirteen miles); the day was fine, and the ride was one of pleasure, meeting at the Lakeside several ladies, with whom a pleasant afternoon was spent. The return was made at 5:30 P.M., and five miles traversed, when darkness prevailed; but it seemed to impede the progress of the riders but little, for the remaining eight miles was made in fifty-five minutes, which I think good time in "the dark," having no lanterns to light the way. I have, however, had a "skeleton" saddle for the last fortnight, and for riding long journeys, I think it a good saddle; but for ordinary use I would give preference to the "suspension" as furnished with the "Columbia" bicycles. It might be improved for ordinary use by making the edges a little rounder, for as they are I find a little difficulty in mounting and dismounting; this is the only fault I have to find with it. In looking over the log I find since the 1st of September I have 250 miles registered; but until the high wind which has been blowing for the past three days decreases, I will have registered very few miles, for I dislike to ride against a strong wind. To the list of tricyclists there has been one added since the 10th inst., a gentleman having imported a folding "Challenge," which appears to be a very nice machine, and a great improvement over the "Salvo," the only other tricycle here. I am happy to have to report no accident lately in either tricycling or bicycling. With the suggestion of "C. H. L." in the World of the 7th inst. I "vote agree," and have named my bicycle "Maria." Bluesoge.

Halifax, N. S., 13 October, 1887.

Montreal.

Editor Bicycling World: — How little are our worthiest efforts appreciated by a coarse and unfeeling world! How often has it been the lot of many of us to hear the young gazelle, and find, etc., etc! Also that some days and yet so it is. These gloomy thoughts have been suggested partly on account of the very wet day, and partly on account of the lamentable ending to a trip out into the townships indulged in by four of our members, a few weeks ago, with the desire to add to the glory of our club, the "Big 4," "Arry," "Gezwe," "Jingling Johnny," and "Macspece," started for Sweetsburg to capture the medals offered for a two-mile race. On arriving at the town, they wended their way, the observed of all observers, to the principal hotel, where they—rather incautiously, perhaps—indulged in a hearty dinner previous to adjourning to the race-course. On arriving there, the four heroes at once stripped for the competition, for the carriage, though
tatorium. The situation is one of the most convenient in the city, at the corner of Michigan avenue and Jackson street, just where the boulevard begins opposite the Exposition building, where we have had so much trouble in securing a course. Lake Park is also opposite, whose winding cinder paths will receive the preference on days when out-of-door riding will be more preferable. Being exactly in the center of the city, it is equally convenient to the north, south, and west divisions, and is surrounded with brand-new wood-paved streets. The main interior of the building, about 50 x 100 feet, is occupied by Mr. Fairfield's riding school, under the management of Prof. Rollinson. The front corner rooms, formerly the ladies' parlor of the Nataratorium, are the quarters of the club; while directly in the rear, in the dry, light basement, are the stables for machines. We will be pleased to welcome visiting wheelemen at our rooms any day or evening... Prof. Rollinson is astounding the natives with some wonderful tricycle invention which will be in order, and then a few broken necks!... Mr. Jeffery, our bicycle manufacturer, who will produce something fine when those patents run out, which is understood to be in less than two years, has built a novel tricycle. It is arranged so the rider is directly over the front axle in a standing position, with a bicycle backbone and small back wheel... It has rained almost steadily for six weeks, so bicycling, except on the wood pavement, which gets cleaner for the wetting, is not popular. Macadam is soft and slings mud... Some interesting in-door races are agreed upon for this winter. The Chicago Bicycle Club has a good record for speed, a mile in 2:55 being set to its credit by Mr. Craig, and minor speeds of 3:35 and more are scattered around liberally... It would be a good idea to have Mr. W. H. Cadger spin out on a convex brass button and nickel-plated. Our club would be glad of a chance to have a set of these buttons on its uniform, and no doubt all League clubs feel likewise. It certainly would be a very proper thing to do. STENO.

Chicago. 19 October, 1881.

Some Facts and Impressions.

Editor Bicycling World:—Just returned from a flying trip to the Sou'West (on car-wheel mostly, but with wheelmen constantly), I have a desire to speak once more with brother wheelmen on the subject of the grandest of all the world's garages, the dear Bicycling World. I wish to share the rich compliments of your recent editorial, and will endeavor to escape your single exception from praise, and not be "maddened and repaired" with especial reference to your esteemed correspondent's volley... Hartford is a charming city for the wheelmen. Its fine roadways and beautiful suburbs, and genial "pioneers," ought to make it a favorite ground for visiting wheelmen, and fertile of home fruits. There is an asphaltum walk on Bushnell Park, leading from Asylum street, opposite the hotel that most of the wealthy and beautiful of State capitals, which offers a favorite test of grade-riding for the club members there. The walk is about four feet wide, of smooth, hard surface; and, with a cool spring night and (I judge) five hundred feet, growing steeper towards the top. I calculated the grade for one hundred and eighty-six feet, including the steepest portion, and found it to be one foot in 8.4 feet, or an angle of about 6° 45' 26". A small part of it is steeper than this, and it is a good rider who keeps his wheel revolving forwards over the crest...[snip]...By the way, it was a bad slip in your report of the League races to write down William Wright as "Capt. Howard of the Mercury Club"; or was it by his own request of the reporter? for Willie was not as sure-footed on his elegant "Mayer" that day as usual, though graceful as always. It was a pleasure to see Directors Ely of Cleveland, Whyte of Baltimore, Lamson of Portland, Hazlett of Portsmouth, and others, covering long distances to attend the races and the business meeting of the Board of Officers. It shows an interest in affairs and a faithfulness to duties which should make their "constituents" satisfied. It also shows that the matter of making some provision for payment of the officers' travelling expenses incident to attending meetings should be attended to at an early day. It was an error in your reporter to say that President Pratt referred to having "received a communication from the Arlington Club of Washington," etc. It was a communication from the Capital Club that he presented, and that was referred to the Committee on Membership. As there is no such thing as club membership in the League, it is difficult to see how a club can resign. It is even more difficult to see what good reason any club or any number of wheelmen can have for wishing to resign from the League...[snip]...Your cut of the new League badge does not show what is on it, but it is easily guessed (and is true) that it is to be attached with a pin on the back of it generally, or with a stud, or with a link, as may be desired. It is to be hoped that this little badge, reserved for the exclusive possession of every member's dress, in future, wherever he may be met... It was a great pleasure to me to be able to find out Mr. Llewellyn Winter (Arthur H. Wright has it) in New York, and to entertain him at an evening. When he comes to Boston, after a trip westward, I hope we shall be able to show him some more extended hospitality. He is an old '69'er among wheelmen, and a genial gentleman. Poor Johnson—no, I take back that letter he felt his " schönheit" at the races very keenly, I have no doubt. He had been ill and was not in condition to ride that day; but he was too many to say so, after having met his engagement with Mr. Lewis, and especially with the American racing men will not rest contest while the amateur two-mile championship of America is held by an Englishman. But I must skip on, only regretting my inability again to meet Director L. H. Johnson's generous invitation to test the qualities of Orange roads, and his own hospitality at home. Nearly every city has its peculiar advantages. Washington has. I enjoyed accepting the invitation of the Arlington Bicycle Club for a spin there on Saturday evening, 8 October, and found Mr. Lewis, Mr. Dent, Director Dodge, and others of that club, very hospitable. With arid, sensitive vegetables which, in general, are clearly active members of society, there is every reason why the club should increase and prosper.

Of course, one in Washington looks into "Carps'" and "Scrubs," and notices the "hoppers" on the streets (ex-director Hausman was out on a forty-four inch one), and sees a "hick" at every turn; and many a glance at Mrs. Lockwood on her "trick," or even at that other rider of the three-wheeler which antedates the historic fall of 77. They talk in abbreviations and pet names there. Mr. Scribner courteously provided me with a mount. They tire there, however, of the level smooth streets, at times, and the easy fancy riding and "company front," and seek little difficulties. Owen, the most of the "caps," rides down the Capitol steps, and the winsome Capt. Hovey, and his "Beuss" over crossings and gravel banks, over narrow plantings, and through other sought-out difficulties; and the Arlingtons ride into the rougher country roads for experience. Perhaps they would exchange one or two avenues for our road to Cohasset. Baltimore has difficulties predominant. The wheelmen there are heroes,—they have to. I met Brother Shillaber there, of the Masons, but he was n't on wheel. He was admiring, as I was, the success of the exhibition on Monday evening in the Biddle street ring, where eleven hundred or so paid fifty-cent admissions, and the big building was to the last seat occupied, and no doubt floors locked to the last floor, among other beautiful things. The club mounted of the Capital team was amongst the most effective things. In the accomplishment of this, the team had a right in the heads of the saddle; then the captain and lieutenant, mounting, advanced through a graceful...
curve to a point set for the right end of the line, and there stood still on wheel; and one after one each other member rides around those mounted, comes to a standstill at the line, the others remaining standing, until all are mounted in a right line, at standstill, each man having his hand on his neighbor's handle; and then at the command they all move forward together, ten abreast. It looks delicate and nice, Mr. Rex Smith shows his accomplishment not more by the number of his tricks than by the grace and precision with which he does everything. Mr. W. Seeley and Dr. Schooley rode with fine bearing and elegant timing of their movements, A. W. Hansali and E. B. Mears, of the Pegasus Club, Philadelphia, well merited the applause they received; and our old Crescent friend, H. H. Duker, with a companion, performed a gun drill with good effect. A full company of wheelmen, armed with rifles, and going through the salutes by carry from "carry" to "files" would be immense. Brother Duker appeared in excellent form, and obliging as ever... Philadelphians are of course very jubilant over their freedom of the Park. Though the Philadelphia and Germantown Clubs have both good club-rooms now, they are providing others at the Park. There is a prophecy afoot in the former club that before two years it will have a fine club-house with restaurant and hall, and all the luxuries, like the Union League. A brief call on L. A. W. excise-president T. K. Longstreth, revealed the fact that his health is nearly restored, and that he is again cautiously enjoying the delights of wheeling. Am I getting "proxie"? Well, like Brother Parsons, when I let go on bicycling, I boil over. But let me say one thing,—if the Philadelphia clubs don't make Mr. Remak and Gen. Thayer honorary members of their clubs, they have some other reason than gratitude. Boston still has the BICYCLING WORLD, but—

Oh, Boston near the leading town, And in bicycling gained renown; Now other cities pluck her crown, While she at random.

Grown plush to fill her ample gown, Like any grand dame. C. E. P.

Bicycle Long, or Bicycle Short.

In Good Literature, a little weekly, published in New York, of date 17 September, I note the following query, by some one hailing from Watertown, N. Y.: "What is the proper pronunciation of bicycle? Is the sound like "long or short "t"? In response the editor explains, "The sound of the y is short, or what the lexicographers call obscure. Now, all this is of interest from what we in classical Boston have been used to calling our favorite steed, and rather grates on our aesthetic taste and elevated culture; but what can we do about it? Nothing! We must stand by our old pronunciation, or accept the new and say bi-sick-le."

The only reason we have for saying bicycle with a long y, is that we think that is the correct pronunciation; but if such authorities as Webster's and Worcester's Unabridged, and Good Literature, don't Back this opinion up; and the outside barbarians, whether wheelmen or not, persist in saying bi-sick-le, had it not we— the fortunate residents of modern Adams, who have thus far boldly and bravely pronounced ych, should be pronounced—better save ourselves the accusation of affectation, by giving way to the popular usage, and say bi-sick-le, with the uncultured and unfortunate heathens of all places and cities, except our fortunate "Hub"?

Boston, 24 October.

A Continental Route.

Editor Bicycling World:—For the benefit of our readers on a trip to the Continent, we send you our "road notes." We have classified the hotels as A, B, C, and D, meaning excellent, good, fair, and passable; and 1, 2, and 3, meaning dear, reasonable, and cheap. The roads are generally unless we mention them as otherwise:—

3. Villeneuve, 6 lieux. (15 m.). Roads. 
6. Lieux. (15 m.). Hôtel du Grand Monarque. B. 
2. Pavéed part of the way.

1. Juygqué. 55. Hôtel du Duc de Bourbigal. B. 
6. Dole. 56. Hôtel de la Paume 3r. C. 
2. St. Laurent. 56. Hôtel du Commerce. C. 
3. Roads. 
4. Gradually ascending to Pougny. Sharp rise of 5%, then gradual descent to Campagne. Rise to St. Laurent. 
3. Signs of war. Sharp rise of 6%. to Les Rousses (1,200-1,300 m.) above the sea. 

1. Argentières. 6 m. Hôtel de la Couronne. B. 2. 
Bingen (east Weisbaden and Kellshenheim). 53 m. 
3. Zum Goldenen Pögen. B. 3. On account of numerous "pavement villages we should advise riding via Mayence and left bank."

5. Many long pavements. 

Here our ride ended, as the roads are paved in Holland and Belgium. The best time for a trip is July, August, or early September, as the roads are of macadam, and every fall new stones are put on. 

John H. Taylor.

Albert Thordirke, Jr.

Boston, 20 October, 1887.

The League Badge Question.

Editor Bicycling World:—At the recent meeting of the Board of Directors, the question came up concerning the right of members to demand the two dollars deposit upon returning the League badge. No decisive action was taken in the matter at the time, but enough was done to render apparent the fact that there is a misapprehension of the purport of Rule 34.

After "consideration," President Pratt has "concluded that the member has no option to give it up [the badge] and ask for the return of his money, but that the League has the option of demanding back the badge whenever he ceases to be a member."

The same question propounded to a number of those who have become holders of badges shows that the universal opinion (so far as inquiry has been made) among those who accepted the meaning of the rule as it appeared on its face, without the "consideration" necessary to the matter through the distorting medium of the League treasury, was the reverse of that held by our worthy president; indeed, general surprise was manifested that there should ever doubt as to their rights.

The rule alluded to reads: "The League badge shall be furnished members who deposit with the treasurer a sum fixed as their value by the Committee on Membership, but shall remain the property of the League, to be given up on demand at the time of the receipt of the badge, and of the required rule and returned by him to the treasurer, he promises the return of the badge because he recognizes and receives it as League property, and in good condition for the same purpose. As a member can make no loss on the part of the owner, he inflicts an equivalent sum of money with its agent, the treasurer.

Aside from the plain wording of the rule and the emphasis placed upon the foregoing interpretation by its general prevalent, for the League to now declare itself free from obligation after having gotten the member to sign off all claims would be to subject it to a well-grounded suspicion of sharp practice. Surely we can be above this at any cost. The return of all the three hundred badges which have been taken should not enter us from conducting our affair above reproach, and shouldering our obligations honorably, even when, by a want of foresight, they prove somewhat onerous. As shown by the remarks at the meeting, many of the badges will never be returned, and demand of the treasury being depleted thereby are correspondingly lessened. The question
Well, I forwarded, let us say, the required particulars and the $1.00, and received in return a nickelled badge. I did not understand, and don't now understand that I bought this badge. I merely deposited $1.00 with the League as security that I would return their property when the badge came. It was not, in itself, useful, beautiful, nor intrinsically valuable. It was badly designed and ill made; it had no value whatever, except in that it was the badge of the L. A. W., and the League now lost all the value of this by adopting another badge, I say it is morally, if not legally bound to redeem this worthless bit of white-metal, and to return the collateral deposited with the League Treasurer as security for the return of the badge. It was suggested that the League cannot afford to do this. If the League cannot afford to be honest with its own members, it is time for it to die. But when the facts are, there are about three hundred badges of the old "ham and griddle" pattern out. There are probably about $400 on deposit as security for these badges. The League should return the deposit of $417.56 on hand. So the League can afford to return money deposited with it and members, and which belongs to them and not to it. If the League can afford to spend $1.00, can it afford to pay $417.56? Which has it not. It cannot afford to do so.

The reference to the races brings up another point, which is, that there is altogether too much prominence given to this business of racing. It is in my opinion the most unworthy part of bicycling. It is oftentimes as injurious to health as bicycling proper is beneficial; it stirs up feelings of envy, hatred, malice, and all uncharitableness, and aids more than anything else in the propagation of the popular idea that the bicycle is a toy for idlers instead of a vehicle for men. It may not be either practical or polite to abolish it altogether as a League matter, but it ought to be promptly relegated to a back seat. The money wasted in the New York race fizzle would have paid Col. Joslin's expenses in the suit at Newburg, and helped Mr. Howe of Providence to defend his own and other wheelmen's rights of way in the public streets, and thus have been of some benefit to every member of the League, and at the same time a chance in the hands of the treasurer besides.

Personally, I don't believe in racing of any kind, and am opposed to it on physical and physiological grounds. But as I am herewith twenty-four years old, and am rather foolish enough to indulge in it till they fall fainting at the finish (like Myers, the pedestrian), and go through life with a medal and a spoiled heart, as evidence of having tried to "cut down the record," it is only fair that the League rules on the subject should be clear and consistent with themselves, and with League practice. Rule 24 reads (if my copy is correct), "An amateur is a person who has never competed in an open competition, and who enters only for the protection of wheelmen in America; that its chief objects were to secure to members their legal rights, to secure and publish information as to routes, distances, and places, and to put its members on some sort of a footing of fellowship. I did not suppose it was to be a sort of jockey club for human racers, and that I would have nothing to show for my membership except a couple of cards, and a badge. Absolutely absurd that we have never cared to face a second time the ridicule incurred by wearing it in sight. What has the League done for wheelmen in America, since its organization? What information has it given members in regard to roads and hotels? What aid has it rendered those who were struggling to maintain the rights of wheelmen before the courts (excepting in the Haddonfield turnpike case)? Who has found that his L. A. W. badge has any value? This investigation, suggested by the officers' meeting, which adopts a new badge and refuses to redeem the old ones, which decides that the League cannot afford to aid in securing the legal rights of wheelmen, the cost would have been $200 for races, and $300 for officers' expenses. On the answers to these questions depends very largely the answer to another; i.e. whether the example of the 601 members who failed to renew in 1881 shall be largely imitated in 1882?

I am a thorough believer in the possible usefulness of the L. A. W., and write today more in sorrow than in anger; but the time has come for plain speaking, if the thing is to be a success.

Cyclos.

To Whom it may Concern

Editor Bicycling World:—Will you kindly allow me a little space in which to speak of a matter, not of interest to all your readers, perhaps, but of sufficient interest to some of them to justify its considera-
tion? Some things are regarded in one
light by those immediately concerned,
and in a very different light by outsiders.
Let me speak of a matter as it looks to an
outsider.

This is a certain club in Boston,
known as the Massachusetts Bicycle Club; this club has been (whether truth-
fully or not, we will not discuss) ridiculed
in newspapers and in conversation as "plug," "church-going," etc. The
source of these epithets is of course well
known, and any man, with only one eye,
and that one extremely dim of vision,
cannot fail to detect the cause. To ap-
ply such term to an individual or a club,
one or twice, or even thrice, may do
very well as a cheap joke; but when it be-
comes a steady thing it gets sufficiently
stale to act as an emetic. Judging these
jokes from the standpoint of witlessness,
they are certainly extremely crude; judg-
ing them from the standpoint of even
a moderate refinement, they are as certainly
vulgar, and they are found to rebound
with more violent force on those who
them, and felt by those at whom they are
told. It may be very poor taste on the
part of the Massachusetts Club, but
judging by such of them as I happen to
know, I infer that there is more ambition
among them to be known as gentlemen
of good breeding and refinement, than to be
known as visiting bar-rooms and lunch-
rooms for liquor, and as having an utter
disregard for the S-bath. Let those who
make these sneering remarks con-
cerning the piety of the Massachusetts
Club still cherish the idea in their hearts
(and doubtless the Massachusetts men
will feel complimented by the acknowl-
edged disparity); but let decent civility
(if they have any) and ordinary manli-
ness deter them from a rude expression
of their opinion.

BICYCLER.

Boston, 24 October, 1881.

Our San Francisco correspondent says:
"A large number of wheelmen and
other lovers of the sport were in the
gard early Sunday morning, 9 October,
to see Messrs. Leonard and Finkler ride
the 'American Star,' which was done to
their satisfaction, and showed that it did
not require that a person need be as agile
as a kangaroo, nor possessed of the bal-
cancing powers of a blondin, to master it,
as one might suppose at first sight."

L. A. W.

Amateur cyclists everywhere are cordially
invited to join the League of American Wheel-
men.

Admission fee is $1.00 for individuals; 50c.
each for members of clubs when the entire active
membership pays. Fees must accompany the
application, and may not be returned under any
circumstances. In case of application, the
names of the club and its officers must be
accompanied. All communications should be
addressed to Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New
York City. Applications accompanied by the fees, as above
and other communications, should be addressed to
Kingman N. Putnam, 54 Wall Street, New
York City. Applications should be written
very plainly with first names in full,
giving full address, and on one side only of
separate sheet from letter of advice.

Applicants should notice names as published in
the Bicycling World, and notify the cor-
responding secretary if any error is made.

Bicyclers generally are requested to notice the
names also, and inform the corresponding secre-
etary (confidentially) of any professional or other-
wise objectionable person applies.

Every member should endeavor to extend the
influence and benefits of the league by inviting
desirable applicants.

Circulars, etc., regarding the league will be
sent to any address on application to the cor-
responding secretary.

The rules of the league are given in full in
the Bicycling World of 2 October, and may be
obtained by sending 10c. to the office of the
World. It is very important that every mem-
er should be familiar with these rules, and they
will not be published in book form at present, as
the organization is not yet perfected.

Riders are to be obtained by any member
on his forwarding his full name and address and
membership number to the Treasurer, with a
deposit of $2.00 for solid silver, or $1.00 for
nickel-plated badges.

APPLICATIONS.

Editor of the Bicycling World:—The
following names have been proposed for
membership in the League of American
Wheelmen, and are sent you for publi-
cation, as required by the Constitution.

Kingman N. Putnam,
Corresponding Secretary, L. A. W.

Unattached.—Robert S. Kings-
bury, 38 E. Main street, Xenia, O.

Montreal B. Club.—Additional:
A. S. Allan, care of Kirk, Lockery

Yonkers B. Club.—Additional:
Alex. S. LeDuc, Yonkers, N. Y.; Chas.
E. Nichols, Mt. Vernon, N. Y.; Wm.
Cunningham, New York City.

Essex B. Club.—Additional: O.
H. Baldwin, 122 Washington street,
Newark, N. J.; Frank Delano, 83 Thomas
street, Newark, N. J.; F. M. Shepard,
Jr., East Orange, N. J.

Jackson B. Club.—Gay E. Hol-
comb, president and captain; Edmund
Daniel, secretary and treasurer; Corey
Edgerly, Benj. A. Webster, William S.
Fuller,—all of Jackson, Mich.

WHEEL CLUB DOINGS

San Francisco B. Club.—A meet-
ing of the club was held 6 October, in the
parlor of the Windsor House. J. W.
Gibson and Alfred Neil were elected
members. The club passed a vote of
thanks to the managers of the San
Mateo and Santa Clara Agricultural
Society, No. 8, for courtesies offered to
members who participated in the bicycle
races for the society's medals. A com-
mittee of three was appointed to make
arrangements for the club tournament, to
occur Christmas Day. A letter was in-
structed to be written with a special meeting to be held
in two weeks.

Chelsea B. Club.—At a meeting of
the Chelsea Bicycle Club, held 20 Oc-
tober, three new members were admitted,
and the following by-law was adopted:
A member who, after due notice from the
secretary, neglects to pay the club assess-
ment within thirty days from such notice,
shall be notified that at the next meeting
thereafter, the question of his expulsion
shall be considered, and if on motion he
is expelled, such action shall be published
in the Bicycling World.

Harvard B. C.—The last meeting of
the Harvard Bicycle Club was held on
the 13th inst. The first business transacted
was the election of the follow-
ing officers for the following year:
President: J. H. Storer, '82; Captain: S.
Williston, '82; Sub-Captain: R. B. Moffatt,
's2; Secretary: W. H. Dunbar, '82; Treas-
urer: L. R. Ferris, '83. The following
directors were also appointed by the pres-
ident: A. Matthews, '81; G. E. Morison,
'83; J. G. Coolidge, '84; Eliot Norton,
'85. The club further decided to hold no
races this fall, and that the times of hold-
ing future meets shall be determined by
discretion of the captain. A further change
was made, by which any member of
the University can join the club by paying
the initiation fee of $2.00, and signing the
constitution.

Wm. H. Dunbar, Sec.

Cambridge, Mass., 21 October, 1881.

RACES

Coming Events:—

November, New York. Election-day games of
Manhattan Athletic Club. Two-mile bicycle race:
handicap.

October, Saturday, Hartford, Conn. Morning club
races of the Hartford Wheel Club, one mile,
bet two to three, three priees. Slow race, one prize.
Heid at Charter Oak Park. 7 m. p.m.

October, Baltimore, Md. Postponed Oriole races,
at Druid Hill Park. They will also be called the
fall races of the Baltimore Bicycle Club. Half-mile
prize to members of the Sunshine Bicycle
club. Oriole races: $25 medal. One-mile dash, open
to all amateurs: $25 medal. One-mile dash, open
to members of the Balti-
more Club who have never won a prize: $20 medal.
Three-mile dash, open to all amateurs: $25 medal.
One-three-mile mile (around Oriole, prize, silver cup,
valued at $250; open to all mem-
bers of the Sunshine Bicycle Club.—

October, Boston, Boston Park. Regular Satur-
day afternoon races of the Boston Bicycle Club.

At the games of the Ottawa A. C. Club, 8 October,
on the grounds at Rideau Hall, a half-mile bicycle race,
handicap, was won by H. G. La Mothe, in 1:47,
at fifteen yards; E. C. Grant, of Ottawa, fifteen years, second; W. N.
Bayley of Kingston, scratch, third.

There was a one-mile race at Waver-
ly, N. J., 15 October, in which Messrs.
Woodside and Laffin of the Manhattan Club and Bellman of the Essex Club par-
ticipated, the former winning; and the latter second.

October, at the fall games of the Olympic Athletic Club of Philadelphia, Gideon of the Germantown Club won the
three-mile bicycle race; Powell of the same club second; time, 10:31.

In the mile handicap of the Boston Club, at Beacon Park, Wm. W. W. Stahl (scratch) came in first, with C.
L. Clark (one hundred and fifty yards) a
close second; time not taken. Several good wheelmen were on the ground, and a number of runs against time were indulged in, the time being carefully taken at the end of the hour. Mr. D. Corey, Brooklin Athletic Club (quarters, 47.58, 51.45, 49.84), 3rd, 71; J. S. Prince, a noted English professional rider (quarters, 44.93, 47.57, 45.13), 3rd, 71; W. W. Stahl, Boston Bicycle Club (quarters, 46.78, 48.74, 48.72), 3rd, 74. Mr. Stahl has thus lowered W. S. Clarke's time, 3m. 87s., which has stood the best American amateur for nearly two years. After doing 3m. 78s. and running one lap slowly, Mr. Stahl made a quarter in 45s. before dismounting. Prince then ran a lap in the splendid time of 41s., and Mr. Corey made the quarter in 44s.

Challenge Accepted.

Editor Bicycling World — In reading your valuable paper, I saw for the first time a challenge from J. S. Prince to race any professional bicycle rider in the country against him, and his time was better than mine. I have driven and will drive Messrs. Keen and Cooper arrive, and then he will have a real race. This is a good thing, and I see that you have a race for the championship of the world, and also one for the championship of America. The buildings in this city would be a good track, or the Exposition building in Boston; this can be arranged after the right way. Messrs. Keen and Cooper can then complete. If they do not, I will, however, be very pleased to meet Mr. Prince in a match race for the championship of America, which title I have claimed for the past eighteen months and until he has beaten me in a one-two-three race he has no claim to the title he assumes, and therefore until then I shall hold the title as heretofore.

Providence, R. I., October 17, 1881.

C. H. ROBINSON, Chairman of America, Michigan Ave, Cor. Jackson St.

Chicago, Ill., October 18, 1881.

NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.

Editor Bicycling World — I do not care to enter into a club controversy; but the slur cast on the Cresent by "Meteor" of the Bay State in your last number, was a little more than even my usual forgiving nature could stand. I am truly sorry if "Meteor" has got a grudge against my club; and, if so, I wish him to state his reasons for most certainly he is mistaken. That there are some few exquisites, I don't deny; but I am quite sure there are more good fellows than there are dissolute ones. And I, for my part, expect to find some uncouth spirits; but taking second thought, will "Meteor" really say we are an "abnormal club"? If this is the case, we will much prefer to be "good fellow" and not be a part of that "sordid" club and to be the friends of a club of right good fellows, whose knowledge to enjoy themselves and wasted companions in their enjoyment, and who gave courteous treatment to all, on wheel or stool.

Again I express my regret at the ungentlemanship treat ment "Meteor" received, for I have received the same from other wheelmen, and remember my disgust at their pernicious; but think his action rather lucky and out of taste in bringing his personal likes and dislikes into public print.

C. L. FOGG.

Editor Bicycling World — In your last number, I see an unkind letter from some one who writes over the name of "Messrs. Meteor," although not a member of the Crescent Club, I cannot help feeling that the remarks of "Meteor" were most uncalled for, and to a certain extent untrue. Why should he brand the Crescent with "a sordid club"? because one of its members fail to enter into conversation with a stranger? And here let me say that the time has gone by when simply riding and "giving a thrill" causes the bicycle to be welcomed and treated as a brother. It was no doubt ungentlemanship for the Crescent to refuse to speak civilly to a brother club man; but this offers no excuse for "Meteor." I am sure it is not with his own intentions that inconsistencies. We who read the World do not want a man running down a brother club in communications with queries about the mechanical parts, etc., in public print.

LONDON W.

Editor Bicycling World — I would say to "C. F. S. Ball," that New York or Boston is as follows: viz: Freight from London to Liverpool, about 15s; shipping charges, etc., about 3s. 6d. (85c.); insurance, about 2s. 6d. (5c.);

consult's certificate (if bill is over $200) 15c. (57c.); freight from Liverpool to New York or Boston, from $5.00 to $6.00; insurance, 30; duty, 5 per cent ad valorem; and to the Pope Manu factor, 35c. These amounts I copy directly from my own invoice.

A. A.

Boston, October 2, 1881.

F. S. — If I would also ride "A. J." to the above. A.

Capt. E. C. Hodges recently received the following, addressed "Icicle," Cap. of the Boston Club: Dear Sir: Will you have the kindness to place the enclosed notice in the lobby of the Boston Post-Office or on the bulletin board of the place of meeting of your club, or in the most suitable place in your opinion, and ask that the notice be blantly as follows: "Bicycle for sale. A 50c. birch, whitewash, nearly new. Address, ... Hartford, Conn."

Another Outrage — Editor Bicycling World — There was a parade of four young men riding along one of the main streets of Washihm this forenoon, all in good order, and at the extreme right of the road, when a team, driven by a man named Fred. Strike, came along for about two hundred yards towards him at Washihn to the rear man, who was within three feet of the side-walk, he crossed the road and threw the rider and the curb, nearly giving him a tumble. He then told the man he was on the wrong side of the road, and asked if he did not know how to drive; the rest of us then got off and stood in the street in front of a driveway that they had made, and said we knew it at the time, to the driver of the horse. He then drove up, and called on us to clear the road of our bicycle. He drove into the yard, and sat in the buggy, and threatened us, saying, "You men, I'll run you over some time." We all agreed, and said we had no reason why we were more of a gentleman than his master, showed no fright, and the whole thing was evident and malice on the part of the driver. Several gentlemen, who saw the whole thing, said we were entirely in the right. If you will publish the above, you will greatly oblige.

No. 3458 L. A. W.

Boston Highlanlds, 9 October, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World — It is said that some one of your subscribers, through the world, or through the world, whether there is any place in this country where the bicycle can be used. I am writing to the editor of London, does it? if. If I send my machine to England to be examined, would I have to pay duty on it every way.

Pittsburgh, Pa., 22 October, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World — May I be permitted, through your columns, to most humbly beg "Meteor's" statement that " Meteor" and "Club Rider" are the same? The same name, again, under the same circumstances, I will stop and converse with him on the comparative merits of the different makes of bicycles, and to which he wishes, and for as long as is agreeable to him. I do not wish to see this in the instance to which he has referred in his com munication, that he would start a conversation with a remark which tended so well to lead to further conversation, and also when my friends have been so recently moving down the street. One of the "Greatness's" Members of the "Greatness" Club. Cambridge, 21 October, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World — In answer to "A Bicyclist," I would say that the pedal hearing is a very important one; in both working and the wear and friction exceeds that of the main wheel bearing itself. In any case, therefore, the pedals should be supplied with the main wheel bearing, ball bearing obtainable. Bourne's "Zolot's" pedal is A in every respect.

Philadelphia, 29 October, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World — I find that a number of your subscribers have objections to wearing curfew. I have one first class cork soles, and used corduroys to my entire satisfaction, especially so in touring. Div. Baltimore, 20 October, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World — I will some brother wheelman, that has used one of Pope's new magnetic wheels, report to the editor of the Winchester World, whether they consider them accurate and reliable, and an improvement over the others sold by the same company.

Cyclomotor, 20 October, 1881.

Editor Bicycling World — I would say to "C. F. S. Ball," that New York or Boston is as follows: viz: Freight from London to Liverpool, about 15s; shipping charges, etc., about 3s. 6d. (85c.); insurance, about 2s. 6d. (5c.);

For a lady's use we are too, rather inclined to be open-fronted patterns, they being in general more handy, and easier to get in and out of, and of the fittest for a bicycle frame. The machine should, as it is absolutely indispensable for a lady's use that the machine should

[28 October, 1881]
run smoothly and as easily as possible. In conclusion, we think manufacturers need not wait till they feel the demand; for if they will only supply, the demand will be at once created, and a brisk trade follow as a natural sequence. — Cyclist.

BOOKS AND PAGES

THE CENTURY.—Our handsome old friend, Scriber's Monthly, comes to us dated November, 1881, with its new title at the head, but having the same covering page which has characterized it for the past year. Now has the change in title and publishing brought any perceptible change in its inside contents, both text and illustrations, showing the same high order of excellence and variety of subject which we have come to anticipate each month with fresh delight. Certainly the list of good things which open Vol. XXII. are appealing to the mental palate: "A Diligent Journey in Mexico," written and illustrated by Mary Hallock Foote; "In the Footsteps of Ponce de Leon," by Leslie Charton, illustrated; "Around Cape Ann," F. I. Richards, illustrated; "Costumes of the Greek Play at Harvard," by F. D. Millier, with pictures from life by A. Everde; "a pictorially illustrated paper" by W. J. Stillman, on a worn but ever-beautiful subject, "The So-called Venus de Milo;" and an illustrated sketch of Savoia. Then there are many scores essays, stories, poems, etc., from writers more or less known and popular, including Stedman, Lowell, Mark Twain, Frederick Douglass, Gilder, and Frances Hodgson Burnett, the later beginning her new novel, "Through One Administration." The Century Company, publishers, Union Square, New York.

You say, ASTHORE, W. H. C. Lawrence's excellent illustrated paper, for the older young people, continues to refresh its ample pages with an assorted cargo of marketable values, and its style of illustrating is as unique and charming as it is vigorous and animating. Every picture is in full-page size, and indicates the lively character of the text it illustrates. Send six cents to 411 Franklin street, Boston, for a specimen copy.

B. T. C. MONTHLY CIRCULAR.—The Monthly Circular of the Bicycle Club comes to us with the September and October numbers very much improved in appearance and arrangement. Every picture is in full-page size, and indicates the lively character of the text it illustrates. Send six cents to 411 Franklin street, Boston, for a specimen copy.

LEARN to WALK at WALKER'S
PRIVATE DANCING ACADEMY, 24 Dwight St.
Please send for circular.

WESTERN TOY GPO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Bicycles, Velocipedes, ETC., ETC.

We hold exclusive license from the Pope Manufacturing Company to make Steel-Wheel Bicycles with rubber tires, in sizes from 24 in. to 22 in. front wheel, inclusive. For Illustrated Catalogue and Price-Lists, address

WESTERN TOY CO.
245 to 253 W. Wells Street,
CHICAGO, ILL.

LE SPORT VELOCIPÉDÉIQUE
ORGANE BI-MENSUEL
Des Velocé-Club de France, de Suisse et de Belgique.

P. DEVILLERS, Directeur,
RÉDACTION ET ADMINISTRATION : 36, RUE MONCEY, PARIS.

Subscription price for America, $1.75 a year, including cost of P. O. order and postage, may be forwarded to, or left at, the Bicycling World Office.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF
THE WHEELENS AT NEWPORT IN 1880.

We have a few copies left. Priced, sent, prepaid, to any address according to size and style, $1.50, $2.00. Address, E. C. HODGES & CO., 49 WATER ST., BOSTON, MASS.

GOY, The Athletic Outfitter,
21 Leadenhall Street, LONDON,
22 Leadenhall Street,
54 Lime Street,

Can supply any make of English Bicycle or Trike at a liberal discount for cash from manufacturers' price lists.

CLUB UNIFORMS,
And every requisite for Camping Out, Yachting, Gymnastics, Football, Swimming, Rowing, Walking, Bicycling, Tricycle, Cricket, Lawn Tennis, Ice-Dancing, Boating, Canoeing, Ringling, Skating, Boxing, Fencing and all Athletic Sports.

GOY'S CALENDAR OF SPORTS AND PRICE LISTS FORWARDED FREE.

THE NEW LEAGUE BADGES
Will soon be furnished to order by the design patentee, C. H. Lamson, Director L. A. W., Portland, Me. Particulars as to prices, etc., will be published later.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hard New and Second-hand Machines, which we offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbia Bicycles, of the latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or otherwise will receive our personal and immediate attention

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.,
SALEM, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.
IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS OF
BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

(Established 1877.)

TREMONT STREET, cor. of BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

 sole proprietors of the famous

HARVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and benefit which bicycle locomotion affords.

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING and NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES

deserve special attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycle, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.
$75.00

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

WE have in stock less than one hundred of our well-known
Cone Bearing

"STANDARD COLUMBIA"

Bicycles, in 46 and 48 inch, half bright and painted, which we offer
at the reduced price of $75.00 until they are sold. We have a few
50-inch, full nickel, which we will sell at $95.00. The bearings of
these machines are so well made and hardened as to be remarkably
easy-running. The thousands which are in use have earned a good
reputation. When kept clean and well lubricated they frequently out-
spin and out-coast any other bearings; and they are easily adjustable.

This offer affords an opportunity to purchase good, serviceable, new Bicycles at a bargain while the
lot lasts. Only these three sizes and two styles, and a limited number are so offered.

For catalogues and particulars of other sizes and styles of Bicycles and Tricycles and their
supplies, address with three-cent stamp enclosed,


Chas. R. Percival,
Manufacturers' Importer of
BICYCLES & TRICYCLES
96 Worcester Street, Boston.

Sails for Europe July 16, and will re-
turn in September, with a full line of
the leading makes of BICYCLES and
TRICYCLES. Address while in Europe. care of
Coventry Machinist Co., Coventry, Eng.

N. B. — I will receive orders for any makes of ma-
chines at the manufacturers' list prices.

Stoddard, Lovering & Co.,
2 Cumberland St., 10 Milk St.,
MANCHESTER, ENGLAND; BOSTON, MASS.

Importers of various kinds of
ENGLISH BICYCLES
AND TRICYCLES.

Sole Agents for the United States for
Singer & Co., Coventry.

Patent Law Office.
Thos. Wm. Clarke, F. F. Raymond, Esqs.
Attorneys, Counsellors and Solicitors,
Patent, Trademark, and Copyright causes a specialty.
Long experience with Bicycle and Velocipede Patents.
American and European Patents obtained.
29 Pemberton Sq. — BOSTON, MASS.

The best way to keep
Your Bicycle from Rust
Is to wipe it over every day. The best way is to use
NON-CORRODENT. It will protect it for six
months, or longer, and does not injure its appearance.
Price, 75 cents for "Bicycle Special." Express prepaid
to any part of the United States or Canada for 25 cents.
Cannot be sent by mail. Address
A. B. Brown & Sons, WORCESTER, MASS.
Cunningham & Co., Boston Agents.

Directory
of Bicycle Makers, Dealers, Agents, Riding Schools, Outfitters, etc.
Addresses inserted in this department, $1 per year.

Massachusetts.
Boston. Cunningham & Co., 60 and 8 Berk-
ley Street.
C. R. Percival, 90 Worcester Street.
Elastic Tip Co., 137 Washington Street.

Montana.
Helena. W. E. Norris.

New Hampshire.
Nashua. Bicycle and Tricycle Agency.
Gilman Brothers.

New York.
New York. Wm. M. Wright, 291 Fifth Avenue;
Schuyler & Dean, 180 Broadway.

Ohio.
Lima. Gate Sherman.

Pennsylvania.
Pittsburgh. Columbia Bicycle Agency,
Cor. Fifth Avenue and Smithfield Street.

Rhode Island.
Providence. Chas. F. Handy, 236 West-
minster Street.
FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE

[Advertisements inserted under this head, not exceeding four lines, no payment, for fifty cents.]

FOR SALE.—A 42-inch "Standard Columbia," good as new. $75. Reason for selling—w. a smaller wheel. Address Lock Box 49, Brockport, N. Y.

54 ENGLISH BICYCLES, just imported, all furnished, ball bearings, cradles, spring suspension saddle, good values, never ridden. Price, $75. A. T. LANI, F. O. Box 1,196, Montreal, Canada.

HARVARD TRICYCLE—56-inch driver, saddle and escapement was, used only a few times. Price, $25. "Columbia" Bicycle Agency, Pittsburgh, Pa. E. J. WARING.

FOR SALE. The greatest bargain yet offered. A nickel-plated 42-inch "Special Columbia," guaranteed in perfect running order, complete with saddle, oil can, wrench, tool bag, M. I. P. bag, hub lamp, and cyclometer for 54-inch wheels; will send on receipt of $50, or will send by express C. O. D. with privilege of examination, on receipt of sum sufficient to cover charges both ways. Address:

O. W. THOMAS, Jr., Louisville, Ky.

FOR SALE. A 52-inch "Harvard," made this year; has been run but very little, and is in perfect condition; will sell for $90. Can be seen at 59 Main street, Marlboro', Mass. A. P. CURTIS.

FOR SALE. One 54-inch "Standard" bicycle, in perfect repair, including patent stand, for $80, a rare chance. For particulars, address W. V. K. TOPPING, Ashland, Ohio.

For sale: Columbia, Harvard, and Yale Bicycles.
A party of half a dozen bicyclers, most of them members of the Chelsea Club, rode out one Sunday recently to Milton, and having heard much of the “Blue Bell” tavern as being frequently patronized by wheelmen and recommended by them, they concluded to get dinner there. They accordingly stacked wheels, and entering, immediately opened negotiations with a woman who seemed to be the hostess, and with whom they finally contracted for a good dinner at seventy-five cents per plate. The dinner was got ready in about an hour, and proved fair, but not particularly so; however, they were hungry and enjoyed it, and at the close proceeded to the office to settle. Here they found a colored individual behind the desk, to whom they tendered a $2.00 bill, expecting to receive back fifty cents, the aggregate amounting to $4.50. Imagine their surprise, therefore, when the black informed them that their bill was $5.00, or $1.50 per man. They expostulated, and Cuffe got on his high horse, and began to bluster and swear. The woman was called in, and she looked and said, “Othello, and I denied having agreed to furnish the meal for seventy-five cents. The young men saw that swindling was the game, and concluded to submit to the extortion and get out of the unsavory place as soon as possible. But here another surprise awaited them; for it seems that while they were disputing the issue, their bicyclers had been removed and locked up, with the intention of enforcing the extinction of these sordidnesses. However, having paid all demands, they got their wheels and departed, indignant but wiser bicyclers. They were somewhat reluctant to let the public know how they were gulled, but I believe or trust; and the other confiding wheelmen against patronizing the den, and so wished us to publish our story; and we are right glad to do it.

PERSONAL

L. W. Conkling, of the Chicagos, rides a sixty-inch wheel.

Rollinson picks up Prince’s gage, and names Chicago as the course.

“Hungry Tom,” of Montreal, says his wife objects to his growing popularity with our readers.

Director Waring, of Pittsburg, Pa., has sent us a microscopic copy of the Pittsburg Dispatch, of 26 September, — the presidential mourning issue, — which is rather unique.

L. A. W. President and Boston Bicycle Club. President Charles E. Pratt has just learned that he will be elected president of the Boston Common Council.

Our Busy Man paradoxically says that however unprecedented is Mr. Pratt’s record, it certainly is not unprecedented.

League Champion Frye has now been scooped in by that spongy Boston Bicycle Club, which has a mania for absorbing everything with any spirit in it, — even the spirit of rye; but having already installed one fast member, the addition of Frye may get the club in a stew.

Director Lamson continues to add improvements to his “coat carrier,” having attached a strap to secure it more firmly to the brake, and another for the convenience of students who ride the wheel to and from school, by which they can carry their books and lunch boxes upon it.

It was President Philbrick, of the Rockingham Bicycle Club, of Portsmouth, N. H., who, on the occasion of the Massachusetts Club run to Gloucester last week, while at dinner at the Essex House, Salem, advised those going back to Massachusetts to lay off the route to eat freely of “ketchup.”

One of our correspondents, and an experienced wheelman in a private letter, speaks thus plainly and ungraciously about a veteran Blumenfeld who was obliged to stay over while the fair is being held here, and had a good opportunity to see some of her wonderful (?) riding. In the first place, she is very ungraceful in the saddles, and works her head and shoulders, and is miserably slow on the track. I almost think I could pass her with my arms folded. She could not cover a half mile in less than two minutes to save her life, — at least she did not while racing here.

Professor F. S. Rollinson, who is now conducting a bicycle riding school in the Natarium of Chicago, writes us that the facilities for wheeling in that city are splendid, even without the boathouse, and there will soon be more riders than in any eastern city, although hitherto but poor honor has been shown wheelmen there. He adds: "I shall now have an opportunity to get my numerous and other deficient privileges into proper condition, and take away the unwelcome visitation of cramps which has seized me on several occasions during the racing season. I hope soon, however, to place a record that will be creditable to a professional; think it will be an interesting race when J. S. Prince and myself meet each other on our merits in a one-mile race. Sorry I was unable (through cramps) to give the late gentleman a fair test at Hingham; this I call beaten under difficulties. If I am beaten in good condition will gladly own it, and the time made will also prove it."

Just before going to press, Mr. Prince came to our office and gave us the following for publication:

Editor Bicycle World: — If Mr. F. S. Rollinson will back his claims to the championship, by placing a deposit in your hands, I will immediately cover it and meet him on the track at an early date as can be arranged, until which event (and after it, if I am not mistaken) I shall still subscribe myself.

John S. Prince, Champion of America.
THE RICYCLING WORLD

As the official organ of the League of American Wheelmen, is devoted to the best interests of bicyclists generally, and aims to be a clear, comprehensive, and impartial record of all bicycling events in America,—clubs, races, excursions, tours, business meetings, club meets, social events, personal items, inventions, varieties of manufacture, roads, and all information of interest or value to wheelmen. From foreign journals there are throughout the year selected such items and articles as are of interest in this country. Communications, correspondences, news items, suggestions, clipings, or other items will be appreciated, and should be sent to EDITOR OF BICYCLING WORLD, etc. 8 PEMBERTON Sq., BOSTON, MASS. Contributors and correspondents are requested to give always their full name and address, to write on one side of the paper only, and to observe that our pages go to press at noon of Tuesday preceding date of publication.

TO CONTRIBUTORS.

Brief communications intended for publication in the next issue should be in the editor's hands by Tuesday morning, and longer articles by Monday morning.

BOSTON, 4 NOVEMBER, 1881.

Now, as the opportunities for road-riding are becoming less frequent, clubs will find it very much to their advantage to secure rooms as winter headquarters. Nothing will so surely unite them, and keep alive club interest, as having convenient and attractive quarters for evening, Sunday, and holiday associations, where general as well as bicycling literature may be accessible, where wheel matters may be discussed, plans formed, and ideas and suggestions exchanged; rooms centrally located, easily reached, and comfortably although not expensively furnished, and accessible to members at all times of day and evening. It need be but a small room, perhaps only capable of seating a dozen or fifteen persons; it is seldom more than that number will be present at one time, even with a club of fifty, except at called meetings for some important business. Such rooms can be procured at a trifling rental in almost any community; and to meet that and the other current expenses would not require a high rate of assessments.

The following newspaper clippings were sent us from N. P. Parker of Union, S. C., and they seem to indicate the possession of a large amount of pig-headedness on the part of the Newberry authorities. We doubt the legality of the ordinance passed, and believe it would be promptly sat down on by any court in that section less ignorant than the Newberry town council:

"Considerable interest was manifested in the trial by the town council of Messrs. W. H. and M. B. Kelly, Thursday night, on the three charges of—(1) immediate riding on the streets; (2) riding a bicycle on the streets after being ordered by two members of the council not to do so; and (3) creating a nuisance by riding a bicycle on the street the 26th ultimo. George B. Cromer, Esq, appeared for the defendants, and conducted their defense. The charge was narrowed down to the question whether riding a bicycle on the streets was a nuisance. Mr. B. J. Ramsay, J. W. Gary, Mr. P. Saxon, Mr. D. Derrell, Griffin Williams, and others, testified that a bicycle is calculated to frighten horses, though they had seen no horses frightened by them, except that one of the witnesses said he had seen a gentleman attempted to ride his horse up to one, but the horse refused to go near it. Charley Dawkins, colored, and another witness testified that on Saturday, 24th ultimo, they saw a horse attach to a bicycle which were two ladies, so frightened by a bicycle that he attempted to run, and would have had not the witness Dawkins caught hold of the bridge. On the part of the defence, Mr. W. H. Clark testified that he had seen bicycles ridden frequently on the streets of Boston, Springfield, Worcester, and other New England cities and towns, and the municipal authorities of those places made no effort to prevent it. The defendants showed that they had ridden the bicycle on the street at intervals since June or July; that they had heard of no law or ordinance against it; that Warden Kibler, the 26th, told Mr. W. H. Kelly not to ride it again on the street, at the same time saying there was no ordinance against it; that Intendant Pool had told Mr. M. B. Kelly to suspend riding it on the streets. The defence insisted that as to the first charge, there had been no proof of immoderate riding; as to the second, that as there was no ordinance against riding bicycles on the streets, the order of one or of two councilmen not to ride was no more than an order of a private citizen, and a disobedience of such order was no violation of the law; and as to the third, that to prove bicycle riding on the streets a nuisance, it must be shown to be an inconvenience and annoyance to the public, and not merely to a few persons. The council decided that riding a bicycle on the streets of Newberry is a nuisance, and ordered the defendants not to do so.

AN ORDIANCE. To protect the peace of the town of Newberry, S. C., and for other purposes: Notice is hereby given that an ordinance is enacted by the town of Newberry, S. C., in council assembled, and by authority of the same:

Sect. 1. Be it ordained, that on and after the publication of this ordinance, it will be unlawful for any person or persons, to ride or use any bicycle or any other means or device for the propagation of the body, on the public streets, sidewalks or public square of the town of Newberry.

Sect. 2. That any person or persons violating the provisions of the above may be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and upon conviction thereof, be fined or imprisoned within the discretion of the council.

Done and ratified in council assembled, under the corporal seal of town of Newberry, S. C., issued on this 30th day of September, A.D. 1881.

J. P. Pool, Intendant Town Newberry, S. C.
J. S. Fair, Cornd T. F. C.

EXCURSIONS, RUNS, ETC.

Chicago to Boston. (Continued.)

While in Lafayette I was the guest of Mr. Lewis, secretary and treasurer of the club, and was also very kindly entertained by other members of the club. As usual it commenced raining on the next day, and I was obliged to wait until Saturday. Saturday, 17 September.—Mounted my patient steed, and after bidding adieu to my host at 6.45 A. M., glided up and over the big hill on which his house is situated, and started for Frankfort in good estate. The weather was good, and I made the most of it, for there was a very strong impression in my mind that I had some work before me that meant more than pleasure. Arrived at Frankfort at 9.45, distance twenty-three miles, having stopped on road twenty minutes. Road a little hilly, but good. Stopped to drop some postals and buy some raisins, and off again at 9.30. Oh, how little a touring wheelman knows what lies before him! Half a mile out my beautiful pike ended all of a sudden, and mud roads again presented themselves, only they were in a much worse condition. Down came from my lofty porch to try my duck-like stride upon "Mother Earth." I stood it for about two miles and then got worked up to a high pitch of frenzy, and halted at a farm house to ask the farmer the best of the roads beyond. The answer to my question, "Do you know anything about the condition of this road, through to Tippton?" was very consoling, as you might guess, when the old man imparted his knowledge of the country: "Well, let me see." Then came a long pause, broken only by his fingers tapping my wheel and running up and down the backbone, as if he were trying to elicit some soft strains from a piano. Again, "Let me see." Then with a peculiar smile upon his lips, he said, "Now you see that about six miles yonder you come to quite a piece of swamp and timber, and the road is worse from there on than this end of it, and somewhere along there you will strike two and a half miles of corduroy road." Was not this consoling to me when I had revealed in the thought that the mud roads were left for good? A happy thought struck me, and I looked it at once. "Sir," said I, "how far off is the railroad that runs to Tippton?" "Just one mile, sir, straight north through that lane." "Thank you," and off I went through the lane, and soon came to the track. It was a chance, and I was in
for it, as there was no other way out of my difficulty. I knew that the railroads through here were pretty well banked up between and over the ties and even if I could pluck it, it could be taken better walking. It proved to be as I had conjectured, and I was relieved. I commenced riding a little, but there were so many bridges to cross, and the ties did stick and make progress slow. I gave up the cart-path and made up my mind to take "Shanks mare" until I came to pike roads. Sixteen miles of this exquisite pleasure brought me to Kempston, a little place of about a dozen houses, and ten miles from my proposed destination for the day. It was 5.30 P.M., though, so I wisely concluded to stop there for the night; and well I did, as it afterwards proved. I stopped at a small house, the owner of which raised bees and sold honey and lives for a business, so I considered myself fortunate again. After supper (which by the way was one of the best I ever had), we took an atlas and looked out the nearest pike road to Tipton County has only ten miles of pike in it, and that runs due north from Tipton to the county line. As I was not within ten miles, and it could do me no good when I did reach it, I concluded to strike directly south to the Boxley town pike, eight miles, and run the risk of finding it. I say "run the risk of finding it," for there might as well be any farmers or settlers in the country, for all the information they can give you about roads or distances. Sunday, 18 September.—After a good breakfast I started out at 7.20 A.M., to follow the directions given to me the night before; viz., two miles south, then a quarter west; one and one half miles south, a quarter east, two and one half miles south again, and then he was not sure whether the road turned east or west. This was very good information, and I tried my best to follow it; but miles, halves, and quarters, to a Western prairie farmer, are as different from ours as two things can be. The roads were so rough that my Pope cyclometer was about as much good as if it were a solid piece of iron. My direction was east, a little south, so I did not relish the fun of going many turns to the west, as it did not help matters much. After a while I found myself at the end of the road in a farmyard. This was gratifying, as there were no cross-roads nearer than one and one half miles back. The owner told me that Beatty’s Creek was off course; he, "you will have to lift that thing over four fences." Fences were nothing, provided I was on the right road, and this cart-path allowed of riding; so I started, and very litted my way over the four fences, and mounted and rode through the prettiest piece of timber I ever saw. The day was quite warm, but in the woods it was damp, cool, and really delightful riding. The trees were full of birds, and the ground dotted here and there with diminutive flowers. I was on the right direction, I thought. You should have seen the countrymen look when they espied me emerging from the woods. Here I was obliged to discount several times for patches of corrugated mud that I saw. At last I reached their last patch of thirty feet I rode over for the fun of it. At last I came to the pike I had so longed for; and mounting my wheel after having walked eight miles, I swam away mile after mile, until within six miles of Noblesville. Here I dismounted at 11.30, at a farm-house, to buy a bowl of bread and milk. A charming young girl met me at the door, and instead of giving me the bread and milk, extended such a pressing invitation to take dinner with them, that I could not refuse. While waiting for dinner she kindly darned my stockings, that were in my M. P., and sadly needed it. At 5.20 I started for home again, after having passed one of the most enjoyable afternoons of my trip, arriving at Noblesville, six miles, at 6.20. Stopped at the Wainwright House, Monday, 19 September.—Started at 6.40 A.M. for Richmond Ind., sixty-six miles. Arrived at Pendleton, fourteen miles, 7.50. Left at 8.15, arriving at Newcastle, twenty-two miles, at 11.30. Stopped for dinner at 2.30, under tent, on the right road, 3 P.M., and off for Hegerstown, twelve miles, arriving at 4 P.M.; rode on until 4.30, and then stopped at farm-house for lunch one hour, arriving at Richmond at 7 P.M. Registered at Grand Hotel. Tuesday, 20 September.—Spent the day in Richmond, the guest of Mr. Benjamin Starr, who, together with his family, entertained me most handsomely. The pleasant hours passed in their company I never shall forget. Richmond, September 20. — Left Richmond at 7.45 A.M. passed through Eaton, seventeen miles, at 9.15, stopped half-hour on the way; arrived at West Alexandria at 10.45. Rested thirty minutes and off for Dayton at 11.15; rode until 11.45, when I stopped for dinner at farm-house. Started at 11.10 P.M., passed through Johnsville at 1.25, and rested at New Lebanon at 4.30. One of the hottest days of my trip so far, and roads very poor. Left New Lebanon at 3 o’clock P.M., and rode all through the grounds of the Soldiers’ Home, just off the road to Dayton, and within three miles of that city. Reached Dayton at 4.45, and registered at Phillips House. The National Road from Richmond was very bad, so I kept the old Richmond pike, though really it was not much better. Thursday, 22 September.—Rode to Dayton, and enjoyed myself very much with the members of the club. I forget to mention that on my entering the city, I took the prettiest tumble from my wheel that I have ever met with. I was very much slipped up, and when you land upon it, it acts the same as ice in slipping your feet from under you. "You take a header and down you go," and it takes a pretty good temper to make you "bob up serenely from below." Friday, 23 September.—We were to meet at the Phillips House for a box dinner with some of the members of the Dayton Club and myself. 5.30 came and the scribe was not on hand; so we waited until six o’clock, when he showed up, and at 6.20 we started under the cloud of wind and rain, and I started under one end of a heavy storm, but hoped to make the twenty-seven miles before we were caught. We didn’t! Oh, yes. Got as far as Osburn, fourteen miles, and were just past the town when down came the drops as though they meant business. It was 8.15 when we stopped under a long covered road bridge, and waited there, thinking every extra blow might be a clean-up shower. It was a clearing-up shower, clear up to 2.15 before it stopped. Four hours we waited under that bridge, and got as much fun out of it as possible. We tried all manner of funny business with our packages, but delayed only. When we last I hailed a passing team and got the man to get me a pound of raisins, and he sent them back by another man. We sat down and ate raisins until the storm stopped, and then we went for Springfield in all the mud and water. The road from Dayton to Springfield (valley pike) is generally very good, but this time it was covered with puddles and mud, and the wheels were a sign of the road was wrong. When we arrived at our destination at 2.30 P.M. Registered at Lagonda House, and then we went round to see the boys. "Doc," met with an accident in the shape of a header just before reaching Springfield, and it somewhat knocked the fun out of him, as he sprained his right arm. We found Capt. K., of the Champion City Bicycle Club, in his office, trying hard to surround a half watermelon twenty inches in diameter with twenty pounds of sugar. We sent him and rendered him all the assistance he could have desired from four hungry men. The Dayton boys had to return that evening by train, and after giving them a good send-off at the depot, we gathered at the hotel and talked wheel, and made arrangements for the morning run of the following day. Saturday, 24 September.—At 6.40 A.M., Capt. K. and three of his men were outside the hotel waiting for me, and we started off in good shape. When eight miles out one of the "Columbia" tires came entirely off of the front wheel, and we stopped to tie it on with some string. About two miles beyond we dismounted to take leave of one another, and then I proceeded on my way to Columbus alone. Stopped at Vienna Cross Roads at 8.30, and off again. When it reached 10 A.M., our sentiments were very good; but they changed gradually to rough, rougher, and toughest. Arrived at Sommerfort, seventeen miles out at 9.15, stopped for lunch, and when the wheels of an horse drawn carriage were askew at 10 A.M., four and one half miles. Off again at 10.15 to West Jefferson; stopped at farm-house for lunch. Roads
very fair, quite level. On again to Alton at 12.15. Stayed there until 3 o'clock to cool off, and arrived at Columbus at 4.05 p.m., forty-two miles for the day, and most of the road rutty and full of stones. Thence into the Columbia from the Insane Asylum is quite enough to try the patience of Job. The ruts are about six inches apart and full of dust and stones, and it is fun to see any man hop about on a bike. Here the change to Sudbury Charcoal was the next day changed to the Park Hotel, which was a decided improvement. Sunday, 25 September.—Out for a little spin about town with Capt Hutchinson and other members of the Buckeye Club. We all dropped round to see Mr. W. H. Miller, the president of the club, and on whose grounds the club have constructed a very fine six-lap track, fifteen feet wide. I stayed over Monday, 26th, and Tuesday, 27th, to be present at the opening of the new track. Fortunately I rained all day Monday and Tuesday, so I did not feel as though I was taking time that should be spent upon the road, although I am impatient to be in the saddle again.

St. John Runs.

Editor Bicycling World:—Thinking some of you readers may like to learn that we New Brunswickers have not been idle in the "cycling" cause, I append an account of a couple of small runs taken lately. Our roads are anything but good for bicycling; and one of our worthy consuls of the L. A. W., who was on a visit to this city a few days since, was rather disgusted with them, saying they were, without doubt, the worst he had ever ridden over. It certainly is a rocky and hilly country, and not withstanding which the members of the St. John Bicycle Club manage to take a great deal of enjoyment from the short runs we have. Our club can boast of only nine members, but we consist of two consisting of the summer of 1879 saw only one owner (yours truly) of a bicycle on the roads, I think we have not done so badly and we have great expectations for next season. A few evenings ago (one of those beautiful nights, with the moon full, and all the world at peace to all appearances), another member of the club and myself, mounting our iron steeds at 8 p.m., near the centre of the city, rode over streets (hilly and rough) to the Marsh Bridge, the entrance to the city from the northeast; ran along a fairly good road without a dismount until we reached the "Three-Mile House," where we invariably stop to refresh the inner man. On again after a ten-minutes' halt, over a fine strip of road for a quarter of a mile, when we struck some new road, and you might as well be in the Atlantic as to push through it; so dismounting, we had to walk a couple of hundred yards, then remount, and passing under the iron railway bridge, came upon a fine road running between two hills, which was well worn where the carriage-wheels ran, and along this strip of about eight inches wide we "made things hum"; then up a small hill plentifully besown with loose stones, over a railway bridge and along the shoulder of Lawlor's Lake. Here we have a beautiful piece of scenery, with stately pines and a railway track running along the opposite shore; high hills on our right, and the full moon shining peacefully over all. Then came the work of the run, for the roads went up and down, and dinner time in a smile of level ground for six miles; but through a very pretty country, passing through Brookville, Tarryburn, and Riverside, with the Kennebecasis River on our left and high hills still on our right, we arrived at Retheyes, where we found several very pretty residences of some of our principal city merchants, and the river studded with sails of yachts, from which arose the pleasant sound of male and female voices, blended in an evening song. About this pretty town (distance between nine and ten miles from the city) we found some excellent roads, and also found we had covered the distance by the time which, considering the hills, we thought was pretty good riding for moonlight. On again for another mile, when we stopped at a friend's house, and had some supper and a rest. Remounting there we run until 10 p.m., we mounted once more, and then we had the first accident (not a very serious one, to be sure, but a very unpleasant one), in the shape of a loose pedal. I dismounted to tighten up, when to my consternation I found I had lost my wrench somewhere on the way. I tried to tighten the nut with a stone, but without success, so I had to ride nearly three miles, to the next inn, with one foot. Here I was able to borrow a wrench, make a fresh start, and made the home run in one hour and one half; covering the whole distance of a little over twenty miles in three and one half hours, making one stoppage by moonlight for ten minutes. Another time we started one fine Friday morning at 9.30, for Fredericton, the Celestial City, and rode along some miles of fairly good road, without event, when we came upon a very hilly district,—so much so, that as my companion remarked, it looked as though we were going to have a pedestrian tour with a bicycle; but the country abounds in fine scenery, so we rather enjoyed the walk, and admired the country, with high hills in profusion, and the valley of the St. John River, which has been called the Hudson of New Brunswick by many. Remounting after an hour's walk, we rode on, finding the roads good in "spots," but bad in between (and the "between" predominated), until twelve o'clock, when we made a halt for dinner at St. John, and then did not a smile of joy to the dinner set before us. I do not know the name of the man at whose house we stopped, and I regret it, for I should like to recommend our "cycling friends to go there and get at least one good meal, for without an easy meal and a good one we go on the road. As the day was very warm, we did not mount again until three o'clock, when we found the roads a vast improvement over the early portion of our ride, and were able to make some pretty good time until 5 p.m., when we arrived at the farm-house, near which we accordingly did at the next farm-house, where we found everything certainly very clean, but that is about all I can say for that place. There we found a man had made fourteen miles in first day's spin. We were awakened for breakfast by mine host, at farming hours, and that is something that goes against me very much, turning out at such unreasonable hours; however, "When with the Romans we must do as the Romans do," so up we got and had our breakfast, and mounting once more, pushed on for our destination. The roads improved (and there was room for improvement) as we went along, and we thoroughly enjoyed the spin along the bank of the river, in the fresh morning air, and made Fredericton that afternoon without adventure (not even a head) at 4.30, having the trip of nearly twenty miles in twelve hours' riding (and walking) time. We had a meeting of the club on Saturday last to take into consideration the feasibility of having our fall races on Tuesday next, the 20th inst. This meeting adjourned, after appointing a committee to draw up a programme, until Friday next.

BRUNSWICKIER.

Halifax, N.S.

Editor Bicycling World:—I promised to give you an account of the "Windsor bicyclists' ride, which I shall now try to do, it having been furnished me by the rider himself, Mr. J. F. Carver, a member of the League of American Wheelmen. The start was made on Monday afternoon of the 5th ult., on a 30-inch "Standard Columbia," and that afternoon he rode as far as Newmarket; had a trip of nearly twenty miles at Brooklyn that night, and next morning started for Walton, thirty miles; but unfortunately, after fifteen miles had been traversed, the rain commenced falling in torrents, which prevented his riding later that day, so he stopped for the night, and again started for Walton in the morning, about ten o'clock, which place was reached in two hours. Here he took dinner, which was done ample justice to by a hungry bicyclist. A start was then made for Noel, where a large ship was to be launched and a tea-meeting to take place the next day; this was a good road, and it afforded a splendid view of the Bay of Fundy. He describes this ride as "simply immense," but regretted the absence of some other brother rider. Noel was reached in time to see the launching of the steamer, and to take part in the tea-meeting which had attracted many people, among whom the bicyclist appeared also to be a centre of attraction; and as many had never before seen a bicycle, a number of curious questions were asked; and very naturally, wanting to know if he was measuring the roads with "that thing?" others, if he belonged to..."
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Two Days’ Run of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club.

In response to the notices sent to the members of the Massachusetts Bicycle Club, and by them distributed to their friends, a party of twenty started out from Trinity Square, on Wednesday morning, 26th October, and faced the keen, frosty wind which blew a gale across the Mill Dam.

No doubt the cold and the wind kept some at home who would otherwise have gone; but the twenty looked forward to tumbling their backs to the wind at Medford, and boldly pushed on. In the absence of Capt. Pope, which was a source of regret to all, Mr. H. W. Williams was chosen acting captain; and monk would be filled by Mr. Williams, proving a gallant and untiring leader. Mr. Sanborn, “the hill climber” of the club, carried the pennant, making a noble standard bearer, keeping the colors well at the front up hill and down for the hundred and odd miles. Bugler Dyler failing to appear, the bugle was put into the able hands of Mr. Metcalf; and thus officered and formed in column by twos, the club and its friends swept on through Central and Harvard Squares, Cambridge, passing through the college yard as the students went to prayers; then on to Medford and Malden, where a stop was made to give the president time to telegraph orders, and the programme was reached into the capacity of the party. This of course consumed considerable time, but proved to be “time well spent,” when a few hours later the genial members of the Essex Club were cleared as if by magic. When the party had become rather cool in body, but warm in temper, the start was again taken, and the delightful run through Maplewood, Linden, and Saugus, to Lynn, seven miles, was made in forty minutes, including a stop caused by a collision between the leather dealer and the belt manufacturer of the party, who, it is supposed, became too much interested in a discussion as to the relative merits of oak-tanned or hemlock leather, and locked their treadles and tangent spokes in a loving embrace. This resulted in the loss of one of the members of the club from the run, much to his and the club’s disappointment. At Maplewood the club passed the review before the editor of the BICYCLING WORLD, who, being “a slave to duty,” was obliged to return to his sanctum. After the president had telegraphed for more dinner, the start from Lynn was made; and through Ocean street in Lynn and Swampscott, taking in magnificent views of the ocean as they ran, the party rolled on in perfect form, without a break or straggler, as indeed they did all day. At Brookside the Hawthorne Club, of Salem, were seen coming out to welcome the visitors; Consul Philbrick, a valued member of the Massachusetts, accompanying them. After an exchange of civilities the line was formed, and led by the veteran captain of the Hawthornes, was again headed to the wind, and some lively hill climbing into Swampscott. The Essex House dinner is too well known to touring bicyclers to need comment here. If there is any “League Hotel” from which a bicycler can bring away as full a body and purse as from there, consults will please notify.

After a pleasant call at the bicycle manufactory of Mr. Philbrick, the party moved on through Beverly, Manchester, and Magnolia, to Gloucester, where they were met by the Webber and other wheelmen, and escorted to the Atlantic House, the Pavilion being closed for the season. The cyclometers registered 432 miles for the day. All day the party had been feasted in the sky and the sea, with rainbow hues of intense color; but the climate was reached when, from the eminence southeast of Gloucester, the city and harbor were seen bathed in golden glory by the setting sun,—a sight which brought exclamations of joy and admiration to the lips of every wheelman. After a very pleasant evening passed in a social way, and enlivened by a call from the Gloucester representative of the Boston Herald, and a visit by the members of the party, beds were sought at an early hour, and were most welcome.

The return on Thursday must be quickly passed over. A few who had planned to return the next day, were tempted by the beautiful morning, and decided to remain with the rest. A new rider with a sixty-inch Columbia had joined the party, and the veteran captain was placed in the rear. Messrs. Harrison and Fourdrinier, to represent the Boston Club, they having been unable to spare time for two days.

The bugle sounded the start at eight o’clock, and Capt. Williams led his command through Essex to Ipswich, then over Hamilton, Wenham, Beverly, and Lynn to Salem, where the Essex had replenished its larder, and furnished another first-class dinner. A few of the party here took the cars, but the larger part kept on through Swampscott, Lynn, Saugus to Malden, where a few more struck for home; but about a dozen made a detour and rode through the Middlesex Fells to Medford, Cambridge, and Boston, arriving at six o’clock, having accomplished over sixty miles since morning, or one hundred and three miles in the two days, with no unpleasant fatigue. The club was honored, besides those already mentioned, with the company of Director Pratt and Mr. Waldo Lincoln of Worcester, the active and enthusiastic Mr. Gilman of Nashua, and the quiet but unifying Mr. Philbrick of Portsmouth, two members of the Middlesex Club, and others, and is greatly indebted to Consul Philbrick of Salem and Consul Webber of Gloucester for their kind attentions and zealous assistance.

Bluenose.

Halifax, 26th October, 1881.

CORRESPONDENCE.

Toronto Bicycle Club.

All honor to the inventor of the bicycle. When the idea was taking shape in his mind, he little thought what an extensive and practical use would be made of this child of his imagination. If the question were asked of many to-day, who a year ago knew not the merits of the steel steed, “Which do you consider the best form of recreation, combining pleasure with healthy exercise and utility?” they would unhesitatingly declare for bicycling.

The Toronto Bicycle Club was organized in April last, and started with a roll-call of some twelve riders, who felt the necessity of an organization for mutual assistance; and from the list of those following were elected to the respective positions in the club: Alderman James B. Bonstead, president (we thought it advisable to have a free alderman to look after our interests); Harry Goulding, the pioneer bicyclist of the city, captain; Basil Hoch, H. M. Blackborn and R. H. McBride, lieutenants; and T. H. Gilmour, secretary-treasurer. It was decided to affiliate with the League of American Wheelmen, and accordingly our membership fees were made to include the amount payable to the L. A. W. Last year there were only three riders in the city who had undertaken to tame the unbroken steel steed; this spring an impetus was given to the exercise, and several managed to break their steeds in very short order. However, broken or unbroken, they persevered, and to-day the city numbers some thirty enthusiastic bicyclers, while there are ten or fifteen unattached.

Our roads are only passable, being
composed principally of broken metal; but outside of the city some good stretches can be found, and towards the east the road is ridable for one hundred miles, some parts being very fine riding. Several members took advantage of a public holiday recently, and rode to Whitby (thirty miles east), two of the number returning same day, but the rest returned by Farnham. The roads they rode accomplished by any one here as yet, but it is expected to be eclipsed shortly. The road was ridable the whole distance, but hilly; two or three hills had to be walked, the rest were surmounted by the perseverance of the riders. I am not aware of any fine stretches here for coaching, as I have read of in some of your correspondents’ letters, as our hills here are generally sprinkled with stones, which I suppose are placed there by the teamsters for the purpose of blocking their wheels. We are not hampered with any regulations restricting us to certain streets or drives in the park, and as for the drivers being accustomed to them, it is a matter to get a large turn-out of riders for a run, the largest meet we have had yet numbering seventeen. The usual share of accidents falls to our lot; one member has had his eye pierced and torn by a protruding branch of a tree; our captain has had his arm and wrist dislocated, one of the lieutenants his foot sprained, and so it goes; but these things are only temporary, and do not seem to damage the members who have suffered these afflictions. The inevitable header is occasionally taken, but usually a soft place is picked upon for the feat, and the rider escapes unharmed. This afternoon eight members started for a run of some eight miles into the country. Before we had gone two miles our number was diminished to seven, and by the time five miles was covered, only five were in sight. On our return we discovered one of the dilatory ones riding quietly in a wagon, with his machine disabled, and trying to reach the station to come back into the city by train. Bicycling has come into such favor in Canada that it is proposed to manufacture the machines here, but I am satisfied the English machines will rule the market here for years to come.

**Challenge**

**Union, S. C.**

_**Editor Bicycling World:**_ About four months ago I got me a wheel, and after some pretty hard falls, learned to ride; so I can go in a tolerably straight line now. I had never seen any one ride before I learned, and had no one to teach me, but did not find it so hard as I anticipated, for I thought when the machine came I had a “white elephant” on my hands. Some of the country roads around here allow very good wheeling, being red clay, which our hot sun bakes hard as a stone; but there is no riding over them in wet weather. It is with much pleasure I read in your last number, but I seldom see anything from this part of the country. . . . Find enclosed clippings from the Newberry Herald, which show bad feeling and poor judgment on the part of most of the people in this section against the wheel; I had the same to contend with here when I first went on the street, but after a good deal of argument was allowed to ride on probation; and by being careful not to frighten horses, can now ride anywhere in town. I would like to ride in Newberry (being an adjoining town), and would like to know if a company has any right to make such a law, and force people to abide by it.

_F. N. Parker._

**Chicago.**

And now are the days when ye amateur is sorely tempted and tried. Many will stand steadfast, and yet a few will fall from amateur grace,—the glittering bait of a big money prize offered by any manager of a fair association being too much to resist. When this question is considered, it is a big temptation. Many agricultural associations, recognizing the great drawing attraction of a bicycle race, have put up excellent cash prizes to catch the “talent.” Now, suppose a young club member, conscious of a little speed, should read that at Podouk, or some other country place, a fair would be given, and a good cash inducement offered to the winner. Now, in all probability our amateur would think, “There will not be anybody there of much account, and I will stand a chance to pick up a good prize and have some fun in the bargain.” Off he goes, and unless he meets another fellow of his own stripe, he gets the ducats, without exciting himself. I believe it is the making of any special road, as there are several cases in the West where big stakes, $25 and $50, have been won at the rate of a mile in five minutes. The pro-
grammes of almost all Western fairs embrace a series of bicycle races this season with a varying scale of prizes, all of them good, and well worth running for. It is unquestionably a brilliant feature of the programme, and one which the audience, one would suppose the chief event of the association. Several prominent associations offer clubs their expenses to come out and show themselves, which is rather an isolated talent; while the offer, besides expenses, a good list of medals and bicycle accessories. This shows the lack of professional talent, of course, or else the managers go in for quantity and not quality. It certainly is a good school for the would-be racer, and one where he can learn all the fine jockeying points not otherwise obtainable.

We know a young gentleman who made about $500 inside of two months, which is pretty fair for an amateur. Of course he earned his money, and had considerable experience besides. After an amateur has been in a few races with an out-and-out professional, he is unfit, under the present financial affairs, to continue in the amateur ranks, and enter any race on equal terms with an amateur. His disability is supposed to be not from the fact of his professional association, but in his contact with the professional he has had an opportunity to study the manoeuvres and science of jockeying, which count so much on the track. This of course, puts him in a superior position to the wheelman who has confined himself to making fast time in private, and who virtually appears with him in a public race for the first time. It is hard to tell the difference between an old professional and an equally old amateur,— they have both got the tricks of trade down pretty fine. The distinction between amateur and professional is presumably maintained to protect the former from the unequal skill of the latter, this skill being built up by constant practice and training with a monetary consideration or reward in view; while the amateur, having no such inducement, seeks not to improve upon what speed he naturally possesses. Therefore, under the popular definition, one is a natural gift highly cultivated and improved, the other crude nature untrained,— that is, so far as educating the muscles for the quick movement of racing. An amateur generally seeks first to master the niceties of fine balance, and the economy of power necessary to road riding, the acquirement of which is directly antagonistic to racing gain.

There is a slight disposition to disparage anything connected with professionalism. Perhaps there have been a few black sheep in the fold, but these ought not to stain the greater number, who are generally meek. It is a fact that whatever of merit there is in the bicycle has been brought out by practical wheelmen, who have made the wheel a study, and whose wants, created by the necessities of the country, have been the object of manufacturers to satisfy, thereby aiding materially in the development of the finer points of the bicycle. It is the financial interest that has sustained bicycling in this country. Of course the bicycle, like any other really good thing, lies down for a while, and then the ventilating "amateur" interest that came to the front, but the substantial backing of those whose interest was deeper than that of mere pleasure. And yet there seems to be a slight tendency to exclude from the management of club affairs any interest but that of the faithless amateur, whose interest is but as grass,— flourishing luxuriously to-day, to be wilted and dried up by some new wrangle and vacillation to-morrow. The president of the Chicago Club, if allowed to have his own way, would resign on account of recent partnership in an establishment where bicycles are sold; but the club, whose pillar he has been since organization, could not see the point as he did. If a moneyed interest makes one a professional, then we would create a new class, professional amateur; and let there be included in this class the so-called amateur who keeps himself in a high state of training, and who makes as much of the racing path as the professional,— the only difference being that he keeps within the technical limits prescribed for an amateur, and does not race for money.

WATERTOWN, N. Y.

Editor Bicycling World:— Referring to your article in last week's paper, in regard to "Bicycle, Long or Short?" I would say here, we are quite sure, all understand that the proper way to pronounce the oft-recurring word is with the y long. This in defence of Watertown. Since I have commenced, I may say, in one of the so-called amateur columns, if the present ten wheels shall swell to at least twenty next spring. We have a good many good roads in our vicinity, among which may be mentioned Sackett's Harbor, Lake Ontario, twelve miles, with but one dismount; Alexandria Bay, or the Thousand Islands, thirty miles, all good; Utica, seventy-five miles, all good excepting hills, of which there are quite a number. One might take a very pleasant trip from Utica to Alexandria Bay, and perhaps continue via Prescot, Ont., to Montreal.

WATERTOWN, N. Y., 29 October, 1881.

Amateurs and Professionals.

One of the distinctions between an "amateur" and "professional" is that the latter races for money, while the former does not. The professional races for the money because he races for what he can make out of it, while the amateur races (or is supposed to) for the glory of the thing. And yet in the face of the above we are constantly reading the opinions of amateurs (?) riders, to the effect that they would rather ride for prizes representing a certain money value, such as cyclometers, etc., than medals.

Now, I ask any one who reads this if the amateur who holds an opinion like the above does not enter a race in exactly the same spirit as a professional does,— viz., that he can make out of it. There is another thing which seems to me rather unfair: why the man who teaches the bicycle should be a professional, while the man who sells them should be adjudged an amateur. Here again the spirit of the thing is the same: they both make a living out of the machine. I would like to see the opinions of some other riders on the above.

PHILADELPHIA, 25 October, 1881.

The Wheelman.

(Olden Style.)

The coach and cart I like nor land. Revenue are esteemed, are scarce.

On steely ear, unlike them both, one is not the calling of the wheel. This is my choice; for me I feel no ride is like the quiet wheel.

I grind no slopes, turn no hill, hear no songs of my tract.

I skim the plain, I climb the hill. But greatest cities I ever

And laugh at them in peace and pain. Who better health for golden gain.

Come up betwixt, thou heavy wight, that keepst in the lower way of brick! Rise now and walk the wight light, While not too old to travel quick.

Take in the saddle ere too late. Now live with the rigid jab.

PACK, 26 October.

THE CONSULS AT WORK.

C. A. HAZLETT, Esq., Director L. A. W., etc., Portsmouth, N. H. Dear Sir:— Your favor of the 10th was duly received. In reply would say that when I left England I was strongly in favor of a regular tariff, or a scale of charges, to be imposed on imports; but the more I have thought of the matter, and having seen repeated how much fault has been lately found with the B. T. C. method, I have come to the conclusion that any reduction should be made a secondary consideration in the appointment of hotels. What we want is good food and beds, at a fair rate. The main thing is to have in each town and village (no matter how small), some place where reasonable rates can be secured. At present, in this country, a man touring is at a loss to know what if any accommodations can be obtained at the places he may stop at. Where there is more than one hotel, he is ignorant as to which is the best. I should recommend that consuls in small places select the best, regardless of any reduction. The accommodations in our average country hotel are such that the proprietors should understand that it will be for their advantage to make an extra effort in their treatment of bicyclists; that
they want good fare and good attendance, for which they are willing to pay. I should make it an imperative duty for each consul to appoint, or recommend for appointment, some suitable hotel in his town or district, and that within a short time of his appointment. I have not quite made up my mind as to what is the proper certificate of appointment of League hotels, but how would this do?

This certifies that the Hotel, Proprietor, has been appointed headquarters for members of the League of American Whelmen for the town of

(Signed)

John Jones, John Roe, Directors for Minnesota.

Charles Ing., President Consul.

I should have an agreement signed by the proprietor, that he agrees to exhibit a sign in a conspicuous place on the front of his house, a sign to read, “League Headquarters,” “L. A. W. Headquarter,” or anything you think best, so long as they are all alike. These might be supplied by the League to the hotel keepers at cost.

And that he agrees to make the following reduction to all members exhibiting a ticket like the following: (Here paste in copy of League ticket.) Your reduction (if any) would then come in, say as follows: “And agrees to make a reduction of “per cent to all members exhibiting,” etc. All this should be printed on a paper or cardboard, and framed, and hung up in the office of the hotel. It would then be something like this,—in size about twelve or fourteen inches by six:—

This certifies, etc.,

This certifies, etc.,

I agree, etc.,

exhibiting the following, etc.

[Ticket]

Before appointing the hotel, I should have the proprietor make written application for appointment. Let him fill out some suitable form, at the solicitation of the consul. This being done, your hotel appointed, I should recommend to all hotel keepers that they demand from every bicyclist desiring to obtain the benefit of the League’s work, that he show his ticket; this you cannot enforce, but only recommend it. The following rule is taken from the B. T. C. Hand-Book, and may help you in framing a rule for consuls; it seems full enough for the constitution and by-laws. More specific instructions must be obtained from the directions, as they are needed.

Consults must give any information as to roads, hotels, places of interest, etc., to a member of the Touring Club calling on them, and must be prepared to answer letters from the secretary or chief consuls on those roads, etc. They must all be members of the club, and are not expected to answer letters from ordinary members, or from other consuls, unless the letters be official. A stamp will be always enclosed for this information.

Any consul treating a member in any way dishonestly,—e. g., refusing to give desired information,—shall be duly reported.

I have no book of routes published by the Bicycle Touring Club, but would recommend a form something like the following to be distributed to consuls, to be filled out by them from time to time, and returned to the directors, who could then commence to compile a good road book:

ROUTE FROM SALISBURY TO SHARPESTOWN.

Issued by Consul.

To

R. T. C.

Headquarters.

Albany.

Saratoga.

Shelburne.

City or Town.

Village, hamlet, or location.

Mile.

Remainder.

Former start to Salt Lake City.

Place where first stop to be made, per da.

Place where last stop to be made, per da.

(County of location).

Visitors, receipts.

On account of.

This is similar to one published in the B. T. C. circular for October, 1881. These views of mine can no doubt be improved upon when you get well at work on the subject. Anything that I have neglected to make myself clear on, just write, and I will reply promptly. I hope you will not find too much difficulty in making out this disjointed letter. If it would be proper to publish this in some way, I should like it, as I have had to destroy two publications to give you the clippings. Wishing you and the other members of the committee every success, I remain yours respectfully,

J. S. Dean,

League Consul for Boston.

Boston, Mass., 25th October, 1881.

RACES

Coming Events.

8 November, New York,—Eleven days’ games of Manhattan Athletic Club, Two-mile bicycle race; handicap.

At Hemlock Lake, N. Y., 6 October, mile race, best two in three; first heat, won by H. C. Davis in 3.30; J. Mulligan, second; C. T. Booth, third; second heat, Mulligan and Davis fouled, fracturing the latter’s wrist, giving the heat to L. A. Parshall; third heat, won by Davis.—At Newark, N. J., 5 October, a half-mile race was won by J. P. McCune; time, 2.17.—At San Jose, Cal., 5 October, H. C. Finkler won a mile handicap in 3.36 from scratch; Rabe and McLaughlin second and third, at one hundred and fifteen yards each.

St. Louis, Mo., 22 October.—Quite a number of ladies and gentlemen were assembled in the amphitheatre of the fairgrounds to witness the competition for the five-mile championship of the Missouri Bicycling Club. The members entered for the race were: Messrs. Luders, Stone, McIntirck, Bain, and Young. The prize was a beautiful gold medal, in the shape of a polished wheel, or a pin, from which hung a Maltese cross. On one side of the cross was engraved: “Five-Mile Champion, M. B. C.,” and the date, a space being left above for the name of the winner. On the other side was a bicycle. On the scroll is to be engraved the time in which the run was made. The medal was designed by Mr. Mack Evans, the president pro temp. of the club, and splendidly executed by Messrs. Eugene Jaccard & Co., who will be kindly remembered by the club for the loan of the stop-watch used in timing the race. The following are the names of the competing members, also the size of the wheels used by each, and the time made:—

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Distance</th>
<th>Wheel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1:17</td>
<td>5 miles</td>
<td>46 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:30</td>
<td>5 miles</td>
<td>54 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:35</td>
<td>5 miles</td>
<td>48 inch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:40</td>
<td>5 miles</td>
<td>54 inch</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As is seen above, Mr. Bain is the winner, this making the third medal he has won this season: one on the 4th of July, one a few weeks ago for the one-mile championship, and the one now making him the five-mile champion. It was a great surprise to the club generally to see Bain get it, as it is claimed by many that Young is much the fastest rider. Mr. Bain’s wheel, being 54 inches in diameter, carried him over 14½ feet every revolution, while the 46-inch wheel ridden by Mr. Young only carried him forward a little more than 12 feet, giving Bain nearly 2½ feet more distance every revolution. From the above, it is plain that while the running was very much superior to that of Mr. Bain’s, and indeed Young’s mile record at 3.23 is the best on time for an amateur with a 46-inch wheel, Mr. Young expects to have a 52-inch “Special Columbia” by next spring, when he thinks Bain will have to take a back seat.
The races passed off very pleasantly and quietly, no incidents or delays occurring. Mr. J. T. Binkley, Jr., an amateur of Illinois, was the timer, and Messrs. Louis Kempf, a bicyclist of Belleville, and Clifford Fccy, of Mt. Holly, N. J., timed the laps made. Mr. Samuel Andrews, the Belleville gentleman who was recently voted a member of the club, and who owns the "American Star" machine, in which the small wheel is in front, came especially to see the race, and gave an exhibition of the speed which could be made on his machine. He made one round, which is nearly a third of a mile, in 1.06, his wheel being only 48 inches in diameter. The Belleville boys were cordially welcomed, and the club would be pleased to see and know more of them. The gold medal was designed by Mr. Mack Evans, president of the club, and is the shape of a Maltese cross hanging by gold chains from a bar, which bears the inscription, "[8.52]," being the time of the five-mile race won yesterday by Mr. Bain. In coming out of the fair grounds gate yesterday evening he was so high elated over his late success that he missed his saddle in mounting and took a grand header, demoralizing his machine to such an extent that he had to lead it home.

French Notes.—The International races held in Paris 25 September, were a grand success. The weather was fine, the track was good, the crowd in attendance was large and enthusiastic, and the races hotly contested by strong riders. The races were six in number, three of which were for amateurs, and three for professionals. M. Barré, of the Paris Bicycle Club (Le Sport Velocipédique Parísien), won the very enviable distinction of champion of amateurs in France for the coming year, and M. De Civry, with whom we in America almost feel acquainted, having heard of so many of his races, took the professional championship in a race of 10 kilometres (6.2 miles) in 21 minutes 25 seconds. The most exciting event of the day was a handicap for professionals, — De Civry starting from the scratch. This race was 3,000 metres (about 1.8 miles), and was won. It is hardly necessary to say, by De Civry, his time being 5 minutes, 53 seconds. This remarkable rider took another race a few days later, at the Crystal Palace track in England, he gave his competitor, Mr. Edmunds, champion of Wales, 1 minute's start, and beat him nearly 8 minutes in a 20-mile race. De Civry was also in International races at Lyons 2 October, and had everything his own way in every race in which he started, although he had for competitors Delisse, Pagis, and Jules Terront, of Paris, Es- peneau of Bordeaux, Fadigati of Italy, Crambach from Switzerland, and several noted riders. He also came in ahead of nine others in a tricycle contest. . . . Out of the twenty-six riders who rode in the International races at Paris, twenty rode machines of French manufacture, and of these machines, fifteen were from the factory. Messrs. Cle the makers of the machine on which De Civry has done such effective work.

The New York Sunday Courier says that Smith and Reed are entered for the bicycle races at the Manhattan Polo Ground, next Tuesday.

An effort is being made to have a bicycle-riding school in New York, during the coming winter, and the prospects are that the thing will be done. A TRICYCLE race of fifty miles was run 8 October, from Morningside Toll, Edinburgh, to Broughton and back; J. H. Laing, University Bicycle Club, winning in 5 hours, 14.5 minutes.

GEORGE LACY HILLIER, the English amateur champion, while passing up Tokenhouse yard, 14 October, was felled to the ground by a large advertising sign-board, blown down by the wind. The board was some fifteen feet square, and very heavy; but beyond some slight gashes and an abdominal strain, Mr. Hillier was not seriously hurt.

Our San Francisco correspondent says: "A bicycle tournament in connection with the Olympic athletic games at the Golden Gate Trotting Park, Thanksgiving Day, is projected. In that region, if a north wind follows the rains, the roads become hard and smooth, and admirable for bicycling, and George Strong proposes to lead a cavalcade to San Jose and southward, as soon as this condition of the roads obtains."

At the Milwaukee exposition, 30 September, the bicyclers of that city gave a parade and exhibition in the hall to a large and appreciative concourse of spectators. Mrs. L. M. Richardson received the plaudits of the vast crowd who witnessed her ride around the first gallery on the tricycle. Her little boy, not more than six years old, took the tricycle after her performance, and standing on the treads progressed with considerable speed, earning the admiration of all.

The Dubuque (Iowa) Club took a run to Galena, Ill., last month, and four of the members participated in a race at the driving park. The race was in half-mile runs, best two in three, and was won by J. C. Treadway in two successive heats. Time, 1:58 and 2 minutes. The first heat they passed under the wire in the following order: Treadway, Peasele, Sears, Fry. The second heat, Sears gained second place coming in only a length behind Treadway.

The wheelmen of New York and vicinity are called for a run to King's Bridge and back, on election day, Tuesday, Nov. 8, start to be made from the bicycle headquarters, 791 4th avenue, at 11.30 a.m., sharp. Photograph to be taken on 6th avenue boulevard, an hour's rest for lunch at King's Bridge, returning to headquarters about 4.30 p.m. The officers and committee of arrangements represent the Manhattan, New York, Colum-
NOTES, QUERIES, ETC.

We invite readers and correspondents to contribute questions, notes, suggestions, etc., to this department.

Editor Bicycling World:—In answer to “Club Fool,” I may say that I am well aware of the truth of his statements. I did not say that the Cressens were all “stuck up,” but “C. F.” cannot deny that some of them are. Perhaps it has been my misfortune to meet only with this kind. I hope so, I did not speak of it as a personal matter, because I was not entitled to it at all. In writing my letter, I thought that it might come to the notice of some of the “very great”.

To “London W.,” I remark that I did not “brand the cholera”; rather did I say from a sanitary point of view that it was a disease that needed to be fought with more vigour. I did not expect that a stranger on wheel would be “admonished as a brother.” Does he, “Mr. Cool?”

What every wheelman expects is a little more silence, if nothing more. I am not speaking of this our hour in particular, but of several. Nor was it in private grievance; I described the occurrence as it appeared to a bystander.

To “One of the greatest of the glorious Crescent Club,” I refer: The few papers to-day were not ‘“Nutter” who spoke to you, Swede. At the time you were spoken to, your friends were “not on” their machines and moving down the street, but were exchanging a very few words with it. How much better it would have been, if you had simply said “Yes” to a pleasant tone, than “Very good machine,” in the gruff way in which you were heard to quarrel to my fellow-wheelmen. “I guess,” should we ever meet again, please nod, if nothing more. Missed.

Boston, 29 October, 1881.

According to the New York Sunday Courier, Mr. W. M. Wright’s marriage with Miss Caroline not only May but will take place this month. “ gather ye rosebuds while ye may,” William.

We print this week a letter from Consul Dean of Boston to Director Hazlett of Portsmouth, in relation to hotels and routes: the latter gentleman having been appointed at the late League meeting, committee on instructions to consuls, with E. C. Hodges of Boston and E. J. Waring of Pittsburgh.

We have for sale a handsome 56-inch "Xtraordinary Challenge" bicycle, nearly new, and in complete order: nickel-chrome steel frames, tires, $80. It is furnished with extras as follows: Cradle Springs, Handie Tool Bag, Wrenches, and extra Spokes, Pedal Flaps, Caps, Lubricants, etc. It should be understood that with this machine the particular type of machine of which the wheel is made is in the ability of any one to ride it. Its original cost, with extra furnishings, was about $80; we will sell it for $40.

And the Bicycling World, 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

THE BICYCLING WORLD

and will succeed. We will report promptly to you later, and then look out for the Trojans . . . . Capt. Scattergood of the Albany Club frequently passes through our city on the wheel . . . . Messrs. Fiddock & Co., agents for the Pope Manufacturing Company, were in town Friday to see our rich in working order; and they stated they will open a rich school in connection with their agency in Albany . . . . Roads between Saratoga and here are in fine order. TROY. Troy, N. Y., 50 October, 1881.

NOTICE.

We have just received a large favorite of Sturmy’s “Indispensable” for $5.00. Sold by mail, post paid, on receipt of price, 5 cents.

The POPE MFG. CO.,
597 Washington St., Boston, Mass.

MONOGRAMS FOR BICYCLE CLUBS.

The L. A. W. Hand-Book contains information that every member of the League should have,—constitution, rules, officers, directors, constitution, list of members, and general information,—rules for racing, road-riding, etc., etc. It is bound in stiff paper covers, is of convenient size and shape for the pocket, and will be sent post-paid on receipt of thirty cents. Only a limited edition has been published, and members who desire copies should send for them at once to either of the following addresses:

BICYCLING WORLD, 8 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.

Tire Wheel, 74 Fulton street, New York.

We are manufacturing Monograms for Clubs at prices that will give satisfaction and we offer special terms for large orders. Estimates furnished.

Notice.

The "Indispensable Bicycle's Hand-Book" has arrived, and we can now fill orders promptly. Fifty cents, postpaid. E. C. Hodges & Co., 9 Pemberton Square.

LEAGUE BADGES.

Will soon be furnished to order by the directors, Messrs. H. L. Lovejoy, M. C. Hodd, and A. J. Philbrick, Portland, Me.

The only place where you can have a Bicycle Built to Order. We keep constantly on hand New and Second-hand Machines, which offer at reasonable prices. We also carry in stock the Columbian Bicycles, The latest patterns. Repairing in all its branches done neatly and promptly. All orders by mail or by post will receive our most careful and prompt attention.

A. J. PHILBRICK & CO.
SALEM, MASS.

CUNNINGHAM & CO.

IMPORTING MANUFACTURERS

OF BICYCLES AND TRICYCLES.

(Established 1877.)

TREMONT STREET, cor. OF BERKELEY STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

Sale Prefectors of the Famous

HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES.

HAVARD ROADSTER.

Acknowledged throughout the country as being the perfection of modern bicycle mechanism, a reputation which it is intended shall always be sustained.

SEND THREE-CENT STAMP FOR CATALOGUE.

Among the most important of the modern appliances for promoting the comfort of riders and for securing to them the utmost enjoyment and comfort which bicycle locomotion affords, HARRINGTON'S PATENT CRADLE SPRING AND NASH'S PATENT RUBBER BICYCLE HANDLES deserve special attention. These luxurious adjuncts to the outfit of the Touring Bicycler, wholly absorbing all jar and vibration, can only be obtained from CUNNINGHAM & CO., or their authorized agents.
$75.00

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT.

WE have in stock less than one hundred of our well-known Cone Bearing

“STANDARD COLUMBIA”

Bicycles, in 46 and 48 inch, half bright and painted, which we offer at the reduced price of $75.00 until they are sold. We have a few 50-inch, full nickel, which we will sell at $95.00. The bearings of these machines are so well made and hardened as to be remarkably easy-running. The thousands which are in use have earned a good reputation. When kept clean and well lubricated they frequently out-spin and outcoast any other bearings; and they are easily adjustable.

This offer affords an opportunity to purchase good, serviceable, new Bicycles at a bargain while the lot lasts. Only these three sizes and two styles, and but a limited number are so offered.

For catalogues and particulars of other sizes and styles of Bicycles and Tricycles and their supplies, address with three-cent stamp enclosed.
